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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation situates rural-urban migration in the Soviet Black Earth region of the 

southwestern RSFSR and northern Ukrainian SSR amid the socioeconomic and cultural policies 

and processes particular to the Soviet Union under Nikita Khrushchev and Leonid Brezhnev. 

Whereas the state’s relationship with the village had earlier been primarily extractive and 

confiscatory, leaders now sought to integrate rural areas and their residents into the broader 

Soviet project, in large part by introducing a heavily distorted market and encouraging associated 

values of consumerism and individualization largely premised around urban lifestyles. Thus, 

even as rural standards of living improved substantially, village youth looked no less longingly 

to the city as a means to fulfil heightened aspirations and recalibrated notions of prestige around 

life and labor. In the very epicenter of migration, which shifted gradually southwestward from 

the Moscow and Urals regions toward the western Ukrainian and Belarusian SSR’s, it was 

typical for roughly two thirds of those finishing compulsory secondary schooling to leave for the 

city. They were aided in their departure by an expanded vocational training infrastructure created 

to prepare workers for industrial labor even as leaders contended with the loss of labor in 

agriculture and a demoralizing provisioning crisis. Because the gradient between city and village 

had indeed become more level, young migrants were largely prepared to lead their new city lives 

absent many of the frictions of earlier decades and centuries. But even these individuals, broadly 

compatible with Soviet urban modernity, faced a process of adjustment to urban lifeways within 

which egalitarian collectivism – notionally the foundational value of the Soviet project – had 

become still more noticeably eroded than in the village. In contending with a new pace of life, 

village out-migrants made tepid use of ideologically privileged scripts and sought foremost to 

maintain extremely close social and economic ties to their native villages. Thus, while authorities 

comforted themselves that this migratory processes conformed to certain “natural laws 

[zakonomernosti]” according to which rural and industrial labor would meld, the most significant 

process was in fact the growing irrelevance of formal ideological trappings amid the Soviet 

version of consumerist modernity. 
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Preface 

 

 On May 23rd, 1968, Irina Kobchikova, the editor of Peasant Woman magazine called to 

order a “conference-seminar” in Moscow. Sponsored jointly with the Komsomol, the gathering 

was titled “Youth Is to Live in the Village! [Zhitʹ v sele molodëzhi!]”1 Over the course of three 

days of proceedings, dozens of administrators and activists from across the USSR exchanged 

experiences and probed strategies that might allow them to “forestall the excess departure of 

youth from the village,” as Kobchikova put it, hewing mostly to the premise that improving 

village amenities for work and leisure would help incentivize youth to remain employed in 

agriculture.2 Five years later, a second conference of the same name was held. Its participants 

discussed identical questions in essentially the same terms and reached virtually identical 

conclusions.3 In her lengthy opening remarks at that subsequent conference, Kobchikova treated 

delicately the matter of why they had returned: 

Over these past years, agriculture has taken a great step forward. Much of that 

which we dreamed of in those years has become reality… However, for a whole 

series of areas in our country and various proprietorships the problem of the 

retention [zakreplenie] of youth in the village remains acute and worrying. Youth 

departs from the village not only for large projects important to the economy but 

also just for the city in general [prosto v gorod]. There are more comforts there, 

more cultured entertainment, a more regimented workday…The most alarming 

thing is that this process is occurring unevenly, and youth frequently leave those 

proprietorships where labor is already scarce, where young hands are needed the 

most…. It stands before us to figure out the reasons for the departure of youth 

from the village in contemporary conditions [v sovremennykh usloviiakh].4 

 
1 Styled a “soveshchanie-seminar,” the minutes are found in the former Komsomol archive since merged 
with the Russian State Archive of Sociopolitical History [Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi arkhiv sotsialʹno-
politicheskoi istorii] (Moscow): RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.78. The Komsomol was the youth organization of 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Its full formal name was the All-Soviet Leninite Communist 
Union of Youth [Vsesoiuznyi leninskii kommunisticheskii soiuz molodëzhi: VLKSM]. Peasant Woman was 
published in Russian and called “Krestʹianka”; its circulation stood at several million copies.  
2 RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.78, l.5. 
3 RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.266. 
4 RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.266, l.7. 
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Exactly as she had five years prior, Kobchikova described the broad outline of these “reasons” 

and the “main measures” to address them in her own statement, and the speakers who followed 

her then reproduced them in various combinations. Consequently, the gathering took on an air of 

ritual, its title an incantation.  

“Youth Is to Live in the Village!” had all the makings of a compelling slogan in a state 

measured out by them. It was concise and emphatic and unlike many others demanded no more 

than the status quo, an unusually modest request of the generation bestowed with the momentous 

task of building Communism. Ultimately, though, it was unheeded and forgotten. A web search 

for it today produces a sarcastic and possibly accidental reference as well as a dry recitation –“in 

the 1970s there was a slogan ‘Youth is to live in the city’….” – on social media.5 And that is all. 

It clearly failed to impress and was abandoned in short order. What would happen if a 

Komsomol agitator uttered a slogan and there was no one left to hear it? Would the proletariats 

of all countries still unite? This dissertation is an attempt to tell the story of this non-slogan from 

the perspective of its would-be young rural audience, examining the migration of largely young 

late-Soviet rural persons to the city amid the growing indeterminacy and inefficacy of the Soviet 

state’s policymaking and ideological efforts, which often became secondary to the social, 

cultural, and economic processes that they unwittingly helped unleash. 

Given the richness of recent decades’ work regarding various aspects of the 

administration and experience of the Soviet project, it seems decidedly antiquated to raise the 

 
5 Yana Stoyanova [sic], “Chë on nesët …” [6 Jul. 2017] in response to Lyusya Pyaltseva [sic], “Nadeiusʹ, 
chto mer nash…” [3 Jul. 2017], wall of Komsomolʹsk-na-Dnepre [sic], Vkontakte: https://vk.com/wall-
29178368?offset=16560 ; Vladimir-2012, “Ne komfortnaia zhiznʹ…” in response to Nikolai Isaev, “Kto i 
zachem otorval liudei ot zemli, zagnav ikh v goroda? Smysl?,” Dva Voprosa: http://dvavoprosa.ru/кто-и-
зачем-оторвал-людей-от-земли-загнав-их-в-города-смысл 
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problem of proletarian revolution in a country of peasants.6 Yet the legacy of this paradox 

persisted. As Moshe Lewin observed, urbanization was “the crucial novelty of the Russian 20th 

century,” a sentiment justly expanded to much of the Soviet Union, and this was indeed a process 

that defined a century – proceeding at a fairly steady clip from the end of NEP to the early 

1980s.7 Omitting moments of acute crisis, particularly collectivization and the Second World 

War, a bit more than one percent of the Soviet population moved annually from village to city or 

saw its place of residence reclassified “urban.”  

While its pace was remarkably consistent, the geography of the urbanization changed 

markedly over time. Figure 0.1 presents maps, provided in enlarged and labeled form in 

Appendix A, depicting the drifting epicenter of urbanization in the late-Soviet period, isolating, 

specifically, young adults, who were much more mobile than their elders (see Figure 1.2). As 

can be readily seen, the locus of the most acute migration out of the village moved sequentially 

southwestward over time, from the Central Economic Region (encircling Moscow), through the 

Black Earth Economic Region of the RSFSR, to the northwestern Ukrainian SSR and Belarusian 

SSR. This pattern was similar for male and female villagers, with the major distinction being that 

the magnitude of male outmigration was generally stronger than female outmigration in the 

1960s, a pattern that reversed in the 1970s presaging a highly unusual moment in the history of 

migration patterns in Soviet and pre-Soviet times where women were more mobile than their 

male counterparts.8 

 
6 Geroid Tanquary Robinson, Rural Russia under the Old Regime: A History of the Landlord-Peasant 
World and a Prologue to the Peasant Revolution of 1917 (New York: Longman, Green & Co., 1932). 
7 Moshe Lewin, The Soviet Century (New York: Verso, 2005), 203. See also: Lewin, The Gorbachev 
Phenomenon: A Historical Interpretation (Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press, 1991), 30-42; 
Oleg Gorbachëv, Na puti k gorodu: selʹskaia migratsiia v Tsentralʹnoi Rossii (1946-1985 gg.) i sovetskaia 
modelʹ urbanizatsii (Moscow: Izdatelʹstvo MPGU, 2002), 3. 
8 Cf. Barbara Engel, Between the Fields and the City: Women, Work, and Family in Russia, 1861-1914 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1994); Engel, “The Woman’s Side: Male Outmigration and the 
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Males

 
                Females 

 

 
Figure 0.1: Proportion of the Population of Villager Males and Females Aged 15 in the 

Base Year Remaining in the Village a Decade Later in the Western USSR9 

 
Family Economy in Kostroma Province,” The World of the Peasant: Post-Emancipation Culture and 
Society, eds. Ben Eklof and Stephen P. Frank (Boston: Unwin Hyman, 1990), 65-80; Sheila Fitzpatrick, 
Stalin’s Peasants: Resistance and Survival in the Russian Village after Collectivization (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1994); David L. Hoffman, Peasant Metropolis: Social Identities in Moscow, 1929–1941 
(Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1994). The traditional predominance of males among migrants is a 
Russian phenomenon. An early classic of demography found on the basis of Victorian Britain that 
“Woman is a greater migrant than man,” regionally at least: Ernst Georg Ravenstein, “On The Laws of 
Migration,” Journal of the Statistical Society 48.2 (Jun. 1885), 196. 
9 (Most Belarusian oblasts are omitted from the 1959 map because of the confounding effect of border 
changes stemming from the liquidation of Maladzyechna Oblast in 1960.) Enlarged, expanded, and 
labeled maps are available in Appendix A. Data is sourced from the 1959, 1970, 1979, and 1989 
Censuses (see Bibliography) for males and females aged 15 in the base year and either 24, 25, or 26 in 
the closing year depending on the gap between censuses. (Selecting the cohort of those who are aged 
15 in the base year and either 24, 25, and 26 in the closing year (per the interval between censuses) 
isolates those who were on the cusp of finishing compulsory schooling and, a decade later, had generally 
settled down.) Leningrad and Republic capitals are agglomerated with their surrounding Oblast.  
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The present work is inspired by the vast red areas in the maps of the European USSR 

above, indicating places where, at various junctures in the decades after the Second World War, 

between half and two thirds of village youth were departing to live in the city. In the villages of 

Belgorod Oblast, for example, 15,150 fifteen-year-olds were counted by the 1970 Census. The 

1979 census, however, counted only 6,208 twenty-four-year-old village residents, a decrease of 

8,942 or 59%. A bit further northwest, in Briansk Oblast, 18,116 villager fifteen-year-olds 

became 6,307 twenty-four-year-olds over the same period, a 65% drop in just nine years. Though 

some were resettled in the villages of other parts of the USSR (like Murmansk Oblast, deep-

green on the above maps) and some happened to live in villages that were administratively 

recategorized as “tracts of urban type [posëlki gorodskogo tipa: PGT],” the vast majority 

(perhaps four fifths) of this disappearing youth physically moved from village to a city or tract of 

urban type (generally outside of any organized resettlement effort), though most stayed within 

their native Oblast.10 (See Appendix B for a more thorough examination.)  

Table 0.1: Average Age of Sumy Oblast City 

and Village Residents in 1959 and 199011 

 1959 1990 

Sumy 30.8 32.1 

Minor Sumy Oblast Cities12 31.2 34.3 

Sumy Oblast Villages 31.8 43.7 

 
10 The decreased significance of long-distance migration and migration among older age cohorts was a 
notable departure from migration flows during the tumultuous early Soviet decades as well as the years in 
which perestroika stalled: Beth Mitchneck and David Plane, “Migration Patterns During a Period of 
Political and Economic Shocks in the Soviet Union: A Case Study of Yaroslavl’ Oblast,” Professional 
Geographer 47.1 (1995), 22-3; 25-6; 28; Lewis Siegelbaum and Leslie Page Moch, Broad is My Native 
Land: Repertoires and Regimes of Migration in Russia’s Twentieth Century (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell 
University Press, 2015); Siegelbaum and Page Moch, “Escaping in Twentieth-Century Russia,” Quaestio 
Rossica 6.1 (2018), 220-240. 
11 This appears to be a median, although it is not clearly indicated. DASO f.R-3155, op.10, spr.202; 266; 
280; 333-4. Note that the Sumy figure is nominally for 1989, but exceedes the data of the 1989 census. 
12 Namely, Okhtyrka, Konotop, Romny, Shostka, Hlukhiv, Krolevets, Lebedyn, Putyvl, Seredyna-Buda, 
and Trostianets. These cities range in population from about 11,000 (Seredyna-Buda) to about 94,000 
(both Konotop and Shostka) (1990 figures). There was no correlation between the size of these cities 
(their 1959 and 1990 populations averaged) and the change in average age [r = +.01] there was, 
however, some negative correlation between the growth of these cities and their change in age [r = -.34], 
which, sensibly enough, suggests that the more migration there was into a city the less that city aged. 
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Youth were, by and large, not to live in the village, not in the yield-poor “non-Black 

Earth region [Nechernozemʹe]” of the RSFSR, the first part of the USSR to attract policymakers’ 

attention and, by the mid-1980s, not even in the more fecund Black Earth belt itself.13 The latter 

had largely escaped special focus, but it too eventually began to elicit the alarm of statisticians in 

the Ukrainian SSR who in 1984 warned the Council of Ministers of the Republic about the 

rapidly deteriorating demographic situation.14 In Sumy Oblast, for example, which was not an 

extreme case, the median villager in 1959 was around 32 years old (just a year older than his city 

counterpart) but by 1989 aged almost 44, more than a decade older than the median city-dweller. 

(Table 0.1) This had entirely foreseeable aftereffects as, putting aside continuing outmigration, 

the gap between births and deaths alone accounted for a population loss of one percent annually 

in the Oblast’s rural areas by 1989.15 What followed the southwestwardly creep of urbanization, 

in other words, and not very far behind, was a creeping rural demographic crisis that was realized 

more fully in the 1990s, but very much had its roots before the Soviet collapse. 

 A large part of the reason that the village of the Black Earth region aged so rapidly was 

that the youngest cohorts of the adult population simply left. In tracing their migration to the 

region’s growing cities under Khrushchev and Brezhnev, it is important to situate their 

experiences within the broader changes occurring in Soviet society depicted by an increasingly 

cogent and thorough body of writing on the decades after Stalin, which has typically left out the 

 
13 On the decline of the non-Black Earth village see: Liubovʹ Denisova, Ischezaiushchaia derevnia Rossii: 
Nechernozemʹe v 1960-1980-e gody (Moscow: IRI RAN, 1996). 
14 Central State Archive of the Supreme Organs of Authority and Administration of Ukraine [Tsentralʹnyi 
derzhavnyi arkhiv vyshchykh orhaniv vlady ta upravlinnia Ukraïny] (Kyiv): TsDAVO f.582, op.11, spr.1960. 
15 By 1995, most Sumy Oblast villages were registering about 1 birth for every 2.5 deaths, with the picture 
considerably worse in smaller ones: Halyna Leontʹieva, Sela Sumsʹkoï oblasti: sotsialʹno-heohrafichne 
doslidzhennia (Sumy, Ukr.: Slobozhanshchyna, 1996), 25; 60; 64-5; 73-4; 80-1. 
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rural experience.16 Clearly, the actually-existing “ordinary [late-]Soviet person [Sovetskii prostoi 

chelovek]” of Yuri Levada’s famous articulation differed substantially from the imagined 

emergent Homo Sovieticus of the Stalin Era, especially in terms of his relationship with the state, 

fellow citizens, and various strata of material objects.17 This development operated in a still more 

complicated way for the rural person as rural people in the Soviet Union as in many other places 

in space and time were situated in a habitus that, particularly for earlier years, reflected the urban 

only in echo, informed by the inherent and globally generalizable characteristics of peasant life 

operating in a complex dialectic with characteristics inherent and generalizable to a global 

modernity, all of this colored by local context. What happened when young people from this 

distinct space crossed the boundary from village to city? How did they interact with the key 

elements of Soviet urban life? What was their relationship to the evolving Soviet person? How 

did the state seek to motivate, mediate, and manage the aftereffects of their migration, even if it 

suffered from a certain myopia? On one hand, young Soviet rural people were ferried into city 

industry with an efficiency exemplary within the developing world; on the other, the Soviet state 

found itself so typically dizzy with success in this endeavor – greatly weakened from a fiscal and 

strategic standpoint by the inability to do so in a measured way.18  

 
16 The existing literature is treated in Chapter 1. This is no small oversight – the rural population of about 
100 million was eclipsed by the rapidly growing urban population only late in Khrushchev’s tenure. The 
rural population of the USSR was around 108 million according to the first post-War census (conducted in 
1959) and fell to 98 million by 1989. Meanwhile, the urban population grew from 100 to 192 million over 
the same period. In the RSFSR, the rural population fell from 55.5 to 39.0 million; in the Ukrainian SSR 
from 22.4 to 17.1 million; in the Belarusian SSR from 5.5 to 3.5 million. In the Central Asian SSR’s, the 
rural population increased to partially offset these losses and those in the Baltic and Caucasian SSR’s. 
17 Levada treated the former as an evolution of the latter, which is certainly plausible, but did not dwell on 
the distinction. Anna Krylova makes an important intervention in distinguishing the Bolshevik “New Man” 
from the Stalin-era “New Soviet Person,” and each of these theoretical constructions obviously differ from 
the actually existing Soviet person of the waning days of the Soviet period, the product of a “an epistemic 
shift in Soviet people’s normative expectations of socialism that took half a century to unfold”: Krylova, 
“Imagining Socialism in the Soviet Century,” Social History 42.3 (Jul. 2017), 340; Levada, Sovetskii 
prostoi chelovek: opyt sotsialʹnogo portreta na rubezhe 90-kh (Moscow: Mirovoi okean, 1993), 3-10. 
18 Economist and functionary Yegor Gaidar, who fell 19 Duma votes short of confirmation as the first 
Prime Minister of the Russian Federation, famously attributed the collapse of the Soviet Union to the 
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Amid this yawning chasm between vision and execution on the part of the state, young 

people moved easily between village and city, buoyed by social and cultural processes that had 

only a limited relationship with the state’s aims. I am sure that it has been observed before that 

historians are uniquely burdened, having to tell tales the endings of which are purportedly known 

and the themes of which seem familiar. But it is surprising that the oft-treaded story of the Soviet 

state’s ill-fated modernizing project has not yet been approached through the lens of this major 

migratory process. Within this dissertation, I seek to do so in a way that is reasonably coherent 

and complete, focusing on the primarily young people who left the village to work and study in a 

nearby city, staying to build a life that nonetheless remained moored to the village. 

 

  

 
untenable currency position stemming from the mismatch between the prices of exported oil and imported 
grain, to which the USSR turned permanently in the 1970s (after earlier purchases during the poor 
harvest of 1963), unable to produce enough grain for both its livestock and people. Note Nikolay 
Mitrokhin’s criticism of this work: Gaidar, Collapse of an Empire: Lessons for Modern Russia, trans. 
Antonina W. Bouis (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press, 2007), 80-114; Arcadius Kahan, 
“Soviet Agriculture: Domestic and Foreign Policy Aspects,” The Domestic Context of Soviet Foreign 
Policy, ed. Seweryn Bialer (Boulder, Colo.: Westview, 1981), 266; Mitrokhin, “’Strange People’ in the 
Politburo: Institutional Problems and the Human Factor in the Economic Collapse of the Soviet Empire,” 
Kritika: Explorations in Russian and Eurasian History 10.4 (Fall 2009), 869-96.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction to a “Natural Process” 

At a special extended session of the Central Committee of the CPSU held in March of 

1974, Leonid Brezhnev discussed his recent tour of agricultural proprietorships in the northern 

and central RSFSR. As one attendee described the General Secretary’s comments in his diary, 

“The overall impression is rough (abandoned houses, good villages in ruins, land left to go wild, 

mass outflow of [labor] from the village).”19 The image of devastation and even desolation 

recalled the laments about the decaying English countryside analyzed by Raymond Williams in 

his famous work, published the previous year, which argued that the village could be interpreted 

as a constructed echo of the city, a literary proving ground for anxieties about drastic changes in 

patterns of human organization.20 In a similar vein, although the Party and Council of Ministers 

of the USSR responded to Brezhnev’s concerns by promulgating a sweeping resolution that 

foresaw an increase in investment and sought to resettle affected areas, these measures proved 

largely futile.21 The underlying crisis was not entirely one of agriculture. 

The Soviet state confronted many difficult problems over the course of its existence, both 

organic ones inherited from the Tsarist bureaucracy or forced by exigency as well as those that it 

invented or substantively exacerbated. In early decades, the responses to these tended toward 

upheaval and, often, terror as the state sought to remold society into something more 

ideologically suitable, but also simply more categorizable and manageable. Peter Holquist once 

concluded that “Insofar as Soviet Russia represents a problem, it is a problem of the modern 

 
19 Pëtr Neporozhnii, Ėnergetika strany glazami ministra: dnevnik 1935–1985 gg. (Moscow: 
Ėnergoatomizdat, 2000) [1974.04.03]. Available at: http://prozhito.org/person/460. 
20 Raymond Williams, The Country and the City (New York: Oxford University Press, 1973). 
21 Join Resolution of the Central Committee of the CPSU and Council of Ministers of the USSR #206 (20 
Mar. 1974): “On Measures toward the Further Development of Agriculture of the Non-Black Earth Zone of 
the RSFSR” 
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project itself,” and this was true as regarded both vision and execution.22 Because of dramatic 

changes in burgeoning economic deficiencies, external sociocultural influences, and the whims 

of leadership among other factors, the Soviet vision of modernity and the place of the individual 

and state within it changed drastically over time. Increasingly, the state found itself trapped 

between what Dilip Gaonkar isolates as the positive, “Weberian,” face of modernity, focused 

around rational technological progress and the negative, “Baudelairian,” one of individualism 

and atomization, calling “delusional” the attempt to develop the first without the latter.23  

This is a harsh judgment, though fair to a degree; in the Soviet case, leaders were at turns 

fanciful and at turns pragmatic, but it is inarguable that the premise of a collectivist or 

communitarian society did weaken in light of the lived practices of dense urban life structured 

around consumerism and the nuclear family to the extent that young rural people for whom 

traditional, communitarian values were more ingrained needed to adjust to manifestations of 

urban atomization. For this population, the state offered primarily an improvement in lifestyle 

and the prestige that went along with it rather than a moral edification in the growingly less 

relevant “collectivist ethos.”24 

 
22 Peter Holquist, “‘Information Is the Alpha and Omega of Our Work’: Bolshevik Surveillance in Its Pan-
European Context,” The Journal of Modern History 69.3 (Sep. 1997), 450; David L. Hoffman, Cultivating 
the Masses: Modern State Practices and Soviet Socialism, 1914-1939 (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University 
Press, 2011); Holquist, Making War, Forging Revolution: Russia’s Continuum of Crisis, 1914-1921 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2002); 
23 Dilip Parameshwar Gaonkar, Alternative Modernities, ed. Gaonkar (Durham, N.C.: Duke University 
Press, 2001), 18.  
24 Anna Krylova argues that the roots of its erosion can be found in the 1930s in conjunction with the 
emergence of a decidedly un-proletarian middle class and the “New Soviet Person” neologism, 
sharpening a bit the timeline for the embourgeoisement of the Soviet population and tying it more 
securely to the development of high ideology: Krylova, “Imagining Socialism” cf. Vera Dunham, In Stalin’s 
Time: Middle Class Values in Soviet Fiction (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1990); Hoffman, 
Stalinist Values: The Cultural Norms of Soviet Modernity, 1917-1941 (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University 
Press, 2003). 
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It would be a mistake of course to overstate the degree to which communitarian values 

were engrained in the rural children of the Khrushchev and Brezhnev period or even earlier 

decades. On one hand, Lynne Viola has argued that the Soviet state helped reify a rural caste of 

sorts in the process of collectivization, the members of which grew to have interests more 

aligned than had earlier been the case (motivated by and manifested in the fated struggle against 

collectivization).25 On the other, even anthropologists who have studied the smaller and 

ostensibly more familial villages of the Russian and Buryat north in the Soviet period have noted 

that communitarianism as an expressed value of the rural community masks elements of score-

keeping mediated in intangible or semi-tangible currencies.26 Moreover, the Soviet state, once it 

became able to do so during the post-War economic expansion, reached more permanently and 

deeply into the village than it had during collectivization, and proceeded to effectively transmit 

the values of consumerism and individualization even if it was somewhat short on the goods and 

opportunities themselves. The underlying point here is that the generations who came to the city 

under Khrushchev and Brezhnev were influenced by evolving values in uneven ways and came 

to a city where individualistic attitudes were also becoming more engrained, a process further 

along than in the village. Continuing urbanization in the late-Soviet period by way of the 

migration of rural youth to the city needs to be interpreted within this context. 

 
25 Lynne Viola, Peasant Rebels under Stalin: Collectivization and the Culture of Peasant Resistance (New  
York: Oxford University Press, 1996). 
26 In deconstructing gift economies they follow one of the most significant threads of twentieth and twenty-
first century anthropological thought. Note also a fascinating study by Greg Yudin and Ivan Pavlyutkin 
showing how formal debt can, conversely, mask elements of a gift culture: Caroline Humphrey, Marx 
Went Away – But Karl Stayed Behind: Updated Edition of Karl Marx Collective: Economy, Society and 
Religion in a Siberian Collective Farm (Ann Arbor, Mich.: The University of Michigan Press, 1998); 
Bronislaw Malinowski, Argonauts of the Western Pacific [1922] (London: Routledge, 2014); Marcel 
Mauss, The Gift [1925], trans. Jane I. Guyer (Chicago: HAU Books, 2016); Margaret Paxson, Solovyovo: 
The Story of Memory in a Russian Village (Washington, D.C. and Bloomington, Ind.: Woodrow Wilson 
Center Press and Indiana University Press, 2005), 66-9; Yudin and Pavlyutkin, “Recording the Ambiguity: 
The Moral Economy of Debt Books in a Russian Small Town,” Cultural Studies 29.5-6 (2015), 807-826. 
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In this introductory chapter, I aim to perform a number of tasks meant to contextualize 

and explain the methodological assumptions underlying the material treated in subsequent 

chapters. First, I discuss the ways in which the conceptual framework of late-Soviet 

policymakers and academics was ill-suited to interact with the problem of rural outmigration. 

Next, I note that the evolving decoupling between formally articulated ideology and the 

processes governing everyday life and identity formation among Soviet people meant that the 

values and outlooks of rural people (ascribed and real) meshed with broader Soviet trends . 

Third, I discuss the current state of knowledge about related phenomena, exploring the many 

complex methodological problems that have afflicted other scholars’ work on the Soviet village 

and migration and those that, despite my attempt to improve on antecedents, constrain my own 

work as presented here. Fourth, I explain my reticence to too rigidly demarcate the regional and 

temporal scope of this study, which I call a focused social history with a human face. Fifth, I 

give a very brief sketch of migration in the Black Earth region from a localized demographic 

vantage to highlight two basic processes: the particular depopulation of the very most rural areas 

and the significance of urban educational establishments in moving youth out of villages in large 

numbers.  Lastly, I provide an exceedingly brief description of the remaining chapters of this 

dissertation for the purposes of digestibility, lucidity, and convenience. 

 

Urbanization and the Late-Soviet State 

Soviet authorities never developed an entirely coherent posture with respect to the epic 

and unrelenting out-migration of rural youth, which eventually became a severe brake on 

agriculture, negating the increasingly desperate outlays of the state.27 This ambiguity was 

 
27 By the 1980s, national investment in agriculture had risen significantly to roughly match the rural share 
of the population and yet output stagnated. Meanwhile, nearly a fifth of Soviet grain consumption 
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observable during the Stalin-era industrialization drives, which in their great thirst for labor 

competed with the conflicting goal of hermetically sealing the village in the wake of 

collectivization.28 The indeterminacy continued even after the fundamentally extractive posture 

toward the village was abandoned in the immediate aftermath of Stalin’s death. Soviet peasants 

as a class were systematically denied internal passports until the mid-to-late 1970s, but 

authorities generally took a lackadaisical approach to enforcement of the domicile registration 

system outside of major cities and border and resort areas. Economists expressed great concern 

about the inadequacy of labor in the village, but officials vastly expanded the network of 

vocational schools in cities which in many oblasts trained predominantly rural youth for jobs in 

urban industry. The most widely published literary genre in the country, “village prose,” 

lamented vividly and recurrently the abandonment and decrepitude of the village, but planners 

simultaneously developed long-term plans to eradicate the village altogether in favor of agro-

towns and even began to implement this vision, particularly in the northern parts of the 

country.29 These seemingly conflicting measures were to an extent reconcilable under the 

supposition that agricultural production could be fundamentally reimagined, but the effort to do 

 
consisted of imports that required purchase in convertible currency. D. Gale Johnson and Karen 
McConnell Brooks, Prospects for Soviet Agriculture in the 1980s (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University 
Press, 1983), 20-1 & 201-2. 
28 Fitzpatrick, Stalin’s Peasants; David L. Hoffman, Peasant Metropolis. 
29 Liubovʹ Denisova, like many others, presents the assault on “inopportune settlements [neperspektivnye 
poseleniia]” in highly dramatic terms, but as she herself notes in her first chapter, “The village awaited for 
decades modern well-outfitted complexes, which could change the life of the kolkhoz or sovkhoz in the 
sense of giving people good, stable work where they lived.” The opportunity cost for constructing these 
was the liquidation of so-called “inopportune” settlements, a point also made explicitly by Margaret 
Paxson among others. Writing from an anthropological lens, she presents the project as aimed primarily 
toward the improvement of living standards whereas it is more traditionally associated with economic 
considerations. Oleg Gorbachëv argues for more equanimity in approaching the practical effects of this 
process and as discussed briefly toward the end of this chapter this is still more apt for the Black Earth 
region: Gorbachëv, “Migratsiia selʹskogo naseleniia tsentralʹnogo nechernozemʹia (1945-1985 gg.),” 
doctoral diss., Moscow: Moskovskii pedagogicheskii gosudarstvennyi universitet, 2003, 128; Paxson, 
Solovyovo, 44-5; 83 cf. Johnson and Brooks, Prospects for Soviet Agriculture; Denisova, 
Ischezaiushchaia derevnia Rossii; Denisova, Sudʹba rossiiskoi krestʹianki v XX veke (Moscow: 
ROSSPĖN, 2007), 361. 
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so was rejected toward the end of Brezhnev’s tenure as contributing to rather than ameliorating 

economic inefficiency in agricultural production. While the state vacillated, its various arms 

acting contradictorily (and often with remarkable vigor), village youth were free enough to leave 

such that in various oblasts most young rural people did. 

This shocking refusal to steer the ship stemmed in part from a hubristic trust in inertia. 

Late-Soviet policymakers, economists, and social scientists increasingly embraced the 

hermeneutics of indominable, multivalent social forces, which were reflexively imbued with 

ideological meaning. Economic reformers waged valiantly over many years on behalf of 

“material incentive” in the workplace and “price signals” in enterprise management, and, as Inna 

Leykin has recently pointed out, demographers and policymakers moved away from 

prescriptivist approaches with respect to population policy, developing what she calls a 

“neoliberal” attitude.30 Likewise, the informal Novosibirsk School of sociologists around Viktor 

Perevedentsev and Tatʹiana Zaslavskaia, which worked extensively on village issues, focused in 

its generously funded work far more on observation than doctrinally-grounded interpretation as 

compared with their peers and predecessors.31 With a confidence only bolstered by recent 

 
30 Inna Leykin, “The History and Afterlife of Soviet Demography: The Socialist Roots of Post-Soviet 
Neoliberalism,” Slavic Review 78.1 (Spring 2019), 149-72; Vladimir Mau, “The Road to Perestroika: 
Economics in the USSR and the Problems of Reforming the Soviet Economic Order,” Europe-Asia 
Studies 48.2 (Mar. 1996), 207-24; Gertrude E. Schroeder, “Economic Reform of Socialism: The Soviet 
Record,” The Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science 507 (Jan. 1990), 35-43; 
Schroeder, “The Soviet Economy on a Treadmill of Reform,” The Soviet Economy in a Time of Change 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Congress Joint Economic Committee, 1979), 312-40. Additionally, planners 
preferred arguments on the basis of efficiency from subordinated institutions:  AO “Sumskoe 
mashinostroitelʹnoe nauchno-proizvodstvennoe ob’edinenie im. M.V. Frunze”: 100 let, ed. V.P. 
Moskalenko (Sumy, Ukr.: Slobozhanshchyna, 1996), 72. 
31 See:Sviatoslav Grigorʹev, “Poluvekovaia ėvoliutsiia sotsiologii v Sibiri,” Sotsiologicheskie issledovaniia 
6 (2008), 74-81; Vladimir Shlapentokh, The Politics of Sociology in the Soviet Union (Boulder, Colo.: 
Westview, 1987). The embrace of their work is clear both in their having been allowed and encouraged to 
pursue an expansive research agenda by means of ambitious survey campaigns, act as public 
intellectuals, and produce work for steering committees: GARF f.A-374, op.36, d.7559; Tamara Antipova, 
K voprosu o perspektivakh sushchestvovaniia lichnykh podsobnykh khoziaistv naseleniia v usloviiakh 
dalʹneishego razvitiia derevni (Materialy rabochei komissii po koordinatsii issledovanii tendentsii 
izmeneniia demograficheskoi struktury i sotsialʹnogo razvitiia selʹskogo naseleniia do 1990 g.) (Moscow: 
Institut ėkonomiki i organizatsii promyshlennogo proizvodstva Sibirskogo otdeleniia Akademii nauk SSSR, 
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decades’ substantial economic and technological progress, policymakers became increasingly 

partial to the assumption that observed economic and social phenomena were manifestations of 

the progressive march to utopia while scholars were quietly more cynical.32  

Thus, the departure of population from the village was instinctively interpreted foremost 

as a product of success in bringing industrial modes of production to agriculture, even as there 

were hints of confusion.33 A 1977 report prepared by a high-ranking administrator in the State 

Construction Agency of the Ukrainian SSR [Derzhbud], which was responsible for planning the 

template-based reconstruction of village buildings in the Republic, referred to the 

industrialization and automatization of rural labor as the main context for their efforts: 

It is well known that currently a redistribution of population among the city and 

village is in process for various reasons. The most significant of these [reasons] is 

the increased productivity [proizvoditelʹnostʹ] of agricultural production and the 

appearance of a surplus [izbytok] of labor power in agriculture amid its acute 

deficiency in industry and other branches of the economy.34 

Similarly, Kobchikova, at the conference mentioned above, described urbanization as a “natural 

process [zakonomernyi protsess]” associated with economic development, before sharply 

 
1975); Tatʹiana Zaslavskaia, Kompleksnaia programma issledovaniia perspektiv sotsialʹno-
ėkonomicheskogo razvitiia derevni do 1990 i 2000 gg (Materialy rabochei komissii po koordinatsii 
issledovanii tendentsii izmeneniia demograficheskoi struktury i sotsialʹnogo razvitiia selʹskogo naseleniia 
do 1990 g.) (Moscow: Institut Ėkonomiki i organizatsii promyshlennogo proizvodstva Sibirskogo otdeleniia 
Akademii nauk SSSR, 1974); Zaslavskaia, Problemy i perspektivy sotsialʹno-ėkonomicheskogo razvitiia 
sovetskoi derevni do 1990 g. (Moscow: Institut ėkonomiki i organizatsii promyshlennogo proizvodstva SO 
AN SSSR, 1975). 
32 Larissa Titarenko and Elena Zdravomyslova, Sociology in Russia: A Brief History (Cham, Switz.: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2017), 56; 60. (N.b.: This work is rendered unevenly into English and while it is 
clearly based on a substantive examination of sociologists’ memoirs, the documentation of particular 
claims is lacking more often than is typical); Iurii Arutiunian, Sotsialʹnaia struktura selʹskogo naseleniia 
SSSR (Moscow: Myslʹ, 1971), 253-4. 
33 1976 saw the peak for land under cultivation in the European RSFSR, and while it had stopped losing 
ground to Central and Western Europe in crop yields, it also was not making up any ground, remaining 
behind by a factor of at least two: Grigory Ioffe, Tatyana Nefedova, and Ilya Zaslavsky, The End of 
Peasantry? The Disintegration of Rural Russia (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2006), 27, 47, 
51-5. (Their reference for the peak claim appears to be incorrect.) 
34 TsDAVO f.4906, op.5, spr.5430, ark.7-8. 
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pivoting to the more worrying manifestations of that very same process.35 This echoed the frame 

articulated by economist Aleksei Rumiantsev, the Vice President of the Academy of Sciences of 

the USSR, who intoned that “Only under the conditions of Socialism does it become a plausible 

goal [realʹnaia zadacha] to regulate … urbanization, to use its benefits in a planned way and 

neutralize its negative aspects.”36 

Even if urbanization itself was “natural,” it was somehow not proceeding in an orderly 

fashion and required state intervention. An internal Komsomol report from 1965 observed that: 

the shrinking of the village population is on the whole a regular process 

[zakonomernyi protsess] connected with the continuing mechanization of 

agricultural production… On the other hand, over these last years the growth of 

the efficiency of labor usage has been insignificant. Nonetheless, over the last 

three years the most labor-capable portion of the village population (aged from 20 

to 29) has shrunk by almost three million people.37 

This exact indeterminacy piqued the attention of an internal reviewer within the State 

Construction Agency, who added an imposing question mark in red pencil next to the above-

quoted lines about a “well known” process in which a “surplus of labor” in the village fulfilled 

an “acute deficiency” in industry.38 Even at relatively high levels of the bureaucracy, some 

struggled to quite put their finger on just how “natural” the rapid depopulation of the village was, 

and the process slid comfortably into the late-Soviet ecosystem of rent-seeking and buck-

passing.39  

 
35 RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.78, l.4; d.266, l.7. 
36 Aleksei Rumiantsev, “Nekotorye sotsiologicheskie predposylki razvitiia sovetskikh gorodov,” presented 
to: Perspektivy razvitiia sovetskogo gradostroitelʹstva [1970] (Moscow: Tsentr nauchno-tekhnicheskoi 
informatsii po grazhdanskomu stroitelʹstvu i arkhitekture, 1970), 5. 
37 The beginning of a new reign was an auspicious time to discuss weaknesses and blind-spots where 
they could be attributed to the previous leadership. RGASPI f.M-1, op.9, d.661, l.19. See also: d.665, l.13. 
38 TsDAVO f.4906, op.5, spr.5430, ark.7-8. This reviewer worked within the State Project Expertise 
Agency. 
39 Geographers Grigory Ioffe and Tatyana Nefedova argue (with insufficient evidence) that kolkhoz chairs 
used labor loss as a “kind of sinecure insofar as they could attribute much of their underachievements to 
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If the problem was a lack of direction, it did not help that the ideological thread of 

Marxism-Leninism provided little guidance on the question of urbanization. Marx had taken a 

clear posture against the isolation of the village but left ambiguous the matter of whether rural 

people should find salvation from the “idiocy” of their lives in the city or in an improved 

village.40 Lenin, for his part, had once complained in a review of Karl Kautsky’s book on the 

“agrarian question” that the “Cities exploit the village more and more, taking its best labor 

resources away from rural proprietors [selʹskie khoziai {sic}].”41 Eminent sociologist and scholar 

of rural migration Perevedentsev quoted this very line in his article on the “opposition 

[protivopolozhnostʹ] between village and city” prepared for the 1969 3rd Edition of the Great 

Soviet Encyclopedia [Bolʹshaia sovetskaia ėntsiklopediia].42 As few better than Perevedentsev 

would know, contemporary sociological work (and top-line demographic data) was showing that 

it was not only under capitalism that the city was “taking [the village’s] best labor resources 

away,” but under mature socialism as well, though it would have been impossible for him to 

render the juxtaposition quite so sharply. 

 “The opposition between village and city” retained encyclopedic significance in part 

because the state’s attempts to intervene in the “natural” process of rural population loss was 

framed rhetorically under the aegis of the “eradication” [unichtozhenie] of this opposition. Lenin 

had argued for the importance of this in The Agrarian Question and “Marx’s Critics” in 1901, 

 
it”: Ioffe and Nefedova, Continuity and Change in Rural Russia: A Geographical Perspective (Boulder, 
Colo.: Westview Press, 1997), 79. 
40 Andrew Merrifield, Metromarxism: A Marxist Tale of the City (New York: Routledge, 2002), 23; Karl 
Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy 1 [Das Kapital: Kritik der politischen Ökonomie: 1867], 
trans. Ben Fowkes (New York: Penguin, 1990), 636-8. 
41 Vladimir Lenin, “Karl Kautsky. Die Agrarfrage. [Review],” Polnoe sobranie sochinenii V.I. Lenina 4, 5th 
Ed. (Moscow: Izdatelʹstvo politicheskoi literatury, 1967), 91. 
42 Viktor Perevedentsev, “Protivopolozhnostʹ mezhdu gorodom i derevnei,” Bolʹshaia sovetskaia 
ėntsiklopediia, 3rd Ed. (Moscow: Sovetskaia ėntsiklopediia, 1969). 
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foreseeing not only the bringing of culture to the village a la Marx but also ameliorating Engels’s 

dystopian image of urbanites “choking on their own shit”43 The project of what would become 

colloquially known as the “convergence [sblizhenie] of the village and the city” fell out of favor 

during and after the NEP-era “alliance [smychka]” between village and city, and the formula was 

trotted out rarely and haphazardly to defend various policy choices.44  

“Alliance” conceded some underlying opposition of interests, and while NEP was seen as 

a retreat and, more controversially, the collectivization of agriculture and Great Break in general 

as a return to the Revolutionary path, this homology was preserved, elevated, and even lionized, 

most famously in Vera Mukhina’s 1937 sculpture.45 Where collectivization presented a “bloody 

clash between two cultures at fatal variance with one another…a campaign of domination and 

destruction, which aimed at nothing less than the internal colonization of the peasantry,” 

continuing resistance and other priorities yielded internal colonization rather than destruction in 

the sense of complete annihilation.46 The form that this colonization took over its first two 

decades was more heavily premised on extraction rather than integration, though as Judith Pallot 

shows, discussions around village planning were never fully divorced from urban models.47  

 
43 Vladimir Lenin, “Agrarnyi vopros i ‘kritiki Marksa’,” Polnoe sobranie sochinenii V.I. Lenina 5, 5th Ed. 
(Moscow: Izdatelʹstvo politicheskoi literatury, 1967), 141-56 (esp. 150-1). Lenin attributes this expression 
to Engels without citation, but it is reminiscent of his rhetoric in The Housing Question [1870], ed. C.P. 
Dutt. (New York: International Publishers, 1935). 
44 Collectivization itself, by Mikhail Kalinin in 1937, in his opening remarks at the 17th and final All-
Russian Congress of Soviets; bonus-reform by the prominent economist Lev Leontʹev in 1960: Kalinin, 
“Vstupitelʹnaia rechʹ M.I. Kalinina,” Pravda (16 Jan. 1937), 3; Leontʹev, “Printsip materialʹnoi 
zainteresovannosti,” Pravda (11 Mar. 1960), 2. 
45 The decoupling of binary and opposition as a problem of historical analysis is treated by Anna Krylova 
through the natural lens of gender (which, as has been frequently noted, colored the archetype of the 
villager): Krylova, “Gender Binary and the Limits of Poststructuralist Method,” Gender & History 28.2 (Aug. 
2016), 307-23; Krylova, Soviet Women in Combat: A History of Violence on the Eastern Front (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2010).     
46 Viola, Peasant Rebels, 3; Fitzpatrick, Stalin’s Peasants. 
47 Judith Pallot, “Living in the Soviet Countryside,” Russian Housing in the Modern Age: Design and 
Social History, eds. William Craft Brumfield and Blair A. Ruble (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
1993), 212-3 & 216. 
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To see more secure “urban bridges to the village,” we must look to the “long term.”48 The 

extractive posture toward the village was reassessed quite starkly and suddenly after Stalin’s 

death, although even under Khrushchev it proceeded to a degree for the benefit of further 

agricultural expansion. In the mid-1960s, the “opposition of the village and the city” reentered 

the Soviet lexicon on a more proper footing directly in response to the recognition that the 

village of, particularly, the “Non-Black Earth” region of the RSFSR was depopulating too 

quickly. At this point, it was abruptly recalled that the forces of scientific and technological 

progress were supposed to be eliminating its “oppositions with the city,” which in a somewhat 

forced interpretation was briefly taken to mean altogether condemning the village, as such, to the 

dustbin of history.  

The Soviet state, as a vessel for the forces of history, was responsible for consummating 

this ideal in an orderly fashion through various categories of policy. The words of one 

enthusiastic dissertation-writer in the field of Party History revealed the problems inherent in this 

conception, 

The process of liquidating the extant differences between the city and the village, 

made possible by the laws of the development of Communism occurs not on its 

own, not spontaneously [obuslovlennyi zakonomernostiami stanovleniia 

kommunisticheskoi formatsii, proiskhodit ne sam po sebe, ne stikhiino]. The 

managing role … is played by the Communist Party of the Soviet Union… 

leaning on the teachings of [Marx, Engels, and Lenin] regarding the given 

question.49  

Putting aside that the analects of Marxism-Leninism had so little to say about urbanization, it 

was unfortunate for the Soviet populace and its leaders that the “laws of the development of 

Communism” were only available in a facilitating role. It was left to the state to undertake the 

 
48 Viola, Peasant Rebels, 239. 
49 Natalʹia Kuvshinova, “Deiatelʹnostʹ KPSS po preodoleniiu sushchestvennykh razlichii mezhdu gorodom i 
derevnei. 1966-1980 gg./Na materialakh partiinykh organizatsii oblastei Tsentralʹnogo Chernozemʹia/,” 
candidate’s diss., Voronezh State Leninite Komsomol University of the Order of Lenin, 1984, 4. 
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expensive task of reinforcing the physical and human infrastructure within rural areas, 

cultivating modern standards of living, and making the village livable by those same standards. 

The ambitions for this undertaking were quite high. Soviet planners and architects 

embarked upon an audacious multi-stage project to develop the central farmsteads of kolkhozes 

and sovkhozes into so-called “tracts of urban type” amid a rapid expansion of this geographic 

demarcation’s prevalence. At a 1970 conference devoted to this topic, G.N. Fomin, the Chair of 

the State Public Construction Agency [Gosgrazhdanstroi] interpolated within the “fundamental 

laws [osnovnye zakonomernosti]” of Lenin’s vision a “new Socialist system of population 

distribution,… the elemental eradication [unichtozhenie snachala] of the oppositions between the 

city and the village, and, in turn, the extant differences between them.”50 As interpreted by the 

architectural press and concurrent legislation, this was a call for a “seamless broader population 

settlement network,” a system of “cities and tracts [goroda i posëlki]” in which the village as a 

form of settlement was omitted entirely.51 Planners were trained to view this as a concession to 

the “inevitable process of the migration of the village population, connected with the 

attractiveness [pritiagatelʹnaia osobennostʹ] of city culture, living conditions, and labor.”52 By 

the close of the 1970s, this massive effort was curtailed, its excesses blamed for inefficiency in 

agriculture, without much regard for the question of whether it had succeeded in retaining youth 

 
50 G.N. Fomin, “Osnovnye napravleniia perspektivnogo razvitiia selʹskikh naselënnykh mest,” presented 
to: Nauchno-tekhnicheskoe soveshchanie: “Perspektivy razvitiia sovetskogo gradostroitelʹstva,” 1970, 
(Moscow: Tsentr nauchno-tekhnicheskoi informatsii po grazhdanskomu stroitelʹstvu i arkhitekture, 1970), 
15-20. 
51 V. Timofeiuk, “Goroda budushchego,” Zhilishchnoe stroitelʹstvo 1970.5 (May 1970), 28; Resolution of 
the Council of Ministers of the USSR #392 (28 May 1969): “On measures toward the improvement of the 
quality of residential-citizens’ construction [O merakh po uluchsheniiu kachestva zhilishchno-
grazhdanskogo stroitelʹstva].” 
52 S.E. Serzhantov, Formirovanie perspektivnykh selʹskikh naselënnykh punktov pri optimalʹnom 
rasselenii: Metodicheskie rekomendatsii lektoru utverzhdëny nauchno-metodicheskim sovetom 
ėkonomicheskikh znanii oblastnoi organizatsii obshchestva “Znanie” (Odessa: Odesskaia oblastnaia 
organizatsiia obshchestva ‘Znanie,’ 1973), 5-6. 
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as Kobchikova’s assembled experts (and just about all social theorists who opined on the topic) 

had expected.53  

It was apparently difficult to part with old habits. The Foodstuffs Program 

[Prodovolʹstvennaia programma] adopted at the May 1982 Plenum of the Communist Party, a 

response to worsening provisioning, transparent retreat from the goal of building Communism, 

and unfortunate recasting of “mature socialism,” foresaw within its “broad, all-encompassing, 

systematic character”: 

not only the effective consummation of the holistic mechanization of field and 

livestock agriculture… but also the improvement of living conditions [sotsialʹno-

bytovykh uslovii zhizni] in the village … the thorough reshaping 

[preobrazovanie] …of the quality of life in the village, without which it is 

impossible to decide goals fundamentally economic in nature.54 

Whereas many of these same goals had been articulated in earlier years as means to achieve a 

utopian future, they were now part of a desperate winnowing of ambitions targeted at resolving 

the empty shelves of the present. The measures themselves had hardly changed, though, as had 

the conceptions of human needs and behavior around them.55 

At the same time, there had clearly been a fundamental recalibration, and in the bell-

weather writing of Tatʹiana Zaslavskaia we can observe a stark retrenchment. Accepting in a 

1982 chapter that the “general law [zakonomernostʹ] of the development of territorial 

organization of society occurs to be not convergence and unification [sblizhenie i unifikatsiia], 

 
53 Criticisms of these efforts began to predominate in treatments of the village at the intersection of literary 
work and journalism. E.g.: Boris Mozhaev, Literaturnoe obozrenie 1981.5 (May 1981), 11-4; Ivan Vasilʹev, 
V kraiu istokov: Razmyshleniia o russkoi derevne (Moscow: Sovremennik, 1981). D. Gale Johnson quotes 
liberally from the Mozhaev piece, but I would argue makes a mistake in taking it entirely at face value: 
Johnson and Brooks, Prospects for Soviet Agriculture, 10-1 & 112. 
54 “Khleb i slovo,” Literaturnoe obozrenie 1984.4 (April 1984), 3. 
55 Johnson notes that this same phenomenon applies with respect to platitudes about the deleterious 
effects of bureaucratic inflexibility, with Brezhnev’s 1965 March Plenum and 1982 May Plenum speeches 
using the exact same turns of phrase: Johnson and Brooks, Prospects for Soviet Agriculture, 95. 
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but, more likely, the strengthening of differences,” Zaslavskaia labeled the “equalizing of the 

whole variety of indicators of living conditions… among all regions and settlements … 

unnecessary and impossible,” though she did suggest in line with the Party pronouncement, that 

the improvement of living standards in certain areas was still warranted.56  

There would be a further degradation of confidence.57 By 1989, with glasnostʹ in full 

swing, Perevedentsev – who had arguably been the most sophisticated and influential Soviet 

scholar on the question of migration as well as a public intellectual, chosen at one point as the 

second most popular contributor to the highbrow Literary Gazette [Literaturnaia gazeta] by its 

readers – finally disclaimed the premise of stemming village depopulation altogether.58 

Commenting at length on state policy in what was notionally an introductory handbook to 

demography, Perevedentsev opined that: 

The lack of manpower [rabochaia sila] and its not entirely satisfactory quality are 

extremely unfavorable conditions for agriculture. Fervently and for a long time 

now work has been conducted toward the ‘retention [zakreplenie]’ of local youth 

in the Non-Black Earth village, but this, unfortunately, is not giving any 

whatsoever noticeable results. / The situation in the Non-Black Earth and other 

regions similar to it leads some to the idea that population migration out of the 

village must be stopped or at least significantly limited. For the country as a 

whole… this is a big mistake, the result of a formulaic and clichéd way of 

thinking [‘shablon’] characteristic for approaches to village matters in general, 

not only to migration.59 

 
56 (Emphasis mine.) Tatʹiana Zaslavskaia, “Teoreticheskie voprosy issledovaniia sotsialʹno-territorialʹnoi 
struktury sovetskogo obshchestva,” Sotsialʹno-territorialʹnaia struktura goroda i sela (opyt 
tipologicheskogo analiza): sbornik nauchnykh trudov. eds. Zaslavskaia and Elizaveta Goriachenko 
(Novosibirsk, USSR: Akademiia Nauk SSSR, 1982), 6. 
57 Anatolii Shevelʹkov’s reads the 1988 resolution “On the Political and Socioeconomic Significance of the 
Development and Effectuation of the Village Revitalization Program [programma vozrozhdeniia derevni] 
in the Non-Black-Earth Region of the RSFSR” as the final retreat: Shevelʹkov, “Arkhivnye dokumenty v 
issledovanii agrarnoi politiki gosudarstva v nechernozemnoi zone RSFSR v 1960 – 1980-e gg,” 
Ukraïnsʹkyi selianyn 14 (2014), 48. 
58 A. Vishnevskii, “Umer Viktor Ivanovich Pereventsev,” Demoskop Weekly (18-31 May 2009): 
http://www.demoscope.ru/weekly/2009/0377/nauka01.php. 
59 Perevedentsev, Kakie my? Skolʹko nas? (Moscow: Myslʹ, 1989), 78. 
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Given an increasingly paralyzed Soviet state, arguments for liberalizing just about any policy 

were timely enough, but this verdict on two or three decades’ worth of extensive and expensive 

efforts aiming to forestall village depopulation despite acknowledgement of the weakness of its 

labor force reflected an ontologically-rooted defeatism that was many years in the making and 

would redound in post-Soviet academia for some years yet.60 

Following this trend, Oleg Gorbachëv, in his 2003 monograph on village out-migration in 

Central Russia (from 1945 to 1985) makes a distinction between “subjective [subʺektivnye]” 

factors of the vicissitudes of Party policy that were ultimately secondary to the “objective” 

[obʺektivnyi] process of urbanization itself, which “remained the main factor arousing the 

resettling of village residents in the city.”61 Explicitly granting agency to urbanization, the logic 

here becomes a bit circular, owing to Gorbachëv’s unabashed teleological assumption that 

urbanization itself was inexorable and could at best be augmented by state policy.62 As 

Perevedentsev’s comments and Inna Leykin’s analysis show, there is a genealogy to this thought 

within the post-Stalin divination of observed phenomena as following natural laws. The tradition 

is strong enough that Gorbachëv embraces it even after treating the work of sociologist 

predecessors with appropriate skepticism. Similarly, geographers Ioffe and Nefedova in a rather 

thorough survey of Russophone scholarship on a similar topic cite uncritically Georgii Gachëv’s 

formula that “[there are] two periods in each society’s being: the first which is usually coercion-

 
60 His colleague and wife Zhanna Zaionchkovskaia was also among the recanters and has recently said 
that “it became clear in the 1970s that [urbanization] was an objective process“: Zaionchkovskaia, 
Demograficheskaia situatsiia i rasselenie (Moscow: Nauka, 1991); “Kak izuchali migratsiiu: Beseda s 
Zhannoi Antonovnoi Zaionchkovskoi,” Polit.ru (17 Feb. 2010): https://polit.ru/article/2010/02/17/migration/ 
61 Oleg Gorbachëv, Na puti k gorodu, 4-6. Note similar formulations elsewhere in his work: Gorbachëv, 
““Migratsiia selʹskogo naseleniia,“ 111 & 128. Confoundingly, most of Gorbachëv’s work is devoted to 
these “subjective” factors, which are substantively tied to migration only in the last fifth of his monograph 
and scarcely and haphazardly in his dissertation.  
62 Economist Karl Polanyi offers a particularly elaborate and influential discussion of the linkages between 
the modern state and its dependence on the market: Polanyi, The Great Transformation: The Political and 
Economic Origins of Our Time [1944] (Boston, Mass.: Beacon Press, 2014).  
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laden and bloody… and the second one, when it evolves by inertia and bears fruit peacefully,” 

immediately before launching into what they themselves call the “grandeur and absurdity” of 

Khrushchev-era policymaking (which fit neither of their categories).63 

What peaceful fruit except the stagnation of Soviet agriculture and dissolution of the 

Soviet Union did the state’s response to the depopulation of the village bear? Would not a less 

incoherent response have been perhaps more fruitful? If the process of urbanization was 

“objective,” what do we make of the great expenditure of money on urban infrastructure – 

vocational schools, factories, and apartment blocks – subsequently populated in no small 

measure by people of rural origins? Continuing to prioritize industrialization above nearly all 

else in the decades after Stalin, Soviet authorities and the scholars who worked under the 

influence and coercion of their preferred epistemological frameworks struggled greatly to make 

this process compatible with the retention of village youth before gradually conceding that the 

depopulation of the village was an acceptable cost for the sake of both continued industrial-led 

economic growth and the needs of a largely urban population. How else to explain the shift from 

a fundamental priority to an “unnecessary… impossibil[ity]”? 

 

Urbanization and Late-Soviet Society 

There is no need to “bring the state back in” to this discussion of late-Soviet migration as 

some scholars have contended on the basis of social histories of the Western police/welfare 

state.64 Even amid a multiplicity of methodologies and approaches, the state has always been, is, 

and will always remain the fundamental figure in the historiography of the USSR, and I do not 

 
63 Georgii Gachëv, “Ia – Sovetskii chelovek i ne znaiu drugogo obraza,” Nezavisimaia gazeta (29 Jan. 
1994), 8, cited by Ioffe and Nefedova, Continuity and Change, 71. 
64 See the essays in: Peter B Evans., Dietrich Rueschemeyer, and Theda Skocpol, eds., Bringing the 
State Back In (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1985). 
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want to use Gorbachëv’s substantive work as too much of a counterpoint. That said, it is worth 

recalling that industrial-led development was ever a choice that indeed drove urbanization itself 

aside from being responsible for the particulars of its manifestation. The Stalin-era acceptance of 

industrial production as the most significant benchmark for the Revolution’s promise was 

endorsed under Khrushchev and Brezhnev with a somewhat firmer emphasis on the consumption 

(not as much the production) of consumer goods.65 With respect to the latter, Natalya 

Chernyshova has written that 

The ideological decision to follow the Western model in living standards was problematic not only 

because whatever successes it did achieve in providing its citizens with material comforts meant 

that Soviet attitudes towards material goods came to resemble those that existed in the 

contemporary capitalist societies. These developments were not simply politically embarrassing 

but also began to challenge the social and even generational goals [sic] of the Soviet regime.66  

The embrace of what Alexey Golubev calls “productivist” rhetoric and its increasing coupling 

with the endorsement of consumerist attitudes was itself a “subjective” factor that heavily 

colored the development of late-Soviet society and lifestyle and influenced the state’s desire to 

erode the urban-rural divide.67 As it happened, it was the village where the promise of a 

consumption-oriented modernity was in greatest deficit and where the greatest leaps could be 

made. From the perspective of marginal utility, this helps explain why the most discernable 

vector of the oft-trivialized effort to “build Communism” was an ultimately futile project to 

 
65 C. Cindy Fan makes a very similar observation for the People’s Republic of China, which she describes 
as a “developmentalist” state in its post-Mao incarnation, meaning roughly the same thing: Fan, China on 
the Move: Migration, the State, and the Household (New York: Routledge, 2008). 
66 Natalya Chernyshova, Soviet Consumer Culture in the Brezhnev Era (New York: Routledge, 2013), 
132. Chernyshova writes here about “the arrival of a sort of consumer modernity to late Soviet society… 
[which] laid bare a number of problems in the regime’s efforts to shape society in a proto-communist 
fashion.” 
67 Golubev’s recent dissertation which interprets late Soviet society and culture through a materialist lens 
provides in the first body chapter an excellent genealogy of what he calls “productivist” rhetoric. Cristofer 
Scarboro draws a very similar connection for Zhivkov’s Bulgaria: Alexey Golubev, “Elemental Materialism: 
Objectifying power and selfhood in the late USSR, 1961–1991,” doctoral diss, Vancouver: The University 
of British Columbia, 2016. Scarboro, The Late Socialist Good Life in Bulgaria: Meaning and Living in a 
Permanent Present (Lanham, Md.: Lexington Books, 2012), 19-70, esp. 19-23. 
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make the village more attractive to youth by, alternately, giving it a facelift or rendering it 

altogether obsolete.  

As late-Soviet lifeways became colored by the consumerist entropy of the ever-increasing 

array of things by which improved living standards were measured, a similar and intimately 

related process occurred at the level of personhood. Soviet people, from cradle to adulthood, 

were increasingly accultured to cultivate an elaborate person [lichnostʹ] on the basis of various 

frameworks including work, hobbies, tastes and, despite pearl-clutching over “stuff-ism 

[veshchizm],” material possessions.68 In contrast to concepts of personhood privileged under 

Stalin, theorists, mindful of the “demands of modernity [trebovaniia sovremennosti]” came to 

embrace “individualization” within vague bounds and even rejected the wholescale remaking of 

the person in the course of cultivation, a process that had its roots in the 1930s but continued to 

unfold in tandem with other modernizing developments.69 Historians have commonly noted the 

growing links between the cultivation of consumerism and personhood under “mature” Soviet 

Socialism, 70 and the same has been observed for other Socialist states as well.71 This, in turn, 

 
68 As does Anna Alekseyeva, Chernyshova notes that the linkages between veshchizm and identity were 
explicitly criticized by nonplussed ideologists, and, to be fair, Soviet authorities’ vision of the cultivation of 
the “person [lichnostʹ]” was intended to reinforce social cohesion; there was some success, for example, 
in giving rise to many kinds of official and unofficial clubs (kruzhki and kluby), so it would not be accurate 
to say that hobbyism fed only atomization: Alekseyeva, Everyday Soviet Utopias: Planning, Design, and 
the Aesthetics of Developed Socialism (London: Routledge, 2019), 4, 179 & 183; Chernyshova, Soviet 
Consumer Culture, 129; Golubev, “Elemental Materialism.” 
69 Evgenii Zazerskii, Dukhovnaia kul’tura razvitogo sotsializma i lichnostʹ, ed. Zazerskii (Leningrad: 
Leningradskii gosudarstvennyi institut kulʹtury im. N.K. Krupskoi, 1980), 54; 59-62. Cf. Krylova, “Imagining 
Socialism,” 337-8. 
70 Oleg Kharkhordin writes, for example that “Of course, simple economic capacity may have contributed 
to the desire to acquire and hoard material possessions, since Soviet society was becoming increasingly 
affluent. And yet use of consumer items as a means of self-definition was relatively novel, and the 
adoption of this strategy by the majority of the Soviet urban youth was a formidable development….”: 
Alekseyeva, Everyday Soviet Utopias, 4, 179 & 183; Common Places: Mythologies of Everyday Life in 
Russia (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1994); Chernyshova, Soviet Consumer Culture; 
Kharkhordin, The Collective and the Individual in Russia: A Study of Practices (Berkeley, Calif.: University 
of California Press), 342. 
71 Cristofer Scarboro describes the cultivation of a “multi-sided personality” in Zhivkov’s Bulgaria as a 
pillar of what sources called “socialist humanism [sotsialisticheski khumanism],” mediated partly through 
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could not help but color many aspects of socialization. As Golubev shows, this influenced 

patterns of collective leisure, and Catriona Kelly alludes intriguingly to the linkages between 

consumerism and autonomy within evolving attitudes about child-rearing.72 

Though so much has been made of the illiberally-oriented, homogenous Socialist and 

Soviet subject, some intermediary level of individuality seems to have been more appropriate in 

later decades as subjectivity turned toward embracing a sense of self as mediated through “stuff,” 

a point on which the analysis of Soviet decline often turns.73 Anna Alekseyeva argues that a 

partial withdrawal from the regimenting of private space and embrace of “postmodernity” in 

seeking to uncover rather than prescribe “the needs and preferences of citizens” after the 

Khrushchev-era emphasis on abundance was the “central conceit” producing a sense of 

stagnation in loss of direction. 74 Golubev sketches a still more elaborate model. In his 

compelling interpretation, the material aspects of late-Soviet habitus rooted in the 

 
aesthetics and consumerist orientation: Scarboro, “Living Socialism: The Bulgarian Socialist Humanist 
Experiment,” Ph.D. diss., Urbana, Ill.: University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2007, 4-6; Scarboro, 
The Late Socialist Good Life, 3-4; 9-11. Incidentally, between 1950 and 1980, Bulgaria saw the most 
rapid urbanization in the Second World (among the most rapid on the planet): United Nations Department 
of Economic and Social Affairs Population Division, “Annual Percentage of Population at Mid-Year 
Residing in Urban Areas by Major Area, Region and Country 1950-2050,” World Urbanization Prospects: 
The 2014 Revision, File 21. See too: Krisztina Féherváry, Politics in Color and Concrete: Socialist 
Materialities and the Middle Class in Hungary (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 2013). 
72 Catriona Kelly, Children’s World: Growing Up in Russia, 1890–1991 (New Haven, Conn.: Yale 
University Press, 2007), 134; 150-4; 394; Golubev, “Elemental Materialism.” 
73 Even Yurchak’s framing of Soviet dissolution in terms of the dry-rot of the discursive and semiotic 
structure of Soviet ideology and ritual drew attention to materialism as he made note of the clamoring for 
Western denim among other things, and more recent studies have leaned yet further on late Soviet 
people’s relationship to the things in their possession and midst. Note too Krylova’s comments on the 
evolution of identity and consciousness over the Soviet period: Krylova, “Beyond the Spontaneity-
Consciousness Paradigm: ‘Class Instinct’ as a Promising Category of Historical Analysis,” Slavic Review 
62.1 (Apr. 2003), 1-23; Krylova, “Imagining Socialism”; Krylova, “The Tenacious Liberal Subject in Soviet 
Studies,” Kritika: Explorations in Russian and Eurasian History 1.1 (2000), 119-43; Alexei Yurchak, 
Everything Was Forever Until It Was No More: The Last Soviet Generation (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton 
University Press, 2006). 
74 Alekseyeva bases her explanation of why this withdrawal leads to an “a-political malaise” on a reading 
of Ernst Bloch, Roberto Mangabeira Unger and Reinhold Martin (similar to the standard reading of 
Czechoslovak society under “normalization,” though this take is recently challenged by Paulina Bren): 
Alekseyeva, Everyday Soviet Utopias, 3-5; 9; Bren, The Greengrocer and His TV: The Culture of 
Communism after the 1968 Prague Spring (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2010). 
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aforementioned “productivism” undergirding Soviet ideology helped contribute to a process of 

“self-fashioning” that often operated within scripts compatible with official ideology.75  

Villagers coming to the city, inculcated to a degree in the traditional values of “habitual 

personal contact… emphasis on strict conformity, intense group solidarity and marked 

egalitarianism,” were treated to an accelerated version of changes to attitudes about consumption 

and personhood and in some cases came to reflect on the social externalities stemming from 

them in ways that were less perceptible from the vantage of the city itself.76 This was especially 

true with respect to the interactions between urban strangers, startling to rural people for whom 

consumption and procurement of necessities was more typically intertwined with established and 

stable interpersonal relationships. 

According to Kharkhordin, “Soviet society [was intended conceptually] to be run like a 

family” with “no recognized sphere left which was not… part of the social” except for “an 

unseen, unrecognized private [that did] not exceed the most intimate.”77 Both he and Marc 

Garcelon, writing in the same volume, make great fodder of the breadth of “obshchestvo” which 

referred and refers to both “society” and “public” in equal measure, with Garcelon pointing out 

that settings as varied as workplace and sporting events were classed within the obshchestvennoe 

(“public” or “social”) sphere.78 Whereas this ideal was breaking down in the city, it was those of 

 
75 Golubev, “Elemental Materialism”; Golubev and Olga Smolyak, “Making Selves through Making Things: 
Soviet Do-it-yourself Culture and Practices of Late Soviet Subjectivation,” Cahiers du monde russe 54.3-4 
(Jul.-Dec. 2013), 517-41.   
76 J. Pitt-Rivers, “The Closed Community and its Friends,” Kroeber Anthropological Society Papers 16 
(1957), cited and endorsed by Teodor Shanin, “A Generalization: Peasantry as a Social Entity” [1965], 
Defining Peasants: Essays Concerning Rural Societies, Expolary Economies, and Learning from them in 
the Contemporary World (Cambridge, Mass.: Basil Blackwell, 1990), 29. 
77 Kharkhordin, “Reveal and Dissimulate: A Genealogy of Private Life in Soviet Russia,” Public and 
Private in Thought and Practice: Perspectives on a Grand Dichotomy, eds. Jeff Weintraub and Krishan 
Kumar (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1997), 359-60. 
78 Marc Garcelon, “The Shadow of the Leviathan: Public and Private in Communist and Post-Communist 
Society,” Public and Private, eds. Weintraub and Kumar, 318. 
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village origins, who more than anyone were accustomed to viewing their lives through the prism 

of a large network of relations [rodnye] among whom the bounds of family and society were 

blurred. These they sought to reproduce in various instances like dormitory life and the 

maintaining of village ties once they came to the city. Complementarily, they associated the 

“particularistic patronage relationships” and “instrumental-personal ties” that Garcelon posits to 

be a hopelessly insipid basis for a would-be civil society as natural manifestations of 

familiarity.79 Yet instead of community or even a communitarian ethos, what newcomers 

increasingly saw in the city was often precisely the opposite: unrestrained demonstrations of 

shocking rudeness and egotism, particularly in the many transitory places, planned and not, 

which were inarguably public but somehow not social. While the “comradely,” almost familial 

mutual surveillance of Soviet life was clearly faltering in the anonymizing world of the growing 

city, Soviet society maintained one perennial parallel to the family: the putative right of all to 

goods, reinforced through price ceilings, which required citizens to compete for goods through 

personal connections, “under the shroud,” from the “back door,” “on the left,” and, failing that, 

required impressive performative demonstrations of aggressiveness.  

Within the village, hierarchy within the family was well-settled. Per memoirist Nikolai 

Bozhkov, recalling his village upbringing in the 1950s, “There was an unwritten rule of the 

division of the rooster among the members of the family. The youngest would get the feet, liver, 

lungs, heart, or wings (but only the tips). The giblets then could go to a teen girl. The main part 

was divided among the adults who worked in the fields.”80 This sort of stable hierarchy, 

 
79 Garcelon, “The Shadow of the Leviathan,” Public and Private, eds. Weintraub and Kumar, 321; 325. 
80 This kind of division is certainly not limited to a rural environment and in other contexts extends to the 
urban working class suggesting that it hinges on scarcity. Ellen Ross, for example, describes a similarly 
hierarchical division of food among families in working-class London at the beginning of the twentieth 
century. It should be noted, though, that just as in the late-Soviet village the English family was also in a 
process of evolving into the modern nuclear family and had not yet reached a point where these sorts of 
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intertwined with a patriarchal bent, had traditionally served as a basis for the social life of the in 

the village community, though it became partially eroded with time given the increasing 

influence of a cash economy and partial shift from subsistence to accumulation. This erosion was 

still more noticeable in the city: on the bus, on the crowded street, in the hallway, in the cafeteria, 

and at the store there was no established order of precedence and rarely enough to go around. 

The subsequent ugly jostling that increasingly pervaded actually existing Socialism was a shock 

to newcomers, particularly as they were inclined to seeing the city as in certain ways bountiful.  

Still, for newcomers, coming to the city was deeply tied to their narrative of personal  

progress. “What was the Revolution all about?” asked Sheila Fitzpatrick bluntly in her 1982 

survey of the dawn of Soviet power.81 Her answer, pointing to her own work on managerial 

training and promotion among the urban proletariat was, essentially, upward mobility – in 

moving workers into management roles and bureaucracy, the Revolution was “fulfilled.”82 Right 

around the publication of Fitzpatrick’s textbook, the Soviet project as a mechanism for 

extraordinary upward mobility had mostly run its course. The final vydvizhentsy were the last 

generation of rural youth delivered from unassuming village childhoods primarily into urban 

industry, though a share found their way into more prestigious white-collar professions. A key to 

Fitzpatrick’s logic of consummation was the suggestion that vydvizhenie manifested as 

something approximating control on behalf of (rather than of) the working class, and indeed her 

proletarian vydvizhentsy were thrust specifically into management by means of higher education. 

This element was missing with respect to young villagers who appear to have instead evaluated 

 
visceral demonstrations of status within the family were seen as unseemly: Nikolai Bozhkov, Skazy iz 
khutora Storozhevoe (Belgorod, Rus.: Istoki, 2015), 111; Ellen Ross, Motherhood in Outcast London 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), 35. 
81 Fitzpatrick, The Russian Revolution (New York: Oxford University Press, 1982), 4. 
82 Fitzpatrick, The Russian Revolution, 7. 
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their success largely on the basis of access to the well-outfitted modern lifestyles to which they 

had been increasingly accultured during post-Stalin village childhoods.  

Many of the other considerations of ideology, particularly around the cultivation of the 

person, were met with relative indifference as people of rural origin were especially prone to find 

elaborate theoretical conceptions about modern life unappealing, and focused on maintaining 

their connections to the village. Had life in the village itself not been significantly transformed, 

those coming from to the city in their youth might have had a much more difficult time 

transitioning to modern life in the city. That said, and especially because the majority of migrants 

in later Soviet decades stayed close to home, did not cut their ties with the village, and continued 

to live between the city and the village in a fuller sense than had ever been the case, they were 

less likely to feel as intimately as they might have the growing rootlessness of modern urban life 

and need for meaning through the entropic quest for things and personhood that helped obviate 

the Soviet order.   

We can understand better from this vantage the deeply strange phenomenon of the 

“village prose” literary movement, the most widespread genre of fiction in the late USSR, which 

increasingly settled into a formula of lament for the dying village society even as the state was 

complicit in its erasure.83 The lament was as much for the village as a processing of the loss of 

faith in the communitarian utopianism of the Socialist project inherent in modern, urban Soviet 

life.84 The poet Evgeny Evtushenko paid a visit to the celebrated literary figure Kornei 

 
83 On village prose and its place in the late-Soviet cultural ecosystem see: Yitzakh M. Brudny, 
Reinventing Russia: Russian Nationalism and the Soviet State, 1953-1991 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1998); Natalʹia Kovtun, “Derevenskaia proza" v zerkale utopii (Novosibirsk: Sibirskoe 
otdelenie Rossiiskoi akademii nauk, 2009); Kathleen Parthé, Russian Village Prose (Princeton, N.J.: 
Princeton University Press, 1991). 
84 Following the seminal work of Raymond Williams, it has been firmly established that the conception of 
the rural in literature and scholarship alike is often, perhaps even typically, interrelated with contemporary 
political problems of an emergent urban modernity and a state struggling with their resolution: Alexander 
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Chukovsky in fall of 1968, proclaiming that he “had become unleashed [ego prorvalo]” in the 

wake of the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia; he recited several poems: 

One about three rotted-out huts where there live two old ladies and a sickly old 

man and two ladies [sic]. Juxtaposed with this image is the depiction of a Moscow 

rotten through to its core by its false and miserable life. And then [a poem] about 

an old lady who gets into a cash-goods shop [valiutnyi magazin] and 

comprehending that she can buy the most luxurious goodies with Soviet money, 

[assumes] that she has already reached Communism [vstupila v kommunizm], but 

then she is kicked out of Communism as she did not have any [proper] banknotes 

[sertifikaty].85 

Chukovsky, in his diary, opined in response to this display that, “[Evtushenko] is that needle 

which touche[s] the most painful nerve in the tooth; he feels the life of the country as if it were 

his toothache.” Anna Akhmatova had once posited that the era of Revolution was “worse [than] 

those that came before” having  “touched upon the blackest-most sore, but unable heal it.”86 

Here, half-a-century later, the sore had metastasized in a somewhat unlikely direction, as 

Evtushenko – who had recently eulogized Akhmatova through the metaphor of a peasant woman 

– decried an infected tooth “rotten through to the core” by a “false and miserable” city life of 

insatiable materialism.87  

Not only could the state not heal it, but it had itself became a purveyor of consumerist 

ideologies premised around urban lifestyles. Insofar as this colored policy toward the village, in 

seeking to stem the decline of agriculture, authorities turned desperately to a panacea that lay in 

 
F. Day, The Peasant in Postsocialist China: History, Politics, and Capitalism (Cambridge, U.K.: 
Cambridge University Press, 2013); Gerald MacLean, Donna Landry, and Joseph P. Ward, “Introduction,” 
The Country and the City Revisited: England and the Politics of Culture, 1550-1850, eds. MacLean, 
Landry, and Ward (Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge University Press, 1999); Williams, The Country and the 
City; Howard Zehr, Crime and the Development of Modern Society: Patterns of Criminality in 19th Century 
Germany and France (Totowa, N.J.: Rowan and Littlefield, 1976), 21. 
85 Kornei Chukovskii, “Subbota 2 Noiabrʹ,” Dnevnik 1930-1969, ed. Elena Chukovskaia (Moscow: 
Sovremennyi pisatelʹ, 1995), 461. 
86 Anna Akhmatova, “Chem khuzhe ėtot vek predshestvuiushchikh” [1919], Sochineniia 1 (Munich: 
Mezhdunarodnoe literaturnoe sodruzhestvo, 1968), 188. 
87 Evgenii Evtushenko, “Pamiati Akhmatovoi,” [1966] Stikhotvoreniia (Moscow: Sovremennik, 1988). 
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the bringing of relatively modern, urban life in its Soviet variant to the village. This only fed the 

cycle of its depopulation, providing an impulse for the launching of young rural people into the 

orbit of a life that was more fulfilling from an economic standpoint. The transition was not 

entirely free of turbulence, but it did demonstrate the extent to which the Soviet state was 

effective in leveling the mental (as opposed to material) gradient between village and city and 

moving people across the physical divide, what appears at first glance as one of the last great 

successes of the Soviet project despite ominous undercurrents. The stories of the migrating youth 

recounted in this dissertation are thus the bright, optimistic threads embellishing a decidedly dour 

tapestry of Soviet decline in which the prevailing ideological structure failed to provide a viable 

path out of Gaonkar’s dilemma, noted at the outset of this chapter. 

 

Antecedents, Sources, and Methods 

Given the dramatic scope of movement between village and city in the decades after 

Stalin’s death, it is curious that the process has not figured significantly in the rapidly expanding 

corpus of English-language work on the late-Soviet period. There are few exceptions among the 

most significant works including the monographs by Oleg Kharkhordin, Denis Kozlov, and 

Alexei Yurchak, as well as the dissertation and forthcoming monograph by Alexey Golubev.88 

These projects, which promote grand and compelling theories about late-Soviet society, seeking 

boldly to establish its basic processes, what might be termed its zakonomernosti, are nearly 

entirely agnostic as to whether they operated in equal measure with respect to the many 

newcomers to cities, much less to rural persons (excepting Golubev’s collaboration with Olga 

 
88 Golubev, “Elemental Materialism”; Oleg Kharkhordin, The Collective and the Individual; Denis Kozlov, 
The Readers of Novyi Mir: Coming to Terms with the Stalinist Past (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 2013); Alexei Yurchak, Everything Was Forever. 
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Smolyak). Other, less audacious but no less valuable English-language work devoted to various 

topics, has similarly tended to neglect the late-Soviet village and villagers. Examples of this 

include a spate of work on the subjectivity of thaw and stagnation,89 the complicated boundary 

ofthe private sphere,90 and, naturally, lived experience in cities themselves,91 even as 

monographs focused on other contexts within the second world show that this need not be the 

case.92  

This is due, partly, to the historical evolution of Western writing on the Soviet Union. 

Following the collapse of the USSR, when some historians hoped for archival revelations that 

might add significant details to the historical record, the most innovative voices in the field 

instead found themselves rapidly consumed by disagreements on the contentious terrain of 

“subjectivity,” matters of individuals’ perception and agency. The ready and seemingly limitless 

fuel for this still-evolving conversation has been the diversity of human experience and, most 

immediately, its artifacts, found in the memoir record and archives alike, which have offered 

 
89 Stephen V. Bittner, The Many Lives of Khrushchev’s Russia: Experience and Memory in Moscow’s 
Arbat (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2008); Juliane Fürst, Stalin’s Last Generation: Soviet Post-
War Youth and the Emergence of Mature Socialism (New York: Oxford University Press, 2012); Donald J. 
Raleigh, Soviet Baby Boomers: An Oral History of Russia’s Cold War Generation (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2012). 
90 Eds. Choi Chatterjee et al., Everyday Life in Russia Past and Present (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana 
University Press, 2015); Ed. Lewis Siegelbaum, Borders of Socialism: Private Spheres of Soviet Russia 
(Basingstoke, U.K.: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011). 
91 Sergei Zhuk, Rock and Roll Rock and roll in the Rocket City: The West, identity, and ideology in Soviet 
Dnipropetrovsk, 1960-1985 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2010); Steven Harris, 
Communism on Tomorrow Street: Mass Housing and Everyday Life after Stalin (Baltimore: The Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2013). Note, though, Kate Brown’s monograph on nuclear cities (Soviet and 
American), which examines the effects of radiation on rural people: Plutopia: Nuclear Families, Atomic 
Cities, and the Great Soviet and American Plutonium Disasters (Oxford, U.K.: Oxford University Press, 
2013). 
92 Sándor Horváth, for example, traces in wonderful detail the interaction between rural and urban in the 
hastily built Hungarian model city of Sztálinváros and Katherine Lebow and Kinga Pozniak both give 
substantive if more brief attention to the peasant roots of the residents of the model district of Nowa Huta: 
Horváth, Stalinism Reloaded: Everyday Life in Stalin-City, Hungary, trans. Thomas Cooper (Bloomington, 
Ind.: Indiana University Press, 2017); Lebow, Unfinished Utopia: Nowa Huta, Stalinism, and Polish 
Society, 1949–56 (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2013), 77-81; Pozniak, Nowa Huta: Generations 
of Change in a Socialist Town (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2014), 37-40 & 126-31. 
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scholars compelling support for entirely contradictory views. Unsurprisingly, historians writing 

in English have been drawn particularly strongly toward those sources that can most readily and 

easily offer insight on questions of citizens’ inner lives, in practice the voices and effects of those 

who come from more educated milieus. It is for similar reasons that Alexei Yurchak explicitly 

disclaims drawing on a “representative” experience.93 There were many experiences, some more 

readily accessed than others, with those of villagers seeming to have been quite difficult to 

access. That said, as Anna Krylova has recently argued in response to Elena Zubkova’s call for a 

reckoning and recasting of analytical frameworks, “The historian ought to not simply work with 

discrete groups, individuals [individuumy], generations, periods, or problems, but [should aim to] 

resolve how they fit together in the making of the history of the Soviet society, with all its typical 

and changing characteristics [kak iz nikh skladyvalas’ istoriia sovetskogo sotsiuma so vsemi ego 

tipichnymi i meniaiushchimisia kharakteristikami].”94  

 This is where the extant work on rural outmigration after Stalin, particularly in English, is 

insufficient. A brief chapter by Lewis Siegelbaum in an edited volume challenging Brezhnev Era 

stagnation, effectively a supplement to his and Leslie Page Moch’s discussion of the topic in 

Broad is My Native Land, notes some important distinctions between this stage of migration and 

that of the earlier eras he has studied in more detail, particularly in respect to gender and the 

decreased significance of formal recruitment.95 To the extent that these treatments consider 

factors beyond migration, they lean noticeably on the writings of Liubovʹ Denisova and Oleg 

Gorbachëv, who have, respectively, published detailed studies of village women and village 

 
93 Yurchak, Everything Was Forever, 32. 
94 Anna Krylova, “Soviet Sociality and the Problem of Historical Reconstruction: Thinking together with 
Elena Zubkova,” Rosiiskaia istoriia 2019.5 (Sep. 2019), 31-4. 
95 Lewis Siegelbaum, “The Rural Exodus in the RSFSR during the 1960s–1980s,” Reconsidering  
Stagnation in the Brezhnev Era: Ideology and Exchange, eds. Dina Fainberg and Artemy Kalinovsky 
(Boulder, Colo.: Lexington, 2016), 43-57; Siegelbaum and Page Moch, Broad is My Native Land, 126-40. 
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outmigration in Central Russia.96 As a whole, Denisova’s particularly impressive work, written 

in an occasionally polemic tone peculiarly suited to the topic, tends to undertreat the late-Soviet 

decades relative to the post-War and 1990s, and lost in her highly evocative illustration of the 

many horrors of village life for women is an effective sketching of the development of their 

agency, although she does examine the connection between these conditions and the departure of 

women in a monograph prepared and translated by Irina Mukhina.97  

 Oleg Gorbachëv’s dissertation and monograph on migration out of the Central Russian 

village between the Second World War and the rise of dramatic reforms in the 1980s too has 

many merits. Foremost among them is the generous attention to state policy toward village 

administration that he somewhat curiously labels the “subjective” factors influencing 

outmigration, often presented with elaborate statistical data for the entirety of the Central 

Economic Region, with some attention to the fundamental distinctions between the economies of 

the more heavily industrialized north and more agriculturally oriented south, particularly Briansk 

and Orel Oblasts which resemble in various ways the provinces of the Central Black-Earth 

Economic Region. Only sometimes, however, does Gorbachëv’s offer a substantive treatment of 

the connection between policy changes and migration itself, much less an exploration of their 

relative significance.98 This leads the reader to infer the significance of various individual factors 

based on the attention afforded to them and encourages misapprehensions. For example, 

 
96 Liubovʹ Denisova, “Derevnia rossiiskogo Nechernozemʹia.” Trudy Insituta rossiiskoi istorii RAN. 1997-
1998 gg. 2, ed. A.N. Sakharov (Moscow: IRI RAN, 2000), 426-68; [Liubov] Denisova, Rural Women in the 
Soviet Union and Post-Soviet Russia, ed. and trans. Irina Mukhina (New York: Routledge, 2010); 
Denisova Sudʹba russkoi krestʹianki [N.b.: the English-language version of this work is attributed 
incorrectly to Mukhina herself in some databases]; Oleg Gorbachëv, “Migratsiia selʹskogo naseleniia 
tsentralʹnogo nechernozemʹia (1945-1985 gg.),” doctoral diss., Moscow: Moskovskii pedagogicheskii 
gosudarstvennyi universitet, 2003; Gorbachëv, Na puti k gorodu. 
97 Denisova, Rural Women in the Soviet Union. 
98 This is a problem posed relatively on by Soviet sociologists, though never answered emphatically: 
Perevedentsev, Migratsiia naseleniia i trudovye problemy Sibiri (Novosibirsk, USSR: Nauka, 1966), 154-
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Gorbachëv gives far more weight to periodic assaults on kolkhoznik families’ personal auxiliary 

plots than is warranted given that their influence on migration after the 1930s is an open 

question. Further, as previously mentioned, the recurrent implicit and explicit granting of agency 

to urbanization itself is an unwise choice that understates the myriad ways the state participated, 

intentionally and not, in not only encouraging but also facilitating the exodus of rural youth.  

While the increasingly specialized training of a growing industrial workforce was the 

most obvious factor resulting in the depopulation of the village, the state’s facilitation of this 

process also involved developing an expansive physical and human infrastructure in the village 

and city that Gorbachëv only intermittently refers to and does not examine in detail despite that 

villagers interacted with it extensively. The most significant reason for this is that his work is 

based to a disproportionate degree on the administrative and statistical records of state agencies. 

While excerpts from villagers’ complaints do at times figure in the analysis, the human element 

is decidedly secondary. As early as his 1975 volume on rural migration, Viktor Perevedentsev 

noted frankly if simplistically that rural youth widely perceived the “city as what is good [and 

village] as what is bad.”99 Gorbachëv’s success is mainly in cataloguing the ways in which it 

could have been seen as “bad” in a more thorough and explicit way than Soviet sociologists had 

the occasion to do. 

 Very much at the opposite end of the spectrum, a monograph by Halyna Bondar titled 

“Lviv: Everyday Life of the City through the Eyes of Migrants from Villages (1950s-1980s) 

[Lʹviv: shchodenne zhyttia mista ochyma pereselentsiv iz sil (50-80-ti roky XX st.)],” inspired by 

virtually identical considerations to the present work, relies so heavily on Bondar’s interviews 

 
99 Viktor Perevedentsev, Metody izucheniia migratsii naseleniia (Moscow: Nauka, 1975), 151. 
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that her effort might be more appropriately categorized as historical anthropology.100 With little 

substantive grounding in relevant historiography (post-Soviet Ukrainian historical writing has 

developed idiosyncratically and largely in isolation, although this is changing), Bondar 

approaches her interviewees with a credulity that could only invite skeptics’ concerns about oral 

history. At the same time, as seen from the lens of anthropology, Bondar’s work is far more 

impressive, touching on aspects of migrants’ city lives – for example the organization of the 

home – which are important and difficult to access through other means and at many turns 

surpass my efforts here. 

In this dissertation, I aim to strike a balance between the wildly disparate approaches of 

Gorbachëv and Bondar, to move our understanding of the migration processes forward by 

writing social history with a human face, privileging the perceptions of migrants as well as 

records of the government’s octopoidal administrative apparatus through which it too saw, if 

only like a state. I also place more value on contextualizing these within the conception of late-

Soviet society as developed by historians in recent years. The villagers and village of the late-

Soviet period were no longer disconnected from Soviet society as had been the case into the 

1950s, and the starkly un-Soviet peasants whom David Hoffman depicts arriving on Moscow 

factory floors before the War had become exiled to old age and the pages of “village prose.” At 

the same time, though they belonged more firmly than ever before under the umbrella of late-

Soviet people, those of village origins and, especially, those among them who came to cities 

remained a distinct population whose experiences were unique among the broader population 

and thus deserve focused attention and analysis. 

 
100 Halyna Bondar, Lʹviv: shchodenne zhyttia mista ochyma pereselentsiv iz sil (50-80-ti roky XX st.) (Lviv, 
Ukr.: Vydavnychnyi tsentr LNU imeni Ivana Franka, 2010). 
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Aside from Bondar, scholars of out-migration then and now have often found themselves 

frustrated in efforts to capture these voices. There is indication that practical considerations more 

so than methodological ones have oriented scholars away from a prose more richly infused by 

the voices of individuals engaged in the migration under study. They were apparently difficult to 

get a hold of! The most ambitious single research project undertaken by the Western Siberian 

School, a survey effort overseen personally by Zaslavskaia in close cooperation with the Central 

Statistical Administration of the RSFSR that reached 2.5% of the rural population of Novosibirsk 

Oblast with a hundred-point questionnaire in June 1967, targeted the relatives of those who had 

left rather than the migrants themselves.101 In turn, Zhanna Zaionchkovskaia’s attempt to collect 

representative data on migrants from police passport desks for a 1972 volume on the 

“acclimation [prizhivaemostʹ]” of migrants was made difficult by low response rates. As she also 

noted, the reasons individuals themselves gave did not necessarily align with objectively 

measured realities.102 This problem was only compounded within secondhand investigations that 

queried villagers about their departed relatives’ motivations. Maia Pankratova, another scholar 

who emerged from this grouping, reflected on the difficulty of employing this approach in a sort 

of epigram-epitaph within the cover of her last major work, published in 1995, recounting with 

exasperation a career’s worth of being tossed about on village-bound bus routes while speaking 

with villagers who “could not answer the most elementary questions.”103 There was, in other 

words, notable difficulty in the effort to productively engage the voices of villagers and migrants 

 
101 GARF f.A-374, op.36, d.7559. 
102 For example, those who cited family circumstances had objectively worse living conditions: Zhanna 
Zaionchkovskaia, Novosëly v gorodakh: metody izucheniia prizhivaemosti (Moscow: Statistika, 1972), 
130. Siegelbaum and Moch castigate her for not quoting a single migrant: Broad Is My Native Land, 129. 
103 Maia Pankratova, Selʹskie zhiteli Rossii: Sudʹby i semʹi v XX veke (Moscow: Institut sotsiologii  
Rossiiskoi akademii nauk, 1995). 
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themselves, even at the time, and the time that has since passed has made these problems little 

simpler to resolve. 

In seeking to examine and contextualize the outmigration of village youth within this 

dissertation, I do my best to work through these challenges. For one, I cite frequently anecdotes 

collected by local historians, mostly amateurs, whose work fits within the generous bounds of the 

genre known as “region-knowing [kraevedenie / kraieznavstvo],” translated typically as “local 

history.” Such works are most frequently oriented toward archaeological investigations of early 

and proto-Slavic settlement, the experience of collectivization, and the effects of the Second 

World War, and quite commonly there will only be a page or two devoted to the history of the 

village in the last decades of the Soviet period. Other examples treat these years more 

thoroughly, especially when they transcend the very blurry line into memoir. While they often 

lack for elaborate conceptual frames, these works are invaluable in rich, vivid illustrations of 

various phenomena global to the period in often lightly filtered prose that resembles organic 

human discourse. 

This dissertation also makes use of 65 interviews conducted with now-elderly people who 

had in their young adulthood moved to the city from the village. (I cite them by name, 

patronymic, and birthyear in notes with further interview details in the Bibliography.) As Ioffe 

and Nefedova put it, “interpreting Russian [sic] statistics without talks and interviews with real 

people is all but senseless.”104 I share this view, and also its less-controversial converse.  To an 

unusual extent, these interviewees spoke almost in one voice with Bondar’s, which implies 

 
104 The argument that all sources including statistical information are prone to significant distortion has 
been put forward early and often by proponents of oral history as a discipline, and if it is persuasive for 
any setting it should be for the USSR: Ioffe and Nefedova, Continuity and Change, 209; Paul Thompson, 
“Problems of Method in Oral History,” Oral History 1.4 (1972), 1-4.  
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common experience but also a strong collective values and shared frame of thought that should 

not necessarily be accepted at face value.  

Any significant use of oral history must come with caution and caveat. Memory distorts 

reality, especially when filtered through the lens of later traumas, and there certainly has been no 

lack of these between the lost decades following the economic collapse of the Soviet economy 

and the more recent instrumentalization of irredentist violence in the adjacent region. Sourced 

largely with the help of my landlady in Sumy and her personal network, my interviewees chatted 

quite readily about what they largely perceived to be a happy and optimistic moment in their 

lives. The pains of later years, thus, were a sort of catalyst encouraging reflection and 

reminiscence but at the same time coloring it in such a way that likely obscured some of the 

frictions and difficulties of the transition (though to what precise degree is a question not easily 

answered).  

In discussing their memories herein, I take it for granted that coming to the city was not 

quite as undaunting an undertaking as it was typically presented to me.105 In seeking to avoid 

artificial narrativization, I eschewed the common practice of multiple interviews with given 

individuals. In doing so, I reject the premise articulated by Patricia Leavy that “meaning is not 

‘out there’ waiting to be revealed[, but,] rather, meaning emerges throughout the … oral history 

process,” which is “collaborative” between the interviewer and interviewee.106 Though Leavy 

dismisses such a view as “positivist,” the qualitative questions regarding previous behaviors and 

attitudes she lists as suited to investigation by way of oral history happen to be matters of 

 
105 I will note also on the question of reliability that some of the more unusual anecdotes that I heard had 
a habit of being confirmed by archival documents. 
106 Patricia Leavy, Oral History: Understanding Qualitative Research (New York: Oxford University Press, 
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objective fact that are indeed “out there” in a space removed from us temporally. That they 

cannot be perfectly approached using the source of recounted experience (or, for that matter, 

statistical reports or other documents) should not imply that meaning somehow occurs in the 

creation of a narrative in the latter day – indeed, to the extent that occurs, it is undesirable.107  

 With some exceptions, my most fruitful interviews tended to be with those who had 

completed more formal education, including pedagogical schools or technical colleges 

[tekhnikumy], rather than those who had simply studied at a vocational-technical school 

[professionalʹno-tekhnicheskoe uchilishche / profesiino-tekhnichne uchylyshche]. There are 

several potential explanations for this. For one, it is plausible that those who sought out more 

education approached their world more critically (and here it is important that they built 

narratives then that they recall now to “reconstruct some approximation of what [they] 

comprehended” in the past).108 Second, they were more familiar with the concept of formal 

social science research and less suspicious of my motives. Third, our communication was more 

fluid as they were far more likely to speak in a register more proximate to standard Russian, even 

if their native and primary language happened to be some tincture of the blended Russian-

Ukrainian known as Surzhyk.  

 The difficulty of engaging the villager, an iconic touchstone of intellectual striving in 

Russia from the turn of the 19th century onward has given way to the problem of identifying and 

understanding the “ordinary” person once there were fewer villagers left. Those writing in 

English have tended to accept implicitly the premise that there was such ordinariness, but have 

 
107 In the broadest endorsement of this premise, Leavy writes, “Who is the author of an oral history? 
There is no simple answer to this question,” which seems to me entirely at odds with the practical way 
historians can use oral history in tandem with other sources to inform what is unambiguously their work: 
Leavy, Oral History, 8. 
108 Thompson, “Problems of Method,” 5. 
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somewhat strangely tended to search for it within the better-educated strata.109 In Russian 

scholarship, by contrast, the question of the “ordinary” late-Soviet person has elicited far more 

involved soul-searching.110 It is a quirk of Russian and Ukrainian that “ordinary” can share a 

word with “simple,” and the meanings of the two blend rather seamlessly into one another. 

Those of village origins were noted specifically for their “simplicity,” which in an earlier age 

might have made them the ideal Soviet persons, unburdened by the “problematic self.”111 By the 

late Soviet period, though, this simplicity, was very much alien to ideologists’ vision of the ideal 

Soviet citizen who instead was to have a highly cultivated “person [lichnostʹ]” that assumed 

some degree of individuality even if it was not, for the average person at least, as open-ended a 

process as Kharkhordin, Zhuk, Yurchak and others suggest.112 And yet, even if ordinariness was 

increasingly passé, it is widely assumed that such a person existed, and thus the unnecessarily 

difficult quest for the ordinary person has continued, although, again, virtually never in the 

village.113  

 
109 Note, for example, Anatoly Pinksy’s criticism of Kozlov and Gilburd: Pinsky. “Soviet Modernity Post-
Stalin: The State, Emotions, and Subjectivities,” Kritika: Explorations in Russian and Eurasian History 
16.2 (Spring 2015), 400-1; Denis Kozlov and Eleonory Gliburd, “The Thaw as an Even in Russian 
History,” The Thaw: Soviet Society and Culture during the 1950s and 1960s, eds. Kozlov and Gilburd 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2013), 18-84. See also Don Raleigh’s Soviet Baby Boomers. 
110 Gulnaz Sharafutdinova, “Was There a ‘Simple Soviet’ Person? Debating the Politics and Sociology of 
‘Homo Sovieticus’,” Slavic Review 78.1 (Spring 2019), 173-95. 
111 Jochen Hellbeck, Revolution on My Mind: Writing a Diary under Stalin (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 2006), 73. 
112 The association between the complex idea of self and modernity seems incontrovertible. One famous 
articulation is that of Hannah Arendt: The Human Condition [1958], 2nd ed. (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1998).  
113 The one major exception is David Ransel’s oral history of women in central Russia, the Tatar ASSR 
and Tambov Oblast, which keeps rather tightly to the investigation of infant-rearing, though it does 
approach the village in light of its ever-imperfect penetration by urban practices. Compare with the 
Chinese case, where Gail Hershatter’s similarly focused work would not be considered an outlier within 
the historiography: Hershatter, The Gender of Memory: Rural Women and China’s Collective Past 
(Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press, 2013); David L. Ransel, Village Mothers: Three 
Generations of Change in Russia and Tataria (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 2000). 
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 Quite recently, Belarusian writer Svetlana Alexievich was awarded the Nobel Prize in 

Literature, essentially for the possibility of her having found and depicted this person in an 

embellished collage of reminiscences stretching over several books. Massaging the prose of 

taped interviews and arranging the output of this process for maximum effect, Alexievich has 

“written” or “recorded” a cycle of works reflecting on the important traumas of Soviet and post-

Soviet history. The higher brow variants of the recurrent backlash she has received domestically 

over the decades have been animated by skepticism that the so-heavily mythologized ordinary 

Soviet person could in fact be summoned and made to speak through such an occult 

methodology.114  

 Even Alexievich, an expert interviewer, has found difficulty in pulling at the threads of 

human experience. As she described it in a recent interview with the émigré journalist Masha 

Gessen, 

When I started recording, I found I had a problem. The older generation is a 

Soviet generation. They have to talk about themselves and they have no 

experience of doing that. You start talking to them about love, and they talk about 

how they built Minsk. You start talking to them about old age, they tell you how 

difficult life was after the war. It’s like they never had a life of their own...115 

When my interviewees, particularly those who were older, habitually drifted into dialogues about 

War-time experiences and the like I assumed that it was out of a desire to convey interesting 

information for my sake, the stories they had likely shared many times with their own children 

and grandchildren. I think Alexievich’s explanation is better. It was through the traumas of 

heroic shared upheavals through which individuals were habituated to cast narratives of their 

 
114 Evgeniia Vezhlian, “Sluchai Aleksievich: ‘svidetelʹstvo’ ili ‘literatura’? Vybor strategii sviditelʹstva: ‘i 
poslednie budut pervymi’?” Gefter (25 Dec. 2015): http://gefter.ru/archive/17087. 
115 Masha Gessen, “The Memory Keeper: The oral histories of Belarus’s new Nobel laureate,” The New 
Yorker (19 Oct. 2015): https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2015/10/26/the-memory-keeper 
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own lives, prefabricated modules of sorts for the building of a Soviet identity.116 In contrast to 

Merle Fainsod’s search for “ordinary human beings trying desperately to lead normal lives in the 

midst of extraordinary and abnormal events,”117 Alexievich has shown the contingency of the 

structuring of the Soviet imagination around the experience and memory of great events in their 

unsanitized forms, in the order of her books: War, War, War, Collapse, Meltdown, and 

Nostalgia. We might interpolate among these the “crucial novelty of the Russian 20th century,” 

of Lewin’s phrasing, and, in point of fact, Alexievich sought to do so herself.118  

Alexievich’s very first major project, “I Left the Village [Ia uekhal iz derevni]” was 

rejected under Party pressure on the cusp of its publication in the late 1970s amid somewhat 

murky circumstances, the manuscript destroyed in the process. A young correspondent with 

literary ambitions working for the Village Gazette [Selʹskaia gazeta] in the Belarusian SSR – 

which was experiencing the most rapid urbanization in the USSR – Alexievich sought to answer 

“who left the village” and, by that virtue, “who came to the city.”119 For whatever reason, she 

later soured on this project that only saw the light of day in a highly truncated form. Indicating in 

the late 1980s that she would have written it “differently,” possibly more in the vein of the style 

for which she has since become known, Alexievich never explicitly answered her own riddle in 

print.120 

 
116 As David Satter points out, this narrative of patriotism through sacrifice was never rejected and 
animates post-Soviet politics. Fittingly, one of the alternatives for “nostalgia” proposed in 1688 by the 
term’s originator was “philopatrodomania”: Svetlana Boym, “Nostalgia and Its Discontents,” The 
Hedgehog Review (Summer 2007): https://hedgehogreview.com/issues/the-uses-of-the-
past/articles/nostalgia-and-its-discontents ; Satter, It Was a Long Time Ago and It Never Happened 
Anyway: Russia and the Communist Past (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 2012). 
117 Merle Fainsod, Smolensk under Soviet Rule (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1958), 280 
118 Lewin, The Soviet Century, 203. 
119 Svetlana Aleksievich, “Na pereputʹe,” Literaturnoe obozrenie 1985.9 (Sep. 1985), 97.  
120 Ivan Petrov, “Eshchë raz o rannikh publikatsiiakh s.aleksievich” (27 Oct. 2015): 
https://labas.livejournal.com/1123873.html 
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 The answer I give in this dissertation is a young person far more attuned to modern 

Soviet habits of life than her predecessors in terms of the expectations she had for her lifestyle 

and her depth of experience engaging with the Soviet bureaucracy and its quixotic rituals. At the 

same time, village youth were still marked with “simple” characteristics and sometimes 

discomfited by the affectual displays that city life demanded. It is true that both the village and 

the city were yielding to a more independent way of life, and in some ways the gap was closing 

between the two or at least producing some kind of semi-synthetic sedimentary system, but the 

reorganization of urban life around the public housing-block apartment and the increasing 

significance of anonymizing spaces like the compartments [salony] of public transportation, 

queues, and markets,  as well as the unpeopled spaces Alexey Golubev draws our attention to, 

like alleyways and construction sites, also meant that the basic sociology of the city was growing 

more complex far more rapidly, and in ways that were less distinctly Soviet.121 As the 

communitarian aspects of ideology were particularly prone to irrelevance in this climate, those 

coming from the village were at a particular disconnect and sought to retain their extant social 

networks. 

 The evidence suggests, furthermore, that to the extent that the growing and changing 

nature of city society was causing social difficulties within it, young newcomers did not 

generally contribute to them directly. With the exception of the crime of rape, conviction rates 

over the 1970s and 1980s did not generally rise disproportionately in subdivisions of the RSFSR 

whose cities had grown rapidly at the expense of their villages.122 On the contrary though, those 

 
121 See also Astrid Ihle on the photography of transitory spaces in the post-war GDR: Ihle, “Wandering the 
Streets of Socialism: A discussion of the street photography of Arno Fischer and Ursula Arnold,” Socialist 
Spaces: Sites of Everyday Life in the Eastern Bloc, eds. David Crowley and Susan E. Reid (New York: 
Berg, 2002), 85-104.  
122 See Chapter 6. 
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places where the village was most rapidly depopulated saw per capita convictions rise within the 

village itself. By taking in much of the base of the village’s population pyramid, the city helped 

destabilize village society. This contributed to the aforementioned rise in crime and a concurrent 

increase of negligent self-harm among young men and strife produced by the weakening of 

marriage, each of which had complex roots spanning the ideological and economic interventions 

of the state that disrupted many of the patterns of village sociability. 

 While evidence of these changes abounds not only in the memory of individuals but also 

in statistical records and within “ego documents” like letters of complaint sent to periodicals, it 

does not appear that the state was able to effectively address these matters. As discussed above, 

policy toward the village was consistently based around a rigid faith (or at least its projection) 

that city and rural lifestyles would converge and stop the flood out from the village. Even as late 

as 1987 Alexievich herself said quite optimistically in a magazine interview that “She [did not] 

want to blame [those who left],” as she was “sure that when [life] in the village would be no 

worse than in the city as far as roads, transportation, provision [snabzhenie] and, most 

importantly, with respect to the spiritual microclimate [dukhovnyi mikroklimat], no one [would] 

want to leave the village.”123 To her credit, Alexievich acknowledged the ominous clouds within 

the “spiritual microclimate,” but official attempts to address the situation did not range beyond 

the decades-old cultural efforts around the club and the inculcation of “new Soviet rituals” 

discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6, which sought to respond to “spiritual demands 

[potrebnosti]” and appear to have had rather muted success in this effort, inserting the state into 

festive tradition but failing to make it significantly more compelling. 

 
123 Quoted by Ivan Petrov, “Eshchë raz o rannikh publikatsiiakh…” 
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Cultural critic Neil Postman suggests that the increasing spread of information in society 

overwhelms people, in part by exposing them to an ever-growing smorgasbord of activity and 

information beyond their control, on which they cannot practically act.124 In seeking to deliver 

agency to young rural people by means of cultivation and edification by means of “information” 

and progressive “norm-values” along with the technologies and habits around them, the state 

effectively distorted the balance between information and action, knowledge and power.125 One 

of the most basic means of reclaiming agency was leaving for the city, a place of seemingly 

greater activity (though there too citizens increasingly found themselves alienated from the 

Soviet project), and those who could not do so displayed their dissatisfaction in myriad anti-

social ways. 

The Soviet state had a difficulty contending with this because it was consumed by its own 

information-action dilemma. James Scott quite fittingly chose the title Seeing Like a State for his 

work on the blind spots of modernizing regimes, reading their logic and decision-making as 

based around a highly systematized perceptual framework resting on the bureaucratic 

manipulation and categorization of data at the expense of a more flexible, experientially-based 

administration that might better take into account human subjectivity.126 There is, what is more, a 

distinction between the way the former operates in the ideal and in practice. The Soviet state, 

almost from the outset, collected information at a scale and scope that it could not practically 

use. Under Stalin, planning for economic production and terror alike effectively took the form of 

responding to highly arbitrary number-picking at the highest levels, which was forced by the 

 
124 Neil Postman, “Informing Ourselves to Death,” presented to the German Informatics Society, Stuttgart 
(11 Oc. 1990). This idea is similar to Anthony Giddens’s “disembedding”: Giddens, The Consequences of 
Modernity (Cambridge, U.K.: Polity, 1991), 21-9. 
125 Zaslavskaia, Kompleksnaia programma issledovaniia, 50-2. 
126 James C. Scott, Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have 
Failed (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1998). 
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continuing unreliability of production figures and planners’ unsophistication alike,127 a posture 

that continued into subsequent years.128  

While the most straightforward types of collected data are clearly not optimal for 

answering questions and resolving problems around migration to the city, various instances of it 

can be helpful at turns. I use statistical data within this dissertation to illustrate key points, being 

careful to consider the merits and deficiencies of any particular data set, and, similarly, attentive 

to the plausibility of inferred causal relationships. I rely in this on one very broad assumption: 

namely, that the types of data more likely to be reliable were those not tied directly to specific 

production goals. An example of this would be the demographic data collected by village 

administrations and the oblast-level affiliates of the Central Statistical Agency, where the data-

collectors were not themselves accountable for shortfalls and the like. And, yet, even if this data 

was more likely to be accurate, it is clear that the great quantities of data on the movement of 

people that were tracked were of only limited use with regard to policy planning around village 

outmigration to the city, in no small part because the standardized reports on mechanical (that is, 

physical) population movement were not optimized for this purpose, as treated in more detail 

further below. 

Given that statistical information is only selectively useful, I do not neglect other archival 

sources, and they still represent the bulk of my evidence. Aside from their obvious significance 

in illustrating the field of view and action of the state, they do also shed light on the concerns of 

ordinary people, albeit often indirectly, carrying a wealth of human voices filtered more and less 

 
127 Paul R. Gregory, The Political Economy of Stalinism: Evidence from the Soviet Secret Archives (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 2004); Gregory, Terror by Quota (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University 
Press, 2009);  
128 Oleg Khlevniuk, “The Economy of Illusions: The Phenomenon of Data-Inflation in the Khrushchev Era,” 
trans. John Westwood, Khrushchev in the Kremlin: Policy and Government in the Soviet Union, 1953-
1964, eds. Jeremy Smith and Melanie Ilič (New York: Routledge, 2011), 171-87. 
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artificially through a rituals and vocabulary whose putative hollowness can be debated but whose 

subtext is often little obscured to the practiced eye. The documents I draw from do include 

certain well-tapped resources like the complaints and other letters drawn from the archive of 

Village Life [Selʹskaia zhiznʹ] newspaper, but I complement these with a substantial array of 

administrative documents from local-level authorities that are less well explored by scholars of 

migration. Most broadly these include the minutes of city councils in Sumy and Lebedyn as well 

as certain committees subordinated to them, district planning agencies, and “village councils 

[selʹsovety]” (an administrative layer that frequently covered one or two main villages pertaining 

to a kolkhoz or sovkhoz as well as corresponding minor satellites). I additionally use the records 

of oblast-level cultural organizations and periodicals and, more narrowly, the records of 

individual factories and the various types of vocationally-oriented educational establishments 

where many village youth went to study. Finally, I make use of records from the Sumy Oblast 

court as well as certain republic- and all-Soviet-level administrative organs. 

In short, aiming to access the experience of coming to the city, I utilize a breadth of 

sources in the hope that their use in conjunction with each other will, as far as it is possible, 

make up for their individual shortcomings. Relying to a significant degree on oral history and 

statistical data, I move in two separate directions outside of the most conventional approaches in 

the field of late-Soviet history, but do not rely on either approach to an unwarranted extent. 

Encouragingly, the information gathered from these sources does not suggest significant 

discrepancies but rather contributes to a coherent picture. 

One area that I do not treat fully and cannot account for is the thought processes of the 

highest-level policymakers in a way similar to Chris Miller’s work on Mikhail Gorbachev’s 
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often overlooked agricultural reform efforts.129 Although certain insights can be gleaned from 

diaries and memoirs, the strongest and most plausible source of this information would be the 

minutes of Politburo meetings. Those for the Brezhnev Era have yet to be declassified (although 

other useful documents are available), and those for the Khrushchev period were unavailable 

during the course of my research as the Russian State Archive of Contemporary History 

[RGANI] was closed for renovations for much of the last several years. While these records 

might add some color to the question of the extent to which the highest authorities understood 

the practicalities around reforms and their subsequent problems, it is abundantly clear that the 

belief that the village could be modernized in such a way where it would be just as attractive to 

youth as the city lasted virtually to the end of the Soviet period.130 

 

Geographic and Temporal Bounds of Investigation 

The early Soviet state and its leaders, every bit as divorced from the everyday of their 

predominantly rural subjects as the Imperial bureaucracy and just as short on cadres, sought like 

their predecessors to make this population legible through standardization.131 The solution they 

opted for was the collectivization of agriculture, which, it has been noted, introduced a leveling 

into rural society that operated at the household level and, pending significant resistance, created 

 
129 Chris Miller, “Gorbachev’s Agriculture Agenda: Decollectivization and the Politics of Perestroika,” 
Kritika: Explorations in Russian and Eurasian History 17.1 (Winter 2016), 95-118. 
130 Even the scholars and litterateurs elevated to denounce the hyper-centralization of agriculture in demi-
cities shared this mindset: Aleksandra Turina, Sotsialʹno-ėkonomicheskoe razvitie sovetskoi derevni, 
1965-1980 (Moscow: Myslʹ, 1982); Turina, Sovetskaia derevnia na putiakh obnovleniia (Moscow: Znanie, 
1989); Ivan Vasilʹev, V kraiu istokov: razmyshleniia o russkoi derevne (Moscow: Sovremennik, 1981). 
131 Alsu Biktasheva, Antropologiia vlasti: Kazanskie gubernatory pervoi poloviny XIX veka (Moscow: Novyi 
khronograf, 2012); James Heinzen, Inventing a Soviet Countryside: State Power and the Transformation 
of Rural Russia, 1917-1929 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2014); Nadezhda Korolëva, 
Khoziaistvenno-ėkonomicheskaia deiatelʹnostʹ zemstv v period modernizatsii rossiiskoi derevni (1907–
1914) (Moscow: ROSSPĖN, 2011); Yanni Kotsonis, Making Peasants Backward: Agricultural 
Cooperatives and the Agrarian Question in Russia, 1861-1914 (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1999). 
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a more unified caste than had existed previously.132 That said, important distinctions remained 

among different peoples and even geographically. Caroline Humphrey’s extensive and 

impressive fieldwork in the Buryat ASSR, for example, which dates back to the mid-1960s, tells 

us much about the ways state norms folded around traditionally rural Buryat culture, but cannot 

be considered a stand-in for the experience of the average Soviet peasant.133  

So it is with the subject of this dissertation, which is not a micro-history per se, but 

regionally focused with an epicenter in the city of Sumy in northern Ukraine, which was the site 

of roughly half of my archival research and almost all of my interviews. Belgorod, about 100km 

away in southwestern Russia is a second focus, with tertiary, much more minor emphasis on 

Kharkiv. Despite falling on either side of the political boundary between the Russian SFSR and 

Ukrainan SSR (and today between the Russian Federation and Ukraine), collectively these cities 

are reasonably representative in their late-Soviet migration patterns of a slightly broader region 

of cultural (and even linguistic) continuity, which I call the “Black Earth region.” This phrase 

can be used to describe many things informally and thus needs explicit definition. 

“Black Earth” (particularly high-quality soil identifiable by its high density of nutrient-

retaining humus, which gives it its characteristic color) can be found in a belt from Moldova to 

Northern Kazakhstan, capturing much of Ukraine and Southern European Russia (cf. the 

American “Black Belt,” which only later took on a secondary, racialized meaning in the 

demographic study of the post-Emancipation South). The largest deposits of the blackest-most 

soil, classified as “archetypal black earth [tipichnyi chernozëm]” – as opposed to the marginally 

less remarkable “ordinary black earth [obyknovennyi chernozëm]” – are located in Belgorod, 

 
132 Viola, Peasant Rebels. 
133 Humphrey, Marx Went Away. 
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Chernihiv, Kiev, Kharkiv, Kursk, Sumy, and Voronezh Oblasts of Ukraine and Russia.134 Their 

soil “so greasily black that even during the dry summer… it [seems] moist when looked at from 

a distance,” these oblasts produced some of the best grain yields in the country and collectively 

accounted for a significant share of the sugar-beet production of the USSR.135 Due to its fertility, 

which has blunted some of the worst manifestations of crisis, this region of the former USSR has 

seen some of the more significant administrative inertia of the Soviet bureaucracy in the post-

Soviet years.136  

The cities listed directly above and their respective oblasts largely correspond to the 

territory of the historical region known as “Sloboda Ukraine [Slobidsʹka Ukraïna or 

Slobozhanshchyna / Slobodskaia Ukraina or Slobozhanshchina],” which developed out of 

sparsely settled lands to the east of the hotly contested historical region of Severia as part of the 

Russian consolidation of southern reaches in conjunction with the Polish-Muscovite Wars of the 

17th century. These areas were incorporated under the control of Cossack regiments at an early 

stage of their process of gradual absorption into the Russian Empire, their initially tax-exempt 

permanent settlements, slobody, giving the region its name.137 Sumy was the largest and most 

important city of this structure until about the middle of the 18th century when it was eclipsed by 

Kharkiv. Belgorod itself, founded at the turn of the 17th century, was not a part of Sloboda 

 
134 “Pochvennaia karta,” Atlas SSSR (Moscow: Glavnoe upravlenie geodezii i kartografii pri Sovete 
Ministrov SSSR, 1983), 104-5. 
135 Ioffe and Nefedova, Change and Continuity, 210. 
136 Tatyana Nefedova discovered this to be the case for Belgorod Oblast as a newspaper correspondent 
in the mid-1990s and this is true as well for post-Soviet Ukraine and Belarus where the legal frameworks 
around labor and business have seen comparatively little updating, entrenching rent-seeking into political 
culture and confounding Western investors: Ioffe and Nefedova, Change and Continuity, 211-3. See also: 
Deema Kaneff and Lale Yalçin-Heckmann, “Retreat to the Cooperative or to the Household? Agricultural 
Privatisation in Ukraine and Azerbaijan,” The Postsocialist Agrarian Question, eds. Chris Hann et al. (New 
Brunswick, N.J.: Transaction Publishers, 2003), 219-56. 
137 The slobody bear some superficial resemblance to a class of demicities described by Weber in feudal 
Europe as actually villages with rudimentary barriers: Max Weber, The City (New York: Free Press, 
1958), 75-6.  
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Ukraine per se, although many of the slobody settlements were initially organized in 

constellation around Belgorod as part of the Belgorod Defenses [Belgorodskaia zasechnaia 

cherta].138 

These lands were populated by a combination of peasants under the control of those in 

the service of the ordinary Russian forces and peasants under the Cossack military-administrative 

structure, both of which drew (to varying degrees) from peasants escaping from economically 

abusive landlords in the northern, Russian lands and religiously abusive szlachta in the western, 

Polish-Lithuanian lands. The predominance of the former in the regions around Belgorod (re-

founded 1596) and Voronezh (f.1585) and the latter around Chernihiv, Putyvl, Sumy (f. 1650s), 

and Kharkiv (f.1654) helps explain the development of the linguistic border between Russian and 

Ukrainian even as Voronezh was properly a part of Sloboda Ukraine.  

Outside of language, though, there were important similarities based on Cossack 

administration and influence, which allowed for uncomplicated coexistence among settlers who 

spoke dialects that fell toward opposite poles of what were later standardized as Russian and 

Ukrainian. For one, the villages of the region tended to have a similar appearance. Formed often 

on the basis of slobody, they were far larger than in the north and utilized white-washed huts set 

along long streets. Cultural continuity abounded,139 including arguably included a value of what 

is known as “buntarstvo [uppity-ness].” Malte Rolf, for example points to the complex of 

“festivities, alcohol, and violence” being particularly noticeable in Voronezh, which he 

generalizes to the “Black Earth region” (the bounds of which he does not specify).140 Like the 

 
138 This was a line of fortifications meant to protect against raids by the Nogay and Tatar peoples, 
although it was made obsolete within a century as the Russian border became more consolidated and 
moved still southward. 
139 Liudmila Chizhikova, Russko-ukrainskoe pogranichʹe: istoriia i sudʹby traditsionno-bytovoi kulʹtury XIX–
XX veka (Moscow: Nauka, 1988). 
140 Malte Rolf, Soviet Mass Festivals, 1917–1991, trans. Cynthia Klohr (Pittsburgh: University of 
Pittsburgh Press, 2013), 29. 
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better-known example of the lands of the Don Cossacks to the immediate east and south, this 

region could also prove restive in moments of crisis.141   

Overlaying, then, this historical genealogy and similarities in climate and soil as well as 

migration patterns, this study takes as its focus the Oblasts mentioned above, radiating outward 

from Sumy Oblast, capturing to a lesser degree Belgorod Oblast and Kharkiv Oblasts, the rest of 

the Oblasts of the Central-Black-Earth region of the Russian RSFR (Kursk, Lipetsk, Tambov, 

and Voronezh Oblasts), and, more tangentially, Briansk and Oryol Oblasts of the RSFSR as well 

as the remaining oblasts of the Ukrainian SSR. Again, this is clearly not a microhistory, though it 

is a regionally focused one. 

 I similarly reject absolutely firm temporal demarcations, although there is a strong focus 

on the tenures of Nikita Khrushchev (1953-64) and, especially, Leonid Brezhnev (1964-82). As 

discussed previously, migration from village to city was very much a longstanding process and 

its epicenter changed over time, moving gradually and without any obvious distinct breaks (the 

inter-census periods are only a heuristic). Gorbachëv, for his study of migration in Central 

Russia, chose 1945 and 1985, exclusive of the War and Perestroika. For the Black Earth region, 

though, heavy migration, such that it would seriously alter the characteristics of the region began 

later. One might start with the cancellation of Stalin Era taxes on kolkhozes and kolkhoznik 

 
141 False Dmitri I’s base of support in Chernihiv and Putyvl comes to mind as does the region’s support for 
the Bulavin rebellion and, many centuries onward, the Peasant Republics during the Revolution of 1905 
and Green Movement of the Russian Civil War. There was also historically less reapportionment of land 
in this region, which would serve as a basis of resistance to the collectivization of agriculture: Chester 
S.L. Dunning, Russia’s First Civil War: The Time of Troubles and the Founding of the Romanov Dynasty 
(University Park, Penn.: Penn State University Press, 2001); Orlando Figes, Peasant Russia, Civil War: 
The Volga Countryside in Revolution 1917–21 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991); Figes, A 
People’s Tragedy: The Russian Revolution 1891-1924 (London: Pimlico, 1997);  Iurii Gotʹe, Ocherkʺ istorii 
zemlevladěniia vʺ Rossii (Sergiev Posad, Rus.: Tipografiia I.I. Ivanova, 1915), 134; Olena Herasymenko, 
“Seliansʹkyi rukh v Livoberezhnii i Slobidsʹkii Ukraïni v chasy pershoï svitovoï viiny,” Ukraïnsʹkyi selianyn 
14 (2014), 99-104; Herasymenko, “Sproba stvorennia ‘seliansʹkykh respublyk’ na Slobozhanshchyni v 
roky pershoï revoliutsiï 1905 – 1907 rr.,” Ukraïnsʹky selianyn 17 (2017), 29-33; Oliver Radkey, The 
Unknown Civil War in Soviet Russia: A Study of the Green Movement in the Tambov Region, 1920–1921 
(Stanford, Calif.: Hoover Institution Press, 1976). 
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households half a year after the leader’s death in 1953, which helped accelerate socioeconomic 

changes (traced in Chapter 2) and end with the beginning of the rapid refashioning of the 

highest ranks of Soviet administration at the very tail end of the 1980s. A narrower boundary is 

the Brezhnev years alone, bracketed by the decline of mass organized resettlement around the 

repudiated Virgin Lands Campaign and the adoption of the Foodstuffs Program in 1982, which 

reflected an increasingly difficult situation with provisioning in cities that likely contributed to 

the sharp decrease in the pace of migration to the city in the USSR at large, though it continued 

apace in various regions, particularly the central and western Ukrainian SSR and the Belarusian 

SSR. 

If we look at Sumy Oblast specifically, the outmigration that it saw was rather consistent 

over the three respective decades between the four post-War Soviet censuses, and not an outlier 

within any particular decade in the scale of its migration (Figure 0.1). Its development was also 

relatively organic, as far as growth could be in a planned economy. Despite its significant 

expansion, Sumy did not rely on or benefit from special attention from higher leaders. This is in 

contrast to Belgorod, which was essentially leveled during the Second World War as an indirect 

part of the Battle of Kursk and then built up as the administrative center for the newly founded 

Belgorod Oblast in 1954.142 Sumy was and is also unlike Kharkiv, which was a major city that 

developed into a metropolis over these years. Sumy, for its part, simply developed from a small 

mid-sized city to a larger mid-sized city, never based around any one particular industry. 

 This raises the important question of categorization, as “city” is a broad term that can 

mean many things, as can “village.” (In fact, one hears Sumy referred to chidingly as a “big 

 
142 It was the last Oblast founded in the RSFSR, mostly cut out of Kursk Oblast. 
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village” on occasion, and even Moscow was once called this way too.)143 Russian and Ukrainian 

are problematically unproblematic in this respect. Neither have a formal word for “town” that 

would distinguish a small city of, say, five thousand from Moscow or Kyiv – all of these fall 

within “gorod / misto.” The dimunitive “gorodok / mistechko” is used administratively only to 

refer to city neighborhoods and not commonly enough colloquially that it would justify use here. 

I found in the course of my interviews strikingly little evidence that it was a category of analysis 

in which people thought, although the liminal “posëlok / selyshche” was in evidence, following 

from the development of this transitory classification at the administrative level. Similarly, for 

much of the Russophone space, the distinction between the two words for village, “selo” and 

“derevnia,” wherein the former once referred to a larger settlement is archaic, leaving two main 

categories – “gorod” and the complementary “selo / derevenia,” joined by the latter-day 

interloper “posëlok” – to cover the breadth of the continuum between a cluster of huts and a 

metropolis. This is, obviously, not ideal. Even in Ukrainian and certain registers of Russian, 

where the distinction between a village in the full sense and a hamlet (“selo” vs. “khutor”) 

remains operative, perhaps an artefact of the larger southern villages, the lack of further 

distinctions remains limiting.144 Rather than attempt any sort of novel schematic, I always refer 

to settlements as they are categorized administratively, though I make note of particularly large 

villages or particularly small cities in those places that I feel it is important to do so. Lastly, 

whereas I use the phrases “rural” and “urban” for stylistic purposes, I fully acknowledge that 

 
143 In earlier decades, the parallels were clearer, particularly as straw-topped dwellings could be seen in 
Sumy even in the 1960s: Joseph Bradley, Muzhik and Muscovite: Urbanization in Late Imperial Russia 
(Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press, 1985), 65; Aleksandra Sergeevna [b.1942]. 
144 Although Cossack settlement is important to the early founding history of this region, the “encampment 
[stanytsia]” demarcation that arose in the territories of the various Cossack Hosts did not figure in this 
region as they were folded into the regular administrative structures of Russian Empire much earlier. 
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they are overly reductive and not ideal for discussing a circumstance where the two were held to 

be converging.145 

 

Some Basics of Late-Soviet Rural Migration 

This dissertation is primarily a chronicle of urbanization by way of migration and, as 

such, focused specifically on those who left the village for the city and stayed, although there 

were other patterns of movement including the “pendulum” migration where villagers commuted 

between the households they maintained in the village and work in cities.146 These arrangements 

existed both within and externally to the bounds of the law. Humphrey, for example, notes the 

phenomenon of villagers working a kolkhoz and industrial concern simultaneously, which was 

explicitly proscribed.147 In its less boundary-testing variant, this phenomenon captured the 

attention of late-Soviet demographers who approached it as yet another natural phenomenon that 

fit well with the development of regional planning around “agglomerations.”148 It was also a 

 
145 It is worth noting the taxonomy of Zaslavskaia and Liashenko, who provide the following seven 
subdivisions: “distant rural periphery,” “near rural periphery,” “near urbanized periphery,” “distant rural 
local centers,” “near rural local centers,” “urbanized agrarian centers,” and “urbanized agrarian-industrial 
centers.” A still more rigorous version of the exercise would be a factor analysis along the lines of that 
performed by Florian Dünckman for the exurbs of Northwestern Germany: In order to do this we would 
need a significant number of variables about a large number of locales – this is theoretically possible but 
would involve a significant amount of effort that I am unfortunately not in the position to undertake: 
Dünckmann, “From Suburbia to Rural Backwater: Exurban Rural Development in Germany,” Beyond the 
Rural-Urban Divide: Cross-Continental Perspectives on the Differentiated Countryside and its Regulation, 
eds. Kjell Andersson et al. (Bingley, U.K.: Emerald Group, 2012), 61-5; Zaslavskaia and L.P. Liashenko, 
O vzaimosviazi sotsialʹno-ėkonomicheskogo razvitiia derevni i migratsii selʹskogo naseleniia (Moscow: 
Sovetskaia sotsiologicheskaia assotsiatsiia, 1974), 4-5. 
146 In fact, as treated in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6, many migrants participated in a certain type of 
“pendulum migration,” returning to their village on weekends on a weekly or bimonthly basis, although this 
fell just outside of the formal definition that was aimed at daily or biweekly migration: Valentina Kalmyk, 
“Sotsialʹnaia obuslovlennostʹ maiatnikovoi migratsii selʹskogo naseleniia,” Maiatnikovaia migratsiia 
selʹskogo naseleniia, ed. Dmitrii Valentei (Moscow: Finansy i statistika, 1981), 47. 
147 Caroline Humphrey, Marx Went Away, 134. 
148 E.g. Irina Taborisskaia, Maiatnikovaia migratsiia naseleniia: Teoriia, metodologiia, praktika (Moscow: 
Statistika, 1979); Maiatnikovaia migratsiia selʹskogo naseleniia, ed. Valentei. 
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means by which to blur the boundary between village and city, which would in some sense serve 

the goal of mitigating rural depopulation, at least in the near term. 

Table 1.1: Retention of Female Population (of Those Aged 10 to 14 in 1970) 

 for Korocha District Village Councils149 

Village Councils150 
Pop. in 1970 

 

Pop. in 1975 

(% of 1970) 

Pop. in 1980 

(% of 1970) 

Afanasovskii  173 95 (55%) 23 (13%) 

Alekseevskii 196 85 (43%) 76 (39%) 

Annovskii 122 72 (59%) 26 (21%) 

Bekhteevskii 255 190 (75%) 197 (77%) 

Bolʹshekhalanskii 105 51 (49%) 18 (17%) 

Bubnovskii 145 74 (51%) 20 (14%) 

Iablonovskii 144 79 (55%) 43 (30%) 

Korotkovskii 132 55 (42%) 22 (17%) 

Koshcheevskii 124 61 (49%) 24 (19%) 

Lomovskii 227 124 (33%) 41 (18%) 

Melikhovskii 59 33 (56%) 36 (61%) 

Novoslobodskii 115 57 (50%) 25 (22%) 

Plotavskii 101 43 (43%) 13 (13%) 

Pogorelovskii 97 83 (86%) 66 (68%) 

Popovskii 83 55 (66%) 56 (67%) 

Prokhodinskii 212 114 (54%) 38 (18%) 

Sheinskii 98 34 (35%) 12 (12%) 

Shliakhovskii 66 24 (36%) 4 (6%) 

Sokolovskii 150 97 (65%) 37 (25%) 

Zhigailovskii 107 30 (28%) 10 (9%) 

Korocha District 

Total (less Korocha) 

2711 1456 (54%) 787 (29%) 

 

While the overall figure for the loss of population among rural youth was generally quite 

high in this region, there was a significant amount of variation at the village level. Although the 

censuses only allow us to trace the change in birth-year cohorts at the Oblast level, we can 

develop a more detailed picture with the help of the records kept by village councils, which were 

 
149 GABO R-106, op.9, d.526; 751; 901. 
150 1980 borders, with estimated adjustments for those where borders changed: Ivitskii (having been 
renamed Sokolovskii) fully merged with Khvoshchevatovskii (having been renamed Foshchevatovskii), 
with the product taking the name Sokolovskii. Koshcheevskii merged with Pestunovskii with the exception 
of the hamlet of Novoia Derevnia (which is merged into Popovskii), the product taking the name 
Koshcheevskii. Ushakovskii (having been renamed Ploskovskii) fully merged with Lomovskii, the product 
taking the name Lomovskii. Zaiachenskii fully merged with Alekseevskii, the product taking the name 
Alekseevskii. Annovskii fully merged with Malʹtsevskii taking the name Annovskii.  
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prepared annually and counted children by individual birth-year and adults using five-year 

cohorts. While these records of village councils were arguably inclined to undercount departures 

among those in their later 20s, they appear to have done a reasonably good job of capturing the 

departure of most youth, if only because they depict departure at a staggering scale (even if not 

quite massive enough to perfectly reflect underlying reality). Table 1.1 presents data collected 

by village councils in Belgorod Oblast’s Korocha District (bordering Belgorod District to the 

southwest and centered on the particularly small city of Korocha) regarding the population of 

females born between 1956 and 1960 (aged, roughly, between 10 and 14 in 1970 and 20 and 24 

in 1980). (Females are used to avoid any confounding introduced by mandatory military service; 

the use of five-year cohorts reflects the way the data was collected.)  

It is, once again, generally held for the Soviet case that “outmigration data are generally 

underestimated,” particularly from villages, but even according to these numbers, over the course 

of the 1970s, the overall population of young rural women in Korocha District decreased by 

about 71%.151 That is, only about one in four young rural women remained. In the Shliakhovskii 

Village Council, 66 became 4; in the Zhigailovskii Village Council, 107 became 10. On the other 

hand, the Bekhteevskii Village Council “only” saw its population of this cohort of young women 

drop by about a quarter, and there are a few other similar outliers: e.g. the Melikhovskii, 

Pogorelovskii, and Popovskii Village Councils, which each lost fewer than half of their 

population of this cohort of young women whereas the median village council lost 81%. The four 

noted outliers all had one thing in common: they were located close to cities and a relatively 

small share of their population worked in a kolkhoz (as opposed to a sovkhoz or industrial 

 
151 Mitchneck and Plane, “Migration Patterns,” 21. 
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enterprise).152 A team of geographers writing on the decline of the Soviet village has pointed out 

that: 

In the 1970s and 1980s, when births still outnumbered deaths in the Russian 

countryside but the rural exodus was in full swing and rural population numbers 

were shrinking in every Russian region, many peri-urban places (that were still 

rural in their official status, however) recorded population growth. Contrary to 

what might be expected, the agricultural contingent of the peri-urban population 

was growing the fastest….These areas also enjoyed higher quality agricultural 

labor. The disruptive influence of urbanization of agriculture as in the West as 

described by Western analysts hardly fits the Russian context. Russia’s entirely 

rural space has been so deprived of modern infrastructure that peri-urban districts 

immediately affected by the adjacent cities stand out as islands of modernity. 153 

By contrast, the retention of youth in the village councils further away from the city where 

kolkhoz labor continued to predominate was clearly far more grim. This was a reflection of two 

factors both stemming from the continuing gulf between typically farther-flung kolkhozes and 

the better-paying and better-outfitted sovkhozes: not only did city-adjacent and sovkhoz-centered 

village councils more readily retain workers, they were more successful in attracting workers 

from kolkhozes, helping explain the gap between the young female population loss of the median 

Korocha District village council (19%) and the overall young female population loss (29%). Put 

most simply, rural population loss to the city was fed by kolkhoz population loss specifically, 

 
152 The Bekhteevskii Village Council, centered on the village of Bekhteevka was located on the immediate 
outskirts of Korocha and only 56% of the population was a member of a kolkhoz (the XXI Party Congress 
Kolkhoz, which continued to function) while many worked at the Poultry Factory [ptitsefabrika].  Similarly, 
the membership of the Progress Kolkhoz captured only about 68% of the population in Melikhovo District, 
located just about 10km northeast of Belgorod on a main thoroughfare, with the rest apparently working in 
industrial enterprises. The populations of the Popovskii and Pogorelovskii Village Councils (0% and 24% 
of which were members of a kolkhoz), were mostly employed by a combination of the Korocha Sovkhoz-
Vocational-Technical College [sovkhoztekhnikum], which was organized partially on the basis of the 
former Red Star Kolkhoz (Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the RSFSR #64 [18 Jan. 1966]), and 
the fruit and berry [plodovo-iagodnyi] sovkhoz in Popovka. By contrast, whereas only 48% of the 
population of the Plotavskii Village Council were members of a kolkhoz, this was because the Legacies of 
Lenin Kolkhoz was reorganized into a sovkhoz at some point between 1977 and 1980. Given the recency 
of this development, it had no influence of the retention of young workers, and only 13% among the noted 
cohort of young women remained in this village council. 
153 Ioffe, Nefedova, and Zaslavsky, The End of Peasantry?, 90, citing Ioffe, Selʹskoe khoziaistvo 
nechernozemʹia: territorialʹnye problemy (Moscow: Nauka, 1990), 90-1. 
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both directly and through the intermediary of tracts centered on sovkhozes and better-outfitted 

peri-urban kolkhozes. 

Meanwhile, the Black Earth region (and especially its subsection within the RSFSR, the 

Central Black-Earth Economic Region) was not a target of the reorganization of kolkhozes into 

sovkhozes. By 1989, it had far-and-away the largest share of land maintained by kolkhozes 

among all RSFSR Economic Regions, rivaled only by the Volga-Vyatka Economic region. 

(Figure 1.2) This was in significant measure a product of the predominance of land-intensive 

grain-cultivation among the kolkhozes relative to sovkhozes (which were focused on less land-

intensive meat and fruit production), but, as the lack of change relative to other economic regions 

shows, the region was also consciously skipped-over with respect to reform efforts even if it too 

saw its fair share of livestock-focused kolkhozes converted to sovkhozes. 

Table 1.2: Share of Land Maintained by Kolkhozes  

by Economic Region of the RSFSR, 1960 and 1989154 

Region 1960 1989 

Northwestern 78% 31% 

Central 67% 43% 

Volga-Vyatka 86% 59% 

Central Black Earth 73% 70% 

Transvolga 56% 44% 

Northern Caucasus 54% 53% 

Ural 59% 46% 

Western Siberian 52% 30% 

Eastern Siberian 65% 31% 

Far East 47% 14% 

RSFSR as a whole 61% 42% 

 

There are several quite logical explanations for the relative low priority of the Black 

Earth region in the triaging of village reform efforts (that nonetheless did touch this region as 

 
154 Ioffe, Nefedova, and Zaslavsky, The End of Peasantry?, 22, citing Zemelʹnyi Fond RSFSR: prilozhenie 
k statisticheskomu biulleteniu TsSU RSFSR #19 (Moscow: TsSU RSFSR, 1961), 46 & 171; Zemelʹnyi 
Fond RSFSR na 1 noiabria 1989 (Moscow: Goskomstat RSFSR, 1990), 98.  
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well). First, this part of the USSR maintained a significant rural population at a point where the 

villages of many other regions had already become drastically depopulated. Second, the Black 

Earth region was disproportionately focused on grain cultivation which was the most easily 

mechanized form of agriculture. Third, owing to the more expansive nature of the topography 

and landscape, the traditional Black Earth region village was historically larger as compared with 

the cluster villages of the North and thus a less pressing candidate for enlargement. 

As a product of these factors, Soviet authorities’ most intensive efforts tended to target 

the so-called “Non-Black Earth region [Nechernozemʹe],” a somewhat idiosyncratic negative 

spatial designation that in practice denoted all of the Western RSFSR excepting the Central-

Black Earth, Transvolga, and North-Caucasian Economic regions.155 The 1974 joint resolution of 

the Central Committee of the CPSU and Council of Ministers of the USSR, which emerged from 

Brezhnev’s dispiriting tour of the countryside, targeted the Non-Black Earth region specifically, 

calling for the resettlement of 170,000 rural families from “small settled locales [naselënnye 

puntky]” to “well-outfitted [blagoustroennye] kolkhoz and sovkhoz tracts” (essentially from 

“inopportune [neperspektivnye]” to “opportune [perspektivnye]” settled locales in the widespread 

nomenclature of those years).156 A similar “enlarging” effect could be achieved even without an 

organized, massive movement of people from smaller to larger villages. The infrastructural focus 

on the central farmsteads of kolkhozes was widespread in the Black Earth region as elsewhere, 

and even absent a similar urgency to formal campaigns to liquidate smaller population centers, 

these areas simply received fewer funds and were left to essentially wilt away.157 (Both processes 

 
155 Ioffe and Nefedova are similarly skeptical about the term: Continuity and Change, 222-3. 
156 Joint Resolution of the Central Committee of the CPSU and Council of Ministers of the USSR #206 (20 
Mar. 1974): “On Measures toward the Further Development of Agriculture of the Non-Black Earth Zone of 
the RSFSR” Note also Resolution #639 (31 Jul. 1964) which ordered the State Bank to extend loans for 
kolkhoz members living in small villages to build homes in larger villages. 
157 Although I did find occasional mentions of resettlements in memoir literature, none of my interviewees 
had been resettled, and the only formal list of inopportune villages that I could find in the records of 
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later fell under criticism when it came to be held that the over-concentration of agriculture posed 

a liability.) 

Given that the village of the Black Earth region too eventually faced a demographic 

crisis, authorities’ neglect of it in favor of a less fertile region was rather ill-conceived, and in 

retrospect, the warning signs ought have been clear. The sociologists of the Novosibirsk School 

regularly compared migration by region to indicate that the village of Western Siberia was in 

dire straits relative to others, but it is clear that the picture in the Black Earth region should have 

been similarly concerning.158 In 1965, the Western Siberian Economic Region [WSER] lost 16% 

of its rural population due to migration alone; for the Central Black Earth Economic Region 

[CBEER] the figure was 12.5%.159 The same year, Viktor Perevedentsev pointed out that rural 

out-migration in the WSER was twice as high as in the CBEER. He failed to draw attention to 

the fact that rural in-migration in the WSER was three times as high, meaning that the gap was 

actually larger in the CBEER.160 The situation in the CBEER only worsened into the 1970s as it 

 
planning agencies in Belgorod and Sumy Oblast belonged to Gubkin district. The list was incomplete and 
the column for liquidation timelines was not filled out. The only lament around resettlement efforts that I 
happened upon was in conjunction with given villages being flooded for the purpose of creating a 
reservoir, which bore a rather traumatic deluge aspect (the identical situation noted by Zakharov was not 
treated as traumatic, however): GABO f.R-997, op.2, d.99, l.10-6; N.Z. Adonin, V.P. Agafonov, and V.N. 
Lysykh, Iz istorii sela Skorodnoe (Belgorod, Rus.: 2003), 301; Vladimir Molchanov, “Toplinka,” Aleksandr 
Konstantinovich Filatov: V vospominaniiakh, statʹiakh, retsenziiakh, stikhakh sovremennikov, eds. Zinaida 
Filatova and Molchanov (Belgorod, Rus.: Izdatelʹstvo Konstanta, 2013), 300; Zakharov, Istoriia 
Vovchanshchyny (Vovchansk, Ukr.: Vovchansʹka raionna drukarnia, 1995), 115-6. 
158 The institutional inertia stemming from the location of the most advanced researchers of migration in 
Novosibirsk (and logistical limitations for their work and the development of their expertise) fairly clearly 
played a role in the great focus on the Western Siberian Economic Region at the expense of others: “Kak 
izuchali migratsiiu: Beseda s Zhannoi Antonovnoi Zaionchkovskoi,” Polit.ru (17 Feb. 2010): 
https://polit.ru/article/2010/02/17/migration/ 
159 Tatʹiana Zaslavskaia and L.D. Antosenkova, “Nekotorye zakonomernosti i sotsialʹnye rezulʹtaty 
migratsii selʹskogo naseleniia Sibiri,” Sotsialʹnye problemy trudovykh resursov SSSR, ed. Zaslavskaia 
(Novosibirsk, USSR: Nauka, 1968), 26. 
160 This can be reconciled with the preceding observation because there was at that stage simply less 
turnover in the CBEER (both objectively and relative to population): Viktor Perevedentsev, Sovremennaia 
migratsiia naseleniia Zapadnoi Sibiri (Novosibirsk, USSR: Zapadno-Sibirskoe knizhnoe izdatelʹstvo, 
1965), 29-30. 
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became an epicenter of rural out-migration, combining perilously with falling birthrates in rural 

areas. 

Unappreciative of the dangers demographic collapse in the Black Earth region despite the 

attention afforded to the Western Siberian case one or two decades further along in the process, 

the state expanded its efforts to actively ferry rural youth into the city by further developing an 

elaborate educational infrastructure.161 Treated in detail in Chapters 4 and 5, the development of 

vocational schools and their grassroots recruitment efforts among village youth prompted the 

most significant share of migration to the city, although it is much more difficult than it would 

initially appear (and indeed than it should have been given the scope of the state’s data 

collection) to establish this with confidence. 

Where officials did attempt to track migratory behavior in more detail, they were stymied 

in this endeavor by difficulties stemming from the lack of an established nomenclature. Figure 

1.1 presents an apparently impromptu attempt by one district-level statistical agency in Sumy 

Oblast to track emigrants’ destination.162 While we can in fact draw some conclusions on the 

basis of this information, the overall data is confounded by the “for [the purpose of] residence 

[na zhitelʹstvo]” category even before considering questions of this data-set’s completeness or the 

fact that it does not tell us whether emigrants moved to a city or a village with the exception of 

the “Study” and “Resettlement” categories, which strongly imply the former and latter, 

respectively. (A further complication is that “work” often was a long-term goal, which required 

preliminary vocational education).  I would suggest, though, that we can make the conclusion 

 
161 By the close of the 1970s, oblast-level Komsomol leaders were content to brag about retaining a fifth 
of village youth in given districts: RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.407, l.54-5; 79; 82; 91. 
162 DASO f.R-5253, op.1, spr.548. 
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that, in this region at least, vocational schooling was the most significant (if very far from 

exclusive) conduit of rural-urban migration based on the data presented in Figures 1.2 and 1.3.  

 

Figure 1.1: Emigrants from Hlukhiv District in 1978 by Destination and Purpose 

 

 
Figure 1.2: Percentage of Sumy Oblast Residents Relocating in 1979, by Age163 

 
163 DASO f.R-3155, op.7a, spr.443, ark.6 in conjunction with the 1979 Census. The data for those older 
than 60 is organized in five-year cohorts. “Percentage Relocating” here refers to an average of all those 
who (a) moved out of a residence within Sumy Oblast and (b) moved into a residence within Sumy Oblast 
(with significant though unspecified overlap between these two categories), which happens to be 
concurrent with the all-Soviet Census. 
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Figure 1.3: Officially Recorded Quarterly Mechanical Population Change in Sumy Oblast 

over the 1970s from the Vantage of the City and the Village164 

 
164 DASO f.R-3155, op.7a, spr.298; 312; 327; 344; 363; 376; 395; 411; 425; 437. 
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Once again, despite that this data is the product of a clearly robust information-gathering 

effort, we are forced to make significant assumptions and inferences in order to make practical 

use of it. The all-Soviet Central Statistical Agency’s “Form #2” for tracking population 

movement in its subdivisions includes the following topline categories: (i) “[Number of people 

who] left [to live in the] city,” (ii) “[Number of people who] left [to live in the] village,” (iii) 

“[Number of people who] left the city,” and (iv) “[Number of people who] left the village.” 

Notably, category (i) is an aggregate of those who left from the village to go to the city and those 

who left from the city to go to another city (and [ii] is the corresponding calculation for the 

village), making this data unideal for tracking the exchange between village and city specifically. 

Further examination of TsSU documents might shed light on the thinking behind this form’s 

design, but it strikes me as a somewhat painstaking effort to collect detailed information about 

origin and destination that is strikingly un-optimal for the purposes of analysis or policy-making 

except for the top-line figures.165 

In Figure 1.2, I attempt to make this data more useful by dividing the share of persons 

migrating by the population of persons of those ages. Specifically, I use the migration data 

gathered by Sumy Oblast officials for 1979 as well as the results of the All-Soviet Census for 

that year. We can clearly see that by far the most mobile share of the population was young 

people in their late teens and early twenties although this particular image tells us nothing about 

the village and city in particular. Figure 1.3 depicts the seasonal pattern of officially-recorded 

migration from the respective vantages of the city and village in Sumy Oblast over the 1970s. 

There appears to be a stark seasonality: a spike in net out-migration from villages recorded as 

 
165 Hugh Clout notes that directionality of migration is difficult to establish for Western European states in 
the same period, but this is obviously without the same depth of data: Clout, “Rural-Urban Migration in 
Western Europe,” Migration in Post-War Europe, eds. John Salt and Hugh Clout (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1976), 34-6.   
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coming to the city in the third quarter (during the early fall harvest months, oddly) and a net in-

migration into the cities recorded in the fourth quarter that is complemented by an in-migration 

in both the third and fourth quarters (only canceled out by an out-migration in the third quarter, 

which can be taken as implying a movement of cadres into the village for the harvest). This 

pattern, which repeats itself year after year, suggests that there was a regular movement from 

village to city between the third quarter, which was recorded in the third and fourth quarter. The 

most obvious candidate for this is youth departing in conjunction with the beginning of classes, 

typically September 1st (with some variance by program and some tolerance for late arrivals). 

Indeed, the annual recorded cumulative outflow of between about 4,000 and 6,000 persons 

matches up reasonably well with the figure of village students admitted to Sumy Oblast’s 

vocational schools annually (around 7,000), allowing for that some were not tracked and that 

some would return to the village among other vagaries.166 This suggests that Sumy Oblast 

regularly fell at the higher end of the share of rural migrants to the city who were under 30 

(typically cited at between 60% and 70%.)167 

 Not quite from and not quite despite the data collected by local and central administrators 

we can thus draw two significant observations about village-to-city migration in the studied 

region. First, the late-Soviet scenario fit the pattern articulated for the first time in the 19th 

century by Ravenstein that migration to cities tended to pull not directly from the most rural 

areas but instead in a sort of gradient.168 Second, we have some evidence that the most 

 
166 Calculations for the enrollment figures are presented visually in Chapter 5 and based on DASO f.R-
3369, op.1, spr.275; 323; 385; 440; 504; 629; 683; 763; 853. 
167 RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.15, l.1; Svetlana Soboleva, Migration and Settlement 8 (Laxenburg, Austria: 
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, 1980), 34, cited by Charles Becker, S Joshua 
Mendelsohn, and Kseniya Benderskaya, “Russian urbanization in the Soviet and post-Soviet eras,” 
Urbanization and Emerging Population Issues Working Paper 9 (London: International Institute for 
Environment and Development, 2012). 
168 Ravenstein, “On The Laws of Migration,” 198-9. 
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significant driver of migration in thisr region and period was the state itself by virtue of its 

expanded vocational-training network (treated in Chapter 5). While migration in the USSR was 

not exempt from broader trends associated with a global modernity, the state significantly 

exacerbated rather than counteracted them.  

 

Roadmap 

Although I did have a sense of the vantages from which I might approach this subject, 

this dissertation and the research agenda behind it was not intended to answer a litany of discrete 

conceptual questions surrounding the topic, but instead to comprehend and depict what was and 

situate it within our extant understanding of late-Soviet society. To wit, the chapters of this 

dissertation are organized sequentially – traversing the path from village to city along with 

migrants themselves – rather than thematically. Chapter 2 describes socioeconomic changes in 

the Soviet village, exploring the evolution of childhood, gender relations, and family structure as 

consequences of changes in economic and wage policy. I also pilot a rudimentary statistical 

investigation of departure in two Belgorod Oblast districts. I argue, broadly speaking, that 

economic factors pertaining to labor bore the most influence on the choice to leave as contingent 

on precise age and gender and, moreover, that it is theoretically possible to establish the degree 

of difference, even in the face of the headwinds that had a tendency to cast youth out of the 

village en masse.  In Chapter 3, I focus on the direct efforts of the Soviet state to intervene in 

the life and culture of the village under the mantle of “leadership [shefstvo]” over it. I find 

substantial and fruitful efforts to change the face of village life in the decades after Stalin’s death 

– even excepting those villages converted into tracts of urban type. That said, the state was most 

successful in raising expectations with respect to the wonders of modern lifestyles that could 
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never be as readily fulfilled in the village even at extraordinary expense. As a product, young 

would-be migrants and their parents increasingly thought in the frames of the lifestyle owed to 

them as Soviet citizens 

Chapter 4 brings village youth into the city beginning with the process of discovering 

information about the many opportunities within unskilled labor or vocational schooling afforded 

to them and through the travails of engraining themselves in the city on a more permanent basis. 

I find that in more provincial cities the bureaucratic hurdles were largely nominal and able to be 

overcome, albeit the amount of perseverance necessary and the assistance individuals found 

along the way varied significantly. Chapter 5, then, examines the largely village-origin students 

of vocational schools and colleges of rapidly urbanizing oblasts in situ, subject to the supervision 

of trained cultivators at their learning establishment (greater or lesser depending on the existence 

of a dormitory). Despite that the vast majority of these students were of village origin, there was 

virtually no mention or evaluation of this fact. Instead of any intentional plan of action targeted 

toward integrating them into city life it, it was clearly held that the existence of curricular and 

extracurricular cultural infrastructure at the school would be sufficient in cultivating the 

“builders of Communism,” irrespective of their origins. A small subset of students responded to 

this with overt and irascible truancy and hooliganism in the face of which school administrators 

seem to have been paralyzed, unequipped to intervene in the social networks transgressors 

formed for themselves, which could span the boundary between village and city. Chapter 6 

examines acclimation to city life and society from the perspective of affect, worldview, and 

identity touching on aspects of transition as diverse as behavior, language, and the perception of 

time and space. While habits of mind and body could to an extent be learned, the orientation 

toward the world encapsulated by the conception of “simplicity” was more lasting and was, 
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especially in the early days of transition, at odds with the complex person theorized by 

ideologists and made real in some respect by modernizing processes typically predicated on the 

development of urban lifestyles. Meanwhile, many youth preferred to focus their lives around 

their native village to the extent possible in the years and decades after their arrival.  

Chapter 7, finally, considers the extent to which the studied processes were particular to 

the Soviet case. Primarily relying on the contemporary PRC as a point of comparison, I observe 

that the policy responses to rural outmigration and decline have been starkly similar (as have 

been the less than stellar results). Looking at the particularities of the conceptual underpinnings 

of these reforms’ effectuation, however, shows that the relative failures of the Soviet state in 

wholly reshaping its village or forestalling outmigration therefrom were particularly hampered 

by its inflexibility and reflected a rather shallow connection with its citizenry that did not stem 

far enough beyond meeting material needs. Indeed, individual migrants exhibited creativity in 

forging their own paths for their own purposes, material and “spiritual,” and kept the didactic 

aims of the state at arms’ length. 

Surveying recent literature on the Stalin period, Stephen Bittner has asked whether the 

Soviet Union could be seen as having in certain aspects been a “negentropic” society, one that 

negated entropy by creating new forms and structures in response to disorder as opposed to 

simply tending toward anomie and decay.169 Accepting everything from public health campaigns 

to the wartime evacuation of industry and citizens to Central Asia to the Gulag itself within this 

rubric, Bittner concludes with the observation that certain “negentropic” Soviet developments 

like clientelism have even outlasted the USSR. Even Bittner, though, does not “[intend] to 

challenge [the] notion of the entropic regime, or its historiographical corollary in Soviet history, 

 
169 Stephen V. Bittner, “A Negentropic Society? Wartime and Postwar Soviet History,” Kritika: 
Explorations in Russian and Eurasian History 14.3 (2013), 599-619. 
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the long-chronology or inherent-flaw interpretation of collapse that many scholars have 

embraced.”170  

Sure enough, this dissertation discusses many developments in structures and institutions 

(the expansion and continuing standardization of vocational-education, the rapid development of 

elaborate transportation networks, the consummation of electrification and other infrastructural 

developments in the village, the inauguration of new and reimagined holidays, and so on), and 

for the village youth who were affected by, took advantage of, and traversed these, they often 

presented a significant development of, primarily, material well-being by comparison with 

humble if hopeful village childhoods. On the other hand, as even Bittner seems to concede, the 

longue déclin cannot be altogether dispensed with when treating the final decades of the Soviet 

project. Even in the stories and experiences of the last generations of village-outmigrants for 

whom the state did so much we can see the growing irrelevance of the formal trappings of Soviet 

ideology.  

Young villagers continued to abandon the village for urban industry in great numbers 

despite that the media aimed at them spent great energy advertising rural lifestyles, and they 

often found that the aspects of traditional communitarian thinking and behaviors to which they 

were accultured during village childhoods (that were themselves changing to accommodate 

individualization) were out of place in the growing Soviet city-focused polity in spite of the 

persistently collectivist rhetoric of Party ideology. Finally, even if we accept the most plausible 

version of the “revolution from above” model popular in the Russophone space, that the Soviet 

state was forced into a mortal predicament by a balance of payments crisis, trapped one last time 

in an unfavorable price scissors, now between grain and oil, it is worth remembering that this 

 
170 Bittner, “A Negentropic Society?” 602.   
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crisis was precipitated in significant part by agricultural stagnation, which was certainly not 

helped by the erosion of the agricultural labor force.171 Not only did the state fail to reckon with 

the depopulation of its village, the following chapters note the way that it provided 

encouragement through various seemingly constructive measures, under the guise of what 

Bittner might have labeled “negentropy,” helping instead eat away at the roots of the stability of 

the state.     

 
171 Gaidar, Collapse of an Empire, 80-114. 
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Chapter 2: Socioeconomic Change and Outmigration 

 

“But this merely speaks to the fact that people more readily grasp the significance of material conditions 

as compared with social ones.” – Iurii Arutiunian (1971) 172 

 

 While large-scale migration to the city predates and indeed helped foment the 

Revolution, the first major movement of villagers after the Civil War took place during 

collectivization and its denouement. Despite efforts to seal the village, including the eventual re-

inauguration of an internal passport regime amid the imposition of a new serfdom, many were 

still able to escape to the city.173 At first, these tended to be males. Figure 2.1 illustrates the 

relative disproportion of males in the city to the disproportion of males in the village.174 As can 

be readily seen, men of working age were overrepresented in the city, although the deviation 

from parity was not as dramatic as that depicted by Fitzpatrick.175 It is difficult, though, to argue 

with her premise that migration was precipitated by economic considerations. This is particularly 

supported by the situation where those in their late 30s (i.e., those with children reaching their 

teenage years and, thus, the ability to work as effectively as an adult) were the most likely to 

migrate to the city. The primarily economic impulses behind migration continued to be most 

relevant, and for several decades after collectivization migration continued to have a 

predominantly male face.  

 
172 Arutiunian, Sotsialʹnaia struktura selʹskogo naseleniia, 262. 
173 (Just as they had under the original serfdom.) 
174 It accounts for the disproportion between males and females resulting from wartime losses.   
175 Fitzpatrick, Stalin’s Peasants, 218. 
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Figure 2.1: Ratio of City Disequilibrium to Village Disequilibrium  

in the USSR by age, 1937 (Urban Male%) / (Rural Male%)176 

 

Matt Oja, writing on the first major attempt to proletarianize the village of the 1930s, 

largely by means of what Richard Dorson labels “fakelore” (that is, invented folklore 

disseminated from above), notes that the project was largely unsuccessful in transcending the 

idea space into reality.177 Rural women in particular did not achieve nearly the increase in status 

that was projected in state propaganda, and only the looming exigencies of War were able to 

thrust them into male-dominated professions in significant numbers, fleetingly at that. Oja 

concludes that this was because women were ultimately not interested in driving tractors, 

unswayed by the attempts of the Soviet state to alter the ideology by means of which they 

interpreted their socioeconomic situation. A central problem with this reading is that the 

 
176 Vsesoiuznaia perepisʹ naseleniia 1937 goda: obshchie itogi, eds. Iurii Poliakov et al. (Moscow: 
ROSSPĖN, 2007), 77-80. 
177 Matt F. Oja, “From Krestianka to Udarnitsa: Rural Women and the Vydvizhenie Campaign, 1933-
1941,” The Carl Beck Papers in Russian & East European Studies 1203 (Pittsburgh: University of 
Pittsburgh Press, 1996); Richard M. Dorson, "Folklore in the Modem World," Folklore and Fakelore: 
Essays Toward a Discipline of Folk Studies (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1976), cited by 
David A. Kideckel, “Economic Images and Social Change in the Romanian Socialist Transformation,” 
Dialectical Anthropology 12.4 (1987), 400. 
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underlying socioeconomic situation had failed to change. In sketching out the “core 

assumptions … of the gender role transformation that collectivization was supposed to bring,” 

Oja quotes credulously Stalin’s assertion that labor-day accounting ought have liberated women, 

“Before the work-day all are equal – men and women. Here, neither father nor husband can 

reproach a woman with the fact that he is feeding her. Now… she is her own master.”178  

As Oja fails to mention in his analysis, this could not have hoped to operate as intended 

in a situation where remuneration was nominal or irregular and inadequate for subsistence. Some 

lucky women did find themselves in a position where they could curb their husband’s excesses, 

but most found themselves in a position too tenuous to make this happen. The picture was in 

many ways different in the decades after Stalin’ death, for women and men alike. Guaranteed 

wages, a distorted cash economy, and simple time removed from the Revolution meant that 

young villagers and women in particular were on an entirely different economic footing as 

compared with their predecessors, which could not help but impact their ability and choice to 

migrate. While it is true that ideology is  “the means by which people become conscious of 

political economy and form and act on their subjective political economic interest,” as one 

anthropologist studying the industrialization of the Romanian village has framed it, following 

Marx, the latter would of course not disagree that material interests are ultimately decisive.179 

The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate the joys and travails of life in the late-Soviet 

village, elaborating upon the conditions that characterized the upbringing of rural youth and the 

 
178 “Priëm kolkhoznits-udarnits sveklovichnykh polei rukovoditeliami partii i pravitelʹstva,” Pravda (11 Nov. 
1935), 1, quoted by Oja, “From Krestianka to Udarnitsa,” 9-10. 
179 Kideckel, “Economic Images and Social Change,” 399. It is worth noting that Gail Kligman and 
Katherine Verdery, in their thorough study of collectivization in Romania, recurrently point to underlying 
economic factors to explain the vicissitudes of the process (e.g. the relative tendency of the wealthy 
chiabur class to be older): Kligman and Verdery, Peasants Under Siege: The Collectivization of 
Romanian Agriculture, 1949–1962 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2011). 
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social and economic influences that helped shape their willingness and desire to leave the 

village. It goes almost without saying that the various facts of life in the village, which urbanites 

perceived as pitiful to the extent they understood them and villagers themselves saw as difficult, 

contributed to the exodus of youth from the village. The connection between the two phenomena 

is straightforward enough that Oleg Gorbachëv’s work on the topic of migration from the village 

to the city in Central Russia after the Second World War is primarily a very thoroughly 

researched chronicle of the economic pressures – resulting from likewise thoroughly chronicled 

changes in political winds – that directly affected daily village life.180 These were indeed 

important (and manifold) and this chapter devotes significant attention to them; I aim to balance 

these, though, with a discussion that also privileges developing social pressures that resulted 

more indirectly from seemingly straightforward policy arcs, discussing the ways these 

encouraged youth to think and venture beyond the world of their parents and grandparents in 

more explicit detail. 

One shortcoming of the work of other historians to have touched on the topic including 

Gorbachëv and Liubovʹ Denisova is that they identify many push-factors, but are persistently 

unclear about their relative significance.181 This is appropriate in the sense that various factors 

were influential, but we do also lose something in this approach. I aim to be more explicit about 

what drove individuals in my region to migrate on the basis of both the traditional sources – 

letters to editors, oral history, published accounts – as well as not-previously exploited raw 

statistical data collected locally and regionally by statistical organs. I argue, for example, that the 

 
180 Oleg Gorbachëv, “Migratsiia selʹskogo naseleniia”; Gorbačëv, Na puti k gorodu. 
181 This indeterminacy is also reflected in the work of Inna Skvortsova: “Vtecha z sela, mihratsiini protsesy 
v silʹsʹkykh poselenniakh Vinnytsʹkoï i Khmelʹnytsʹkoï Oblastei 60-80-ti rr. XX st.,” Ukraïnsʹkyi selianyn 14 
(2014), 230-3; Silʹsʹki poselennia Vinnytsʹkoï i Khmelʹnytsʹkoï oblastei na zavershalʹnomu etapi 
radianskoho periodu (1961-1991 rr.): stan, problemy ta trudnoshchi rozvytku.” Candidate’s dissertation. 
Kamianets Podilskyi Ivan Ohiienko National University, Kamianets-Podilskyi, Ukr. (2016), 58. 
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putative erosion of the private plot was of rather minor significance and, instead, it was its 

persistence in conjunction with the advent of steady individual paychecks for village women 

(coupled with weak integration into blue-collar village work) that gave them a sense of 

independence beyond the traditionally patriarchal village family structure and village life in 

general. This explains the unusual scenario that women made up a greater share of migrants than 

men in the 1970s whereas in most prior periods young men were distinctly more mobile. Still, 

many of the same impulses were shared among would-be young migrants, irrespective of gender.  

Their concerns were primarily economic, manifested in the difficulty of the work and the 

availability of mechanization specifically as it pertained to grain and tuber cultivation. 

Meanwhile, those around the age of 20 who were beginning to enter the child-bearing ranks were 

particularly sensitive to amenities like daycares. In this last instance, an economic concern 

regarding amenities was also clearly culturally conditioned as new attitudes about appropriate 

standards for child-rearing finally reached the village of the Black Earth region.182 Similarly, 

attitudes about what kinds of work were desirable or prestigious also responded to shifting 

cultural understandings, and broader horizons increasingly dislodged the conventional view that 

the operation of a tractor (largely, a male domain) put one at the apex of the social pyramid. For 

their part, the parents of most young adults were happy (and sometimes even impatient) to see 

their children off to the city as soon as it was feasible, particularly so if they did not go too far. 

This too reflected the shifting of their horizons, which was obviously not a purely economic 

process either, although the memory of Stalin-era taxes remained important. 

 
182 Ransel, Village Mothers. 
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As noted by one latter-day village prose writer-essayist that regardless of “the relatively 

robust [ėnergichnye] measures heretofore undertaken, there [was], unfortunately, … no success 

in forestalling the outflow [of population from the village].”183 To some degree, the more things 

changed, the more they stayed the same. This was true in the non-Black Earth region, the focus 

of Vasilʹev’s (and most others’ work), where reforms tended to be most emphatic in execution 

because of the relatively more dire demographic-economic situation, and just as efforts to 

discourage outmigration did not have an effect on the bottom-line inclination to leave in Central 

Russia, the Urals region, or the northern reaches Volga Region, they were certainly less 

consequential in the Black Earth region where these measures were less “robust.” All the same, 

though, many aspects of Soviet village policy including tax policy, wage reform, and so forth 

were universal and led to similar changes in many places.184 And so, for the purposes of 

understanding the persistent desire of youth to leave the village over this period it makes sense to 

examine those consistent pressures, to draw something of a still picture of village life, though 

accented by a rushing brook of emigration in the background. 

 

The Village as a “Unique Arena for Personal Development” 

 Even after the change in posture toward the village that followed Stalin’s death, labor 

continued to be more tightly interwoven into village childhoods, and from far earlier ages, than 

was true in the city, although the way in this operated changed over these decades. The 

expectation that youth contribute their labor was reinforced by a variety of avenues: parents of 

course helped perpetuate the norm both by command and example, but the kolkhozes could 

directly requisition youth as well. As Timofei Timofeevich, born in Poltava Oblast, recalls, “The 

 
183 Vasilʹev, V kraiu istokov, 63. 
184 See Appendix D for a thorough if not necessarily exhaustive list of the vectors of village policy. 
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brigade-leader [brigadir] would come at 5AM and say ‘your grandson or your son is going to 

this brigade today to pick this [crop]’ or perhaps ‘he will be following … barefoot with a 

plow’…This was slave labor … [under which even] the horse … would be collapsing.”185 In the 

memory of later generations these tribulations are often associated with the context of post-War 

poverty,186 but post-War poverty was not only a product of recovery from wartime occupation 

and devastation but also product of the re-exertion of a draconian regime over the village which 

touched all its residents, children included. For those growing up in the more immediate wake of 

the War, this had a greater tendency to displace schoolwork or schooling altogether.187 Anatolii 

Danilovich recalls taking his schoolbag into the fields to collect last season’s rotting potatoes for 

his family, while his class at school would be sent out to harvest various crops until the end of 

October.188  

Among my interviewees it is those who were born in the 1940s and whose youth 

coincided more with the immediate post-War period who spoke of the most blunt efforts to pull 

children into kolkhoz production directly and coercively,189 although incidents of this could be 

observed well into the 1960s. A Komsomol village youth department report from 1964, for 

example, documents the case of a ten-year-old, Petia Bychkov, of Morgaushskii District in the 

Chuvash ASSR who in 1964 worked 137.6 labor-days over just four months when the average 

kolkhoz member worked 181 over the entire year.190 As this example indicates, it was sometimes 

 
185 Timofei Timofeevich [b.1945].  
186 Svetlana Chaplieva “Semʹia Khabarovykh (Iz vospominanii ikh docheri Svetlany Vladimirovny 
Chaplievoi),” Selo Zasosna: ot istokov do nashikh dnei, ed. Aleksandr Lukʹianov (Belgorod, Rus.: 
Vezelitsa, 2009), 115. 
187 Anatolii Danilovich Lomonosov [b.1939], interviewed by P.S. Alʹboshchii, Belgorod, Rus., May 9 2018, 
personal archive of P.S. Alʹboshchii; Aleksandra Maksimovna [b.1941]; Timofei Timofeevich [b.1945].  
188 Anatolii Danilovich Lomonosov [b.1939]. 
189 E.g.: Anatolii Danilovich Lomonosov [b.1939]; Ivan Ivanovich [b.1941]; Timofei Timofeevich [b.1945]; 
Ekaterina Timofeevna [b.1948]; Nikolai Alekseevich [b.1949]. 
190 RGASPI f.M-1, op.9, d.661, l.22. 
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possible for children to work and earn “labor-days” (effectively a points system for measuring 

output more so than time) in their own names, but they could also simply help their parents 

(typically their mothers) fulfill their own obligations in the fields or barns, harvesting potatoes or 

milking cows on an unofficial basis.191 This latter off-the-books assistance can be viewed as a 

sort of transitional process to moving young adolescent children out of the adult workplace 

altogether. 

Into the 1960s and 1970s, kolkhoz labor among youth became increasingly the domain of 

teenagers, who found a small niche as a source of flexible manual wage-labor for the kolkhoz as 

population and workforce flowed out of the village,192 responsibilities developing as they aged: 

say, cleaning the heads of wheat plants when younger, loading and unloading produce as an 

older adolescent, working as a combine-operator’s assistant as a young adult.193 In Belgorod 

Oblast, for example, teenagers up to sixteen years of age worked a total aggregate of only 22% 

fewer days in 1982 than they had in 1972 despite the fact that there were 52% fewer of them. 

The total share of teenagers who worked had not changed (it hovered just above half), but those 

who did work averaged 60% more days worked (increasing from 26 to 42 days annually).194 

Although younger adolescent children of the Soviet Village were by the 1960s and 1970s mostly 

not engaged in the characteristically grueling labor of the kolkhoz, they were still expected to 

work, namely on their family’s private plot (and the same was true for that half of teenagers who 

did not work in the kolkhoz). The very youngest might tend to fowl, while older children were 

expected to take care of livestock, weed, till, plant, and harvest. This work was by no means 

 
191 Vladimir Grigorʹevich [b.1950]; Ekaterina [b.1952]. 
192 According to official figures, it worked out to a consistent 1.6% of days worked in 1972, 1977, and 
1982 (although it may be higher): Calculations based on annual kolkhoz reports aggregated for the entire 
oblast: GABO f.R-17, op.5, d.1273a; 2265; 3482. 
193 Aleksandr Ivanovich [b.1965]. 
194 GABO f.R-17, op.5, d.1273a; 2265; 3482. 
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necessarily easier than the cash-remunerated kolkhoz employment. One woman remarked that 

she was strong enough to milk her family’s cow at ten years old, but could no longer do so in her 

fifties when she visited the village.195  

Respectable opinion regarding child labor in the private plot remained positive. The 

private plot was a formative space, a “unique arena for personal development [samorealizatsiia 

lichnosti].”196 In the summary of sociologist Maia Pankratova, reflecting on her fieldwork from 

the 1970s and 1980s, “Families that have a [private plot] going are larger and more stable. The 

children in such a family get used to labor from very early on and gain a sense of its necessity 

and benefits.”197 Anna Grigorʹevna, for example, recalled raising geese in her youth, the 

proceeds from which went to pay directly the cost of her school clothes.198 Pavel Vasilʹevich, on 

the contrary, born fifteen years later, earned his own discretionary money working for the 

kolkhoz, but working toward the same end, picking fruit for 12 kopeks a crate.199 The 

noteworthy difference was that once the basic needs were met, those youth working for cash 

were increasingly left with it at their disposition. Anatolii Semënovich and Aleksandr Ivanovich 

for example both described picking up photography as a hobby and working to finance it.200 The 

growing monetization of the rural economy operated even within the family, and from 

adolescence, to create a sense of individual interest mediated through possession.  

As finished goods permeated the village this sort of satisfaction of desires beyond simple 

subsistence threatened to introduce foreign social elements that flummoxed older generations. 

 
195 Nataliia Alekseevna [b.1951]. 
196 V.A. Tikhonov, “Malenʹkii uchastok u poroga…,” Literaturnaia gazeta, Aug. 24, 1977, 11 (quoting a 
letter from Udmurt ASSR). 
197 Pankratova, Selʹskie zhiteli Rossii, 35. 
198 Anna Grigorʹevna [b.1948]. 
199 Pavel Vasilʹevich [b.1962]. 
200 Anatolii Semënovich [b.1949]; Aleksandr Ivanovich [b.1965]. 
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Aleksandr Ivanovich described an instance where he worked to earn money for a watch, which 

teachers at his school then asked him not to wear, fearing that it would be an untoward and 

distracting status symbol.201 As the village economy developed, teenage boys in particular had an 

increasing opportunity to orient their labor toward the satisfaction of material desires.202 As girls 

tended to be channeled more into largely unremunerated family-plot work, this avenue for 

satisfying their own desires with their labor was, consequently, less open to them. 

 

Figure 2.2: Proportion of Hours Worked by Members of Kolkhoznik Families 

 Aged 14 and 15 in the Central-Black-Earth Economic Region [1969]203 

 
201 Memoirist-historian Valerii Kovalʹov from the village of Martova in Kharkiv Oblast also chose a watch 
as his first purchase with the funds he earned as a teenage kolkhoz-worker: Aleksandr Ivanovich 
[b.1965]; Kovalʹov, Selo nad Dintsem: storinky istoriï Martovoï (Kharkiv, Ukr.: KhNADU, 2018), 50-1. 
202 These could take on rather unusual manifestations. Halyna Bondar gives a third-hand account that 
“With the popularity of the oeuvre of Elvis Presley, village boys copied [kopiiuvaly] his haircut, and some 
began wearing sky-blue suits, notwithstanding the fact that they had never heard his music” Bondar, Lʹviv, 
99, citing William Jay Risch, “Ukraine’s Window to the West: Identity and Cultural Nonconformity in L’viv, 
1953–75,” doctoral diss., Columbus, Ohio: The Ohio State University, 80. 
203 In the Central-Black-Earth Economic Region, 57% of hours worked by boys aged 14 and 15 were 
worked in the kolkhoz (and 31% of hours in the private plot) while only 28% of hours worked by girls aged 
14 and 15 were worked in the kolkhoz (and 63% of hours in the private plot).  In the European RSFSR as 
a whole, 56% of hours worked by boys aged 14 and 15 were worked in the kolkhoz (and 31% of hours in 
the private plot) while only 36% of hours worked by girls aged 14 and 15 were worked in the kolkhoz (and 
58% of hours in the private plot). Note that the discrepancy in the ratio between girls’ and boys’ share of 
hours worked in kolkhoz as opposed to private plot labor in the Central-Black-Earth Economic Region is 
40% larger than in the European RSFSR as a whole:  Calculations based on raw data of the 1969 survey 
of kolkhoznik and city-dweller family budgets by the Central Statistical Agency (TsSU) of the RSFSR: 
GARF f.A-374, op.38, d.1078-82 [Tables 1.3, reflecting data for the first three quarters of 1969] 
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In the Soviet Union as elsewhere, attitudes regarding the impermissibility of child labor 

in industrial production along with corresponding jurisprudence did not extend their protections 

to rural youth working family lands, and the same was true to an extent for children working 

kolkhoz lands. Whereas in the West rural child labor was preserved due to pressure from a 

constituency of smallholders who relied on family labor, in the Soviet Union, local planners and 

officials assumed these same pragmatic considerations and met little if any censure from state or 

society. Though industrial child labor was coming to be viewed through the lens of exploitation 

even before the Revolution, in its rural setting it continued to be perceived and presented as the 

natural order of things for children.204 A 1971 pamphlet from Oryol Oblast, for example, in 

propagandizing and discussing efforts to keep youth in the village takes a positive attitude 

toward the account of a tractorist who began ferrying grain with his friends after fifth grade, 

presenting this as an early moment of bonding with laboring values rather than outdated 

exploitation.205 This was indicative of an attitude held by the highest organs as can be seen from 

machinations surrounding the updating and adoption of a new model kolkhoz charter by the 

Third All-Soviet Congress of Kolkhozniki. Adopted in 1969 to replace the 1935 version, it did 

not discuss labor by children and even the subsequent version, adopted in 1988, which explicitly 

enjoined kolkhozes to provide shortened workdays and other legally prescribed benefits to 

 
204 Boris B. Gorshkov, Russia’s Factory Children: State, Society and the Law, 1800–1917 (Pittsburgh: 
University of Pittsburgh Press, 2009). 
205 A. Nazarov, Semʹia – shkola – obshchestvennostʹ: Zovut zemnye gorizonty (Iz opyta raboty po 
zakrepleniiu molodëzhi na sele) (Oryol, Rus.: Orlovskaia oblastnaia organizatsiia obshchestva “Znanie,” 
1971), 7. The celebration of the brutality of work that became somewhat outmoded for industrial labor 
after Stalin remained salient for the village. Compare with the character Olyosha from village prose writer 
Vasilii Belov’s Carpenters’ Stories [Plotnitskie rasskazy]: “‘[My father] said to me: ‘Here is the land, 
Olyosha, and here is the plow. If you don’t finish the strip by mid-day, I’ll come and tear your ears right off. 
[Olyosha finishes and collapses] … and tears like peas rolled from my eyes. I sat and cried. Didn’t even 
hear how my father came, sat next to me, and then also began to cry…. [Father] worked all his life, up to 
his dying hour, and the one who works like that has nothing to hide”: Vasilii Belov, “Plotnitskie rasskazy,” 
Novyi mir 7 (1968), 17-20, cited and translated by Gleb Zhekulin, ”The Contemporary Countryside in 
Soviet Literature: A Search for New Values,” The Soviet Rural Community, ed. James R. Millar (Urbana, 
Ill.: Illinois University Press, 1971), 394-6. 
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workers younger than 18, permitted explicitly labor by those younger than 15 in consultation 

with the kolkhoz trade union committee (likely a formality).206  

It would be hard to argue that this was a mere oversight as debate over the project Charter 

was quite involved. A central Komsomol committee charged with shaping the Komsomol’s input 

on the matter, for example, argued convincingly that the reigning convention of simply 

absorbing the children of kolkhozniki into the kolkhoz at age 16 was a violation of their rights:  

In the model charter of agricultural guilds [selʹkhozarteli] the order [poriadok] for 

the children of kolkhoz members having reached 16 years old entering the 

kolkhoz is not discussed. This has led to the [situation] where in a majority of 

kolkhozes the children of kolkhozniki automatically [mekhanicheski] without 

personally applying or consenting, are formally entered into the roll of kolkhoz 

members. The existing situation imposes on the rights and interests of kolkhoz 

youth in the free choosing of a profession, negatively impacts its psychological 

state [eë psikhologiia], and debases the cultivational role of the very fact of entry 

into the kolkhoz. Acceptance into the membership of the agricultural guild – an 

important occurrence in the life of a young person – is effectuated, in some sense, 

in passing and often enough even without being noted.207  

While the Komsomol committee’s suggested language specifying that entry into kolkhoz ranks 

should be specifically by written application along with a ritual of initiation to be held “in a 

celebratory air [v torzhestvennoi obstanovke]” did not make it into the charter, the final version 

did specify that enrollment was to be done in the presence of the applicant and at a general 

assembly of the kolkhoz membership.208 This ostensibly provided some legal cover to those who 

might claim they were illegally forced into membership, but arbitrary violations of policy to the 

benefit of authorities’ interests was a fact of Soviet life and the usual opportunities for coercion 

abounded.  

 
206 Joint Resolution of the Central Committee of the CPSU and Council of Ministers of the USSR #910 
[1969.11.28]. 
207 RGASPI f.M-1, op.9, d.668, l.2. 
208 RGASPI f.M-1, op.9, d.668, l.2; Joint Resolution of the Central Committee of the CPSU and Council of 
Ministers of the USSR #910 [1969.11.28]. 
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One piece of evidence that this may have been a dead letter, at least for a time, was the 

tendency of kolkhozes’ annual reports to continue provide very small, low single-digit figures for 

those “accepted into membership [priniatye v chleny]” during the year until the late 1970s.209 

This indicates that these reflected solely those often comparatively rare figures that relocated and 

entered the kolkhoz at their new location of residence, and, consequently, that those accepted 

into kolkhoz membership by virtue of family membership were not accepted in a “formal” 

manner as prescribed by the new charter. The compiler of the 1977 report for Kalinin Kolkhoz 

even penciled in “by application [po zaiavleniiu]” in the pre-printed “Accepted members into the 

kolkhoz in 1977” field, implying that he was familiar with some other way to be accepted into 

the kolkhoz’s ranks (which, at least according to the 1969 charter, there no longer should have 

been).210 

 

Peasants into Wage-Men  

Changes to the model of rural youth labor – away from brigade-style requisitioning into a 

flexible cash arrangement for, particularly, young men – did not occur in a vacuum. This was an 

iteration and byproduct of a greater trend, a change in posture toward rural labor away from 

coercion and toward reward – one made consciously and directed from above. Among its most 

defining pillars and excesses, Stalinist economic policy was premised on an extractive approach 

to the village, and Fitzpatrick makes a compelling case that this is the most relevant context for 

village out-migration throughout the 1930s rather than just during the heights of the 

 
209 Among the kolkhozes of Shebekino District in Belgorod Oblast, the median number of reported new 
members accepted during the year actually decreased from 6 to 4 from 1967 to 1972 despite that the new 
Model Charter promulgated in the interim indicated those turning 16 were, to be formally accepted: 
Calculations based on: GABO f.R-17, op.5, d.408-10; d.1300-1. 
210 GABO f.R-17, op.5, d.2308, l.356. 
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collectivization disaster itself.211 The unwinding of Stalinism, fittingly then, began not with the 

Secret Speech but with a cancellation of the draconian tax regime for village families in late 

1953, which had, among other things, taxed every cow and fruit tree at confiscatory rates, 

leaving many peasant families with a choice between selling off personal property to pay the 

taxes and parting with livestock (an option many took, to the detriment of the economy).212 By 

the 1960s, though, this regime was mostly a memory and had been displaced by exotic new 

concerns like the backlash against overly mealy corn-based breads in the context of 

Khrushchev’s vydvizhenie of the crop; indeed, for my younger interview subjects the privations 

of life under Stalin Era taxes (pre- and post-War) were merely scenes from a tale told by their 

parents and grandparents.213 While tax obligations for kolkhozniks were not eliminated entirely, 

their enforcement weakened along with the obligations themselves. A full 20% of members at 

the Lenin Kolkhoz in the Krolevets District in Sumy Oblast, for example, were overdue on their 

payments in 1978, earning a rebuke in the kolkhoz newspaper.214 One Voronezh Oblast kolkhoz 

chairman who attempted to wage an “indefatigable fight against debtors [nedoimshchiki]” was, 

in the memory of the kolkhoz accountant at the time, ultimately “retired [ushli ego na 

pensiiu].”215 

The difficult state of Stalin-era labor in the village had extended well beyond merely the 

tax regime for individual families, of course. Kolkhozes themselves were heavily taxed and 

struggled to meet often unrealistic obligations for selling their produce to the state. While even 

 
211 Fitzpatrick, Stalin’s Peasants. Note that sporadic elements of coercion remained even in much later 
decades: e.g. RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.244, l.13. 
212 Anna Grigorʹevna [b.1948]; Denisova, Rural Women, 144; Gorbachëv, “Migratsiia selʹskogo 
naseleniia,” 129. 
213 Svetlana Anatolʹevna [b.1962]. 
214 I. Ovdiienko, “Nedistsiplinovanistʹ,” Leninetsʹ (Krolevets, Ukr.) Aug. 13, 1978, 2. 
215 S. Aliev, et al., “Dom Protorchinykh,” My vse s odnoi derevni… Chelovek v istorii. Rossiia – XX vek 
Shkolʹniki sela Novyi Kurlak Voronezhskoi oblasti o sudʹbakh svoikh zemliakov, eds. N.A. Makaraov and 
B.A. Roginskii (Moscow: Memorial/Zvenʹia, 2006), 214. 
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white collar work under Stalin was not for the faint of heart from the perspective of both benefits 

and job and personal security, the position of an agricultural laborer just about guaranteed a life 

of great difficulty as onerous obligations placed on the kolkhozes were very effectively passed 

on to workers who continued to work not for pay but on the basis of “labor-days” [trudodni], a 

nomenclature that recalled barshchina [corvée labor] and tended to function in a similar way, 

particularly as the end-of-year payout from post-tax kolkhoz earnings to which it entitled 

workers was often pitiful.216 At one kolkhoz in Sumy Oblast’s Buryn District, for example, the 

yearly fruit of members’ labor could amount to a large sack of sugar that they would then have to 

sell themselves.217 Like barshchina, the denomination of labor-days varied and could even be a 

quota of produce rather than time, thus a “yardstick” that tended to reward those operating more 

productive machinery.218 At the kolkhoz where Timofei Timofeevich’s parents worked, for 

example, each field-laborer was responsible for harvesting a certain amount of produce annually 

– earning 850 labor-days each denominated in a set weight of harvested produce.219 In this 

instance, the nominal labor-days functioned more as a points system that helped bind workers to 

production goals with less need for coercive oversight of worktime (of course even here brigade-

leaders still had ample wiggle room to shortchange or prop up workers).  

Given the above, with peasant labor demanded but weakly rewarded, scholars have often 

held as a truism that the Soviet village experienced a “disconnect between labor and material 

 
216 As Liubov Denisova notes, this created a vicious cycle whereby “the [kolkhoz] paid little or nothing for 
labor days, thus peasants had no will to work for the [kolkhoz]… thus less work was done on the 
[kolkhoz], thus the [kolkhoz] would pay even less or nothing at all, and the cycle started anew”: Denisova, 
Rural Women, 145.  
217 Anastasiia Mikhailovna [b.1948]; Timofei Timofeevich [b.1945] described the same.  
218 Norton D. Dodge and Murray Feshbach, “The Role of Women in Soviet Agriculture,” Russian Peasant 
Women, eds. Beatrice Farnsworth and Lynne Viola (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 241. 
219 Timofei Timofeevich [b.1945]. He may have meant 250, which is more in line with the average (though 
this also did not correspond to actual days): Inna Lubko, “Vidmova vid trudodnia iak osnovnoï formy 
obliku ta oplaty pratsi v kolhospnomu seli (1953 – 1964 rr.),” Ukraïnsʹkyi selianyn 14 (2014), 210. 
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income, by virtue of which there developed an indifference to the output of labor...”220 This 

general factor of the Soviet and late-Soviet condition arguably became somewhat less true as 

kolkhozes were prodded to move away from unreliable in-kind payment on the basis of 

completing a quota of labor-days to regular, salaried pay with a bonus structure that was no 

longer at the direct mercy of vagaries of climate and local economic management.221 Beginning 

in the 1950s, kolkhozes began a persistent and inexorable, “pained, labored, and ambitious ” 

march away from the labor-day, 222 and there is evidence that considerations about the 

inefficiencies of the kolkhoz wage structure preceded Stalin’s death.223 In her 1958 dissertation – 

published in 22,000 copies – which launched a highly productive and illustrious career as a 

sociologist and, later, public scholar, then-Candidate-of-Economic-Sciences Tatʹiana 

Zaslavaskaia dismissed normative arguments to the effect that guaranteed pay would defeat the 

very purpose of collective farming as an exercise in collective responsibility, stressing that the 

 
220 Aleksandr [A.I.] Alekseev, “Agrarnyi mentalitet rossiiskogo obshchestva i predstavleniia o selʹskoi 
politike,” in Krestʹianovedenie: Teoriia. Istoriia. Sovremennostʹ. (Moscow: Delo, 2012), 113. 
221 Aaron Hale-Dorrell gives an overview of this process from the vantage of local bureaucracy in Moscow 
Oblast and the Stavropol Frontier [Krai]. Inna Lubko gives a more general overview that touches upon 
issues of migration, suggesting (more plausibly) that the cash-poverty in which the labor-day system left 
them served as a push factor and (less plausibly) that the loss of food-based in kind payment was a 
significant motivator of subsequent trips to the city. Western observers and scholars of the Soviet 
economy correctly identified this as a significant change in state policy manifested within measures that 
included inter alia debt relief for kolkhozes. There was less appreciation (both then and more recently) of 
the consequences that this had for village society: David W. Bronson and Constance B. Krueger, “The 
Revolution in Soviet Farm Household Income, 1953–1967,” The Soviet Rural Community, ed. Millar, 214-
58; Hale-Dorrell, “Khrushchev’s Corn Crusade: The Industrial Ideal and Agricultural Practice in the Era of 
Post-Stalin Reform, 1953–1964.” Ph.D. diss., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2014; Lubko, 
“Vidmova vid trudodnia.” 
222 This was part of a broader Khrushchev Era efforts to increase the role of material incentive in pay and 
make it otherwise more rational. Take, for example, the reform of payment in the construction trades 
away from dozens of separate scales to a seven-qualification-level system [semirazriadnaia sistema]: 
E.A. Torgonenko, “Nekotorye voprosy uporiadocheniia zarabotnoi platy v stroitelʹstve,” Vsesoiuznoe 
soveshchanie po stroitelʹstvu 10-12 aprelia 1958 g. Sektsiia ėkonomiki stroitelʹstva (Moscow: 
Gosudarsvennoe izdatelʹstvo literatury po stroitelʹstvu, arkhitekture i stroitelʹnym materialam, 1958), 229-
31. Lubko, “Vidmova vid trudodnia,” 211. 
223 Note, for example, a 1953 work by Irina Kobchikova (introduced in the Preface as the Peasant 
Woman editor forced to grapple with the question of rural outmigration) likely published but obviously not 
prepared after Stalin’s death: Organizatsiia i oplata truda v polevodcheskoi brigade kolkhoza (Moscow: 
Gosudarstvennoe izdatelʹstvo selʹskokhoziaistvennoi literatury, 1953). 
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opposite approach was, first of all, being embraced by kolkhozes regardless of whether orthodox 

Marxist economists thought it unprincipled or uncouth and, second, was more successful in 

incentivizing workers to participate in collective production.224 (As something of a fig leaf for 

the sake of Socialist principles, she also intoned that it helped secure the principle of equal pay 

for equal work; that is, it did not punish workers for factors beyond their control like weather and 

management.) Given a reformist mood, this straightforward, largely pragmatic argument carried 

the day. Gradual adoption by kolkhozes gave way to a joint resolution of the Central Committee 

of the CPSU and Council of Ministers on 16 May 1966, which formally “recommend[ed]” to 

kolkhozes that they pay workers a guaranteed wage.225 Concerned with the above-noted 

“disconnect between labor and material income” the Soviet leadership now “proceeded from 

Lenin’s position that … the building of Communism must be based on the principle of material 

incentive,” as the Program of the Communist Party artfully phrased it.226  

What this policy guidance meant in practice is that the state took on the responsibility of 

subsidizing kolkhoz wages: Kolkhozes would owe workers regular payments irrespective of their 

actual capacity to pay, which then saddled them with debt that was, in turn, written off in 

successive cycles by the state.227 There is good evidence this was clearly understood at the time. 

Even though there is some perfunctory effort at obfuscation in the legislation itself where it is 

couched as a recommendation, the subtext is unmistakable and it is bluntly described as the 

 
224 Tatʹiana Zaslavskaia, Printsip materialʹnoi zainteresovannosti i oplata truda v kolkhozakh (Moscow: 
Gosplanizdat, 1958), 95-100. 
225 Joint Resolution of the Central Committee of the CPSU and Council of Ministers of the USSR #372 
[1966.05.16]: GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.798. 
226 M.F. Tretʹiakov, “Deiatelʹnostʹ partiinykh organizatsii po vospitaniiu u kolkhoznikov i rabotnikov 
sovkhozov kommunisticheskogo otnoshêniia k trudu v 1959-1970 gg,” candidate’s diss. synopsis, 
Rostovskii ordena trudovogo krasnogo znameni gosudarstvennyi universitet (1975), 22 quoting 
Programma Komunisticheskoi partii Sovetskogo Soiuza, (Moscow: Politizdat, 1972), 91. 
227 2 billion rubles in 1965; 3.5 billion in 1975; 7.3 billion in 1978; 9.7 billion in 1982: Denisova, “Derevnia 
rossiiskogo Nechernozemʹia,” 429-30. 
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“inaugurated guaranteed remuneration of labor on the government’s account” by Zaslavskaia and 

Antosenkova as early as 1968.228 An example by local historians from the Gubkin District of 

Belgorod Oblast describes the scenario:  

And nonetheless, the Lenin Kolkhoz prior to its reorganization into the 

Skorodnianskii Sovkhoz owed the government 12 million rubles. This debt was 

forgiven [byl spisan], [and] in this way the state facilitated subsidies 

[osushchestvlialo dotatsii] to the rural population. Things were no better in other 

proprietorships. These debts arose from low efficiency and high cost of labor 

[nizkoe proizvoditelʹnostʹ truda i bolʹshikh izderzhek], and likewise for the use of 

funds for purposes other than production, connected to, for example, the 

construction of housing in the village.229  

From the perspective of administrators, this was a positive development, and more so from the 

perspective of workers. Combine-operator Mitrofan Dmitrievich Reshëtniakov, also of the 

Banner of Communism Kolkhoz recalls in a brief vignette that “The pay was good for those 

times. Our work was valued. Until the 1970s [though] the pay was lower, we were paid in kind[, 

but] later more than 200 rubles.”230 

To be sure, the move to guaranteed pay created all manner of bureaucratic problems. In 

Sumy Oblast, the Lebedyn District Department of Road Building and Use, for example 

circulated a memo in September of 1966 noting that “with the transition of kolkhozes toward 

guaranteed pay there has arisen the necessity of transferring kolkhoz road-work brigades …  to 

[this] new system of payment” and complaining kolkhozes were “showing little initiative in this 

respect.”231 Even simply figuring out what individuals ought to be paid was not simple. William 

T. Shinn, Jr., who was allowed to live briefly at the Vladimir Ilʹich Kolkhoz near Moscow in 

 
228 Zaslavskaia and Antosenkova, “Nekotorye zakonomernosti,” Sotsialʹnye problemy, ed.Zaslavskaia, 26. 
229 Adonin, Agafonov, and Lysykh, Iz istorii sela Skorodnoe, 242. 
230 Mitrofan Reshëtniakov, “Mitrofan Dmitrievich Reshetniakov, kombainer,” Selo Zasosna, ed. Lukʹianov, 
124 
231 DASO f.R-3341, op.1, spr.307, ark.4. 
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1960, recalls the accountant being regularly accosted by kolkhozniks complaining that their 

promised pay rates were incorrect.232 As an exchange student and presumed spy granted highly 

unusual access to the countryside, Shinn was obviously taken to a wealthy collective farm, but 

even here the inauguration of wage labor had its difficulties. As late as 1975, the editorial staff of 

Village Life, according to its own internal survey of letters from Tambov Oblast found that about 

half dealt with questions about the proper pay owed: “Frequently people are not familiar with the 

order and size of the allotted basal and supplemental [bonus] pay, premiums for tenure and 

classification [klassnostʹ]… The managers of proprietorships, specialists, and workers of social 

services organs do not always elucidate this order.”233  

The growing pains in implementing salary labor supplemented with bonuses demonstrate 

the significance of the break from the neo-feudal model. Gorbachëv goes so far as to argue that 

this guaranteed pay can be looked at as the end of the peasantry as such because it mitigated a 

significant distinction between kolkhoz and sovkhoz.234 This was very much by intent – in the 

most Party-aligned sociological scholarship the move to guaranteed pay was represented as 

presaging the entry of the peasantry into the working class.235  

As a basis for evaluating whether this was truly the end of the peasantry, we can look to 

Teodor Shanin’s classic articulation:  

The peasantry consists of small agricultural producers who, with the help of 

simple equipment and the labor of their families, produce mainly for their own 

consumption and for the fulfilment of obligations to the holders of political and 

 
232 William T. Shinn, Jr., “The Decline of the Russian Peasant Household,” The Washington Papers 124 
(New York: Praeger, 1987), 34. 
233 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.197, l.47. 
234 Gorbachëv, “Migratsiia selʹskogo naseleniia,” 87. 
235 Mikhail Rutkevich and Fridrikh Filippov, Sotsialʹnye Peremeshcheniia (Moscow: Myslʹ, 1970), 96-7. 
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economic power… The family farm is the basic unit of peasant ownership, 

production, consumption and social life.236  

A guaranteed salary did indeed eat away at the idea that peasants were working kolkhoz lands 

“mainly… for the fulfilment of obligations.” On the other hand, it is not at all clear that the 

private plot did in fact cede its significance as a “basic unit” of “ownership, production, [and] 

consumption” for the rural population, a fact conceded by politicians and scholars alike. At the 

Twenty-Fourth Congress of the CPSU in 1964, Leonid Brezhnev declared the private plot 

“indispensable,” controverting well-established orthodoxy and ceding to pragmatic 

considerations.237 This posture was quickly embraced by scholars like Zaslavskaia, ever skilled 

at reading the changing political winds, who recognized that it was prompted by an exigency the 

basis of which was unlikely to change. 

Subsequent scholarship only confirmed this development. A 1975 study prepared for an 

Academy of Sciences Working Commission for the “Coordination of Studies of the Vectors of 

Change of the Demographic Structure and Social Development of the Village toward 1990” by 

Tamara Antipova found that “In the conditions of Mature Socialism, the [private plot] [was] not 

losing its significance. In contrast with conventional wisdom about the temporary nature and 

period of decline [srok otmiraniia] of this form of proprietorship it [has] … turned out to viable 

enough [dostatochno zhiznesposobna].”238 According to a 1969 survey of financial and time 

 
236 Teodor Shanin, “Peasantry as a Political Factor,” Peasants and Peasant Societies, ed. Shanin 
(Baltimore: Penguin, 1971), 240-1.  
237 Esther Kingston-Mann, “Claiming Property: The Soviet-Era Private Plots as ‘Women’s Turf’,” Borders 
of Socialism, ed. Siegelbaum, 38-9, citing: Tatʹiana Zaslavskaia, Raspredelenie po trudu v kolkhozakh 
(Moscow: Ėkonomika, 1966), 63; Karl Eugen Wädekin, The Private Sector in Soviet Agriculture (Berkeley, 
Calif.: University of California Press, 1973), 33, 313-4, 274-304 & 364. 
238 Tamara Antipova, K voprosu o perspektivakh, 1-2. At the July 1978 Plenary Session of the Central 
Committee of the CPSU, Brezhnev endorsed the “necessity of the more full use of the resources of the 
private plot”: TsDAVO f.4906, op.5, spr.6113, ark.13; rural “families [were to be provisioned]… with 
separate well-outfitted [blagoustroennye] houses with ancillary plots and courtyard constructions 
[nadvornye postroiki] for household livestock, poultry, and personal means of transportation.”  
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budgets for families of kolkhozniks and city-dwellers conducted by the Central Statistical 

Agency of the RSFSR, females in the Central-Black-Earth Economic Region still worked about 

as many hours in the private plot as in the kolkhoz, although for women of working age (that is, 

between 16 and 54 years old) 56% of hours worked were worked in the kolkhoz and 38% in the 

private plot. (Figure 2.3) The figures for European Russia as a whole were broadly similar.239 

 

Figure 2.3: Proportion of Hours Worked by Members of Kolkhoznik Families 

(of All Ages) in the Central-Black-Earth Economic Region [1969]240 

  

Even according to official figures, in 1970, private plots still accounted for a quarter of 

all agricultural production in the RSFSR including 65% of potatoes, 40% of vegetables, 32% of 

 
239 Cf. Antipova who suggests that private plot labor accounts for 25% to 30% of the time spent on 
agriculture. The evidence cited here points to a figure of about 35%: Antipova, K voprosu. 
240 In the Central-Black-Earth Economic Region, 72% of hours worked by males of all ages were worked 
in the kolkhoz (and 16% of hours in the private plot) while only 45% of hours worked by females of all 
ages were worked in the kolkhoz (and 47% of hours in the private plot).  Figures for the European RSFSR 
as a whole are comparable with a slightly higher share of hours worked by females in the kolkhoz as 
compared with the private plot (48% and 43% of hours worked, respectively): Calculations based on raw 
data of the 1969 survey of kolkhoznik and city-dweller family budgets by the Central Statistical Agency 
(TsSU) of the RSFSR: GARF f.A-374, op.38, d.1078-82 [Tables 1.3, reflecting data for the first three 
quarters of 1969]. Other sources give a similar share of labor-hours worked in plot for women and men in 
the USSR as a whole: 43% for women and 25% for men in 1973-4: Biudzhet vremeni selʹskogo 
naseleniia (Moscow: 1979), 106 cited by Denisova, Sudʹba russkoi krestʹianki, 397. 
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meat, 11% of milk, and 60% of eggs, proportions which roughly held over the following two 

decades.241 The vast majority of this, however, was consumed by kolkhoz families themselves, 

meaning that it continued to be a substantial portion of their own provisioning. According to the 

results of a 1969 statistical survey of family budgets, kolkhoz families sold a relatively small 

proportion of their produce at market.  In the Central-Black-Earth Economic Region [CBEER], 

kolkhoz families sold only about 5% of the private plot potato harvest at market, with an average 

of about 3% for the economic regions of the European RSFSR (the Central, Central-Black-Earth, 

Northwestern, Trans-Volga, and Volga-Vyatka).242 Potatoes were, sure enough, particularly 

difficult and inefficient to transport to city markets, but figures were comparable for other 

produce –  (15% CBEER /20% European RSFSR) for cabbage; (4%/8%) for vegetables as a 

whole; (7%/11%) for fruit and berries – although they were more varied for animal products: 

(4%/4%) for eggs; (10%/35%) for honey; (63%/65%) for beef; (30%/32%) for lamb; (9%/19%) 

for pork; (16%/24%) for meat and lard as a whole.243 Overall, outside of meat, and particularly 

 
241 The figures for the USSR as a whole were 28% of total agricultural production and 65%, 38%, 35%, 
36%, and 53% of Potatoes, Vegetables, Meat, Milk, and Eggs, respectively: Antipova, K voprosu o 
perspektivakh, 2. (As compared with 65%, ??%, 40%, 50%, and 80% of collected in-kind taxes ten years 
prior): Denisova, Sudʹba russkoi krestʹianki,146, citing Selʹskoe khoziaistvo SSSR (Moscow: 1960), 235-8; 
240-3; 348; 350-1; 359. (Cf. 1950, where 60-75% of production in the Central-Black-Earth Economic 
Region came from private plots: Gorbachëv, “Migratsiia selʹskogo naseleniia,” 126). Lichnye podsobnye 
khoziaistva naseleniia RSFSR (Moscow: Goskomstat, 1991), 85-120, cited by Ioffe and Nefedova, 
Continuity and Change, 81-2. 
242 Calculations based on raw data of the 1969 survey of kolkhoznik and city-dweller family budgets by 
the Central Statistical Agency (TsSU) of the RSFSR: GARF f.A-374, op.38, d.1078-82 [Tables 2.1, 
reflecting data for the first three quarters of 1969]. I simply divided the volume of potatoes sold by the 
volume produced by private plots as families reported only a negligible amount of potatoes from other 
sources such as in-kind payments from the kolkhoz or purchase from other kolkhozniks or the kolkhoz 
itself. In general, the near absence of a secondary private market in potatoes in the village allows potato 
consumption by rural people to serve as a proxy for private plot production. This fact is somewhat tepidly 
invoked in in passing by Ihor Stebelsky who uses it to suggest that private plots in the Ukrainian SSR 
were more productive, and his assumption turns out to have been well-founded: Stebelsky, “Ukrainian 
Agriculture: The Problems of Specialization and Intensification in Perspective,” Ukraine in the Seventies: 
Papers and Proceedings of the McMaster Conference on Contemporary Ukraine, October 1974, ed. 
Peter J. Potichnyi (Oakville, Ont.: Mosaic, 1975), 105.  
243 Calculations based on raw data of the 1969 survey of kolkhoznik and city-dweller family budgets by 
the Central Statistical Agency (TsSU) of the RSFSR: GARF f.A-374, op.38, d.1078-82 [Tables 2.1]. 
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the meat of “mature cattle [krupnyi rogatyi skot, lit. hefty horned beasts]” it is clear that the 

private plot remained, primarily, a means of subsistence, retaining its “natural character,”244 

meaning that it operated less according to economic rules of supply and demand – despite that 

kolkhozniks and female kolkhozniks in particular could now put a currency-value on their labor  

– and instead according to a formula whereby “the marginal drudgery of the effort [was] equal to 

the marginal need of the family.”245  

That the drudgery happened to fall disproportionately on the shoulders of women meant a 

“triple burden” in their lives, balancing kolkhoz work, private plots, and family life.246 Even 

excluding non-agricultural domestic work like cleaning and childrearing, which was 

predominantly the woman’s domain, the average female member of a kolkhoznik family in the 

European RSFSR in 1969 worked about as many total hours as the average male member 

between the kolkhoz and private plot, and women of what was considered working age actually 

worked about 15% more hours (in the Central-Black-Earth Economic Region, however, there 

was no discrepancy in the latter figure).247 Toward the 1980s the discrepancy between male and 

female work in the private-plot specifically appears to have lessened significantly. Women in the 

northern RSFSR had worked 5.3 times as many private-plot hours on as men on average in 1965; 

by 1980 this disproportion decreased to 2.5 times – mostly as a result of a significant increase of 

hours worked in the private plot among men.248 Altogether, (making sure to account for the 

 
244 Denisova, Sudʹba russkoi krestʹianki, 398. 
245 A.V. Chayanov, A.V. Chayanov: The Theory of Peasant Economy, eds. Daniel Thorner, Basile 
Kerblay, and R.E.F. Smith (Homewood, Ill.: Richard D. Irving, 1966), 81. 
246 Denisova, Rural Women, 143-50; Sudʹba russkoi krestʹianki, 396 & 399; Kingston-Mann, “Claiming 
Property,” Borders of Socialism, ed. Siegelbaum, 25-45. 
247 Calculations based on raw data of the 1969 survey of kolkhoznik and city-dweller family budgets by 
the Central Statistical Agency (TsSU) of the RSFSR: GARF f.A-374, op.38, d.1078-82 [Tables 2.3, 
reflecting data for the first three quarters of 1969]. 
248 Denisova, Sudʹba russkoi krestʹianki, 399, citing N.V. Savina, “Priusadebnoe khoziaistvo krestʹianstva 
Evropeiskogo Severa Rossii v 1965 – nachale 1980-kh gg.,” candidate’s diss., Vologda, 2000, 70-1; 73. 
Esther Kingston-Mann misses this development in her treatment of the private plot as “women’s turf,” as 
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significant over-representation of women in the population) there was a slight increase in 

private-plot hours worked by the average kolkhoznik, which certainly cuts against the idea that 

“over the 1960s-80s the bases of personal plot agriculture of kolkhozniks were significantly 

disrupted,” as Denisova oddly concludes on the basis of data that suggests the opposite.249 On the 

contrary, the summary turning-aside of a short-lived campaign against increases in private-plot 

size in the second part of Khrushchev’s tenure along with Brezhnev’s comments and Antipova’s 

findings in the mid-1970s demonstrated authorities’ own acquiescence to the importance of 

private-plot agriculture,250 a posture one expert described as “clear and delimited.”251 

Even in the midst of the Khrushchev-era campaign against private plots, local authorities 

appear to have taken a hands-off approach. A survey of 100,000 households by the Belgorod 

Oblast Party Committee Oversight Commission in 1961 (Table 2.1) found that only about 7% of 

kolkhoznik households had illegally expanded their private plot (about half the share for the 

families of blue and white collar workers) and, at that, that the mean illegal appropriation was 

about .05 a hectare (500m2), equivalent to a strip of land 50m long and 10m wide. Opinions 

could differ regarding whether this was a trivial amount. Kolkhozes themselves could decide the 

space allotted to each family, but they were, as a rule, denominated in tenths or hundredths, often 

 
does much of the English language scholarship on related matters (which dates largely to the 1960s, 
1970s, and 1980s): Kingston-Mann, “Claiming Property,” Borders of Socialism, ed. Siegelbaum. 
249 Denisova, Sudʹba russkoi krestʹianki, 399. This claim seems in part drawn on the basis that there were 
simply fewer village people to engage in agriculture (398), which is true, although this does not support 
the conclusion. 
250 Gorbachëv, “Migratsiia selʹskogo naseleniia,” 132-7;  Denisova, Rural Women, 145-6; Denisova, 
Sudʹba russkoi krestʹianki, 398; N. Matukovskii, “Po pravu khoziaina,” Izvestiia, Jul. 14, 1967; V. Ianchuk, 
“Obsuzhdaem proekt osnov zemeljnogo zakonodateljstva,” Izvestiia, Nov. 20, 1968;  “Pisjma chitatelei,” 
Izvestiia, Nov. 28, 1978. 
251 Even kolkhozes themselves were not necessarily in the business of discouraging the use of private 
plots. A kolkhoz newspaper from the Gorky Kolkhoz in Krolevets District of Sumy Oblast went out of its 
way to describe to kolkhoz members their rights with respect to private plot agriculture: V. Korzh, “Pravo 
kolhospnykiv na korystuvannia prysadybnymy zemelʹnymy diliannamy,”Kolhospne zhyttia, (Kolkhoz im. 
M. Horʹkoho) (Krolevets, Sumy Oblast, Ukr.), Jul. 13, 1978.   
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falling between 0.35 and 0.65 of a hectare and meaning these “extrajudicial appropriations” on 

average represented between an 8 and 14% enlargement.  

Table 2.1: Results of a 1961 Private-Plot Audit by the  

Belgorod Oblast Party Oversight Commission 252 

 Households 

Surveyed 

Instances of 

Extrajudicial 

Appropriation 

Land 

Extrajudicially 

Appropriated 

(hectares) 

Mean Extrajudicial 

Appropriation 

(hectares) 

Kolkhozniks 93,397 (100%) 6,602 (7%) 337.6 .05 

Blue- and White-

Collar Workers 
6,787 (100%) 906 (13%) 57.1 .06 

Total 100,184 7,508 394.7 .05 

 

Was this something local authorities were willing to follow the Party line and go to the 

mattresses over? The answer, it seems, is not really. The entire project of the anti-plot campaign 

in Belgorod Oblast produced 355 formal investigations and only 21 criminal convictions – not 

even enough to make an example out of one household per kolkhoz (there were over 600 

audited). In their report, commissioners chose to heap blame on institutional administrators 

where possible (e.g. the Belgorod School of the Deaf and Dumb, which without legal basis took 

2.5 hectares from the Red October Kolkhoz to put up a building and grow potatoes).253 To 

individual peasant families, they largely turned a blind eye. It seems, thus, that those who have 

suggested that Khrushchev’s brief campaign represented a “second [collectivization]” or the 

singular “most negative” manifestation of his agricultural policy are mistaken, at the very least in 

the generalizability of their findings.254 

 

 
252 GABO f.R-359, op.1, d.146, l.1-2. 
253 GABO f.R-359, op.1, d.146, l.2. 
254 Ioffe, Nefedova, and Ilya Zaslavsky, The End of Peasantry?, 20, citing Iurii [Iu.G.] Aleksandrov, 
Budushchee kolkhozno-sovkhoznogo stroia v Rossii (Moscow: Nauka, 1993); Khlevniuk, “The Economy 
of Illusions,” Khrushchev in the Kremlin, eds. Smith and Ilič, 186. 
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Part of Denisova’s vacillation regarding whether private-plot agriculture “remained an 

integral part of village life” or had its “bases… significantly disrupted” may stem from 

uncertainty over the share of kolkhoznik food consumption that came from the private plot as 

opposed to other sources.255 As discussed above, the private plots continued to produce a 

significant share of Soviet agriculture, most of which was consumed by peasants themselves 

rather than sold. Luckily, the raw data of a 1969 study of kolkhoznik family budgets provides 

data both for the volume of different strata of produce consumed by households as well as the 

share of raw and processed produce that emanated from the households’ private plots. Because 

the breakdown by category is relatively specific (around 100 categories in total) and because the 

nutritional content of each category is a known or roughly estimable quantity (e.g., there are 

roughly 812 calories in 100g of lard), we can calculate an estimate of the share of caloric intake 

that the average kolkhoz family derived from the private plot and their own personal processing 

of its produce in 1969.256 According to the data gathered as part of this study, in the 

Northwestern Economic Region, only about 30% of calories consumed by kolkhoz families 

came from the private plot, with a similar 32% in the Volga-Vyatka Economic Region and 37% 

in the Central Economic Region. On the contrary, in the less developed Transvolga and Central-

Black-Earth Economic Regions the figures were 48% and 50%, respectively.257 Despite the 

outsized share of potatoes cultivated in the plot, it was not carbohydrates but rather fat (54-64%), 

 
255 Denisova, Sudʹba russkoi krestʹianki, 395 cf. 399. 
256 GARF f.A-374, op.38, d.1078-82 [Tables 2.1, reflecting data for the first three quarters of 1969]: E.g. In 
the Central-Black-Earth Economic Region, potatoes accounted for about 12.1% of calories and 96.7% of 
potatoes consumed by kolkhoz families came for their private plots (thus 96.7% of potato-calories, which 
were roughly 11.7% of all calories, came from the private plot); pork accounted for 1.74% of calories and 
82.0% of pork came from the private plot (thus 82.0% of pork-calories, which were, roughly, 1.42% of all 
calories came from the private plot), and so on. 
257 Note that serfdom in the Volga region was historically less entrenched than elsewhere in European 
Russia and the tradition of private plot agriculture possibly stronger based on this fact: Figes, Peasant 
Russia, Civil War. 
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protein (35-55%), vitamins (53%-67%), and minerals (41%-61%) for which kolkhozniks appear 

to have relied on the private plot.258 I lack similarly detailed raw data from other studies of 

family budgets and thus cannot draw trends using this type of analysis. At the same time, though, 

one imagines that if the hours worked in the private plot actually increased approaching 1980, 

roughly the same share of kolkhoznik nutrition was likely to have come from the private plot.259 

If one concludes, on the other hand, that even kolkhoznik families (nevermind the families of 

sovkhoz workers, bureaucrats or intelligentsia) were, by about 1970, able to purchase on average 

at least about half of their food and then also obtained virtually all finished goods using set 

wages and far more limited earnings from the sale of private-plot produce, particularly animal 

products, Gorbachëv’s contention that this period represented the end of what could be properly 

considered peasantry becomes somewhat compelling with the significant caveat that the process 

seems to have entailed at least in some regions a stable state of partial-peasantry.260 A later 

chapter, 6, explores how migration of children to the city helped reinforce this stasis by 

expanding the geographical reach of the family as an economic unit. 

 
258 Cf. published statistics, which, taken together, suggested that in 1967 the private plot produced about 
a third of total kolkhoznik household income in 1967 (down from about three fifths in 1953): Bronson and 
Krueger, “The Revolution,” The Soviet Rural Community, ed. Millar, 241-6 (their reading of published 
Soviet sources is quite rigorous and their explanation of their methodology suggests sophistication though 
the detail they provide is not adequate to reproduce their results; oddly, they state – completely 
contradictorily and without citation – that it was half in 1967: 215-6. Esther Kingston-Mann writes (also 
without citation) that, in the 1950s, private plots produced “one-half of the [USSR’s] fresh vegetables and 
potatoes and a substantial proportion of its meat during the 1950s,” [emphasis mine] which does not 
seem correct as vegetables and potatoes were overrepresented in private plot agriculture: Kingston-
Mann, “Claiming Property,” Borders of Socialism, ed. Siegelbaum, 36. 
259 This seems to have been confirmed in the wake of the Foodstuffs Program inaugurated in 1982: 
Pravovoi rezhim zemelʹ v SSSR, eds. Georgii Aksenënok et al. (Moscow: Nauka, 1984), 293-4, cited by 
Shinn, “The Decline,” 60-1. 
260 There is some reason to believe that there were differences around the fringes. Valentina Kalmyk 
found in 1980 that rural-dwellers in the less fund Novosibirsk Oblast who “[had] a higher level of 
education and more sophisticated needs [bolee shirokii nabor potrebnostei]” preferred not to have a 
private plot despite a lack of adequate provisioning (implying that they obtained goods in the city where 
they were more likely to work): Kalmyk, “Sotsialʹnaia obuslovlennostʹ maiatnikovoi migratsii,” 
Maiatnikovaia migratsiia selʹskogo naseleniia, ed. Valentei, 47. 
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Your Womanly Fate: Gender-Division of Labor and Mechanization 

 In 1945, Mikhail Kalinin wrote presciently if over-optimistically about the challenges 

enlightenment posed for agriculture: 

The day is not far off when not only in the cities but in the villages [too] all youth 

will have [finished] a full [10-year] secondary education – Will this not hurt 

agriculture, will this not damage laborer readiness [trudosposobnostʹ liudei], will 

those having finished a 10-year school want to work in kolkhozes? / No, it will 

not hurt. But it is insufficient to say, ‘no.’ the fact that in the future flax will be 

culled by people who have a secondary education – that in itself prescribes 

[predopredeliet] that these very jobs [raboty] need to be, so to speak, cultivated 

[okulʹtivirovany].261 

These comments were tucked somewhat abruptly at the end of a commentary on the post-War 

role of women in the kolkhoz who “would not be shoved off their position in agriculture even if 

men [returning from the front] wanted it.”262 It is ironic, though, that Kalinin framed these 

thoughts around the labor of women specifically as it was young women above all who would in 

later decades finish ten-year (as opposed to eight-year) schools and prove his confidence about 

their desire to stay in the village misplaced. This was in no small part because even the gradual 

and belated mechanization of their work did not coincide with its adequate “cultivation” in their 

eyes. 

The “triple-burden lifestyle” of kolkhoz women coincided with a significant division in 

the kinds of labor toward which village women were attracted and steered by the inertia of social 

convention and traditional patriarchal attitudes. As in the West, the return of men from War in 

the late 1940s (as well as a later shrinking of active forces) and, to a still greater degree, the 

gradual entry of younger males into working age began to displace female labor even in the more 

 
261 Mikhail Kalinin, O kolkhoznom stroe i kolkhoznitsakh (Vologda, USSR: Izdanie otdela propagandy i 
agitatsii Vologodskogo Obkoma VKP(b), 1945), 14-5. 
262 Kalinin, O kolkhoznom stroe, 15. 
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progressive city. As a product of all of this, and despite efforts to the contrary, female labor in 

the kolkhoz retained a character of particularly menial drudgery well into the 1970s and, to a 

lesser extent, beyond. The problem was two-fold: on one hand, the kolkhoz recurrently lacked an 

adequate level of mechanization in general, lagging well behind the West in, for example draught 

power; on the other, women performed jobs that were more difficult to mechanize, especially the 

cultivation of tubers and a variety of tasks pertinent to the handling of livestock. 

 There was a genealogy to the expectation that men develop a wider variety of skills. It is 

true that unlike the non-Black Earth regions, where the soil was poorer, cottage industry was not 

as developed a way of life in what was later the Central-Black-Earth Economic Region.263 

Nevertheless, men were still valued in part for their proficiency with generalized semi-skilled 

labor.264 Many of my interview subjects spoke of fathers who were effectively jacks-of-all 

trades, and whose talents and resourcefulness were well rewarded with some combination of 

cash, products, homebrew, and less-tangible but still useful general goodwill. One memoirist 

from the Belgorod hamlet of Storozhevoe recalls an Ivanok who could  

“do carpentry, weave brooms, repair harnesses and shoes [sapozhnichatʹ]. At one 

point he was the miller at the kolkhoz windmill …. Soon after his wife’s death, 

Ivanok brought to his house his cheery girlfriend Vera. With Vera they drank as if 

it were a race and both were in desperate pursuit [of the leader]. After Ivanok’s 

death, Vera completely let herself go, but in the hamlet they took a benevolent 

attitude toward her, always invited her in and shared with her.”265 

 
263 E.g. Hoffman, Peasant Metropolis, 13-6; Catherine Evtuhov, Portrait of a Russian Province: Economy, 
society, and civilization in nineteenth-century Nizhnii Novgorod (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 
2011); Barbara Engel, “The Woman’s Side,” The World of the Russian Peasant, eds. Eklof and Frank, 68-
9; Robert E. Johnson, “Peasant and Proletariat: Migration, Family Patterns, and Regional Loyalties,” The 
World of the Russian Peasant, eds. Eklof and Frank, 92. 
264 Teodor Shanin, the doyen of Soviet peasant studies, included “a peculiarly wide set of interrelated 
functions carried out at a rather unspecialized level” by the male head of household as one of the five 
basic characteristics of peasantry (which supposedly are universal to other societies): Shanin, “A 
Generalization,” 26. 
265 Bozhkov, Skazy iz khutora Storozhevoe, 160-1. 
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Outside of the strata of intelligentsia and white-collar experts who participated in and dominated 

kolkhoz administration, it was this sort of semi-skilled labor that was considered most 

prestigious, was best remunerated, and opened most doors. As the village transitioned to a cash 

economy and away from the reciprocity of goodwill, the income from such activities became less 

mediated through a goodwill that accrued to the entire household as opposed to the individual 

male.266 

This corresponded to a gender-division of work in the kolkhoz. As one tractorist put it, 

“It is doubtful that you can find a single little boy in the village who does not take interest in 

technology. Of course nowadays you will not amaze anyone with a tractor or truck 

[avtomashina], but there are always enough guys at the field-based auxiliary corpus [polevoi 

stan]. Especially when you repair a tractor.”267 Even in cases of extreme labor shortage where 

this was not true, it was expected that the gaps should foremost be filled by men.268 In wartime 

there was some recession of this attitude out of pure exigency, but by the early 1960s it had 

entrenched itself once again: Out of 132 leaders of one class of corn-cultivating mechanical-

operational cadre-groups in Belgorod Oblast only two were women, and they commanded cadre-

groups of unusually small size.269 Tellingly, efforts to recruit women as tractor operators often 

channeled them to work specifically in brigades of women, which was at once a reflection of and 

probably contributed to their tokenization.270 Efforts to bring more women into the profession of 

 
266 The same process is observed in other contexts: Harold Lemel, Rural Property and Economy in Post-
Communist Albania (New York: Berghahn, 2000), 135-6; Daisy Irene Nùñez del Prado Béjar, “El Poder 
de Decisión de la Mujer Quechua Andina,” América Indígena 35.3 (Jul.-Sept. 1975), 625-6. 
267 Nazarov, 6. 
268 Ivan Andreevich [b.1954] 
269 GABO f.R-359, op.1, d.238, l.1-8. 
270 RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.407, l.78. It was also in response to the potential for rumors and other 
difficulties stemming from working in a profession with such a stark gender imbalance: Denisova, Rural 
Women, 25-6. 
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mechanic-operator [mekhanizator] [of various agricultural and industrial machinery] appear to 

have borne some limited fruit in the late 1970s: In 1976, 4,611 women graduated from 

agricultural vocational-technical schools in the Ukrainian SSR with preparation for such careers 

whereas the number of credentialed women mechanic-operators in the entire Republic was only 

13,021 (with 11,199 working in the profession).271 In the same year in Lipetsk Oblast, 235 girls 

received the rights to operate a combine and 110 worked as combine mechanic-operators or their 

assistants (presumably skewed heavily toward the latter).272 This reflected foremost an 

impressive commitment to resurrect the spirt of famed woman-tractor operator Pasha Angelina 

and others from earlier periods in Soviet history273 in a context where the share of women 

studying “technical professions [tekhnicheskie profesii]” of any kind fell in the single digits.274  

Despite substantial efforts on the part of the state including, particularly, efforts to make 

work on the tractor less physically demanding, the physical challenges of the work persisted and, 

as Denisova concedes, continued to take a heavy physical toll on women mechanic-operators.275 

Combined with sexist attitudes among almost-exclusively-male kolkhoz chairmen even where 

they were not rooted in considerations about health this meant that the effort to bring women into 

the ranks of tractor mechanic-operators “never became a mass movement [in practice. As] the 

working conditions were tied to a [great] distance from home, were highly exhausting, and 

served as an obstacle to bringing together family and production-oriented roles.”276  

 
271 RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.409, l.141.  
272 RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.408, l.91. 
273 The name is invoked by Irina Kobchikova, for example, opening a conference on village retention. 
Oblast-level Komsomol leaders venerated those who had been the firs tractor mechanic-operators in their 
region (e.g. E. Merinova and V. Bakholinda, the “Altay Pasha Angelinas”): RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.78, l.2; 
d.407, l.49. See Oja’s work on the cult of Angelina and others: Oja, “From Krestianka to Udarnitsa.” 
274 Roughly 5% in the Ukrainian SSR: RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.409, l.141-2. 
275 Denisova, Rural Women, 31, citing data published in Krestʹianka in 1987. 
276 Pankratova, Selʹskie zhiteli Rossii, 32. The same was observed by Susan Bridger, “Soviet Rural 
Women: Employment and Family Life,” Russian Peasant Women, eds. Farnsworth and Viola, 272-4. 
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Given that a confluence of factors social and pragmatic kept women out of the ranks of 

the most prestigious blue-collar jobs in the kolkhoz, they were relegated to lower-skilled labor, 

field-work and tending to animals. Perhaps the most difficult labor was that of milkmaids in that 

it required near-round-the-clock devotion.277 One woman, T.K. Shapovalova of the 

Starokriushanskii Sovkhoz wrote to Village Life after being fired for asking for a transfer to 

avoid leaving her small children at home in the mornings (her sovkhoz did have a daycare, but it 

only functioned from 8 until 4).278 Similarly, a group of women at the Krupskaya Kolkhoz in 

Lipetsk oblast wrote in to describe how work as a milkmaid was incompatible with family life.279 

This was a problem that no amount of mechanization could resolve necessarily. Workers from 

Path to Communism Kolkhoz in Tambov Oblast wrote in describing a Marusia Panina a book-

keeper [uschëtnitsa] who was tasked with both auditing the [quality of the] milk and running it 

through a mechanical separator.280 She was unable to keep up with both not because there was a 

lack of mechanization but because it was a job for two people. A recollection by kolkhoz director 

Aleksandr Lukʹianov shows something similar:  

One time I came to the Volzhenskaia farm [during] the morning milking and saw 

an unusual picture. Milkmaid Zina Sinelʹnikova was sitting on a bench milking a 

cow and sleeping in the full sense of the word, meanwhile holding [in her other 

hand a slice of] bread and lard. The cow under which she was sitting was being 

milked. The milking apparatus was working full bore and by this virtue injuring 

the cow’s udder. / I came up to her and woke her up…. She explained, ‘I can’t do 

it anymore; I have been working more than a month without a relief [worker] or a 

day off. Apparently I need to quit this work… after all it’s beyond reason 

[nemyslimo] to labor daily from five in the morning to ten at night.’281  

 
277 Denisova, Rural Women, 35. 
278 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.61, l.8. 
279 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.61, l.4. 
280 V. Sletkova, et al., “Khoziain khoroshii, a dusha chërstvaia,” Krestʹianka (Sep. 1960), 26. 
281 Lukʹianov, Selo Zasosna, ed. Lukʹianov, 105-6. 
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Lukʹianov tells this story to remark how he increased production by switching to shift-work on 

the advice of “experts from Voronezh,” but this move to shift-work was possible only in those 

areas where there was enough labor to allow it.  

At least for the 1960s and 1970s there was in certain places enough labor available in the 

greater Black Earth region to facilitate these kind of changes, but this (relative and not 

bottomless) abundance of labor also lessened the urgency for reform by less proactive kolkhoz 

chairmen. Even though its lands were, on average, better and the returns to money spent in the 

region higher, the Ukrainian SSR lagged the all-Soviet average in horsepower (motive power) 

per agricultural worker by about a third in 1970.282 V.V. Shcherbitskii, Deputy from the 

Ukrainian SSR to the Council of Nationalities, for example, testified in 1961 that mechanization 

was still too low and that the State Planning Agency and Soviet Agricultural Technology Agency 

did not adequately prioritize sugarbeet harvesting.283 

This concern extended across the border into the Central-Black-Earth Economic Region 

of the RSFSR. As late as 1962, a Belgorod Oblast Party Committee Oversight Commission 

report found that even in the economically advantaged sovkhozes “Reaping [srezka] … across 

wide tracts is carried out by scythes, by hand…The mechanization of the transportation of seeds 

in sovkhoz depots [sklady] is absent.”284 In the average Belgorod Oblast district as late as 1982 

only about 61% of milkmaids worked with the assistance of mechanized milking apparatuses, 

nonetheless a stark improvement over a decade prior when the figure had been 26%.285 The 

 
282 Stebelsky, “Ukrainian Agriculture,” Ukraine in the Seventies, ed. Potichnyi, 107. 
283 GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.733, str.5-6 
284 GABO, f.R-33, op.1, d.39., l.12; 21. 
285 Calculated based on figures presented in district-level figures prepared on the basis of district-level 
summary annual kolkhoz reports for 1972 and 1982: GABO, f.R-17, op.5, d.1274-5. According to official 
figures, by 1985 95% of milkmaids worked with the assistance of mechanized equipment nationally: Trud 
v SSSR: statisticheskii sbornik (Moscow: Finansy i statistika, 1988),  82 
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realities of this work as described by my interviewees were quite stark. Nadezhda Maksimovna, 

describing the extent of the labor done by hand concluded that for this reason “the [difference 

between] the city and village [was like the difference between] heaven and earth.”286 Faced with 

this labor, women took whatever more-skilled jobs were available to them: Zoia Mitrofanovna 

from the Banner of Communism Kolkhoz in Belgorod Oblast recalled “cutting down the 20 

centimeter sprouts of beets with ‘kneepads’ made from the sleeve of an old smock [fufaika].” 

She followed this difficult work by becoming an expert in what was then the new science of 

artificially inseminating cows, apparently preferable to picking beets by hand.287 

The introduction of mechanization found significant frustration in that certain tasks were 

simply more difficult to mechanize: harvesting tubers from under the soil and milking cows 

among other tasks concerning livestock required engaging with spontaneity either in terms of 

deeper, rockier soil or the behavior of animals.288 Two beet-pickers from Warrior Kolkhoz in 

Tambov Oblast wrote in to Village Life describing how they were given a combine that was 

barely functional and required them to do most of the work by hand; to add insult to injury they 

did not get paid the rate set for manual labor because they technically had mechanical help.289 In 

a 1976 letter, A.Z Drozhzhina and other livestock-tenders from Snezhetok Sovkhoz in Tambov 

Oblast complained that “Our cowshed [teliatnik] is not bad, it operates well enough in theory. 

But here’s the rub: the machinery is non-functional.”290 In another letter from that year, Z.I. 

Titovskaia from Novy Oskol District in Belgorod Oblast complained that  

Our farm [ferma] is mechanized, we fight for cleanliness and a high quality of 

production, highly productive milking [vysokie nadoi], and low cost of 

 
286 Nadezhda Maksimovna [b.1944] 
287 Lukʹianov, “Zoia Mitrofanovna Odarchenko, starshii zootekhnik,” Selo Zasosna, ed. Lukʹianov, 113-4. 
288 Bridger, “Soviet Rural Women,” Russian Peasant Women, eds. Farnsworth and Viola, 277. 
289 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.103, l.18-9. 
290 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.205, l.14. 
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production. But how are we supposed to achieve [the] desired results if the 

machinery is non-functional]? …. We milk cows by hand, without [special] 

apparatuses. In the winter, hot water is irregular. We have complained about this 

several times to the [kolkhoz] chair and the village council but there have been no 

improvements. It is no surprise that youth is leaving the village for the city and 

other villages – labor in such conditions is not compelling to them.291  

Although the difficulty was particularly acute with more sensitive and elaborate machinery, it 

reflected a broader and long-standing problem with the availability of spare parts that was well-

recognized by authorities at all levels though never fully resolved.292 Pavel Vasilʹevich recalled 

how at the end of the 1970s his schoolmates who wanted to stay to work in the village were 

forced to cannibalize three out-of-commission combines to have enough spare parts for one 

working machine.293  

The difficult toil of rural women, chronicled by Liubov Denisova across various works 

was widely understood to take a heavy toll. Zinaida Dmitrievna noted that village women 

appeared to age faster – they began wearing kerchiefs and become grandmothers at a younger 

age.294 Not only was life very difficult; it showed little promise of getting easier. A poem 

submitted in 1970 by Anatolii Kudrianov from the village of Kupalishchi in Ivanovo Oblast to 

Village Youth magazine captures the extent to which this was broadly understood:295 

U nikh ot vetra smugly litsa 

U selʹskikh zhenshchin pozhelykh. 

Vsiu zhiznʹ pokoi im tolʹko snitsia,  

I net sudʹby inoi dlia nikh. 

 

Eshchë devchonkami bosami 

By winds made dark their swarthy faces, 

Old village women could await 

Only in dreams any oasis 

Before them stood no other fate. 

 

Already when they were young lasses 

 
291 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.205, l.12. 
292 O. Solomko, “Tse nas turbuie,“ Sotsialistychne zhyttia (Lebedyn, Ukr.), 16 Jan. 1962, 3; Resolution of 
the Council of Ministers of the USSR #462 [1963.04.27]: GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.752. 
293 Pavel Vasilʹevich [b.1962]. 
294 Zinaida Dmitrievna [b.1952]. Halyna Bondar’s interviewees in Lviv suggested the same, specifying a 
decade of visible difference by middle age: Bondar, Lʹviv, 52.  
295 RGASPI f.M-75, op.1, d.66, l.81-2. 
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Oni vstavali ranʹshê zor: 

Pasli korov, travu kosili 

I mladshikh nianchili sestër 

…  

 

Shli tiazhkoi postupʹiu neslyshno  

Poslevoennye goda 

Zhilʹë [oni] chinili, rebiatishêk 

Vezli uchitsia v goroda... 

They had to rise before the sun 

To graze the cows and mow the grasses 

To watch over a younger one 

… 

 

The post-War years  

Passed quietly in pity 

They fixed-up their huts, 

Took youth to study in the city…  

 

While the editors’ selection criteria appear often to have been an arbitrary matter of taste, 

Kudrianov’s poem had little chance of being accepted to the pages of Village Youth because it 

represented the village as something of a hopeless gauntlet transforming girls into sun-beaten 

crones whose greatest aim was to save their own children from their fate by launching them into 

city lives.  

This very much did not fit the desired narrative and insinuations along these lines hit an 

awkward note. One article published in Peasant Woman, for example, described how women 

could make use of homemade and store-bought branded suspensions and perfumes to avoid “dry, 

vulgar” skin from work in the sun and wind.296 This attempt to stigmatize the markers of the 

brutality of women’s village toil was awkward enough that it seems to have created a stir 

internally. The very next issue of the magazine gave the cover to an elderly woman (exceedingly 

rare), including a somber and perhaps overwrought explanation for this choice as follows:  

On the [front] cover of this issue of the magazine there is placed a portrait of an 

old woman. This is Darʹia Sergeevna Kashirina. She lives in the Legacy of Lenin 

Kolkhoz of Kozelsk District of Kaluga Oblast./‘What is she known for?’ some 

readers might wonder./Well does it even matter [Da razve v ėtom delo]? Look at 

her face [covered] in kind wrinkles; look into her eyes full of worldly wisdom 

[zhiteiskaia mudrostʹ]. Do they not speak of an honestly lived working life? And 

 
296 L. Rozentul, “Ukhod za kozhêi litsa letom,” Krestʹianka 38.7 (Jul. 1960), 31.  
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how much one wants to squeeze her large hands that clearly never knew peace 

[pokoi].297  

This was reminiscent of Kudrianov’s rejected poem and it suggested that the traditional 

imagination of the village woman would not be so blithely dislodged, a problem so long as the 

editor of Peasant Woman wanted to make staying in the village seem attractive to her younger 

readers (which her stewardship of conferences on the matter in 1968 and 1973 implied). 

Ultimately, a very similar article on cold-weather skin care was published in December of that 

year.298 

A perhaps counterintuitive element of this sort of roundly recognized village existence 

for women was an emotional regime that prescribed they be merry in their face of it all, a 

performative joy that had elsewhere become somewhat less significant.299 An article from a 

Lebedyn District newspaper about a fieldworker elaborated the feeling that villagers were 

supposed to convey:  

A small, pleasant woman, young for her years amazed me with her simplicity. 32 

years [now] she has greeted the mornings as part of the brigade…. Nadiia fell in 

love with the dew-laden paths and the morning stars. With joy in her heart she 

heads to the fields bearing a hoe, shaking off the cold dew with her bare feet. For 

her this is the joy of agriculture, the pleasure of life.300 

It was especially younger women who were expected to display this joy externally (older women 

were forgiven their swarthy faces on account of time served).  

 
297 Krestʹianka 38.8 (Aug. 1970), 19. 
298 M. Polikarpova, “V silʹnye kholoda,” Krestʹianka (Dec. 1960), 32. 
299 Cf. Amy King, “Hurting the Feelings of the Chinese People,” Sources and Methods: A Blog of the 
History and Public Policy Program (15 Feb. 2017) < https://www.wilsoncenter.org/blog-post/hurting-the-
feelings-the-chinese-people> 
300 K. Maksymenko, “Khto vykhodytʹ vrantsi v pole…,” Budivnyk komunizma (Lebedyn, Ukr.), Jan. 20, 
1966, 4. 
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Examining the Sumy Oblast Komsomol paper, Red Beam [Chervonyi prominʹ], for the 

years 1973, 1978, and 1983, one finds that village women depicted at work or in the context of 

work were photographed as smiling a consistent 80-90% of the time, whereas for city women 

doing industrial or intellectual work the figure was a consistent 60%.301 The difference for men 

was about as stark: City men shown at work or in the context of work were shown smiling only 

about 30-50% of the time whereas for village men the figure was 60-80%.302 One can observe a 

hierarchy of sorts here, with city men expected to display the most sobriety, followed by city 

women and village men, and, lastly, village women who were expected to display the most 

merriment. Indeed, for the young village women shown in Red Beam, the expectation seemed 

nearly universal. 

Some women used this to their advantage. In a 1976 letter to Village Life, M.I. Shevelëva 

a milkmaid from the village of Gusevo in Belgorod Oblast complained that: “The livestock 

handlers [zhivotnovody] of our proprietorship are trying to work as well as possible… But you 

cannot do much with effort alone if the conditions of labor are non-starters [nekudyshnye]. We 

carry feed by hands. We have transportation-workers but they do not [do any] work. I have 

labored on the farm for many years and it comes to be depressing [i tak poroi dosadno].”303 Also 

in 1976, villagers Burtseva and Zharova wrote in complaining “with sorrowful regret [s 

gorechʹiu]” that the provisioning of bread and flour in their village of Iurino had deteriorated, 

prompting them to consider moving.304 These letter-writers clearly saw their strongest message 

 
301 Count of images of village and city women for the first 8 months of each 1973 (nvillage = 39; ncity = 58), 
1978 (nvillage = 31; ncity = 43), and 1983. (nvillage = 28; ncity = 42) in Chervonyi prominʹ (Sumy, Ukr.). A small 
set of about 5-10% of ambiguous cases was excluded. In pictures with a group of people, the 
categorization was based on the expression of the majority of women, 
302 Ibid. For 1973: nvillage = 47; ncity = 47. For 1978 nvillage = 40; ncity = 44. For 1983 nvillage = 23; ncity = 61. 
303 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.205, l.17. 
304 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.205, l.64. 
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and chance at receiving assistance in calling into attention the gulf between actual conditions and 

their ability to maintain the ideal and even idyllic village mood. The following chapter discusses 

how this strategy was utilized especially virulently in criticism of technological backwardness. 

In the naïve joy that continued to be expected of them despite the greater means and more 

elaborate pathways they were afforded, we can see one of the contradictions within the late-

Soviet ideology around the village woman. Haiyan Lee, surveying work on gender and the 

display of emotion by mainstays like Catherine Lutz and Lila Abu-Lughod notes that scholars 

have found a tendency (if not universal) in Western thought that seeks to essentialize emotion as 

representative of the true self.305 As Oleg Kharkhordin argues, though, this view waxed and 

waned in Russian and, by extension, East Slavic history, and, in fact, by the late-Soviet period 

dissimulation was thoroughly normalized.306 Soviet citizens were increasingly permitted an inner 

world, and this was reflected in, among other things, the ability to maintain a neutral demeanor. 

This change seems to have affected rural people and, especially, rural women less, however, 

rendering starker their plight as they became predominant among migrants to the city. 

 

Independent Women and Dependent Men 

As discussed above, women did not, generally, find a place in the most prestigious forms 

of blue-collar labor available in the village. Their social status in the Soviet village did, however, 

increase, weakening age-old patriarchal structures if far more slowly than ideologists 

expected.307 In the view of one Party-favored theorist writing at the time, the inability of village 

 
305 Haiyan Lee, Revolution of the Heart: A Genealogy of Love in China, 1900–1950 (Stanford, Calif: 
Stanford University Press, 2007), 13. 
306 Kharkhordin, The Collective and the Individual. 
307 A similar process was observed to a significant degree in other Socialist states and frequently 
reversed in the transition away from State Socialism, as in Albania and China: Lemel, Rural Property and 
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women to take their rightful place in society could be essentially traced to their inability to 

assume a place as wives and mothers:  

Whereas the inchoate nature of the social role of the woman [nepolnota sotsialʹnykh rolei 

zhenshchiny] as far as the sphere of credentialed labor [kvalifitsirovannyi trud] is explained by the 

remnants of [her] unequal place in life in general [neravnoe polozhenie v bytu], her inchoate role 

within the family is connected with other issues, especially the consequences of the War. If we 

compare the data on marriage then we find disequilibria [nesootvetstviia]. For every 1000 village 

women aged 50-54 only 590 are married while for men it is 958, and for those 55-59 the figures 

are 496 and 954. [But,] the picture is much more favorable for younger groups.308  

The younger women in question, in contrast, did not see wifehood and motherhood as the 

primary means of liberation. Maia Pankratova pointed optimistically, in 1970, to survey results 

indicating that a trivial percentage (around 4%) of female kolkhoznik interview subjects feared 

that they would not be able to support themselves without the aid of their husbands.309 This was 

in no small part the consequence and influence of the new format of guaranteed wage 

compensation, making real hopes that had once been held for the bygone labor-day system of 

remuneration.310 

Although women engaged in non-white-collar work in the village were not earning the 

wages of their tractor mechanic-operator husbands, they were earning enough to subsist on their 

own, especially given that they were doing the large share of the private plot work. This 

significantly weakened the traditionally strong incentives for women to tolerate the behavior of 

abusive husbands. Nataliia Alekseevna, a woman of a booming voice described matter-of-factly 

the failure of her parents’ marriage: Her father, a tractor mechanic-operator liked very much to 

 
Economy, 126; Kate Xiao Zhou, How the Farmers Changed China: Power of the People (Boulder, Colo.: 
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308 Pëtr Simush, Sotsialʹnyi portret sovetskogo krestʹianstva, (Moscow: Politizdat, 1976), 286-7. 
309 Maia Pankratova, “Selʹskaia semʹia v SSSR i nekotorye problemy planirovaniıa,” presented to the VII 
International Sociological Congress, Varna, Bul., 1970 (Moscow: Sovetskaia sotsiologicheskaia 
assotsiatsiia, 1970), 3.  
310 Oja, “From Krestianka to Udarnitsa,” 9-10. 
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drink and for this reason his marriage to her mother, a storekeeper [kladovshchik] “did not cohere 

[ne soshlasʹ].” In response to the question of whether this was unusual for the time, she 

uncharacteristically lowered her voice: “[no,] not unusual.”311 Indeed, by the late 1980s, Maia 

Pankratova found in her surveys (conducted in the non-Black Earth region of the RSFSR) that 

something like one out of every five village children was being raised without the participation 

of a father.312 The shift to what Yunxiang Yan calls “conjugality” (as opposed to dependence) as 

the basis of the village marriage and, by extension, village family was reflected in the optimistic 

tone of Pankratova’s findings in the early 1970s that the village family had been coming to be 

rooted more in modern patterns of affection.313 But there was a natural tradeoff here: those 

marriages that stayed together did so on the basis of some level of mutual affection, which was 

perceived as a positive development, but by virtue of the vicissitudes and ineffabilities of mutual 

affection, this also meant that fewer marriages stayed together; affection mediated through 

material dependence or simple material dependence had provided for more stable marriages (and 

put the man in a particularly strong position).314  

 
311 Nataliia Alekseevna [b.1951] 
312 Pankratova, Selʹskie zhiteli rossii, 34. As Denisova points out on the basis of official data, as early as 
1975 around 13.5% of births in the village of the RSFSR were outside of wedlock, rising by 1990 to 
16.5% (the figure was a few percentage points smaller in the city, and that small discrepancy remained 
even as the number grew in both village and city to between a quarter and a third by 2000): Sudʹba 
russkoi krestʹianki, 257. 
313 Pankratova, “Selʹskaia semʹia v SSSR,” 3. Given that this work was part of a presentation for an 
international audience, it is possible that the methodology was colored by the desire to showcase the 
independence of Soviet women, although Pankratova did not belong to the group associated with the 
more Party-aligned sociologists centered around Rutkevich. Yunxiang Yan discusses the rise of 
“conjugality” in the traditionally even more starkly patriarchical Chinese village. It is worth noting that in 
the PRC as in the USSR authorities initially envisioned disrupting the family as the basic building block of 
society before resigning themselves to its primacy: Paul Chao, Women under Communism: Family in 
Russia and China (Bayside, N.Y.: General Hall, 1977), 166-8; Yan, Private Life under Socialism: Love, 
intimacy, and family in a Chinese Village 1949-1999 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2003). 
314 On the complex interactions between love, money, and modernity see: Jennifer Cole and Lynn M. 
Thomas, eds., Love in Africa (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009), particularly but not limited to 
the chapter on “fitavina” in urbanizing Malagasy society and Linda-Anne Rehbun, The Heart is Unknown 
Country: Love in the changing economy of northeast Brazil (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 
1999). 
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The weakening of the traditional place of the man within the village marriage was not 

unnoticed by contemporaries. Lidiia Vasylivna Horpychenko, a veteran of the local Village 

Council administration who was tasked in the mid-1980s with organizing wedding ceremonies in 

her Zaporizhzhia Oblast village of Sursʹko-Mykhailivka recalls a chalice-drinking ceremony she 

clearly appropriated from Orthodox ritual:  

This was the [time of the] ‘dry law,’ so we in fact poured water into the chalice 

[kelykh], pure water. At that time water was used [praktykovalasʹ]. But then 

[people] started to say, ‘What is that [Shcho vono take]?’ ‘Let’s bring 

champagne!’ Well, then they bring a box of candy and champagne and we put it 

to the side. There it sits [and] waits. Then the cup is filled, the witness gives it to 

me. Then I take this cup of love [chasha kokhannia] and say ‘It is said among 

people that the cup, from which young betrothed drink is the wedding goblet 

[kubok] or cup of love. But before you drink it I would like to ask you, who in 

your family will be the head? Well, and naturally always the groom grabbed it 

first. But sometimes he would in a cultured way present it to the bride. And 

sometimes they would want to drink from it together [at the same time]. ‘And 

now receive each other as betrothed.’ And [then they] kiss.315 

Some village men, thus, by the mid-1980s accepted and demonstrated through symbolic ritual 

that their marriages would have a more equal basis than what might have been traditionally 

accepted. Others, it stands to reason, did not, and this invited a tension between expectations and 

an ensuing social friction. 

Kolkhoz officials made use of the sensitivities that this transition aroused by responding 

to complaints about the shortage of satisfactory childcare with what were taken as sarcastic and 

unsatisfactory suggestions that men should be primary caretakers.316 T.M. Kuskova of Red 

Vyborgite Kolkhoze in Tambov Oblast, for example, wrote into Village Life complaining that the 

 
315 Lidiia Vasylivna Horpychenko (b.1955, Sursʹko-Mykhailivka, Solone District, Dnipro Oblast [current 
pop.: 2,552]), Usna istoriia Stepovoï Ukraïny: Zaporizʹkyi krai 8 (Zaporizhzhia, Ukr.: Tandem, 2010), 299. 
316 On the inadequacy of childcare establishments, especially in Dnipropetrovsk Oblast: Oleksandr 
Nikiliev, “Doshkilʹno-vykhovna sfera Ukraïnsʹkoho sela seredyny 1950-kh – seredyny 1960-kh rr.: realiï 
povsiakdennia,” Ukraïnsʹkyi selianyn 18 (2017), 144-8.  
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administration of her kolkhoz responded to her complaints by threatening to fire her husband so 

that he could stay home with the children.317 N.P. Tarashenko of Kuybyshev Kolkhoz in 

Voronezh Oblast noted in a similar letter that he was a Party-member and committed worker and 

took umbrage at the kolkhoz director’s suggestion that he should stay home with the children, 

writing, “In my opinion, I should … bring value to the proprietorship rather than take on the role 

of a nanny.”318 It is doubtful that men took up these offers in any numbers, significant or even 

relatively trivial, but the suggestion itself was a sign off the rapidly changing times. When one 

tractor mechanic-operator at a club fête in Lipetsk Oblast explained the absence of his wife as 

babysitting his son by “smirking-ly adding, ‘Such after all is your womanly fate [dolia],’ it 

resulted in the launching of a campaign in the pages of Peasant Woman magazine to create 

children’s rooms in kolkhoz clubs.319 Paternalist attitudes in the village were increasingly 

tenuous even as joking fodder. Meanwhile, the position of elder males eroded as well. In the 

RSFSR, for example, by the 1980s, Arutiunian cites survey data indicating that fewer villagers 

than city-dwellers believed that it was important to ask parents’ permission before getting 

married.320 

This transition presented a culture-shock for men that was partly reflected in the 

manifestations of the drunken violence that increasingly plagued the village.321 When, in 1974, a 

resident of the village of Popovka in Sumy Oblast, Pëtr Shevchenko, shot his wife, Sofiia after 

 
317 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.61, l.7. 
318 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.61, l.11-2. 
319 A. Stoiakina, “Prikhodite vsei semʹëi,” Krestʹianka 38.1 (Jan. 1960), 31. 
320 For city-dwellers, the figure was 38% and, for all citizens, 34%, implying that it was around 28% for 
villagers who comprised about 31% of the population of the RSFSR in 1979. For the other four surveyed 
republics – the Estonian, Moldovan, Georgian, and Uzbek – the implied village share was higher than the 
city share as one would expect: Iurii Arutiunian, “Natsionalʹno-regionalʹnaia spetsifika protsessov 
sblizheniia goroda i derevni v SSSR,” Sovetskaia ėtnografiia 1987.1 (Jan.-Feb. 1987), 7. 
321 See Chapter 6 for a statistical examination of patterns of violence emerging from migration to the city. 
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she refused to make him a fresh pot of soup when he came home drunk, and followed that up by 

shooting his father in law, the situation was a product not only of his inebriation but also of 

broader social frictions.322 Sofiia was, sadly, certainly not the first woman accosted or even 

murdered over soup, and her father not the first to be an object of resentment for his son-in-law. 

That the incident rose to murder rather than mere violence may speak to more than a moment of 

rage with his wife’s open defiance. On some level Pëtr Shevchenko understood that he was not 

getting any soup, that yelling at or assaulting his wife were not going to get him soup, and, what 

is more, that he probably was not getting any soup next time either. As Denisova points out, the 

“uncontested supremacy of the male breadwinner in the village family was reinforced 

economically, jurisprudentially, socially and by the ‘fist.’” 323 This was true historically, but as 

the influence of the other factors waned in the late-Soviet period, it is worth pointing out that the 

fist became increasingly desperate contributing to occasionally deadly displays of displeasure.  

In examining the records of several dozen court cases from the later 1960s and 1970s 

reviewed by the Sumy Oblast Court, either because the matter pertained to a capital crime, was 

being appealed on another basis, or involved some other special consideration, I found that the 

violence of resentful husbands exploding publicly comprised a genre of crime in the village 

whereas this was seemingly not true for the city.324 Even putting aside embezzlement and theft, 

which is concealed by nature, violent and destructive city crime, whether drunk or not, was more 

frequently hidden, perpetrated in dark alleys or at the outskirts of town.325 Violent village crime, 

 
322 DASO, f.R-4117, op.4, spr.440, ark.25. 
323 Denisova, Sudʹba russkoi krestʹianki, 157. 
324 This is, for the sake of absolute clarity, not to imply that violence against women did not exist in the 
city, both by virtue of recent arrivals to the city and among those native to it, but per this source base it did 
not lead to the kinds of scandalous incidents prone to being examined by the oblast court. 
325 Even the pitched street battles among adolescents and young men from different neighborhoods that 
seem to have predominated in different cities at different times tended to take place away from the center, 
often enough in the newly developed neighborhoods populated heavily by recent arrivals from the village. 
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on the other hand, tended to take place more openly and commonly took on performative 

elements of grievance-airing. Ivan Georgievich Beloded of the since disappeared village of 

Kudakìvka, for example, having been stewing over his wife’s increasingly open dalliances with 

other men, set his barn on fire and then attempted to burn down his house with his daughter in it, 

running around the house with a pitch-fork to block her egress.326 Neighbors quickly appeared 

and helped resolve the scene. In the Talalaivka District, the people’s court convicted villager 

Kharchenko who had, in a state of intoxication, visited the house of villager Dzhur, to whose 

house his wife had relocated, beat on his door for a prolonged period and then broke four 

windowpanes. Enraged that the [door] was not opened for him, he set fire to hemp that had been 

laying in the courtyard. After several days he came across his former wife on the street and hit 

her, injuring her lungs.327  

The above incidents took place in daylight along the long roads that shape and 

characterize the villages of the Black Earth region, and they were not primarily the actions of 

men concerned with concealing their behavior.328 It is true that almost everything in the village 

was public or quickly became so, but that does not necessarily change the underlying 

conclusions that can be drawn about the performative aspects of behavior, it only reinforces 

them, as do parallels to the pre-Revolutionary tradition of “samosud [self-help justice]” including 

both violent acts and arson.329 (Also, the crime most associated with the village was theft, so 

 
326 DASO f.R-4117, op.4, spr.42, ark.29-30; 37-8; 100. 
327 DASO f.R-4117, op.2., spr.84, ark.21. 
328 For the record, women did sometimes get in on the action. Olga Ivanovna from Ovinishchi, a village 
tract in Tver Oblast, took her daughter to break the windows of a suspected rival for her husband’s 
attention: N. Makarova, “Razbitoe steklo,” Krestʹianka (Jan. 1978), 28-9. 
329 Jane Burbank, Russian Peasants Go to Court: Legal Culture in the Countryside,1905–1917 
(Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 2004); Stephen P. Frank, Crime, Cultural Conflict, and 
Justice in Rural Russia, 1865–1914 (Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press. 1999); Cathy 
Frierson, “Of Red Roosters, Revenge, and the Search for Justice: Rural Arson in European Russia in the 
Late Imperial Era,” Reforming Justice in Russia, 1864–1996: Power, Culture,and the Limits of Legal 
Order, ed. Peter H. Solomon, Jr. (Armonk, N.Y.: M.E. Sharpe, 1997); Kathryn Hendley, “Resisting Multiple 
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clearly villagers were not somehow incapable of doing bad things in secret.)330 Brian LaPierre 

makes note of the way that hooliganism could be a catch-all for many types of crime in the 

Khrushchev period, and for all its shortcomings this categorization was particularly suited to the 

not-infrequently encountered intoxicated tirade of often public vandalism, a set of transgressive 

acts rather than just one.331 In such cases, I think it is reasonable to interpret these escapades as 

less targeted, more general displays of despair, the sources of which are by necessity more 

speculative but can be read as reflecting feelings of helplessness, uselessness, and restlessness in 

a society with rigid norms of behavior and culture that was moving rapidly away from a 

traditional order and weakening the place of the man in his family. 

A 1964 incident perpetrated by a Viktor Sergeevich Sheshenia, in the village of Hruzʹke 

[alt. Gruzskoe] illustrates such a performance of despair and, I would argue, the way the judicial 

system, never-mind the village community itself, implicitly understood it as such.332 Per the 

findings of the oblast court,  

[Sheshenia], in a drunken state, committed acts [amounting to] aggravated 

hooliganism on the streets of Gruzskoe village during which he used vulgar 

language publicly, reacted brusquely [rezko] to the pleas and admonitions of his 

wife, struck her and citizen Medvedev, and suddenly threw himself into the grass 

and lay motionless. Subsequently, Sheshenia came to, ran to the lake, threw off 

his clothes, and declared his desire to drown. When citizens Marchenko and 

Vechera attempted to calm him down he began striking them, spitting in their 

faces, and then broke away [from them], ran into [his] courtyard, grabbed a knife 

 
Narratives of Law in Transition Countries: Russia and Beyond,” Law & Social Inquiry 40.2 (Spring 2015), 
531-52. 
330 This outlasted the USSR, apparently, as reflected in a survey of Belgorod Oblast residents: Ioffe, 
Nefedova, and Zaslavsky, The End of Peasantry?, citing A.G. Efendiev and I.A. Bolotina, “Sovremennnoe 
rossiiskoe selo: na perelome ėpokh i reform: opyt institutsialʹnogo analiza,” Mir rossii 11.4 (2002), 23. 
331 Brian LaPierre, Hooligans in Khrushchev’s Russia: Defining, Policing, and Producing Deviance during 
the Thaw (Madison, Wisc.: University of Wisconsin Press, 2014). 
332 DASO f.R-4117, op.4, spr.3. 
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and a pick, ran out into the street and struck a deadly blow to his uncle, comrade 

Soldatenko, who [happened to be] passing by.333  

A reflection of the less-optimal uses of hooliganism as a catch-all category, Sheshenia’s murder 

conviction was overturned because prosecutors could not establish a motive for the fatal stabbing 

of his uncle, settling for hooliganism instead.334 Tacitly, the judicial system here accepted the 

position that Sheshenia was guilty of not murder per se so much as an anti-social drunken 

meltdown that happened to end particularly poorly.  

Moreover, the mechanics of this incident reflect the way village society was poised to 

deal with or absorb these incidents. From the testimony of his neighbor, Medvedev:  

Sheshenia cursed out [obrugal] his wife… and punched her in the face… I stood 

up for [his] wife and asked Viktor what he was hitting her for, [prompting him to] 

punch me in the face for no reason and run into the bushes and lie down on the 

ground. His wife followed after him and began to lift him up…. At the shore [of 

the lake] he threw off his shirt and yelled that he would drown himself…. His 

wife, mother, and passersby Marchenko and Vechera and their wives held him 

back, but Sheshenia broke free, biting, kicking, and spitting…335  

Here you have a case of the neighbor interceding to moderate domestic violence, along the lines 

of the model proposed in passing by Denisova.336 You have the women of the household chasing 

after their abuser. (Not only had Sheshenıa just hit his wife, but testimony in the case revealed 

that he had previously chased his mother around while deeply intoxicated.337) Indeed, if things 

had ended without his uncle being stabbed, this almost certainly not have been a matter for a 

court hearing at all, whereas that may or may not have been true in the city. Judicial statistics 

indicate that drunken escapades amounting to standard (that is, un-aggravated) hooliganism by 

 
333 DASO f.R-4117, op.4, spr.3, ark.290-3. 
334 DASO f.R-4117, op.4, spr.3, ark.290-3. 
335 DASO f.R-4117, op.4, spr.3, ark.316-9. 
336 Denisova, Rural Women, 105. 
337 DASO f.R-4117, op.4, spr.3, ark.316-9. 
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villagers were less likely to be prosecuted.338 Village norms, after all, developed around the 

context of a more distant state power. Villagers from across the USSR (and disproportionately 

the Black Earth region) wrote in to Village Life complaining about lawlessness around alcohol 

consumption, pointing to the inaction of local authorities.339 As one group from Tambov Oblast 

complained, “we live well in the Soviet Union, but homebrew torments us.”340 

While the Sheshenia incident may partially be the product of a drunk who got hold of a 

bad batch of homebrew, his previous aggression against his mother and, particularly, the 

vocalized desire for suicide leads me to believe that there was more at play here. There is little 

about the state or fact of drunkenness in and of itself that indicates a person should tear their 

clothes off and declare that they want to die and plan to kill themselves then and there. And the 

interplay between drinking, a sense of disorientation, and self-harm makes one look differently at 

the many cases mentioned in diverse sources including fiction, the press, and archival records of 

tractor mechanic-operators driving their tractors drunk into ditches.341 As Christie Davis and 

Mark Neal suggest, the limited examples of Durkheim’s “fatalistic” suicide of the overly 

constrained young man can be easily read as the “anomic” suicide of the person lost in a 

 
338 This claim is based on a statistical analysis of oblast-level summary statistics for the Ministry of Justice 
[Miniust] of the RSFSR {GARF f.A-353, op.21, d.3; 52; 103; 154}. Analyzing the years 1972, 1977, 1982, 
and 1987 I found that there was a small but starkly consistent negative correlation of just about -.35 
between the share of petty hooliganism convictions in an oblast committed in the village and the share 
committed while drunk. Given that there is no such relationship for the several other crimes I analyzed, it 
is logical to conclude that sober hooliganism was disproportionally more likely to be prosecuted in the 
village than drunk hooliganism. One potential explanation is that social norms accepted more 
transgression from a drunken person; another is that if drunks were involved, so was samogon, and its 
distribution rings were worth protecting by corrupted local authorities. 
339 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.91. 
340 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.91, l.24. 
341 E.g. RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.103, l.166; V. Petrenko, “A vin pʺie,” Sotsialistychne zhyttia, (Lebedyn, 
Ukr.), 1 Feb. 1962; Aleksandra Sergeevna [b.1942]. Aleksandr Lukʹianov, formed Chairman of the Banner 
of Communism Kolkhoz in Belgorod Oblast makes the point in a memoir that it was difficult to fire tractor 
mechanic-operators who violated disciplinary norms as strict punishments like simply firing those who 
showed up drunk were proscribed by the restrictive kolkhoz charter, which made exclusion a rather 
intricate process: Aleksandr Lukʹianov, Zhiznʹ na Tikhoi Sosne, ed. Lukʹianov (Belgorod, Rus.: Vezelitsa, 
2006), 83-4. 
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changing order (Durkheim’s most popular category), meaning that there is room for the similarly 

well-known “status integration theory” of Gibbs and Martin, which suggests that contradictions 

and fluctuations in status in various settings (e.g. in the home, workplace, collective, society at 

large, and, I would add, over time) contribute to self-harm.342 Such theories seem aptly suited to 

explain the behavior of men living amid the significant and rapid socioeconomic changes 

affecting the Soviet village, trapped between the inertia of tradition and expectation as well as a 

changing order at home. 

A diarist from Vologda oblast recounts a visit to his mother in the village where a funeral 

was held:  

On the day of our arrival there was a funeral in the nearby village of Somova. 

Youth from Somova also set out in ‘procession’ among neighbors [po sosedstvu] 

– to Obnora, [to the] mill, taking along with them vodka and snacks. A 24-year-

old tractor mechanic-operator [at two in the morning] suddenly decided to hurl 

himself into a whirlpool [v omut]. He demanded that he be helped to take off his 

boots and in all his clothes thusly threw himself under. And that was the end of 

that. Grandma Tasia went to the gravesite, and said that many people gathered, a 

bunch of the lad’s relations and his mother and father [who were still] alive, and 

the leadership of the sovkhoz [paid their] respects, and his department director 

[zaveduiushchii] gave a speech. True, she said that the father and mother drank, 

[but] that is no rarity after all. At the wake, [another] tractor mechanic-operator, 

Venia , a friend, declared that given the way things turned out he also would not 

live. He started up the tractor and [made toward] the whirlpool at Komarikha 

(there was also a mill there). His comrades too – onto their tractors and on his tail. 

They caught up to him as he at full speed flew into the whirlpool. Well they of 

course pulled him out and he, apparently, thought better [of the whole thing], and 

 
342 As Jack Douglas notes, a number of methodological issues particular to Durkheim’s statistical analysis 
apply also to the work of Davis and Neal: Christie Davis and Mark Neal, “Durkheim’s Altruistic and 
Fatalistic Suicide,” Durkheim’s Suicide: A Century of Research and Debate, eds. W.S.F. Pickering and 
Geoffrey Walford (New York: Routledge, 2000), 40; Jack D. Douglas, The Social Meanings of Suicide 
[1967] (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1970), 86-8; Emile Durkheim, Suicide: A Study in 
Sociology [1897], trans. John A. Spaulding (New York: Free Press, 1966); Jack P. Gibbs and Walter T. 
Martin, Status Integration and Suicide: A Sociological Study [1964] (Eugene, Ore.: University of Oregon 
Press, 2001). 
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then they were diving down, hooking up the tractor to a winch and suffered all 

night [doing that].343  

Here again, we have the performative hurling of oneself into the abyss, twice over even, in one 

case successfully in one case not. And in the first case, while the clothes do stay on, the boots 

come off, perhaps out of habit, perhaps as a sort of purifying ritual. 

Although Dedkov notes that the pond at Obnora was associated in local folklore with the 

sighting of harpies [rusalki], we can put aside this gendered loading, and look also to broader 

sources of disorientation, including the villager’s increasing awareness of his place within 

broader society. In Venia’s plunge, there is the explicit performative grief over the death of a 

friend, but there may also be the sort of underlying despair that drove that same friend to suicide; 

it is hard to tell for sure, but it seems Venıa had, after all, helped his friend take off his boots. 

The boots, as it happens, were something of a sore spot, one of the more enduring, perhaps 

insidious, symbols of village life. Made of rubber and often ill-fitting because of limited sizing 

options and availability they were at once protection for their wearers from the dampness and 

filth of village existence as well as a canvas for it. According to Igor Ivanovich who grew up in 

the city but as a youngster very regularly visited family and friends in the village over the course 

of the 1970s, village youth began to take notice of and interest in city styles in their teenage 

years.344 The dress shoes and heels of city fashion were very much the antipode of the 

uncomfortable, heavy boots that weighed down villagers and weighed on their minds: “I did not 

want my children to wear those boots” recalled Anna Grigorʹevna who worked briefly as a 

 
343 Note that it is apparently worth mentioning that the parents are still alive: I.A. Dedkov, Dnevnik. 1953-
1994, ed. T.F. Dedkova (Moscow: Progress-Pleiada, 2005) [6 Jul. 1978]. Available at: 
http://prozhito.org/person/131. 
344 Igor Ivanovich [b.1965]. 
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tractor operator before leaving for the city.345 For men in particular, the boots had previously 

come with status in a traditionally patriarchal village family. Now, though, they were just dirty, 

clunky, unfashionable husks of rubber. There were, in practice, two ways to shed them: the abyss 

or the city. As we see from the anecdote above and the frequent stories of lives destroyed by 

alcohol in less direct ways, some settled for the former; millions were able to choose the latter. 

Finally, in light of the shift in gender relations resulting at least in part from the change in 

wages, one might suggest that women merely exchanged one form of domination for another. 

There is some evidence that they did not see it that way. Whereas the 1970s reemergence of the 

word “peasant [krestʹianin / krestʹianka]” in lieu of “collective farmer [kolkhoznik / 

kolkhoznitsa]” as the favored term for rural people could be dismissed as a product of the 

expansion of sovkhozes and the clumsiness of the phrase “sovkhoz worker [rabochii sovkhoza / 

rabotnitsa sovkhoza],” 346 it appears that the shift to thinking through a more pure frame of caste 

disconnected from the administrative structure of the concern was borne out in villagers’ self-

perception. Examining the meta-data of letters written to Village Life, I found that both women 

and men writing in to the newspaper gradually shift toward identifying their location by village 

rather than collective farm (or sovkhoz) over the course of the 1960s and 1970s.347 Women in 

particular became more inclined toward simple geographic markers, whereas the trend was 

weaker among men (a share of whom identified by both). Indeed, it appears that men rather than 

 
345 Anna Grigorʹevna [b.1948] 
346 One can observe this development by doing a search of the Pravda archive maintained by EastView 
and comparing results over time for each term. 
347 RGASPI f.591. (I examined the metadata of 831 letters specifically pertaining to factors affecting 
lifestyle. For letters written by women, there was a -0.35 correlation between the year on one hand and, 
on the other, the likelihood the letter-writer identified the kolkhoz or sovkhoz from which they wrote. For 
men the correlation was weaker, only -0.18.) On the matter of popular representation and self-perception 
around changing agricultural labor in a different context, see: Mindi Schneider, “What, Then, Is a Chinese 
Peasant? Nongmin Discourses and Agroindustrialization in Contemporary China,” Agriculture and Human 
Values 32.2 (Jun. 2015), 331-46. 
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women were relatively more likely to claim the proprietorship where they worked as a marker of 

belonging. Given the above, it is little wonder why. 

 

“Youth Is to Live in the Village!” 

The two conferences on village youth retention held in Moscow, in 1968 and then 1973, 

by the Komsomol in conjunction with Peasant Woman magazine provide a sense of the drastic 

mismatch between the underlying social processes and the pretensions of even the organs closest 

to the problem, who framed the matter in terms of the lack of experts in the operation of 

agricultural material and various services while focusing so much of their attention on social 

amenities. One way of resolving the tension between the view of migration as responding to 

underlying economic concerns raised mostly obliquely by policymakers and scholars (and 

supported by the analysis within this chapter) and their recurrent emphasis on cultural and social 

amenities is to suggest that various actors within society developed a sense of their proper role.  

What is more, primarily or purely ideological efforts tended to be less expensive, and 

there was of course a long tradition of offering an imagined reality on paper to substitute for a 

less palatable one. One venue for such an effort was Peasant Woman magazine itself, whose 

writers could do very little to raise wages and instead sought to engage in more inventive and, 

arguably, manipulative tactics. Kobchikova and other editorial staff clearly felt that they needed 

to fight the problem of out-migration on a visceral terrain, hoping their female readers would see 

the matter of migration through frames like loyalty or love that would erode a grim cost-benefit 

calculation. 

A spread in the January issue of 1978, for example included, on one hand, color 

photographs of smiling women of various nationalities in their mid-twenties to late-thirties who 
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had chosen to work in technological fields in the village and had thus achieved some measure of 

success and recognition. A. Safarova, a brigade-leader of a young women’s cotton-marshalling 

brigade [khlopkovodcheskaia brigada] and delegate to the 25th Congress of the CPSU had 

successfully completed her studies in the externship department [zaochnoe otdelenie] of the 

Tadjik Agricultural Institute; G. Lapteva was one of the initiators of women’s mechanical 

brigade.348 The opposite page included a story about a Tania Manturova of Kostroma Oblast who 

was part of the much-publicized address of Brezhnev to the [Village] Youth of Kostroma Oblast, 

praising them for their initiative to stay in the village. The story was notable for the way that 

Manturova was presented as a sort of renegade: “And here [falls] upon you suddenly – like snow 

onto your head: ‘We’ve decided, grandma, that our entire class should stay in the village!’ 

Everything got turned upside down at home. Grandmother did not want to hear of it.”349 The 

older superstitious woman, ever a potent symbol in Soviet media of the benighted past, was 

leveraged here to demonstrate the putative progressiveness of Manturova’s choice to remain in 

the village. 

 Among its more inventive propagandistic tools, Peasant Woman increasingly turned to 

love stories as a vehicle to convince individuals to remain in the village. Iurii Sokolov’s 

“Warmth of the Earth [Teplo zemli],” a short story published in the January 1978 issue of 

Peasant Woman conflated the warmth of the earth with a love story between a Mitia and Dina, 

who defied the odds by choosing to stay in the village.350 A full-page, captioned color 

photograph toward the beginning of that year’s August issue depicted four female secondary 

 
348 “Zhitʹ molodëzhi v sele,” Krestʹianka (Jan. 1978), 8. 
349 Iu. Baranov, “Tania Manturova i eë podrugi,” Krestʹianka (Jan. 1978), 9. 
350 Iurii Sokolov, “Teplo zemli,” Krestʹianka (Jan. 1978), 12-3. In a brief section on “Romance,” Susan 
Bridger discusses the ideologically charged (or at least convenient) ideal of “love” presented in 
Krestʹianka in general course: Bridger, “Soviet Rural Women,” Russian Rural Women, eds. Farnsworth 
and Viola. 
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school graduates walking in an unusually tight formation around an Ivan Kupriianovich Ganzha, 

a particularly handsome brigade-leader as a sort of entourage. The caption read, “Every year the 

same question arises before tenth-graders: whence to go work, whence to go study such that [it] 

would be truly pleasing to the spirit [deistvitelʹno po dushe]; such that it would bring the 

maximum benefit to the people.”351 In typical fashion, what is most-truly pleasing to the soul 

was elided with that which is most beneficial to the people, and in this particular instance 

happens to coincide with walking with a handsome tractor mechanic-operator.  

 These rhetorical efforts differed markedly from other coverage in Peasant Woman, which 

had often pushed men to the margins, seeking to depict village women as freed from their 

ominous shadow. The January 1965 issue, for example, discussed the topic of spousal abuse, 

including firsthand accounts along with a supportive response by Khava Kosumova, the only 

female tractorist in the Chechen-Ingushet ASSR, who herself had triumphed over an abusive 

husband. As other women simply turned to emigration to the city as a way to free themselves 

from an unfavorable climate of gender relations, the editorial staff of Peasant Woman moved to 

reassure them that they could and should find love in the village. This was perhaps 

understandable given that single women disproportionately left the village, but fighting against 

strong socioeconomic headwinds there was only so much that stories like this could achieve.352 

Moreover, these efforts essentialized young female migrants, a symptom of the state’s difficulty 

in approaching their concerns. 

In general, my interviewees, looking back decades later on the period in their late teens or 

early twenties when they chose to emigrate to the city frequently presented their decision as a 

 
351 “Zhitʹ molodëzhi v sele,” Krestʹianka (Aug. 1978), 9. 
352 Zaionchkovskaia, Novosëly v gorodakh, 100. 
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choice to study or work in the city as a progressive and natural development in their lives as 

opposed to a major break. In light of the difficulties of village existence presented above, with 

unique challenges for both women and men, as well as opportunities in the city elaborated upon 

in subsequent chapters, a move to the city was actually in some sense the path of least resistance 

for village youth. This was especially true after process of granting of internal passports to 

villagers over the mid-to-late 1970s, but also true beforehand. Although it is presented by many 

as self-evident, the decision to pursue work or studies outside of one’s native village was 

nonetheless a conscious choice made as a product of inputs from various categories of 

consideration and sources of influence. While a number of decisions and postures of the Soviet 

government removed hurdles from the path of youth leaving the village, they still, ultimately, 

made a choice to pursue work and study in the city.  

The decision to leave – and, when it did not seem like too complicated of a decision, the 

formation of the overwhelming desire to do so – was typically rooted in a variety of confounded 

factors that made explicit characterization and, for that reason, study difficult. One can see this in 

the sporadic efforts to survey those leaving the village. The Central Statistical Agency of the 

RSFSR, in 1967, conducted a large-scale survey of the relatives of those who had left the village, 

reaching 2.5% of the rural population of Novisibirsk Oblast.353 (Table 2.2). In 1984, the Central 

Statistical Agency of the Ukrainian SSR was similarly moved by the decline of village 

population, particularly among youth and carried out a similar survey of those leaving (Table 

2.3), following earlier, more sporadic efforts.354 

 
353 Tatʹiana Zaslavskaia played a leading role in convincing them to do so and her center for sociological 
study based in Novosibirsk took on management responsibilities along with local organs: GARF f.A-374, 
op.36, d.7559. 
354 Inna Skvortsova, “Silʹsʹki poselennia,” 52, citing: L.A. Shepotʹko, Chelovek v agrarnoi sfere, eds. L.A. 
Shepotko et al. (Kyiv: Institut ėkonomiki Akademii Nauk USSR, 1991), 93.   
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Table 2.2: Novosibirsk Oblast Villagers’ Explanation of Relatives’  

Reason for Leaving for the City (1967)355 

Motive All 
Sex Age Education (Grades) 

M W ≤20 21-5 26≤ ≤4 5-6 7-8 9-11 

Material need 21% 17% 24% 21% 25% 17% 29% 23% 23% 10% 

Desire to study further 19% 22% 16% 32% 20% 6% 0% 0% 15% 47% 

Desire for a profession 13% 12% 15% 24% 12% 5% 4% 11% 18% 9% 

Desire to live in city 16% 18% 14% 14% 13% 20% 21% 23% 15% 10% 

Family circumstances 11% 9% 12% 1% 8% 20% 8% 13% 19% 6% 

Bad relations with kolkhoz 2% 5% 1% 1% 0% 6% 8% 4% 2% 0% 

Health reasons 2% 2% 1% 0% 1% 4% 4% 2% 1% 1% 

Other 11% 10% 12% 5% 15% 13% 8% 19% 8% 11% 

No answer 6% 6% 6% 2% 7% 8% 17% 6% 8% 1% 

 

 

Table 2.3: Reasons Given by Sumy Oblast Residents 

Leaving the Village for the City (1984)356 

Motive All 
Sex Age 

M W 16-29 30-39 40-49 50+ 

To continue studies 11% 8% 13% 16% 0% 0% 0% 

Dissatisfaction with working 

conditions 
27% 37% 18% 29% 34% 47% 3% 

Poor housing situation 11% 13% 9% 9% 22% 19% 8% 

Difficulty with private plot 8% 4% 11% 2% 6% 6% 36% 

Dissatisfaction with provisioning 6% 7% 6% 7% 5% 6% 3% 

Dissatisfaction with medical services 3% 4% 2% 2% 3% 2% 5% 

Dissatisfaction with public services 7% 8% 5% 7% 6% 8% 2% 

Dissatisfaction with cultural 

establishments 
12% 16% 8% 16% 8% 8% 1% 

Inadequacy of childcare 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 0% 0% 

Drafted (into various) 2% 3% 0% 2% 2% 2% 0% 

Per family circumstances 47% 42% 51% 35% 50% 62% 90% 

Relocation due to work 15% 16% 13% 16% 21% 13% 3% 

Other 11% 10% 12% 14% 8% 8% 4% 

 
355 Zaslavskaia and Antosenkova, “Nekotorye zakonomernosti,” Sotsialʹnye problemy trudovykh resursov 
SSSR, ed.  Zaslavskaia, 27-31. 
356 DASO, f.R-3155, op.10, spr.175, ark.3. Note: Although the survey was Republic-wide, oblast-level 
results are more thorough. A product of the highly incomplete archival records of the Central Statistical 
Agency of the Ukrainian SSR, the summary data for the Ukrainian SSR is limited to top-line figures 
[TsDAVO, f.582, op.11, spr.1960, ark.3]. This data is supposed to capture all those leaving the village for 
the city over one month in 1984. The month is unspecified, which is highly unfortunate given the 
seasonality of village out-migration. 
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The former effort in particular shows the pitfalls of this kind of survey data: Where 

should someone be categorized if they, as was so common, saw a lack of opportunities for 

anything beyond the unskilled or semi-skilled labor awaiting them in the village and so decided 

to continue their studies in the city in hopes of attaining professional qualifications so they might 

stay in the city and not live so poorly? This common scenario could theoretically fit in about five 

different categories, six if one takes into account that they might live with a relation in the city. 

The latter survey took this into account and afforded respondents the opportunity to select more 

than one option as their reason for leaving. Those in middle age were slightly more prone to 

choose multiple reasons, but all cohorts were highly prone to select “per family circumstances 

[po semeinym obstoiatelʹstvam]” as a reason for leaving. This could reflect all sorts of 

considerations including having relatives in the city, coming of age and having no place in the 

household, wanting to earn money to support relatives in the village, etc. It was also politically 

safe as it did not require any criticism of conditions. Assailing this kind of purely subjective 

survey-based methodology, Zhanna Zaionchkovskaia noted that Siberian migrants between cities 

who identified their desire to live with or near relatives in explaining their choice to move 

actually had objectively worse living conditions, meaning that this catch-all could mask 

important trends.357 

Youth were disproportionately likely to point to their desire to continue studies, 

dissatisfaction with working conditions, and dissatisfaction with cultural establishments. 

Although it was one of their main self-reported drivers of emigration, it is notable that less than a 

fifth of youth leaving the village pointed to a desire to continue their education, despite that 

 
357 Zaionchkovskaia, Novosëly v gorodakh, 130. 
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many or most of them entered the vocational schooling system.358 This may reflect that they saw 

city vocational schools as a means to an end rather than a goal in itself – a theme that will 

emerge more clearly in later chapters.  

My interviewees described a paradoxical situation where most wanted to leave the city 

(and many did) but the topic was not really discussed among teenagers. One interviewee noted 

that upon returning from military service he had to work as a mason for five months in his native 

kolkhoz before he was able to move to the city, “everyone had this goal” although the “custom 

[poriadok]” was not to talk about this.359 There was a general agreement on this point among 

those I spoke with, oddly so because many of my interviewees described how they applied to 

certain schools or workplaces with a friend or by virtue of following a path forged by relations. It 

reflects, perhaps, that, despite their increasing abundance, pathways out of the village and one’s 

future were seen as something of a family decision. 

The sense that absolutely everyone wanted to leave the village was particularly acute 

among those who were born just about 1950 and came of age around the mid-1960s.360 This 

period coincided with the early Brezhnev-era shift away from the depravations of the Corn 

Campaign and toward more investment in industry and vocational education. Consequently, the 

recent memory of difficult conditions coincided with new outlets and a quickly waning sense that 

the default course of action was to stay in the village. On the other hand, per Zaslavskaia and 

Antosenkova’s findings, acute material privation seemed to wane consistently over the course of 

 
358 This fact was lost on those conducting the survey who accepted at face value that only 10.5% of 
young adults (ages 16 to 29) leaving the village planned to continue their studies, an impossibility 
considering the scale of the predominantly rural-origin vocational school enrollment in Sumy Oblast (see 
Chapter 1): DASO f.R-3155, op.10, spr.175, ark.48-9. 
359 Ivan [b.1942] 
360 E.g., Ekaterina Timofeevna [b.1952]; Lidiia Ivanovna [b.1951]; Tamara Ivanovna [b.1951]; Vladimir 
Grigorʹevich [b.1950]. Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1954] went so far as to indicate that those coming of age 
applied to different places of work or study in a rather non-discriminating fashion. Cf. Viktor [b.1961], who 
expressed similar sentiments. 
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the 1950s into the 1960s. (Table 2.4) This could reflect regional discrepancies (corn was 

obviously not as widely planted in Western Siberia as in the greater Black Earth region). 

Alternately, the increased opportunity to leave may have turned the fact of doing so into a 

particular new fashion, forming a sort of critical mass.  

Table 2.4: Reasons Given by Novosibirsk Oblast Villagers 

 for Relatives’ Departure by Period 361 

Motive 1953-57 1958-63 1964-66 

Material needs 32% 16% 12% 

Desire to study further 21% 17% 18% 

Desire for a profession 11% 15% 12% 

Desire to live in the city 12% 17% 18% 

Family circumstances 6% 10% 20% 

Poor relations with kolkhoz admin. 0% 3% 4% 

Health reasons 18% 21% 14% 

 

There would be echoes of this overwhelming exuberance for departure well into later 

decades as Peasant Woman, for example, increasingly published stories that portrayed it is as 

brave and even rebellious to remain in the village. One example in the aforementioned genre of 

love-stories of those who chose to stay in the village describes how “By tradition at the school, 

the final bell had barely sounded and the graduates with an extended ‘H-o-o-o-ray’ raced to the 

shore of the small-water [river] Veksa … and, having bathed to their content, went to the train 

station to meet the passenger train.” 362 A woman was mocked for criticizing these youngsters’ 

exuberance for leaving the village: “You’re preaching to us [Nas agitirueshʹ]; how come you 

couldn’t hold back your own [kids]?” 363  

 
361 Zaslavskaia and Antosenkova, “Nekotorye zakonomernosti,” Sotsialʹnye problemy trudovykh resursov, 
ed. Zaslavskaia, 33. 
362 Iu. Sokolov, “Teplo zemli,” Krestʹianka (Jan. 1978), 12. 
363 Iu. Sokolov, “Teplo zemli,” 12. 
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 There were of course a number of elements of nuance regarding the question of who left 

and who did not. Aleksandr Ivanovich, who came of age around 1980, described a stratification 

in terms of gender.364 In his recollection, whether or not men stayed behind tended to depend on 

the material wealth and level of education of their parents. Those from poorer backgrounds 

would aim to become tractor mechanic-operators, while boys from better-situated families would 

aspire to leave for the city. For girls, this distinction did not exist in his recollection – they tended 

to want to leave regardless of background.365 Aleksandr Ivanovich made that point himself: 

“Though here were very good farms with automatization, regardless this was penal work 

[katorzhnaia rabota] and besides you needed to maintain a personal plot, so girls understood 

they needed a [different plan].”366 Indeed, a 1977 survey of 700 graduates of village secondary 

schools in Vinnytsia Oblast found that 63% of girls, but only 46% of boys wanted to leave the 

village (only 15% of either sex wanted to be employed in agricultural labor).367 The theory that 

mechanization had little influence of girls’ decision to leave the village is borne out by the 

statistical analysis that concludes this chapter. 

 In the course of my interviews with those who had left the village it was not common to 

hear the phrase “there was no work” or “nowhere to work” [ne bylo raboty / negde bylo 

rabotatʹ], and in a circumstance where a significant part of the village labor force was departing 

 
364 Aleksandr Ivanovich [b.1965]. 
365 Lewis Siegelbaum emphasizes in particular the heavy female representation among rural out-migrants 
of this period in his brief chapter on out-migration during the Brezhnev Era, drawing on Denisova’s 
indispensable characterization of the travails of life for village woman to explain the phenomenon. Cf. the 
findings of D.F. Hannan, writing on Irish youth in the same period: Hannan, “Migration Motives and 
Migration Differentials among Irish Rural Youth,” Sociologica Ruralis 9 (1969), 195-220; Siegelbaum, 
“The Rural Exodus” Reconsidering Stagnation, eds. Fainberg and Kalinovsky.  
366 Aleksandr Ivanovich [b.1965]. Nina Ivanovna [b.1951], for example, pointed to getting up at five in the 
morning and shoveling cow dung with pitchforks as labor she was uninterested in pursuing further. 
367 The survey was conducted by the Institute of Economics of the Ukrainian SSR: Skvortsova, “Silʹsʹki 
poselennia,” citing Shepotʹko, Chelovek v agrarnoi sfere, eds. Shepotko et al., 93.   
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for the city it might seem strange to have encountered these comments. Often, though, this was a 

shorthand way of saying that there was no desirable work. One man who initially used the “no 

work” phrasing pointed to the education he was able to receive and asked, rhetorically, how any 

work in the village should be appealing in light of it.368 Another asked rhetorically, “What would 

[one] do in the kolkhoz? Work as a tractor mechanic-operator!?”369 Another still said in the 

space of a few breaths that there was no work and that one could work as a tractor mechanic-

operator or mechanic.370 In other cases one would hear “Well, what is there in the village [e.g., a 

shcho v derevne; nu shcho v seli]?,” before the dismissive suggestion of work with agricultural 

machinery.371 What this may point to is an absence of distinction between semi-skilled and 

skilled industrial labor – instead, by comparison with the latter, the former was not work at all 

but rather toil.372 On the other hand, whether a certain labor was or was not to be considered 

“work” [rabota] in the narrow and proper sense could simply depend on how well it was 

remunerated: After pressing Nikolai Ilʹich on his “no work” comment, he elaborated: “Well in 

the kolkhoz, he in the kolkhoz – [how much] does he [earn]?... And [one] also has to work hard 

there after all and work really hard at that [tam zhe pakhatʹ nado, i prichëm khorosho 

pakhatʹ].”373 One could argue that villagers did not necessarily appreciate the difficulty of 

 
368 Stanislav [b.1945]. 
369 Ivan Sergeevich [b.1939?]. 
370 Pavel Ivanvovich [b.1951]. See also the comments of Ivan Tatara, referring to the present day: “And 
now they’re yelling, ‘The village, we have to resurrect the village!’ To what end are you going to resurrect 
it? Who is going to come here? Who? You have to work here, filth in the pigsty, filth in the cowsty? Where 
would you [even] work? If in the field then you have to work, [the] plow, seed….”: Ivan Ivanovych Tatara 
(b.1926, residing in Sursʹko-Mykhailivka, Dnipro Oblast, Ukraine [current pop.: 2,552]), Usna istoriia 
Stepovoï Ukraïny 8, 104-5. 
371 Vladimir Mikhailovich [b.1950]; Valerii Nikolaevich [b.1961]. 
372 Anatolii Ivanovich [b.1954]. One could make an argument, cribbing from Hannah Arendt, that the logic 
of Soviet rearing ascribed a transcendental function to work with technology as opposed to base, 
subsistence-oriented labor: Arendt: The Human Condition [1958], 2nd ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1998).  
373 Nikolai Ilʹich [b.1957]. 
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industrial labor that awaited them in the city, but Nikolai Ilʹich’s comments come with full 

hindsight.  

There is further indication that men were considerably more interested in questions of a 

particular wage and that this may explain their perception of what did and did not constitute 

being labeled work rather than toil. Those among my interviewees who, in explaining their 

reasons for leaving, focused on a desire for independence or not wanting to be a burden were 

generally men.374 The two women to put such concerns in the forefront spoke in terms of having 

to help their families.375 This dichotomy of attitudes, accultured on the basis of gender, recalls 

the experience of male village teenagers with paid cash work that they used to satisfy their own 

interests and needs with the plot-work of girls and women which was to the benefit of the entire 

family. 

In general, parents were generally steadfast supporters of their children’s decision to leave 

for the city, though, unsurprisingly, experiences did vary, both in terms of whether parents were 

in support or opposition (which depended more on the decade) and then in terms of the 

encouragement or insistence that they offered. Sometimes, parents were well more than 

advocates. A Vladimir Vasilʹevich for example was (fitting the pattern described above) 

concerned, following his graduation from secondary school, with earning money in order to give 

 
374 In other words the desire to be the nucleus of their own family and financial existence – to make their 
own way in some sense, in a way that had become rather traditional for a man coming of age in the 
Soviet village. Hoffman, following Frierson and Lewin, indicates that the roots of this lie in the first stages 
of the introduction of the cash economy to the village in the nineteenth century: Frierson and Lewin, 
“Peasant Family Divisions and the Commune,” Land Commune and Peasant Community in Russia, ed. 
Roger Bartlett (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 1990); Lewin, Russian Peasants and Soviet Power (New 
York: Norton, 1975); Hoffman, Peasant Metropolis, 23. 
375 Liubovʹ Aleeksevna [b.1965]; Nataliia Mikhailovna [b.1960]. Valentina Nikolaevna [b.1954] was also 
besieged by acute poverty and, thus, material concerns, but by the time she was able to leave she was 
essentially on her own. 
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him a feeling of independence. He personally would have been satisfied with working at the 

liquor plant located in the vicinity of his village of Bezdryk, but his parents instead insisted that 

he apply to the chemical technical-vocational college [khimtekhnikum] in Sumy despite his 

unserious attitude toward his studies, and had his older brother drive him to his first entrance 

exam to make sure he sat for it.376 Indeed, some parents took their children personally to the 

city.377 Tamara Ivanovna relayed that it was her mother who decided and insisted she should be a 

bookkeeper, although for reasons she cannot recall.378 Quite likely her kolkhoznik mother saw 

the kolkhoz bookkeeper – a job not infrequently held by women – as having one of the more 

prestigious and comfortable households in the village and one of her daughter’s best bets. The 

mother of Zinaida Dmitrievna also supported her daughter’s choice to study as an accountant for 

similar reasons: “it was respected work and it was not dirty in the workplace.”379 Elena 

Vladimirovna’s father, a teacher and later librarian in their native village, went so far as to take 

his daughter to speak with one of the graduates of the village school who was now residing in the 

city in order to show her  a first-hand account of the brutality of factory work and, thereby, 

dissuade her from seeking a vocational education (she ultimately graduated from the Institute of 

Culture in Kharkiv and worked as a librarian and “cultivator [vospitatelʹ]”).380 Other parents had 

a more basic understanding of what careers were more prestigious reflecting an understandable 

lack of information about the non-agricultural workplace. Vladimir Vasilʹevich, born in a 

particularly remote village did not really want to go to the city, but his father insisted that he 

should become a doctor, and failing that a ship’s engineer [inzhener teplokhoda] as people in 

 
376 Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1951]. 
377 E.g. Liubovʹ [b.1964]. 
378 Tamara Ivanovna [b.1951]. 
379 Zinaida Dmitrievna [b.1952]. 
380 Elena Vladimirovna [b.1952]. 
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these positions wore uniforms and, consequently, appeared to him prestigious.381 Sometimes, as 

in the case of the parents of Vladimir Mikhailovich, the suggestion that children leave was 

formed on the basis of a negative: something other than driving a tractor.382  

Parents would rely on a bevy of traditional sayings and exasperated metaphors rooted in 

agricultural or natural symbolism to curtly explain why their children should leave the village: 

• “If you spin your tail, you’ll be left an idiot”383 

• “Go children, don’t rot here”384 

• “To hell with these pigs and piglets”385 

• “Kids, fly away like birds [from the nest].”386 

These reflected a clear hope for better for their children which, notably, required villagers to 

condemn in some sense the lifestyle they themselves led and labor they performed. One letter 

from a village woman to her emigrant husband, collected by the KGB as part of the short-lived 

effort in the late 1950s to encourage repatriation to the USSR intoned that “Ivan works in the 

kolkhoz after having finished seven grades. Of course if you, [his] father were home Ivan would 

be able to study further. Roman too abandoned his studies prematurely on the basis of his half-

orphaned status.”387 Unlike some of the other letter-writers, Matrëna Paleeva understood that it 

was of little use to pretend that her Soviet life was particularly happy or comfortable. Quite on 

the other hand, she strove to take advantage of an attitude she hoped her husband shared that 

their role as parents was to help their children escape the toil with which they themselves were 

dissatisfied.    

 
381 Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1954]. 
382 Vladimir Mikhailovich [b.1950]. 
383 [Budeshʹ khvostom krutitʹ, ostaneshʹsia durakom]: Timofei Timofeevich [b.1945]. 
384 [Idite deti, ne gneite tut]: Aleksandra Maksimovna [b.1941]. 
385 [Na khrena tebe ėti svinʹi, porosënki]: Nikolai Alekseevich [b.1949]. 
386 [Deti letaite kak ptitsy]: Anatolii Ivanovich [b.1954]. 
387 HDA SBU f.1, op.1, spr.793, ark.18. 
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It is true that some parents were in fact opposed to their children leaving, though 

interviewees were somewhat more reluctant to share this. Ivan Sergeevich, born officially in 

1943, but probably in 1939, indicated that his parents wanted him to stay in the village according 

to tradition – that is where his forefathers had lived and toiled and that is where he should too.388 

Similarly the parents of Ekaterina saw the village as good enough for their daughter if it was 

good enough for them.389 The parents of two separate Ivans, born in 1941 and 1942, respectively, 

were also initially opposed, though they later came around.390 While tradition was sometimes the 

stated superficial reason, the underlying practical reason motivating some parents’ desire for 

their children to stay was the need for help, which varied on a case-by-case basis.391 In what is, 

in effect, a third-hand account, published by memoirist Nikolai Bozhkov, one woman’s mother 

describes how her worst fears came true when her daughter left the village:  

After the war… I worked in the logging proprietorship [leskhoz]. [I worked with] 

Marusia Ozërova. Then she went away to Kharkov. [She] rented an apartment 

there [and] found a job. She works and works and does not go home – all the time 

she’s busy, busy, she has to do laundry on weekends… And her mother, Nastia 

lived in your khutor, in Storozhevoe. [Her] mother started to become peeved 

[serchatʹ]: What’s the deal, she went away and doesn’t show her face? The garden 

needs to be weeded and so on. [It’d be good if she] came and helped [Priekhala 

by da pomogla.] [Or] at least [it would be better] if she did not promise, [as], after 

all, before her departure [oh] how she talked me into it [kak ugovarivala]… I’ll 

come back [budu priezzhatʹ], I’ll help. Then she only sent me a letter: how are 

you doing there mom? And that’s it.392  

Among my interviewees, the main cluster of those with parents most opposed to leaving were 

born just before the War. These were parents of children who came of age and left in the mid-

1950s, within very recent memory of wartime destruction and the draconian post-War Stalin Era 

 
388 Ivan Sergeevich [b.1939?]. 
389 Ekaterina [b.1952]. 
390 Ivan [b.1942]; Ivan Ivanovich [b.1941]. 
391 As mentioned by Ivan Andreevich [b.1954] and Aleksandr Ivanovich [b.1965]. 
392 Bozhkov, Skazy iz khutora Storozhevoe, 175-9. 
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taxes, though even among this population that understandably wanted all the help they could get 

they do not appear to have been in the majority in having needed to be “talked into” accepting or 

allowing their children’s departure to the city.  

Once the Stalin Era taxes moved just a bit further into the past this phenomenon seems to 

have become rarer. Just as during the earlier post-Stalin period, though, families whose children 

left in the 1960s and 1970s could sometimes be more opposed to their children leaving due to 

particular family dynamics (say fewer children or sickly or attached parents). The cancellation of 

Stalin-era taxes had both decreased the need for help but also made the situation in the village 

less desperate, two factors which counterbalanced one another to some degree, although the 

resulting recalibration of interest still weighed toward departure. Like in the case of Nastia 

Ozërova above, the idea that a child would be back to help was of some comfort to parents who 

might otherwise have been opposed to their children leaving. Ekaterina Timofeevna indicated 

that her parents prodded her to go specifically to Sumy, to which one could get by foot over the 

course of one day.393 

  My source base consists of those who did in fact leave the city for the village. With this, 

there is an understandable incentive to remember (or relay) leaving the village as a smooth 

process, particularly in the sense of one that did not cause any disturbances within the family (as 

only bad families have those, and in the village tradition it is best not to be from a bad family). 

Nonetheless, as seen above, my sources were open enough to present a number of cases where 

parents were opposed (though, obviously, not able to impose their will) for various reasons, and, 

indeed, seem to better reflect the range of attitudes than the more archivally based research 

 
393 Ekaterina Timofeevna [b.1942].  
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focused on the non-Black Earth region.394 What is more, opposition could be more latent and 

passive aggressive. One man (interviewed by a great nephew) described some lingering 

resentment among relatives in a case where one sibling left and another stayed behind, having to 

tend to aging parents on her own.395 

S.V. Chaplieva who grew up in Belgorod Oblast in the Kransogvardeysky District village 

of Zasosna and ended up the manager of the District archive expressed in a brief biographical 

note her generation’s “[gratitude] to our parents: they gave us higher education; we all became 

real people [nastoiashchie liudi]...”396 Occasionally in the local-histories of individual villages 

penned by those who lived in the given villages most or all of their lives, one sees parenthetical 

references to the jobs individuals take on in the city: Chaplieva’s brother works in Voronezh at a 

bank; “Valentina Ivanovna [from Olʹkhovatka] lives in the city of Sviatogorsk [and] works as a 

pharmacist,” etc.397 This desire to be a “real person” and pride to be found in becoming one (of 

which leaving for the city was a reflection) had a somewhat complicated place in village society. 

Although my interviewees seemed most reticent on this point, it thus occurs that even those 

leaving with the support or indifference of immediate relatives put themselves in a differentiated 

and thus potentially awkward position. In practice, expressing the desire to leave could be 

perceived as a statement about one’s beliefs in one’s own merit as in contrast with his fellow 

villagers. Anastasiia Mikhailovna, for example, described the trepidation she felt at getting 

expelled from her vocational-technical college as it would mean that she would have to return to 

the village a failure.398  

 
394 Cf. Denisova; Gorbachëv, “Migratsiia selʹskogo naseleniia.” 
395 Anatolii Daniilovich Lomonosov [b.1939]. 
396 Chaplieva, “Semʹia Khabarovykh,” Selo Zasosna, ed. Lukʹianov, 118. 
397 Chaplieva, “Semʹia Khabarovykh,” Selo Zasosna, ed. Lukʹianov, 120; Vitalii Dobritsa, Rodnoi moi krai 
(Kharkiv, Ukr.: Tochka, 2014), 99. 
398 Anastasiia Mikhailovna: [b.1948]. 
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Just as parents sought “respected work” for their children, the prestige of city work was 

very much not lost on migrants themselves. Recurrently, those migrants whose thoughts were 

captured at the time turned to a language of honor and dignity, which they found lacking in even 

skilled agricultural labor. One migrant wrote in a 1975 letter published in Village Life that: 

 We are always hearing that youth, including graduates of Agricultural Vocational-

Technical Schools do not want to stay in the kolkhoz. How are we to stay when 

there is an inattentive posture toward us, when we are insulted in both pay and 

hiring [k nam otnosiatsia nevnimatelʹno. Obizhaiut i v oplate, i v ustroistve na 

rabotu]. [Youth] leave not because they do not want to labor in the village, but in 

the largest measure because they do not see care and attention [zabota i 

vnimanie].399   

Another young migrant put it, “What above all does a modern young person search for? 

Interesting work [Interestnaia rabota]. I came to the city for interesting work. I heard that turner 

[tokarʹ] is an honorable [pochëtnaia] profession.”400 Still another, a Sonia Kashevar, who went 

through the daily ordeal of an 80-kilometer bus ride from her native village to work as an orderly 

in a Minsk hospital noted that “I would not have stayed in the village for nothing if I were forced 

to go [work] in the sovkhoz, and here you work in the city after all. There is a completely 

different attitude toward you…. the head doctor addresses us with the [polite] ‘you’ [and not 

informal ‘thou’ form] and says ‘please.’”401 It was more, in other words, than village toil that 

displeased would-be migrants. There was a quest for honor, to be taken seriously, to have a man 

in formal attire say “please.” Interviewing these young adults, Svetlana Alexievich denigrated 

this inclination as thirst for a “false sense of prestige [lozhnoe poniatie prestizhnosti],” but we 

 
399 Quoted by Denisova, Ischezaiushchaia derevnia Rossii (Chapter 1; Note. 126). 
400 Aleksievich, “Na pereputʹe,” 93. 
401 Aleksievich, “Na pereputʹe,” 93. 
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can assume such an empathetic interviewer could appreciate how desperate her interviewees 

were for this very dignity.402 

This was something of a vicious circle. The ‘best and brightest’ were more prone to 

leaving and thus leaving became associated with the best and the brightest.403 When asked to 

describe those who would stay behind, my interviewees were not always charitable. Pavel 

Vasilʹevich, for example, described combine mechanic-operator as a position that did not require 

one to think much and used this to explain why a relation that had mild brain damage from a 

childhood trauma stayed in the village to do this work.404 Similarly, when asked to characterize 

those who stayed, Nataliia Alekseevna, a self-described perfectionist and outstanding student 

recalled a girl named Dasha whom she had tutored in mathematics. Years later when visiting her 

family, Nataliia Alekseevna went into the store and found Dasha working the till. Dasha could 

not make change correctly. “Apparently I wasn’t a very good tutor,” Nataliia Alekseevna 

joked.405  

For those who left, this was the stereotype of those remaining in the village, and it was 

not particularly flattering. Those remaining likely knew this, and it explains in part the attitude 

recounted by Antonina Nikolaevna who, in childhood, lived with her grandmother in the village 

while her mother worked in the city. Villagers would chide her mother with the words “aren’t 

you a city girl anymore [a ty uzhe gorodskaia],” something Antonina Nikolaevna described as 

 
402 Aleksievich, “Na pereputʹe,” 95. 
403 While it is entirely intuitive, the general phenomenon of those migrating to cities (as opposed to other 
rural areas) being more intelligent was confirmed by a study of migrants in the Netherlands: J. Lijfering, 
“Selective migratie: een empirische studie van de samenhang tussen platteands migratie en selectie naat 
intelligentie in Nederland,” Meded. Land-Gogesch. Wageningen 68 (1968), 1-148, cited by Clout, “Rural-
Urban Migration,” Migration in Post-War Europe, eds. Salt and Clout, 43. 
404 Pavel Vasilʹevich [b.1962]. 
405 Nataliia Alekseevna [b.1951]. 
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reflecting obvious jealousy that was not taken too seriously.406 Villagers generally recognized 

that those who went off to vocational-technical schools and vocational-technical colleges were 

“smart people,”407 and this was reflected in the chiding tone of phrases like “oh look, the city one 

has come [horodskoi pryïkhav].”408 In a way somewhat reminiscent of the carnivalistic impulses 

studied by Likhachëv, the generally perceived and acknowledged prestigious status was inverted 

and used as light mockery.409 According to Elena Vladimirovna, this receded as leaving for the 

city quickly became not just normalized but predominant.410  

In summary, authorities were correct that young villagers saw their potential for 

migration in both economic terms as well as ones more conceptually complex. What they clearly 

overestimated, however, was their ability to act on potential migrants’ mindsets so as to 

counteract not only the difficult economic conditions traced herein, but also all of the other 

prevailing after-effects of ideological shifts that had introduced modern outlooks and values 

systems to the village. When editors of media targeted at youth sought to portray staying in the 

village as a heroic or romantic deed, they conceded the unpleasant aspects of such a path. 

 

A Statistical Check of Push Factors’ Significance 

While villagers and village youth in particular were generally subject to the factors 

discussed throughout this chapter, not all understood or were able to take advantage of the 

opportunities to leave or, even when they did, had the same desire to do so. Anastasiia 

Mikhailovna recalled with a moderate bewilderment a classmate, Katia Gerasimenko, who, 

 
406 Antonina Nikolaevna [b.1958]. 
407 Nataliia Alekseevna [b.1951]. 
408 Viktor [b.1961]. 
409 Eds. D.S. Likhachёv, A.M. Panchenko, and N.V. Ponyrko, Smekh v drevnei rusi (Leningrad: Nauka, 
1984). 
410 Elena Vladimirovna [b.1952]. 
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notwithstanding her outstanding success in school that earned her awards and acclaim as well as 

the opportunity to travel throughout the oblast, chose to remain to work as a milkmaid.411 

Nataliia Alekseevna, recalling her youth, struggled to reconcile what she described as strong 

inclinations toward the village way of life with her decision to leave to study and work in the 

city: “apparently I had some sort of ambitions,” she noted dryly.412 The tension between habit 

and inertia on one hand and opportunity and initiative on the other existed to some extent in 

every person who left the village (or stayed), and it is reasonable to assume the distribution of 

intrepidness among the youth of the region to be normal.413 It is also reasonable to conjecture 

that there is a relationship between the characteristics and situatedness of individual kolkhozes 

and the proportion of those who left the village. Based on the discussion throughout this chapter, 

and, thus, on both the product of my interviews which tend to alternately support and add nuance 

to Denisova’s findings, one can hypothesize a few labor-related variables that could influence the 

share of those leaving. For example, kolkhozes more oriented around milk-production and tuber-

cultivation as well as ones with weaker mechanization might be expected to have lost more 

youth due to the work being more difficult or, on the contrary, retained more youth because more 

hands were needed. 

The analysis of changes in village population based on kolkhoz characteristics needs to 

proceed in a particularly cautious fashion, relying on the most granular data possible. A 

comparison of data reflecting kolkhoz characteristics and kolkhoznik population retention at the 

district-level, for example, yields misleading results due to the reorganization of kolkhozes into 

 
411 Anastasiia Mikhailovna [b.1948]. 
412 Nataliia Alekseevna [b.1951]. 
413 With minor exceptions like the Churaevo Village Council of Belgorod Oblast whose territories were and 
are populated by a community of Old Believers that had incentive to be insular. (And retained the highest 
share of youth in the Shebekino District between 1970 and 1980.): Calculations based on figures 
presented in GABO f.R-106, op.9, d.526; 961).  
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sovkhozes, as covered in more detail in Appendix C. While individual kolkhoz reports 

themselves provide some indication of changes in population (relying at varying times on 

shifting categories like “members,” “members and their children,” “work-capable men 16-60,” 

etc., these do not provide the most sounds basis for longitudinal analysis as the categories are 

broad and make it difficult to isolate trends among those particularly likely to relocate. Rather, 

the lowest, most granular level of data available comes from the village councils, which annually 

reported to oblast and district statistical organs the population for their territory with great detail, 

separating by birth-year, gender, and kolkhoz-membership.414 Because, by and large, each 

village council tended to be associated with a particular kolkhoz (as of about 1960 one 

occasionally saw multiple kolkhozes for one village council, and as the kolkhozes were 

reorganized and consolidated into larger entities by the 1980s it was less common to see multiple 

village councils sharing a kolkhoz), it is possible to match the extremely detailed statistical data 

on population from the village councils with extremely detailed economic data from the annual 

kolkhoz reports, which by the early 1980s are more than a hundred pages long. The matching is 

sometimes made problematic: in some cases village councils are reorganized and merged with 

others; in other cases the population of a village council is split between membership in a 

kolkhoz and workers in a sovkhoz; in other cases still a village council is split between two 

kolkhozes or a kolkhoz split between two village councils. Each of these cases, though, can be 

handled in a way that does not significantly degrade the data. Where village councils are 

reorganized, annual top-line population data for each of their constituent villages allows for a 

 
414 Additionally they include members of kolkhoz families working at industrial concerns, which does not 
form a part of this analysis but theoretically could be fruitful. Oleg Gorbachëv, in fact, attempts a more 
limited analysis, but he does not securely establish the direction of causality or whether there was any 
distinction in influence with respect to whether the industrial concern was conventional city industry, a 
plant or factory located in the village (as, for example, liquor and sugar-processing plants frequently 
were), or simply sovkhozes: Gorbachëv, “Migratsiia selʹskogo naseleniia,” 170. 
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reasonable estimate of what proportion of a village council’s population shifts to another village 

council, and thus allows for an analysis in terms of a static set of boundaries. Where more than a 

nominal share of a village council’s population does not consist of family members of 

kolkhozniks, these village councils can be excluded from analysis.415 Where a village council is 

split between two particularly small, similarly-sized kolkhozes their data (e.g. livestock per 

kolkhoz member) can simply be averaged and where a particularly large kolkhoz is split between 

multiple village councils its data can be matched to each village council. 

 These assumptions and contingencies were made in performing an analysis of kolkhoz 

characteristics and their influence on population change in Shebekino and Korocha Districts of 

Belgorod Oblast, chosen primarily on the basis of their contiguousness, consistent external 

borders, and relatively consistent internal borders (only a few village councils reorganized). 

Economic data reported by 32 kolkhozes in 1972 was matched with population data of 33 village 

councils for 1970 and 1980 (1982 borders served as the basis of analysis; six of 39 total village 

councils extant in 1982 were excluded from analysis because a third or more of their residents 

were not kolkhoz members and instead worked at sovkhozes or industrial enterprises in a rural 

locale or Shebekino).416 Rather than attempting to draw conclusions about overall population 

change, this village-council-and-kolkhoz-level analysis targeted change among the population of 

three particular cohorts based on birth year.417 (Table 2.5) 

 

 

 

 

 
415 For the purposes of the below analysis, I exclude those village councils where a third or more of 
residents do not belong to families of kolkhoz members. 
416 GABO f.R-17, op.5, d.1289, 1300-1 and f.R-106, op.9, d.526-7; 745 901; 910; 961. 
417 Those born from 1961-65 were 5-9 years old in 1970 and 15-19 in 1980; those born 1956-60 were 10-
14 years old in 1970 and 20-24 in 1980; those born in 1951-55 were 15-19 years old in 1970; 25-29 in 
1980. 
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Table 2.5: Relationship Between Given Kolkhoz Characteristics in 1972 

 and Population Retention (1970-1980) for Three Age Cohorts 

 in Shebekino and Korocha Districts of Belgorod Oblast 

 

Variable in 1972 
Born 

1961-65 

Born 

1956-60 

Born 

1951-55 
Population 

Total Population +.63 +.53 +.46 

Total Kolkhoz Member Population +.63 +.46 +.39 

Ratio of Working-Age Females to Males +.15 +.10 +.09 

Cultivated Area (per working-age kolkhoznik) 

Hectarage under Cultivation -.51 -.52 -.27 

Hectarage of Ancillary Plots -.16 -.30 +.02 

Characteristics of High-Level Cadres 

Estimated Sum Tenure of Kolkhoz Chair, Accountant, and 

Control Commission Chair418 
+.00 -.41 

-.45 
 

Women among Chair, Accountant, Oversight Commission 

Chair419 
-.40 -.19 -.06 

Workdays [Chelovekodni] Worked (per working-age kolkhoznik) 

Working-Age Men, Whole-Year -.39 -.50 -.25 

Working-Age Women, Whole-Year -.34 -.55 -.28 

Teenagers up to 16, Whole-Year -.16 -.41 -.46 

All in January -.33 -.46 -.24 

All in April -.32 -.40 -.21 

All in July -.40 -.57 -.33 

All in October -.44 -.62 -.38 

Other Measures of Labor-Intensiveness420 

Cows (per working-age kolkhoznik) -.50 -.56 -.34 

Share of milking mechanized +.06 +.12 -.01 

Tractors (per working-age kolkhoznik) -.55 -.51 -.18 

Sum torque of treaded tractors (per w-a k) -.57 -.55 -.29 

Sum torque of wheeled tractors (per w-a k) -.23 -.15 +.17 

Sum torque of all tractors (per w-a k) -.43 -.34 -.16 

Yield of wheat per hectare -.08 -.05 +.08 

Yield of sugar-beet per hectare +.07 -.06 +.03 

Yield of potato per hectare -.05 -.13 -.18 

Social Amenities (per working-age kolkhoznik) 

Year-round nurseries and daycares +.23 +.60 +.47 

Seasonal nurseries and daycares -.52 -.49 -.36 

Libraries +.28 +.20 +.14 

Dining Halls -.24 -.27 -.26 

Stores +.24 +.08 +.01 

 
418 Calculated as one point per every member who was serving in role five years prior. 
419 Calculated as one point for every position (almost always accountant) that a woman held. 
420 All sum torque figures exclude Maksimovka and Surkovka Village Councils, whose kolkhozes did not 
report these figures. 
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Some of the most important variables in question for the most mobile age cohorts are 

general spatial-demographic traits of the underlying territory. The population of the underlying 

village council itself is a significant predictor of population retention. Larger village councils, 

whose centers were more developed and increasingly resembled the transitional geographic 

category “tract of urban type,” reliably lost fewer youth, with the relationship strongest among 

the youngest. (On the contrary, though, the hectarage under cultivation per working-age 

kolkhoznik was a negative predictor of retention.) The gender disequilibrium among the older 

population, meanwhile, appears to have been immaterial. For the youth of these two districts 

coming of age in the 1970s the after-effects of prior decades’ disequilibrium does not appear to 

have directly influenced their choice to leave. Finally, the hectarage of private plots too does not 

appear to have been all that significant for all the attention they are afforded by other historians 

to have examined the Soviet village. Larger plots actually correlate somewhat negatively [r = 

-.30] with the retention of those born between 1956 and 1960, which clearly does not support the 

idea that a muted assault on them in prior years would have pushed people out of the village.  

  This sample also indicates that the make-up of kolkhoz administrators may potentially 

also have been of influence. As Oleg Gorbachëv has noted, the level of democracy within the 

kolkhoz broke down as the units were enlarged.421 Jerry Hough, for his part, pointed out the 

increasing tendency to fill the chairmanship with an outsider beginning as early as the immediate 

post-War, which only accelerated in subsequent decades.422 Still, the Chair continued to play a 

major role in the practical work culture of the kolkhoz, even if it took him (or her, but nearly 

 
421 Gorbachëv, “Migratsiia selʹskogo naseleniia,” 117. Most typically complaints about Chairs were 
individual instances of abuse, which were not dependent on the level of consolidation, although one 
letter-writer to Selʹskaia zhiznʹ, whose work was then analyzed by a Komsomol committee, referred to the 
same phenomenon: RGASPI f.M-1, op.9, d.661, l.75. 
422 Jerry F. Hough, “The Changing Nature of the Kolkhoz Chairman,” The Soviet Rural Community, ed. 
Millar, 107-9. 
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always him) somewhat longer to become integrated into the kolkhoz society.423 Within this data-

set, there is a negative correlation between retention and the tenure of the three highest-level 

kolkhoz officials (the three who signed the annual kolkhoz report) for those born 1951-55 [r = 

-.45] and 1956-60 [r = -.41] yet none for those born 1960-65. This could indicate that those who 

were a bit older when they left, specifically those who did not leave directly after having 

graduated school, relied more on the goodwill of kolkhoz administrators to facilitate their exit 

(or, alternately, responded to particular ill-will). As well, there seems to be a negative correlation 

between having women in the highest positions (almost always as accountant) and the retention 

of those born in the latest group [r = -.40].  I would venture to guess that this is a coincidence, 

but there is a chance it could reflect a more open-minded culture or some other factor and these 

figures (like the others) would warrant a test of reproducibility in other districts. 

It is not terribly surprising that those kolkhozes where individuals had to work the most 

tended to bleed members. Those districts where kolkhoz members across different categories and 

situations worked the most statutory work-days [chelovekodni] per person were most likely to 

lose population, and this supports the view of migration that saw villagers as voting with their 

feet. It was those born between 1956 and 1960, who were between 10 and 14 years of age in 

1970 and 20 and 24 in 1980 for whom the relationship was strongest [between r = -.41 and -.62]. 

These were largely those did not immediately go to study in the city once they finished village 

schooling and who seemingly gave work in the village a chance and then were (or were not) 

driven out by its relative demands. These relationships were strongest with days worked per 

 
423 Anthropologist Caroline Humphrey who performed extensive fieldwork in the Buryat ASSR gives an 
account of the role of one long-tenured kolkhoz chairman, which despite its regional setting differs little 
from the takeaways we can make from Aleksandr Lukʹianov’s self-presentation in his various genre-
bending edited volumes: Humphrey, Marx Went Away, 120-4.  
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person in the month of October, which usually featured a rush to finish the harvest and where 

deficiencies in population were the most acutely felt. 

The situation was similar for other measures of labor intensiveness. With respect to both 

hectarage under cultivation per working-age kolkhoznik and cows per kolkhoznik, the more land 

or stock an individual kolkhoznik was responsible for, the more likely he or she was to leave, 

though with these figures the relationship was strongest for those born in the two latest cohorts 

[correlations with retention between r = -.50 and r = -.56]. This picture is complicated somewhat 

by a look at measures of labor intensiveness and unskilled toil versus semi-skilled blue-collar 

labor. More land per person could mean more labor – or it could simply mean more tractors (and 

thus more successful mechanization), both of which, it appears from this data, were push factors. 

More livestock per person, on the contrary, particularly cows, does not appear to have reflected 

benefits of mechanization in its influence on population retention. There appears to be essentially 

no correlation between the mechanization of milking and retention of workers, reflecting either 

that machinery was commonly inoperable or that it did not make the nature of labor significantly 

less unpleasant. We noted the case of Marusia Panina above, who did not benefit from 

mechanization of milking because it merely increased her norm.424 On the contrary, there is some 

apparently significant negative correlation between mechanization of grain cultivation as 

measured either in number of tractors or their motive power and population retention among 

youth, with particularly high correlation for more modern treaded (as opposed to wheeled) 

tractors and among the youngest two cohorts. This finding largely fits the thinking that kolkhoz 

management sensed decreasing returns to labor once technology improved, that, as suggested by 

 
424 Sletkova, et al. 
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interviewees above, non-tractor operating male hands in particular were extraneous.425 The 

finding that more mechanized kolkhozes retained fewer youth provides some support for the 

conclusion that the “preparation of mechanical-operational cadres in the village became in some 

measure a form of preparation for migration to the city,” although most directly it indicates the 

freeing of surplus labor.426  

Social amenities like stores and libraries seem to have had a middling if any effect on 

migration.427 The prevalence of dining halls, for example, was    slightly negatively correlated 

with population retention, which could reflect more-mechanized kolkhozes whose mechanic-

operators were more likely to be fed in these settings rather than nasty food. The exception to 

this was the prevalence of childcare establishments. Year-round nurseries and daycares were 

positively correlated with population retention whereas seasonal ones were negatively correlated, 

with an especially strong relationship for the cohort born between 1956 and 1960 [r = .60 and r = 

-.49]. Again, it was the group who seriously explored building a life in the village who seem to 

have been most sensitive to the obstacles (in terms of extra labor or more difficult child-rearing) 

that they faced. 

 In sum, with one strong exception, childcare availability, the strongest influences on 

population retention of youth in these two districts of Belgorod Oblast appear to have been 

 
425 Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1954]. 
426 Denisova, “Derevnia rossiiskogo Nechernozemʹia,” 447-8. 
427 Ioffe and Nefedova cite a 1982 candidate’s dissertation by Alla Igudina to the effect that “as a reliable 
predictor of rural population dynamics… local variance in availability and quality of social infrastructure is 
quite real; however, it is dwarfed by the variance in the accessibility of urban centers.” I unfortunately did 
not get to Igudina’s study but it seems intriguing – if little cited: Igudina, Sotsialʹno-geograficheskie faktory 
dinamiki selʹskogo naseleniia na territorii Nechernozemnoi zony RSFSR, 1959-1979 gg, candidate’s 
dissertation, Moscow: Institut Geografii Akademii Nauk SSSR, 1982, cited by Ioffe and Nefedova, 
Continuity and Change, 135.  
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economic.428 Kolkhozes with more mechanized agriculture had less need for workers and were 

able to let them go to the city. No such relationship extended to the mechanization of milking. 

Likewise, kolkhozes, irrespective of their level of mechanization, that were understaffed and 

demanded more work from individuals were also apt to lose population – true for livestock 

handling and in general. This is a particularly interesting set of conclusions because the efforts of 

the state toward retaining youth in the village were focused, on one hand, on improving 

mechanization in both agriculture and livestock handling to make the work more palatable, and, 

second, in building up the infrastructure of cultural and social amenities. Neither, it seems, was 

particularly suited to the task, particularly as it regarded women. 

As a final note, it is important to make the distinction that youth in this region were not 

necessarily inclined to see “the city as what is good and village as what is bad,” as Viktor 

Perevedentsev once insisted.429 This may have been somewhat more true in the case for the 

Western Siberian village, the decline of which was widely held to be particularly cataclysmic, 

but as far as I could tell from my interviews, young people were largely satisfied to frame the 

matter simply as “city as what is good,” or, when pressed, directed their ire toward 

dissatisfaction with potential working conditions as opposed to matters of lifestyle. As this 

chapter has shown and the subsequent chapter will develop further, the village could not measure 

up to the city, but that is not to say that out-migrant villagers necessarily saw their home village 

in a negative light. 

 
428 Zaslavskaia’s team had found in the late 1960s that wages were the most reliable predictor of 
departure (relative to other indicators like the number of teachers, medical personnel, film showings, etc.). 
She also suggested that living standards accounted for most of the variation in rural people’s migrationa 
patterns: Arutiunian, Sotsialʹnaia struktura selʹskogo naseleniia, 255; Zaslavskaia, “O tseliakh i metodakh 
planirovaniia migratsii selʹskogo naseleniia v goroda,” presented to the VII International Sociological 
Congress [Varna, Bul. 1970] (Novosibirsk, USSR: Akademiia Nauk SSSR, 1970), 11. 
429 Perevedentsev, Metody izucheniia migratsii naseleniia, 151. 
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My interviewees were just about unanimous in not considering their departure for the city 

as any form of “social protest” or “resistance” as has been posited for the pre- and post-War.430 

Lest we take this as a simple mechanism of nostalgia, the same sentiment is crystalized within an 

interview taken in the late 1970s by Svetlana Alexievich with an 18-year-old, Anatolii Koleda, 

on the very day that he arrived from some Belarusian village or another at the Minsk Hiring 

Bureau [Minskoe gorodskoe biuro po trudoustroistvu]: 

‘When did you come to the city?’ / ‘This morning.’ / ‘And straight here?’ / ‘Yes.’ 

/ ‘What work are you looking for?’ / ‘Any...’ / ‘You did not want to stay in the 

village’ / ‘No, I want to live in the city’ / ‘And why specifically in the city?’ / ‘I 

can gain an interesting specialty here. It is fun here [Zdesʹ veselo]. One can go to 

the theater, to the movies. There is a lot of youth.’ / ‘What were you dissatisfied 

with in the village?’ / ‘Haven’t thought about it [Ne dumal]… My dream was to 

go to the city. I want to try city life… To live independently’431 

While we can see in the letters to Village Life and those collected by the Komsomol that youth 

were sometimes dissatisfied with specific manifestations in their villages to the point of 

sufficiently great consternation that they wrote these demi-petitions, for the Black Earth region 

the general picture seems to be that young village out-migrants did not want to see their home-

village as a place of trial or persecution. Indeed, as later chapters will show, the village continued 

for most to be an extremely important place in their lives. Unlike in earlier periods, particularly 

during the shadow of collectivization, migration was not an escape so much as an opportunity, 

especially so for men.432 The following chapter explores the reasons young villagers flocked to 

the city like moths to a flame, how they, like Koleda, could be transfixed enough so as to forget 

to reflect on their present circumstances. 

 
430 Fitzpatrick and Hoffman each privilege resistance treating earlier migration (Fitzpatrick more plausibly), 
a hallmark of historical writing at the time, as do Mikhail Beznin and Tatʹiana Dimoni: Beznin and Dimoni, 
“Sotsialʹnyi protest kolkhoznogo krestʹianstva (vtoraia polovina 1940-kh-1960-e gody),” Obshchestvennaia 
istoriia 1999.3 (1999); Michael David-Fox, “Whither Resistance?” Kritika: Explorations in Russian and 
Eurasian History 1 (2000), 161-5; Fitzpatrick, Stalin’s Peasants; Hoffman, Peasant Metropolis. 
431 Aleksievich, “Na pereputʹe,” 93. [Ellipses in the original]  
432 Siegelbaum and Moch, “Escaping in Twentieth-Century Russia.” 
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Chapter 3: Modernizing the Village; Modernizing Villagers 

“the rural world must be urbanized if it is to become hospitable once more.” – Francesco Alberoni433 

Given the apparently overwhelming desire of young adults in the kolkhoz to leave the 

village for the city in order to pursue novelty and opportunity and the gulf between village and 

city that it suggests and reflects, one might be inclined to suspect significant social consequences 

or a hopelessly steep learning curve upon their arrival. It appears, though, that those new to the 

city, especially youth, were reasonably well prepared for urban life. Unlike in, say, the 

contemporary People’s Republic of China, one does not encounter stories of newcomers’ 

children defecating on the streets or otherwise besmirching urban standards of public order so as 

to create a firm and lasting urban-rural divide like that first observed by Ivan Szelényi in his 

study of Kádár Era Hungary and recently elaborated upon by Sándor Horváth for the model city 

of Sztálinváros.434 Nor does one observe the development of a permanently non-integrated 

“rurban” segment that has developed as a product of a weak state as in parts of Latin America (or 

a strong but discriminating one, as in China).435  

As will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, there were some mild frictions. Drunkenness, 

as an example, was associated with low-skilled laborers including men of village origin who 

worked on a more transitory basis in construction, but it was by no means a singularly rural 

phenomenon and authorities were generally loathe to ascribe it to those of rural origin as a group, 

 
433 Francesco Alberoni, “Aspects of Internal Migration Related to Other Types of Italian Migration,” 
Readings in the Sociology of Migration, ed. Clifford J. Jansen (Oxford, U.K.: Pergamon, 1970), 306, cited 
by Clout, “Rural-Urban Migration,” Migration in Post-War Europe, eds. Salt and Clout, 47. 
434 Horváth  Stalinism Reloaded, 80-95; Iván.Szelényi, Urban Inequalities under State Socialism (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1983). 
435 In the Chinese case it is conventionally referred to as the “floating” population lacking official 
registration. The term comes from scholars of Brazil: José Pastore, Brasília: a cidade e o homem (Sao 
Paolo: Companhia Editora Nacional, 1969), 47; Stella Maris Bortoni-Ricardo, The Urbanization of Rural 
Dialect Speakers: A Sociolinguistic Study in Brazil (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 114. 
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even within internal correspondence.436 While there is good reason to believe that stratification 

was more persistent in major metropolises, even in that case belonging continued to be 

constructed on the basis of membership withing a deserving in-group as contrasted with a 

generic mass of interlopers whose particular origins were of minimal interest.437 Smaller and less 

noteworthy cities growing rapidly at the expense of the surrounding countryside, by contrast, 

including those in the Black Earth region studied here, do not seem to have developed a rigid, 

lasting cultural divide between rural newcomers and established urbanites.  

There are a number of reasons for this, but chief among them is the significant 

penetration of the village by modern technologies and values. A century after the first significant 

efforts to create a conscious, modern and manageable peasantry as well as the eventual backlash 

to that complicated undertaking,438 the Soviet state succeeded in creating a reserve of either 

reasonably city-ready or, at the very least, Soviet-urban-modernity-compatible individuals whom 

Oleg Gorbachëv over-ambitiously calls “completely urbanized village-dwellers.”439 What might 

have otherwise been a turbulent transition to the city was smoothed not by social patterns that 

developed from centuries of migration in the hinterlands of a major metropolis, as had been 

significant in earlier eras, but rather by the concerted efforts the Soviet state, redoubled in the 

post-Stalin period, to extend its vision of modernity to the village, efforts that extended to and 

succeeded in one of the most characteristically agricultural and rural regions of the country, the 

Black Earth region.440 

 
436 Authorities did note drunkenness in venues associated with rural people (e.g. the “kolkhoz store” in 
Lebedyn), but stereotyping on this basis was scrupulously avoided: DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.65, ark.3. 
437 Emily Elliott promises to explore the evolution of this process across 1991 in a forthcoming dissertation 
titled “Migrants and Muscovites: The Boundaries of Belonging in Moscow, 1971-2002.”   
438 Yanni Kotsonis, Making Peasants Backward. 
439 Gorbachëv, Na puti k gorodu, 7.  
440 The Soviet state was not the only source of perspectives on modernity. Villagers in Western Ukraine in 
particular were more connected to the West: Matthias Kaltenbrunner, Das global vernetzte Dorf: Eine 
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 Tatʹiana Zaslavskaia, writing for a small audience of academics and planners in 1974,441 

transposed into a dense academic idiom the prevailing view of authorities – namely, a strong, 

unidirectional center-periphery model in which the village was essentially a vessel into which 

“socio-political [values]” as well as “[information] conceived … somewhat narrowly” were to 

diffuse by virtue of, on one hand, “direct [tselenapravlennye]” means of “cultivation 

[vospitanie]” and propaganda, and, on the other hand, passive means of “organic [human] 

communication [zhivoe obshchenie].” 442 Zaslavaskaia stressed the role of infrastructure, human 

and physical, for which the city-based state had full responsibility: 

The social functions of [the] exchange of information between the village and 

society are, essentially, the outfitting of the village with cadres of higher and 

middle qualifications, the minimization of cultural distinctions between the city 

and the village, the satisfaction of village spiritual demands [dukhovnye zaprosy], 

the increase of its informed-ness about socio-political events, and, 

complementarily, [its] socio-political activism… Almost all the preparation of 

cadres of middle and higher qualifications for work in the village takes place 

beyond its borders; in other words, the deciding role in the formation of these 

cadres belongs not to the village itself but to its connections with society….443  

In Zaslavskaia’s model, the village did not create information, and, instead, any means to do so 

belonged to “society,” which, implicitly, excluded the village. Elsewhere, Zaslavskaia asserted 

explicitly that “village norm-values” were objectively “weaker” as they “gradually yield[ed] to 

city [norm-values].”444 The village was thus conceived purely as an object. 

 
Migrationsgeschichte (Frankfurt am Main: Campus Verlag, 2017); William Risch, The Ukrainian West: 
Culture and the Fate of Empire in Soviet Lviv (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2011). 
441 As part of a “Working commission on the coordination of the study of tendencies of change in the 
demographic structure and social development of the village population toward 1990,” which appears to 
have attracted some attention among the nomenklatura, though I have not been able to find reliable 
information on its chartering and output. 
442 Zaslavskaia, Kompleksnaia programma issledovaniia, 50-2; 62-4. 
443 Zaslavskaia, Kompleksnaia programma issledovaniia, 50-2. 
444 Zaslavskaia, Kompleksnaia programma issledovaniia, 50-2. Zaslavskaia noted in contrast that the only 
path by which village “norm-values” could penetrate the city was “as a result of the migration of village 
residents to cities and in conjunction with the movement of their bearers.” Although the latter was an 
intriguing observation taken up by post-Soviet cultural critics of various backgrounds, no Soviet 
monograph of which I am aware examined the penetration of norm-values into the city by means of 
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Village backwardness had been assumed from the outset of the Soviet period and 

predated the Revolution both in the attitudes of Socialists and bureaucrats of the Tsarist state, 

their respective efforts to reform the village famously frustrated.445 The gradual but accelerating 

purge of Tsarist administrative infrastructure in the early-Soviet period did comparatively little to 

change the face and culture of village life and aside from the trauma of collectivization, elaborate 

efforts to change the village were limited over the course of much of Stalin’s tenure to mass 

primary schooling, the diffusion of radio, and, less significantly, under-resourced cultural 

efforts.446 Consequently, in Hoffman’s depiction of peasant migration to Moscow over the 

1930s, peasants coming to Moscow appear a decidedly unrefined clay for the industrialization 

drives of the period, which then prompted shop-floor ferment due to clashes with more 

established proletarians.447 (Indeed the most startling takeaway of Hoffman’s work is the extent 

to which his peasants look like Joseph Bradley’s nineteenth century “muzhiks.”)448 By contrast, 

and true to Zaslavskaia’s model, the Soviet state began in the post-War years, particularly under 

Khrushchev, to treat villagers less as a restive, exploitable mass and instead moved earnestly and 

rapidly to bring them into a Soviet modernity nakedly modeled on urban lifeways. Where the 

late-Imperial bureaucracy and society was thrust into a belated reformist gear by its increasingly 

 
migration. Zhanna Zaionchkovskaia omits the subject entirely in her study of newcomers to Western-
Siberian cities, even as she studies the region where village out-migration was at the time raising the 
most alarm: Zaionchkovskaia, Novosëly v gorodakh. 
445 Kotsonis, Making Peasants Backward; Esther Kingston-Mann, Lenin and the Problem of Marxist 
Peasant Revolution (New York: Oxford University Press, 1983). 
446 James Heinzen, Inventing a Soviet Countryside. Fitzpatrick privileges the lens of strife and survival in 
her analysis of the village of the 1930s. In a later work, she presents everyday life – almost exclusively in 
the city – as deeply entwined with the formation of Soviet culture. In sporadic comments on village festive 
culture in the 1930s, Malte Rolf similarly indicates the weak penetration of the village by Soviet ritual 
persisting in this decadein: Fitzpatrick, Stalin’s Peasants; Fitzpatrick, Everyday Stalinism: Ordinary Life in 
Extraordinary Times (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999); Rolf Soviet Mass Festivals, 35; 120; 133-
4. 
447 This phenomenon was observed both before and after the Revolution and in satellite countries as well: 
David Hoffman, Peasant Metropolis; Padraic Kenney, Poland: Workers and Communists 1945–1950 
(Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1997). 
448 Bradley, Muzhik and Muscovite. 
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unavoidable encounter with its rural-origin masses, Soviet authorities after Stalin went to their 

rediscovered rural population with a by-then well-established cultivating framework without 

significantly adapting it.449 

Cultural theorists, some of whom were also considered sociologists despite that their 

work little resembled the methodology of Zaslavskaia and Perevedentsev,450 argued still more 

fervently for culture as a means to an end – the reshaping of village people into modern Soviet 

citizens – explicitly invoking Bolshevik mainstays like Lunacharsky and, of course, Lenin 

regarding the leadership [shefstvo] of the city over the village as something of a charitable 

endeavor and righting of historical wrongs.451 The focus of attention for these efforts were, 

pragmatically, the youngest generations who were perceived as more malleable. Iu.A. 

Aratiunian, for example, in what was despite its relatively small print-run a particularly 

frequently cited and influential work on sociocultural aspects of the village pointed specifically 

to “secondary education [as sort of] [kak by] catalyz[ing] the socio-cultural growth of the 

population, which frequently ma[de the population’s socio-cultural level] as if outside of the 

village [kak by vne sela].”452 Noticeably, Zaslavskaia and Aratiunian, two leading voices in the 

 
449 Bradley, Muzhik and Muscovite, 1-2. 
450 Regarding the vicissitudes of Soviet sociology, the most significant works include a chapter by Jeffrey 
W. Hahn, penned in 1977, whose perceptive reading of published Soviet sociology has withstood the test 
of time particularly well, as well as the more partisan account of Vladimir Shlapentokh, a sociologist 
aligned with the Perevedentsev group who was exiled into disfavor and dissidence and then himself 
defected to the West: Hahn, The Role of Soviet Sociologists in the Making of Social Policy,” Social 
Scientists and Policy Making in the USSR (New York: Praeger, 1977), 34-58; Shlapentokh, The Politics of 
Sociology. 
451 Anatolii Bondarenko and A.T. Kolotov each quote Lenin’s dictum that “The city, under capitalism, gave 
the village that which perverted [the village] politically, economically, morally, physically, etc. Our city is 
itself beginning to give the village exactly the opposite”: Bondarenko, Likvidatsiia sushchestvennykh 
razlichii v urovne kulʹtury mezhdu gorodom i derevnei (Moscow: Myslʹ, 1968), 59-60; Kolotov, “Kulʹturnoe 
razvitie sovetskoi derevni,” Stroitelʹstvo kommunizma i problemy kulʹtury, eds. Aleksandr Maslin and 
Arnolʹd Arnolʹdov (Moscow: Akademiia Nauk Institut Filosofii, 1963), 312-4; 319; 326-32. 
452 Arutiunian, Sotsialʹnaia struktura selʹskogo naseleniia, 159 cited by Mikhail Afanasʹev, “Sviazʹ 
ėkonomiko-geograficheskikh faktorov s rasprostranënnostʹiu chteniia na sele,” Sotsiologiia i psikhologiia 
chteniia, ed. V.D. Stelʹmakh (Moscow: Kniga, 1979), 25. 
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discussion of village society writing from somewhat different methodological orientations, both 

emphasized a link between the lack of knowledge and lack of culture, each assuming that 

traditional habits were congruent with ignorance. 

As a product of this passive and needy image of the village, the Khrushchev and 

Brezhnev periods saw a concerted effort by Soviet policymakers to elevate the “socio-cultural” 

level of the village through the twin means of improving living conditions through the 

introduction of goods and infrastructure and likewise the modern patterns of thinking and 

behaviors that they would then facilitate. The correspondence between these two aims was never 

perfect, and the efforts directed at the latter aim had unwanted effects in the common 

circumstance that the former was lacking, including disaffection and departure.  

The post-Stalin era was of course not the first in which efforts were made to improve (or 

portray the improvement of) the culture of village life as propaganda from the 1930s, for 

example, did not leave villagers out of the depiction-assertion that life had become merrier.453 

Only after Stalin, though, is there significant evidence that lifestyles of the average village 

resident began to resemble and be driven by the same concerns as those of city-dwellers. Various 

media of influence predicated in no small part on the consummation of the long march of 

electrification, mostly completed by 1970, helped inculcate the younger generations of the 

village population in the ideologies and habits – including leisure pursuits, political 

understandings, and procurement rituals in a monetized economy distorted by extensive 

gatekeeping and rent seeking – common to urbanites whose Soviet project they increasingly 

shared on a more level platform.  

 
453 Fitzpatrick, Stalin’s Peasants; Oja, “From Krestianka to Udarnitsa.” 
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The efforts to improve living standards and culture in the village were always something 

of a half-met promise that did more to advertise the benefits of modern Soviet living more easily 

delivered in the city. While it was typical to note that village outmigration could be stimulated by 

its “cultural lagging,” the observation that it could be counterproductive to introduce modern 

conceptions of life into the village without commensurate infrastructure, and, moreover, that this 

had been occurring, was made widely only in the late 1980s, far after the vitality of the Soviet 

state had peaked, and it was to some extent a prelude to the conceptual rejection of the project of 

regulating population movement.454 (On the contrary, one influential writer to whom official 

imprimatur could be ascribed asserted that “research [indicated] that [in the village] the pace of 

the growth of the level of material well-being [was] significantly greater than the pace of the 

growth of culture”.)455 These statements were made largely in passing and transitioned into 

received wisdom without being properly illustrated or analyzed.456 

What did the “urbanization of consciousness” actually look like in practice? What was 

the “information” that villagers encountered? How stark was the gap between expectation and 

reality? Could the village ever be enough? In the course of answering these questions, it becomes 

necessary to explain the near-sudden materialization of a class of uncompromising rural citizens, 

unwilling to settle for anything less than what was practically impossible to deliver. Indeed, the 

 
454 Iurii Arutiunian, for example, wrote in 1987 that “In many oblasts of the RSFSR where the ‘urbanization 
of [village residents’] consciousness’ outstrips the urbanization of their midst [operezhaet urbanizatsiiu ikh 
sredy], their proclivity toward migration to the city from the village is usually higher than in Estonia, which 
speaks to the well-known distinction among the concrete manifestations of phenomena common to these 
republics”; Arutiunian, “Natsionalʹno-regionalʹnaia spetsifika,” 76-7; Perevedentsev, Sovremennaia 
migratsiia, 68. 
455 Bondarenko, Likvidatsiia sushchestvennykh razlichii (Moscow: Myslʹ, 1968), 37-8. 
456 Viktor Perevedentsev argued in 1989 that literary treatments had often been superior to scholarly ones 

noting a journalistic sketch by Iurii Chernichenko in Novyi mir that described economic reforms as 
contributing to outmigration, but this was in an essay primarily lamenting the turn away from rye: 
Perevedentsev, Kakie my? Skolʹko nas?, 76-7, citing Chernichenko, “Rzhanoi khleb,” Novyi mir 1968.11 
(Nov. 1968), 177-207. 
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rapidity and penetration with which the state introduced new conceptions (coupled with the 

expansion of the practical means to leave as treated in subsequent chapters, 4 and 5), helped 

produce a widely shared inclination toward the city among youth and near panic among their 

parents that rendered impotent countermeasures aimed toward the retention of youth including 

substantive improvements to village infrastructure and ideological efforts seeking to elevate the 

prestige of agricultural labor. In having succeeded in “urbanizing” individuals to the extent that 

they were able to function in the city with relatively minor adjustments (see Chapter 6), the state 

rather suddenly held up a startling “utopian mirror” from which villagers positively recoiled.457 

 

Eroding the Boundary between Village and City 

At least since the middle of the nineteenth century, the intelligentsia of what was then the 

Russian Empire and later the Soviet Union approached the village as a symbol of an imagined 

heritage needing to be either dramatically reformed or meticulously preserved. Particularly amid 

those crises where the fear of or dissatisfaction with reform has swung the pendulum toward 

preservation, there has been a tendency to perceive the village as thoroughly separate from the 

city.458 Kathleen Parthé, in the most significant English-language work on the village prose 

literary movement referred to this perception as that of a “historically magical boundary” 

 
457 A number of scholars, primarily scholars of literature (including village prose) have used the term 
“utopian mirror” without any obvious shared antecedent. E.g.: Kovtun, “Derevenskaia proza" v zerkale 
utopii; Thomas Moylan, Scraps of the Untainted Sky: Science Fiction, Utopia, Dystopia (New York: 
Routledge, 2019); Christine Rees, Utopian Imagination and Eighteenth-Century Fiction (New York: 
Routledge, 2014), 123; Lucy Sargisson, Contemporary Feminist Utopianism (New York: Routledge, 
1996), 40. 
458 Slavophile ideology relied heavily on the idea that the village was still pure enough to have preserved 
the traits inherent in the people [narod], the neo-traditionalist demi-serfdom that followed collectivization 
was premised on sealing the village, and the village prose literary movement that Yitzhak Brudny has 
persuasively situated within the rebirth of populist nationalism morphed over the course of the 1960s and 
1970s away from a focus on reform and toward a lament for a village that was removed from Soviet 
modernity in space as in time: Brudny, Reinventing Russia; Fitzpatrick, Stalin’s Peasants; Hoffman, 
Peasant Metropolis. 
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between village and city.459 The stubborn psychological boundary between the intelligentsia and 

villagers, however, whether in the politics and literature of the nineteenth century or twentieth, 

should not be confused with the actual boundary between the city and the village.  

As long as there had been cities in the Rus lands, there was communication and exchange 

between them and the countryside, but, by the late-Soviet period, the boundary had become 

particularly degraded nearly everywhere. For one thing, the steady urbanization that proceeded 

over much of a century meant that this threshold was permanently crossed by something like a 

hundred million people over the course of the Soviet period. Moreover, this migration was not a 

unidirectional single-event. The revolving door became only more significant in latter decades of 

the Soviet period as organized recruitment drives, deportations, War, and other major 

socioeconomic dislocations planned and unplanned faded in significance.460 In the Black Earth 

region specifically, its cities expanding rapidly at the expense of the rural population in the 

second half of the twentieth century, labor recruitment was focused on developing city industry 

and infrastructure locally.461 Due to a quickly and vastly improved transportation and road 

infrastructure that included an order-of-magnitude increase in traffic over the course of two 

decades, both villagers and newcomers to the city increasingly had the means to move back and 

forth between village and city, expanding greatly the regular communication of information, 

values, culture, and material goods across a boundary that was by then magical at most in its 

great permeability. 

 
459 Parthé, Russian Village Prose, 5. 
460 Liubov Denisova points out the decline of the recruitment drives and the significance thereof for the 
physical and social mobility of rural women: Denisova, Rural Women, 55-64. 
461 In 1970, for example, the Sumy Oblast division of the Ministry of Organized Recruitment and 
Resettlement of the Ukrainian SSR oversaw the routing [napravlenie] of 4047 workers, 46% of whom 
went on to work in Sumy itself, 21% elsewhere in Sumy Oblast, 31% elsewhere in Ukraine (mostly Kyiv 
City and Oblast), and only 2% to a major ongoing project (the continuing expansion efforts of the Ministry 
of Construction of the Kazakh SSR): TsDAVO f.4626, op.3, spr.504, ark.13-5. 
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 The erosion of the boundary between village and city meant that many villagers had a 

relationship with the city from their early youth.462 One of the more common ways for a rural 

child to have contact with the city was via the marketing of goods produced by the family, 

typically meat and produce from the family’s private plot. Animal products: milk, eggs, poultry 

and other meat were particularly viable as they attracted good prices that made their ferrying 

efficient, although the improvement of transportation increasingly made the sale of vegetables 

attractive as well.463 This home production ranged to other goods. One man I spoke with, Ivan 

Sergeevich, recalled picking a moonlit night several times a month to trek by bicycle or sled 

(depending on the season) from his native village of Baironsʹka to the then-small city of Romny 

to sell samogon for his mother at market.464 A teenager on a bicycle showing up at the market 

with bottles of spirits without the consideration that this should phase anyone is an interesting 

baseline for the waxing and waning anti-alcohol campaigns. As a Vladimir Vasilʹevich who had 

worked for a local section of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in nearby Sumy explained to me, 

there was just not enough manpower to worry about such things, and the archival record seems 

to support this.465 F.M. Vetlugin, the director of the market in Lebedyn, for example, complained 

at a 1961 meeting of the city council that the “kolkhozes of our district do not participate much 

[malo prinimaiut uchastie] in trade at our market, and most trade is by speculators,” referring to 

individuals marketing the produce of their plots.466  

 
462 One study of France in the same period finds that 77% of migrants had visited relatives or gone on 
holiday in the city. It would very much appear that the figure was higher in the USSR.: Clout, “Rural-Urban 
Migration,” Migration in Post-War Europe, eds. Salt and Clout, 43, citing J. Pourcher, “The Growing 
Populations of Paris,” Readings in the Sociology of Migration, ed. Jansen, 179-202. 
463 Vladimir Mikhailovich [b.1950]; Elena Vladimirovna [b.1952]. 
464 Ivan Sergeevich [b.1939?]. 
465 Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1951]; DASO, f.R-2461, op.3, spr.65, ark.48-50. 
466 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.71, ark.2. 
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 In short, many village youth were introduced early to the city specifically in context of 

the secondary market, tolerated for agriculture specifically by Khrushchev and still more broadly 

by Brezhnev, one of most significant economic institutions of the late-Soviet period.467 And they 

were hooked: Ekaterina Timofeevna, from the particularly underdeveloped Krasnaya Yaruga 

District of what is now Belgorod Oblast, recalled sleeping on top of her family’s produce so that 

her parents would not forget or neglect to take her with them to market in the morning.468 The 

city was appealing to rural children and teenagers in part because it presented a change of pace, 

but also because it was a comparative land of plenty. The “little deal” was a complement to 

already well-established acquisitive socialism, and for younger children the city’s most 

compelling temptations included things like soda water, ice cream, and properly-fitting clothes 

and shoes, special treats and necessities alike, with an increasingly blurry line between them. 

Quite common was a yearly jaunt to the city specifically to buy growing children a new suit or 

dress for the beginning of school. 

 Rural youth in these years were also brought to the city in the context of cultural activity 

like school and Komsomol organized trips, including those inspired by an ideologically loaded 

expedition movement (constructed as “turizm”) that combined elements of hiking, camping, and 

literal tourism, which could range from backpacking trips to simple school field trips.469 At the 

 
467 Millar, The Little Deal: Brezhnev’s Contribution to Acquisitive Socialism,” Slavic Review 44.4 (1985), 
696-7. 
468 Ekaterina Timofeevna [b.1948]. 
469 While Anne Gorsuch emphasizes the sort of international and domestic tourism closest to conventional 
English understanding of the term, the turizm spoken of here paralleled the popular “Expeditions of the 
Daring [Expediţiile Cutezătorii]” practiced among Romanian pioneers, which Diana Georgescu depicts as 
an impactful effort to “[engage urban and rural youth] directly with state structures [in pursuit of] some of 
the inextricably-linked socialist and national values the regime promoted.” Similarly, Cristofer Scarboro 
finds regarding Bulgarian internal tourism under Zhivkov that “Newly socialist Bulgarians were 
encouraged by the state to commune with nature, to grow to love the land and its transcendent beauty, to 
visit important industrial sites in order to fully apprehend the accomplishments of socialism (which had 
created these opportunities for leisure) and to imbibe a properly socialist appreciation for nation.” See 
Kirill Bardin’s manual for leaders and participants, printed in multiple editions and large print-runs, the 
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fringes of this very broadly defined movement, groups of primary schoolers ventured to city 

parks and other attractions to enjoy a manicured version of the nature in which village children 

were immersed on a regular basis.470 The persistent Soviet concern with cultivating kulʹturnostʹ 

(lit. cultured-ness) meant that students might also be taken to the oblast center to visit a museum 

or see a theater performance.471 Other outings were meant specifically to inculcate within 

children the particular elements of Soviet dogma privileged at the time. In one such trip 

chronicled by a local newspaper, “A joyous crowd, the upperclassmen of the secondary school in 

Budylka [village] set out for the city of Lebedyn. Here [they] visited the local history museum, 

spent time near the monuments to the martyrs of the Revolution, partisans, and Soviet soldiers” 

before listening to a veteran tell them about his wartime experiences and taking a photograph 

with him.472 Youth camps would also, occasionally, be sited in district centers, particularly in 

more rural districts (where they tended to have the opposite directionality in more urban ones).473 

 Apart from day-trips to nearby towns and cities, students with the highest grades or exam 

scores were treated to trips to the major Soviet metropolises, which served to broaden the 

horizons of the most promising, who often already had a more cosmopolitan worldview than 

their peers on account of parents working in the white-collar professions. One of my interview 

 
substance of which reflects a politicized “backpacking”: Kirill Bardin, Azbuka turizma (O tekhnike 
peshekhodnykh puteshestvii) Posobie dlia uchitelei, rukovoditelei turistskikh pokhodov so shkolʹnikami, 
2nd ed. (Moscow: Prosveshchenie, 1981); Anne E. Gorsuch, All This Is Your World: Soviet tourism at 
home and abroad after Stalin (New York: Oxford University Press, 2013); Anne E. Gorsuch and Diane 
Koenker, eds., Turizm: The Russian and East European Tourist under Capitalism and Socialism (Ithaca, 
N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2006); Diana Georgescu, “Small Comrades as Historians and 
Ethnographers: Perfomativity, Agency, and the Socialist Pedagogy of Citizenship in Ceauşescu’s 
Romania, 1969–1989,” Slavic Review 78.1 (2019), 75 & 77; Scarboro, “Living Socialism,” 173. 
470 Valentina Grigorʹevna [b.1954] 
471 Aleksei Andreevich [b.1957] 
472 O. Zahorulia, “Pokhid starshoklasnykiv,” Budivnyk komunizma (Lebedyn, Ukr.), 29 Jan., 1966, 3. 
473 Oleksandr Nikiliev gives an example of such a camp in the Shchors (currently Snovsk) district of 
Dnipropetrovsk (Dnipro) Oblast as early as 1955, though he notes it served relatively few children: 
Nikiliev, “Silʹsʹka shkola Ukraïny v 1950-kh – seredyni 1960-kh rr.: realiï stanu ta funktsionuvannia,” 
Chornomorsʹkyi litopys 5 (2012), 178. 
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subjects recalled being taken to Kiev while another went to Moscow and listed off a lengthy 

array of important sights and venues, a trip that clearly left an impression.474 We can assume 

(and my interviewees confirmed) that these students returned to the village with vivid stories of 

the world beyond the hypothetically magical boundary. Rather than just leave their children to 

the cultivational efforts of the school, those who worked in professional, white-collar positions in 

rural areas were also particularly likely to take their own children into the city, with the specific 

intent of socializing them to city life and culture. Galina Konstantinovna, the daughter of a 

sugar-processing chemist was herself taken to Moscow at 12, where she was able to see Maya 

Plisetskaya, allegedly a distant relative, perform at the Bolshoi.475 Anatolii Ivanovich’s 

accountant father would take him into nearby Olevsk and Zhytomyr just to walk around or to eat 

at a restaurant, aiming to generally acclimate him with life outside the village for what he 

interpreted as the sake of broadening his horizons.476  

 Village parents who did not work white collar jobs were far less likely to bring their 

children into the city for reasons other than marketing agricultural goods or purchasing 

necessities but that does not mean that their children necessarily suffered a lack of exposure to 

the city. Traditionally large village families meant that a close relative who might not have been 

a ballerina performing at the Bolshoi nonetheless lived in a nearby city and could invite young 

nephews, cousins, or siblings for visits. Anna Grigorʹevna’s older brother, for example, would 

invite her to come into neighboring Lebedyn to see the circus or visit the dance-ground 

(tantsploshadka) at the park.477  

 
474 Vladimir [b.1952]; Viktor [b.1951]. 
475 Galina Konstantinovna [b.1946]. 
476 Anatolii Ivanovich [b.1954]. 
477 Anna Grigorʹevna [b.1948]. 
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 Finally, the expansion of traffic between village and city meant that migrants returning 

for visits had an influence on the worldview of rural youth that significantly reinforced the 

cultural efforts of the state. While workers at the club strived to “create a collective” for the 

purposes of enlightening activity, some of the most influential bearers of culture at the club were 

youth coming home from the city on the weekends for dances whose mere wearing of “better-

made pants” was significant enough to be remembered many years later.478 Anastasia 

Mikhailovna, meanwhile, recalled from her early youth a relative coming from nearby Shostka (a 

city of less than 40,000 at that point) in the following litany of observations: She would bring 

back candy and pastries. She smelled nice. She was ornately dressed. Her hands were delicate 

and unworn. She brought back seeds for very pretty flowers. And she spoke Russian (as opposed 

to Ukrainian): “It’s as if she put civilization in my mind…. I thought all women who smell nice 

and have nice hands and are well put together speak Russian.”479 Due to the influence of this 

relative as much as her own curiosity, she was living permanently in the city just two years later. 

As did others, she came back to the village on a weekly basis. 

 The significance of the economic and social connections noted above is underscored by 

the sheer scale of traffic between village and city, and, particularly, its rapid evolution. Figure 

3.1 depicts the development of the “peri-urban [prigorodnyi/prymisʹkyi]” bus network in Sumy 

Oblast over the course of the 1960s, with snapshots for 1961, 1966, and 1971.480 Each line 

segment represents a bus line operating in the given year between a city (or tract of city type) and 

 
478 Vladimir Pantaleimonovich [b.1952]; Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1951]. 
479 Anastasiia Mikhailovna [b.1948]. According to Laada Bilaniuk, speaking Russian was sometimes 
referred in Ukrainian-speaking villages as “speaking city [po horodskomu]”: Contested Tongues: 
Language Politics and Cultural Correction in Ukraine (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2005), 91. 
480 In the Ukrainian SSR, this was aided by the requisitioning of bus stock from most industrial and service 
concerns in the early 1960s: Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the Ukrainian SSR #1771 [29 Oct. 
1960]: DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.223, ark.14; spr.321, ark.15. Note also: Resolution of the Council of 
Ministers of the USSR #559 [20 Dec. 1962]. 
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village, with thicknesses corresponding to how frequently a given line was traversed.481 

Unfortunately the individual bus line data is not available for further years, but summary data is 

also available for 1976, and so we know that over the fifteen years between 1961 and 1976 the 

number of city-to-village bus lines more than tripled, from 113 to 345, their officially recorded 

ridership more than quadrupling, from 6.3 million to 34.5 million, despite that the village 

population of the Oblast had declined significantly in absolute terms.482 

 

Figure 3.1: Expansion of the Village-to-City Bus Network in Sumy Oblast over the 1960s483 

 

  All the typical caveats about the quality of this data apply. While the number of bus lines 

is almost certainly accurate, administrators had some incentive to inflate passenger counts to 

show ridership growth. Conversely, audits regularly found that bus drivers and ticket-takers (at 

various times the same person or different people) carried passengers “off the books” as a matter 

 
481 The thinnest lines represent between 2,500 and 22,500 passenger-trips completed over the course of 
the given year; the median-thickness lines represent between 122,500 and 202,500 passenger-trips; the 
thickest lines represent between 562,500 and 722,500 passenger-trips. Note: a logarithmic scale (base 2) 
is used. This makes the less-traversed lines prominent enough as to be visible.  
482 DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.199; 366; 590; 812. 
483 DASO: f.R-3483, op.1, spr.199; 366; 590. Note the decline of the Konotop node between 1961 and 
1966 as others expand, reflecting a reassignment of existing bus stock in addition to the bringing online of 
new stock. Note also that the Lebedyn node is missing about ten lines in the first image due to a data-
collection error on my part. For similar reasons, a few village-to-village routes, mostly in Nedryhaylov 
District, are included in the data.  

1961 1966 1971 
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of course, which would actually cause a significant undercount, as would buses loaded with 

“three times as many people” as intended, packed so tight “you could not breathe.”484 

 Accepting these numbers at face value for the sake of argument, we see over these fifteen 

years an increase from 6.3 million trips between village and city given a rural population of 

about 1.0 million people (according to the 1959 census) to 34.5 million such trips given a rural 

population of about 0.7 million (according to the 1979 census).485 This translates to an increase 

from about 3 round trips annually per village person at the turn of the 1960s to around 25 round 

trips annually by the mid-1970s (adding in “peri-urban” railway trips, these figures are 4 and 27). 

A slightly different scheme of data-collection beginning in the 1980s suggests that half of bus 

trips along village-city lines may have begun and terminated in different village locales along the 

given line (unlike rail trips, which only very rarely were taken between villages), making these 

figures 1.5 village-to-city round-trips per rural person in 1960 to 12 in 1976 (2.5 to 17, including 

rail trips).486 Vitally, these are average figures and include those among the older generations of 

the rapidly aging village population who were well more sedentary as well as those who worked 

in the city but lived in the village. 

 
484 And even auditors themselves were also sometimes corrupted: DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.190, ark.18-
19, 69; spr.321, ark.73; TsDAVO f.4626, op.3, spr.290, ark.41; Aleksandra Maksimovna [b.1941]. 
485 There were about an additional 1.5 million round-trips by rail in 1961 (with an estimate for the missing 
month of December); 2.6 million in 1966; 3.2 million in 1971 and 3.4 million in 1975 (data after 1975 
unavailable for rail): DASO f.R-7628, op.1, spr.12; 93; 178; 229. 
486 At the all-Soviet level, there were around 750 million round-trips categorized under “peri-urban” bus 
networks in 1960 and 2.7 billion by 1970. By 1980, there were 6.1 billion. Incidentally, for 1980, we have 
the first break-out of individuals transported “within village areas [v selʹskoi mestonsti],” which represent 
about half of these trips. Given that “inter-city [mezhdugorodnye]” trips were already categorized 
separately from “peri-urban [prigorodnye],” this subset of “peri-urban” trips likely refers to trips that started 
and terminated in village locales along the same line (even though the line may have continued to the 
city). In addition, there were 1 billion “peri-urban” trips by rail in 1960, growing to 1.5 billion in 1970 and 
1.9 billion by 1980, far fewer of which were “within village areas”: Transport i sviazʹ SSSR: Statisticheskii 
sbornik (Moscow: Goskomstat, 1990), 50.  
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 Irrespective of the specifics (which it would be foolish to attempt to ascertain anyway 

given the imprecise nature of the data-collection), there is good evidence for a significant and 

rapid change of about an order of magnitude, from a small handful of trips per villager per year 

to one every fortnight or month. This of course varied with individual and season and it is 

unclear whether village individuals more often visited the city or were visited by city-dwellers.487 

Putting aside the matters of individual and age differences, seasonality, and the question of 

whether there was more travel to the city or in the reverse direction, which we cannot resolve 

soundly based on the data, the larger point remains. My interviewees did not mislead me when 

they claimed to be going back regularly to the village.488 Indeed, the phenomenon appears to be 

absolutely staggering in scope (and the rapidity of its development) and had obvious 

consequences for the diffusion of goods, knowledge, and values into the village as well as the 

emergence of a subset of people who maintained lives that transcended the boundary between 

village and city.489 The product of the associated avenues of exposure was that for many village 

youth, the city and its amenities were not at all unfamiliar and neither were contemporary ideas 

about Socialist leisure or consumption.  

 
487 Quarterly data for all bus trips in Kharkiv Oblast (apparently excluding the City of Kharkiv, which had a 
separate affiliate of the all-Ukrainian Productive Administration of Automobile Transport) suggests that 
seasonality due to both individual preferences and “impassibility [bezdorozhʹe]” in the winter and spring 
months was a consistent issue. For 1955, trips in the first quarter, when roads were at their worst, 
suggested that the bus network was operating at around 61% capacity of its third quarter peak. For 1960 
this was 71%; for 1966 65%; for 1970 77%: DAKhO f.R-5922, op.1, spr.161, ark.7-10; spr.282, ark.1-2; 
spr.482a, ark.2; spr.628, ark.12. Ioffe and Nefedova go so far as to assign to “bezdorozhʹe” agency in 
having caused depopulation: Continuity and Change, 133. 
488 Those most emphatic about this were born around 1950 and later, which makes sense given the rapid 
expansion of the public transportation network. Elena Vladimirovna [b.1952] commented on how quickly 
this changed the dynamic of village life as well as migration patterns. 
489 For the Ukrainian SSR at least Sumy Oblast does not appear to be an outlier. Suitable data for a 
longitudinal analysis of the “peri-urban” bus-network of Kharkiv Oblast has not been preserved, but 
villagers in other Oblasts speak of a similar expansion of bus service after the 1950s that significantly 
changed villagers’ mobility and functional distance to the city: Ivan Ivanovych Harmash (b.1927, residing 
in Hrozove, Vasylivka District, Zaporizhzhia Oblast, Ukraine [current pop.: 147]), Usna istoriia Stepovoï 
Ukraïny 1, 111; Hryhorii Kuzʹmych Bilych (b.1928, residing in Chuborivka [currently Fedorivka], Polohy 
District, Zaporizhzhia Oblast, Ukraine [current pop.: 2,214]), Usna istoriia Stepovoï Ukraïny 7, 17. 
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Habits of Home and Market 

 Amid what remained difficult toil, living conditions in the village after Stalin improved 

significantly, owing in particular to the salary reform that had guaranteed not only steady pay but 

at a wage that was no longer an order of magnitude less than that available in the city (and one 

that could even approach competitiveness for men). As became painfully obvious in retrospect, 

improving living standards did not succeed in keeping most youth in the village. This 

improvement did definitely succeed, however, in altering the relationship of kolkhozniks with all 

manner of goods – and even each other. As local historians writing about the village of 

Skorodnoe in Belgorod Oblast found, “Along with material abundance [dostatok] there appeared 

negative phenomena [negativnye iavleniia] [in the late 1960s]: people began to live in a more 

self-contained way [bolee obosoblenno], [their] simplicity [prostota] began to disappear, [along 

with their] openness, naïveté, and friendliness of bygone years when all were equally poor.”490 

The surpassing of pre-War living standards was coupled with the introduction of new objects and 

technologies that rapidly expanded the breadth of the kolkhoznik household’s wealth beyond a 

handful of basic possessions and mirrored a well-chronicled broader Soviet turn to consumption 

and the complex patterns of procurement that it entailed. 

Many of those to have approached the topic of the Soviet village have made some 

reference to James Scott’s chronicle of peasant rebellion in Southeast Asia, in particular the 

finding that the barometer of peasant mood writ large is based in the ability to subsist rather than 

 
490 Adonin, Agafonov, and Lysykh, Iz istorii sela Skorodnoe, 302. The rise of concern over “individualism” 
in the village has a long history, going back to least to Slavophile consternation over the threat to 
“narodnostʹ [popular-ness]” posed by the division of peasant households and later leaving the Bolsheviks 
vexed by the peasantry as it existed: Cathy A. Frierson, “Razdel: The Peasant Family Divided,” Russian 
Peasant Women, eds. Farnsworth and Viola, 75-6 & 79 (my thanks to the Lauinger Library user who 
highlighted and underlined relevant passages in Georgetown’s copy); Esther Kingston-Mann, Lenin and 
the Problem. 
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accumulate.491 The ideal of subsistence was heavily informed by habit and tradition and 

departures from this continued to be met with great scorn. The most relevant example of this is 

the fall-out from the Corn Campaign. The Khrushchev years were associated by my interviewees 

not with the acceleration of the campaign to bring electricity to the village or expansion of 

salaried pay as a focus on accumulation might suggest,492 but rather primarily with the 

disappearance of wheat and rye breads in favor of ones based on corn-meal, a product of the 

latter’s general abundance due to the campaign to grow corn as well as laws specifically aimed at 

increasing its use in the production of food.493 A number of my interviewees recall going in 

childhood to the city to buy non-corn-based bread for their families at great distances. Nikolai 

Alekseevich, for example, described 1961 as a year of hunger when he along with his sister 

trudged 15km in the snow to the nearest city carrying twelve loaves back with them, one of 

which he ate on the way to his mother’s displeasure.494 In the village itself, Aleksandr Efimovich 

recalled bread being cut and weighed as carefully as meat was, while more enterprising shop 

owners would simply raise the price of bread, indicating that they did not particularly feel the 

risk of abuse on the part of their fellow villagers.495 Though others recalled the period of 

shortage of non-corn-based breads as less of a crisis and more of an inconvenience, the response 

to the Corn Campaign on village bread consumption, although fairly muted in comparison with 

 
491 James C. Scott, The Moral Economy of the Peasant: Rebellion and Subsistence in Southeast Asia 
(New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1976). 
492 One exception is memoirist Denis Dubeev who grew up in rural Kursk Oblast and describes the move 
away from labor-days under Khrushchev, which he notes was outside of his realm of interest as a small 
child (unlike the availability of bread might have been): Dubeev, Memuary barʹerista (Yekaterinburg, Rus.: 
Ridero, 2018), Ch.6. 
493 E.g. Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR #84 [1960.01.20]: GARF f.R-5446, op.1, 
d.708a. As Aaron Hale-Dorrell points out Khrushchev the man himself was difficult to separate from the 
campaign as its very willing face, and so it is natural that the campaign is associated with him by those 
who recall its consequences: “Khrushchev’s Corn Crusade,” 237.  
494 Nikolai Alekseevich [b.1949]. There was a ration, or rather a limit per customer, but given a long 
enough line one could simply stand in it several times. Lidiia Ivanovna [b.1951] recalled kilometer-long 
lines during the same period 
495 Aleksandr Efimovich [b.1947]; GABO f.R-1682, op.1, d.3, l.11-3. 
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the babʹi bunty [grannies’ riots] associated with previous periods of hunger does appear to 

somewhat validate Scott’s framework about subsistence as a meaningful marker for social 

stability, for the Khrushchev period at least.496  

Over time, though, with the introduction of more finished goods and the rise of the cash 

economy, attitudes became reoriented toward accumulation. While city residents had been 

historically able to purchase dramatically more from stores, by 1960, as salaries were in the 

transitional stage of beginning to become regularized, the discrepancy shrank noticeably. We see 

in the frustrations over the Corn Campaign mentioned above how dependent villagers turn out to 

have been on stores and store-bought bread in particular. According to the 1969 study of 

kolkhoznik budgets referenced in the previous chapter, in the Northwestern and Volga-Vyatka 

economic regions, members of kolkhoznik families were getting nearly half (!) their calories 

specifically from store-bought bread.497 In the Central-Black Earth Economic Region and 

Transvolga Economic Region, the figures were less stark, amounting to a quarter and a seventh 

of calories, respectively.498 In general, the turnover of all goods in the village continued to lag 

that in the city despite significant improvements. According to official data trumpeted by experts 

as a sign of the “convergence of village and city living standards,” villagers’ consumption 

seemed to be settling toward a ratio of about 2:1 rather than parity (Figure 3.2). And, indeed, 

some scholars were hesitant to declare that complete convergence was the goal of policy.499 

 
496 Vladimir Mikhailovich [b.1950]; Vladimir Grigorʹevich [b.1950]; Timofei Timofeevich [b.1945]. 
497 Finished bread, as opposed to grain. Calculations based on: GARF f.A-374, op.38, d.1078-82 [Tables 
2.1, reflecting data for the first three quarters of 1969]. 
498 Calculations based on: GARF f.A-374, op.38, d.1078-82 [Tables 2.1, reflecting data for the first three 
quarters of 1969]. 
499 Arutiunian, Sotsialʹnaia struktura selʹskogo naseleniia, 240-1. 
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Figure 3.2: Ratio of Purchased Goods per Year per City Resident 

 to Purchased Goods per Year per Village Resident500 

 

These changes were reflected in the recollections of my interviewees. Those born earlier 

tended to recall a general lack of goods in the village, a problem that confronted even families 

materially better off due to prestigious positions.501 Those born later, on the other hand, looked at 

stores as relatively dependable for basic processed staples like bread, butter, and even certain 

treats.502 (Candy seems to have been a particularly significant revelation for village children of 

this period.)503 Even among those born later, however, vegetables (including tubers), milk and 

non-butter dairy products, meat, and eggs, which together comprised between about 30 and 40% 

 
500 Diagram based on data in: N.S. Lagutin, Problemy i puti sblizheniia urovnia zhizni gorodskogo i 
selʹskogo naseleniia (Moscow: Znanie RSFSR, 1973), 33. 
501 Ivan Ivanovich [b.1941]: ‘basically no goods for sale’; Galina Konstantinovna [b.1946]: ‘nothing to buy’; 
Ekaterina Timofeevna [b.1948]: ‘everything was in deficit and [the good stuff] covered by cloths.’  
502 Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1950]: ‘What your family buy at the store?:’ ‘Candy.’ ‘Anything else?’ ‘Uh…. 
Cookies.’ Zinaida Dmitrievna [b.1952]: ‘only bread and sardines; no ice cream’; Anatolii Ivanovich 
[b.1954]: ‘In the 1970s [the situation with] food [provision] was pretty good’; Viktor [b.1961]: ‘family would 
by bread at the store as well as butter’; Igor Ivanovich [b.1965]: ‘Would buy bread, sunflower oil, rice, fish, 
meal [krupa]’ 
503 Bozhkov: Skazy iz khutora Storozhevoe, 100; Zachepylivshchyna: pratseiu i podvyhamy uslavlena, 
eds. Svitlana Tiutiunnyk, Nataliia Khalaïm, and Olena Kuzhelʹ (Zachepylivka, Ukr.: Ektiv Star, 2015), 73. 
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of all consumed calories, depending on the region, remained squarely a product of the private 

plot.504  

While private plots and village stores coexisted in providing villagers with food, stores in 

larger villages increasingly offered durable goods, ranging from clothing to furniture, that were 

more slowly consumed, providing the object and encouragement for attitudes shifting toward 

accumulation and giving rise to the same types of behaviors around distribution well-established 

for the USSR at large, with social (or even physical) proximity to goods and vendors becoming 

one of the most important assets. In certain areas, the deficit of finished goods was filled by 

fartsovshchiki, travelling petty-traders, who were technically perceived as social parasites but 

were nonetheless pervasive.505 But the typical irregularities around store-based consumption 

became pervasive too. Mykhailo Teslia, writing a history of his smaller village of Zalizniak, set 

off from the much larger village of Verkhnia Syrovatka describes the increasingly complex 

patterns around provisioning through stores during the 1970s: 

 Our store [in Zalizniak] was supplied by the Verkhnia Syrovatka village 

procurement agency [selʹpo {sic}] using the left-over principle [za zalyshkovym 

pryntsypom] (that which was left over from divvying up among Verkhnia 

Syrovatka stores). And the turnover [realizatsiia] of goods in deficit went not 

according to who had the bigger dole [bilʹshyi pai] but generally according to 

relationships [po znaiomstvu]. This elicited the dissatisfaction of villagers, who 

happened to live on differing streets on more than one occasion. However, 

attempts to direct goods according to a schedule among the streets elicited great 

 
504 Calculations based on: GARF f.A-374, op.38, d.1078-82 [Tables 2.1, reflecting data for the first three 
quarters of 1969]. 
505 One woman, for example, recalled how her grandmother liked to collect decorated kerchiefs which 
were not readily available at the store (so she, instead, bought them from such a petty-trader): Svetlana 
Anatolʹevna [b.1962].  
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resistance alike from the salespeople as from the manager of the village 

procurement agency, Kharitonenko.506  

This type of circumstance put pressure on competing relational ties. The entry of a new resource, 

proximity to the distributor, augmented traditional forms of sharing and help into more prosaic 

blat networks. 

Economic changes around housing construction introduced by the state further induced 

villagers to rely on supply networks rather than immediate neighbors. Nikita Khrushchev, 

speaking to a group of villagers in the Kursk Oblast village of Kalinovka in 1960, exhorted his 

audience to “Consider whether it might be wise to transition from the construction of little 

houses [malenʹkie domiki] to the construction of multi-story buildings, though not higher than 

five floors,” assuring his listeners that “It has come time for you as well to avail yourself of all of 

the comforts of living that a person needs.”507 It was mainly sovkhozes around district-center 

villages that had the resources to participate in the sowing of the land with Khrushchevki. On the 

contrary, most kolkhozniks continued to be responsible for heating, maintaining, improving, 

buying, and selling their own huts, that is, for “all… the comforts of living” within their walls. 

In fact, Khrushchev’s own infamous housing program foresaw the building of seven 

million small family homes and the state made certain loans available to kolkhozes to facilitate 

construction and renovation of housing.508 In Kursk Oblast, for example, the Council of 

Ministers of the RSFSR permitted in 1960 the extension of up to one million rubles to kolkhozes 

 
506 Mykhailo Teslia, Istoriia sil Zalizniak ta Verkhnia Syrovatka (Sumy, Ukr.: Kozatsʹkyi val, 2009), 258. 
Antonina Nikolaevna [b.1958] described a similar situation. Her native village lacked its own store and 
villagers needed to go to a nearby larger village, where they would be at the mercy of what was available.  
507 “Obzavestisʹ vsemi udobstvami byta, v kotorykh nuzhdaetsia chelovek,” Maiak kommunizma (6 Sep. 
1960), cited by Aleksei Tikhonov, “Povsednevnaia zhiznʹ sovetskoi derevni v 60-70-kh godakh XX veka 
(na materialakh Kurskoi oblasti),” candidate’s diss., Kursk State University, 2010, 15. 
508 Stephen Lovell, Summerfolk: A History of the Dacha, 1710–2000 (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University 
Press, 2003), 178. 
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to aid their members in the construction of housing.509 Such credits contributed a situation where 

funds outstripped resources, increasingly forcing individuals into a distorted cash economy and 

away from the traditional patterns of community construction from naturally available resources. 

 The traditional peasant hut of the Black Earth region was historically “built on a singular 

model that has come together over time, [corresponding] to the centuries-old, difficult and 

demanding life of our villages,” wrote a teacher from the Belgorod Oblast village of Borovoe in 

a 1954 diary entry.510 In his area the village housing combined: 

the sturdy northern huts [izby] with the cozy southwestern huts [khaty]. Squat, up 

to four meters in height (roof included)… Sparingly covered with dark, rotten 

straw, grown over with wild grass carried by the wind …. the walls layered 

with … brushwood and smeared with clay mixed with straw and, finally, after 

drying, whitewashed with the amazing whiteness of our local clay. The whole 

village, true to collective traditions, over a course of several hours, collectively 

[druzhno], merrily and voluntarily [bezvozmezdno] completes this necessary work 

for any villager. The work always ends with celebration [vesëloe gulianie].511  

In the 1960s and 1970s, peasants turned away from these traditional huts and more to brick and 

processed wood as well as sheet-metal roofs of tin and copper alloys, building in stages 

homesteads that could be constructed and expanded over time and did not require finishing over 

a space of hours (lest the clay dry out) or other collective rituals. They did, though, increasingly 

 
509 Tikhonov, “Povsednevnaiia zhiznʹ,” 14. 
510 Vladimir Kolesnikov, Novooskolʹtsy i Novooskolʹe: Izbranye ocherki i rasskazy iz arkhiva uchitelia, eds. 
N.I. Lopatko and N.V. Solovʹëv (Belgorod, Rus.: Otchii krai, 2003), 15-9. Eduard Dehodiuk likewise writes 
that “According to the accounts of witnesses, we note that the residential houses of Cossack times 
[zhytlovi budynky chasiv kozachchyny] changed little until the mid-1950s. I remember from my childhood 
those same straw [roofed] huts – and in Lyman reed-stalk [roofed] – clay huts with neatly whitewashed 
walls…”: Eduard Dehodiuk, Lyman: Selo Zmiïvsʹkoho raionu Kharkivsʹkoï oblasti (Kyiv: Narodni Dzherela, 
2009), 125. 
511 Kolesnikov, Novooskolʹtsy i Novooskolʹe, 15-9. This was also described by Vladimir Mikhailovich 
[b.1950]. There is a parallel in the Brazilian tradition of mutual-help, mutirão, in which “many people, black 
and white, male and female, give or sell a day of work to a farmer or other settler, finishing their work 
[tarefa] with a celebration [festival] that continues well into the night”: Arthur Ramos, Introdução à 
Antropologia Brasileira (Rio de Janeiro: Casa do Estudante do Brasil, 1943), 467-8, cited by Clovis 
Caldeira, Mutirão: Formas de ajuda mútua no meio rural (São Paolo: Companhia Editora Nacional, 1956), 
21. Cf. Enrique Mayer, The Articulated Peasant: Household Economies in the Andes (Boulder, Colo.: 
Westview Press, 2002), 105-42. 
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require at least some specialized knowledge of joinery and other general handiness that could be 

compensated with cash or other currency like homebrew or personal favors. In his handwritten 

memoirs, Vladimir Cherepov a villager and educator from Seredyna-Buda District of Sumy 

Oblast recalls the reconstruction of his old-style hut:  

In 1960 we began to reconstruct our hut. All of this was difficult for us. We had 

no one to rely on. We had no income aside from our salaries and those were 

small. Our nephew Kolia and cousin Fedia did not help. Tolia from 

Verkhopozhnia came one time and sat for two days in a corner near the hut – 

flapping his gums more than working. Even our carpenter uncles cursed him for 

his ‘energetic’ work…. [My] brother Egor Ignatʹevich took to helping, though 

after pressure, and went to Kharkov with 3000 of our rubles. I asked him to 

source [dostatʹ] metal for the roof, but he was unable to. I was forced to myself go 

to Kharkov on more than one occasion to find at least the kind that could over a 

roof…. Every morning I rode around the village on my bicycle looking for 

carpenters. Our hut was being built while we (your mother, [working] at school 

and I, [working] at the library) did not interrupt.512  

Clearly Cherepov’s description presents a break with Kolesnikov’s characterization of the 

traditional model.  

The habits of mutual village aid were under strong pressure from the monetization of 

labor in a gray market that reflected neither a traditional nor Soviet collective spirit, but did 

mirror developments in the Soviet city and developing world at large. Where Stephen Lovell 

describes a similar development for dacha construction specifically, “[which] required Soviet 

people to engage in their full repertoire of blat practices – which by the 1960s, seem to have 

been tied to ongoing social relations and circular networks to a much greater extent than in the 

1930s,” from the vantage of village community, conversely, the trajectory was away from 

 
512 Vladimir Cherepov. “Detiam svoim i vnuchkam,” unpublished manuscript, ed. Leonid Cherepov, 
personal archives of Leonid Cherepov and Olga Merzha. His daughter recalls he came back from one 
such trip with a satchel-ful of books for the village library: Elena Vladimirovna [b.1952]. 
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sociality.513 The contradiction between traditional communitarian values and modern market-

based practices affected the villages of many settings in the developing world. Writing on the 

elaborate culture of reciprocal exchanges in the Andean village, for example, anthropologist 

Enrique Mayer aimed in part to provide a pretext to defend “peasants who might lose [their] 

autonomy” in light of the “strict commercial orientation” of the “cooperatives [installed by] the 

agents of reform.”514 In general, the introduction of new technologies and currencies reduced the 

value of unskilled labor and the need for repayment via a labor that would take on social aspects, 

frequently punctuated with a ceremonial meal.515 Meanwhile the primary assumption of 

reciprocal exchange – the permanence of a relationship – was disturbed by outmigration. In this 

context, formal and informal currencies became more significant.516 Sumy Oblast prosecutors 

noted in the 1960s that “in villages, it is becoming customary for those engaged in the 

construction of productive infrastructure to demand liquor.”517 

Villagers, forced by the turn to new finished materials into navigating the frustrating 

procurement rituals of the Soviet economy, were not necessarily equally capable and missteps 

 
513 Lovell, Summerfolk, 195. 
514 A similar process was visible in Mexico as the introduction of the modern economy increasingly 
influenced the lives of farmers within the state-managed Ejido system: Wayne A. Cornelius and David 
Myhre, The Transformation of Rural Mexico: Reforming the Ejido Sector (San Diego: University of 
California, San Diego, 1998); Mayer, The Articulated Peasant, 136, reflecting on his and Giorgio Alberti’s 
strategy in their influential edited volume Reciprocidad e intercambio en los Andes peruanos (Lima: 
Instituto de Estudios Peruanos, 1974). 
515 As noted by Daisy Irene Nùñez del Prado Béjar, the preparation of ceremonial victuals, called 
“cumplimientos” in the village of Tangor in the Andes (evoking their ancillary status as a sort of tip for 
performed labor where remuneration would follow via reciprocity) was a source of input and decision-
making for women: Nùñez del Prado Béjar, “El Poder de Decisión,” 624-5; Mayer, The Articulated 
Peasant, 109. 
516 Caldeira notes the payment aspect as a deterioration of the mutirão tradition, similar to the way I gloss 
the monetization of the Soviet rural economy here, as does Bryan McCann. The interplay with homebrew 
as a currency bears some superficial resemblance to cocaine’s role in moving the favela to a cash basis, 
but differs with respect to local consumption. On the commodification of emotion through psychoactive 
substances, see the work of Daniel Lord Smail: Caldeira, Mutirão; McCann, Hard Times in the Marvelous 
City: From Dictatorship to Democracy in the Favelas of Rio de Janeiro (Durham, N.C.: Duke University 
Press, 2014), 48, 59; Smail, On Deep History and the Brain (Berkeley, Calif.: University of California 
Press, 2007). 
517 DASO f.R-4117, op.2, spr.80, ark.174. 
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could be costly. Indeed, Ivan Polozka, resident of the village of Chernatsʹke, also in the 

Seredyna-Buda District was investigated by the Sumy Oblast chapter of the KGB after writing 

the following letter:  

Addressing myself to the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, I ask you to issue me a 

foreign-travel-passport for the purpose of travelling abroad for permanent 

residence. This is as I do not wish to live in the USSR in connection with that my 

mother has a pathetic shack [zhalkaia lachuga] that requires renovation. But no 

matter where I have turned in order that they would allot me forest-wood 

everywhere the answer [is]: there is none….518  

Polozka’s letter reflects not only frustration but a misplayed hand within the competition for 

scarce resources that required a more tactful handling of organs’ sensitivities.  

Materials varied in their scarcity. A number of my interviewees recall brick being 

particularly attainable (from the perspective of both supply and price): Timofei Timofeevich 

recalled specifically a price of 14 rubles for 1,000 bricks during his mother’s renovation of her 

hut (Vladimir Vasilʹevich quoted a price of 29 rubles per 1,000, Aleksandr Ivanovich 10 

rubles).519 A metal roof, on the other hand, required both material wealth (note the 3000 

[ostensibly pre-devaluation] rubles above) and connections. Aleksandr Ivanovich who grew up in 

the 1970s in the smaller village of Syniak in Bilopillia District of Sumy Oblast noted that 

possessing such a roof was a rare sign of wealth, using the “proprietorship manager [zavkhoz]” 

living two doors down as an example of a figure connected enough to afford and procure one. 

The quest for wood was similarly difficult as can be seen from Polozka’s ill-fated petition. 

 
518 (He repeats the same at his Village Council Executive Committee meeting, telling those attempting to 
talk him out of his ‘anti-Soviet’ views that he knows that it is better for workers to live in capitalist countries 
from Khrushchev’s own words, a particularly vivid illustration of Natalia Chernyshova’s point): 
Chernyshova, Soviet Consumer Culture, 13; Inakodumstvo na Sumshchyni: Zbirnyk dokumentiv ta 
materialiv (1955-1990 roku) 1, eds. Vʺiacheslav Artiukh, Hennadii Ivanushchenko, and Volodymyr 
Sadivnychyi (Sumy, Ukr.: Mriia-1, 2012), 32-4. 
519 Timofei Timofeevich [b.1945]; Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1951]; Aleksandr Ivanovich [b.1965] 
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Anatolii Lomonosov, for example, also reports having been forced to venture around his 

Shebekino District and to Belgorod in search of wood for construction, though he was eventually 

successful.520 The more difficult to obtain building materials were, unsurprisingly, a prime object 

of theft.521 Retired Kolkhoz Chair and Village Council Executive Committee Director Aleksandr 

Lukʹianov recalls conducting a search of the households of the Banner of Communism Kolkhoz 

with the police in search of cut and sanded boards (ultimately found in the home of a 

recidivist).522 In a case prosecuted in Sumy Oblast in 1966, clover seed embezzled by members 

of a kolkhoz administration with the help of delivery-drivers was traded for sheet-metal for easy 

resale.523 

Especially in those places less dependent on firewood, heating presented a similar 

transition from the use of traditional, more readily available materials to ones more difficult to 

obtain and dependent on facility with bureaucracy.524 Kolesnikov, in his 1950s diary describes 

the same heating using manure that one can read about in Tolstoy’s short stories: 

Cow dung, richly mixed with straw is formed with wooden molds into briquettes 

around 30cm x 30cm x 10xm. The formed briquettes, in order to dry out naturally, 

are placed in whimsical [zateilivye], round, squat, well-ventilated, hollow 

pyramids up to a meter in height. This is still the most common form of heating. 

From the beginning of the century the forests are strictly protected by law and 

logs as fuel are not available to all.525   

Again, we can compare this account of traditional habits around heating that persisted into the 

immediate post-War with Nikolai Bozhkov’s description of subsequent developments: 

 
520 Anatolii Daniilovich Lomonosov [b.1939]. 
521 Cf. Pankratova who points to brick specifically as a frequent target of embezzlement. (My interviews 
and archival research do not support this, and bricks strike me as particularly difficult and inefficient to 
embezzle given their low price and apparent availability.): 36. 
522 Lukʹianov, Zhiznʹ na Tikhoi Sosne, ed. Lukʹianov, 93-7. 
523 DASO f.R-4117, op.4, spr.52, ark.1-12.  
524 For firewood itself, the situation was always complicated, with the Bolshevik state inheriting and 
developing the Tsarist forest-preservation regime: Tracy McDonald, Face to the Village: The Riazan 
Countryside under Soviet Rule, 1921–1930 (Buffalo, N.Y.: University of Toronto Press, 2011), 147-82. 
525 Kolesnikov, Novooskolʹtsy i Novooskolʹe, 23. 
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 Already from Khrushchev’s times and maybe even earlier part of the khutor 

residents – as they would say now the with-it [prodvinutye] – started to use coal. 

It was not sold in free [regime]. In order to buy it you first had to outfit yourself 

with passes [obzavestisʹ spravkami]; on their basis the Executive Committee [of 

the Village Council] would issue an order to the district heating agency [raitop] 

and there, intercepting a stray dump-truck [poimav predvaritelʹno ‘levyi’ 

samosval], the homeowner would load the appropriate tonnage. Transport 

agencies where it was possible to rent a car on a legal basis simply did not 

exist.526  

The question of heating-materials in the village is complicated by that different regions had 

different access to coal, logs, peat, and other materials.527 The general trend, though, was an 

increased shift toward acquiring materials by way of bureaucracy and away from dung-briquettes 

or logging. As mentioned, heating was subsidized for teachers and it also appears to have been 

functionally subsidized for the general population with price controls, with whatever scarcity this 

caused mediated around the typical bureaucratic hurdles. In describing the difficulties of life in 

the village, my interviewees did not generally raise the issue of heating, indicating that while it 

was a point of concern it was not among the greatest burdens of village life. In the recollection of 

Timofei Timofeevich, for example, a winter’s worth of coal cost 250 rubles including delivery, a 

little less than one month’s wages for two working spouses, a great but manageable sum.528 What 

difficulties securing heating spawned, villagers learned to resolve. 

 
526 Bozhkov, Skazy iz khutora Storozhevoe, 87. 
527 At least by the 1970s, authorities were most able to bring gas to the village especially for newly built 
apartment-buildings of varying sizes, meaning in practice that gas available in the larger villages that 
resembled small towns and were recategorized as tracts of urban type, frequently the central farmsteads 
for sovkhozes. Where there were fewer of these, gas was less in use. In 1971, for example, Trostianets 
District in Sumy Oblast had 2713 gas-outfitted dwellings (apartments and free-standing houses) in the city 
and only 461 in the village despite being majority rural. In Kursk Oblast, over the course of the 1970s the 
number of gas-outfitted apartments in rural areas expanded from 11,216 to 140,007; the share of rural 
locales outfitted with gas, on the other hand, rose only from 2.4% to 9.8%. Villages with single-family 
homes, by contrast, were limited in the provisioning of gas: DASO f.R-3702, op.1, spr.165, ark.4; 
Tikhonov, “Povsednevnaia zhiznʹ sovetskoi derevni…,” 198-9. 
528 Timofei Timofeevich [b.1945]. 
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In describing her fieldwork through the villages of the non-Black-Earth region in the 

1970s and 1980s, Maia Pankratova points as well to the rise and expansion of roofs of 

galvanized steel as a sign of change but also notes new-style huts with a fifth, internal wall, 

which she sees as a sign of increasing wealth.529 As more sturdy building materials like wood 

and brick allowed for different demarcations of space within the hut, they in turn changed the 

relationship of village residents to their space and to each other.530 The introduction of divided 

living space and the introduction of privacy was operative in the city at least by the 1930s, with 

early efforts to subdivide worker’s barracks, and was partially consummated by the Khrushchev-

era move to a focus on private apartments of nuclear families, though a small share of the 

population continued to live in more makeshift housing even to the end of the Soviet period.531 

For the village, this innovation took the form of the subdivision of huts amid the significant 

rebuilding of village housing stock in the decades after the Second World War, though even 

official template-plans [tipovye proekty] for village buildings in the 1970s included two-room 

houses among three and four room variants.532    

More elaborate floorplans altered the family dynamic somewhat, especially for non-

nuclear families and allowed villagers to be more self-contained even within their own homes. 

An older woman named Praskovʹia Tsiganenko from Sumy Oblast, questioned as part of an 

embezzlement investigation, was able to provide little pertinent information because even though 

 
529 Pankratova, Selʹskie zhiteli Rossii, 36. 
530 Yunxiang Yan makes this argument in much greater detail for the twentieth century village of the PRC 
based on his anthropological fieldwork: Yan, Private Life under Socialism. 
531 Catriona Kelly and Vadim Volkov, “Directed Desires: Kul’turnost’ and Consumption,” Constructing 
Russian Culture in the Age of Revolution: 1881–1940 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 298; 
Harris, Communism on Tomorrow Street; Golubev, “Elemental Materialism,” 138. 
532 TsDAVO f.4906, op.5, spr.4980, ark.4. (This series of plans overseen by the State Committee on 
Matters of Construction of the Council of Ministers of the Ukrainian SSR [Derzhbud] ranged from two-
room houses with only 32m2 of living space to four-room houses with 51m2 of living space.  
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she lived with the suspect of an investigation (her nice-in-law) she had her own room where she 

spent much of her time. According to her view, this complex family lived “peacefully [druzhno]” 

and she added that they would visit each other’s rooms as if they were very friendly neighbors: 

“I go to their room and they to mine.”533 Vladimir Kolesnikov refers in passing to this second 

room as “a separated, small space: a so-called komnàtka [sic, with emphasis on second syllable], 

where there scarcely fits a wide wooden bed.”534 Based on the example of Praskovʹia Tsiganenko 

above, this was not necessarily solely a bedroom but could be a living space as well. One can 

draw a parallel to the various functions of a stove-top, the traditional hideaway and auxiliary 

sleeping space of the peasant hut. Undoubtedly, though, while the stove-top could also serve the 

function of, say, putting children out of sight and mind during a holiday drinking bout, a separate 

room provided a different level of estrangement.535 P.E. Pukinov from the village of Zlobino in 

Lipetsk Oblast wrote into Village Life complaining that the kolkhoz would not allot him and his 

mother-in-law separate plots even though they paid separate taxes and only shared a hallway 

within their house.536 In his view, it was natural that the separation of space created two different 

households. 

As village birth-rates fell, nuclear families grew smaller, and as adult children left, space 

inside the hut came at less of a premium. While it was typical for a spousal pair to sleep in a 

dedicated bed, other children had historically been relegated to stovetops and benches.537 Both 

stoves and benches and beds represented dual use of space. The stove was of course primarily 

 
533 DASO f.R-4117, op.4, spr.438, ark.49. 
534 Kolesnikov, Novooskolʹtsy i Novooskolʹe, 23. 
535 Antonina Nikolaevna [b.1958]. 
536 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.102, l.16-7. Compare with the process of household division in the context of 
collectivization in China where older relatives split of households for the sake of what was the equivalent 
of workday points accounting: Gail Hershatter, “Disquiet in the House of Gender,” The Journal of Asian 
Studies 71.4 (Nov. 2012), 884-5. 
537 Bozhkov, Skazy iz khutora Storozhevoe, 44-5. 
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used for cooking and heating. The benches, on the other hand, afforded flexibility in the sense 

that they could be used as seating during the day or collapsed as necessary. In parallel to the 

shrinking of families, though, and particularly in the late 1960s and 1970s, dedicated sofas began 

to appear.538 These took up more of what was apparently less valuable space.  

As huts began to be filled with fewer people, they also became filled with more things. 

Memoirist Nikolai Bozhkov, born in the wake of the War, mentions a time when he could name 

all of his family’s possessions off the top of his head (and proceeds to do so): a few items of 

cookware, dishware and silverware, a few basic pieces of furniture, two pillows, a butter-

churner, a piece of cheesecloth that he and his brother once chewed through, and the shirts on 

their backs.539 Bozhkov goes on to describe how his mother and aunt ventured to retrieve a chest-

of-drawers that his father, who had lived in the city before the War, had left behind years before. 

This was an ornate and heavy piece of furniture that was an ordeal to transport, and it required 

his mother and aunt to use sledges and spend a night in a field many kilometers from home.  

In the 1950s, this was still an unusual piece of furniture in the village. Its drawers held 

the family’s precious and accumulating items: Easter tapestries, a holiday tablecloth and fancy 

bedding in the lower drawers, his parents’ War-documents in another, odds-and-ends [melochi] 

in a third that he and his brother would count through “just in case [na predmet sokhrannosti], 

when [they] could not find anything else to do.”540 This chest-of-drawers provides an interesting 

example of compartmentalization of village residents’ lives and identities: two drawers for the 

trappings of tradition; one for official documents issued by the state; and one for the minutiae of 

 
538 Nataliia Alekseevna [b.1951]. 
539 Bozhkov, Skazy iz khutora Storozhevoe, 44-5. 
540 Bozhkov, Skazy iz khutora Storozhevoe, 48-9. 
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daily life. Everything in its place to be pulled out at the appropriate times and moments and all 

still countable if done so in a regular ritual, but less and less so over time.  

A 1960 vignette in Peasant Woman boasted that the “tastes and demands of kolkhozniks” 

had changed in the Khrushchev period: “There was a time when [they] alacritously [okhotno] 

accepted one-door chests, then they began demanding two-door chests, and now bring on the 

three-door chests.”541 The very next issue propagandized the virtues of kitchen cabinets and other 

specialized kitchen furniture under the banner “easier, more convenient, and more pleasing,” 

along with helpful advice such as that “It is necessary to cover garbage pails with a lid.”542 

Peasant Woman was in these instances advertising an aspirational ideal of modern life, and these 

developments almost assuredly did not penetrate widely in the Black Earth region by 1960, when 

these pieces were published, but over the subsequent two decades the increasing complexity of 

village furniture and the increasing complexity and compartmentalization of villagers’ lives did 

come to fruition. In the 1970s, the Bozhkov family chest-of-drawers became infested with 

termites and had to be burned to save all the other furniture. According to Bozhkov, it was 

replaced with one ordered through the village store rather than dragged 60km on sledges through 

snow and mud.  

As we can see in the building, heating, and accommodating of homes, villagers in the 

1960s and 1970s quickly became party to the same general trends of commodification of labor, 

navigation of bureaucracy, creation of private space, and emphasis on accumulation that 

increasingly defined modern Soviet living. In some cases, these developments themselves 

encouraged villagers to increasingly venture into the city for the sake of procurement, although, 

 
541 A. Rakitnikov, “Torgovatʹ po novomu,” Krestʹianka 38.1 (Jan. 1960), 30. 
542 A. Cherepakhina, “Legche, udobnei, priiatnei,” Krestʹianka 38.2 (Feb. 1960), 31. 
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as we will see, the often unmet ideal was that they should be served where they lived. The 

changes in the habits of building and living also reflected developments simultaneously 

underway in other parts of the urbanizing world. In the Soviet case, they were coupled with a 

dedicated cultivational campaign that sought to inculcate citizens in general and villagers 

specifically in new, hygienic behaviors rooted in the modern science toward which they were 

supposed to orient themselves.  

 

Hygiene, Heaven, and Earth 

Svetlana Anatolʹevna, like many Soviet children in the 1960s and 1970s, grew up in the 

city, but spent her summers with her grandmother in the village, Berestovets in Zhytomyr Oblast, 

which she described as another world relative to her city life and childhood, and one she only 

looked forward to going to.543 Into the early 1970s, her grandmother still lived in a traditional 

straw-roofed hut, with a traditional floor of clay mixed with what Kolesnikov in his 1950s diary 

had described as “pure, fresh cow dung [chistyi, svezhii korovʹii navoz].”544 

Svetlana Anatolʹevna recalled that one unusual village hut in Berestovets did have a 

basin, but that this was not the norm. Bozhkov, in turn, recalls from his youth in 1950s 

Skorodnoe that bathing was a sporadic and painful ritual:  

We slept in summer, as a rule, on haylofts [senovaly] or under awnings [navesy], 

laying down some kind of rags [rvanʹe], and so it was not necessary to wash our 

feet [nogi]. We did, of course, sometimes wash them, but this was a whole ritual 

‘the washing of feet.’ In preparation, it was necessary to cut off a sunflower 

[head] whose seed-bearing side after being dried in the sun became a very rough 

scrubber. Then with this ‘scrubber’ we would go to the pond and there, lowering 

 
543 Svetlana Anatolʹevna [b.1962] 
544 Kolesnikov, Novooskolʹtsy i Novooskolʹe, 24. 
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our feet down into the water and dipping the ‘scrubber’ into the sand [of the 

pond’s] banks, scrubbed [our feet], clenching our teeth from the pain ...545 

This stands in contrast with another of his vignettes, which reflects the penetration of the village 

with both means and concepts of cleanliness:  

One of my first memories from childhood [is] going to the store with [my] 

mother. There, right on the floor in the center, stood a crate with pleasant smelling 

lumps [kuski]. It turns out that this was toilet-soap, which I saw for the first time. 

[My] mother took ten pieces all at once; the saleswoman would not allow [her to 

take] any more.546  

He goes on to describe how this scent lingered with him and caught up with him during an outing 

to market much later in his life:  

Walking along the market stalls … I see: laying in a mound on a pallet are pieces 

of some kind of soap without packaging. And the smell is so familiar and pleasant 

that I bought it without even asking the price. I walk homeward, carrying it right 

in my hand and all the while trying to figure out what it smells of….And finally it 

came to me: this is the soap with the strawberries [on it], how strongly it smelled 

of my childhood, my mothers’ house!.... Waves of memories bowled me over 

[such] that I could not go any further.547  

The contrast between his story of washing his feet with a sunflower scrubber and the discovery 

of scented soap gives an indication of what would seem a jarring break between traditional and 

modern ways of thinking about filth and cleanliness.548 These appear to have been relatively 

readily compartmentalized by those younger who saw the coexistence of the two as natural and 

unextraordinary, a sort of code-switching of values that likely made their later transition to the 

city more feasible. Sveltana Anatolʹevna did not think twice about her grandmother’s floor, and 

was happy to visit her. For the young Bozhkov who knew only the village, the toilet soap is 

 
545 Nikolai Bozhkov, Skazy iz khutora Storozhevoe, 51. 
546 Nikolai Bozhkov, Skazy iz khutora Storozhevoe, 100. 
547 Nikolai Bozhkov, Skazy iz khutora Storozhevoe, 101. 
548 There are artifacts of state propaganda around hygiene aimed at villagers from the 1920s onward, but 
their scope and influence has not been established: Hoffman, Cultivating the Masses, 95. 
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memorable primarily because it smells nice, concentrating and commodifying sensory pleasure, 

not because it rendered obsolete or shameful the standard of cleanliness of his childhood.   

  Bozhkov’s mother, though, notably bought as many pieces as she could, and it was 

probably not primarily because it smelled nice. For adults, particularly outside of the very oldest 

generations, the dissonance between traditional and modern ways of thinking about filth could 

elicit more distress, particularly when they thought about their children who actually seem to 

have been more comfortable with the duality. In a 1970 letter to Village Life residents from the 

village of Dalʹniaia Dubrava in Tambov Oblast complained about a persistent lack of lighting by 

specifically pointing out that it made cleaning their children difficult: “Our village does not have 

[electric] lighting or radio; we do not even have kerosene for sale [or] lamp glass. In the evenings 

after work not only is it impossible to rest but also to make the children presentable [obrazitʹ] 

who during the day get mucked up in dirt [uvoziatsia v griazi].”549 In the same year, Z.E. 

Verëvkina wrote in from Orekhovo-Zuevo District in Moscow Oblast about her amputee 

husband and their difficult life: 

…You[‘re left only to] go and cry, but I am already out of tears. I cried them all 

out over the course of eight years along with [my] kids and sick husband. We, the 

five of us, live in a pitiful ten [square] meters of an old decrepit shack [zavalinaia 

khizhinia]. We do not have a bathroom or a bathhouse; there is a bathhouse 3km 

away from us; where am I to wash my legless husband? The same thing with the 

bathroom./The kids will be sitting, doing their homework, sometimes their friends 

will come and [my husband] needs to use the bathroom. Well what [then], you 

can be embarrassed about it or not but he is sick and irritable [nervnyi] so you 

take the bucket and bring it to the bed. And [they] want hygiene, culture, and the 

bases of health everywhere [A vezde trebuiut gigienu, kulʹturu, zalog zdorovʹia]. 

So here’s an example for you. [Because of this] the children are irritable and 

 
549 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.87, l.27. 
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brooding [razdrazhitelʹnye i zadumchivye], they … think about things that they 

oughtn’t [have to think about].550 

These villagers demonstrated a palpable concern for and shame in front of their children when 

frustrated in their inability to maintain the hygienic standards that they felt newly subjected to 

and, occasionally, overwhelmed by. David L. Ransel, further, juxtaposes the shortage of 

childcare products and continued public bathroom use by small children in Tambov Oblast 

specifically with the general increasing pride of rural mothers in the RSFSR toward hewing to 

modern methods of infant rearing and, crucially, display.551 While the above example of 

complaint might reflect particularly extreme situations, there is evidence that villagers also 

looked to filth as a reason that the village was inferior and unsuitable for their children. Parents 

in Kirov Oblast were quoted in Komsomolʹskaia pravda exclaiming: “We picked around in dirt 

and manure our entire lives, may you at least have a cultured life” and “We trampled [around in] 

dirt all our lives knowing nothing but work, so may you, at least, live like people [po-

chelovecheski].”552  

 It bears asking how villagers went so seemingly rapidly from treating the floors of their 

huts with soil and cow dung to despairing about the sanitary conditions that their children saw 

and were exposed to. Alexey Golubev invokes Mary Douglas’s maxim that “[w]here there is dirt 

there is [a] system” in reference to polemics of the term around makeshift weightlifting gymnasia 

in apartment-block basements, and it seems so much more pressing to extend this observation to 

the village.553 How did the state so efficiently transmit the values system that turned dirt, in the 

 
550 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.87, l.41. 
551 Ransel, Village Mothers, 210-1. 
552 Komsomolʹskaia pravda, 1 Mar. 1988; Pravda, 18 Aug. 1988, quoted by Liubovʹ Denisova, “Derevnia 
rossiiskogo Nechernozemʹia,” 433. 
553 Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution and Taboo (New York: 
Routledge, 2003), 36, cited in: Golubev, “Elemental Materialism,” 186, 
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sense of soil, into dirt in the sense of filth (a duality which operates just as easily in Russian and 

Ukrainian as in English)?  

The mechanisms for this were manifold. There were of course lectures and other 

interventions by cultural cadres. These were complimented by praxis-oriented interventions like 

Weekend Clean-Ups [subbotniki] encouraged by higher-level organs. Village Council Chair 

Evdokiia Ivanova, for example, was awarded with the order of the “Red Banner on the March” 

by the Belgorod Oblast Council for the “ideal sanitary state of the territory of [her] village 

council,”554 and a brigade of secondary schoolers in the Sumy Oblast village of Budylka were 

lauded for performing the same functions on and around their campus.555 Meanwhile, 

adminstrators attempted to expand the infrastructure of public services. In largely-rural Rovenki 

District of Belgorod Oblast, planners sought boldly to expand bathhouse capacity from 2,000 to 

17,000 spots between 1971 and 1975, a bold project that was not subsequently mentioned in 

planning documents.556 

Concerted efforts by organs at various levels targeted the village workplace as well, 

similarly shaping attitudes regarding the prestige of cleanliness. A 1966 Resolution of the 

Council of Ministers of the USSR regarding improving the reliability of tractors included as its 

second point the improvement of conditions inside the cabin, focusing in part on eliminating 

dust, which improved accuracy and stamina but also helped keep the driver from becoming 

covered in a patina of filth.557 This attitude was reflected in the efforts of lower organs as well. 

 
554 Evdokiia Ivanova, “Evdokiia Efimovna Ivanova,” Selo Zasosna, ed. Aleksandr Lukʹianov, 26. 
555 M. Didenka, “Velyka uvaha prydiliaietʹsia…,” Budivnyk komunizmu (Lebedyn, Ukr.), 1 Apr. 1975, 2. 
556 The original document states that the number of bath-houses rather than bath-house spots was to be 
expanded to 17,000, which I assume is a typographic error. GABO f.R-278, op.2, d.75, l.3. 
557 GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.802, #850 [1966.10.29]. Notably this was before the Zaslavskaia co-led study 
of village migration in Novosibirsk Oblast found that dissatisfaction with working conditions were 
increasingly precipitating the departure of villagers. See Chapter 2. 
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One official testifying at a 1978 meeting of the Staroivanivka Village Council in Krasnopillia 

District of Sumy Oblast decried the working conditions for local laborers: “It is apparent that 

little is being planned for 1978 for our people, for the benefit of their working conditions and 

wellbeing. I suggest building shower-stalls at the milk-marketing farm #3 in the village of 

Sosonka for the workers.”558  

Meanwhile, these attitudes diffused at least in part to workers, as reflected in passing in 

their letters to Village Life. Z.I. Titovskaia from Serebrianka in Novy Oskol District of Belgorod 

Oblast, who wrote in about equipment failures, invoked a hygienic frame in passing: “Our farm 

is mechanized, we fight for cleanliness [za chistotu] and a high quality of production.”559 S. 

Mozokhin from Voroshylovhrad Oblast mentioned in what was largely a complaint about drunks 

that among the “highest measure[s] of punishment” in the kolkhoz was “making [an offender] do 

‘dirty work [chërnaia rabota].’”560 Similarly, in a 1965 letter to her district newspaper L. 

Prasova a worker at a Belgorod Oblast sovkhoz, by that virtue more in the vanguard of 

workplace reforms than the average kolkhoz worker would have been,  raved about “cozy bright 

premises [and] clean well-fed livestock [that]… could not fail to delight an observer.” 561 

Apparently, not only were village laborers to be clean, but in the ideal, most delightful scenario 

the livestock were to conform to standards of hygiene too.  

Not everyone got the message of course. A 1972 poem by M.D. Tvertinov titled “Don’t 

become overgrown [as by weeds]” dedicated to the “renowned pig-minder [znatnaia svinarka]” 

 
558 DASO f.R-3730, op.1, spr.307, ark.3. 
559 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.205, l.14. 
560 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.102, l.5. 
561 L. Prasova, “Zdesʹ ponravitsia kazhdomu,” Maiak (Stary Oskol, Rus.), 1 Jan. 1965, 3. 
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Anna Pisklova and published in the Rakitnoye District newspaper of Belgorod Oblast included 

the following stirring lines: 562 

… i vot on orden kak plamia, 

Gorit na tvoei grudi. 

Chego eshchë nado!  

Pochishche rabotu? Nasmeshlevyi vzgliad. 

Dve s polovinoi tysiachi 

Dumaiu datʹ porosiat. 

… and here the medal as a flame 

Emblazoned on your chest. 

What else could you need? 

Cleaner work? That’s silly! 

I plan on delivering 

2,500 piglets. 

Here the author mocks the importance of cleanliness in village work, an attitude out of step with 

that of authorities and, it seems, some farm workers themselves – workers who might not 

manage delightfully clean cows or even delightfully clean children and, understandably, tucked 

away a bit of bitterness and shame on this account that they then projected onto their children 

and their desires for them.  

As often true of Soviet propaganda, purveyors were not shy about presenting their 

nuggets of enlightenment – in this case expectations for sanitary, hygienic lifestyles – as a part of 

the larger Soviet project of using science to conquer unthinkable barriers. A 1966 lecture on 

healthful and hygienic lifestyles conducted by a doctor and librarian in the village of Riabushki 

was followed by a screening of a film reel celebrating Gagarin’s pathbreaking flight five years 

prior. The newspaper article reporting this lecture was titled “Theme Evening [Tematychnyi 

vechir],” the theme of which was, implicitly, living in accordance with the breakthroughs of 

science.563  

While for adult villagers the occasion of spaceflight was presented as a natural 

complement to and argument for the virtues of modern ways of living, for youth specifically an 

attempt was made to leverage it in a somewhat clumsy attempt to have young workers see 

 
562 M.D. Tvertinov, “Ne zarastaet travoi…,” Znamia kommunizma (Rakitnoe, Rus.), 4 May 1972, 4. 
563 D. Burliuk, “Tematychnyi vechir,” Budivnyk komunizma (Lebedyn, Ukr.), Jan. 1, 1966, 3. 
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themselves more clearly as citizens of the Soviet state, their mission entwined with that of 

cosmonauts. “In the kolkhoz they must have their own cosmonauts!” yelled one Komsomol 

conference attendee from the stands in response to a Moscow Oblast kolkhoz director discussing 

youth leaving for the city.564 Although it may read as something of a non-sequitur, some, at least, 

internalized this idea. As Kosmomol member and combine mechanic-operator Iurii Golyshkin of 

Krasnyi Gorniak Sovkhoz wrote to a Party contact, “The successes of our cosmonauts in the 

conquering [osvoenie] of space is a shining example of their selfless [bezzavetnoe] service to the 

motherland and their heroic attitude toward labor[, which] inspire us toward new successes in 

labor. Aboard my steppe-ship [na bortu moego stepnogo korablia] SKA-Ch Twelve Stars I will 

mill no less than 14,000 centners of grain.”565  

Cosmonauts Iurii Artiukhin, Pavel Popovich, and Pëtr Klimchuk answered at least 18 

telegrams specifically from village youth, mirroring this rhetoric that paralleled the scope of their 

own accomplishment with that of the youth engaged in agricultural production.566 Further 

illustrating the purpose of invocations of spaceflight in inculcating youth in the broader Soviet 

project was a parade in the Belgorod Oblast village of Skorodnoe:  

The First of May demonstrations of 1961 were memorable; [they] took place amid 

[pod znakom] the recent flight of Iu.A. Gagarin. Above a column of students of 

the Skorodnoe school, a three-meter rocket [bobbed along with] a globe two 

meters in diameter. In the cupola of the globe, first grade distinguished student 

[otlichnitsa] Lena Adonina stood. In front of the column, students carried the 

flags of all 15 Union republics. The staging of the column and its decoration 

[dekoratsiia eë oformleniia] were suggested by the director of the school, A.P. 

Nikulin.567 

 
564 RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.78, l.31. 
565 RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.330, l.23. 
566 RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.330, l.68-88. 
567 Adonin, Agafonov, and Lysykh, Iz istorii sela Skorodnoe, 250. [Emphasis mine] It is perhaps notable 
that Adonina is a girl. Golubev notes the role of the rhetoric of spaceflight in actively challenging gender 
norms (which were stronger to begin with in the village): “Elemental Materialism,” 42-3. 
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 A literary circle from the Stroitelʹ tract of city type, by comparison took a different approach, 

creating a scrapbook album in honor of Valentina Tereshkova’s flight:  

They wrote poems, [filled out an] album (a simple one, for sketching, as they 

could not purchase a nicer one) decorated in the style of [oformlen v stile] 

folktales, with inserts [and] ornamentation on every page. They did not even hope 

for an answer. And… what joy! At roll call [Na obshchestvennoi lineike] the 

director reads from a congratulatory letter signed by V.Tereshkova, Hero of the 

Soviet Union.568  

At the same time as the state used space exploration as a means to encourage villagers and 

village youth particularly to see themselves as a part of a modern, progressive Soviet state, this 

circle of demi-urbanites saw instead a link to a Russian nationalism (reminiscent of the 

spaceflight-themed lacquer boxes produced by the several Vladimir Oblast village-based tempera 

and lacquer workshops).569  

 It is instructive that among the words most famously attributed to Yuri Gagarin is the 

observation that he had been to space and seen no God there.570 These positioned his 

pathbreaking spaceflight as a sort of grand finale to the demystification of relics, conquering the 

heavens, the greatest religious object of all. While the audience for this was global, it was also 

directed toward the most-faithful elements of Soviet society, villagers. They were to see in 

spaceflight a Soviet triumph of science over tradition and superstition, and to integrate this 

change in the frame of their thinking over their own earthly domain in terms of their citizenship, 

work, and personal hygienic practices. In a land where a man flew through the heavens, the floor 

could not be treated with cow dung. Reality, of course, fell well short of expectation. By 1985, 

 
568 N.V. Molchan, Stroitelʹ. Zemlia Iakovlevskaia (Belgorod, Rus.: Shapovalov, 1997), 215. 
569 Very much in the vein of the bottom-up reinvigoration of Russian nationalism described by Brudny: 
Reinventing Russia. 
570 The concise formulation is actually form a Khrushchev speech, although Gagarin does say something 
very similar in his officially published autobiography: Iurii Gagarin, Doroga v kosmos: Zapiski lëtchika-
kosmonavta SSSR (Moscow: Pravda, 1961), 39. 
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three years before the successful unmanned flight and return of the Buran spacecraft, an analog 

to the American space shuttle, a third of rural households in the RSFSR and a quarter in the 

Ukrainian SSR had running water.571 

 

Bringing the Village into the Grid 

As theorists and policymakers readily ascertained, a prerequisite for the ability to bring 

the village into a broader Socialist modernity was its physical linkage into the infrastructural 

networks of Soviet existence at various strata: social, cultural, political, and, no less importantly, 

material. Collectively, this effort served two basic functions: increasing the communication (in 

all meanings of the word) between the urban center and village periphery on one hand and then 

also lessening the distinction in the technologies and habits of rural and urban life. The latter was 

not separate from the former. Increasing the flow of utilities into the village allowed villagers to 

consume and become habituated to technology that more thoroughly mirrored what was 

available to city dweller. This did increase their sense of connection to a modern lifestyle, but the 

day-late, ruble-short version of it that they received sometimes reinforced to them the distinction 

between village and city rather than bridging it.  

The various forms of physical infrastructure only partially reinforced each other, each 

developing at its own pace. By 1970, for example, the territories of virtually all village councils, 

 
571 The figure was a stout 42% in the Belarusian SSR. In his unpublished diary, geologist Boris Vronskii 
immediately follows a lengthy discussion about the difficult state of agriculture that he has gathered from 
conversation with a friend who works in the kolkhoz with the note that “Today the radio announced [sic] 
yet another sensational [bit] of news regarding the launching of a remotely controlled spaceship, which 
landed in the appointed place as intended. Now, apparently, we are to await news regarding the first 
person in space. How thrillingly pride-meriting [Kak volnuiushche gordo].”: B: Bart Hendricx and Bert Vis, 
Energiya-Buran: The Soviet Space Shuttle (New York: Springer, 2007); Vestnik statistiki 5 (1987), 68, 
cited by Pallot, “Living in the Soviet Countryside,” Russian Housing in the Modern Age, eds. Brumfield 
and Ruble, 225; Boris Vronskii, unpublished diary [25 Mar. 1961], available at: 
http://prozhito.org/person/386. 
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kolkhozes, and sovkhozes in the Black Earth region had been connected with telephone service, 

though this did not mean service was extended to every family (even by end of 1980s, only one 

in every third city household in the RSFSR had telephone and one in every eighth in the 

village).572 Village postal service on the other hand received continued state attention and 

remained reliable, whether paid through Village Council or kolkhoz funds.573  

Likely the most significant connectivity development, especially given its indirect effects 

like facilitating the spread of television, was electrification. While the topic would benefit from 

focused scholarship, it is clear that Khrushchev’s Ministry of Electric Stations (renamed the 

Ministry for the Building of Electric Stations in 1958) worked with urgency to expand the 

availability of power to all Soviet rural areas, with the aim of finally completing what was a 

many-decades-old project.574 Ordinary kolkhoz workers recall digging holes for electrical poles 

as undertrained and haphazardly sourced workers performed wiring tasks.575 This haste produced 

some oversights and exceptions lingered into the turn of the subsequent decade. As late as 1970, 

17 Village Council Chairs from various districts of Sumy Oblast requested help from the Oblast 

Council in finishing off electrification efforts.576  

In those places where electrification work was already done, local authorities were 

sometimes uninterested in patching up holes that remained: In the Kursk Oblast village of 

 
572 TsDAVO f.582, op.6, spr.1267; Denisova, Sudʹba russkoi krestʹianki, 360. 
573 Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR #788 [15 Aug., 1967]: GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.811; 
Teslia, Istoriia sil, 256. 
574 Olena Horbatiuk situates the renewed electrification drive in the context of the redoubled attention to 
agriculture in the Seventh Five Year Plan, endorsed by the 21st Congress of the CPSU [Jan.-Feb. 1959]. 
She notes Khrushchev’s framing the matter at the Congress as consummating “Lenin’s idea regarding the 
total electrification of the country”: “Elektryfikatsiia ukraïnsʹkoho sela zhidno z semyrichnym planom 
rozvytku narodnoho hospodarstva SRSR na 1959-1965 roky,” Chornomorsʹkyi litopys 3 (2011), 14-6, 
citing Kommunisticheskaia partiia Sovetskogo Soiuza v rezoliutsiiakh i resheniiakh sʺezdov, konferentsii i 
plenumov TsK 1898-1970 7, 8th Ed. (Moscow: Politizdat, 1971), 557. 
575 Anatolii Daniilovich Lomonosov [b.1939]; Nikolai Alekseevich [b.1949]; Nina Ivanovna [b.1951]. 
576 By 1972 there was only one such request: DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.465, ark.16-21; spr.564, ark.9. 
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Volʹnaia Zaria, it was 12 houses at the tail end of one village street;577 in the Lipetsk Oblast 

village of Melekhovoe an electrician wired up his own house and left everyone else in the 

dark;578 Svetlana Anatolʹevna’s grandmother in Berestovetsʹ went without electricity for several 

years after repair work on a local transformer went awry.579 In the best guess of her 

granddaughter, she was afraid of drawing the ire of local authorities by pushing the matter – she 

had lived her many years by the light of candles and kerosene lamps and felt she could do well 

enough. The hesitance or inability to extend lighting to these villagers could suggest some 

turbulence between community members and local administration or the typical pitfalls of a 

poorly structured system that relied on connections and currencies that older villagers were not 

likely to possess.580 

Others, though, particularly those in middle age and younger, were not so content to sit 

without light – whatever the circumstance – and wrote in to Village Life explicitly invoking their 

discontent with being left not just in the literal dark, but also outside of the light of modern 

living, the life owed to citizens of the modern Soviet Union. Sokolov, Zholobov, and Pavlova 

from Krasnogvardeyskiy District of Belgorod Oblast writing from the Kuybyshev Kolkhoz 

complained that even after a set of renovations the proverbial 

incandescent lamps of Lenin have not lit up everywhere… But in the central part 

of our village there is lamp[light] shining around the clock; kolkhozniks watch 

televisions, use washing machines, electric ranges and irons, listen to radio, turn 

on [record] players, [while] we sit with kerosene lamps and pout [i grustim].581  

 
577 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.87, l.19. 
578 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.87, l.20. 
579 Svetlana Anatolʹevna [b.1962].  
580 Margaret Paxson discusses the frustration of the residents of one northern Russian village who 
claimed they had been ready to do the hard physical work of installation themselves had they been 
provided the wiring: Paxson, Solovyovo, 187. 
581 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.87, l.21. 
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These villagers’ well-crafted lines recall what Kotkin called “speaking Bolshevik” (i.e., knowing 

which buttons to press): they take care to refer to their kolkhoz as an “agricultural guild” in line 

with a very briefly re-popularized nomenclature; writing in the same year as the centennial of 

Vladimir Lenin’s birth, they use the evocative term “lamps of Lenin” for incandescent bulbs, 

they trace the outlines of the ideal lifestyle of the modern kolkhoznik using a litany of new 

technologies, and they juxtapose this idealization with their sorrow [grustʹ], which they know is 

alien to the emotions expected of Soviet citizens in general and simple villagers specifically (the 

sorrow of charges was a safer note to hit than the anger of citizens).  

These tropes are liberally echoed in analogous letters. Villagers in Arkhangelʹskoe village 

of Gubkin District (also Belgorod Oblast) inveighed that “It is insulting to live in our times 

[obidno zhitʹ v nashe vremia] without light.”582 Villagers in Vodkovka village in Sumy Oblast 

labeled their “joy [radostʹ]” in the promise of electrification “premature.” 583 Other villagers from 

the Black Earth region complained that while surrounding villages are illuminated they 

“remain[ed] in darkness with granny’s ancient oil lamp [vpotʹmakh so starinnoi babushkinoi 

koptilkoi]” or pointedly reminded their readers that “soon it is the [centennial of Lenin’s birth] 

and the outfitting of the whole country with electricity was the dream of our ‘Ilʹich.’”584 By the 

close of the 1960s villagers, at least those savvy enough to write to Village Life, understood 

electricity as key to modern living and clearly felt its use owed to them as Soviet citizens – “we 

thought by now it would be possible to use washing machines, televisions, and irons,” in the 

words of one complaint.585  

 
582 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.87, l.23. 
583 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.87, l.23. 
584 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.87, l.25-6; 29. 
585 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.87, l.29. 
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Villagers went further in explicitly connecting this deferred modernity with its 

availability in the city. 17 villagers writing from Timiriazev Kolkhoz in Lipetsk Oblast 

complained about the lack of lighting and, incisively, closed with the note that “Our village is 

located in a wondrous place [v chudesnoi mestnosti] but the youth does not stay here [molodëzhʹ 

ne uderzhivaetsia zdesʹ], upon finishing school [they] leave for the city.”586 14 residents of 

Merlinovka village in Kirsanovskii District of Tambov Oblast wrote in with a similar complaint: 

 In 1961 they connected us to electrical lighting. We started living differently, just 

like in the city you could even say [priamo, mozhno skazatʹ, po-gorodskomu]. 

Many of our residents in order to ease their labor [trud] began to obtain electric 

appliances: irons, ranges, washing machines and, finally, televisions./We never 

though that the old darkness [starye potëmki] would return and here it has 

returned.587  

“Old darkness” is contrasted with living like in the city, which is held to be the appropriate 

standard for modern Soviet living. 

Interestingly, the villagers writing these letters appear to have been fully prepared for the 

benefits electricity and aware of how it might change their life even before they had secured it. A 

number of letters even complained about appliances sitting idle. In one 1970 letter, D. Tkach, V. 

Nikitchuk and 21 other villagers from Triskyni in Rivne Oblast complained that they were 

promised power in 1968 but 1969 had just passed and there was still nothing: “Many have 

[obtained] televisions, radios and other electrical appliances thinking that they would ring in 

1969 with brightly lit rooms, but it turns out that 1970 too they will have to ring in with kerosene 

lamps.”588 In one unsigned letter from the village of Vozdvizhenka in Volovsk District of 

Lipetsk Oblast a villager complains “[They] promised us that we would have [electric] light in 

 
586 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.87, l.26. 
587 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.87, l.19. 
588 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.87, l.18. 
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the third quarter of 1969. We were thrilled and began to wait for the moment that our electric 

bulbs and blue screens would light up.”589 It is telling that this villager knew to expect a blue 

screen. Residents from the village of Ilovai-Rozhdestvenno of Pervomaiskii District of Tambov 

Oblast, meanwhile, reverted to the language of sorrow, projecting it onto their children:  

The evening arrives, kerosene lamps are lit in the houses, and the children always 

flip the switch, looking sorrowfully [pechalʹno] at the incandescent lamp of Lenin 

and the televisions. For many they have been purchased on credit. And what is the 

result: the money is paid, time goes on, but you are not able to come to use 

anything: not the television, not the washing machines, not the electric irons. And 

no one wants to deal with it.590  

Here the villagers complained in terms of an unspoken contract, its respective end of which the 

state had not held up, both in selling them appliances on credit under what turned out to be false 

promises of electrification and at once in not delivering modern living (thereby committing the 

cardinal sin of making their children sad). G. Mironiuk, a milkmaid in the Kirov Kolkhoz in 

Chernihiv Oblast complained that she could not use her gas range because there was nothing to 

which to connect it also noting how “With sorrow [S grustʹiu], [she] look[ed] out on [her] range 

on the veranda.”591 She as others made a point of drawing attention to her sadness at having been 

teased with the accoutrements of Soviet modernity, an offended mewling that was the most 

damning indictment of the Soviet state available to these petitioners.592 

  As can be seen from the many compelling letters cited above, villagers, particularly 

ones bold and capable enough to write to Village Life (often in concert with dozens of others) 

had a fairly complete idea of the benefits that awaited them with being plugged into utility 

networks. This clear eagerness to utilize new technologies extended to both labor-saving 

 
589 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.87, l.32. 
590 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.87, l.20. 
591 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.191, l.103. 
592 Cf. the fate of Ivan Polozka who complained about his grandmother’s shack.  
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appliances like washing machines and irons, but also to facilitators of entertainment and leisure 

like evening light and televisions. In this sense, this is a somewhat basic parallel of the 

acquiescence to and encouragement of lifestyle-driven consumption that had come into 

increasing prominence for the city during the Stalin Era, treated by scholars as a process of 

embourgeoisement.593 The inclusion of the village in this process took on the full support of the 

state under Khrushchev and Brezhnev as planners altered their approaches to account for 

significant new village demand for items and appliances including “televisions, radio-receivers, 

tape player-recorders, refrigerators, washing machines, [electric] sewing machines, vacuum 

cleaners, electric irons, electric shavers, clocks and watches of all kinds, photo cameras, video 

cameras, upright and grand pianos, motorcycles and scooters [motorollery], mopeds, motorized 

bicycles, [and] bicycles.”594  

As the accouterments of city life expanded to the village, so did the problems of the 

Soviet distribution system for both goods and services, which proved still more severe. K. 

Aksënov, a 68-year-old invalid from Tambov Oblast wrote in to Village Life to explain this 

shortcoming:  

Village residents live well, they all now have the ability to obtain televisions and 

[they] do so. But, you know, it is a torment to try to repair them in the village as 

there is nowhere to do so. But, you know, it should be like this: when the number 

of televisions is increased, then there should [also] grow and improve the repair 

network [sistema remonta].595  

It is certainly difficult to disagree with his take on this problem. Elderly people like Aksënov 

could not be realistically expected to drag heavy appliances many kilometers to the nearest city 

 
593 Dunham, In Stalin’s Time; Hoffman, Stalinist Values. 
594 V.I. Bratnikov, B.V. Srebnikov, and L.N. Efremova, Prognozirovanie sprosa selʹskogo naseleniia i 
obosnovanie potrebnosti kooperativnykh organizatsii v ėlektrobytovykh tovarakh (metodicheskie 
rekomendachii) (Moscow: TsĖNTROSOIuZ, 1975), 3. 
595 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.191, l.104. 
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to have them fixed, and yet they often had to resort to precisely this, to the point that higher level 

authorities needed to account for this in some instances. A 1962 memorandum by the Ministry of 

Automobile Transport and Highways of the Ukrainian SSR was forced into a clarification by 

complaints of those prevented from transporting TVs that “all TVs in appropriate packaging 

[were] permitted for transport. Responsibility for the television,” though, “belong[ed] to the 

passenger.”596  S. Nikitin, also from Tambov Oblast put the issue in starker terms: “I should like 

to say that from the village of Stenʹshino all the youth has left. Why? Well because of bad 

services [bytovye uslugi]. You have to bring your television to Lipetsk, 40 kilometers away, to be 

repaired. The same thing with [your] watch.”597 In other words, while for some it was 

impossible, even for youth it was grossly inconvenient. One could get their roof patched or have 

a barn put up with a payment of a glass of homebrew to a fellow villager, but it was distinctly 

harder to get a typewriter or television repaired this way.598 The Soviet services sector was 

persistently hurt by both a lack of capacity and a lack of imagination. Combined with a similarly 

persistent blindness to the value of transportation of goods, the profits from which were 

necessarily seen as an illegitimate and exploitative arbitrage rather than a legitimate service,599 

villagers were at an obvious and easily perceptible disadvantage even though they may have now 

had access to a new class of goods that in some cases gave them a taste of modern living without, 

necessarily, a secure claim to it. Petitioners themselves regularly claimed this resulted in not only 

their sorrow but that of their children, and some explicitly connected it with the departure of 

village youth for the city though the young themselves did not seem to make this complaint in 

 
596 DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.259, ark.44. 
597 RGASPI, f.591, op.1, d.191, l.104. 
598 Millar, “The Little Deal,” 694-706. 
599 The credit for this observation (or rather the observation of the observation’s significance) belongs to 
Harley Balzer. 
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significant measure. Like the anxieties over hygiene it seems it was the older generations (rather 

than their children), largely unable to look forward to starting over in the city, that took the most 

direct offense at the practical difficulties of living a modern life in the village. 

 

Making the Village Smaller 

 Long distances are an inherent element of rural life, and the project of bringing to the 

village a conception of modern living that was informed by and entwined with the city was 

bound to turn on the stubborn question of mobility just as it presented issues for agricultural 

production.600 Could the Soviet state defeat the forces encouraging concentration that had drawn 

people to cities for millennia? Much as the American suburban lifestyle was made possible by 

the car, villagers in the Soviet Union could greatly expand their opportunities for access to 

leisure, services, and work itself by making themselves more mobile, and the opportunity for this 

expanded greatly in the last decades of the Soviet period. 

To an extent that strikes me as underappreciated, village life increasingly assumed the 

benefit of individual transportation. By the end of Khrushchev’s tenure, half of kolkhoz families 

had a bicycle or motorcycle, double the ratio for city people, even within the social categories 

that were most likely to own them (white collar workers, etc.).601 Among youth in the Black 

Earth region, bicycles became nearly universal by the close of the 1960s.602 Traditionally, the 

agency and status they implied had been associated with masculinity:  

The head committee of the All-Soviet Agricultural Fair [vystavka] in 1954 

recognized and rewarded [nahorodyv i premiiuvav] the leading workers of 

 
600 This was true both before and after the Revolution. Orlando Figes notes that after Emancipation in the 
particularly restive Volga Region, some peasants would have travel as much as 10km to access their 
land: The issue of distance would go on to doom Brezhnev’s doubling-down on the Khrushchev Era 
project of kolkhoz consolidation: Figes, Peasant Russia, Civil War. 
601 Harris, Communism on Tomorrow Street, 256. 
602 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.346, l.94; d.361, l.122. 
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[Zachepylivka District]. Combine mechanic-operator A. Dikun was awarded a 

large gold medal and a Victory [brand] car. Combine mechanic-operator’s 

assistant Kirpa received a large silver medal and motorcycle [and] tractor 

mechanic-operator Ivanov a small silver medal and a bicycle. Small silver medals 

were also received by [female] pig-minder I. Pylypchuk…, [female] calf-minder 

M. Lytvyn…, and [female] P. Amelina.603 

Noticeably, none of the women were judged as in need of a bicycle. A somewhat bawdy novelty 

song about an older woman who buys a bicycle with money saved up from selling homebrew 

became popular a few years ago in Ukraine, and seems to have had resonance among those who 

lived through the period when it was still unusual for an older woman to ride a bicycle.604 

 

Figure 3.3: “Beyond the Outskirts” [1977]605 

 

As the bicycle became standard with time, the focus of village strivers turned to 

motorcycles. Given the above, the motorcycle was unsurprisingly a rite of passage for young 

men specifically, to pay for which they could work in the kolkhoz.606 Also unsurprisingly they 

 
603 Zachepylivshchyna, eds. Tiutiunnyk, Khalaïm, and Kuzhelʹ, 74. 
604 Perfomed here by a group of elderly women seated in a parked bus [marshrutka]: MahatmaTimkov, 
“Lisaped moi Lisaped ...” (28 Jan. 2013): <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQMUqmVHEk4> 
605 V. Bogdanova, “Za okoliʦ󠄭ei,” Literaturnaia gazeta (11 May 1977), 11. This actually does not seem all 
that far beyond the outskirts, but the idea remains. 
606 Vikor [b.1961]; Aleksandr Ivanovich [b.1965]; Kateryna Markivna Ushakova (b.1923, residing in 
Preslav, Prymorsk District, Zaporizhzhia Oblast, Ukraine [current pop.: 2,109]), Usna istoriia Stepovoï 
Ukraïny 6, 298. 
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came to serve as a status symbol, which sometimes offended older generations. Vladimir 

Vasilʹevich, who came of age somewhat early among those of my interviewees who recounted 

having motorcycles, recalled having his own impounded by his school director as an unseemly 

marker of differentiation.607 As observed by Haomin Gong, inequality in provision and 

possession of resources is inherent to the modern emphasis on accumulation, and the pace of 

progress in the 1960s and 1970s was bound to present a culture shock to both traditional-

communitarian and Communist attitudes about individual excess.608 Not only did the rapid 

appearance of motorcycles, mopeds and the like give villagers the physical opportunity to move 

from one place to another, it also weighed on their perception of opportunities for social 

mobility. By the late 1980s this phenomenon was extended to privately owned automobiles, 

where village dwellers erased their earlier deficit of autos vis-à-vis city-dwellers.609 

As typical for the USSR, the repair network for motorcycles and similar single-person 

motorized vehicles did not keep up with demand.610 To echo K. Aksënov from above, it would 

have been good to ensure that the distribution of spare parts and repair-people kept up with the 

distribution of the vehicles themselves, but this was not to be. Villagers, virtually exclusively 

men, inundated Village Life with complaints about the lack of motorcycle repair-centers in the 

 
607 Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1954]. 
608 Haomin Gong, Uneven Modernity: Literature, film, and intellectual discourse in postsocialist China 
(Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2016). 
609 Local historians of Skorodnoe village describe how a “potato boom” in the private plots of the village 
around 1970 allowed villagers to purchase finished goods including “[automobiles], furniture, rugs,” the 
first of which likely created a positive feedback loop where villagers could more easily market their 
produce. In 1988, one in twenty residents of both the village and city owned an automobile in the USSR. 
Parity had been reached in the Ukrainian SSR 1987. In the RSFSR, villagers had become slightly more 
likely to own an automobile, reversing the situation of the prior decade: Adonin, Agafonov, and Lysykh, Iz 
istorii sela Skorodnoe; Transport i sviazʹ SSSR: Statisticheskii sbornik (Moscow: Goskomstat, 1990), 90. 
610 Lewis Siegelbaum observes in his work on the Soviet Auto Industry that Moscow itself only had 
roughly a dozen service stations for its quarter million automobile owners: Cars for Comrades: The Life of 
the Soviet Automobile (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2008), cited by Golubev and Smolyak, 
“Making Selves through Making Things,” 519.    
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village or their poor functioning where they did exist.611 N. Liashko of Forward Kolkhoz in 

Chernyanka District of Belgorod Oblast described the problem thus:  

I think the Posyltorg Distribution Point [baza] should be more attentive to farm 

and field laborers, especially of remote [otdalënnykh] regions. As in order to get 

[dostatʹ] spare parts it is necessary to travel such distances: 170km to Voronezh, 

190km to Kursk, 150km to Belgorod, 150km to Valuyki, 110km to Ostrogozhsk. 

And before leaving, the nearest train station is 38k away from us and it is 

necessary to get there by hitchhiking [ispolʹzuia poputnyi transport] as we have 

no busses.612  

The lack of transportation to be able to get parts to fix one’s transportation presented a paradox, 

one frustrating on a level one step beyond the similar frustrations described above for household 

appliances. Both cases, though had in common one deeper problem of introducing technology 

without the guarantee of consistency in its servicing that was also seen with household 

appliances above: one could know what one was missing by description, but having a 

convenience and losing it was a more intimate frustration. I.I. Negoda, for example, a brigade 

leader from the village of Kantemirovka in Voronezh Oblast who, as a manager, presumably had 

a particular need to be mobile complained that he needed shocks for his motorcycle and could 

not get them from the Posyltorg base. Soon it would be summer and he had no idea how he 

would be able to get around in the heat.613 When motorcycles were scarcer, Negoda’s 

predecessors, and likely Negoda himself, obviously somehow figured out a way to get around, 

even given that kolkhozes were somewhat smaller in those days. Now, though, his expectations 

were different, and he was forced to either suffer through a painful ride or revert to living 

without the accouterment that had made his life and work easier. Was it truly better to have 

ridden a motorcycle and lost it than never to have ridden one at all? The ability to bring only a 

 
611 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.205, l.30-9. 
612 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.205, l.31. 
613 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.88, l.17. 
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haphazard version of modernity, exacerbated by the distances and weaker distribution 

infrastructure of the village relative to the city, had the unfortunate effect of breeding frustration 

for an increasingly mobile village population. As one villager put it dryly in a 1976 letter, “I do 

not see the conscientiousness toward people [zabota o liudiakh] that was envisioned by the XXV 

Congress of the CPSU.”614  

While villagers struggled to become more mobile themselves so as to better access work 

and services, there were also recurrent efforts, particularly as a product of local initiative, to 

make services more mobile, to, in a sense, bring the goods and services of modern Soviet living 

to individuals in the village rather than having them bicycle, ride, or scoot themselves to 

modernity. The evidence indicates that efforts to provide mobile services to villagers were 

valiant but weak, whether controlled from above or below. In this context, local actors were 

given some flexibility to be inventive. In 1965, for example, the Ministry of Automobile 

Transport and Highways of the Ukrainian SSR allotted 35 Moskvich automobiles throughout the 

Republic (including one in Sumy Oblast) for the purposes of delivering services [pobutove 

obsluhovannia] without any further guidance on their use.615 The Gubkin District Planning 

Commission organized in 1973 a set of “mobile receipt points [peredvizhnye priëmnye punkty]” 

with a staff of four meant to pick up items for repair and cleaning along nine different routes, 

focusing on various kolkhozes’ central farmsteads.616 Even this quite proactive effort to make 

services more available in the village only had sufficient resources to target the largest villages. 

 
614 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.205, l.39. 
615 DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.330, ark.6.  
616 GABO f.R-997, op.2, d.99, l.21. 
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Such efforts were complemented by those of Republic-level authorities, for example a set of 

tuberculosis-response buses operated by the Healthcare Ministry of the Ukrainian SSR.617 

Amid the limited ability to provide tangible services in this fashion, efforts aimed at the 

correlated aims of information, entertainment, and propaganda received priority. A widely 

printed text on “cultured leisure in the village” aimed at club directors and other village 

intelligentsia, for example, suggested creating agitation buses,618 a more flexible update on the 

agitation trains and steamboats of yore that sometimes retained the legacy name [agitpoezd].619 

Similarly, the Council of Ministers of the Ukrainian SSR exempted mobile theater-buses from a 

mass-requisitioning by the Transportation Ministry that affected most other buses in the 

Republic.620 At a more local level, authorities innovated with  library book-shuttles [knizhnye 

peredvizhki] as in the Korocha District of Belgorod Oblast or a smaller-scale operation in the 

Stary Oskol District of the same oblast, as well as an interlibrary loan bus in Ivnya District.621 

These cited cases took place over the course of the 1960s and into the 1980s indicating that 

efforts were haphazard and took off in various locales at various times (and were then invoked 

braggingly at Party meetings and in the press as something of a best case scenario).622 The 

degree to which these met the “spiritual needs” of the population is unclear, although the 

prospect that they did should not be dismissed outright. 

 
617 DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.190, ark.186. 
618 Viktor Siaglov, Kulʹturnyi dosug na sele (Moscow: Politizdat, 1974), 37. 
619 Zachepylivshchyna, eds. Tiutiunnyk, Khalaïm, and Kuzhelʹ, 80. 
620 DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.223, ark.14. 
621 GANIBO f.572, op.3, d.39, l.43; L. Goncharova, “Vtoroi dom doiarki,” Maiak (Stary Oskol, Rus.), 17 
Jan. 1965; N.T. Sliunina, “Razvitie kulʹtury v Ivnianskom raione,” Ivnianskii krai v potoke vremeni, eds. 
Starchenko, V.A., A.I. Bazarov, and M.A. Kremenëv (Belgorod, Rus.: LitKaraVan, 2013), 219. 
622 This is not to suggest that cadres did not get around by other means. It is very common to see village 
librarians credited in works by local historians for having been a “frequent guest at farms and field 
____[polʹovi stanky]”: L.P. Khymenko and K.M. Kovalenko, Sokoliv i sokoliany: Z dalekoho mynuloho do 
sʹohodennia (Istoriia. Dokumenty. Spohady) (Balakliia, Ukr.: Baldruk, 2007), 162. 
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At the risk of being overly reductive, distance to services was in practice distance to 

modern living. Although the production of bicycles and motorcycles in sufficient quantities for 

the rural population can also be seen as an effort by the state to narrow this distance, the lack of 

attention to provisioning with spare parts created its own hurdles. Consequently, the quest for 

services frequently only brought frustrated villagers to the city where they could see for 

themselves the disparity in the condition of the service and transportation network.  

Paved roads and bus stops themselves were a much longed for sign of the bringing of 

modern “beauty” to the village.623 Amid the expansion of paving, leadership faced “throngs  

from different [village] streets demanding that their street in particular be paved” looking 

forward to the “joy in [their] eyes” when these demands could be satisfied by the “will of the 

heart.”624 A.P. Derkach, a teacher from Sumy Oblast’s Hvyntove village complained at a 1973 

meeting of the Hvyntove Village Council that: 

We have a whole series of matters to resolve in [our] village in the short term [v 

naiblyzhchyi chas]. Take [for example] the public services conglomerate 

[kombinat pobutovoho obsluhovuvannia naselennia]. The building was built, 

some money was spent, but as far as outfitting it with cadres they did not outfit it; 

the residents’ need for its services is great. There is a whole series of unresolved 

matters in regard to the bringing of culture to the village and its good-outfitting 

[navedennia kulʹtury sela ta ioho blahoustrii]. The roadways [shliakhy 

spoluchennia] on the territory of the Village Council are very bad. To get to the 

district center or even to the nearest waystation [polustanok] is a whole problem. 

Not infrequently people of various ages have to walk such [long] distances on 

foot. All these [are] questions that it has come time to resolve.625  

 
623 “Selo maie buty krasyvym,” Leninetsʹ (Nova Vodolaga, Ukrainian SSR, USSR) (23 Oct. 1965), 1, 
reproduced by Andrei Paramonov: Istoriko-statisticheskoe opisanie: s. Staroverovka 
Konstantinogradskogo uezda Poltavskoi gubernii (Kharkiv, Ukr.: Otkuda Rodom, 2011), 185; Khymenko 
and Kovalenko, Sokoliv i sokoliany, 115. 
624 Lukʹianov, “Po veleniiu serdtsa,” Selo Zasosna, 204. 
625 DASO f.R-6823, op.1, spr.187, ark.2. 
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Derkach’s comments, which combine fluidly complaints about services and transportation under 

the broad banner of culture reflected an impatience and even feeling of entrapment that many of 

his fellow villagers apparently shared.626 The Hvyntove Village Council was one of the worst 

population-losers in its district over the 1970s. 

 

Media of Modernity 

One recurring problem motivating the rapid depopulation of the village was that the 

physical distance to the city was increasingly more intractable than the mental distance. As 

discussed above, villagers largely and increasingly knew what they were missing regarding the 

objects/utilities/benefits of modernity. The media for this “information,” as Zaslavskaia would 

have it, were text written in newspapers and magazines, images projected onto film and 

television screens and described by radio, as well as the monologues of and dialogues with 

cadres of cultural workers which, together, did an increasingly thorough job of depicting what 

Soviet modernity had to offer the average citizen in the ideal scenario – which villagers then 

could infer to be an urban setting. As Kristin Roth-Ey puts it in her study of post-Stalinist media, 

“Mass culture was more than just a symbolic good… more than just a sign of a modern lifestyle; 

it was a lived good, a modern lifestyle enacted and enjoyed.”627 This good in all its 

manifestations was in deficit in the village, a message that the expanding infrastructure of Soviet 

media could not help but carry.  

 
626 By contrast compilers of a history of Zachepylivka District describe the opening of a bus-terminal in 
Zatsepylivka itself, by then a tract-of-urban type, in August 1974 as a “joyous event [radisna podiia] for its 
workers, bus-drivers, and passengers:” Zachepylivshchyna, eds. Tiutiunnyk, Khalaïm, and Kuzhelʹ, 80. 
627 Kristin Roth-Ey, Moscow Prime Time: How the Soviet Union Built the Media Empire that Lost the 
Cultural Cold War (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 2011), 17. 
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Stephen Lovell, in pointing out that the value of the radio as a means of mass information 

was quickly adopted by the Bolsheviks notes that as opposed to newspapers, “offputting to the 

point of impenetrability,” the radio “promised to get through to even the most benighted 

listener,” and indeed proceeds to trace the decoupling of these two forms of media over the 

1920s.628 While radio had obvious benefits, particularly as illiteracy lingered, it is important to 

note that the print media aimed at rural audiences evolved considerably and became a significant 

tool in spreading not only the narrow “information,” but also the values and standards of the 

Soviet government. 

While it is abundantly clear from the records of newspaper and magazine editorial bodies 

that they undertook their work seriously, the reception of their work has often been more 

questionable, particularly outside the periodicals popular with the intelligentsia. Did 

kolkhozniks, on the other hand, read? I think the answer for many was yes, and that they took 

what they read more at face value than some others might assume.629 Academic investigations at 

the time showed villagers were reading newspapers on a regular basis, and, more anecdotally, 

Margaret Paxson found in her fieldwork (conducted just after the collapse of the USSR) that 

residents of the rather remote northern village of Solovyovo were habitual readers of 

periodicals.630   

 
628 Stephen Lovell, Russia in the Microphone Age: A history of Soviet radio, 1919-1970 (Oxford, U.K.: 
Oxford University Press, 2015), 71-8. 
629 I agree in this respect with the arguably revisionist conclusions of Denis Kozlov in his far more 
sophisticated study on the readers of the thick literary journal New World [Novyi mir]: Kozlov, The 
Readers of Novyi Mir. 
630 A 1979 survey found that villagers both in remote villages and those nearer to the city had a similar 
incidence of readership – roughly a third read papers daily for more than half an hour, roughly a third for 
less than half an hour, and roughly a third read them less often than daily: Afanasʹev, “Sviazʹ ėkonomiko-
geograficheskikh faktorov,” Sotsiologiia i psikhologiia chteniia, ed. Stelʹmakh, 24; Paxson, Solovyovo, 
202; Simush, Sotsialʹnyi portret sovetskogo krestʹianstva, 122 & 124. 
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Periodicals of a local nature as well as special-interest periodicals – through both of 

which the topics of concern and linguistic formulas of more prestigious media filtered down – 

were not particularly useful for the purposes of ‘reading between the lines’ as was, say, Pravda, 

and there is not a lot of reason to believe that villagers would have the breadth of knowledge to 

do so effectively. Rather, they functioned more seamlessly and effectively as a delivery vehicle 

for the basic premises of Soviet ideology including, in particular, ideas of about practices and 

standards of living (including both work and leisure). 

Take, for example, Village Youth magazine (formerly Young Kolkhoznik) “aimed at 

young village workers and kolkhozniks, students [studenty i uchashchiesia] at agricultural 

educational establishments and the young village intelligentsia.”631 This periodical presented a 

mixture of commentary, stories, news reports, and educational information. Issues in 1965, for 

example, contained a short dictionary of agricultural terminology (antibiotics, artificial milk, 

“feed-curds,” etc.), an article about Indian scientists attempting to use acoustics in agriculture, 

and advice from a doctor on first aid for breaks and burns.632 These rather straightforward if 

eclectic items, a porridge ready for the village reader’s digest, were interspersed casually with 

staples of political propaganda. There was attention to patriotic matters: an article, “If There is a 

War Tomorrow,” about the military preparedness of village youth, a brief socioeconomic 

catechism, “Must I hate [Dolzhen li ia nenavidetʹ]?” about the inappropriateness of indifference 

to class distinctions (the answer was, yes, one must hate), as well as articles reflecting the turn to 

concern about environmental matters observable in this period.633 While the former group of 

articles might have more readily captured the attention of readers, it is hard to believe that the 

 
631 It was renamed as of the January 1962 issue by decision of the secretariat of the CPSU along with the 
bureau of the VLKSM: RGASPI f.M-75, op.1, d.25, l.21. 
632 RGASPI f.M-75, op.1, d.47, l.8-10. 
633 RGASPI f.M-75, op.1, d.47, l.37-9. 
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generous interposition of the latter class did not influence their thinking, particularly when the 

whole amounted to some of their best regular access to the world beyond the village. It is further 

unclear what deeper conclusions could be drawn from these pieces, beyond that perhaps 

pollution and overfishing were a growing concern, something that people could see for 

themselves. 

Vladimir Kolesnikov a villager and teacher from Novy Oskol District (who would later 

move to Belgorod) described in his mid-1950s diary district newspapers as “fully denuded of the 

snobbery of the capital, carry[ing] within themselves pure Russian naïveté and the authentic 

sublimity of living and being. The rustle of their yellowed pages,” he argued, was “the honest 

voice of local history.”634 Districts papers were of course far from entirely naïve – they had a 

cultivational role. Articles in the vein of “What You Need to Know about Angina” seem to have 

become more common over time, particularly into the 1970s.635 And, just as noted above with 

youth periodicals, they carried an overtly agitational subtext that did not hesitate to “hate.” 

Editors were not shy about their propagandistic aims. A quite typical article in Lebedyn 

District’s Socialist Life [Sotsialistychne zhyttia] about a meeting and discussion of the same 

purpose held at a village club was bluntly titled with the cliché, “Live as the Party Says,” 

echoing similar efforts on its pages to expound the newly promulgated “Moral Code of the 

Builder of Communism.”636 

District papers, while prone to minute heterodox deviations (as whether it was good for a 

swine-handler to be dirty) hewed to a political-explanatory framework that was quite typically 

Soviet and put the rural citizen in the context of the modern, progressive Soviet state. A 

 
634 Kolesnikov, Novooskolʹtsy i Novooskolʹe, 150. 
635 V. Gusëv, “Chto nuzhno znatʹ ob angine,” Znamia kommunizma (Rakitnoe, Rus.), 6 May 1972, 4. 
636 V. Kotliar, “Zhyty tak, iak kazhe Partiia,” Sotsialistychne zhyttia (Lebedyn, Ukr.), Jan. 1, 1962, 3. 
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hypothetically benign New Year’s poem published in 1966 in the newspaper of record for 

Lebedyn District illustrates one of the more subtle ways the message was presented:637 

In white sheets the snow is drifting 

In the mountains ice asway 

But, above the florid city, 

A new year, a new day! 

 

The seeds sown have not been squandered 

They’ve a fecund harvest bore, 

We feel no shame any longer 

Looking back on times before. 

 

There have sprouted buildings sturdy, 

They now teem with people too, 

Into a wondrous Eden earthly, 

We will make our world anew. 

 

And the eagles’ cry of rockets, 

The cosmos will once more arouse 

And the stars foreign and distant, 

Will welcome us as to their house. 

 

A new year drifts o’er the city 

And into it we will allow 

All that’s good, and bright, and cleanly, 

And all that’s bad – let it die out! 

 

Bilyi snih lapatyt lystom 

Ledʹ hoidaietʹsia v hori/ 

A nad mistom, nad barvystym 

Novyi rik, novyi rik 

 

V zemliu vysiiani zerna 

Urozhai dali stokrat 

I ne soromno teper nam 

Ohliadatysia nazad 

 

Vyrosly strunki budowy 

Novi zvodiatʹsıa liudʹmy 

Zemliu nashu v sad chudovyi 

Peretvoriuiemo my 

 

 I raket orlynyi klekit 

Kosmos zbudytʹ shche ne raz 

I zirky chuzhy, daleki 

Zustrichaty budutʹ nas 

 

Rik novyi plyve nad mistom 

V nʹoho my lysh te berem 

Shcho khoroshe, svitle, chyste 

A pohane – khai pomre! 

This celebration of an urban modernity is unusual because Lebedyn was a mostly rural district 

and the city of Lebedyn small and comprised mostly of single-family dwellings. While the 

majority of the paper was devoted to agricultural news and topics, the agricultural metaphors 

here evoke the sowing of seeds in the context specifically of laying the groundwork for 

urbanization, presenting a bright future of shapely buildings and rockets soaring as eagles. This 

 
637 Volodymyr Kashuba, “Novorichne,” Budivnyk komunizmu (Lebedyn, Ukr.), Jan. 1, 1966, 2. 
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was even accompanied by space exploration inspired marginalia that had little do with Lebedyn 

the city and even less to do with Lebedyn the predominantly rural district.  

 
Figure 3.4: Marginalia from Sotsialistychne zhyttia [1962]638 

 

If villagers longed for even more locally geared information, kolkhoz newspapers were 

also available, although these were shorter still and more akin to newsletters. An analysis of such 

papers from the late 1970s and early 1980s preserved at the Sumy Oblast State Academic 

Library reveals an overarching concern with production – especially elucidation of the terms for 

earning various bonuses639  – but also produces items of a more general interest that could be 

described as aiming to instill a more general Soviet culture, including a merry emotional style of 

work,640 good family and household management,641 and, particularly, matters of safety and 

 
638 “Do novykh peremoh” and “Z novym rokom,” Sotsialistychne zhyttia (1 Jan. 1962), 1. 
639 E.g. “Moralʹni ta materialʹni stymuly trudivnykam kolhospu na 1978 rik,” Kolhospne zhyttia, (Kolkhoz 
im. M. Horʹkoho) (Krolevets, Sumy Oblast, Ukr.), May 28, 1978; “Moralʹni ta materialʹni stymuly dlia 
bryhad i mekhanizovanykh lanok po vyroshchuvanniu kartopli v 1979 rotsi,” Kolhospne zhyttia, Apr. 27, 
1979; “Moralʹni ta materialʹni stymuly trudivnykam na zbyranni kukurudzy,” Kolhospne zhyttia, Aug. 21, 
1979. 
640 E.g. I. Bilobrovko, “Sumlinna trudivnytsia,”Kolhospne zhyttia, May 30, 1978; M. Kharchenko, 
“Pratsiuiutʹ sumlinno,” Kolhospne zhyttia, Aug. 21, 1979. 
641 E.g. “Osnova simeinoho vykhovannia,” Kolhospne zhyttia, Oct. 14, 1978; “Hazetu i zhurnal – u kozhnu 
simʺiu,”Kolhospne zhyttia, Aug. 21, 1979. 
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hygiene including fire safety measures,642 medical advice,643 and propaganda against 

alcoholism.644 These newspapers were also occasionally a space of mockery for those who did 

not fit desired cultural norms:  

The majority of milkmaids of our kolkhoz work scrupulously toward the 

fulfilment and over-fulfilment of [their] accepted responsibilities. But, 

unfortunately, within the collective there are also those who seek to live off of 

kolkhoz property, violating labor discipline. / Recently there occurred a sitting of 

the comrades’ court which examined the matter of the truancy of milkmaids M.D. 

Iakhniuk and H.O. Poberezhna, by virtue of which 75kg of milk were wasted. / In 

the third tractor brigade there is a woeful tractor mechanic-operator Fedir 

Petrovych Hlushko. Without the knowledge of leadership, he took a T-150 tractor 

and drove to Liubytovo village, and, having gotten wasted [napyvsia syvukhy], 

flipped [his tractor] over into a ravine. The tractor was out of commission for two 

days and four tractors worked to pull it out of the ravine.645  

In this example, readers’ attention is brought to undesirable behavior with the hope that the old 

patterns of collective judgment will repeat themselves in influencing the behavior of violators 

and deterring those so inclined. In other words, this is an attempt to harness traditional village 

mechanisms to function toward modern Soviet ends using Soviet media. These kinds of items, 

however, are not as common as might be expected; not every sitting of the comrades’ courts was 

written up – far from it. There are a few potential reasons for this. Perhaps individuals did not 

fear this sort of notoriety any longer or, alternately, authorities knew that they would achieve it 

 
642 E.g. “Uvaha! U kvartyri zridzhenyi haz,” “Kolhospne zhyttia, Apr. 12, 1978; M. Kostiuchenko, 
“Zberezhemo khlib vid pozhezhi,” Kolhospne zhyttia, July 13, 1978; Kostiuchenko, “Dotrymuitesʹ pravyl 
protypozhezhnoï bezpeky,” Kolhospne zhyttia, Oct. 14, 1978, repeated May 22, 1979. 
643 E.g. Korzh, “Dopomoha kolhospnytsiam pry vahitnosti i rodakh,” Kolhospne zhyttia, Nov. 20, 1978; V. 
Dolhykh, “Iak zapobihty kyshkovykh zakhvoriuvanʹ,” Kolhospne zhyttia, Aug. 21, 1979. 
644 E.g. Rada profilaktyky, “Pʺianytsiam – ne mistse sered nas,”Kolhospne zhyttia, Aug. 18, 1978; N. 
Postnykova, “Alkoholʹ i vtoma,” Kolhospne zhyttia, Aug. 18, 1978, repeated Feb. 10, 1979; M. Fedchenko, 
“’Druzhna simeika,’” Kolhospne zhyttia, Feb. 10, 1979; “Prystanovyshche dlia vypyvokh,” Kolhospne 
zhyttia, May 31, 1979. 
645 E.g. O. Sukhovyi, “Na osud hromadsʹkosti,” Kolhospne zhyttia, (Kolkhoz im. M. Horʹkoho) (Krolevets, 
Sumy Oblast, Ukr.), Apr. 12, 1978. Cf. “Vony zaneseni na raionnu Doshku poshany,” Kolhospne zhyttia, 
Nov. 20, 1978; “Vony vykonaly richni zobovʺiazannia,” Kolhospne zhyttia, Dec. 14, 1978; “Doshka 
poshani,”Kolhospne zhyttia, Apr. 27, 1979. 
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regardless as a product of rumor which could plausibly spread faster than the written word. 

Surely it could not be kept under wraps that Hlushko flipped his tractor. 

 Amid the broader inculcative project, media aimed at villagers recurrently focused on 

helping them to reach a higher state of “cultured-ness [kulʹturnostʹ].” This cultured-ness project 

had driven the democratization of high culture under the Bolsheviks and Stalin alike, and, by the 

late Soviet period, the effort had become something of a means to itself.646  Peasant Woman 

editors in the late 1970s used a growing budget that allowed for the printing of more color 

photographs in part to create painting galleries both ad hoc and in honor of significant artists of 

the Revolution, Second World War and the contemporary period, as well as international 

masters.647 Attempts were also made to actively involve readers in their own culturing. The 

efforts of Peasant Woman to make village women more well-rounded included a series of inserts 

to the magazine over 1970 collectively comprising an introductory course of accordion lessons 

complete with full-size, fold-out illustrated diagrams of which buttons to press to produce given 

chords.648 In 1978, a series of chess lessons under the editorship of international judge V. 

Sokolova appeared, instructing readers about basic opening and end-game scenarios. This series 

was titled not with a command, not in the imperative, but rather in the present progressive: “You 

are Playing Chess [Igraite v shakhmaty],” an insistent construction.649 One has to wonder how 

many village women learned to play the accordion or chess using this method, but these efforts 

can more confidently be said to have created a set of expectations that paralleled those of the city 

woman.   

 
646 See Kelly and Volkov, “Directed Desires.” 
647 E.g. A.P. and S.P. Tkachëv: “V subbotnyi denʹ.” Krestʹianka (Dec. 1978), 25; Sergei Ivanov: “S.V. 
Ivanov,” Krestʹianka (Aug. 1978), 24. 
648 E.g. “Uchitesʹ igratʹ na baiane,” Krestʹiaka (Jan. 1970), Insert. 
649 E.g. “Igraite {sic} v shakhmaty,” Krestʹianka (Jun. 1978), 31.  
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One of the more idiosyncratic ways that media aimed at the village population sought to 

inculcate them in modern values was in the preaching of fashion and aesthetics to village 

women. Like much of the “leadership” of the city over the village, it reflected a bespoke mix of 

benevolence and condescension tinged with an insistent urgency. In a brief abstract intended for 

internal consumption, editors of Village Youth magazine described one 1965 article as “Critical 

thoughts on the appearance of village youth, about why people dress unattractively in the village, 

whether a fashion designer [modelʹër] is needed in the village, the problem of the village tailor’s 

shop [atelʹe], why fashion is so out-of-date [opazdyvaet] in the village.”650 The traditionally-

informed uniform of the fieldworker was deemed unsatisfactory for the living of life in general.  

There was a market for this content. An article in the September 1960 issue of Peasant 

Woman, “Let’s Talk About Modern Fashion,” was pitched explicitly as a response to reader 

interest: “Our editorial staff frequently receives letters from readers with a request to advise them 

how they can dress better and more tastefully. Some want to know what fashion is [chto takoe 

moda] [or] whether there are differences between city and village fashions.”651 The article was in 

fact an interview with E.V. Semënova, “an aesthetician [iskuststvoved] of the fashion department 

[otdel mod] of the Moscow Main Department Store [GUM],” on whom fell the privilege of 

resolving these philosophical problems of fashion in the village, which she did in a matter-of-fact 

tone, albeit one that was more sensitive than that of Village Youth’s editors.652  

Semënova defined fashion as the “periodic changes in the form of clothing, footwear, 

fabrics, and also everyday objects [predmety byta]” brought about by “changes in in the social 

 
650 RGASPI f.M-75, op.1, d.47, l.36. 
651 E.V. Semënova, “Pogovorim o sovremennoi mode,” Krestʹianka (Sep. 1960), 31-2. 
652 Her discussion parallels a suggestion aimed at blue-collar women in Rabotnitsa, cited by Golubev and 
Smolyak, “Making Selves through Making Things,” 528. 
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and economic life of the society” (using, for example, the lack of fabric during the Revolution to 

explain the short dresses popular then). She differentiated bourgeois fashion as driven by the 

profit motive of clothing suppliers and makers with Socialist fashion, which was supposedly 

driven by an attempt to satisfy the needs of various groups, including villagers. As there was no 

particular reason for these needs to change, she boasted about the lack of rapid changes in 

Socialist fashion. And yet, she assured readers that “at the present time there can be no 

distinction made between village and city fashion,” explaining that every woman – a city woman 

and village woman alike – could choose from a multiplicity of fashions [that which was] most 

suitable for her age, physical attributes, [and] working and living conditions,” closing with some 

general nuggets of wisdom, namely that one needed to be able to move well and that it was best 

not to put fat women in tight-fitting clothes.  

Semënova’s analysis suggests several questions. How could there be no distinction 

between city and village fashions if the gap between city and village lifestyles had not yet been 

closed? Were village women really in possession of the same choices and ability to choose that 

city women were? Were needs, desires, and thus fashions not prone to changing if village 

lifestyles were changing rapidly (as they supposedly were)? These matters did not concern 

Semënova too greatly; her half-chat with poorly-dressed village girlfriends, half-politically-

correct-denunciation of the distinctions between city and village reflected a very typical 

confusion of the ideal with the means of getting there, the persistent present-progressive tense of 

Soviet media.  

The realities of fieldwork and limited resources clearly had little influence into the 

thinking of the efforts to push fashion on the pages of Peasant Woman. True, some advice was 

usable. An article in the February 1978 issue of Peasant Woman gave tips on how to repurpose 
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dresses with the dramatic tailoring and additions and subtractions of which a woman traditionally 

versed in sewing would be capable.653 On the other hand, many of the dresses depicted in the 

magazine were clearly not meant for life and work in the village. Those found on the inside of 

the back-cover of nearly every issue of the magazine from the late 1950s onward were 

characteristically tight, usable perhaps for the occasional night out to the village club or for a trip 

to the city (provided it was purely for leisure rather than marketing or procurement), but certainly 

not an object of any regular utility.  

Alexey Golubev and Olga Smolyak emphasize similar images in Soviet media as 

functioning on the level of imagination and self-imagination: 

In the 1930s, the state … gave birth to kul’turnost’ (cultured-ness), a constitutive 

conception of Stalinist culture which, in particular, rehabilitated consumption as 

pleasure; the 1960s became the time when these efforts evolved further, as the 

ubiquity of discourse on do-it-yourself practices encouraged the making of 

aesthetically and culturally appropriate things at home, thus internalizing the 

official aesthetics and directly participating in its materialization…The 

transformation of the woman into the object of the gaze was not a specifically 

Soviet phenomenon, but apparently part of the general pattern of modernity; a 

specifically Soviet aspect of it was that do-it-yourself practices, due to their 

ubiquity in the Soviet society, became one of the primary venues which taught the 

Soviet woman that she had to exist in a panoptic space where she could at any 

moment become observed, evaluated and classified according to her skills in the 

mastering of homemade things.654 

 
653 T. Lesnova, “Platʹe na molodnyi lad,” Krestʹianka (Feb. 1978), 32-3. Alexey Golubev and Olga Smolyak 
argue that facility with sewing in both the city and village was a product specifically of the expansion of 
homemaking skills resulting from the insertion of vocational schooling within regular secondary education 
(in addition to specialized vocational-technical schools and colleges students could attend after 
completing eight and ten grades), but my interviews bear this out for the village only partially as these 
skills seem to have been present in some capacity from at least the immediate post-War and probably 
earlier: “Making Selves through Making Things,” 523. Cf. also other first-hand accounts: e.g. Ivan 
Ivanovych Harmash (b.1927, residing in Hrozove, Vasylivka District, Zaporizhzhia Oblast, Ukraine 
[current pop.: 147]), Usna istoriia Stepovoï Ukraïny 1, 111. 
654 Golubev and Smolyak, “Making Selves through Making Things,” 524-6. (Objectification of women was 
of course not a modern invention, although the many new media for the process are worth noting.) 
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The authors present a good argument here for the interpretation of these images as meant to 

produce Soviet women more than simply a dress. They also offer an unexplored aside that the 

Soviet union was urbanizing and “rural migrants” needed to be “accommodated to the modern 

urban lifestyle.”655 If we look through the lens of these images’ influence on a rural woman’s 

self-imagination, we might conclude that she was able to “accommodate” herself to modern 

tastes, but I think there is a reason that the authors here (and only here) briefly conjure rural 

migrants as a device where they otherwise discuss village and city women as targeted by Peasant 

Woman and Worker Woman [Rabotnitsa] magazines, respectively. The panopticon in the village 

was nearly entirely internalized, whereas in the city it was both tangible and psychological. 

There was only a very small place in the activity of village life for the evening gowns and 

cocktail dresses that Peasant Woman advertised with nearly every issue (they were hardly even 

good for dancing), and in practice the panopticon Golubev and Smolyak persuasively depict 

operated more purely as a shaming mechanism, a constant reminder of what the village was not. 

Further, a notable goal of the fashion coverage in Peasant Woman was to teach village 

women to accessorize, an iteration of the broader turn to accumulation mentioned earlier in this 

chapter. The hand-drawn female models on the inside back covers of Peasant Woman were 

frequently depicted with purses and clutches – things that village women were now expected to 

have in order to contain other, smaller things that village women were also now expected to 

have.656 Beyond this, Peasant Woman sought to cue village women into wearing jewelry, 

describing it as an obvious manifestation of modernity:  

Nowadays [Segodnia] it is difficult to fathom quality [khoroshaia] and well-sewn 

clothing without trendy ornamentation [modnoe ukrashenie]… Jewelry can be 

worn without limitations at any time. Of course, only under one sole condition: 

 
655 Golubev and Smolyak, “Making Selves through Making Things,” 523-4. 
656 E.g., Krestʹianka (Mar. 1960), 33. 
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that you select it in coordination with your outfit [v sootvetsvii so svoim 

tualetom].657 

This arguably misapprehended the realities of village work, suggesting essentially that pigs at the 

sty would not be offended if one wore jewelry while tending to them so long as it was done 

tastefully. It was also important (for their sake and in general) to keep up with trends: “Broaches 

are also fashionable this season [v ėtom sezone],” “This season accessories (additions) 

[aksessuary (dopolneniia)] play a very important role in the wardrobe of the woman,” etc. This 

invocation of trends challenged the traditional cyclicality of village life in fashion as in all else 

and contradicted Semënova’s claims about the relative permanence of Soviet fashion.658 Lucky 

for those more traditionally inclined, folk-inspired needlepoint of the Ukrainian style in 

particular [khudozhestvennaia vyshivka] was “readily acknowledged” by “modern fashion” and 

credited as “one of the trends [napravlenii] of contemporary fashion.”659 

 Even within the home women were expected to heed sartorial advice. The March 1970 

issue of Peasant Woman included a spread titled “In order to look attractive at home [Chtoby 

doma bytʹ krasivoĩ]” that exhorted village women to take their supposedly meticulous approach 

to dressing for work and apply it to the home: 

‘In what clothing do you go to work?’ In answer to this question any woman will 

say that she has by no means small demands toward her working dress: it must be 

of a modern cut [pokroi], complement her eyes and hair color, highlight the best 

attributes of her figure, etc. In a word to ornament [ukrasitʹ] the person./How 

could it be otherwise? The majority of us believe that at work it is necessary to be 

prim [podtianuta]./But ask, ‘what does a woman put on when she takes to her 

chores around the house?’... And they do not consider that it is precisely at home 

[where] day in and day out the people closest to her – her husband, her children – 

 
657 “I v budni i v prazdnik,” Krestʹianka (Jan. 1978), 25. [Emphasis mine] 
658 On the other hand, “if [they] wanted to always look fashionable and elegant” some rules were 
putatively eternal: for example it was advised never to mix knitted jackets with designs with silk dresses, 
but always to sew a blouse in plaid, stripes, or polka-dot to a plain skirt. Ibid. 
659 T. Rovnaia, “Ukrainskie uzory,” Krestʹianka (Jan. 1978), 24; (Jun. 1978), 32-3. 
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see her in [those] slovenly [neriashlevye] clothes. They whose affection and 

respect each woman seeks to preserve for her entire life. 660 

The ideal here was not in the immediate available to most village women, but even in the most 

ambitious dreams about mechanization the vast majority of village women could not take this 

attitude toward dressing for work. What is presented entirely as premise, the basic, modern 

understanding shared by “the majority” of Soviet women, was to a large degree unavailable to 

village women, and they were in effect informed about this by the periodical aimed at their 

cultivation.  

The above attempt to psychologically foist upon village women a makeshift “panopticon” 

through the putatively revolted gaze of her spouse and children was a particularly insidious 

attempt to bring villagers’ cultural standards up to those of urban-influenced Soviet modernity. 

In general, though, the media aimed at villagers, even at its most local, sought relentlessly to 

involve villagers in the various dimensions of the Soviet project. These could be primarily 

ideological, as in the case of media that sought to point out enemies and the like so as to cultivate 

a Soviet identity. Those efforts that were most focused on culture, though, as in the case of 

women’s appearance and attire, ran into the practical problem that they advertised generic Soviet 

lifestyles that were modeled on urban lifestyles and facially incompatible with rural life. 

 

Conducting a Shared Rhythm 

Newspapers and magazines could be effective in transmitting particularly significant 

messages and attitudes merely by virtue of repetition, but their evocative power was limited in 

comparison with other media. While editors of oblast-level newspapers seemed to have an 

 
660 “Chtoby doma bytʹ krasivoi, Krestʹianka (Mar. 1970), 33. 
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increasing technological capacity to include various forms of marginalia including sketches and 

photographs of cityscapes, these could not compete with the moving pictures of film and 

television, which brought into the village an eagerly anticipated window onto the outside world. 

Vladimir Vasilʹevich, briefly an assistant to a village film projector mechanic-operator 

[kinomekhanik] prior to his emigration to the city, recalled how the first television (actually a 

combined television record player) appeared in the kolkhoz: “It was [situated] in the meeting hall 

of the livestock-handlers [zhivotnovody] and they would go gawk at it [smotreli na nego rather 

than ego].”661 As it briskly moved from a curiosity to a staple of life, television programming 

allowed villagers to put themselves in a broader Soviet context: P.S. Ankin from Rostov Oblast 

couched a complaint about his sovkhoz in just this way, “When we read the newspapers or watch 

television, we take joy in the fortunes of our comrades, and pride in their accomplishments. 

About our Sovkhoz, Beam [Luch] you couldn’t say the same!”662 There is surprisingly little 

indication that villagers preferred programming aimed specifically at rural lifestyles. The notable 

agriculture-themed program Village Hour [Selʹskii chas], gained by far the most traction with 

rural viewers with a 1974 reality-television style report on one kolkhoz farm in Saratov Oblast, 

but otherwise it tended to elicit as much popularity with urban gardeners.663 For the most part, it 

was general audience programming that captured villagers’ interest.  

The spread of modern Soviet values by virtue of stirring cultural content broadcast over 

the airways was occasionally difficult to separate from mere voyeurism. The newfound ability to 

peer regularly into the world beyond the village posed a concern for the director of one village 

 
661 Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1950]. 
662 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.224, l.83. 
663 Kirsten Bönker, “Watching TV in the Late Soviet Village: Leisure Practices, TV Programs, and 
Emotions,” presented to Late Soviet Village: People, Institutions, and Objects, Moscow, 31 June – 2 July, 
2018. 
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vocational-technical college in Kirovohrad Oblast, who argued at one of the previously 

mentioned conferences on the retention of youth in the village that unrestrained access to 

television was bad and that seeing other places on trips should be a reward for work specifically, 

one of the most heterodox opinions voiced by participants.664 In his commonly-cited 1968 work, 

Liquidation of Extant Differences in the Level of Culture Between City and Village, Anatolii 

Bondarenko raised a similar concern that consumption of media was too passive, verging too 

much on simple entertainment. His proposed solution was an emphasis on cadres of cultural and 

intellectual workers who could sherpa villagers along toward the elevated use of the new media 

available to them:  

In noting the exceptional importance of print, radio, television, and film as 

sources of the modern material base of culture in the village it would be a serious 

mistake to posit that that they themselves will resolve the matter of erasing the 

differences in the development of the cultural level of the village and the 

city….For the robust elevation of the culture [to the level of] the city not only is a 

developed material base necessary but also well-run [khorosho postavlennaia] 

cultural work; highly-prepared cadres of cultural and enlightenment workers are 

necessary [as well as the] further activization of the activity [aktivizatsiia 

deiatelʹnosti] of all village intelligentsia in fulfilling the cultural demands of 

village laborers./Our research indicates that the pace of the growth of the material 

level of well-being of the village population is significantly greater than the pace 

of the growth of its culture….Cultivational work [Vospitatelʹnaia rabota] is 

necessary for the preparation of people for the reception and use of culture [k 

vospriiatiiu i ispolʹzovaniiu kulʹtury].665  

This was very much a solution-oriented take, which foresaw outposts of higher ‘city-level’ 

culture, a human infrastructure – club head, librarians, teachers – and the physical infrastructure– 

 
664 RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.78, l.104-5. 
665 Bondarenko, Likvidatsiia sushchestvennykh razlichii, 37-8. This work was printed in a relatively large 
run of 15,000 copies and was clearly intended as an authoritative word on the progress of the project to 
remake the village (as well as its future vectors). 
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the village club, the library, the school – to which they were connected, respectively missionaries 

and missions catering to the “moral-spiritual growth” of a less “elevat[ed]” people. 

 The village club, which was meant to replace the village church as a cultural and social 

center (often being situated in repurposed church buildings) represented the “flame of culture in 

the village,” 666 which, it was hoped, might help retain youth. In a 1969 letter to Village Life, 

villagers from Nosiny in Tambov Oblast complained that their decrepit club was being 

condemned: 

It was … the only place in the village where we could relax and make merry 

[otdokhnutʹ i poveselitʹsia]. It is upsetting [obidno] that there are no plans for the 

building of a new club. For many years they have been promising to build it, we 

waited patiently, and now you see… it was for nothing [ne dozhdalisʹ]. And we 

love our village a lot, it is big, there is a lot of land, a river not far away, a glen 

beyond the river, forest. You don’t want to leave … but [as far as the] youth, 

unfortunately, there is less and less.667  

Similarly and fittingly, V.S. Siaglov’s Cultured Leisure in the Village, effectively a 68-page 

pocket primer of sorts for club heads published in 1974 in a large print run and set in the 

Nizhnedevitsk District of Voronezh Oblast, began with what he called a “sad story” from the 

Chair of the Spark Kolkhoz (there was such a kolkhoz, although it cannot be known if the 

anecdote is faithfully reproduced): 

 The kolkhoz is building a massive poultry-factory [ptitsefabrika] [but] who is to 

work there is not yet clear. He stops by a school to [visit] tenth-graders. 

Eventually he says, I am inviting you to work. Good pay, two-shift work, like in 

the city. ‘And after work where are we to go?’ the kids ask him. ‘And what am I 

to tell them? They can, supposedly, go to the club? Is this even a club? Only in 

 
666 “Klub – vohnyshche kulʹtury na seli,” Leninetsʹ (11 Sep. 1965), 1, reproduced by Paramonov, Istoriko-
statisticheskoe opisanie, 181. 
667 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.61, l.50. 
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name. Long story short, they refused. We need to build a new club [and] 

library…668  

Both the villagers and kolkhoz chair, their words expressed in very different contexts, drew the 

same conclusion. Adequate cultural activity befitting modern standards was perceived as the last 

domino that would keep the youth in a village that was imagined, at least, to be otherwise 

attractive given its increasingly acceptable labor conditions. Part of the urgency of creating these 

outlets was the fear of supplying leisure time without creating sufficient avenues for leisure or 

failing to account for the evolving “views, psychologies, and needs [vzgliady, psikhologii, 

potrebnosti] of village residents.”669 

The renewed emphasis on clubs could be traced back to at least a decade earlier when the 

Council of Ministers of the USSR tasked the State Committee on Matters of Construction 

[Gosstroi] with developing a series of template project-plans for village clubs along with all 

other large buildings like schools and hospitals aimed for the village.670 At that point, there were 

129,000 clubs in the USSR, with 115,000 in villages, figures that would scarcely increase in the 

coming decades.671 In general, these were to include a stage and seating for at least a hundred, 

which could double as a dance floor, as well as a foyer that might house the “corners” devoted to 

various strains of propaganda, say sporting lifestyles, with bulletin boards devoted to “Our 

Sporting Accomplishments” and “The Best Athletes of the Kolkhoz.”672  

 
668 Siaglov, Kulʹturnyi dosug na sele, 3. We can call this the Sister Act model of rural revitalization, 
wherein all it takes to save a dying village is a neighborhood clean-up and the right choir director. 
669 Siaglov, Kulʹturnyi dosug na sele, 7. 
670 GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.755 [Resolution #903: Aug. 21, 1963] 
671 The 1958 figures had been 127,000 total clubs, with 114,400 located in villages. By 1970, this was 
115,900 village clubs out of 134,000 total; by 1980, 118,600 out of 137,900: Kolotov, “Kulʹturnoe razvitie 
sovetskoi derevni,” Stroitelʹstvo kommunizma i problemy kulʹtury, eds. Maslin and Arnolʹd, 306; Narodnoe 
khoziaistvo SSSR v 1970 g.: statisticheskii ezhegodnik (Moscow: Statistika, 1971), 670; Narodnoe 
khoziaistvo SSSR v 1980 g.: statisticheskii ezhegodnik (Moscow: Finansy i statistika, 1981), 478; SSSR v 
tsifrakh: statisticheskii sbornik (Moscow: Gosudarstvennoe statisticheskoe izdatelʹstvo, 1958), 368. 
672 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.361, l.6. 
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The physical buildings, though, were a canvas for the efforts of the club director, which 

required a different kind of attention than merely allocating funds or pressing on lower-placed 

organs including kolkhoz administrations to build suitable structures according to established 

plans. As Siaglov put it, “[Being] without cultural enlightenment workers is like [being] without 

mechanic-operators [mekhanizatory], you can’t do without them these days.”673 Thus discussion 

of village culture recurrently returned to the question of club director cadres. A Comrade 

Isakevich, for example, representing Belgorod Oblast at the 1967 Komsomol conference on 

enlightenment in the village noted that “The ordinary [obychnoe] preparation of club workers is 

past [ushlo v proshloe] and now we prepare club workers who have one specialization or another 

– a choir leader, or a leader of a theater troupe, or a leader of a folk instrument ensemble, etc.…” 

but complained that those with the most talent (both in the arts and academics) were snapped up 

by specialized conservatories and theater schools and, consequently, those establishments 

preparing club heads were stuck with the average “Petia Ivanov or Sveta Petrova… If we could 

select from genuinely the best people, it would be another matter. But [what] if this Petia Ivanov 

[also] does not have any practical experience?”674 Discussing Petia and Sveta’s lack of “basic 

knowledge in physics, mathematics, geography,” Isakevich implied they were from weaker 

village schools.675 

Club directors were in part responsible for both on-site and off-site agitation. According 

to a dissertation in the field of Party History by I.A. Arepʹev, club lectures in the villages of the 

Central Black Earth Economic Region [CBEER] in this period were typically done in cycles 

 
673 Siaglov, Kulʹturnyi dosug na sele, 4. 
674 RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.47, l.7-10. 
675 RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.47, l.7-10. Natasha Mukasheva, a Urals-region sovkhoz Komsomol director 
argued in her presentation to the 1973 Komsomol/Krestʹianka conference on the retention of village youth 
that “ It would be good if [preparatory] establishments [for cultural workers] took mainly village youth:” 
RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.266, l.110. 
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according to themes such as “[Bringing] Decisions of the XXIII Congress of the CPSU into 

Life,” “The Communist Party: Leader [vozhdʹ] and Organizer of All the Victories of the Soviet 

People,” and “The Ideas of Lenin are Alive and Victorious.” According to his figures, in 1970 

the village clubs of the CBEER saw 2,000 lectures on political themes, 58% more than in 1965. 

Thematic evenings, “spoken journals” [ustnye zhurnaly] and meetings with delegates to the 

Congress of the CPSU and veterans of labor saw 19,089 events in 1965, growing to 56,591 in 

1975. The number of listeners grew 224% from 2,219,400 to 7,200,000 people.676 At over 100 

people per event these numbers are obviously inflated and can be assumed to bear a tenuous 

relationship with reality. They do, though, illustrate the center’s vision for propaganda among 

villagers facilitated by clubs and their heads.  

In the best case scenario, the clubs would serve as a sort of base for trips out to mission to 

the people. N.T. Sliunina, a local historian writing about political-cultural activity in the Ivnya 

District of Belgorod Oblast takes seriously the “red corners” at places of production 

[proizvodstvennye ploshchadki] where there were regular performances by agitational brigades: 

“They, in an artistic fashion, with imagination and originality glorified the best laborers [and] 

shaped public opinion [formirovali obshchestvennoe mnenie] with respect to such occurrences as 

parasitism [tuneiadstvo], drunkenness, and red tape [biurokratizm].”677 In her interpretation this 

was due to the initiative of the Oblast Party Committee, but this is a mark of a narrow vantage 

point; in reality it was a phenomenon generalizable in some degree to much of the Soviet village. 

Siaglov’s pocket-primer ends his work with a quote from a recent Resolution of the Central 

 
676 I.A. Arepʹev, “Partiinoe rukovodstvo deiatelʹnostʹiu kulʹturno-prosvetitelʹnykh uchrezhdenii sela po 
kommunisticheskomu vospitaniiu trudiashchikhsia (1966-1970 gg.) (Na materialakh Tsentralʹnogo 
Chernozëmʹia),” candidate’s dissertation synopsis (Volgograd, USSR: Volgogradskii Gosudarstvennyi 
Pedagogicheskii Institut im. A.S. Serafimovicha, 1975), 14-5.   
677 Sliunina, “Razvitie kulʹtury,” Ivnianskii krai v potoke vremeni, eds. Starchenko, Bazarov, and 
Kremenëv, 224. 
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Committee of the CPSU regarding the cultivation of ideological cadres for the party organization 

of the Belarusian SSR: “We need for our village clubs to become veritable centers of the 

cultivation of a new person, the reinforcement of a Communist attitude toward labor and social 

property, [and] highly moral relations [vysoko-nravstvennye otnosheniia] among people.”678 

There was an overarching vision though local Party committees could of course be better and 

worse.  

Siaglov’s work gives a thorough window into just what was expected of village club 

heads. As does Bondarenko, he emphasizes active leisure in a public sphere as opposed to more 

private, sedentary consumption of entertainment, citing as undesirable an instance of a visit to a 

tractor mechanic-operator’s house. There are no books to be seen and his wife is playing cards. 

She avers, “What? We’re relaxing in a culturedly way [kulʹturnenko otdykhaem], [we’re] sitting 

[here], not killing [a bottle of] vodka like some do.”679 This was a prime example of what could 

happen if villagers were simply left to their own devices and presented a call to action. Siaglov’s 

pamphlet directly or indirectly recommended a variety of activities and strategies, among them: 

making use of youth activists in organizing activities, organizing evenings of games and 

competition in skills like dance for youth, organizing various forms of choir, organizing public-

political clubs [Obshchestvenno-politicheskie kluby] to “help shape collective opinion on many 

matters of life [and] to strengthen political influence on various categories of the population,” 

starting a local-history museum, creating an agitation bus, and organizing new distinctly Soviet 

celebrations.680  

 
678 Siaglov, Kulʹturnyi dosug na sele, 69. 
679 Siaglov, Kulʹturnyi dosug na sele, 45. 
680 Siaglov, Kulʹturnyi dosug na sele, 22; 27; 30-7; 41. 
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Seemingly the easiest avenue toward addressing the deficiency of cultural programming 

was ensuring villagers’ access to film, which in theory required only screening equipment, a 

wall, and a semi-skilled operator of that same equipment. Film-viewing by way of mobile 

projectors [kinoperedvizhki] was well established even in the pre-War period, though the 

frequency of films grew over time.681 This too could be lacking, of course, as it was at the 

beginning of the 1960s. A Lebedyn District accountant was found in 1961 to be falsely counting 

movies screened in city theaters as screened in the village, attempting to meet quotas for village 

screenings where the equipment clearly did not exist.682 The center redoubled efforts, though, as 

part of its increasing conscientiousness toward the cultivation of villagers. A 1962 decree of the 

Council of Ministers of the USSR mandated that lower organs should subsidize the increased 

showing of documentaries on agricultural topics.683 Authorities around that time also planned to 

shift away from relying on mobile travelling film projectors [kinoperedvizhki] to stationary 

permanent ones [kinoustavki] by 1965.684 In reality, though, universality was only achieved 

toward the turn of the 1970s.685 All in all, according to official data, between 1960 and 1972, the 

amount of movies seen annually (in theaters and screenings – i.e. not on television) by people in 

cities versus villages changed from ratios of 22:12 to 19:18 [sic], near parity.686 

The underlying premise of this rapid expansion of film-viewing in the village was 

reflected in the comments of the aforementioned village teacher, Vladimir Kolesnikov, writing in 

 
681 In 1952, for example, there were 2,000 officially recorded viewings in Zachepylivka District of Kharkiv 
Oblast for a population of about 20,000 people (per the 1959 Census): Zachepylivshchyna, eds. 
Tiutiunnyk, Khalaïm, and Kuzhelʹ, 73. 
682 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.71, ark.42. 
683 GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.747a [Council of Ministers of the USSR Resolution #252: May 15, 1962]. 
684 Kolotov, “Kulʹturnoe razvitie sovetskoi derevni,” Stroitelʹstvo kommunizma, eds. Maslin and Arnolʹd, 
303. 
685 Sliunina, “Razvitie kulʹtury,” Ivnianskii krai v potoke vremeni, eds. Starchenko, Bazarov, and 
Kremenëv, 222-3. 
686 Narodnoe khoziaistvo SSSR (Moscow: Statistika, 1972), 671-3 cited by Zaslavskaia, Kompleksnaia 
programma issledovaniia, 51-2. 
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his diary in 1948 from Solonets-Poliana village: “The deafening crackling of the crank of an 

electric generator densely fills the village settling into dusk… [It is the] sound of a big country, a 

sound that unites people, a sound, confirming, that you live in one [shared] rhythm with the 

people as a whole.”687 The extent to which villagers were being brought into the general Soviet 

rhythm was addressed in Bondarenko’s 1968 study of the remaining differences between village 

and city.688 He found that the movies shown in the city and the village tended to be the same 

although new movies appeared in the village with a delay of about 8 to 10 months.  

Interestingly, Bondarenko looked at the 199 films – 158 domestic; 41 foreign –  in his 

example of Shustʹruchʹ village as potentially overwhelming ideologically to villagers, suggesting 

that movies be better curated to make simpler, more digestible points.689 He complained 

specifically that those movies that he considered high art were not well received: “This reflects 

the influence, of course, of weakly developed artistic tastes, the inability of many village viewers 

to separate genuine art from tasteless efforts, which is connected, above all, with the inadequate 

level of education and general culture.”690 One of my interviewees who had worked as a film 

projector mechanic-operator’s assistant pointed to a few examples popular films: imported 

Indian films (also mentioned by other interviewees) and the musical Svadʹba v Malinovke. 691 

The former was of course not the most potent vessel for contemporary Soviet ideology – rather 

this genre frequently invoked the village-friendly theme of the quest for pure love in the context 

of rivalries between large extended families – and the latter was set during the Civil War period 

and depicted what was a hypothetically outdated village more in tune with what contemporary 

 
687 Kolesnikov, Novooskolʹtsy i Novooskolʹe, 12-3. 
688 Bondarenko, Likvidatsiia sushchestvennykh razlichii, 49-51. 
689 Bondarenko, Likvidatsiia sushchestvennykh razlichii, 49. 
690 Bondarenko, Likvidatsiia sushchestvennykh razlichii, 50. 
691 Vladimir Vasilʹevich (b.1950) 
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village prose portrayed rather than what was imagined by other media to be the future of the 

Soviet village. 

In support of the argument that a lack of modern-style leisure was a major driver of the 

departure of young people from the village, by far the most common occasion for young people 

to write into Village Life was in complaint about cadres of local enlightenment workers. 

Komsomol members and youth of the “First of May” Kolkhoz of the Milove District of 

Voroshilovhrad Oblast, for example were highly displeased with the cultural cadres and 

infrastructure of their village:  

So now in [the hamlet of] Bondarovka Inna Kucherova is in charge of the club; 

she does absolutely nothing. In Travnevo hamlet the director of the club is Galina 

Baranova. Not only does she not do anything, she also leads drinking bouts. On 

March 8th for example they drank to the point that they fought and even broke the 

movie projector mechanic-operator’s arm. Here is what kind of culture we have in 

the village. And nobody pays this any mind, even the secretary of the kolkhoz 

Party organization./We have written more than once to the District inspectorate of 

the Cultural Division [kulʹtotdel] but to no avail. Very few lectures are delivered; 

the film [equipment] mechanic-operator [kinomekhanik] always screens movies 

drunk; you never [get to see] a good movie; he’ll crank the film too far, show the 

ending and [only] then the beginning… [Baranova] will open the club, sit [for her 

required] time – and goodbye. The days roll along; the government expends 

colossal sums and there is no work and there will not be any work if you do not 

help us.692  

Students from Rakitnoye District of Belgorod Oblast similarly complained about their drunk film 

projector mechanic-operator, Rastorguev.693 T. Cheburekova, on the other hand, a film projector 

mechanic-operator from Grushevka hamlet in Rostov Oblast complained that others among the 

cadres of cultural workers shifted an unrefined mass onto her:  

Our khutor has a House of Culture of the city type with a hall for 350 places, a 

foyer and a library. There is a director and a manager of independent artistic craft 

 
692 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.91, l.3. 
693 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.91, l.7. 
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who is also the librarian. But it’s all for nothing [tolku… nikakogo]. No evenings 

of leisure, no conferences, and no concerts of independent artistic craft – just 

movies. The library is frequently closed. In the foyer, people smoke, munch on 

[sunflower] seeds, and drink liquor. The management of the kolkhoz and chair of 

the village council see all of this but ignore the disorder. It is time to create order 

in our House of Culture, for, after all, it is boring in the evenings for our youth.694 

 It is interesting that Cheburekova turns to a ‘think of the youth’ appeal, which indicates that 

authorities’ concern for the cultured leisure of youth specifically was obvious to and understood 

by the lowest levels. Moreover, these young people found their most effective strategy in 

accentuating the state’s administrative and pecuniary concerns.  

The youth, for their part, made it clear that a lack of outlets for leisure was central to their 

desire to leave the village, much in support of Siaglov’s contention. V.V. Kurmanov, N.S. 

Vashenko and other young villagers from Pechnia in Briansk Oblast complained in 1970 to 

Village Life about their dissatisfaction with a club they considered unsanitary and authorities 

they considered unresponsive, exclaiming “And [amid] this they want youth to stay in the 

village… We, Soviet youth, have demanded and will continue to demand [what we are 

owed].”695 An anonymous letter from village of Marʹino in Belaia District of Kursk Oblast 

further invoked the language of promise and disappointment, referencing space-flight to make a 

point about the failure of the Soviet state to deliver in its promise to young villagers:  

In 1966 in our village of Marʹino a club, ‘Sputnik,’ was built. But this ‘Sputnik’ 

did not, after all, achieve orbit. It is managed by a person of considerable age 

[preklonnyi vozrast]. Aside from movies not one event has been held in the club. 

The village youth has almost all found work at the Krasnaia Iara Sugar Factory.696  

Not all youth, when presented with inadequate leisure saw the city as their next best option. 

Some framed the choice as between the availability of cultured leisure and a life of crime. In a 

 
694 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.205, l.84. 
695 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.91, l.5. 
696 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.61, l.53. 
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1976 letter from M. Voronin, A. Simonov and other youth of the “village” of B.Dol697 in 

Belgorod Oblast:  

Our plea might seem strange and surprising: Please help us to not end up on the 

defendants’ bench. But there is nothing strange in this at all. Youth, obviously, 

want in their spare time to relax in a cultured way, to have fun [poveselitʹsia]. And 

in our village we have such an establishment: a house of culture, but it is only on 

paper. It is open far from every evening and they only show movies there. There 

is no other work done. There is even only one set of dominos. The director of the 

house of culture and his workers show up drunk and try to embarrass [unizitʹ] the 

youth. In the house of culture people frequently gamble [and] there are often 

fights. And so there is no point in going there. We want to live like all good 

people and not [end up] in a reform colony. Help us.698  

It is notable and perhaps a bit troubling the way the youth here disclaim responsibility for their 

actions, indicating that they have quite deeply internalized the state’s sense of its own obligations 

to them. Yet their premise – that youth would be forced to turn to crime if they were not 

provided with outlets for cultured leisure – was accepted out of pragmatism by local authorities.  

Commenting at the 1973 conference on the retention of youth in the village, a rural 

Komsomol director argued in regard to cultivating habits of cultured leisure that “[One must] 

understand and know every Komsomol member, his interests, what he breathes and to always 

remember that if a person does not take interest in anything good then he might become occupied 

by something else.”699 Older villagers too increasingly made the connection between organizing 

leisure and keeping children away from crime in a series of letters.700 That they did not point 

ruefully to their ability to stay away from crime in their own youth without the elaborate cultural 

 
697 Though the editorial staff of Village Life recorded B.Dol as any other village, and the “B.” abbreviation 
is common to specify the “bigger” or “greater” of two closeby villages, I could find no such village in 
Belgorod Oblast. This may refer instead to the “Belgorod detskii ozdorovitelʹnyi lagerʹ,” a children’s 
sanatorium. 
698 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.205, l.85. 
699 RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.266, l.109. 
700 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.205, l.133-7. 
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infrastructure expected by the 1970s points either to a similar acceptance of the state’s 

responsibility or, alternately, the pragmatic view that the Brezhnev Era carrots were 

interchangeable with Stalin Era sticks, but just in deficit. 

 As an important caveat, the many letters of complaint to Village Life about inadequate 

club and cadre infrastructure and, in some cases, the influence of these factors on the decision of 

youth to leave the village (or turn to crime) cannot be necessarily construed as indicating that the 

situation was everywhere equally dire. One of my interviewees, for example, a long-tenured 

actor with the Sumy Oblast theater as well as a musician skilled on several instruments, worked 

for a brief time as a club director and belonged to the wave of fresh talent trained to create the 

cultured leisure mentioned from time to time in positive accounts in the local press or Komsomol 

materials.701 One such young club head, for example, was credited by the leadership of the 

Korocha District Komsomol chapter for putting on a diverse menu of cultural activities including 

evening gatherings and organized discussion of new movies [and] books, which reflected 

Bondarenko’s concern that villagers be guided in their consumption of media.702  

While village clubs were by far the most ubiquitous model for cultural centers in the late-

Soviet village, outposts of modern Soviet civilization analogized above to missions, Soviet 

authorities did not limit themselves to this template and explored other forms of infrastructure. 

The Ministry of Culture, for example, endorsed in the 1970s architects’ proposals to increase 

focus on already extant “village cultural complexes” [selʹskie kulʹturnye kompleksy] and more 

loosely defined (and ostensibly smaller) “centers of culture” [tsentry kulʹtury] that could serve a 

broader population than a club, a radius of 12-16km in the latter case for example. One 

mentioned “village cultural complex,” built in the village of Zaria in Rivne Oblast took the form 

 
701 Vladimir Pantaleimonovich [b.1952]. 
702 GANIBO f.572, op.4, d.40, l.4. 
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of a House of Culture with an auditorium for 700 people, a library, a children’s art school, and a 

movie theater, to which a sporting complex with a pool was being built in addition.703 The State 

Committee on Construction of the Council of Ministers of the Ukrainian SSR [Derzhbud], 

meanwhile, developed a template plan for a “social center for tracts of 3500 residents” that 

included an auditorium with a capacity of 500 people, meeting rooms [kruzhkovye komnaty] for 

105, a reading room, a gymnasium, along with a separate building for the village council, and 

another for a 210m2 general store [universam], a dining room for 75, a take-out restaurant 

[magazin kulinarii], a resort [dom byta] with 15 employees, and a hotel, all of which was to be 

surrounded by playgrounds, a dancing and spectacle ground [tantsesvalʹnaia i kino-kontsertnaia 

ploshchadka], a reading-pavilion, maintenance yards [khozdvora], and “other sites [obʺekty] 

obligatory for the normal functioning of the work of the center.”704 Such complexes appear not to 

have become particularly widespread for a number of reasons. First, they were a secondary 

concern to establishing a system of clubs; second, they were thought up considerably late in the 

period and soon fell victim to financial difficulties; third, they were intended to serve as cultural 

nodes for citizens of rural locales, which was a function traditionally performed – effectively and 

even too effectively – by cities. These were essentially to be retreats for villagers and mimicked 

the increasing emphasis on sending kolkhozniks and sovkhoz workers (among Soviet citizens in 

general) to so-called sanatoria and houses of rest [domy otdykha] reflecting a whole-person 

approach to culture and cultured leisure (and, by extension, a whole-kolkhoznik approach). 

 
703 E.M. Petoian, “Zony i kompleksy kulʹtury i otdykha v sovremennom sele: Problemy i perspektivy,” 
Sotsialʹnye problemy kulʹtury sovremennogo sela, ed. T.A. Kudrina (Moscow: Nauchno-issledovatelʹskii 
institute kulʹtury, 1980), 64-5 citing in part A. Sediak, “Selʹskii tsentr kulʹtury na Rovenshchine,” Arkhitektor 
(1979): 11, 39.  
704 TsDAVO f.4906, op.5, spr.4983, ark.6-7. 
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Finally, reflecting the effort in these decades to inculcate patriotism among youth (the 

models of which have proved extremely resilient), a significant effort was made to improve and 

build up architecture in the village around the commemoration of the Second World War.705 

Although those generations personally touched by the war typically had these years seared into 

their memories, the state sought to ensure that youth would not be left out, with efforts taking a 

variety of manifestations at the local level. “Young investigators [molodye issledovateli]” 

identified, built up, and tended to veterans’ graves, as in the village of Zalizniak in Sumy 

Oblast.706 Students at the Maiak Kolkhoz in Vovchansk District of Kharkiv Oblast created in 

1975 a “museum of martial glory [boiovoï slavy]” to showcase the fruits of their exploratory 

efforts in tracing the path of artifacts of the movement of the 6th tank guard division and 303rd 

artillery division.707 In the village of Toplinka in Belgorod Oblast, students at the village school 

began in the 1970s a successful campaign to contact relatives of Second World War veterans 

killed in the area and buried near the village.708 This kind of care was not ubiquitous – Nikolai 

Bozhkov for example describes an attempt to create a mass grave for WWII era remains in the 

village of Prokhorovka that was aborted mid-way, the remains paved over (to the consternation 

and intervention of local women).709  

It is clear that significant efforts were made to bring villagers into communication with 

what was perceived as modern Soviet culture, with the further assumption that these outlets 

would satisfy their emergent “spiritual needs.”710 Siaglov’s training pamphlet for club directors 

 
705 Anna Sanina, Patriotic Education in Contemporary Russia: Sociological Studies in the Making of the 
Post-Soviet Citizen (Stuttgart: Ibidem-Verlag, 2017). 
706 Teslia, Istoriia sil, 257. 
707 Zakharov, Istoriia Vovchanshchyny, 135. 
708 Aleksandr Krupenkov, “Tovarishchu po svetlym dniam v nezabvennoi Toplinke,” Aleksandr 
Konstantinovich Filatov, eds. Filatova and Molchanov, 129-31. 
709 Nikolai Bozhkov, Skazy iz khutora Storozhevoe, 39-41. 
710 Simush Sotsʹialʹnyi portret sovetskogo krestʹianstva, 120-7. 
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spelled out this goal in part with an evocative example about a village concert at the Legacy of 

Ilyich Kolkhoz: 

The kolkhozniks [have remembered and will remember] for a long time the 

thematic evening: ‘People victorious over time.’ This was the dynamic 

[vzvolnovannyi] and colorful story about the [field]-workers … who completed 

the plan of grain sales to the government of the Ninth Five Year Plan ahead of 

time. That staff [that organized and worked] the evening prepared a literary-

musical montage about the heroes of the Five Year Plan and organized a concert 

according to requests… The workers of the farm responded that they would 

complete their duty ahead of time [and] complete the Five Year Plan in four 

years.711  

“Victory over time” had two parts: meeting production goals on one hand, but also liquidating 

backwardness, and club workers carried the mission of a progressive Soviet culture that was to 

be victorious on both accounts.  

The frame of leaping backward peasants forward into the future broke down somewhat 

when it came to the youngest generation who appear to have appreciated most acutely the 

disconnect between the culture promised to them as Soviet citizens and what they saw in their 

own villages. Clearly the most prone toward dissatisfaction among village age cohorts, youth 

were able to express their concerns in the public press effectively enough that low-level 

authorities such as those who gathered for the conferences on the retention of youth chaired by 

Kobchikova were fixated on the power of these amenities to reshape the young person’s 

experience of the village.712 On the other hand, there is surprisingly scant evidence that youth 

were in fact influenced to stay by these amenities. Tatʹiana Zaslavskaia’s team, for example, was 

unable to find significant correlation between indicators like the number of film showings and 

 
711 Siaglov, Kulʹturnyi dosug na sele, 23. 
712 Their particular dissatisfaction is observed in their overrepresentation among those writing to complain 
about it, but also in survey data: Arutiunian, Sotsialʹnaia struktura selʹskogo naseleniia, 263. 
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the departure of youth from the village.713 Iurii Arutiunian, similarly, could not establish any 

pattern on the basis of the self-reported satisfaction with living conditions and inclination toward 

leaving the village of 16- and-17-year-olds in Kalinin Oblast, Krasnodar Krai, and the Tatar 

ASSR.714 

 

Voluntary Sporting Organization “Harvest” and the Effort to Bring Sport to the Village 

Soviet cultural authorities’ confidence and, indeed, hubris in their prerogative of 

exercising leadership [shefstvo] over the village is well demonstrated in the effort to organize 

formal physical exercise in the village. Sporting and athletics (constructed as “physical culture 

[fizkulʹtura]”) as a means by which to make and remake cultured, modern individuals had both 

pre-War and transnational roots, and was given a significant role from the very outset of the 

Bolshevik project.715 While Commissariat of Health officials had actually originally calculated 

their “physical culture” campaigns to solve a fitness gap between more fit peasant children and 

less fit working-class children, the widely acknowledged supremacy of the city over the village 

meant that in time things were due to come full circle.716 Surely enough, city-based organs of the 

state would attempt to ensure the fitness of rural people through organized sport. In the Black 

Earth region, at least, this would turn out to be a failure of the project to bring modernity to the 

village, one that sheds light on the impact of local bureaucracy in stymieing centralized 

 
713 Arutiunian, Sotsialʹnaia struktura selʹskogo naseleniia, 255. (Arutiunian cites the Novosibirsk team but 
a work that I was not able to locate. I attribute the study to Zaslavskaia’s management as she was 
overseeing the most systematic fieldwork in Novosibirsk around that time.) 
714 Arutiunian, Sotsialʹnaia struktura selʹskogo naseleniia, 259-60. 
715 Hoffman, Cultivating the Masses, 110-24. 
716 Hoffman, Cultivating the Masses, 113-4, citing: GARF f.A-482, op.11, d.19, l.8 and f.R-7876, op.2, 
d.153, l.5. Fitting the thesis of Hoffman’s account, which situates Bolshevik efforts within pan-European 
developments, Andrii Sova examines materials concerning the on-the-ground activities of nominally 
sporting-focused groups associated with the Ukrainian youth movement in a then-Polish Lviv region 
village in the inter-war period, finding incidentally that sporting was but a very small part of their function: 
“Sportyvne zhyttia sela Ulichnoho na Drohobychchyni 1920-kh rr.,” Ukraïnsʹkyi selianyn 14 (2014), 83-5. 
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campaigns as well as problems with the center’s perception of its rural periphery and the lives 

and lifestyles of the citizens thereof.717 This section focuses specifically on the Voluntary 

Sporting Organization [Dobrovolʹnaia sportivnaia organizatsiia]) “Harvest,” which represented 

the most centralized and best-funded effort to introduce sport to the village as a means of 

modern, cultured leisure.718 It is based primarily on its records preserved at GARF up until the 

year 1966 – although the work of the organization continued through the collapse of the USSR. 

“Harvest” in its Khrushchev-era incarnation was formed by virtue of a resolution of the 

Committee for Athletics [fizicheskaia kulʹtura] of the Council of Ministers of the RSFSR on June 

14th, 1956, which merged two “Voluntary Sporting Organizations” the smaller extant “Harvest” 

organization targeting sovkhoz and machine-tractor station workers with the larger “Kolkhoznik” 

aimed at kolkhoz members, the resultant union appropriating the name “Harvest.”719 (In the 

Ukrainian SSR, “Kolkhoznik” continued on, later being renamed “Kolos.”) Prior to the merger, 

Kolkhoznik alone had claimed over half a million members, although as we shall see it is rather 

unclear what lay beneath the figures.720 As a product of the merger, the collective budget actually 

shrank – from a combined 46.3 million rubles to 36 million rubles including all sources of 

funding which included trade unions, parts of the Ministry of Culture’s fund [kulʹtfond] 

earmarked for athletic work [fizkulʹturnaia rabota], as well as kolkhoz administrations and 

village councils.721 In the same year that the budget shrank, it was planned to increase 

membership to 1,046,400 people.722  

 
717 Cf. Hale-Dorrell, “Khrushchev’s Corn Crusade.” 
718 Occasionally styled Voluntary Agricultural Sporting Organization [Dobrovolʹnaia 
selʹskokhoziaistvennaia sportivnaia organizatsiia]. 
719 At all levels of the hierarchy, united plenums of the two groups were held where necessary to select 
members of the Central Councils of the organization: GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.1, l.13.: GARF f.A-555, op.1, 
d.1, l.53-6; d.5, l.6-7. 
720 “Urozhai. Vchera. Segodnia. Zavtra:” http://dso-urojay.ru/ 
721 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.6, l.142-3; l.64. 
722 GARF f.A5-55, op.1, d.6, l.177. 
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As this reorganization was part of a broader reshuffling of sporting groups along 

geographic lines as opposed to a structure paralleling the trade unions (though certain legacies of 

this remained, for example the famous “Lokomotiv” organization for railway workers), the 

organization featured a hierarchical structure consisting of councils at the all-Soviet, regional 

[okruzhnye], Oblast/Frontier [Krai]/ASSR, and District levels.723 The District “rank [zveno]” in 

particular was to be strengthened with the ranks of paid district directors almost doubling to 

around 700.724 At the very lowest level and in direct contact with the ordinary membership was a 

council of the kolkhoz, sovkhoz, or Machine Tractor Station [MTS] athletic collective “working 

on a grassroots basis [po obshchestvennykh nachalakh].”725 These were the selfless leaders who 

made this a “voluntary” sports organization. 

It was the responsibility of all levels, but especially lower ones to coordinate with trade 

union and Komsomol organizations and cultural establishments.726 As one local official declared 

“The athletic collective serves as the basal link [osnovnoe zveno] of the rural athletic movement. 

It is here that the main goals of the physical cultivation [fizicheskoe vospitanie] of rural laborers 

are decided.” What were the goals of the “physical cultivation of rural laborers”? On one hand, 

the purposes of this organization were pragmatic and utilitarian. For example, central Harvest 

officials aimed to assist in Soviet efforts at preparing elite athletes for individual competitions 

like the 6th International Festival of Youth and Students or the XVII Olympic Games in Rome.727 

Its mission, though was constructed far more broadly. A speech by an oblast-level Harvest 

official at the opening of its Second Bashkir ASSR Reporting-Electoral Conference, held in Ufa 

 
723 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.6, l.128. 
724 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.6, l.63-4. 
725 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.6 l.128. 
726 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.1, l.26. 
727 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.1, l.25; d.361, l.3. Ultimately, Harvest did produce at least several-dozen 
Olympic medalists in various disciplines: “Urozhai. Vchera. Segodnia. Zavtra.” 
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in November of 1960, included a zealous and attractive invocation of the standard Soviet 

boilerplate about the virtues of the modernizing project:  

Comrades! With every passing day our great Motherland further flourishes; the 

lives of the Soviet people become still better. Excellence and giftedness 

[blagodarstvo] is increasingly revealed within the self-assured labor[,] beauty, 

and generosity of spirit of the builders of Communism./ In the years of Soviet 

power, our people, under the direction of the Communist Party and her Leninite 

Central Committee, has achieved [dobilsia] victories of world-historical scale. 

The darkness and backwardness [temnota i otstalostʹ] of our country have been 

cast off for all eternity.728  

As with other aspects of broader Soviet culture that villagers themselves surmised they were 

owed, Harvest existed specifically to bring this promise to the village, specifically through sport.  

In complement to this sweeping aim, Harvest’s target population was also constructed to 

be roughly all-encompassing, capturing essentially all people who might be in a rural area.729 

The initial goal set at the 1956 merger was to capture 49,600 kolkhozes (there were 49,000 

officially recorded within the RSFSR), 2,244 sovkhozes (out of 2,793), 5,514 [machine tractor 

stations] (out of 5,538), 277 repair shops, 104 village procurement organizations [selʹpo], 301 

vocational-technical colleges [tekhnikumy],  and 339 grade schools [godichnye shkoly].730 It can 

be said with confidence that the original ambition was not borne out by reality, at least with 

respect to the Black Earth region because even the questionable reported statistics on 

membership (which are occasionally not internally consistent) do not satisfy plans. (Table 3.1 & 

Table 3.2) In an extreme case, the Belgorod Oblast chapter of Harvest was criticized by the 

 
728 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.361, l.1. 
729 “…kolkhozniks; blue-collar workers, white-collar workers, and engineering-technical workers, of 
agricultural industrial concerns, establishments, and educational institutions; workers in medicine, culture, 
radiotelecommunications, primary and secondary education working in the village; workers of production-
distribution cooperatives [potrebitelʹskoi kooperatsii]”: GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.1, l.25. 
730 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.6, l.63; Narodnoe khoziaistvo RSFSR: statisticheskii sbornik (Moscow: 
Gosudarstvennoe statisticheskoe izdatelʹstvo, 1957), 125 & 151. 
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central administration for missing its goal for 1963 by roughly half.731 A different source 

indicates that on paper at least the latter half of the 1960s made up for these earlier recruitment 

woes.732 

Table 3.1: Planned “Harvest” Membership for Voronezh Oblast, 1959-65733 

 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 

Members 55,000 90,000 110,000 130,000 150,000 163,000 174,747 

Masters of Sport  1 2 1 2 1 3 

First Class 30 23 40 50 68 75 90 

Second Class 330 441 615 700 810 1,060 1,415 

Third Class 2,988 4,095 5,000 5,850 9,360 11,000 13,500 

 

Table 3.2: Actual Reported “Harvest” Membership for 

Belgorod, Voronezh, and Kursk Oblasts, 1960-66 

 1960 1964 1965-6 

Belgorod Oblast734 
Members  41,387 59,605 

Athletes  50,605735 – 71,838736 68,208 

Voronezh Oblast737 
Members 72,386   

Athletes 100,000 143,449 143,947 

Kursk Oblast738 
Members  92,362  

Athletes  78,848739 – 99,822740 85,957741 

 

 Authorities paid particular attention to the youngest audience. As P.I. Denisov, a delegate 

to a Belgorod Oblast conference of the Harvest organization put it, “Sport is not its own goal; the 

 
731 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.738, l.14. 
732 M.F. Tretʹiakov, “Deiatelʹnostʹ partiinykh organizatsii po vospitaniiu u kolkhoznikov i rabotnikov 
sovkhozov kommunisticheskogo otnosheniia k trudu v 1959-1970 gg,” dissertation synopsis (Rostov-on-
Don: Rostovskii ordena trudovogo krasnogo znameni gosudarstvennyi universitet, 1975), 42, citing 
VTsSPS archival material. 
733 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.346, l.30. 
734 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.738, l.8; d.923, l.13. 
735 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.738, l.8 (Claimed in oblast conference report in 1964) 
736 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.923, l.13. (Reported to central organization in Moscow and reflected in their 
data) 
737 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.365, l.34. d.744, l.47; d.929, l.19. 
738 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.923, l.12.; d.759, l.12; d.947, l.12  
739 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.947, l.12. (Claimed in oblast conference report in 1966) 
740 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.759, l.12. (Claimed in oblast report 1964) 
741 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.923, l.12. 
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goal is the development of sport among youth.”742 The focus on the youth was underlaid by a 

rhetoric of generational progress not unusual for the Soviet state of Lenin or Stalin. In the most 

immediate this was motivated by the aim of developing a generation “Prepared for Labor and the 

Defense of the USSR] [Gotov k trudu i oborene SSSR: GTO],” as the system of distinctions 

within this and other sporting organizations was known, yet this was in practice often couched in 

the abstract rhetoric of personal development. Reflecting on the results of the December session 

of the Supreme Council of the USSR, the official report prepared for the 1964 Conference of the 

same Belgorod Oblast organization zeroed in on the goal of developing youth across a broad 

range of attributes:  

‘[The] Party,’ as it says in the new Program, ‘considers [as] one of its most 

important aims the facilitation of the cultivation, from the very earliest age, of a 

physically steadfast [fizichesko krepkii] generation of youth with harmoniously-

developed strength of body and soul [molodoe pokolenie s garmonicheskim 

razvitiem fizicheskikh i dukhovnykh sil]. This demands the all-encompassing 

encouragement of all varieties of mass sport and athletics, including in schools, 

[and] the recruitment [vovlechenie] into the physical culture movement of all the 

larger strata of the population, especially youth.’ / In the process of the building of 

Communism, by virtue of the decrease of laborers’ expenditures of time toward 

material production, the possibilities for the development of people’s capabilities, 

gifts, and talents are greatly increased [as for] the filling of their leisure with 

public activity [obshchestvennoe deiatelʹnostʹ], artistic craft, and physical 

enhancement [fizicheskoe sovershenstvovanie].743 

 Interwoven here were a variety of themes: the narrow aim of providing “active and healthy 

leisure” that would facilitate the broader goal of  “develo[ping]… capabilities, gifts, and talents” 

for the broadmost purpose of creating a “generation of youth with harmoniously-developed 

strength of body and soul.” While Soviet ideology treated work as the ultimate tool of personal 

cultivation from the outset of the Soviet period, it was concluded by the 1930s at the latest that 

 
742 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.361, l.124. 
743 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.738, l.5-6. 
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sport and physical activity and the consequent toning and cultivation of the body (and indirectly 

the soul) was a valuable complement, particularly for youth.744 The effort of DSO Harvest to 

expand this to the village, and to focus on youth in doing so, thus made it a quintessentially 

Soviet endeavor ideologically. It proved bound to fail for the also rather quintessentially Soviet 

reasons of overambitious focus on rhetoric and platitudes over realities and resources. 

 Youth were of course a natural target for these efforts even outside the matter of Soviet 

cultivational efforts. Agricultural labor in its various forms tended toward the physically 

exhausting – even where mechanized to a degree – and young people were simply more likely to 

be interested in (and capable of) engaging in sporting activity on top of their labor obligations. 

And yet, youth do not appear to have made up the vast majority of those who participated in 

Harvest activities as might be expected. In some cases, local organizers actually struggled to 

attract youth membership. In Voronezh Oblast in 1960, for example, the Experience Sovkhoz 

reported that “youth” (not defined in any specified way) amounted to only 54 of 350 participants 

in Harvest activities. Organizers at Lenin’s Path Kolkhoz reported similar struggles.745 A.D. 

Rybalko, deputy of the Belgorod Oblast Harvest organization testified at the Oblast conference 

of the organization that “Our oblast still generally lacks a mass-character in sport [massovnostʹ 

sporta]; our youth is still not universally participating in sport.”746 In Kharkiv’s Krasnokutsʹk 

District, fewer than half of youth members participated in a district competition in 1965.747 It 

 
744 The role of cultivation of the whole-person and body through sport was established first, developing 
more militaristic overtones in the 1930s a posture that had also been visible prior to the Revolution. In 
some cases, the cultivation of the soul was noted as a direct goal, as by Ordzhnikidze: Hoffman, 
Cultivating the Masses, 109-24; Vitalii Verbytsʹkyi, “Rozvytok fizkulʹtury i sportu v navchalʹnykh zakladakh 
pivdnia Ukraïny (pochatok XX st.),” Istorychnyi arkhiv: Naukovi studiï 1 (2008), 118-9. 
745 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.346, l.41; 44. 
746 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.361, l.115. 
747 DAKhO f.R-5766, op.1, spr.193, ark.95. There issues along the same lines in the Krasnogrask District: 
ark.129. 
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could not just be assumed, in other words, that youth would flock to “sport” vaguely defined, nor 

would the new generation cultivate itself. 

 In terms of what would attract membership, one answer that many organizers seemed to 

agree on was money. Rybalko hewed to the standard Soviet “self-cricism [samokritika],” 

lamenting that “If we are to take a self-critical approach[:] in Gostishchevo District we were not 

able to truly organize such a sport as Russian Rounders. This is the fault of the District Council 

and its Chairman. Who else could be blamed? It is our own fault.”748 He followed this up with 

the similarly Soviet ritual of qualifying the self-criticism, “Be it our fault that we have not 

organized Russian rounders, gorodki, and chess, but on the basis of our regular funding 

according to statutory provision we cannot do anything, we require help on this issue.”749 

Kharitonov, a deputy to the same 1960 Belgorod Oblast Harvest conference, described how he 

brought himself to commit fraud for the sake of facilitating youth participation:  

How is the work [going] in the Victor Kolkhoz of Starooskolʹskii District? I, as 

the physical education teacher in [a] village school have had to undertake great 

efforts [and] weather many arguments and epithets. The youth has needs, and I 

have nothing for them. I wrote to the newspaper Belgorodskaia Pravda. The 

former chairman responded. But what did he give me? Here are two poles, [plant] 

them into the ground and play as you will. He did not give any money. We needed 

to prepare track-and-field athletes for the oblast competition. They did not give us 

any money. I had to deal with the situation by a dishonest path. I put in 

[fraudulent] paperwork for an advance, but nonetheless eight people were able to 

go to the competition. Two showed results at the Third Class [razriad], the rest at 

the youth classes.750  

A 1960 memorandum of the Harvest organization in Voronezh Oblast similarly argued that 

taking on more [paid] trainers would be needed in order to get more youth participation.751 Into 

 
748 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.361, l.115. 
749 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.361, l.116. 
750 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.361, l.119. 
751 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.365, l.23. 
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the mid-1960s, concerns about youth participation in the oblasts of the Central Black Earth 

Economic Region increasingly fell by the wayside, and mentions of the younger generation took 

on a ceremonial role becoming increasingly divorced from the question of sport (as opposed to 

participation in the economy).752 One potential interpretation is that the issue was resolved and 

youth took a more active role. A comrade Guliaev from the well-known and well-resourced 

Semiluki Kolkhoz, near Voronezh, testified before the Voronezh Oblast conference in 1966 that 

youth were taking an active role: “This year they will build a stadium; they are being disbursed 

funds for this [purpose].”753 Increasing youth participation would fit with the increasing leisure 

time that the younger cohorts among village youth may have had as an after-effect of the 

transition to wage labor and extension of rural adolescence described in Chapter 2.   

Table 3.3: Female Share of “Harvest” Conference Delegates for  

Belgorod, Voronezh, Kursk and Kharkiv Oblasts, 1960-66754 

 

 

 

No amount of funds, however, seems to have been able to affect the weak participation of 

women who were scarce among organizers and participants alike. The low share of female 

delegates observed at oblast conferences of the Harvest organization subsequent to its mid-1950s 

reorganization did not increase over the 1960s. (Table 3.3) At the Experience Sovkhoz in 

 
752 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.929, l.12; 68. 
753 V. Matushkin, “Chto sluchilosʹ v Semilukakh,“ Krestʹianka (Sep. 1960), 1-3; GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.929, 
l.58;  
754 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.115; d.738, l. 98-103; d.937, l.67-71. GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.365; d.744, l.7-8; 
d.929, l.165-7. GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.759, l.149-51; d.947, l.99-100. These calculations are based on the 
assumption that female last names are indentifiable, and in fact the vast, vast majority of the last names 
in these lists end in either -ii or -ova. This kind of analysis becomes more fraught when one moves closer 
in the direction of Ukraine and Belarus because of both standard general-neutral endings like -a, ia, -o 
and -chuk as well as a greater incidence of non-standard consonant-final last names like Kut. I do have 
data for 1960 for the Kharkiv Oblast, which thankfully mostly includes first names. Among these there is 
only one single woman, volleyball player Tatʹiana Grigorʹevna Zaritskaia and a further six ambiguous 
cases with only initials: DAKhO f.R-5766, op.1, spr.83, ark.2-5. 

 1960 1964 1966 

Belgorod Oblast 7 of 53 (13%) 2 of 45 (4%) 4 of 49 (8%) 

Kursk Oblast  6 of 43 (14%) 6 of 45 (13%) 

Voronezh Oblast 5 of 51 (10%) 7 of 45 (16%) 6 of 49 (12%) 
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Talovsk District of Voronezh Oblast in 1960, participation in Harvest activities grew by 288 

people engaged in hockey, table tennis, skiing, chess, and volleyball without a single woman 

participating in competition.755 The situation was similar in Korotoiak District where organizers 

resolved to create special competitions for women with a “lighter program [oblegchënnaia 

programa]” and simplified rules,756 as was allegedly done other districts of the Oblast.757 A 

representative of the central office of the Harvest organization in Moscow sent to check up on 

the disordered nature of the Belgorod Oblast organization noted at its 1965 conference that 

participation among women was actually falling, quite rapidly at that.758 It is not shocking to 

think that women of the “triple-burden lifestyle” as Denisova called it were not in a good 

position to participate in the organization’s work, and it is highly likely that lower-level cadres 

both within the organization and without were less panicked by the weak participation of 

women.  

For their part, highly placed Harvest organizers explained participation woes in general 

by way of the theory that villagers did not fully understand the context of sport in the building of 

Socialism. If the pure joy of doing aerobics after working all day on the farm was not enough of 

a motivator, perhaps the issue was that villagers needed to know why they needed to get their 

reps in. Oblast-level leadership recurrently complained about a lack of “explicatory work 

[razʺiasnitelʹnaia rabota],”759 “sport-educational work [uchebno-sportivnaia rabota],”760 

“knowledge-cultivation,”761 and “agitational-propagandistic work, often as borrowed from the 

 
755 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.346, l.41. 
756 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.346, l.53-4. 
757 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.346, l.24. 
758 “It is especially bad that women and girls have quit the organization. In 1964 there were 21,546; in 
1965, 17,408:” GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.923, l.13. This could be a product of 1964 inflation in reporting 
membership to the Central Office in Moscow. 
759 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.346, l.51. 
760 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.346, l.45. 
761 DAKhO f.R-5766, op.1, spr.83, ark.55. 
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propaganda of athletics in urban industrial organizations.”762 These were perhaps marginally 

separate concepts, but they by and large reflected some shade of the perception of sport as a 

vehicle for propaganda about what was expected of the Soviet person. The media used for this 

purpose was to be diverse. Per the resolution of the 1960 Voronezh Oblast Harvest organization, 

organizers were called 

 to regularly conduct in village clubs, red-corners, and houses of culture evenings, 

discussions, and the showing of sports films; to more thoroughly use wall- and 

local newspapers, radio, and television; to publish in mass print runs posters, 

slogan-banners, and bulletins showing the work of the best athletic collectives, 

community-member-instructors, and the leading athletes of the community[, and 

to] organize no less than 20 performances of the leading athletes of the city 

among the village population.763 

 The idea underlying all this, thus, was to use all the major media to bring into the village 

modern and urban culture around sport, with live-action role models ferried in from the city to 

show these off to villagers. 

 The city as a center of sport seemed to define a surprising amount of the activity of 

Harvest. While Harvest reports indicate basic infrastructure like volleyball courts and soccer 

fields being widely installed in the village, more elaborate infrastructure was likely to be built in 

the city, particularly district centers. Moreover, the types of “stadiums” built in the village paled 

in comparison to what one might see in the city as one delegate could not help himself but reveal 

in testimony to the Voronezh Oblast conference, “Whereas previously kolkhozes had few 

volleyball [and] basketball courts, now I cannot name a kolkhoz that would not have these basic 

sports installations or a stadium. But you know yourselves what kind of stadiums we have, but at 

least our kolkhozes have them.”764 Looking, by way of example, at rural Korocha District in 

 
762 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.346, l.55. 
763 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.365, l.38. 
764 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.929, l.58. 
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Belgorod Oblast, it is only during the early 1970s village infrastructure push that large-scale 

stadiums enter the equation. (Table 3.4) 

Table 3.4: Korocha District Plan for the  

Construction of Sporting Facilities, 1972-74765 

Facility Extant Planned 

1500 person stadium 0 2 

Gymnasium [sportszal] 8 6 

Basketball courts 45 22 

Volleyball courts 82 28 

Field hockey field 0 1 

Skiing center [baza] 2 7 

Archery 0 1 

 

Quite frequently, Harvest funds were disbursed for infrastructure building in cities rather 

than villages. For example, Harvest helped lead and fund a major expansion of a sporting 

pavilion in the city of Bobrov in Voronezh Oblast in 1960, repairing the roof, and adding such 

accouterments as two dressing rooms, two shower rooms, two bathrooms, a judge’s room, a 

medical room, and a storage room – facilities than one would virtually never see in a village 

sporting facility.766 Also in 1960, funds were disbursed to build a gymnasium in the city of 

Ostrogozhsk, also in Voronezh Oblast, as well as a stadium in the city of Lgovsk in Kursk 

Oblast.767 Altogether, of the six stadiums under construction in Voronezh Oblast that year, four 

were in cities and only two were in villages (those two villages served as district centers and 

were candidates for upgrading to “tracts of urban type”).768 Naturally, then, deputies agitated for 

competitions to be held in district centers, arguing that they were better outfitted and more likely 

to attract people who might help with competition, training, etc.769 Out of the ten events that 

 
765 GANIBO f.572, op.5, d.12, l.101. 
766 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.346, l.10; 81. 
767 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.346, l.24; d.412, l.36. 
768 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.365, l.35. 
769 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.365, l.51. 
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made up the finals of the first “Kharkiv Oblast Village Games,” held in 1960, only one, 

Wrestling, was held in a village.770 

This attention to infrastructure for the city as opposed to the village drew the ire of some 

local representatives. P.G. Ermolenskii a physical education teacher at Krasnogvardeiskii District 

middle school who was also newly an oblast-level deputy of the organization complained 

bitterly, colorfully, and at length about this phenomenon to the 1964 Belgorod Oblast 

conference:  

But for us the majority of competitions are conducted in Belgorod city. Why? For 

example, [take] this past winter. Out of nine competitions, eight were held in 

Belgorod city. What purpose did the Harvest Oblast Council pursue by virtue of 

conducting these competitions in Belgorod? What did it get from this? Nothing. 

Chess, checkers, table-tennis, weightlifting – they drag everything to Belgorod 

[vsë tashchat v Belgorod]. Is it really impossible to conduct these competitions in 

a district center or another village? It’s possible, but for some reason the oblast 

council has gotten stuck on Belgorod and does not want to move off it. It begs the 

question: are you for village sport or against it[?]… Name one example in our 

oblast where city athletes [fizkulʹturniki] went out to the village. What assistance 

do they offer on location? Basketball competitions [and] volleyball competitions 

are held in Belgorod. And you will not encounter a single basketball player, a 

single volleyball player, or a single track-and-field athlete from the oblast center 

in the village. Is this the right order of things? Is this [to be considered] leadership 

over the rural population [shefstvo nad selʹskim obshchestvom]? No. Why is this 

happening? Because the oblast council relies in its work only on the city.771  

This shunning of the village in Harvest efforts could also be seen in recurrent complaints about 

oblast and district leaders of Harvest failing to venture outside of their city offices. A.D. Rybalko 

of Belgorod Oblast complained that, “We are not located far from the district center, but the 

leadership [of the organization] has not yet come out to see us. Of course we do not have any 

outstanding gymnasts but nonetheless the comrades could come visit us.” 772 Delegate A.P. 

 
770 DAKhO f.R-5766, op.1, spr.83, ark.68. 
771 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.738, l.31-2. 
772 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.361, l.118. 
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Chernykh of Voronezh Oblast, put it still more bluntly: “Gremiachinsk District is located some 

25km from Voronezh, [there’s] a highway, one can get from one place to the other; over the 

course of five years they are scolding us, [but] there was not one instance in which they would 

come to us and offer practical help.”773 Even Delegate Guliaev from the comparatively well-

resourced center of Semiluki District echoed the language and spirit (if not the belligerent tone) 

of Ermolenskii the gym teacher: 

Semiluki – it’s twenty minutes by train and thirty by car….Regarding leadership 

[shefstvo]: Voronezh has many sports societies, many plants, factories, but there 

no leadership work is conducted. There was a time that this question was raised 

very sharply, but then it quieted down and still no one wants to go to the 

village.774
  

Komsomol leaders from Korocha District observed the same deficiencies of Belgorod Oblast 

Harvest leaders.775 Similarly in Kharkiv Oblast a comrade Korenko complained to an Oblast 

Plenary Conference that  

It would behoove [sledovalo by] [the Oblast leadership] to take an interest in why 

things are in such a bad state….to visit each collective and district and become 

familiar with how work is carried out there. I am more than confident that amid 

the figures cited here – the majority is fake [bolʹshaia polovina tufty]./ Now on the 

subject of leadership: I should like to know who takes leadership over Balakleia 

[village]? Can anyone among the comrades present in this hall [do so]?776 

Given these other examples, one can understand the unforgiving, exasperated tone of 

Ermolenskii’s complaints. He clearly spoke for many local-level Harvest organizers throughout 

the Black Earth region, feeling essentially abandoned by those higher up in the organization who 

routed funds to city infrastructure and activities and were apparently sometimes reticent to deign 

even visit the village.  

 
773 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.365, l.45. 
774 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.929, l.60-1. 
775 GANIBO f.572, op.3, d.50, l.17-9. 
776 DAKhO f.R-5766, op.1, spr.104, ark.44. 
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Harvest bureaucrats, for their part, were happy to pass the buck to other stakeholders. The 

Chairman of the Belgorod District Council of DSO Harvest responded to deputies’ recurrent 

funding complaints by blaming the weak work of local officials who did not attract their own 

funds from other sources :  

It [would] be interesting to analyze the reason behind our oblast taking second-to-

last place in the Republic./Some direct the brunt of their criticism in the direction 

of the oblast council, as if the presidium is guilty along with the chairman, 

comrade Motkovskii, that they cannot [adequately] direct the work of our district 

councils. And comrade Semënov says that it is necessary for the statutory 

payments to come in per the discretion of the district [Party] committees and 

district council executive committees./But, comrades, when you go to a kolkhoz 

director, he says: “there is no work in the kolkhoz, so what should I pay for. And 

he is completely right.777  

The lack of funding was a vicious cycle, and it was in significant part a product of the tragedy of 

the commons stemming from the pastiche of funding on which cells of the organization relied – 

from the organization itself, from Village Councils, from Village Procurement Organizations 

[selʹpo], from kolkhozes, and from individual members.778 In 1960, for example, the Voronezh 

Oblast Harvest organization was able to secure only 44% of a planned 1.3 million rubles from 

oblast kolkhozes.779  

As was widely acknowledged, kolkhoz directors typically cast a disinterested or even 

hostile eye on the activities of these organizers. L.G. Maslennikova testified to the same 

Belgorod Oblast Harvest organization conference meeting:  

I do not know why, but if the chair of my kolkhoz sees me on my bicycle, he says, 

‘either work or do sports.’ He does not whatsoever permit [me] to engage in sport. 

 
777 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.923, l.27. 
778 This was not a problem unique to the region: Aleksei Ishchenko, Iurii Ishchenko, and Artur Tikhonov, 
“Fizkulʹtura i sport v Rossiiskom sele vtoroi poloviny 1930-kh – nachala 1950-kh gg. Na materialakh 
Saratovskoi oblasti,” Fizicheskaia kulʹtura, sport i zdorovʹe 32.2 (2018), 56. 
779 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.365, l.27. (There was even worse luck in collecting funds from individual 
members.) 
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And when he found out that they elected me a delegate to the oblast conference he 

said, ‘if you go, do not come back to work..’780 

In response, members argued enthusiastically that sporting activity would lead to more fit and 

talented workers, that there was no doubt “that it is precisely the regular participation in athletics 

and sport [zaniatiia fizkulʹturoi i sportom] that helps the laborers labor [sic] toward fulfilment of 

the grand plan of the building of Communism.”781 This was a sensitive point. A representative of 

the central leadership of the Ukrainian iteration of the organization, Kolkhoznik [Kolhospnyk], 

argued to the assembled leadership of the Kharkiv Oblast organization that not only could 

“athletics [fizichna kulʹtura] not be isolated from but [needed] to support the goal of 

production….But for us to this day exists the situation where to competitions goes the one who 

slacks off at work [baidukuie na vyrobnytstvi], and the one who labors, that one does not [even] 

see a competition, as the leadership will demand he not be let [to go] to the competition.” 782 

Some others would echo this. The head of the Voronezh Oblast Komsomol Military-Sporting 

Section [voenno-fizkulʹturnyi otdel] noted to other oblast administrators that it was not actually 

the best kolkhoz workers participating, but rather the ones who happened to be free, which 

would explain the chair’s attitude toward Maslennikova.783 

The many disinterested stake-holders, lack of middle-management cadres who 

particularly wanted to step foot in the city, and persistent lack of ability to attract women 

contributed to a culture of failure in the Black Earth region oblast organizations of Harvest and 

Kolkhoznik. After years of weak results, Belgorod Oblast athletes placed second-to-last in the 

Republic-wide Harvest competitions in 1966.784 Similarly, the “unsatisfactory work [of the 

 
780 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.361, l.122. 
781 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.365, l.53-4; 62. 
782 DAKhO f.R-5766, op.1, spr.104, ark.72-3. 
783 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.365, l.62. 
784 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.738, l.30; d.923, l.27. 
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Kursk Oblast Harvest Organization] with respect to the mass-development of athletics 

[fizicheskaia kulʹtura]” was discussed at a 1966 Presidium of the all-Soviet Central Council of 

the Harvest Organization in Moscow. 785 The Voronezh Oblast chapter, having been sent minders 

from Moscow in 1964, was criticized in 1966 at a conference of the Voronezh Oblast Komsomol 

for its weak work, infrequent competitions, and lack of offerings; these central officials bitingly 

suggested that they “in fact work[ed] only toward collecting members’ funds,” which, it is worth 

mentioning, they were not particularly good at either.786 These happenings fell well into the 

programmatic rhythm of these organizations’ meetings. Listing some positive accomplishments 

one Voronezh deputy noted in the interest of fairness that “we also have many shortcomings; we 

will not discuss [our] group of low-end collectives; we have such collectives that [just sit there 

and] marinade [variatsia v sobstvennom soku].”787  

Similarly undercooked was the project to develop high-level village athletics at the all-

Soviet and international levels. At the 1980 Moscow Olympics, only 12% of RSFSR-, Ukrainian 

SSR-, or Belarusian SSR-born medal-winners were born in the village (median birth year: 1956); 

by the 1988 Seoul Olympics this fell even further to less than 8% (median birth year: 1964), and 

these were increasingly concentrated in the Caucasian ASSRs.788 One particularly instructive 

case is that of cycling in the village. Deputies at the Voronezh Oblast Harvest organization, after 

a poor result by their cycling teams at nationals, noted “purely positive conditions for the 

development of cycling in the village,” recognizing (quite correctly as discussed above) that 

 
785 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.947, l.12-3. 
786 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.923, l.15; d.929, l.20. 
787 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.929, l.58. 
788 Calculations based on analysis of 741 medal-winners including individual members in team events and 
including athletes multiple times where they won multiple medals (place of birth data unavailable for a 
further 31 athletes). If we include small district-level type cities to capture individuals who may have been 
from village families but whose mothers gave birth in the city there is a drop of similar proportion (from 
30% to 24%). 
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“With each passing day, the bicycle [was becoming more a part] of daily life [byt] [among the] 

village population as a means of transportation.”789 This did not corelate automatically to success 

in sporting, however. As one deputy put it, “You all know that the vast majority of village youth 

have their own bicycles, riding them daily to work in the fields [and] making trips to neighboring 

villages, and nonetheless this youth is not attracted [privlechena] by us to cycling.”790 Similar 

observations were made by others in both Voronezh and Belgorod Oblasts.791 In other cases 

there were incidents of success with village cycling, particularly when attached to somewhat rare 

infrastructure for the servicing of bicycles.792 Ultimately, among the very few world-class 

athletes produced in this period by the villages of the Black Earth region two cyclists won gold 

medals at the 1980 Olympics: Sergei Sukhoruchenkov born in Trostnaia in Briansk Oblast in 

1956 and Iurii Kashirin born in Pervoe Storozhevoe in Voronezh Oblast in 1959. Notably, they 

had their success in road cycling rather than track cycling. All one needed to practice the former 

was a bicycle, long distances, and roads of some character or condition, while the latter were a 

product of infrastructural efforts beyond the capacity and, seemingly, the interest of DSO 

Harvest: There were no velodromes for track cycling forthcoming and, had there been, they 

would have probably been built in district-center cities.  

A testimony to the magnitude of the problem, we can see the sorriness of the effort to 

bring sport (and the associated level of physical and moral-spiritual cultivation) to the village of 

the Black Earth region and identify its pitfalls even on the basis of its own internal documents, 

which, unlike the typical case, do not simply balance successes and shortcomings into an 

ambiguous stew. Rather, in official reports and in the meetings of gatherings, activists spoke 

 
789 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.346, l.45. 
790 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.346, l.94. 
791 GARF f.A-555, op.1, d.346, l.44; d.361, l.122. 
792 As in the Sakhnovshchinskii District of Kharkiv Oblast: DAKhO f.R-5766, op.1, spr.83, ark.116. 
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matter-of-factly about the limits of their capacity, and reflected with shame on the failures of 

their kolkhozes, districts, and oblasts in the context of broader Soviet village sport and sport in 

general. Unsurprisingly, then, my interviewees in Sumy, especially women, often found the 

question of sporting in the village to be positively absurd. Antonina Nikolaevna adamantly 

disclaimed any sporting activity altogether.793 As Nina Ivanovna put it, “you know, in the village 

there is enough sport [already] that there’s not enough energy for sport [v seli tam stilʹky sporta 

shcho uzhe do sporta ne khvataie sil {sic}].”794 From this perspective, the demands of village life 

were fundamentally incompatible with sport, and to the extent that this is not the case Soviet 

organs failed to convince both her and many others.  

The most successful efforts to introduce sport took place in the school and more 

pragmatically engaged the context of low budgets.795 These tended to overlap the most with the 

cultural-cultivational aspects of sport. As mentioned above, a priority was placed on the building 

of basic sports infrastructure by youth themselves,796 though on a smaller and more manageable 

scale, essentially amounting to clearing a rectangular space and potentially adding some benches. 

One article in Peasant Woman published in January of 1970 titled “Winter Sporting Courts 

[sportivnye ploshchadki] – For Every Village!” went into detail on proper procedures for pouring 

an ice sheet that one could skate on and suggested accompanying it with a snow-maze built with 

 
793 Antonina Nikolaevna [b.1958]. Elena Vladimirovna [b.1952] had the same reaction though she did 
reconsider and note that there were unorganized soccer games. 
794 She contrasted this with her time competing for the Frunze Plant swim team once she came to Sumy: 
Nina Ivanovna [b.1951]. 
795 E.g. an emphasis on track-and-field, volleyball, and soccer: “Podgotovimsia k zimnomu sezonu,” 
Leninskii putʹ (Nova Vodolaga, Ukrainian SSR, USSR) (5 Oct. 1958), 4, reproduced by Paramonov: 
Istoriko-statisticheskoe opisanie, 138; “Fizkulʹtura i sport,” Leninskii putʹ (19 Oct., 1958), 4, reproduced by 
Paramonov, Istoriko-statisticheskoe opisanie, 140-1; “Spartakiada shkolʹnikov,” Leninskii putʹ (22 May 
1959), 4, reproduced by Paramonov, Istoriko-statisticheskoe opisanie, 171. 
796 Initiated in 1959 as a result of the Komsomol initiative, stemming originally from the decision of the XIII 
Congress of the VLKSM, “On the amateur [samodeiatelʹnoe] construction of sporting equipment 
[sooruzheniia] in the village”: DAKhO f.R-5766, op.1, spr.83, ark.85. 
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snow-bricks [snezhnye kirpichi] and snow-sculptures, suggesting the blending of sport with petty 

creative endeavors.797 Those of my interviewees who did recall sporting activity in the village 

mentioned largely these small-scale efforts that were a product more of individual initiative 

rather than mass organization.798 This fulfilled to an extent the aims of the project to introduce 

sport to the village, but to a rather minimal one, especially given the lofty ambitions of DSO 

Harvest, an organization that seems to have in practice shown villagers in the Black Earth region 

the limitations of sport in the village and the comparative benefits of the city as a sporting space.   

 

Physical and Human Infrastructure as Agents of Soviet Modernity 

As can be seen from the above, the efforts of cadres as modernizing agents in the village 

hinged on infrastructure to support them – cultural workers needed clubs and coaches needed 

stadia as teachers needed schools, librarians needed libraries, and medical workers medical 

annexes. Each of these types of facilities, in turn, needed to be outfitted to the greatest extent 

possible with technology and accouterments modern in standards that would facilitate both the 

short-term goals of customer service as well as the long-term goals of inculcating modern ways 

of thought – objects and equipment fell alongside propaganda in advertising the benefits and 

rewards of scientific thinking. The cadres of these establishments themselves, in person and in 

appearance, also took on this role. In the hope of increasing its modernizing potential, leadership 

over the village by the city took on a new, young and, often enough, female face where authority 

had once lain nearly exclusively the prerogative and domain of male elders. Indeed, by 1970 

 
797 Samson Gliazer, “Zimniuiu sportivnuiu ploshchadku kazhdomu selu!” Krestʹianka (Jan. 1970), 25. 
798 Nataliia Alekseevna [b.1951]; Pavel Vasilʹevich [b.1962]. 
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rural women in the RSFSR were little less likely than urban women to work in a profession 

categorized as “intellectual labor [umstvennyi trud].”799 

The success of these efforts relied on cadres’ initiative, for better and worse, and the 

confluence of kindered modernizing spirits was not a universal occurrence. 800 More typically, 

exceedingly motivated cultivators stood out among their peers. One memoirist and local 

historian recalls the efforts of one librarian, Lidiia Pavlenko, “above all a patriot of her village 

who went about a neighboring villages  

distributing books to her elderly readers who awaited her visits with anticipation. 

She not only exchanged books but took an interest in whether readers liked what 

[they] had read, which particularly impacted [zapalo v] the heart and soul of the 

reader. When she recommended a new book, she gave her own commentary about 

it [komentari do neï], aiming to interest the reader in [the] new literature. For the 

most part such readers of hers were grannies, who already did not get out much 

[malo peresuvalysʹ] and lived alone, and a book to some extent assuaged the pain 

of loneliness.801  

Rather than older women regaling youth with tales remembered and invented it was now the 

place of a younger woman to run a sort of traveling book club to women who were perceived by 

the new system as having little to offer other than a need for company more than necessarily 

enlightenment.  

Women were also the face of rural healthcare.802 Rural hospitals were largely limited to 

the largest villages that served as district centers (many of which were with time recategorized 

 
799 22% versus 27%: Itogi vsesoiuznoi perepisi naseleniia 1970 goda 6 [Raspredelenie naseleniia SSSR i 
soiuznykh respublik po zaniatiiam] (Moscow: Statistika 1973), 7. (The discrepancy was far wider in the 
Ukrainian SSR and Belarusian SSR, roughly between 14% and 39% in either case.) 
800 RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.61, l.1-4; “Ïkh visim,” Leninetsʹ (13 Nov. 1965), reproduced by Paramonov, 
Istoriko-statisticheskoe opisanie, 190. 
801 Teslia, Istoriia sil, 257. 
802 Women found a niche in rural health care nearly from the beginning of their participation in 
credentialed medicine in the Russian Empire: Anna Bek, The Life of a Russian Woman Doctor: A 
Siberian Memoir, 1869-1954, trans. Anne D. Rassweiler (Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 
2004); Barbara Alpern Engel, “Women Medical Students in Russia 1872-1882: Reformers or Rebels?” 
Journal of Social History 12.3 (Spring 1979), 394-415. 
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into “tracts of urban type”). But while for more serious ailments villagers were expected to go to 

the city (or perish) for more routine medical care villagers could more commonly rely on 

medical staff in the form of nurse practitioners [felʹdshery], nurses, and, only more rarely, 

doctors stationed at “medical stations” [medpunkty].803 The distribution of women in these 

professions was significant. By 1959, 92% of medical professionals in the RSFSR as a whole 

were women including 61% of head doctors and managers of medical facilities, 82% of doctors, 

87% of dentists, and 87% of nurse practitioners.804 In the more agrarian-dominated Ukrainian 

SSR, they were 83% of medical personnel, 42% of head doctors and managers, 73% of doctors, 

87% of dentists, and 78% of nurse practitioners.805  

Given this, women were entirely expected to take a leading role in public health, leading 

formal lectures and scolding drunks from a position of robed authority more prestigious than the 

traditional henpecking of a distraught wife.806 An article about one such effort in the Lebedyn 

District newspaper was aptly titled “Respected Person in the Village.”807 It fit into a broader 

genre of published notes from villagers offering “wondrous [chudovi] doctors” “heartfelt thanks” 

for performing what some described as “miracles” done by “saviors” repurposing traditional 

religious language toward newer ends, though also combining this with Communist clichés like 

“protecting the health of the builders of Communism.”808  

 
803 TsDAVO f.582, op.11, spr.1960, ark.18. 
804 A decade later the figures were: 91%, 61%, 77%, 83%, and 88%. Largely female nursery cultivators 
were categorized as medical personnel: Itogi vsesoiuznoi perepisi naseleniia 1970 goda 6, 173. 
805 The share of each of these categories was 86%, 35%, 68%, 80%, and 81% a decade later: Itogi 
vsesoiuznoi perepisi naseleniia 1970 goda 6, 183. 
806 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.91, l.24. 
807 “Povazhana liudina v seli,” Budivnyk komunizmu (Lebedyn, Ukr.), 21 Jan. 1975, 3. A local historian 
writing a history of Ivnya District goes out of her way to list the individual surgeons, doctors, and dentists 
who worked in the tract hospital: Sliunina, “Sistema zdravokhraneniia,” Ivnianskii krai v potoke vremeni, 
eds. Starchenko, Bazarov, and Kremenëv, 194. 
808 S. Semerenko, “Na chatakh zhyttia,” Leninetsʹ (28 Dec. 1965), 4, reproduced by Paramonov, Istoriko-
statisticheskoe opisanie, 199; P.F. Krokhmalʹ and O.I. Krokhmalʹ, “Slova serdechnoï podiaki,” 
Socialistychne zhyttia (Lebedyn, Ukr.), 1 Jan. 1962, 4; F. Lazurenko and P. Molodtsov, “My vdiachni 
nashym rıativnykam.” Sotsialistychne zhyttia (Lebedyn, Ukr.) 6 Jan. 1962, 4. 
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The sincerity of this relatively exalted place of medical personnel in the village can be 

found in the relatively secure demand for their skills in the village: Ievdokiia Sych, a former 

head [zaviduiucha] of a village nurse practioner’s station [felʹdshersʹkyi punkt] described her 

ability to leverage her exalted position: 

Representatives from the District came to us, called me to the Village Council and 

said ‘In 30 minutes all workers of the medpunkt [are to be] in the corn [fields].’ I 

answered: ‘Our village is spread out across 6km. I simply physically cannot in 

such a short period get around to everyone …’ In answer, I heard that they will 

fire me and give me such a reference [kharakterystyka] that no one will hire me 

anywhere. In response to that, I answered straightforwardly that for 60 rubles they 

will take me to work wherever.809  

This indispensability also presented the opportunity for both salaries relatively high for village 

women as well as side-payments from thankful [or desperate] patients and their families. As one 

of my interviewees put it, “the only people who always lived well in the village were medical 

personnel; there was work [for them] and the person was respected.”810 

 A position of earnest respect was a hallmark of village intelligentsia. It is assumed by 

much of the secondary literature and confirmed by my interviews. What teachers lacked in 

miracle-working hands they made up for in persistent contact with youth. Particularly for those 

who came from outside, the esteem in which they were held seems to have gone hand in hand 

with the esteem in which they held themselves. While many village teachers were themselves 

village-born, particularly it the 1950s and before, over time they were increasingly likely to be 

city-born (and in either case had specialized pedagogical training that could only be obtained in 

the city).  

 
809 Teslia, Istoriia sil, 245-6. (She was the nurse practitioner [felʹdsher] in village from 1952-60. And then 
again in the mid-1980s came out of retirement when they started having trouble keeping young staff.) 
810 Aleksandr Ivanovich [b.1965]. 
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The lives of village teachers were not, on the whole pleasant. A.N. Nizov, teacher-cum-

director of a partial secondary school [nepolnaia srednaia shkola] in Kostroma Oblast recalls for 

the 1950s that “[We earned] barely enough to get by. We lived paycheck to paycheck… At first, 

when I was single, the pay was enough; I even helped my parents. When I started a family, then 

it became a bit too little.811 Vladimir Cherepov, a village teacher in Sumy Oblast in the same 

period similarly recalls living on the brink of hunger in an auxiliary room of his school 

building.812 Village teachers were theoretically entitled to some benefits including a housing 

allowance and subsidy for heating, and in 1964 salaries of village and city schools were brought 

into equilibrium by a resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR.813 Rarely, though, did 

this put them in a substantially superior position to other villagers so as to attract feelings of 

jealousy.814 Teachers earned less than just about any other specialist;815 they were substantially 

limited in their ability to keep livestock because they had to be at work all day and, when they 

were transplants, lacked older or other relatives who could watch over their animals. This 

problem could sometimes be solved by marrying within the village, provided of course one did 

not marry a fellow teacher.816 

 The product of all of this was that village teachers often did not particularly want to be 

where they were. Per data uncovered by Natalʹia Belova, only one third of one percent of 

teachers in Kostroma Oblast came from kolkhoznik families whereas more than two thirds came 

 
811 Natalʹia Belova, Povsednevnaia zhiznʹ uchitelei (Moscow: Institut ėtnologii i antropologii RAN, 2015), 
108. 
812 V.I. Cherepov, “Detiam svoim i vnuchkam.” 
813 Belova, Povsednevnaia zhiznʹ uchitelei, 109. 
814 From a financial standpoint, anyway. Vladimir Cherepov notes that it was specifically non-material 
things that aroused jealousy: “The good people were jealous of us [Nam dobrye liudi zavidovali]” – 
including for our life with mom, that we lived happily [together], without fights or scandals. People noticed 
this and said that we live well. People were jealous of you [kids], that you matriculated into institutes.”: 
Cherepov, “Detiam svoim i vnuchkam.” 
815 Belova, Povsednevnaia zhiznʹ uchitelei, 111-2. 
816 Aleksandr Ivanovich [b.1965]. 
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from the families of white-collar workers (both of village intelligentsia and city roots).817 It was 

not just teachers of city origin who hoped to avoid the village. Per a survey of graduates from the 

late 1960s conducted at the Nizhnetagilsk Pedagogical Institute, not a single student of village 

origin wanted to go teach in the village.818 For her part, Nataliia Pavlovna, born and raised in 

Lebedyn and a graduate of the pedagogical institute there described to me the village in Central 

Ukraine to which she was sent in 1967 as a hellscape.819 Told she was being sent to secondary 

school in a village, she instead arrived to a primary school in a hamlet where she says the 

younger children had only a poor idea of who Lenin was. While she saw herself as a “breath of 

fresh air [svezhaia struia]” who reinvigorated the curriculum, she ultimately fled as she could not 

handle the loneliness or boredom. There was largely no youth as most were working in Kyiv and 

the cultural landscape was bleak: “No television; no radio.… The bus only came on Saturdays 

and Sundays… You’d work in the day, but afterward you might as well hang yourself. The 

people all drank; they didn’t work. They brewed homebrew.” She defended her successful 

petition for a transfer, noting that while the children cried, “I would have perished in that 

village,” and invoked the Poltava-born writer Ivan Kotliarevsky to the effect that each must 

know his own kind.  

In hindsight, village teachers describe their work as a labor of love aimed at the bringing 

the benefits of culture and enlightenment to the village. The above-mentioned Cherepov wrote a 

bit later, once he had transitioned to work as a librarian, that “living in [my] own village where I 

was born… my interest and purpose lies in seeing … the village richer and more cultured.”820 

Similarly, while some graduates of pedagogical schools sent to teach in the village tried to and 

 
817 Belova, Povsednevnaia zhiznʹ uchitelei, 126. 
818 Rutkevich and Filippov, Sotsialʹnye Peremeshcheniia, 107. 
819 Nataliia Pavlovna [b.1947]. 
820 Cherepov, “Detiam svoim i vnuchkam.” 
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succeeded in canceling these assignments others formed what can best be described as a 

missionary ethos. Nelia Prikhodʹko recounts that upon being sent to a village in the 

Krasnogvardeiskii District in the early 1960s she found that there was a lack of provisioning 

amid washed out roads, 

 But [even] given all that we fully gave ourselves over to our work. All that we 

knew, that we were able to do – we gave to the people, to the children. For this 

reason with a clean conscience [and] with happy memories these difficult years of 

my youth have left an impression./We belong to the generation of the 60s, 

romantic, hardworking, ready to help anyone at any time. We did not fear 

difficulties. We suffered it all and, of course, [kept] dream[ing] and brought 

civilization to the village [priblizhali tsivilizatsiiu k selu].821  

Prikhodʹko thus depicted the village teacher as an outsider from a more prestigious social class 

who despite what we can be confident was readily perceptible discomfort accepted the living 

conditions of the majority all the while relatively earnestly convinced of the righteousness of 

their work, “their marginal position … mak[ing] them fierce defenders of the values of their 

class… through… which [rural] children usually learn of their own position within … 

society.”822 Villagers appear to have taken these figures at face value, open ultimately to the 

worldview that they represented. 

 “Bringing civilization to the village” was a multilayered process and it started at the 

surface. For one, it could take the role of language. A clever and convincing ethnographic study 

by Liudmila Chizhikova in the late 1960s indicated the importance of altering the language of 

instruction between Russian and Ukrainian in reshaping national identity (as provided to census-

takers a decade apart) in the 1960s. Individuals in villages with Ukrainian-language schools were 

 
821 Nelia Prikhodʹko, “Nelia Evgenʹevna Prikhodʹko,” Selo Zasosna, ed. Lukʹianov, 137-8. This is a 
somewhat unusual take on the shestidesiatniki. 
822 Mary J. Weismantel, “Time, Work-Discipline, and Beans: Indigenous Self-Determination in the 
Northern Andes,” Women and Economic Change: Andean Perspectives, eds. Ann Miles and Hans 
Buechler (American Anthropological Association, 1997), 36.  
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more likely to both state their identity as Ukrainian (or khokhol or pereverten) and to Ukrainian-

ize their names (and the reverse was true as well, though less common on the territory of the 

Ukrainian SSR).823 My interviewees as a general rule went to Ukrainian-speaking schools that 

did teach literary Russian as a second language, which presented it in a privileged sort of status. 

One interviewee noted that this made Russian seem to him richer and capable of expressing more 

abstract ideas.824  

The civilization-bringing process could be more superficial. Local historian-memoirists 

write fondly of the impact a new director of the village school in Skorodnoe who took charge at 

the turn of the 1960s:  

Despite that the school was new, old habits remained. Just as after the war, 

students sat in class in an overcoat and peasant boots [v palʹto i valenʹkakh]; 

women teachers in headwear [v golovnykh naborakh]. The new director 

immediately set a goal: in one weeks’ time teachers and students were to have a 

second pair of footwear and respectable [prilichnaia] light outerwear. The 

collective met the call of the new director with understanding. After two weeks in 

the classes nearly all students sat in school uniforms, with boys even with white 

collars and girls with white aprons [fartuki]. Teachers entered classrooms in light 

clothing [letneia odezhda], neatly coiffed, dressed tastefully. In such a way, in a 

few days the aesthetic appearance [ėsteticheskii oblik] of the school changed.825  

This was not solely the product of one man’s punctiliousness toward contemporary dress. Belova 

cites teachers’ guides’ codes for dress as aimed “first of all at village teachers” who needed to 

“stand above many adults [vozvyshatʹsia nad mnogimi vzroslymi liudʹmi],” to be, “The most 

honest, fair, knowledgeable, honorable, and, additionally, the most conscientious, caring, 

passionate [zhizneradostnyi], capable, merry, and even externally the most outwardly attractive 

 
823 Liudmila Chizhikova, “Ob ėtnicheskikh protsessakh v vostochnykh raionakh Ukrainy (po materialam 
ėkspeditsionnogo obsledovaniia 1966 g.),” Sovetskaia ėtnografiia 1968.1, 22 cited by Roman Szporluk, 
“Russians in Ukraine and Problems of Ukrainian Identity in the USSR,” Ukraine in the Seventies, ed. 
Peter J. Potichnyi, 203. 
824 Timofei Timofeevich [b.1945]. 
825 Adonin, Agafonov, and Lysykh, Iz istorii sela Skorodnoe, 248-9. 
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person.” One such guide cites negatively the example of one young village teacher discovered by 

the journalist G. Toporkova:  

She was in a rush, apparently late for work. [Her] dress and shoes [tufli] were 

splattered in dirt, hair unkempt. ‘I was cleaning the cow-sty, and didn’t have 

enough time to change.’ The journalist asked her, ‘would you go to work in such 

a state in the city?’ ‘That is the city,’ answered the teacher, ‘and this is the village; 

here they do not pay attention to these things.826   

Students, in fact, picked up on these visual cues. Belova cites one student’s description of her 

teacher to the effect that “her dress and haircut… [were] always simple and pretty. She dressed 

with taste: during lessons her [blouse] was dark with a snow-white collar. This all spoke to her 

assiduousness [akuratnostʹ]. Everything of hers was good: her appearance, voice, [and] gait, and 

we liked that.”827  In the village context, the teacher “[standing] above many adults” was often in 

practice a manifestation of the “bringing civilization to the village” otherwise put as “the 

leadership of the village over the city,” which took the form of “clean shoes and snow-white 

collars,” nevermind that at least the former were exceedingly difficult to maintain in a village 

that mostly lacked paved walkways.828 One of the primary roles of village teachers, thus, was to 

create a set of expectations for students (including, partially, by providing a model themselves) 

that they would have difficulty in meeting by staying in the village.829  

Where teachers’ demands (hard curricular and soft interpersonal) posed tensions, schools 

could, if only momentarily help resolve them, at least for schoolchildren. One example of this is 

sporting, where schools were well more prone to have the important combination of equipment, 

 
826 Belova, Povsednevnaia zhiznʹ uchitelei, 155 citing O professionalʹnoi ėtike uchitelia, 27. 
827 Belova, Povsednevnaia zhiznʹ uchitelei, 155. 
828 Belova, Povsednevnaia zhiznʹ uchitelei, 155. Kelly and Volkov note that curtains in particular (but 
ostensibly other textiles) were from the 1930s described as “snow-white” to stress their association with a 
hygiene-based cultured-ness: “Directed Desires,” 298-9. 
829 In some village schools, they apparently had the opportunity to do so as part of extended day 
programs with dedicated cultivators [vospitateli]: Dobritsa, Rodnoi moi krai, 101. 
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paid teachers, and potential participants who had not spent the day working in the fields. The 

Bobrava village school in Rakitnoye District of Belgorod Oblast, for example reported in the 

1960s among other things sections of track-and-field, gymnastics, basketball, chess and 

checkers, and others in which 120 students participated.830 In the Bobrytsʹka Secondary School 

in Sumy District there were 8 sections in 1967: 24 people doing handball, 31 doing basketball, 

28 volleyball, 34 football, 18 table-tennis, 29 general athletics, 11 acrobatics, 16 shooting.831 

Vladimir Iurʹevich Prikhodʹko who much later became a kolkhoz director recalls from his 

childhood in the 1970s and 1980s that he “Joyfully attended many circles [kruzhki], sporting 

sections (basketball, volleyball), participated in judo and athletics… and district and oblast 

Olympiads in  biology, chemistry, and physics.”832 While not universal, for the many village 

school students that had these opportunities this could present a problem once, eventually, they 

outgrew school and the efforts of Harvest, described above, could not keep pace.  

Finally, village schools were increasingly well outfitted in general and increasingly 

focused on vocational preparation, albeit starting from a relatively pitiful position in the post-

War period.833 While Belova stresses that village schools were outfitted with specialized labs 

[kabinety] above all for the [natural sciences], this may give the wrong impression as in reality 

the picture was not necessarily better with other subjects.834 The eight-years schools (offering the 

 
830 I. Garagulia, “V Bobravskoi srednei shkole,” Znamia kommunizma (Rakitnoe, Rus.), 13 Jan. 1972, 4. 
831 S.V. Buhrii, “Pozaklasna fizkulʹturno-sportyvna robota v shkolakh Sumsʹkoï oblasti (50-60-ti rr. XX 
st.),“ Istoryko-kraieznavchi doslidzhennia: tradytsiï ta innovatsiï [materialy mizhnarodnoï naukovo-
praktychnoï konferentsiï 29-30 lystopada 2013 roku, m.Sumy] 2 (Sumy, Ukr.: Sumsʹkyi derzhavnyi 
pedahohichnyi universytet imeni A.S. Makarenka, 2013), 22. 
832 V.Iu. Prikhodʹko, “Vladimir Iurʹevich Prikhodʹko (Iz vospominanii generalʹnogo direktora OAO 
‘Zasosenskaia niva‘, byvshego predsedatelia kolkhoza ‘Tikhaia Sosna’),” Selo Zasosna, ed. Lukʹianov, 
167. 
833 Oleksandr Nikiliev, writing on the Khrushchev period, describes the situation in Dnipropetrovsk Oblast 
as universally catastrophic from the perspective of both physical and human infrastructure: “Silʹsʹka shkola 
Ukraïny v 1950-kh – seredyni 1960-kh rr.: realiï stanu ta funktsionuvannia,” Chornomorsʹkyi litopys 5 
(2012), 174-9. 
834 Belova, Povsednevnaia zhiznʹ uchitelei, 133. 
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shortest compulsory secondary education) that males in particular disproportionately finished 

continued to be rather hit-and-miss in their provisioning whereas the ten-year schools (offering a 

“full” secondary education) tended to meet an all-Soviet standard. (Table 3.5)  

Table 3.5: Village Schools (8 Year and 10 Year) Lacking a Specialized Lab 

 by Subject in the Ukrainian SSR for the 1978-79 Schoolyear835 

 

 

 

 

The emphasis on vocational education is also noteworthy.836 In the Ukrainian SSR as a 

whole in 1979, 71% of city school students received vocational training and the figure for village 

school students was not only similar, but even slightly higher, 79% (In Sumy Oblast it was a 

more even 33% and 31%).837 What is more, village school students were slightly more likely to 

earn formal certificates [kvalifikatsii] when they received such training – in Sumy Oblast only 

8% of village students receiving vocational training failed to do so.838 This training was often 

tied to agricultural machinery, particularly for men, but the skills were frequently 

 
835 TsDAVO f.582, op.10, spr.2217, ark.10-11. 
836 Golubev and Smolyak argue that the skills gained in such school workshops helped facilitate the do-it-
yourself culture they describe. I am not convinced that this was true to the same degree for the school-
age village population, and the authors assume but do not make an elaborate argument to that effect: 
Golubev and Smolyak,“Making Selves through Making Things.” 
837 TsDAVO f.582, op.10, spr.2217, ark.20 
838 TsDAVO f.582, op.10, spr.2217, ark.22. 
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Ukrainian 

SSR 

8-Yr. 1% 58% 11%  21% 29%  41% 41% 74%    - 78%  

10-Yr. 0% 1% 3% 3% 2% 3% 1% 24% 91% 50% 

Kharkiv 

Oblast 

8-Yr. 0%  79%  0% 15% 23% 41% 41% 70%     - 75% 

10-Yr. 0% 1% 0% 4% 2% 5% 0% 19% 85% 51% 

Sumy 

Oblast 

8-Yr. 2%  77% 17% 32% 37%  48% 37%  79%    67%  

10-Yr. 0% 1% 5% 5% 4% 1% 0% 24% 92% 29% 
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transferrable.839 The positive feedback loop between education and the desire for more has been 

noted in many other urbanizing contexts and there was little reason to believe it would not have 

been active in the Soviet case too.840 

The expansion of health care and educational infrastructure and associated cadres in the 

village presented in the most real terms the benefits of enlightenment with care for both the 

physical, intellectual, and “moral-spiritual” needs of villagers. For older villagers, these likely 

served the desired function of developing respect for the breakthroughs of the Soviet state even if 

they kept to antiquated frameworks of thinking like miracle-working. The inversion of traditional 

social hierarchies by young cultural cadres, though, who brought with them city training and, 

often enough, the lived experience of city childhoods, only reinforced the prestige of the city at 

the expense of the traditional village. For young villagers, these cadres and the physical 

infrastructure that came with them, varying in its extensiveness – more successful for schools, 

less successful for sporting facilities, and so on – represented both a positive example and a 

training ground for skills that encouraged and enabled many to venture to the city. The 

increasing share of women in these roles could not help but influence the expectations of young 

village girls about their potential paths and undoubtedly encouraged many to seek further 

education and training in the city. 

 

Upcycling Tradition 

In attempting to bring the rural person into a general Soviet modernity, members of the 

village intelligentsia and the state alike were faced with the inertia of traditional culture, held 

 
839 Aleksandr Ivanovich [b.1965]. 
840 Hannan, “Migration Motives,” Sociologica Ruralis 9 (1969), 195-220, cited by Clout, “Rural-Urban 
Migration,” Migration in Post-War Europe, eds. Salt and Clout, 42.   
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particularly dear among older generations. In the course of forging a new Soviet society, 

authorities were most often focused on breaks with the dark, backward past, but they did also 

make occasional attempts to harness this inertia.841 In the 1930s, for example, there had been a 

push to create an explicitly Soviet folklore, focused on Revolutionary and proletarian struggle, 

that strove to interweave traditional vernacular language and narrative devices with new Soviet 

vocabulary and dogma.842 Although historians have established important linkages between pre- 

and post-Revolutionary culture, high and popular,843 simply adapting form to new function in a 

crude, narrow way was not a guarantee of success. The experiments in “Soviet folklore” receded 

into the ether and other innovations like “productive chastushki [folk-rhymes]” also generally 

fell flat.844 In the village particularly, Soviet rituals were an afterthought for many decades after 

the founding of the USSR.845 Under Khrushchev and Brezhnev, an effort was made to, 

essentially, abstract and estrange traditional culture and invent and implement new traditions that 

replaced the social rituals of old.   

Cultural staples like traditional folk singing and, to a lesser extent, dance were given a 

place in the form of ensembles that performed in local, regional, and all-Soviet events. 

Participation in and viewing of these performances made stark the distinctions between modern 

 
841 Richard Stites, Iconoclasm in the Russian Revolution: Destroying and Preserving the Past 
(Washington, D.C.: Kennan Institute for Advanced Russian Studies, 1981). 
842 Michael S. Gorham, Speaking in Soviet Tongues: Language Culture and the Politics of Voice in 
Revolutionary Russia (DeKalb, Ill.: Northern Illinois University Press, 2003), 146-9. 
843 Katherine Clark, Petersburg, Crucible of Cultural Revolution (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Press, 1995); Richard Stites, Russian Popular Culture: Entertainment and Society in Russia Since 1990 
(Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge University Press, 1992 [and 2000]). See also Oleg Kharkhordin on the 
influence of traditional religious practices in shaping Bolshevik and Stalinist cultural practices: 
Kharkhordin, The Collective and the Individual. 
844 Simon Belokowsky, “Laughing on the Inside: Humor as a Lens on Gulag Society,” Journal of Social 
History 52.4 (Summer 2019), 1288. 
845 Rolf, Soviet Mass Festivals; Anatolii Batʹkov, Derevnia Chizhovo Shchëlkovskogo raiona Moskovskoi 
oblasti: Dokumenty, opisanie, fotografii (Friazino, Rus.: Klub “Istorik”, 2005), 132-3. 
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Soviet culture and the past.846 In the village of Borovoe in 1950s, librarian Nikolai Akimovich 

Gorbatovskii created a thousand-tome library as well as a folk-ensemble that preserved the local 

ponëva style of dress through participation in regional artistic competitions: “Attractive Russian 

harmony, wrapped in genuine local Borovoe folk costumes pulled out of mothers’ and 

grandmothers’ trunks … brought the demanding Socialist jury into a stupor.”847 Cultural cadres 

were effectively leading an archiving of the older, still living generations as a sort of 

anthropological exhibit, working to “critically… assimilate and preserve” in the words of a 

Stalin-era treatise on rural planning.848 Already by the 1950s, the pre-War dresses pulled out of 

grandmothers’ trunks were “costumes,” props representing a bygone era, judged on their charm 

by a “Socialist jury.” 849 Andrei Tutorskii, on the basis of fieldwork in Arkhangelsk Oblast, 

makes the important point that the “division into ‘stage [stsena]’ and ‘audience [zriteli]’ 

[characteristic] for performances of the choir and other staged performances” within the context 

of the club reflected an “obvious novelty in village festive culture [praznichnaia kulʹtura].”850  

While Tutorskii might overstate the division between participant and organizer and 

participant and viewer somewhat, it is inarguable that these divisions became more clearly 

defined, particularly in terms of the staging of traditional folk songs by ensembles. It was in the 

 
846 An example of this is a “staged presentation [of] a ‘Peasant Wedding’ [teatralizovannoe predstavlenie 
‘Krestʹianskaia savdʹba’] in the city center” in Suzdal that took place in the 1970s: Oksana Budina and 
Margarita Shmelëva, “Obshchestvennye prazdniki v sovremennom bytu russkogo gorodskogo 
naseleniia,” Sovetskaia ėtnografiia 1979.6. (Nov.-Dec. 1979), 14. 
847 Kolesnikov, Novooskolʹtsy i Novooskolʹe, 50. 
848 Planirovka i stroitelʹstvo kolkhozov, sovkhozov i MTS: Materialy sozvannogo soiuzom sovetskikh 
arkhitektorov sovmestno s narkomzemom, narkomsovkhozom i akademiei arkhitektury SSSR (Moscow: 
Soiuz Sovetskikh Arkhitektorov SSSR, 1940), 47, cited by Pallot, “Living in the Soviet Countryside,” 
Russian Housing in the Modern Age, eds. Brumfield and Ruble, 214. 
849 Andrei Tutorskii notes that performers in the Arkhangelsk Oblsast village of Vozhgora have come to 
wear “traditional” hairstyles that their ancestors would have seen as mismatched to their age, an example 
of the creative flaws of the archiving process: Tutorskii, “Pozdnesovetskii prazdnik ‘Russkaia zima’,” 
presented to Late Soviet Village: People, Institutions, and Objects, Moscow, 31 June – 2 July, 2018. 
850 Tutorskii, “Pozdnesovetskii prazdnik ‘Russkaia zima’.” This may have been stronger in the city: Budina 
and Shmelëva, “Obshchestvennye prazdniki,” citing: L.A. Anokhina and Margarita Shmelëva, Byt 
gorodskogo naseleniia srednei polosy RSFSR v proshlom i nastoiashchem (Moscow: Nauka, 1977), 348. 
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twentieth century that these songs moved from collective, impromptu singing in the fields and 

around the village to a staged affair both in the fields – with ensembles carted out to entertain 

tractor mechanic-operators – and in the village, at the club. One memoirist from Miropillia 

village in Sumy Oblast recalls how a “V[ladimir] Zolochevskii, who worked as the fire inspector, 

was… considered the golden voice of [the village]. Not a single concert could do without 

[obkhodilsia bez] his participation.”851 In an earlier age, Kudinov’s voice would have been 

revealed more organically in the context of everyday life as organized around agricultural labor; 

it was the Soviet state that created a physical stage for the village fire inspector to sing. Although 

it does not quite fit Foucault’s panopticon, this sharp division between the seen and the voyeur in 

the context of festive ritual seems to be a significant modernizing addition into the culture of the 

village, and one that was a direct product of the extension of Soviet economic and cultural 

policy, the reorganization of collective and mechanized field-work and the expansion of 

auxiliary roles as well as the expansion of the club. 

Interestingly, the phenomenon of staging did not apply as universally to dancing, which 

continued along traditional lines as one of the liveliest social institutions of the village, at least in 

the Black Earth region and so long as youth remained. We noted above that village youth 

complained about clubs that did not operate beyond the showing of movies, and it was often the 

holding of regular dances for which they politicked to the best of their ability. My interviewees 

described these in the most positive terms as a particularly memorable part of their teenage years 

in the village (one would typically be allowed to participate only in his or her mid-to-late teens), 

as a place where “people bore their soul [raskryvalisʹ dushoi].”852 The continued salience of 

 
851 Dmitrii Kudinov, Miropolʹe: Istoricheskii Ocherk (Sumy, Ukr.: Papirus, 2012), 233. 
852 Nataliia Pavlovna [b.1947]. 
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village dance could arguably stem from that it was one of the few spheres that the state did not 

attempt to co-opt as fervently, leaving it as a safe venue for citizens’ practice of their own 

traditional culture. Singing, by contrast, which was increasingly staged, seems to have taken on a 

more secondary role. Veterans in one 1965 account in Village Youth complained about a lack of 

song.853 Similarly, my interviewees very rarely mentioned singing. In addition to these anecdotal 

accounts, a mid-1960s survey of villagers in Orenburg Oblast found a village choir to be the 

most popular answer regarding what villagers would like to see added to the repertoire of their 

club.854 

One viable theory to explain this, although difficult to evaluate, is that the decline of 

singing was partially a product of the state’s campaigns against religion, which crowded out the 

singing of religious songs from the public sphere.855 In terms of the songs that people sung 

themselves, Anatolii Lomonosov, who grew up in Belgorod Oblast and trained as a Club 

Director in Kharkiv, recalled the popularity of so-called “alelëshnye” songs.856 According to 

Tolmachëv, this regional tradition of folk songs was marked by a repeated refrain of nonsense 

words “leli/lëli” appealing, allegedly, to pagan Slavic gods.857 (Soviet authorities were less 

concerned with these.) Singing in an Orthodox religious context, meanwhile, was mostly 

relegated to prayers sung during funerary ceremonies, carried out no longer by priests but, 

 
853 RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.91, l.6;  
854 Bondarenko, Likvidatsiia sushchestvennykh razlichii, 54. The second most popular option was lessons 
in sewing (cf. Golubev and Smolyak, “Making Selves through Making Things”). 
855 N.L. Lopatina, “Sotsiokulʹturnye aspekty formirovaniia i funktsinirovaniia kollektivnogo khoziaistvovaniia 
v sovetskoi derevne,“ candidate’s dissertation, Kemerovo, Rus.: Kemerovskaia gosudarstvennaia 
akademiia kulʹtury i iskusstva, 2003: 138-140. A Baptist string orchestra was allowed to play in one village 
club in Vladimir Oblast:  RGASPI f.591, op.1, d.91, l.6. 
856 Anatolii Daniilovich Lomonosov [b.1939]. 
857 Iu.A. Tolmachëv, Narodnoe muzykalʹnoe tvorchestvo: uchebnoe posobie (Tambov, Rus.: Tambovskii 
gosudarstvennyi tekhnicheskii universitet, 2006), 46-9. Vladimir Cherepov includes one such song in his 
memoir, sung by his sister Feodosʹia. It contains no (explicit) appeals to pagan gods: Cherepov, “Detiam 
svoim i vnuchkam.” 
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increasingly, elderly men and women who still remembered them,858 and even this sometimes 

disappeared entirely.859  

 The strong influence of Orthodoxy which was highly resilient in the village even in the 

face of extensive church-closing campaigns and often half-hearted efforts by cultivational-cadres 

had a particularly strong influence on festive culture and created significant resistance to the 

state’s effort to reorganize village culture, a concern that was only addressed in a systematic way 

in the mid-1960s and especially the 1970s with the creation of new ritual. To the chagrin of 

authorities, the demolition or repurposing of a church itself, which was the traditional method of 

assault on faith was not congruent with the eradication of religious culture. Diarist Vladimir 

Kolesnikov described the 1958 demolition of a church in his native Borovoe as a moment of 

trauma, akin to the killing of a body whose displaced soul lingered: 

 [It] happened in summer. A hot day. The heavy air [znoinyi vozdukh] became 

still. It became still as if sensing an unfriendly omen [slovno v nedobrom 

predchuvstvii]. The building of the Orthodox church [khram] in the village of 

Borovoe was demolished. The squadron [kontingent] (no other word can be used) 

of laborers was selected among the people, as it was said, ‘without a cross on their 

chest [bez kresta za pazukhoi].’ Many, very many, members of the kolkhoz 

having received orders for this, if I can be allowed to call it, work, for various 

reasons God-fearing-ly refused, fearing to sin before their conscience./The church 

was demolished in front of the eyes of the whole village, hastily and with some 

sort of unsureness [nervoznostʹ]. The shards of the white lime plaster fell down in 

helpless tears./The building, collapsing into itself, cut down from below, ripped 

through the wooden oak floor with its cupola made of many tons of brick. The 

heart-rending scrape of the wracked boards carried far and wide. The birds having 

flown up from the trees in alarm did not settle down for a long time. A column of 

white chalky dust [izvestkovaia pylʹ] stood for several hours, a slate gray shroud in 

 
858 Anatolii Daniilovich Lomonosov [b.1939]; Svetlana Anatolʹevna [b.1962]. Formal religious rites 
accompanied at least half of all cases of rural deaths in Vladimir Oblast in 1966-7 (with a further 20% 
done in a church): Anna Sokolova, “Pokhorony bez pokoinika: transformatsii traditsionnogo 
pokhoronnogo obriada,” Antropologicheskii forum 15 (2011), 192, citing Galina Nosova, “Bytovoe 
pravoslavie (na materialakh Vladimiroskoi oblasti),” candidate’s diss., Institut ėtnologii i antropologii imeni 
N.N. Miklukho-Maklaia Akademii nauk SSSR, 1969, 201. 
859 Nataliia Alekseevna [b.1951]. 
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the suffocating air [bezdykhannyi vozdukh] above the ruins…The well-respected 

elder, uncle Kalanika grazing a cow near the cemetery quit what he was doing 

and, despite being in the tenth decade of his life, his light beard shaking, knocked 

his cane against the porch of the club and, with his toothless mouth, let out the 

most elaborate curses./The performers of this act of vandalism… glancing about 

in fright, as if waiting for some sort of assault, hurriedly dispersed… The villagers 

[odnoselʹchane] quietly murmured for a long time. The old folks, sitting on the 

ruins recalled groaningly how they had gone to the church to bear their souls 

[khodili otvoditʹ dushu v khram], how the bell of the Borovoe church could be 

heard in the settlements: Utochka, Zubovka, and even in Redkodub.860 

The symbolic significance of this act as a display of power is unmistakable and undeniable. On 

the other hand, reducing a living, holy place to an inanimate earthy rubble worked both ways. 

The metaphysical gnostic and emotional loading with which this now-rubble was imbued did not 

disappear. Though souls could no longer be “borne” at this particular site, they were still borne.  

 Religion continued to serve as a significant framework for understanding festivity as the 

social rituals of the Soviet village also continued to be conflated in villagers’ understanding with 

religion.861 For one, celebration and festivity in the village continued to align with (a sharply 

abridged) church calendar rather than the Soviet calendar, with some exceptions.862 Easter 

continued to be celebrated as the major Orthodox holiday. It was more resilient than Christmas, 

which appears to have ceded to New Year’s in many villages as in the city, at least by 1960s, 

possibly because it had no adequate replacement as May 1st was too late.863 There were also on 

occasion secondary holidays including the Feast of Ivan-Kupala, celebrating St. John, Pentecost 

 
860 Kolesnikov, Novooskolʹtsy i Novooskolʹe, 56-9. Anatolii Daniilovich Lomonosov [b.1939] gave the same 
account of disdain toward those who participated in the demolition of the church. 
861 As Malte Rolf points out, some villagers even saw the Bolsheviks through the lens of their ritual 
trappings as a rival religious sect into the 1930s: Rolf, Soviet Mass Festivals, 35; 133-4. 
862 Rolf, Soviet Mass Festivals, 120. Rolf concludes this on the basis of village dairies covering the 1930s. 
863 Ivan Sergeevich [b.1939] described Christmas as still regularly and fully celebrated as did Zinaida 
Dmitrievna [b.1952].. Nina Ivanovna [b.1951] recalls from her youth caroling for specially-baked pies on 
Christmas. Antonina Nikolaevna [b.1958] noted this as well but stated that it was already on the 
noticeable decline by her time. 
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[Troitsa], and First, Second, and Third Savior (each of which went by various names).864 Along 

with this, holidays of local importance, so-called “gathering holidays,” also traditionally tied to 

religion, perhaps a saint or a relic, served a sort of fair-like function where relations from 

neighboring villages would gather in a given village, creating a sort of calendar of events in a 

broader area. These could be devoted to a panoply of local patrons (e.g. the “Holy Mother of 

Akhtyrka [sic],” St. Michael, etc.). 865  The fact of church closures also had the effect of turning 

the major, universal holidays into a quieter version of the “gathering” holidays. Timofei 

Timofeevich recalled how at Easter those from surrounding villages would come to the church in 

his native Kolomytsivka.866  

 It was on all and any of these days that villagers visited gravesites and gathered to 

slaughter animals, the most exalted figures of the village being given the privilege. 867 For Easter, 

for example, children would search for and color eggs and play other games.868 These activities 

were generally tolerated so long as they had a minimal impact on work.869 (It was likewise 

important they not cross the threshold into the school.)870 There were naturally variations in time 

and place due to factors including the vicissitudes in state policy, strength of contact with the 

city, the persistence of the church, the interests of local activists, and so on. In some villages 

even Easter became an underground affair.871 On the other hand, in those villages where the 

 
864 Ivan Sergeevich [b.1939?]; Igorʹ Ivanovich [b.1965]; Rolf, Soviet Mass Festivals, 42. Cf. Budina and 
Shmelëva who argue that religious holidays being reduced to the consumption of ceremonial foods is a 
positive sign of their decline: “Obshchestvennye prazdiniki,” 15-6. 
865 Tretʹiakov, “Deiatelʹnostʹ partiinykh organizatsii,” 33; Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1950]. 
866 Timofei Timofeevich [b.1945]. 
867 Anna Grigorʹevna [b.1948]; Viktor [b.1961]. 
868 Bozhkov, Skazy iz khutora Storozhevoe, 164-5; Lidiia Stepanovna [b.1940]. 
869 Timofei Timofeevich [b.1945] Budina and Shmelëva conceded that these activities were rather 
persistent: “Obshchestvennye prazdniki,” 16. cf. the celebration of the “Holy Mother of Akhtyrka [sic]” in 
Kursk Oblast, which saw a third of kolkhoz workers skip work: M.F. Tretʹiakov, “Deiatelʹnostʹ partiinykh 
organizatsîi,” 33  
870 Nataliia Alekseevna [b.1951]; Aleksandr Ivanovich [b.1965]. 
871 Nataliia Alekseevna [b.1951]. 
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tradition of faith was stronger, even the relatively non-religious continued to participate in the 

social rituals around religious holidays into the 1970s,872 which in extreme cases could even 

draw in Party members.873 

In attempting to coopt the major religious holidays the state first turned to providing 

alternative functions which were more oriented toward affecting the tangible, physical world. 

These included so-called “Subbotniki,” weekend work-days tinged with festivity. 874 Anatolii 

Ivanovich recalled how in this youth, in the 1960s, the kolkhoz would organize these for 

harvesting hay, with the director personally going around to households inviting villagers to 

work. In his recollection, women on this occasion might go to work singing and in the evening 

there would be a buffet where they would make fish soup for participants or slaughter and roast a 

pig from the kolkhoz.875 Rolf argues that, in the 1930s, “[whenever] major dates on the Red 

Calendar did become at least important for the village world, it seems as if they were celebrated 

more in prerevolutionary ways rather than in keeping with the minimal standards of Soviet 

festivity.”876 In the Black Earth region it appears that to an extent this continued to be true into 

the 1960s as well. Days of community-oriented work rewarded by mass feasting had had a long 

history in the village, as described above by Bozhkov (and mentioned by my interviewees), these 

 
872 Elena Nikolaevna [b.1945]. 
873 Aleksandr Ivanovich [b.1965]. It seems one deciding factor was to what extend individuals feared the 
wrath of their mother relative to that of the Party: Antonina Nikolaevna [b.1958] cf. Nina Ivanovna 
[b.1951]. The coexistence of Socialist and traditional Orthodox attitudes among older generations seems 
to have met particular tolerance. Nikolai Bozhkov recalls how in his house, “in the holy corner there hung 
an icon of [St. Nicholas] with a [candle for illumination] – and on the walls with wooden frames of crude 
workmanship there hung pre-War portraits of my young parents…. And there was a pretty color picture in 
a frame of ‘golden’ moulding[, in which] Slain and Molotov wandered in a forest field… After the 20th 
Party Congress [my] father cut out from the paper [a picture of] the new composition of the Politburo with 
Khrushchev at its head and glued it to the obverse [Stalinu na spinu]:” Bozhkov, Skazy iz khutora 
Storozhevoe, 46-7. 
874 Ideologists conceived these as celebrations from the outset: Rolf, Soviet Mass Festivals, 34; 38. 
875 Anatolii Ivanovich [b.1954]. 
876 Rolf, Soviet Mass Festivals, 121. 
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traditionally complemented religious festivity whereas subbotniki were calculated to replace it. 

One significant change here was that the food for celebratory feasting around religious occasions 

had been provided by families themselves and was a mark of magnanimity, status, and a position 

within a cycle of reciprocity.877 In usurping this role by providing the feast, the state sought to 

develop loyalty to the kolkhoz itself (as well as the broader Soviet project), but there was an 

opportunity cost here in terms of eroding social structures of the village community. 

Svetlana Anatolʹevna, who grew up in the city of Korosten but spent much of her time in 

the village of Berestovets with her grandmother notes that one year Easter coincided with 

Lenin’s birthday (this was probably 1979, when it fell on Easter Saturday, when she would have 

been 17).878 Authorities organized a subbotnik for this day, and youth activists tracked those who 

went to church instead. Ivan Sergeevich recalled this as a regular rather than exceptional 

practice.879 Where the matter of a communal gathering culminating in a feast on slaughtered 

livestock was inoffensive, it was easier to focus on crowding out the more ritual trappings of 

Orthodoxy. Lidiia Stepanovna, for example, recalled being made an example of and caricatured 

in her school stengazeta [placard newspaper] after having collected Easter eggs.880 There were 

also celebrations of the major dates on the Communist calendar, including eventually Victory 

Day that gradually penetrated into practice. There were differences in the accounts my 

interviewees gave regarding which of these official holidays were celebrated. Aleksandra 

Maksimovna recalled receiving newly-introduced pillow-shaped hard candy on the anniversary 

of the October Revolution.881 Antonina Nikolaevna said that only younger generations would 

 
877 Cf. the Cargo Religioso, holidays celebrated on saints’ days within the Andean village that served to 
accrue status to the families providing for their celebration: Nùñez del Prado Béjar, “El Poder de 
Decisión,” 626.  
878 Svetlana Anatolʹevna [b.1962]. 
879 Ivan Sergeevich [b.1939]. 
880 Lidiia Stepanovna [b.1940]. 
881 Aleksandra Maksimovna [b.1941]. 
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celebrate the anniversary of the Revolution.882 Svetlana Anatolʹevna recalled only Victory Day 

being celebrated with any significance.883 

Beginning, apparently, in the early 1960s, and heralded in part by an “All-Soviet 

Conference on New Celebrations and Ritual” held in May of 1964, cultural policymakers 

redoubled efforts to reinvent cultural tradition.884 Whereas the first class of specialized 

ideologists around festivity to have congealed in the USSR targeted both villages as well as cities 

with syncretic forms like “Red Weddings” and “Red Christenings,” their reach into the village 

was extremely unsuccessful as ideologists found the “raw material” of village tradition to be “too 

tough.”885 The return of attention to this matter in the 1960s and 1970s captured the village with 

more success, a product of material and human infrastructure and resources. In the ideal, “[t]he 

forming of new ritual [obriadnostʹ] among the peoples of the Soviet Union” was seen to 

represent “an aspect of cultural revolution,” an obviously belated one, “visibly demonstrating 

structural changes in the life and consciousness of Soviet people” including the “impulse 

[stremlenie] to create new ritual … borne of a precisely registered [chëtko osoznannoia] need to 

tear people away from religion… using familiar traditional characteristics of [a given] people’s 

culture [natsionalʹnoi kulʹtury], [but,] obviously, relieved of any kind of connection with 

religion.”886  

New celebrations privileged pagan roots, criticism of which was swatted-down as 

simplistic and ignorant of “ethnographers’ wise call to popularize all that which is progressive 

 
882 Antonina Nikolaevna [b.1958]. 
883 Svetlana Anatolʹevna [b.1962]. 
884 Liudmila Saburova, “Literatura o novykh obriadakh i prazdnikakh za 1963–1966 gg. (osnovnye 
voprosy i tendentsii izucheniia),” Sovetskaia ėtnografiia (Sep.-Oct. 1967), 174. 
885 Rolf, Soviet Mass Festivals, 36-40; 118-21 . Also conceded by Anokhina and Shmelëva, 292-3, cited 
by Budina and Shmelëva, “Obshchestvennye prazdniki,” 13. 
886 N.P. Lobachëva, “O formirovanii novoi obriadnosti,” 14; 24. 
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from that which exists.”887 (These were very prescriptive ethnographers.) Despite this rhetoric of 

progress, authorities actually were attempting to turn back the clock in a sense. The move to 

embrace pagan elements like the cyclicality of seasons and other natural elements was 

represented as a return to a purer state of ritual unsullied by Christianization. The ethnographic 

literature of the mid-1960s highlighted holidays celebrating abstract and natural elements like 

“the Russian winter, harvest, song, and the Russian birch.”888  In one straightforward example, 

the cult of the spring so important to Ukrainian national tradition was emphasized in O.F. 

Kuvenʹova’s 1963 booklet Holidays of Kolkhoz Ukraine [Sviata kolhospnoï Ukraïny], notionally 

a work of scholarship published by the preeminent Ukrainian academic publishing house, but in 

its massive run of 21,300 copies, more than enough for two copies for every kolkhoz in the 

Republic, clearly meant as a model for agitators.889  

Andrei Tutorskii traces the gradual transfiguration of “Sviatina,” a “gathering” holiday in 

the village of Vozhgora in Arkhangelʹsk – so-named to celebrate the late-nineteenth century 

dedication of the village church – into “Russian Winter [prazdnik ‘Russkaia zima’].”890 In the 

process, the celebration seemed to have retained most of the same festive elements though there 

might be a slogan-bearing banner hung at the club and visits made to the gravesites of veterans 

of the Civil War or Second World War alongside ostensibly “cultured” activities like formal 

 
887 Saburova, “Literatura o novykh obriadakh,” 180-1, pushing back on criticism of the pagan roots of a 
Latvian holiday by G. Nadzhimov: Otnoshenie marksizma-leninizma k narodnym traditsiiam (Tashkent: 
1965), 30. Her logic is similar to Budina and Shmelëva’s dismissal of D.M. Ugrinovich’s criticism of the 
more recent Orthodox provenance of these holidays: Budina and Shmelëva, “Obshchestvennye 
prazdniki,” 11; Ugrinovich, Obriady: Za i protiv (Moscow: Politizdat, 1975), 148.  
888 Saburova, “Literatura o novykh obriadakh,” 174. 
889 E.g. O.F. Kuvenʹova, Sviata kolhospnoï Ukraïny (Kyiv: Znannia, 1963), 9-15; Narodnoe khoziaistvo 
SSSR v 1963 godu: statisticheskii ezhegodnik (Moscow: Tsentralʹnoe statisticheskoe upravlenie pri 
Sovete ministrov SSSR, 1963), 348 
890 Andrei Tutorskii, “Pozdnesovetskii prazdnik ‘Russkaia zima’.” 
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athletic competitions that nonetheless had parallels in traditional play.891 Among the more 

quixotic elements of this movement, authorities encouraged the celebration of forgotten holidays 

with religious overtones including Ivan Kupala. At the same time, a secularized Maslenitsa (the 

East Slavic Orthodox pre-Lenten feast week analogous to Carnival or Shrovetide) was organized 

in cities across the USSR with the support of ideologists and local organs (more on this in 

Chapter 6).892   

 The push to reinvent ritual took on a two-pronged approach, targeting the celebration of a 

more standard set of holidays and also important personal occasions. Ethnographer N.P. 

Lobachëva, writing in 1973, defined “The Soviet system of ritual [Sovetskaia obriadnostʹ] [as 

the] aggregate of traditions, rituals, and celebrations [obriady, ritualy, i prazniki] connected with 

the events of public and family life [obshchestvennaia i semeinaia zhiznʹ].”893 In seeking to 

bridge the gap between the two, the state interjected itself most overtly by providing in the club a 

site for the celebration of a secular wedding ceremony, although this was generally followed by 

traditional “merrymaking [gulianie]” at other sites in the village.894 If individuals from 

neighboring villages were getting married, this “merrymaking” might proceed in both places, and 

whereas in prior years newlyweds would ride a horse from one place to the other, beginning in 

the 1960s this could be replaced by a ceremonial car ride.895 In 1973, in response to a push to 

bring into being the practice of new rituals, the Sumy Oblast Transportation Agency was tasked 

by the Oblast Council to bring into use “accordantly outfitted vehicles” as well as taxi rentals, an 

 
891 Andrei Tutorskii, “Pozdnesovetskii prazdnik ‘Russkaia zima’.”; Elena Nikolaevna [b.1945]; GARF A-
555, op.1, d.365, l.37; d.929, l.15. 
892 DASO f.R-6, op.6, spr.718, ark.1-25; Saburova, “Literatura o novykh obriadakh,” 179, citing V.A. 
Cherniak, O preodolenii religioznykh perezhitkov (Alma-Ata, USSR: 1965), 153, who complains that this 
secularized Maslenitsa is not widespread enough. It was apparently not a “relic of religion.” 
893 N.P. Lobachëva, “O formirovanii novoi obriadnosti,” 14. 
894 Anatolii Daniilovich Lomonosov [b.1939]. 
895 Anatolii Daniilovich Lomonosov [b.1939]. 
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instruction repeated later that same year.896 In the latter instance, it was clarified that cars to carry 

newlyweds or new parents and their newborns were to be decorated “only with pennants 

[praportsiamy] of 20/30cm of white color for newlyweds, or pink or blue for newborns;” 

newlyweds’ pennants were to include “crossed hands in gold” and, over them, a five-point star 

(with just a star for newborns on the example of Zhytomyr Oblast).897 Beyond these rather 

superficial if involved trappings, though, weddings continued to be celebrated with the same 

sorts of celebratory feasting as the religious holidays.898 

Less elaborate attention was paid to the use of automobiles for funerary purposes, 899  and 

in general the rituals around birth and marriage drew more focus by the Oblast-level “rites 

commission [obriadovaia komisiia].” 900 This was a continuation of ambiguity around death in 

the context of Communist ideology that had emerged very early on in the Soviet project.901 Most 

people – upwards of 70% in Vladimir Oblast in 1966-7 – continued to be buried in accordance 

with religious rites (usually performed outside the church).902 Even for the mid-1980s 

photographs of a summertime village funeral (a state funeral of a veteran killed in Afghanistan), 

show women covering their hair in the traditional Orthodox fashion.903 

 
896 DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.672, ark.13; 43. 
897 DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.672, ark.46. 
898 Aleksei Andreevich [b.1957]. 
899 DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.672, ark.21. 
900 Sokolova, “Pokhorony bez pokoinika,” 192. 
901 Sokolova, “‘Nelʹzia, nelʹzia novykh liudei khoronitʹ po-staromu!’ Ėvoliutsiia pokhoronnogo obriada v 
Sovetskoi Rossii,” Otechestvennye zapiski 56.5 (2013), 191-209. Cf. Olena Braichenko, who finds the 
same for the Ukrainian village specifically, noting the efforts of an Soviet ethnographer to trace the 
organic changes in Ukrainian burial practices through a materialist lens: Braichenko, “Kulʹtura 
ukraïnsʹkoho radiansʹkoho sela v istoryko-kulʹturnykh dyskursakh XX-XXI st.” Ukraïnsʹka kulʹtura XX-XXI 
st.: Sotsioantropolohichnyi aspect; Zbirnyk naukovykh pratsʹ. ed. Maryna Grymych (Kyiv: Duliby, 2015), 
89, citing Kornei Cherviak, “Doslidzhennia pokhoronnoho obriadu,” Etnohrafichnyi visnyk 5 (1927), 143-
78. 
902 Sokolova, “Pokhorony bez pokoinika,” 192, citing Nosova, “Bytovoe pravoslavie,” 201. 
903 Dobritsa, Rodnoi moi krai, 105-7. 
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 The emphasis on the celebration of life milestones alongside major holidays was wise 

from the perspective that it sought to connect ordinary if not quite “everyday life” (in the broader 

sense) in the village with festivity, a failure of previous decades’ efforts.904 There is evidence 

that these did in fact become entwined within the popular imagination. Aleksandr Lukʹianov 

recalls how Evdokiia Ivanova, director of the village club in his native Zasosnoe, where he 

served as kolkhoz and village council chair, held events like “Seeing out of the Russian Winter, 

Autumn Ball, Seeing [individuals] off to the Army[, and] registration of newborns,” and, later, 

when she was elected Village Executive Committee Chair “traditional village celebrations,” 

sporting competitions, days of remembrance, Mothers Day, and honorific celebrations for fellow 

villagers.905  

The range of this festivity, which bled seamlessly between the celebration of abstract 

concepts like “autumn” and very concrete events and people was calculated to make the village 

an attractive place to live. According to one expert,  

In order to make life for village youth more interesting, … new rituals and 

holidays have been implemented: harvest day, initiation into the ranks of grain-

producers [posviashchenie molodykh liudei v khleboroby], [and] the ceremonial 

registration of marriages. Colorful, emotionally loaded [ėmotsionalʹno 

nasyshchennye] new rituals and holidays not only facilitated the retention 

[zakreplenie] of youth in the village but also cultivated within it a sense of 

collectivism, glorified the laborer [chelovek truda], and created a good working 

mood [rabochee nastroenie].906   

The primer of club directors by Siaglov mentioned previously, based on positive experiences of 

directors in Voronezh Oblast, suggests along with the holidays “Russian Birch” and “Seeing out 

 
904 Rolf, Soviet Mass Festivals, 40-1; 118-21. 
905 Lukʹianov, “Po veleniiu serdtsa…,” Selo Zasosna, ed. Lukʹianov, 203-5. 
906 Tretʹiakov, “Deiatelʹnostʹ partiinykh organizatsii,” 41-2. He conceded, though, that “Unfortunately, many 
modern civil rituals and holidays [grazhdanskie obriady i prazdniki] in the village have not become a 
regular occurrence [povsednevnnoe iavlenie].” 
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the Russian Winter,” a “Holiday of New Settlers [prazdnik novosëlov].”907 New Soviet ritual 

could, thus, be deployed against the ill of village depopulation specifically.  

The most straightforward effort in this vein was the “Initiation into the Ranks of Grain-

producers [Posveshchenie v riady khleborobov],” an attempt to solemnize and raise the prestige 

of entry into the kolkhoz. At the 1968 conference on village youth retention, Kobchikova 

described the outlines of one performance of this rite: 

‘The youth is our future,’ so we say. And so it is. 

We will speak about it today. I cannot help but recall the ritual [obriad], 

‘Initiation into the Ranks of Grain-Producers’ of a Volga region kolkhoz [in the] 

Nekrasov District of Yarsoslavl Oblast.  

On the stage of the club there stands a bushel of wheat and a little box [larets] of 

soil. The Party organizer of the kolkhoz says to the recent graduates of the eight-

year [secondary] school: ‘Here is soil worked by the hands of our grandfathers, 

fathers, and our own. Respect this soil, love it…’ 

And in answer the promise rings out [that] ‘We, the young grain-producers 

promise to labor over our soil to continue the work of our fathers and 

mothers.’’908 

This ceremony extended into other agricultural regions. The Briansk Oblast Komsomol 

organization, for example, claimed at the 1975 conference on retention of youth in the village 

that this rite was performed for all graduates of Agricultural Vocational-Technical Schools (who 

often left the village because they had acquired transferable mechanical skills).909 By contrast, 

the Komsomol Committee of particularly rural Korocha District in Belgorod Oblast was chided 

in 1979 for not holding these “initiations,” which may indicate that they were perceived to be of 

trivial use in preventing the initiated from departing for the city.910 Quite on the contrary, one 

 
907 Siaglov, Kulʹturnyi dosug na sele, 41. 
908 RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.78, l.2. 
909 RGASPI f.M-1, op.36, d.352, l.3. 
910 GANIBO f.572, op.12, d.6, l.179-80. 
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Sumy Oblast kolkhoz called an assembly to formally remove from the membership rolls several 

hundred students who had gone off to study in the city.911 The sense of being beholden to 

forefathers working the soil was, after all, not the most convincing framing for youth who had a 

much broader vision of their (increasingly urbanized) motherland and whose own parents were 

pressuring them to leave the village.  

 Introducing a collection of essays on the “political legitimation” of the Socialist state by 

way of a semiotic framework, Lars Erik Blomqvist makes a distinction between “high politics” 

and “low politics,” leaving implicit the boundary between the two.912 We can say without 

reservation, however, that the attempt to create “new Soviet rituals” including particularly the 

quixotic “Initiation into the Ranks of Grain-producers” is an example of the late-Soviet state 

engaging in the latter. By coopting the role of festivity, the State sought to consummate the 

Sovietization of the village not only by elevating preferred dogmatic and cultural frames (like 

Patriotism) and national folk tradition while minimizing others (Orthodoxy), but also by 

pursuing concrete policy goals, seeking to raise the prestige of agriculture. In interviews, treated 

in this chapter and the last, we see that Soviet people craved a sense of meaning. If belatedly, 

Soviet cultural authorities engaged this need among villagers, and although they were able to 

insert the state into traditional practices in a substantive way, it is far from clear that their efforts 

to inculcate new tradition were able to create patterns of association that might replace eroding 

ones or affect the processes pulling Soviet youth to the city even as they targeted them 

specifically with newly scripted rituals around joining the kolkhoz. 

 
911 Viktor [b.1961]. 
912 Lars Erik Blomqvist, “Introduction,” Symbols of Power: The Esthetics of Political Legitimation in the 
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, eds. Claes Arvidsson and Blomqvist (Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell 
International), 17. 
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Conclusion 

 In explaining the new Model Kolkhoz Charter [Primernyi kolkhoznyi ustav], promulgated 

in late 1969, to its readers, Peasant Woman magazine proclaimed that the transition to building 

Communism called for a change in the founding document as the “Goals set in the current 

Charter – to build a collective proprietorship, to defeat want and backwardness, [and] to facilitate 

ideal living in the village [luchshaia zhiznʹ v derevne] – [had] already been met.”913 Certainly this 

was an explanation borne in large part of convenience and typical of the premature declarations 

of success by Soviet authorities, but many kolkhozniks, particularly those who recalled the 

antebellum, wartime, and post-War village might have taken it at only a small discount to face 

value. Measures like the guaranteed salaries discussed in the previous chapter combined with a 

range of modernizing endeavors discussed throughout this chapter – some well-received and 

others round failures – aimed to and increasingly succeeded in bringing villagers into “rhythm 

with the people as a whole.”914  

At a recent conference on the late-Soviet village, a novel development in itself, one 

presenter, Nikolai Mitrokhin asked “When did the village become ‘Soviet’,” declaring that it was 

only in the 1970s, 

in connection with the passing [ukhod] of the older generations, the mass 

diffusion [rasprostranenie] of television, the system of secondary education – 

only really inaugurated in the 1960s for the majority of Soviet children and 

teenagers – accompanied by the mass-diffusion of Soviet child-youth ideological 

ritual [sovetskaia detsko-molodëzhnaia ideologicheskaia obriadnostʹ], [and the] 

general improvement of standards of living.915  

 
913 “Istoricheskoe sobytie,” Krestʹianka (Jan. 1970), 3. 
914 Kolesnikov, Novooskolʹtsy i Novooskolʹe, 12. 
915 Nikolai Mitrokhin, “Kogda derevnia stala ‘sovetskoi’? Nekotorye zametki ob urovne proniknoveniia 
sovetskoi ideologii v agrarnye soobshchestva v SSSR v 1940-e-1970-e gody,” presented to Late Soviet 
Village: People, Institutions, and Objects, Moscow, 31 June – 2 July, 2018. 
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Mitrokhin’s work was focused on the weakness or inefficacy of propaganda mechanisms through 

the Stalin period (for example weak school attendance), and unfortunately did not explore in 

detail the moment he described above. The material around which this chapter is constructed, 

though, suggests that there is little to quibble with in this assessment. The emphasis on 

generational change is inarguably correct. Those who grew up in the context of dual-income 

homes with opportunities to advance their education (and, as a subsequent chapter discusses, a 

greatly expanded architecture available to do so) were the children of a village more connected 

with broader Soviet culture and the “leadership” of the city, which was no longer just a 

euphemism for expropriating their livestock and exploiting their labor. They were the children of 

a village that could increasingly be termed Soviet in the full sense of the word, but one that was 

still in development, bringing to them new opportunities and with them new horizons and 

expectations. Ultimately they were more comfortable navigating the gulf between village and 

city more fluently than those who came before both because the gulf was narrower and because 

they themselves were cultivated by the Soviet state as vessels for its fording.   

Katherine Lebow, writing on the experience of newcomers, mostly of rural origin, to the 

district of Nowa Huta, built up as a model of Socialist construction on the outskirts of Kraków, 

discusses with a lilt of hesitation the pride that some unspecified number of residents found in 

the building of this purported Socialist utopia. She quotes one memoirist marveling over how 

“After eight hours of our … work, together, the first eight lamps shone with a bright light. For 

the first time… I felt satisfaction and a tremendous zest for life.”916 As Lebow notes, one “can 

certainly see in this passage a reflection of socialist realist tropes of enlightenment …. But this 

 
916 Quoted in Jerzy Mikułowski Pomorski, Kraków w naszej pamięci (Kraków: Secesja, 1991), 262, quoted 
in turn by Katherine Lebow, Unfinished Utopia, 80. 
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trope would have been a powerful one for rural migrants who came from villages where 

electricity was rare or nonexistent,” perhaps even “personally electrifying.”917 As this chapter 

shows, the major developments Mitrokhin lists above as contributing to Sovietization in the 

1970s required significant infrastructural efforts (physical, informational, and cultural), and in 

practice the basis for many of these was laid with the electrification finally consummated 

through the 1960s. And yet, even once this was completed, the prospect of a life in the city 

continued to electrify village youth to the very same degree (as evidenced by the uninterrupted 

pace of rural outmigration).  

In his short story, Poverty, written during the very first wave of what remained known as 

the “incandescent bulbs of Lenin,” Mikhail Zoshchenko describes how the flipping of the on-

switch was a double-edged sword. Writing about a particular flat in a building just recently 

outfitted with electric light, he describes how the sudden light exposes a patina of filth and host 

of critters, which gave modernity a shocking and off-putting effect: 

You couldn’t see anything of the sort with [the glow of] the kerosene lamp. And 

now [that they’ve] turned on the lights, we can see, here someone’s torn shoe is 

laying, there the wallpaper is torn and sticking out in tufts, here a bedbug 

scampers to save himself from the light, there some sort of rag, here a glob of spit, 

there a cigarette butt, here a flea frolics … Oh holy father! Scream in alarm if you 

will [Khotʹ karaul krichi]. It’s sad [grustno] to look at this sight.918 

The same sort of effect was cast over the village of the 1960s and 1970s, where efforts to bring 

enlightenment often exposed and made clearer limitations in delivering to villagers the services 

and experiences of what was presented to them (and what they internalized) as modern Soviet 

life, giving rise to feelings that they too articulated as sadness when they chose to articulate them 

at all. 

 
917 Lebow, Unfinished Utopia, 80. 
918 Mikhail Zoshchenko, “Bednostʹ” [1925] < http://zoschenko.info/cat/193/23.html> 
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The light was also met by an imperative to gaze and view, whether in a ceaseless 

panopticon, as Golubev and Smolyak argue, or as a voyeur of either the staged festivity of the 

folk ensemble or the television program, stunning, transfixing, and disquieting, drawing youth to 

the light of modernity that shone brighter in the city. In its more optimistic reading, the takeaway 

from Zoshchenko’s story was that new changes would beckon Soviet citizens to clean up their 

flat, but for many among the generation examined here, living amid the unmet promise of the 

unfolding renovation of the village did not seem a promising endeavor. Unlike some more 

cosmopolitan populations well explored by scholars of the period, late-Soviet rural youth were 

dissatisfied “within the hegemony,” to appropriate James Scott’s phrase, and they yearned to 

leave not for the West, but for the city.919 

  

 
919 James C. Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 
1990), 106. 
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Chapter 4: Coming to a Mid-Sized City after Stalin 

 

The efforts of Soviet sociologists writing on migration under Brezhnev, particularly the 

extensive work of the Novosibirsk School associated with Tatʹiana Zaslavskaia and Viktor 

Perevedentsev on the decline of the West Siberian village focused largely on push factors. This 

left open to their colleague, the Poltava-born Zhanna Zaionchkovskaia the matter of addressing 

“little studied question [of the] mobility and adaptibility [podvizhnostʹ i prizhivaemostʹ]” of 

migrants at their point of destination.920 In her 1972 work Newcomers in Cities [Novosëly v 

gorodakh], Zaionchkovskaia proceeds on the basis of survey research in dozens of Western 

Siberian cities to establish what factors impacted the longevity of newcomers’ stays in the city. 

While she unfortunately focused on migrants writ large as opposed to those coming particularly 

from village areas, separating out villagers in her data only exceedingly rarely, Zaionchkovskaia 

did make a number of useful observations that fit nicely with the information covered in the 

previous chapters.  

First, all other things being equal, those coming to Siberian cities from the village (as 

opposed to from another city) were more likely to stay longer.921 The transition to city life was 

the goal for many, rather than any particular brand of it. As her Novosibirsk colleague Liudmila 

Korelʹ found, 88% of village migrants to cities had no plans to return to the village.922 Second, 

female migrants and female village-to-city migrants specifically were disproportionately single. 

Whereas men were roughly balanced between married and single regardless of origin, female 

 
920 Zaionchkovskaia, Novosëly v gorodakh. 
921 Zaionchkovskaia, Novosëly v gorodakh, 82. 
922 Liudmila Korelʹ, “K voprosu o sviazi mezhdu potentsialʹnoi i realʹnoi migratsiei selʹskikh zhitelei v 
goroda,” Sotsialʹno-ėkonomicheskoe razvitie sela i migratsiia naseleniia, eds. Tatʹiana Zaslavskaia and 
Valentina Kalmyk (Novosibirsk, USSR: Akademiia Nauk SSSR, 1972), 17. 
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, 1972. 
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village-to-city migrants were single in roughly three quarters of cases.923 Young women saw in 

the village a lack of opportunities for fulfilling labor and family life and clearly perceived 

themselves as having more leverage to reject these dynamics in the city. Third, a 

disproportionate share of village-to-city migrants were those who had just graduated from an 

eight or ten-year school, a full one third.924 

Unfortunately, some of the most important implications of Zaionchkovskaia’s study are 

methodological ones, and, at that, ones rather dispiriting for the historian. Finding the records of 

police passport desks to be incomplete to the point of uselessness, Zaionchkovskaia turned to 

conducting her own surveys (also, oddly, through the police passport desks). These were 

intended to be exhaustive but, unsurprisingly, also produced less than desirable results, for 

example a 75% non-response rate in the city of Barnaul.925 Despite the thoroughness of her 

analysis elsewhere, Zaionchkovskaia did not address how this non-response might have affected 

the representativeness of her sample, throwing into doubt a vast array of particular conclusions 

including those noted above. We learn from this episode that adequate statistical records by 

which we might track the “adaptability” of migrants on the basis of their origin simply do not 

exist for the historian because they did not exist at the time for the sociologist.  

What we lack in statistical evidence, though, we can attempt to reconstruct by other 

means. This chapter traces the process of coming to the city in the Black Earth region in the 

narrow immediate sense, with a focus on youth just having finished school. In the absence of 

statistical data, I rely heavily on interviewees’ recollection to emphasize the lived experience of 

the front-loaded hurdles of coming to the city through the several phases of gathering knowledge 

 
923 Zaionchkovskaia, Novosëly v gorodakh, 100. 
924 Zaionchkovskaia, Novosëly v gorodakh, 114. 
925 Zaionchkovskaia, Novosëly v gorodakh, 38-9; 100. 
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about opportunities and fulfilling the logistical and documentary requirements of the 

administrative regime, contending with what Cynthia Buckley labeled the “paper tiger of 

regulations” calculated to cow would-be violators with their byzantine heft rather than practical 

enforcement mechanisms.926  For many, these hurdles were surmountable and surmounted, and 

in the wake of passportization which proceeded through the mid-to-late 1970s they mostly 

disappeared entirely. At the same time, they should not be reduced to triviality as they did exist 

for the medium-term. This chapter explores how villagers could leverage personal social and 

informational networks to overcome them, increasingly assisted by various institutions of the 

state itself including vocational schools and factory administrations, charged with filling vast 

ranks in spite of existing legislation aimed at limiting movement.  

Lest we conclude that this order of things was inevitable, it is worth noting that 

simultaneously in Mao’s China “almost all people actually remained where they were ‘supposed’ 

to be,” which is to say that villagers remained in the village – the mass advertisement of city 

labor positions in the village emerged only in the great retreat after Mao’s death.927 Local 

administrators in the provincial USSR, by contrast, seem to have been largely unable to hew to 

the middle path implied by legislation whereby young adults in the village would be, at the same 

time, able to choose among a number of paths and also constrained by reasonable administrative 

limits on their movement. Village youth increasingly chose themselves where they were 

 
926 Cynthia Buckley, “The Myth of Managed Migration: Migration Control and Market in the Soviet Period,” 
Slavic Review 54.4 (1995), 904, cited by Lewis Siegelbaum, “The Rural Exodus,” Reconsidering 
Stagnation, eds. Fainberg and Kalinovsky, 52. 
927 Kam Wing Chan, “Five Decades of the Chinese Hukou System,” Handbook of Chinese Migration: 
Identity and Wellbeing, eds. Robyn R. Iredale and Fei Guo (Northampton, Mass.: Edward Elgar, 2015), 
28; Dorothy Solinger, Contesting Citizenship in Urban China: Peasant Migrants, the State, and the Logic 
of the Market (Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press, 1999), 182-4; Zhou, How the Farmers 
Changed China. 
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supposed to be, which for many was simply not in the village, making use of the opportunities 

presented directly and indirectly for the purpose of migration. 

In 1931, 4.1 million more people left the village for the city than vice versa according to 

internal figures, almost certainly the high watermark for net migration in the USSR, precipitated 

by active persecution of kulaks and ethnic minorities during collectivization and accordant 

general dissatisfaction.928 In a chapter treating this “Great Departure,” Sheila Fitzpatrick devotes 

significant attention toward the aim of establishing the share of this diaspora that consisted of 

“voluntary” migrants, coming to a figure of two thirds of all migrants.929 By the traumatic 

standards of the 1930s or even the rest of Stalin’s tenure, later migrants to the city were, as a rule 

of thumb, all “voluntary,” unburdened by the threat of starvation or being “liquidated as a class” 

in the immediate offing.930 That is not to say that they were at all times equally agent. 

Particularly for earlier decades, many needed to navigate significant continued barriers to their 

movement amid an inconsistent bureaucratic regime that varied significantly according to the 

whims of local authorities in the village. What is more, in would-be migrants’ thinking about 

their future there persisted a binary, the city or the village. The serious consideration of 

individual career paths developed only toward the end of the period and, at that, barely, even as a 

recruitment infrastructure increasingly sought to entice would-be migrants on the basis of 

personal choice rather than desperation or duty. A surprising many continued to display relative 

disinterest with the particulars, not accultured to making so seemingly consequential a choice on 

the basis of any sort of cultivated sense of self.   

 
928 Sheila Fitzpatrick, “The Great Departure: Rural-Urban Migration in the Soviet Union, 1929–33,” Social 
Dimensions of Soviet Industrialization, eds. William G. Rosenberg and Lewis H. Siegelbaum 
(Bloomington, Ind.: Indiana University Press, 1993), 22 
929 Fitzpatrick, “The Great Departure,” 21-5; 33. 
930 The nadir of the Corn Campaign may be considered an exception. 
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Knowing Where to Go 

During the pre-War period Fitzpatrick studies, many peasants not only simply flocked to 

cities but were also recruited by central agencies using recruiters, “verbovshchiki” in a 

concession made to the goals of the First Five Year Plan.931 These two avenues supplemented 

and, for a very brief time, overwhelmed the traditional kindship and native-place patterns of 

immigration, though the significance of the traditional means persisted.932 Through to the early 

Khrushchev Era these recruiters remained one of the most reliable paths out of the village until 

state organs at the local levels began to pay significantly more attention to recruitment on the 

basis of informed choice even as many still simply followed the paths of relations who came 

before.  

The shift away from formal recruitment, often for massive projects in faraway provinces, 

occurred in complement to other developments: first, the moving away from a class of unskilled 

laborers under Khrushchev, reflected in reforms of the vocational training system;933 second, the 

expansion of the passport regime under Brezhnev to include peasants, which codified a 

deceptively permissive status quo.934 Local historians from one village described the process as 

follows:  

In [the 1970s and 1980s] from Skorodnoe there was a most significant 

[naibolʹshii] outflow of youth into the city. And it was the best [luchshaia chastʹ] 

that left: some matriculated to universities and technical colleges and remained in 

 
931 Fitzpatrick, “The Great Departure,” 16-21. 
932 Hoffman, Peasant Metropolis. 
933 The expansion of vocational training is explored in the subsequent chapter. Note also the steady 
stream of legislation around “raising qualifications” in various industries: E.g.: Resolution of the Council of 
Ministers of the USSR #1551 [24 Aug. 1955], “On measures regarding the raising of the qualifications and 
creation of permanent cadres of construction workers [stroiteli].” 
934 As this chapter shows, the traditional view articulated by Zhores Medvedev whereby the introduction of 
passports for the rural population was “the single most important social reform during Brezhnev’s tenure” 
as it made rural youth more mobile and yet simultaneously made them less desperate to leave lest they 
become trapped in kolkhoz labor does not stand up to scrutiny. Rural youth were highly mobile both 
before and after passportization: Medvedev, Soviet Agriculture (New York: W.W. Norton, 1987), 322-3.  
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the city; others, having received professional qualifications [poluchiv rabochie 

professii] went away to the plants and construction sites [of the city]. Higher 

learning was of course free, prestigious and available to all who wanted to study. 

The graduates of the Skorodnoe secondary school matriculated into the 

universities of Kharkiv, Moscow, Voronezh, Kursk and, in general, any city 

which they chose; there were no issues as far as this went. There was no problem 

[finding] work either; everywhere there were announcements hanging to the effect 

that workers, engineers, employees were needed.935  

While these individuals are of course invested in the prestige of their village and likely 

exaggerate somewhat the ability for village youth to break into the highest strata of Soviet 

society, their general approach is instructive, written as it is in a period where social mobility is 

more constrained.936 Young villagers were increasingly presented with only weakly encumbered 

opportunity for schooling and work in the city, which the majority in in the Black Earth region 

embraced. 

For those who came to the city specifically to work rather than study, knowledge about 

opportunities tended to skew furthest toward personal networks, word of mouth, and the 

intervention of what older locals (born in the 1940s and earlier) still called “recruiters 

[verbovshchiki].”937 As in prior decades, migration using this path often required a willingness to 

work in grueling conditions. Work was always available in the Donbas mines, for example, 

which continued their century-old tradition of exhausting the bodies of rural men.938 Meanwhile, 

both men and women were recruited to settle and work in the agricultural proprietorships and 

 
935 Adonin, Agafonov, and Lysykh, Iz istorii sela Skorodnoe, 302-3. 
936 Although, note the migration of contemporary Russian rural youth to Central Europe and beyond: 
Vasyl Kvartiuk, et al., “Brain Drain in Russian Agriculture? Migration Sentiments among Skilled Russian 
Rural Youth,” Europe-Asia Studies, (Jan. 2020). 
937 Mariia Mykhailivna Savova (b.1927, residing in Mala Bilozerka, Vasylivka District, Zaporizhzhia Oblast, 
Ukraine [current pop.: 5,949]), Usna istoriia Stepovoï Ukraïny  2, 135; Nadezhda Maksimovna [b.1944]; 
Lidiia Stepanovna [b.1940]; Ivan Ivanovich [b.1941];  
938 Ivan Ivanovich [b.1941]; Elena Vladimirovna [b.1952]; Theodore H. Friedgut, Iuzovka and Revolution: 
Life and work in Russia’s Donbass, 1869-1924 1 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1989). 
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concerns of the Crimean Oblast,939 where infrastructure was significantly underdeveloped to the 

point of near and actual homelessness, as even internal reports admitted.940 Similarly, workers 

were recruited for the settling of the Virgin Lands and the Far East: “Universities will not be able 

to fit everyone, after all” one article on the topic in a district newspaper explained.941  

These were far from direct paths to the city, although they offered a far stronger 

opportunity than remaining in one’s native village. Aleksandr Ivanovich’s father, born in the 

mid-to-late 1940s went by way of a Komsomol pass [putëvka] to work in mines in Northern 

Kazakhstan, seeing the opportunity as advancing the interests of his family.942 After being 

injured in the mines and awarded a medal for helping “conquer the Virgin Lands,” he was sent to 

study economics at a vocational-technical school in Bilopillia where he could not find housing. 

Instead, he settled with his family in the village of Sinniak, working for the kolkhoz there. This 

kind of round-about journeying in an attempt to find a place in the city was common for earlier 

decades.943 Another interviewee, Aleksandra Maksimovna, born in 1941, was cycled through 

several sovkhozes in Sumy Oblast and then the Crimean Oblast, strung along all the while with 

empty promises of a passport.944 She was able to find a place in the city only by virtue of a 

personal connection, a friend from the sovkhoz whose fellow-villager worked in construction.  

 
939 Aleksandra Maksimovna [b.1941]; Aleksandra Sergeevna [b.1942]; Kateryna Leontiïvna Donʹka 
(b.1926, residing in Mala Bilozerka, Vasylivka District, Zaporizhzhia Oblast, Ukraine [current pop.: 5,949]), 
Usna istoriia Stepovoï Ukraïny 2, 135. Elvina Seitova gives a brief overview of the evolving organizational 
structure of this effort: “Pereselensʹki sturktury u derzhavnomu aparati SRSR u 40-80-ti roky xx 
storichchia (na prykladi zaselennia Krymu),” Istorichnyi arkhiv. Naukovi studiï 8 (2012), 63-7. 
940 Aleksandra Maksimovna [b.1941]; Aleksandra Sergeevna [b.1942]; TsDAVO f.4626, op.3, spr.130, 
ark.4-21; spr.290, ark.15-33. 
941 V. Kozlenko, “Romantyky nashykh dniv,” Budivnyk komunizmu (Lebedyn, Ukr.), Jan. 4, 1966, 4. 
942 Aleksandr Ivanovich [b.1965]. 
943 Cf. The journey of Mariia Hinova in the early 1950s took her through the Georgian SSR just to return 
home (but with a passport): Mariia Ivanivna Hinova (b. 1924, Preslav, Prymorsk District, Zaporizhzhia 
Oblast [current pop.: 2,109]), Usna istoriia Stepovoï Urkaïny 6, 97-8. 
944 Aleksandra Maksimovna [b.1941]; Kateryna Leontiïvna Donʹka by contrast was apparently able to 
obtain a passport using this route: Usna istoriia Stepovoï Ukraïny 2, 135 
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 Prior to finding this opportunity, Aleksandra Maksimovna and her friend simply 

wandered Sumy looking for work at establishments that catered to what was considered 

women’s work, stopping, for example, by a hospital and dining halls – perhaps they could work 

as nurses or cooks? They also tried the sewing plant, one of the most common entrepots for 

female arrivals, albeit without any luck. A product of the increasing channeling of women into 

light industry and textile work specifically, a pair of my male interviewees born in 1945 

mentioned that sisters of theirs had received permission tied explicitly to sewing work (in what 

would have been the early 1960s).945 As always, these patterns were not lost on the village 

population. The mother of one of my female interviewees born a bit later on, in 1964, in 

attempting to find her daughter a place in the city, took her personally to a sewing factory – a bit 

of a throwback by the early 1980s, but completely characteristic to the generation born in the 

1940s as her mother would have been.946 Aleksandra Maksimovna’s wanderings, though, 

ultimately took her to work in a construction agency, benefitting from egalitarian attitudes 

toward gender and labor that actually receded somewhat in later decades.947 Her younger sister, 

Nadezhda, would follow.  

Nina Ivanovna, ten years younger, followed the same ritual as Aleksandra Maksimovna 

when she came to Sumy in the early 1970s.948 Born and raised in Pidstavky village, 40km from 

Sumy, Nina did not have a passport (passportization had not yet reached her area) and was not an 

 
945 As Lewis Siegelbaum notes, this was due in part to trends around growing demand for consumer 
textiles. Note also Donald Filtzer’s work on the displacement of women from highly skilled industrial work: 
Donald Filtzer, “Women Workers in the Khrushchev Era,” Women in the Khrushchev Era, eds. Melanie 
Ilič, Susan E. Reid, and Lynne Attwood (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), 29-51; Siegelbaum, “The 
Rural Exodus,” Reconsidering Stagnation, eds. Fainberg and Kalinovsky; Stanislav [b.1945]; Timofei 
Timofeevich [b.1945]. 
946 Liubovʹ [b.1964]. 
947 Filtzer, “Women Workers,” Women in the Khrushchev Era, eds. Ilič, Reid, and Attwood. 
948 Nina Ivanovna [b.1951]. 
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extraordinary student. She did, though, want to live in a city. How did she solve this dilemma? 

Well, she knew that “[the] Frunze [plant] was abuzz [Frunze duzhe hrymil {sic}],” from fellow 

villagers who had gone off to work at what was the largest plant in the Oblast and communicated 

back regarding the amenities, including dormitories that were provided for workers. In her view, 

the goal of working at the exalted Frunze plant was unattainable for the short term, so she settled 

for work at a seasonal sugar plant in a nearby village, about which she had heard from her 

cousin. At the end of one of its working seasons, though, she went to wander around Sumy 

looking for work in person at different establishments. Eventually, she found that a new bread-

making plant was opening up and, after being sent off to training classes in Vinnytsia, worked 

there for a brief time. This earned her a passport and domicile registration, and she and a friend 

subsequently went to the Frunze plant to try their odds again. It turned out that the elderly man 

who ran the personnel department was from the same village, Kindrativka, where she was born 

and knew her grandparents. Naturally, he took her and her friend to work at the ninth corpus 

[tsekh] as an apprentice to a driller. 

In Nina’s story as in Aleksandra’s we see the important of native place ties both in 

spreading information about available options (the construction agency, the sugar plant, the 

Frunze machine-building factory) and, thus, helping form goals in general and sometimes in 

securing employment itself. These kinds of personal relationships could pull people quite a 

distance. Two of my interviewees, for example, mentioned going to Kharkiv because of relations 

or, in one case, a favorite teacher’s relations.949 Lidiia Ivanovna, on the other hand, went off all 

the way to Lviv where her aunt was able to introduce her to a factory director.950 This was the 

 
949 Pëtr Ilʹich [b.1951]; Liubovʹ Alekseevna [b.1965]. 
950 Lidiia Ivanovna. 
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farthest that personal ties pulled my interviewees; those who were pulled farther or to 

metropolises may have simply not returned.951 

For those seeking to study in the city, kinship and relational network also remained an 

important factor in their migration. Anatolii Alekseevich, for example, decided in the late 1970s 

not to attend ninth and tenth grades and went about 170km from his native village of Hryntseve 

to attend the Shebekino Auto-Transport Vocational-Technical College, following in the footsteps 

of his cousin, seven years older, who had graduated from the same establishment (the extended 

family network he had in the Belgorod-Shebekino area also factored into his decision).952 Nikolai 

Ilʹich followed his older brothers to Vocational-Technical School #4 in Konotop where he 

studied masonry;953 Viktor studied to be a chemist-technician [khimik] at Vocational-Technical 

School #5 in Bilopillia with a dozen of his fellow villagers from Sloboda, 60km away. 954 Pavel 

Vasilʹevich relied on his older brother to show him technical drawings from a machine-building 

technical-vocational college [mashtekhnikum] and a construction technical-vocational college 

[stroitekhnikum] preferring the less complicated blueprints of the latter and was then “dragged by 

the hand” by his parents to admissions exams at the Sumy Construction Technical-Vocational 

College. 955 Notably these cases are each from the mid-to-late 1970s by which point older 

siblings and relations were more likely to have attended the significantly expanded vocational-

technical school and college network. My female interviewees were particularly likely to 

mention having set off with a friend instead, though this could be a quirk of a small sample.956  

 
951 Similar to the directionality Zaionchkovskaia finds for migrants in Western Siberia. 
952 Anatolii Alekseevich [b.1962]. 
953 Nikolai Ilʹich [b.1957]. 
954 Viktor [b.1961]. 
955 Pavel Vasilʹevich [b.1962]. 
956 In one instance, three village girlfriends venturing together to become pastry chefs, then cooks, then 
store clerks: Aleksievich, “Na pereputʹe,” 92. 
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Table 4.1:957 Source of Matriculating Students in Selected  

Sumy Oblast City Vocational-Technical Schools [GPTU], 1980 

 TU #1958 

(Sumy) 

GPTU #4 

(Konotop) 

GPTU #5 

(Billopillia) 

GPTU #9 

(Putyvl) 

GPTU #15 

(Hlukhiv) 

GPTU #16 

(Sumy) 

Own City 7% 50% - - 24% 49% 

Own District 11% 28% 43% 52% 64% 9% 

Rest of 

Oblast 
71% 9% 43% 48% 10% 29% 

Rest of  

Ukr. SSR 
2% 12% 4% 0% 0% 2% 

Rest of USSR 9% 1% 10% 0% 1% 11% 

 

The continued importance of individual ties is demonstrated in the greater likelihood to 

attend a local Vocational-Technical School as opposed to venture off to distant parts. Anastasiia 

Mikhailovna, for example, mentions how she went to Vocational-Technical School #9 (later 

Construction Vocational School #4) in Putyvl because others from her school had gone there and 

this was all she knew of opportunity to leave the village.959 I was only able to find a by-origin 

breakdown of recruits for 1980, which is not entirely desirable because of the overrepresentation 

of city-origin students relative to other years, but this data does demonstrate the tendency of 

students to stay local. (Table 4.1) For Anastasiia Mikhailovna’s particular school, 52% came 

from Putyvl District and a further 48% from elsewhere in the Oblast. Of those 48%, all but one 

student came from an immediately neighboring district, most of these coming from Anastasiia 

Mikhailovna’s own Buryn District. 

These educational establishments were not content to let students come to them. Rather 

they resorted to a variety of increasingly clever and involved techniques to compete in what was 

effectively a marketplace for students (even if heavily influenced by the network effects of 

 
957 DASO f.R-3369, op.1, spr.961. 
958 This seems to refer to SU#1 (formerly PTU#7) rather than TU#1 (formerly PTU#1) which was located 
in Okhtyrka. 
959 Anastasiia Mikhailovna [b.1948]. 
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kinship and native place ties). The most limited method of advertisement was the open-house, 

styled a “days of open doors,” which had the downside of limited reach in that it could only cater 

to youth in cities and close-in villages. 960 One less enterprising school director, for example, 

complained that his institution was “dealing poorly with the question of career advising 

[proforientatsiia].961 Even Konotopites don’t know that there is such a thing as [Vocational-

Technical] School #6. Maybe the city will send a correspondent to our school during a career 

advising day [v denʹ proforientatsii] so people will know about [it],” he hoped.962 Others were 

more proactive. D. Zhirnov, Director of Agricultural Vocational-Technical School #1 in Hlukhiv 

wrote in his 1963 plan that the School would send out cards, letters, and posters (presumably to 

schools in the area) and talk with current students about recruitment so that they might “carry out 

explicatory work [razʺiasnitelʹnuiu rabotu] among [village] youth.”963 Fifteen years later, V.S. 

Kovelev, assistant-director of the aforementioned PTU #6 in Konotop took a stance less self-

satisfied than the director noted above, Samokhvalov. Facing a shortfall of 300 students, Kovelev 

suggested aiming for a target of two students from every school in the area, to which end he 

proposed drafting a “bulletin [obʺiavlenie] to be given to a press, making announcements in the 

newspaper, and also giving concerts in the surrounding villages,” presumably of the School’s 

vocal and musical ensembles.964 These efforts show that organic diffusion of information by 

word of mouth was far from the only avenue of information about opportunities, even if it was 

 
960 DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.71, ark.4. 
961 Village schools too made certain efforts with respect to “career advising” although these seem to have 
been slapdash. Nataliia Alekseevna, for example, recalled being taken to a button factory and only in the 
course of our conversation realizing that it may have been an attempt at advertising to prospective 
workers: Nataliia Alekseevna [b.1951]. 
962 DASO f.R-7644, op.1, spr.2, ark.37. 
963 DASO f.R-7670, op.1, spr.35, ark.32. 
964 DASO f.R-7644, op.1, spr.2, ark.17. 
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the most influential. Administrators saw an impetus for attracting students that was only 

implicitly motivated by planned quotas. As they spoke and wrote of it, more was simply better. 

Figure 4.1: “Where to Go to Study”965 

 

The various media that institutions used to communicate availability during recruitment 

periods are largely not preserved, with the specific exception of newspaper advertisements which 

became more common (at least in Sumy and Belgorod Oblasts) in the early 1970s and 

particularly widespread toward the end of the same decade. These afford us a glimpse of 

recruiters’ strategies and, in turn, insight into what was important for enrollees. Specifically, I 

look here at advertisements in Red Beam [Chervonnyi prominʹ], the newspaper of the Sumy 

 
965 Chervonyi prominʹ, 10 Jul. 1973. 
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Oblast Komsomol, frequently but not exclusively collated under one large classifieds-type page 

under the banner pithily titled, “Where to go to study.” (Figure 4.1) Village teenagers could, of 

course, take the initiative by writing in to the Komsomol newspaper to ask, for example, where 

one might study to become an accountant – as did one resident of Velyki Budky in Okhtyrka 

District who also made sure to ask about the “circumstances [umovy]” of study.966 These 

“circumstances” – including things like room and board, length of study, entrance requirements, 

and, more rarely, extracurricular opportunities – varied considerably and became, consequently, 

the focus of advertisers’ attempts to set their place of study apart.  

Advertising institutions appear to have been satisfied with initial results, and the use of 

this medium was gradually expanded. In 1973, Red Beam ran about 80 advertisements for about 

30 institutions. By 1978, this rose to about 135 advertisements for about 50 institutions. While 

there was some variation, particularly for more prestigious types of programs, the general format 

of these advertisements can be distilled as follows: (i) A heading describing the institution (ii) 

The program(s) for which it was recruiting, typically with the length of study and who was 

eligible (iii) some comment on the availability of a stipend for room and board (iv) application 

procedures including required documents sometimes including comment on required entry 

exams (v) location, occasionally with instructions on how to reach the school using public 

transportation.  

In those cases where advertisements deviated from the general format one can find 

particularly telling asides. Advertising educational establishments were prone to interjecting 

comments that stressed their institution as a pathway to living in the city and, in particular, 

 
966 “Vy zapytuvaly,” Chervonyi prominʹ, 17 Jul. 1973. 
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obtaining a regularized status. The thrice-printed advertisement for Sumy Vocational-Technical 

School #7 in 1973 specified that “Graduates are routed to work in their profession in the cities of 

Ukraine: Sumy, Kharkiv, Kremenchuk, Kherson, Mykolayiv, Odesa, Kyiv, etc.”967 Sumy 

Vocational-Technical School #6 was even more blunt in its ad, printed five times during the 

recruitment season: 

After graduation, young specialists are outfitted with work and dormitories in the 

city of Sumy. 

Boys and girls! If you want to live in our city and take an active role in the 

construction of residential and cultural-service buildings [kulʹturno-pobutovy 

budynki] then you can make that happen [tse mozhna zdiisnyty] [by] enrolling at 

our school.968  

An advertisement by Kremenchuk Vocational-Technical School #16 used extremely similar 

language, indicating that it may have been a suggestion by editorial workers, perhaps based on 

positive feedback.969 Similarly, the school of factory-plant studies [shkola fabrichno-zavodsʹkykh 

navchannyi] attached to a Chernihiv dress-making factory specified that they “[gave out] passes 

for receipt of [an internal] passport [dovidky na oderzhannia pasporta].”970 A similar 

apprenticeship-type program at a Kharkiv clothing factory likewise promised that enrollees 

would be outfitted with “[a place in the] dormitory and domicile registration [propyska] in the 

city of Kharkiv.”971 As these programs offered courses of study that, depending on the specific 

program track, could be only one year in duration (in the case of the Kharkiv program, merely 

 
967 “Sumsʹke misʹke profesiino-tekhnichne uchylyshche #7,” Chervonyi prominʹ, 10 Jul.1973 [repeated 7 
Aug. 1973, 23 Aug. 1973]. 
968 Dyrektsiia, “Sumsʹke misʹke profesiino-tekhnichne uchylyshche #6 provodytʹ nabir uchniv,” Chervonyi 
prominʹ, 2 Aug., 1973 [repeated 9 Aug. 1973; 16 Aug. 1973; 23 Aug. 1973; 30 Aug. 1973]. 
969 Dyrektsiia,“Kremenchutsʹke misʹke profesiino tekhnichne uchylyshche #16 oholoshuie pryiom uchniv 
na 1973–1974 navchalʹnyi rik,” Chervonyi prominʹ, 21 Jun. 1973.  
970 Dyrektsiia, “Shkola FZN pri chernihivsʹkomu kamvolʹno-sukonnomu kombinati oholoshuie nabir uchniv 
na 1973–1974 navchalʹnyi rik,” Chervonyi prominʹ, 4 Jan. 1973 [repeated: 13 Jan. 1973; 10 Jul. 1973; 30 
Oct. 1973]. 
971 Dyrektsiia, “Kharkivsʹkyi priadilʹno-trykotazhnyi kombinat,” Chervonyi prominʹ, 10 Jul. 1973 [repeated 
12 Jul. 1973; 9 Aug. 1973; 16 Aug. 1973; 23 Aug. 1973; 30 Aug. 1973; 11 Nov. 1973; 20 Nov. 1973]. 
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two months!) established city status often took on a larger proportion of the overall benefit to 

application and enrollment. Notably, because of what was considered the less-skilled nature of 

work like food preparation and seamstressing, these short-term programs happened to be aimed 

at women specifically.972 A training course for industrial plumbers [sliusarʹ-santekhniki] was one 

of the relatively few short-term programs aimed at men in particular.973 

Interestingly, the asides referencing city living, not infrequent in the 1973 sample, 

disappear almost entirely by the 1978 sample, indicating perhaps a relief of pressure due to the 

passportization of villagers over the mid-1970s. On the other hand, the percentage of 

advertisements that explicitly reference the outfitting of students with dormitory rooms rises 

from about 50% to about 65% (ostensibly with the continuation of dormitory construction), and, 

what is more, promises of dormitories become somewhat less cagey; no longer are there notes 

indicating which types of students have priority for dormitory housing, though there is continued 

use of the phrase “there [is] a dormitory [on-site] [pry uchylyshche ie hurtozhytok],” which was 

close to but not quite a promise of housing and left open the question of whether students were in 

fact guaranteed a place. Finally, occasional references to extracurricular activities also continued 

to include mentions of special-interest and artistic clubs [kruzhki] as well as more vague 

references such as promises that “there exist here all the conditions for study, work, and rest 

[vidpochynok],” three pillars of life in the next stage of an academic and personal journey.974 As 

a whole, over time we see less concern about administrative aspects of city life, and yet also 

 
972 E.g. Dyrektsiia, “Krolevetsʹke profesiino-tekhnichne uchylyshche ministerstva mistsevoï promyslovosti 
ukraïnsʹkoï RSR oholoshuie nabir uchniv,” Chervonyi prominʹ, 2 Aug. 1973 [repeated 9 Aug. 1973; 21 
Aug. 1973; 23 Aug. 1973; 28 Aug. 1973]. 
973 Chervonyi prominʹ, 21 Aug. 1973.  
974 Administratsiia, “Profesiine uchylyshche romensʹkoï vzuttievoï fabryky,” Chervonyi prominʹ, 4 May 
1978 [and repeated on six other occasions]. 
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signs of more readily and automatically available housing speaking to an increasingly smooth 

process of transition driven by desire amid increasing options rather than desperation. 

 As the Komsomol paper turned into a magic tablecloth in the summer months, presenting 

a smorgasbord of options to would-be migrants, it broadcast too a dramatic shift in the role that 

individual desire was to play in selecting a path forward. No longer were migrants to turn to 

whatever recruiter came through the village, and wandering around town searching for leads was 

rapidly becoming outmoded as well. Instead, young villagers were to choose a suitable path for 

themselves among many options, an unusual development for which they were not necessarily 

prepared. A “Satirical Monologue [Monoloh-humoreska]” published in 1978 in the factory 

newspaper of the Sumy-Stepanivka Sugar Conglomerate, located near the village of Stepanivka 

in Sumy Oblast, presented the case of an indecisive young person considering his career plans:  

After all it’s difficult to pick a path in life. It’s clear enough that you can’t just 

play jacks [v tsurky-palky hratysia]… How many there are of them, those 

professions – each has its own charms [and] advantages! … Here Hrytsʹ is 

planning to be a taxi-driver. Always something in your pocket! Yeah, brothers, 

there’s something to that. Just that, with this, [you have] accidents [dorozhni 

pryhody], it smells like gas, can’t have beer on your palate [pyvka ne 

posmakuiesh]… No, that’s not it…  

Maybe better yet [I should go be] a store clerk … Every day you have either fresh 

cucumbers and tomatoes or shoes on your rack, and even imported perfumes … 

There’s something in it. Yet… auditors! … [They’ll] get [you]!... 

You know, I have a hard [time] finding common ground [spilʹna mova] with 

unfamiliar people… Maybe I’d better go to [the ranks of] plumbers for a public 

housing agency [ZhEK]. People respect you, everyone bows before you, and 

should you just deign to visit someone [vzhe iak zvolysh zaity do kohosʹ] – you 

can’t go without a bottle [pliashechka] of “Ekstra” from the fridge and a 

corresponding snack… But again imperfections – the work is dirtyish 

[brudnuvata]. I would [like] work such that I could from morning to evening [be] 

in a white shirt [and] tie. And such that every day I could grasp not for a word but 

for a ruble from my pocket. Better yet a big bill [chervonets]. 
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 … Yeah, I don’t know. Meanwhile, I still have time. A whole two years left to 

study. Here I’ll finish the institute and then I’ll decide whom I should become.975   

The humor of this piece lay in that studying in institute the narrator would theoretically be 

overqualified for all of the careers he considers, aside from his complete lack of direction. 

Published in the newspaper of a small-scale industrial concern located in a village, this piece 

would have found a number of readers who too wanted better (to be found in the city) without as 

much regard for just where they might find it. 

 While Svetlana Alexievich explained her young interviewees’ leaving the village as a 

product of “[their] lack of desire to work in the profession called ‘wherever  I get sent’ 

[nezhelanie molodykh liudei imetʹ segodnia spetsialʹnostʹ ‘kuda poshliut’],” thus criticizing the 

heavy hand of kolkhoz administration, it would seem that this is not quite right. On the contrary, 

and even on the basis of her own interviews, many expressed indifference to their precise career 

path – the teacher working in a watch factory; the agronomist working as deputy director of a 

vegetable store; the lawyer-by-training heading up a barbershop – so long as they could live in 

the city.976 As seen in the stories of my interviewees as well, most were not particularly selective 

and opted for the opportunities that were for them more familiar due to connections of family or 

other relations, although various vocational-technical schools did strive to attract individuals 

with the promise of particularly attractive amenities as well as simply the opportunity to study, 

work, and live in the city, which it is apparent so many craved. The allusions to the benefits of 

gray market practices (selling products for personal profit then worrying about auditors and 

taking nominal bribes from clients to perform services for them) within the context acquisitive 

Socialism present in the above-quoted sketch fit this increasing official acknowledgement of 

 
975 H. Kostovietsʹkyi, “Vazhkyi vypadok,” Tsukrovyk (Stepanivka, Sumy Oblast, Ukr.) (8 Mar. 1978), 2. 
976 Aleksievich, “Na pereputʹe,” 94-5. 
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individual incentives as paramount for economic behavior and migration specifically.977 Among 

the relatively rare individuals to be set on one particular career path was a Zoia Vishnevskaia 

who worked as a train-steward: 

I’ve loved the smell of railroad ties from childhood because we lived not far from 

a railroad. You take your cows out to pasture and trains fly past, with blue 

curtains on the windows, people all merry [and] pretty [vesëlye, krasivye]. There 

[was] this feeling that somewhere there, far away, life was not such as ours was. 

[But] different, interesting. And I had the dream to get into this life [popastʹ v ėtu 

zhiznʹ]. It was for me entwined with the train, these here wagons…978 

Even for Vishnevskaia, committed to a particular path and quite unusual in that respect, this firm 

orientation was the product of what she herself acknowledged to be a metaphor for her own 

imagined horizons of the world beyond the village. 

 

Paperwork: Applications and Exams 

As mentioned above, applicants to Sumy Oblast vocational-technical schools and 

technical colleges (both located largely in the cities) needed to collect a broadly consistent packet 

of documents in order to apply for admission to city vocational-technical schools. (One could not 

apply to multiple places at once because the concept of facsimiles of official documents did not 

exist for the average person.)979 The required documents ranged from perfunctory to more 

difficult to obtain and, by that virtue, functionally dispositive of whether the individual would be 

able to apply. The most basic element was the equivalent of a cover letter, a “statement 

[zaiava],” which was occasionally paired with a separate “autobiography [avtobiohrafiia],” along 

with a varying number of headshots. About half of the time, prospective students were asked for 

 
977 Inna Leykin, “The History and Afterlife of Soviet Demography.” 
978 Aleksievich, “Na pereputʹe,” 94. 
979 Pëtr Ilʹich [b.1951], for example, after having been abused by other students at a Kharkiv vocational-
technical college needed to wait for the administration there to forward his documents before he could 
apply at Vocational-Technical School #4 in Lebedyn. 
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a letter of reference [kharakterystyka]. Other than these more narrative items, students were 

required to collect documentation: a diploma if they had finished ten grades or otherwise a form 

[dovidka] to indicate their curricular progress; a standardized medical form (#286) (replaced by a 

chest x-ray for students applying to a railroad-worker-oriented vocational-technical school and 

occasionally by a formal medical screening [profilaktyka] during entrance exams);  and a 

standardized form [dovidka] “ about one’s place of residence and about the make-up of [their] 

family,” which had the effect of delineating from which side of the proverbial tracks every 

applicant came. For village residents, this form needed to be procured from the local village 

council. In one case I could find, applicants were also explicitly asked to provide a pass 

[dovidka] indicating that they had permission to leave to study. Functionally, the “pass from 

one’s place of residence [and] about the make-up of [their] family,” which could only be 

produced by the village council administration served that same purpose. 

 While for poorer and less-well-informed students the logistics of obtaining a medical 

evaluation and photographs might be daunting, obtaining the pass [dovidka] from one’s place of 

residence had the potential to be most difficult, although it is too precarious an exercise to make 

any precise declarations regarding how difficult these passes were to obtain because conditions 

varied over time, place, and according to personal circumstance. Over the course of the 1960s 

and 1970s, tens of thousands of Sumy Oblast village residents were able to obtain these, so it 

was clearly feasible, a conclusion that could also be reached on the basis of my many 

interviewees who generally gained a foothold in the city by way of vocational training.980 That 

said, it is important to keep in mind that my interviewees represent successful cases and their 

 
980 Altogether, more than 130,000 students of village origin studied at Sumy Oblast vocational-technical 
schools in the 1960s and 1970s according to calculations based on DASO f.R-3369, op.1, spr.275; 323; 
385; 440; 504; 629; 683; 763; 853. See next chapter for charts. 
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representations regarding the facility of obtaining a pass are colored by a survivorship bias. This 

is the case both in the sense that they are more likely to have come from areas where it was 

easier to obtain a pass in general and because they were more likely to come from a personal 

position of better rather than worse connections and clout (blat, in a word) in their specific 

community irrespective of whence exactly they came. As this “pass” was a document of a more 

clerical nature, it took on its value from an ambiguity in the basis on which it ought to be 

provided apart from the whim of the attendant bureaucrat. Interestingly, I did not encounter in 

the archival record complaints regarding local officials’ refusal to give these out (even in letters 

to Village Life, which are not short on complaints), and those of my interviewees who went to 

the city explicitly to study did not describe difficulty obtaining this document specifically. 

Finally, students were most commonly asked to provide a “birth certificate or passport,” 

which was a subtle indication that all were welcome (because students graduating village-schools 

did not have passports until the end of the 1970s). In a relatively few cases, however, it was 

specified that applicants were to provide a passport. This was true for training courses of the 

oblast affiliate of the Central Statistical Agency [TsSU], which does make sense as these likely 

would have been aimed at those with a university degree. On the other hand, Vocational-

Technical Schools #6 and #7 in Sumy, which both trained workers for construction trades, also 

specified a passport requirement. This could be a response to particular considerations. 

Vocational-Technical School #6 [at that point GPTU #6], for example, was located in the restive 

khimgorodok [khimmistechko] neighborhood of the city and had two years prior been chided by 

the city council’s public order [sotszakonnostʹ] committee for the need to raise the level of 

culture among its attendees.981 A simple if not particularly elegant method toward this end may 

 
981 DASO f.R-6, op.6, spr.608. 
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simply have been to admit more-cultured attendees, and having a passport may have been 

assumed to be a good filter. 

Those applying to vocational-technical colleges or universities could not generally count 

on the generous admission policies of the vocational-technical schools and needed to sit for 

entrance exams which regardless of positive or adverse conditions and/or outcomes were a 

fraught experience that helped shape the trajectory of newcomers’ futures.982 Not all prospective 

students needed to take these – “[those who had] distinguished [themselves] [otlichniki]” were 

often allowed entry without sitting for exams. One of my interviewees posited that this may have 

been intended to avoid needlessly frightening “village kids who had not seen civilization” who 

then might have some sort of test anxiety.983 (In fact, one administrator at Moscow State 

University referred to villager applicants’ “mental block [psikhologicheskii barʹer]” upon taking 

entrace exam.)984 Students could also avoid exams for more prestigious higher education 

institutions by way of Komsomol (and, by analogy, direct Party) nomination: the Korocha 

District Komsomol Committee, for example, recommended 18 students be admitted into a local 

pedagogical institute via “non-competitive admission [vnekonkursnyi priëm].”985  

For those young people who did have to sit for them, the examinations were a fateful and 

often dispositive moment in their lives, which could prevent them from migrating or even cause 

them to do so. Ivan Pavlovich’s desire to regularize his position as a physical education teacher 

(in which capacity he worked as a stopgap for his village school) was derailed by an inability to 

 
982 Cf. the multi-year process of shiken jigoku “examination hell” that in a nascent post-industrial Japan 
served as a prime barrier to a modern lifestyle engaged in white collar labor: Ezra F. Vogel, Japan’s New 
Middle Class, 3rd ed. (Lanham, Md.: Rowman & Littlefield, 2013), 35-9. 
983 Anatolii Ivanovich [b.1954]. 
984 A. Emelʹianov, “Putʹ iz sela v VUZ,” Pravda (11 Nov. 1968), 3, cited by Vucinich, “The Peasants as a 
Social Class,” The Soviet Rural Community, ed. Millar, 313. 
985 GANIBO f.572, op.9, d.4, l.99. 
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pass the Physics entrance exam for the pedagogical school [peduchilishche], leading him to seek 

employment in the city – unsatisfied with the prospect of manual labor in the sphere of 

agriculture.986 Other interviewees built careers, respectively at the Frunze Factory and as a 

confectioner, when entrance exams in Kharkiv did not go their way.987 Others still, like Viktor 

Ivanovich, were not content to change gears so easily. After failing his entrance exam for the 

Kharkiv Polytechnic Institute he was accepted and successfully completed exams for the Kyiv 

Polytechnic Institute.988 Of course, even passing one’s exams and becoming enrolled was not 

itself a guarantor of happy sailing, though it may have seemed as such to test-takers at the time. 

Galina Ivanovna, whose life in Sumy included an unhappy marriage, wondered aloud why she 

“came to Sumy to her sadness” after having completed exams at the Sumy Pedagogical Institute 

(also after failing the Kharkiv Polytechnic exams, coincidentally).989 

The logistics of the examination process were for some a first impression of the city, one 

which was not always positive. Nataliia Mikhailovna’s experience was relatively uneventful, and 

she recalled being enchanted by the theaters, roads, restaurants, and trolleybuses as well as the 

general sense of available work and opportunity during her entrance exams at the Sumy 

Pedagogical Institute.990 Nataliia Alekseevna, by contrast, described having sat for entrance 

exams at the Kyiv Pedagogical Institute where test-takers were housed six people to a bedbug-

infested room.991 Sensing she would not pass, she withdrew and enrolled at the Lebedyn 

Pedagogical Institute. Especially where applicants had never spent much time in a city, the 

entrance exam process could very much feel like something of a life-defining jaunt. Ekaterina 

 
986 Ivan Pavlovich [b.1955]. 
987 Vladimir [b.1952]; Anna Grigorʹevna [b.1948]. 
988 Viktor Ivanovich [b.1950]. 
989 Galina Ivanovna [b.1955]. The best answer it seems is that she went to live where her aunt did. 
990 Nataliia Mikhailovna [b.1960]. 
991 Nataliia Alekseevna [b.1951]. 
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Timofeevna, raised in a village in Belgorod Oblast went off with her friend all the way to 

Vladimir Oblast after her friend read an advertisement for an educational establishment in the 

Oblast Pravda, but when her friend failed the entrance exams they decided to settle for Sumy, 

which was closer to home than Belgorod, fearing that they would be looked down upon if they 

returned.992  

The stigma around failing to launch seems to have been rather significant, especially for 

women. We observed it in the story of Anastasiia Mikhailovna encountered in the preceding 

chapter and we see it in Ekaterina Timofeevna’s. A short story published in Peasant Woman also 

testifies to this phenomenon, telling the tale of a Liubovʹ, perpetually besieged by the painful 

turns of life who goes to the city after nasty rumors about her are spread around the village by a 

lover she scorned:  

And after finishing the ten-grade [secondary school] no matter how much her 

parents [sought to] convinc[e] her not to go to the city she did not listen, 

stubbornly insisting on her own [idea]. Still more surprising was her return…. ‘I 

want to work’ [she said at the kolkhoz headquarters] The accountant could not 

contain himself and bitingly noted: ‘She was not admitted to the institute. She 

failed her exams.’993  

A mother from another short story worried for her daughter applying to institute: “She won’t be 

able to handle the examinations…Maybe I ought set her up at the butter plant.”994 We see in 

these literary treatments as well as in the presentation of application requirements to prospective 

students the attempt of state organs to demystify and lower the stakes of the application, in the 

latter case by presenting the village as an acceptable alternative. The fictional Liubovʹ ended up 

 
992 Ekaterina Timofeevna [b.1948]. 
993 N. Popov, “Neposeda,” Krestʹianka 38.1 (Jan. 1960), 20. 
994 A. Fishelëva, “Trudnyi razgovor,” Krestʹianka 38.8 (Aug. 1960), 10. 
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greatly fulfilled in her work in the village. Perhaps she would have been better off not trying her 

luck in the city. 

 

Workpapers: Solving the Passport Dilemma 

 Growing up in Buryn District, a relative backwater (even for predominantly rural Sumy 

Oblast), Anastasiia Mikhailovna had heard only tales of the city as a child.995 In seventh grade, 

she and a friend had mustered their courage and made an expedition out to the railroad to see a 

locomotive for themselves, and were left terrified by its monstrosity, the earth’s rumble, the 

rising dust. But Anastasiia Mikhailovna, a person of bold character that showed even at an 

advanced age, was not happy to settle for the poorly provisioned village. “There was nowhere to 

buy a coat!” she exclaimed.996 And so, in search of coats, spoils, and adventure a fifteen-year-old 

Anastasiia Mikhailovna applied to the Vocational-Technical School #5 in Putvyl.  

Putyvl, which figures prominently as a base for Igor Sviatoslavich’s campaign against the 

Polovtsians recounted in the Lay of Prince Igor’s Campaign served 900 years later as the base 

for Anastasiia Mikhailovna’s campaign to build a life in the city. Traces of its ancient stone walls 

survived on the northern side, but Anastasiia came from the south, and she faced much less 

resistance.997 In her recollection, those applying to the PTU in Putyvl at that point who had not 

yet turned 16 were not even asked to even provide the above-mentioned pass from their place of 

residence; all she was required to do was provide a transcript [sviditelʹstvo ot mesta 

uchëby/svidovstvo vid mistsia navchannia]. She was provided with a dormitory and recalls her 

first night, astounded by the electric light cast over pedestrians walking along paved streets, a 

 
995 Anastasiia Mikhailovna [b.1954]. 
996 Anastasiia Mikhailovna [b.1954]. 
997 Istoriia mist i sil Ukraïnsʹkoï RSR: Sumsʹka oblastʹ, ed. I.A. Makukhin (Kyiv: Institut istoriï akademiï 
nauk URSR, 1973), 457-8. 
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novelty for her as well. To this day, she remembers the lamplight bouncing off the sign for the 

“Little Basket Café [Kafe Korzinachka]” which she could see from her dormitory window, quite 

a coup for a girl who had just two years earlier stared down a serpentine locomotive. 

 The Putyvl Vocational-Technical School that Anastasiia Mikhailovna attended was 

focused on the construction trades and was in practice preparing cadres for the building up of 

Sumy, where Anastasiia Mikhailovna was ultimately routed at the conclusion of her studies. 

After some time working on building sites she applied to and was accepted to the Construction 

Technical College [stroitekhnikum] in Sumy, at which point what was theretofore a rather 

smooth process became more perilous. The administration of the establishment was acutely 

focused on learning by doing, which is to say that the students were simply glorified construction 

workers relegated to the least-skilled and most unpleasant work like demolition. Staging a protest 

with her friend Natasha, Anastasiia Mikhailovna refused to go out to do work on the brigade and 

the two were summarily expelled, cast out of their dormitory to the winds. Unwilling to return to 

her village, she would spend the next months drifting around the city of Sumy looking for work.  

The main concern for Anastasiia was the need for domicile registration, which had been 

tied to her studies in anticipation of permanent status upon graduation and routing to one of the 

city’s construction agencies. The passport-table of the police refused to grant her domicile 

without a pass from a workplace, but without domicile in the city, she could not find a job. 

Proudly she informed me, “We spent 8 months in this vicious circle… [but we] were not reduced 

to prostitution or thievery!”998 How did she manage to survive these months? What did being set 

adrift domicile-less look like in a mid-sized city like Sumy? There were different paths almost 

 
998 Anastasiia Mikhailovna [b.1954]. 
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certainly, but in her particular case it included doing odd-jobs: tending an older woman’s garden-

plot for ten rubles and unloading deliveries at a medical site [punkt], which did not have 

dedicated workers to do this. A good meal was 40 kopeks; a bowl of borscht, 17. As these prices 

came easily to her mind fifty years later, we can imagine hungry women wandering around 

looking for work, fretting over each 17-kopek hit to their small pot. Tellingly, Anastasiia 

Mikhailovna still spent 70 kopeks weekly on a bus trip home to the village, lying to her family 

about still being enrolled in the technical college.  

Eventually, the woman with whom Anastasiia Mikhailovna was staying began attempting 

to match her with her unattractive and otherwise undesirable son, which created an awkward and 

untenable situation and something of a climax in her story. Her saving grace was the Red Star 

Sugarpulp Plant [Krasnozvezdenskii rafinadnyi zavod / Chervonozirochnyi rafinadnyi zavod], 

otherwise known as “Kharitonenko’s plant” (it once belonged to the Kharitonenko family of 

industrialists) or by its Russian acronym, “KRZ” a sugar-processing plant where women did 

much of the menial labor, craning their backs over 10kg blocks of dried sugar pulp extracted 

from beets.999 Owing to the difficult conditions of the labor, the plant was chronically 

understaffed, consequently had lax hiring practices, and, in turn, was a magnet for those newly 

arrived persons looking to normalize their status in the city. Most important for Anastasiia 

Mikhailvona, they did not demand to see her passport. As the saying around the city went, “komu 

ne veze, idi v Ke-Er-Ze, [if luck ain’t with thee, go to the KRZ],” an on-the-nose Soviet analogue 

of “it’s fun to stay at the YMCA” targeted, appropriately enough, at incoming village people.1000 

 
999 On the legacy of the Kharitonenko family, see the various works of Olʹha Haidai inter alia: “Rolʹ 
rehionalʹnoï periodychnoï presy u vysvitlenni diialʹnosti rodyny Kharytonenkiv (na materialakh 1990-2000 
rr.),” Istorychnyi arkhiv: Naukovi studiï 16 (2016), 18-23; “Vplyv I.H. Kharytonenka na rozvytok tsukrovoï 
promyslovosti Rosiiskoï imperiï,” Chornomorsʹkyi litopys 4 (2011), 10-4. 
1000 Anastasiia Mikhailovna [b.1954]. 
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In this case, dormitory housing came with work and, tellingly, this phrase which presumably 

went around the circles of unskilled laborers in Sumy and may have reached into certain close-in 

villages was in Ukrainian or Surzhyk (the unusual “blended” language produced from the 

interaction of the Ukrainian predominant in villages and the Russian predominant in cities). In 

the end, Anastasiia Mikhailovna did not linger at the sugar-pulp processing plant. She moved on 

to other work as soon as she had the opportunity, and so this plant served its function as a 

transitional space from village to city for yet another newcomer. As it turns out, we have fairly 

strong evidence that there were a lot of these transitional spaces and that this was well known to 

authorities.  

The passport dilemma was many decades old, having arisen from the effort to curtail 

migration as the Soviet villages belched population during collectivization.1001 Beginning in 

1933, individuals working at industrial concerns or agencies were required to have passports 

with domicile registration in the correct locale while peasants were systematically denied 

passports.1002 Viewed as a second serfdom by many, this step was thoroughly associated with 

Stalinist repression to the extent that some villagers (apparently erroneously) associate the later 

passportization of the village with Khrushchev’s Thaw.1003 On the contrary, the first and most 

substantive revision to the passport legislation under Khrushchev, which came in the form of a 

 
1001 Fitzpatrick, “The Great Departure.” 
1002 Joint Resolution of the Central Executive Committee of the USSR and the Council of Peoples’ 
Commissars of the USSR #57/1917 [27 Dec. 1932]; Resolution of the Council of People’s Commissars of 
the USSR #861 [28 Apr. 1933]; Resolution of the Council of People’s Commissars of the USSR #1667 
[10 Sep. 1940]. 
1003 Fitzpatrick, Stalin’s Peasants, 69; Zachepylivshchyna, eds. Tiutiunnyk, Khalaïm, and Kuzhelʹ, 75; 
Jonathan Waterlow, It’s Only a Joke Comrade!: Humour, Trust and Everyday Life under Stalin (Oxford, 
U.K.: 2018), 119. Firsthand accounts do occasionally recall dates for full-scale passportization of a given 
locale’s village population that precede the 1974 resolution, whether because of misrecollection or some 
unusual local conditions: Fedir Semenovych Kononenko (b.1925, residing in Konovalova, Vasylivka 
District, Zaporizhzhia Oblast, Ukraine [current pop.: 45]), Usna istoriia Stepovoï Ukraïny 1, 126; Nadiia 
Oleksandrivna Voiko (b.1933, Fedorivka [intermittently Chuborivka], Polohy District, Zaporizhzhia Oblast 
[current pop.: 2,214]), Usna istoriia Stepovoï Ukraïny 7, 115.   
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Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR on 21st October 1953 about half a year after 

the death of Stalin, did not depart from the original Stalinist premises noted by Caroline 

Humphrey.1004 While the “Position [Polozhenie] on Passports” introduced some means to receive 

domicile registration without employment including for elderly persons coming to live with their 

children in the city, there was still not supposed to be a way out of the vicious circle that 

Anastasiia Mikhailovna described.1005 And yet she found one, as did many more although in no 

sense was the legislation a dead letter.1006 Indeed, Many of my interviewees described difficulties 

in obtaining passports, ranging from nearly insurmountable roadblocks, especially in earlier 

years, to significant frictions even on the cusp of the passportization of the village that took place 

in the mid-to-late 1970s.1007  

Given that, at least as far as the jurisprudence was concerned, it was theoretically 

impossible to obtain domicile registration in a given city without a job nor a job without domicile 

registration in that given city (which in turn required a passport), none of the pathways from 

village to city were entirely straightforward. In practice, villagers needed to traverse two steps: 

first, obtaining a passport where the proper domicile registration might then be recorded and, 

 
1004 She cites 1951 legislation targeting kolkhozniks specifically: Humphrey, Marx Went Away, 133. 
1005 “The tight linkage between passport, propiska, living space and employment was central to [a] tense 
social equation, since the lack of one factor normally precluded a legal solution”: Mervyn Matthews, The 
Passport Society: Controlling Movement in Russia and the USSR (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 
1993), 43. 
1006 While it is clear that sociologist Mervyn Matthews’s Soviet Era scholarship overstated the robustness 
of the domicile dragnet, Cynthia Buckley’s corrective went too far in the other direction: Buckley, “The 
Myth of Managed Migration”; Matthews, The Passport Society. 
1007 This is well established especially through the 1950s, but also into the 1960s: Kateryna Iakivna 
Zhmyria (b.1920 residing: Mala Bilozerka, Vasylivka District, Zaporizhzhia Oblast, Ukraine [current pop.: 
5,949]), Usna istoriia Stepovoï Ukraïny 2, 220; Ivan Ivanovych Holovko (b.1924, residing in Mala 
Bilozerka), Usna istoriia Stepovoï Ukraïny 3, 76; Nadiia Pylypivna Solomonova (b.1925, residing in 
Preslav, Prymorsk District, Zaporizhzhia Oblast [current pop.: 2,109]), Usna istoriia Stepovoï Ukraïny 6, 
215; Anatolii Ivanovych Roslichenko (b.1936, residing in Bilenʹke, Zaporizhzhia District, Zaporizhzhia 
Oblast [current pop.: 4,976]) Usna istoriia Stepovoï Ukraïny 4, 318; Anastasiia Mikhailovna [b.1948]. 
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second, obtaining the registration. Each posed significant issues and required a combination of 

mercy and inofficiousness.  

While peasants were exempted from the systematic provision of internal passports by 

statute, they could beg the administrators of their kolkhoz for permission to receive a passport. 

This permission was standardized as Form #1 [Dovidka #1] in Sumy Oblast, which upon 

issuance was taken to the passport table in their district center.1008 Especially in earlier decades, 

local leadership was quite frequently reticent to issue such permission as it would mean losing 

labor, although kolkhoz and village council administrators’ stances softened considerably over 

time. This was not a simple or neat process and those on the vanguard of laxity often paid a 

price. One interviewee described a demobilized military officer installed as the executive of a 

village council in 1957 who gave out a pass for a passport to one individual and was the next day 

greeted by “the whole village” (hyperbole, we can assume) with the same request.1009 He was 

quickly sacked. 

With time, though, workarounds developed and came to be tacitly permitted by 

authorities. One well-worn method was relying on the premise of continuing education. Timofei 

Timofeevich, who left for the city in the early 1960s described this strategy:  

There was no way to get out of the village because they didn’t give away 

passports… There was only such a system if you finished ten grades the village 

council would decide whether you could study further and where you would go 

further, and they would see who would learn something useful for the kolkhoz 

and come back.1010  

Although theoretically domicile registration was contingent on enrollment, many, actually, did 

not return, in contravention of the hopes of kolkhoz authorities. Nikolai Alekseevich, for 

 
1008 Ivan [b.1942]; Grigorii [b.1952]. The numbers seems to have varied by oblast, oddly. 
1009 Ivan [b.1942]. 
1010 Timofei Timofeevich [b.1945]. 
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example, was able to leave for a vocational-technical school in 1966 at the specific choosing of 

his kolkhoz director who knew his family well and respected their work ethic.1011 There was no 

formal arrangement in this case that he would return to the kolkhoz, it was left as unspoken 

pretext.  

 
Figure 4.2: “Burning One’s Bridges”1012 

 

 
1011 Nikolai Alekseevich [b.1949]. 
1012 N. Semënov, “Szhigaia za soboi mosty…” Krokodil 1969.32 (Nov. 1969), 14. This was not a new 
problem. The phenomenon had been satirized in more general terms fifteen years earlier in the sketch 
“Zoological Technicians / Pyrotechnicians,” which described how everyone in the city of Rzhev was 
allegedly qualified as an agricultural expert but worked in different career, for example a zoological 
technician cum physical education teacher who worked with a pommel horse rather than an actual horse: 
S. Shatrov, “Zootekhniki-pirotekhniki,” Krokodil 1954.9 (30 Mar. 1954), 2. 
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Authorities came to understand that permitting an individual to study in the city, even per 

“kolkhoz routing papers [kolkhoznaia putëvka]” at a vocational school that notionally trained 

individuals to work with agricultural machinery, could be a simple path to outmigration. A 

cartoon published in the Soviet satirical magazine Crocodile [Krokodil] in 1969 (amid the push 

to retain youth in the village) went so far as to represent leaving to study in the city as “burning 

one’s bridges,” more as a means of escape than alienation. In certain cases, students received 

supplementary stipend funds from the kolkhoz itself, adding insult to injury when they did not 

return.1013 

The universe of reasons tended toward expansion. Anatolii Danilovich, for example, in 

the early 1960s married a fellow villager who obtained work as a nurse in the city, at which point 

the village council readily gave him a pass to receive a passport, apparently sensing it would be 

hopeless to retain him.1014 Volodymyr Zhmyria recalls the attempt of the kolkhoz administration 

to keep him in the village as follows: 

We did not have many of those who had [completed] secondary and vocational 

education in the village. Before the war – absolutely none…. It was people born 

in 1939 who after the War matriculated in universities. Immediately after the war 

they went to schools of Factory-Plant Studies [FZO {shkoly fabrichno-

zavodskogo obucheniia} / FZN {shkoly fabrychno-zavodsʹkoho navchannia]. And 

the majority of those stayed there. / But those who came, then they let few of 

them leave later. And I returned from the army on 27 Jan. 1962 and went to the 

Village Council: ‘Give me a passport – I’m going to go study.’ And so the Chair 

of the Village Council said to me ‘Go… we will make you a brigade-leader 

[bryhadir] … and there is all your education. What qualifications [dokumenty] do 

you have?’ ‘Mechanic of Treaded Artillery [Mekhanik artyleriisʹkykh tiahachei].’ 

‘Well, you will be a brigade leader now [then].’ So I did not go [work as a brigade 

leader] and went to my uncle in Vinnytsia… So I got a passport there within two 

 
1013 F. Alekseev, “Institutskii diplom i gorizonty professii,” Russkii iazyk za rubezhem 1977.2 (Mar.-Apr. 
1977), 102; Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR #1099 [18 Sept. 1959]. 
1014 Anatolii Danilovich [Lomonosov] (b.1939, Ivanivka, Kursk Oblast, USSR), interviewed by P.S. 
Alʹboshchii, Belgorod, Rus., 9 May 2018, personal archive of P.S. Alʹboshchii. Cf. Caroline Humphrey who 
notes that this was one of the more universally promising ways to receive permission to leave a kolkhoz 
in the Buryat ASSR: Humphrey, Marx Went Away, 133. 
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weeks, found a job as an inventory manager [shchotovod] at the district 

procurement collective [raipotrebsoiuz].1015  

In other words, with respect to those who had a relative or other bridge to the city, authorities in 

the village held few practical cards. As his wife pointed out, though, those without such 

connections were not as lucky. 

Appropriately, many elided the matter of the physical passport altogether, reducing it to a 

token conflated with the broader concept of “permission,” “direction,”1016 or “freedom” where 

the significance lay. Ivan Pavlovich, born in the mid-1950s describes a greater freedom of 

movement: 

They might have hoped that somebody would come back but they knew that they 

would [mostly] leave… Then it didn’t matter who you were or where you came 

from; if you finished a university those who studied well would stay and remain a 

graduate student; those who [studied] okay [remained in the] the city. Those who 

[studied] less well were routed to the village and had to work there at least two 

years.1017  

Liubovʹ Alekseevna, born a decade later in 1965 described virtually the same situation, with the 

exception that her account left out the scenario of individuals being sent to work in the village – 

an afterthought for most skilled labor by the early 1980s.1018 There were thus varying levels of 

hesitancy to furnish individuals with a pass to receive a passport whose steepness varied with 

time, the situation becoming increasingly looser until rendered moot by the completion of 

passportization around 1980.1019 

 
1015 Volodymyr Oleksiiovych Zhmyria (b.1939, residing: Mala Bilozerka, Vasylivka District, Zaporizhzhia 
Oblast, Ukraine [current pop.: 5,949]), Usna istoriia Stepovoï Ukraïny 2, 219. (He later went to study 
further at the technical-vocational college in the small city of Vasylivka close to his native Mala Bilozerka 
[alt. Mala Bilozirka].) 
1016 In Russian and Ukrainian the word for being routed or assigned to be somewhere was the same as 
the word for “direction.” While the general direction was out (of the village) and away (from the kolkhoz) 
the particulars of the documents underlying the permission effectively provided some focus beyond that. 
1017 Ivan Pavlovich [b.1955]. 
1018 Liubovʹ Alekseevna [b.1965].  
1019 This is about as late a bound as I have encountered: Humphrey, Marx Went Away, 132. 
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Furthermore, to enroll at an educational institution, one did not need a pass to receive 

passport, one simply needed a document attesting to their place of residence and family situation 

(which was apparently less tenable to withhold); documentation of enrollment would then serve 

as a basis to receive a temporary passport pending routing to (or other obtention of) industrial or 

service work in the city, which would then serve as the basis for a permanent passport. Even if 

the domicile registration could be revoked, the passport was theirs to keep. This option was not 

open to those who went to the city directly for work, except in the scenario described by Nina 

Ivanovna above which took advantage of short-term training classes geared explicitly toward 

working at a particular concern (in her case the newly opening breadmaking plant).1020  

Those still seeking work in the city despite village authorities hesitant to facilitate their 

migration sought other outlets. One was to make use of the increasingly less widespread 

organized recruitment. Timofei Timofeevich continued as an addendum to his comments about 

the education path that “[One way to get out the village] was to get orders to [go to] the Donbas 

[prizyv na Donbas]; the girls could get permission to [work at the] sew[ing factory] in the district 

center.”1021 Another of my interviewees, Ivan Sergeevich, born a few years prior, did use this 

Donbas pathway, receiving a pass to get a passport from the kolkhoz administration, to which the 

village council often deferred, which he turned in in Romny where his passport was drafted.1022  

One could also obtain a passport via various kinds of social maneuvering. Vladimir 

Vasilʹevich, for example, seems to have received permission to obtain a passport by making 

himself difficult. He recalls being a chronic truant who barely passed his secondary-school exit 

exams (graded personally by the principal) who then wrote a pass [putëvka] for him to work at 

 
1020 Nina Ivanovna [b.1951]. Ekaterina [b.1952] did something similar with nursing classes. 
1021 Timofei Timofeevich [b.1945]. 
1022 Ivan Sergeevich [b.~1939, officially 1943]. 
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the pump plant [nasosnyi zavod] in Sumy.1023 His recollection here might be faulty in the sense 

that the village council should have also furnished him with some paperwork, but the underlying 

point stands that local authorities were happy to be rid of him. Somewhat similarly, Vladimir 

Vasilʹevich mentions asking his boss at the plant to write a pass [putëvka] for his friend. It is not 

clear just what weight this should have held, but village council and kolkhoz officials apparently 

were willing to defer to it. Personal ties and the correct (or incorrect) letterhead proved a robust 

means of fighting through the vagaries of the formal passport regime. Antonina Nikolaevna and 

her girlfriends were lucky enough to live in the same part of the village council territory as the 

new manager [uprvaliaiushchii] of their sovkhoz.1024 A young man himself, he took a liking to 

them, perhaps empathizing with their desire to strike out on their own, and bade them the gift of 

allowing and even encouraging them to leave. Those who did not have close enough friends in 

high enough places could make them with bribes.1025 As Nina Ivanovna put it in explaining how 

people in general obtained passes for passports, “everybody searched for pull and connections 

[vsi shukaly blat ta znaiomykh].” Pathways to passes for passports were found all along the 

spectrum from ties of affinity to ties of momentary convenience, although my interviewees 

tended to point predominantly to the former.  

Once an individual had obtained a pass – and, typically, through little additional effort 

obtained the passport using that pass –the second step was to establish domicile registration. 1026 

 
1023 Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1951] 
1024 Antonina Nikolaevna [b.1958]. Note that as they were from a family of sovkhoz workers they should 
have theoretically been entitled to passports anyway. 
1025 Grigorii [b.1952]; Ivan Sergeevich [b.1939?] 
1026 One exception to this is the case of Anatolii Dorokhin who recalls obtaining a pass only to have the 
official at the passport desk in the district center take it, throw it in a drawer, and refuse him a passport 
(he was able to leverage personal connections to the police to get the passport after all): Anatolii 
Andriiovych Dorokhin (b.1925, residing in Preslav, Prymorsk District, Zaporizhzhia Oblast, Ukraine 
[current pop.: 2,109]), Usna istoriia Stepovoï Ukraïny 6, 171. 
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Absent this, the passport simply testified to one’s irregular status. While it is true that “it [was] 

necessary for a citizen to show that he or she [had] work before a permit [would] be issued,” it 

was equally important according to the letter of the law that they show a permit before they were 

issued work.1027 Mervyn Matthews recounts stories floating around late-Soviet Moscow of 

“erstwhile vagrants tearing up newly issued passports, claiming that without [domicile 

registration], living space[,] and a job such documents were useless.”1028 This was not a direct 

product of the many special regulations around Moscow domicile registration so much as an 

indirect product of measures to better enforce what was the law everywhere.1029 Anastasiia 

Mikhailovna, we should recall, was not trying to insinuate herself in the capital or another 

“regime city” and nonetheless found herself in the same dilemma, faltering for many months 

before she was bailed out by the sugar-pulp processing plant and its indifference to prevailing 

legislation. 

There were many such ways to work around the law on the hiring end. For one, 

individuals could forge documents. Forging passports themselves was specifically emphasized as 

grounds for prosecution in legislation around the passport regime, but forging documents so as to 

get a passport was not discussed as a priority.1030 Pëtr Ilʹich, for example, was told by the 

administration of the chocolate factory in Sumy that he would needed a pass [putëvka] from the 

village council signed by the chair of his kolkhoz. He was able to obtain a handwritten note with 

an official stamp, but the signature was not forthcoming, at which point he simply signed it 

 
1027 Humphrey, Marx Went Away, 133. 
1028 Matthews, The Passport Society, 47. 
1029 GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.739, #428; d.745, #1063; d.772, #585. 
1030 Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR [3 May 1962]: GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.739, №428. 
Lying about having received permission (or some other basis) was also a relatively low-risk option even if 
it had long odds: Ivan Ivanovych Holovko (b.1924), Usna istoriia Stepovoï Ukraïny 3, 76. 
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himself.1031 No one checked. Pavlo Petrovych, who worked as the director of the Sumy 

confectionary plant in the early 1980s insisted that no one in his administration bothered to check 

that individuals had the correct documentation; it was simply important that the prospective 

worker was perceived a “proper individual [poriadochnyi chelovek].”1032 Vladimir Vasilʹevich 

who worked for the local department of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in the 1970s noted that 

the most significant shortcoming in the passport regime was the taking of people from villages 

without domicile registration to do construction work, but, as he made sure to add, there were 

many sources for passes and domicile registrations.1033 Lidiia Ivanovna, for example, recalled 

getting a job at a canning factory in Zolochiv District of Kharkiv Oblast simply by presenting her 

birth certificate.1034 Just like the receipt of a passport, prohibitions on obtaining employment (and 

subsequently domicile registration) without a preexisting domicile registration in the given city 

did not prevent great numbers of migrants from accomplishing this very feat. Others still simply 

worked or studied without the proper paperwork even if they were theoretically entitled to it, 

leading to great disorder in the passport regime that greatly frustrated local administrators.     

 

Local Authorities and the Passport Regime 

As Anastasiia Mikhailovna’s experience at the KRZ indicates, those industrial concerns 

and other establishments that were more lenient or pragmatic in catering to recent in-migrants 

typically had the roughest conditions of work and offered the fewest amenities. They also had 

exorbitant rates of turnover that could approach 50% annually at a significant cost to output. The 

 
1031 Pëtr Ilʹich [b.1951] 
1032 Pavlo Petrovych [b.1948]. This was a time-tested method: Vira Pidchosa’s police officer brother-in-law 
chose this route himself, “just barely able [ielie uprosyvsia],” to get her hired passport-less at a wire plant 
in Zaporizhzhia in 1940: Vira Isakivna Pidchosa (b.1924, residing in Bilenʹke, Zaporizhzhia District, 
Zaporizhzhia Oblast [current pop.: 4,976]), Usna istoriia Stepovoï Ukraïny 5, 286. 
1033 Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1951]. 
1034 Lidiia Ivanovna [b.1951]. 
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Sumy Oblast council noted, for example, that the four main construction agencies in Sumy had 

seen 3,133 employees depart over the course of 1969 (as compared with a city population of 

159,000), logically suggesting that this helped explain the organizations’ failures to meet their 

plans.1035 Figure 4.3 plots labor turnover at the Lebedyn Piston Ring Factory over 1955 and 

1980. One of the most important concerns in Lebedyn, a city of about 25,000 to 30,000 located 

50km south of Sumy, the factory was upgraded over the mid-1960s from a general repair shop to 

a more thorough focus on the production of piston rings, its staff subsequently professionalized. 

In response, turnover dropped sharply and the factory moved out of category of concerns 

catering particularly to new arrivals.1036 Others, though, stayed firmly in this category, and they 

can be easily identified by noting the concerns that authorities identified as particularly chronic 

violators of passport policy. 

 

Figure 4.3: Labor Turnover at the Lebedyn Piston Ring Factory (1955-1980)1037 

 
1035 (The number of people who lived in Sumy at some point in the year was larger): DASO f.R-3483, 
op.1, spr.465, ark.39. 
1036 The 1966 annual report from the plant chief indicates that “for the sake of lessening labor turnover… 
all workers are provisioned with apartments.” This is difficult to square with the 70-person-long apartment 
waiting list reported in a subsequent year: DASO f.R-2467, op.2, spr.95, ark.1; spr.154, ark.27. 
1037 Calculated based on data in: DASO f.R-2467, op.2 (personnel department files). 
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Meeting records of the City Council and its executive committee testify to the knottiness 

of the passport issue even where administrators operated at a smaller and hypothetically more 

manageable scale. Lebedyn City Council Executive Committee Deputy Karpov broached the 

discussion at a 1960 meeting, observing with no niceties or obfuscations that  

Many [concerns] take workers without passports or domicile registration. Very 

many people come from the village and administrators take them without 

domicile registration or passport. There were very many violations by a notary 

who would give whomever permission [sic] for the purchase of houses. There are 

also many people in the city who do not work anywhere but are engaged in 

speculation. It is time for all us deputies to bring their existence to an end. There 

are many beggars at the market, with whom it is time to deal and to stop them 

from begging. It is time for the community [obshchestvennostʹ] to take action with 

respect to these failures.1038  

Notably, Karpov interpreted the hiring of unregistered individuals of village origin in the context 

of broader violations of what was known as “sotszakonnostʹ” – which literally meant Socialist 

Law, but had connotations of public order – a slippery slope to or fellow traveler of idleness and 

parasitism. These comments were not the product of stray curmudgeonly opining. The resolution 

adopted by the City Council as a corollary to Karpov’s comments went further in naming names: 

“[This] session … recognizes that several city establishments and organizations including the 

District Kolkhoz Construction Agency, Construction Agency 3, Lenin Kolkhoz, and Third Five-

Year Plan Shop are violating the passport regime and take on workers without registration 

[pripisy {sic}] and passes from the kolkhozes.”1039 The Executive Committee of the City Council 

resolved at this stage not so much to undertake very specific measures but rather to demand a 

more conscientious attitude from responsible organs generally.1040  

 
1038 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.65, ark.50. 
1039 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.65, ark.50. (The Lenin Kolkhoz was directly adjacent to Lebedyn and 
indeed at later points had some of its land annexed for the development of the city. Consequently its 
residents commonly lived in the city or locales subjugated to it).  
1040 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.65, ark.50-3. 
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This firm endorsement of extant legislation by the Executive Committee of the Lebedyn 

City Council seems not to have had the desired effect. The following year, Lieutenant Colonel 

Kondratenko, head of the Lebedyn District Police Department complained at a City Council 

meeting about the very same occurrence (and some of the same perpetrators): “Especially many 

have been hired without passport and domicile registrations at the Kolkhoz Construction 

Agency, the brick plant, the district section of the Agricultural Technical Agency and the Lenin 

Kolkhoz among others.” He too stressed the potential consequences for public order:  

Such a practice of hiring citizens without passports and domicile registration 

creates conditions accordant with illegal residing [nelegalʹnoe prozhivanie]  by 

criminals and individuals disinclined toward [fulfilling their duties in] paying 

alimony. Upon uncovering incidents of violations of the passport regime upon 

hiring we have made use of adminsitrative measures. All listed incidents of 

violation of the Position on Passports allow criminal [ugolovno-prestupnye] 

elements to obscure themselves. I request a formal memorandum [nastoiashchaia 

dokladnaia zapiska] to direct all managers of organizations and establishments to 

take measures that would eliminate [lishitʹ] the possibilities for hiring individuals 

without passports and domicile registration.1041 

That same decree had been made a year earlier, but perhaps if it were “formal” enough the 

administrators would listen.  

Subsequent years, though, did not bring much of a reprieve. In 1963, the Lebedyn City 

Council took another earnest crack at the matter, and late that year deputy T.K. Tveritnëva 

provided a contrasting view:  

We have held work-shops [instruktivnye soveshchaniia] and set concrete goals 

regarding the enforcement of the passport regime. All inspectors have specially 

created forms of identification indicating their right to check passports and 

housing logs. These public actors [obshchestvenniki] have done much work, 

identified a series of violations, and took timely measures with respect to the 

exchange of passports [obmena pasportov], domicile registrations, etc./The 

Executive Committee of the City Council has taken up this matter with deputies 

 
1041 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.71, ark.61. 
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of the City Council … four times already this year [at meetings] … with the 

participation of passport desk workers. And yet at present we continue to have 

very many violations…1042  

The written record of Tvertitnëva’s statement betrays a certain defeated affect, which can be 

explained by a fellow deputy’s comments on the scale of the continued violations. Describing the 

passport and domicile registration situation as an “exceedingly urgent matter 

[zhivotrepeshaiushchii vopros],” he noted that an inspection at the medical school 

[meduchilishche] turned up 100 people without passports(!)1043 Another noted that factories 

continued to hire minors, particularly the aforementioned District Kolkhoz Construction 

Agency.1044  

The seeming inability to affect the behavior of this Kolkhoz Construction Agency, an 

apparently incorrigible actor based in the city (though its work was carried out throughout the 

District) casts significant doubt on the value of even the “systematic” approach outlined by 

Tveritneva. The City Council yet again “Demand[ed] from the administrators of city concerns 

and organizations measures toward the strict heeding of labor laws” without providing much 

further detail.1045 Not shockingly, it did not do the trick this time either. Months later a deputy 

complained:  

We have still not liquidated the perverse practice of hiring, by concerns, 

establishments, and organizations, of individuals without passes [spravki] and 

work booklets, which grossly violates the demands of point 4 of Resolution #3671 

of the Council of Ministers of the Ukrainian SSR [13.12.1951] ‘On establishing 

order in the conducting of organized hiring [Ob uporiadochenii provedeniia 

organizovannogo nabora rabochikh].’ In this way Kolkhoznik V.M. Samsoniuk 

was hired by Lebedyn DZU-748 without a pass [spravka] from the kolkhoz. In 

 
1042 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.102, ark.76; 138-9. 
1043 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.102, ark.140. 
1044 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.102, ark.141. 
1045 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.102, ark.136-43. 
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analogous fashion, kolkhozniki are hired by the building materials factory and 

kolkhoz construction agency.1046  

One sympathizes with the city authorities because they were clearly playing a losing game of 

whack-a-mole, but the refusal or inability to whack even the most prominent mole is jarring. 

What is more, whereas the lack of compliance by individual factories could be blamed on the 

primacy of production plans handed down from on high, organizations like the local construction 

agencies worked in closer connection with city and district authorities than various industrial 

concerns. In the mid-1960s complaints about passportization in Lebedyn rapidly disappear from 

city council meeting records, and there is no basis to conclude that the issue was resolved as no 

one takes credit for any such apparently gallant feat.  

These irregularities in passportization and domicile registration had a number of 

externalities for record-keeping and administration. For one, workers new to the city contributed 

to a demand for housing. The Lebedyn City Council, for example, discussed implicitly 

undocumented construction workers living in buildings under construction and then refusing to 

vacate them upon completion.1047 As well, concerns and organizations tended to have a rather 

scant record of those they employed, which had a potential to create problems for later disputes 

over benefits. The City Council found that “In acts of hiring and firing [at the factories] names 

and patronymics are not fully indicated and there are occasions where not only is the patronymic 

omitted but also the initials.”1048 At a 1962 meeting, deputy N.V. Kuzʹmenko noted that “At 

organizations such as the brick factory, the District Productional Conglomerate 

[Raiprokombinat], [and the] hat factory) there are work booklets of those who have for a year 

 
1046 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.102, ark.159. 
1047 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.65, ark.29; spr.72, ark.75-89. 
1048 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.65, ark.48. 
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and even longer not worked at the given organization. It is imperative to return or mail these to 

their [rightful] bearers.”1049 The director of the sugar-producing trust in Sumy sounded a similar 

alarm: 

There are instances of irregularities in hiring and firing [nepravilʹnogo priëma i 

oformleniıa na rabotu i uvolʹneniia s raboty]…. In many work booklets there are 

no inscriptions made regarding reassignment from one position to another over 

the course of several years, various forms of bonuses are not noted …At the sugar 

conglomerate there are many work booklets with incorrect inscriptions regarding 

hiring and dismissal and also the workbooklets of those who have previously 

worked at the conglomerate and who did not receive them in due course.1050  

It is interesting that not only were workers not properly registered, which could reasonably be 

perceived as an attempt to obscure irregular hiring, but that workers also left concerns and plants 

without collecting their work booklets.  

It is difficult, at first, to see what incentive workers had to leave their work booklets and 

speaks to a general carelessness with records and a lack of understanding of the benefits (as 

tracking for pensions and establishing precedence for the creation of housing lists) that work-

booklets offered. In general, these left-behind work booklets were thus makers of continued poor 

integration and itinerance among a class of new arrivals, something that recalled historical 

migration patterns and did not fully reflect securely rooted urban citizens.1051 Regarding this 

particular shortcoming, there is some evidence that concerns undertook necessary changes. 

Beginning with the 1966 annual report the director of the Lebedyn Piston Ring factory began 

noting that the factory had work booklets for all workers and all changes were reflected 

 
1049 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.72, ark.63. 
1050 DASO f.R-3467, op.3, spr.1, ark.7. 
1051 We can observe this in the case of Ivan Stepchenko, born in the village of Kucherovka, who went to 
work for a time in the city of Makiivka. Upon leaving his job in 1966, he returned to the village but did not 
bother to remove himself from passport desk registration in the city, wanting to keep his options open: 
DASO f.R-4117, op.4, spr.48, ark.6-9. 
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therein.1052 The phrasing was repeated essentially verbatim the subsequent year, thus entering the 

realm of performative commentary that took on an indeterminate relationship with underlying 

reality.1053  

 The increasing attention to the integrity of the labor booklet regime in Lebedyn and Sumy 

reflected central officials’ elevation of its role vis-à-vis the passport in tracking work-history 

amid a project to standardize and simplify the hiring process.1054 A February 1960 Joint 

Resolution of the Communist Party of the USSR and Council of Ministers of the USSR “On 

Measures Toward the Estrangement of Clerical-Bureaucratic Perversions in the Hiring of 

Laborers and Resolving Citizens’ Basic Needs” had focused on eliminating artificial 

complexities in hiring, particularly the demand for various passes.1055 This was a losing battle it 

seems. The State-Party Inspectorate in Belgorod Oblast, for example, concluded based on 

unclear methodology that in the first nine months of 1962 the number of passes demanded of the 

population for various reasons ranging from hiring to the purchase of sheet metal had already 

surpassed the number demanded for all of 1961.1056 As an example, various concerns and 

organizations demanded passes and letters of reference [kharakteristiki] from previous places of 

employment along with their place of residence even though there was no longer a legal basis for 

 
1052 DASO f.R-2467, op.2, spr.107, ark.3. 
1053 DASO f.R-2467, op.2, spr.120. 
1054 Matthews {The Passport Society, 37} states that the 1953 legislation omitted the requirement that 
one’s place of work be recorded in the passport (thus elevating the labor-booklet), but he appears to be 
incorrect. Article (II), point (11), sub-point (v) of the 1953 “Position on Passports [Polozhenie o 
pasportakh]” reads “Notes are made in passports [V pasportakh delaiutsia otmetki]…by the 
administrations of proprietorships and establishments – about hiring and firing [o priëme na rabotu i 
uvolʹnenii s neë]”: Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR #2666-1124 [21 Oct. 1953] 
http://www.consultant.ru/cons/cgi/online.cgi?req=doc&base=ESU&n=40944#06221929122216532; ARF 
f.R-5446, op.1: Council of Ministers of the USSR Resolution #1104 [14 Sep. 1957]; d.708a: Council of 
Ministers of the USSR Resolution #1263 [15 Dec. 1960]. Also, Instruction of the State Committee on 
Matters of Labor and Compensation of the Council of Ministers of the USSR #620 [9 Jul. 1958]. 
1055 GARF f.R-5446, op.1: Joint Resolution of the Communist Party of the USSR and Council of Ministers 
of the USSR #231 [25 Feb. 1960]. 
1056 GABO f.R-33, op.1, d.44, l.1-8. 
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the former (the labor booklet was to serve this function) and the passport was intended to convey 

the latter information. In other words, even in those instances where concerns and organizations 

aimed to exercise strict control over incoming workers – namely, at the more prestigious 

enterprises with better working conditions that could be selective in hiring – authorities sought 

(with unclear success) to stymie these efforts at selectivity.  

On the other side of the spectrum, the Council of Ministers of the USSR resolved in 1962 

to fine administrators of concerns (as well as heads of housing administrations 

[domoupravleniia]) ten rubles for hiring (or housing) individuals without a passport in 

contravention of the long-standing legal regime with unspecified criminal penalties for poorly 

delimited “malicious violations [zlostnye narusheniia].”1057 As Matthews argues, and as the 

report of the Belgorod Party-State Inspectorate seems to support, these regulations were not 

particularly well publicized and seem to have had a limited effect on behavior in practice.1058

 The hiring irregularities within the Sumy sugar industry indicated in the story of 

Anastasiia Mikhailovna and comments by the director of the Sumy Sugar-Processing Trust were 

not aberrations specific to the industry. The best evidence we have for their scope is occasional 

discussion by the Public Order [sotszakonnostʹ] Committee of the Sumy City Council as well as 

its Executive Committee, more specifically the discussion of periodic audits. While I was 

unfortunately only able to find the records of the discussion itself for only some of these 

instances (in part because of missing records; in part because of time constraints due to the way 

the material is organized), the mostly complete record of meeting topics is available and 

produces the table below. (Table 4.2)  

 
1057 GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.739: Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR #428 [3 May 1962]. 
1058 Matthews, The Passport Society, 35-7, leaning on an unpublished manuscript by legal scholar S.F. 
Gluzman, rejected by Soviet journals. 
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Table 4.2: Audits of the Passport Regime Discussed by the  

Social Order Committee of the Sumy City Council1059 

Year Specified Targets: 

1961 
Passport Desk of the City Police Department [GOM]; Housing Administrations 1 & 2; Poultry 

Conglomerate 

1970 

Dormitories of: Sumy Chemical Construction Trust [Sumkhimstroi]; Sumy Residential 

Construction Agency [Sumzhilstroi]; Central Casting Plant [Tsentrolit]; Frunze Vehicle 

Factory; Chemical Conglomerate [Khimkombinat] 

1970 
Dormitories of: Frunze Vehicle Factory; Chemical Conglomerate; Sumy Chemical 

Construction Trust 

1971 

Dormitories of: Frunze Vehicle Factory; Chemical Conglomerate; Central Casting Plant; Sumy 

Residential Construction Agency; Reprocessing Plant; Construction Agency 408; Heavy 

Compressor Plant; Polytechnic Institute 

1971 Unspecified 

1976 
Checking the preparedness of Kovpakovskiy and Zarechnyy City District Departments of 

Internal Affairs regarding their preparedness for the exchange of passports of the new variety 

1979 

Sumy Industrial Production Construction Agency [Sumpromstroi], Sumy Chemical 

Construction Trust, Sumy Industrial Production Construction-Planning Agency [SMU 

Promstroi] [sic], Sumy Residential Construction Agency, Sumy Departmental Construction 

Agency [SU Otdelstroi] 

1979 Sumy Chemical Construction Trust; Sumy Residential Construction Agency 

 

We see here three main patterns: First off, the audits of the passport regime tended to 

come in pairs, with follow-up audits for the most egregious failures. Second, the audits 

increasingly settled on targeting construction agencies as well as the Central Casting Plant 

[Tsentralʹnyi Liteinyi Zavod/Tsentrolit] (where many of my interviewees worked). These sites 

featured some of the more brutal labor and were thus more dependent on recent arrivals from the 

village, many of whom did not have a legal basis for their work and residence in the city. Third, 

these audits seem to have been brought about largely by particular exogenous events rather than 

matters of local priority. It does not escape notice that with the exception of the 1976 audit 

explicitly brought about by the issuance of new passports (in light of the major December 1974 

resolution that, among other things, expanded passportization to the village), these audits were 

roughly decennial, falling on or around the census years, 1959, 1970, and 1979. While the 1961 

 
1059 R-6, op.6, spr.279; spr.608; spr.931; spr.1049. 
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audit in particular may have instead been brought about by the flurry of jurisprudence around 

passports and labor booklets, the 1970-71 and 1979 cycles of audits coincide neatly with a period 

where agents of the Central Statistical Agency [TsSU] were set to go around the city 

interviewing individuals. 

 Council deputies (as well as the deputies of its Social Control and Executive Committees) 

did not betray their motivations for conducting particular audits in what discussion I could find, 

so we unfortunately are limited to the above speculation. The results of the audits, however, are 

very clear and, more specifically, very clearly bad. In a November 1970 discussion, P.D. 

Zahorulʹko, the Head of the City Department of Internal Affairs, noted in passing that “The 

passport regime in our city is presently in an unsatisfactory state”: over the course of 1970, 438 

people had been identified to be living in dormitories without appropriate domicile registration 

along with 527 people who held domicile registration but were not living where they were 

expected to.1060 Zahorulʹko did not seem to take any particular ownership over this occurrence 

and it is difficult to gauge whether he felt he had adequate resources to address the matter.  

How thorough where the efforts to identify individuals? Were these 438 undocumented 

and 527 mis-documented individuals a significant share of the overall population of Sumy 

residents without legal status? A more involved discussion of the matter by the Executive 

Committee of the Sumy City Council in June of the subsequent year seems to point to a negative 

answer. In response to reports by Zahorulʹko and Deputy Head of the Standing Commission on 

Social Order H.I. Tyrkusov as well as discussion including the participation of several other 

high-ranking officials it was resolved that:  

the department of internal affairs did not undertake appropriate measures based on 

the critical notes provided at the session of the city council … of 20 November 

 
1060 DASO f.R-6, op.6, spr.648, ark.288. 
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1970 nor the multiple demands of the city council executive committee regarding 

the improvement of the work of [ensuring the] maintenance of the passport 

regime and in this did not see to the effectuation of a satisfactory order in this 

important state matter.  

Instead, “by virtue of an audit [Perevirkoiu] it was established that in the dormitories of the city 

there are permitted to occur significant [istotni] insufficiencies in the maintenance of the passport 

regime.” At the Sumy Chemical Construction Trust, 126 individuals were found to be domiciled 

in its dormitories but not residing within them; at the Vehicle-Building Vocational-Technical 

College it was 94; 32 people at the Central Casting Plant; 127 at (construction trades oriented) 

General Vocational-Technical School #7 (for reference, this educational establishment had 390 

students in 1972).1061 What is more, “In certain dormitories there were countenanced such 

situations, where citizens live for lengthy periods without domicile registration and 

passports.”1062
 Measures to be undertaken in response to these shortcomings included 

“administrative consequences” against leadership of organizations who failed to follow the 

passport regime, a secondary “general audit” (which actually appears to only have targeted a few 

concerns judging by the heading of the social control commission’s discussion of it), and a 

month’s time for administrators to remedy relevant issues before a rehearing of the matter in the 

third quarter of the year.1063 If this discussion was in fact held I was not able to find evidence of 

it in meeting records, and while it is doubtful that the matter was altogether resolved it quite 

noticeably disappears again from authorities’ concern. The next census was still a decade away. 

 

 

 
1061 DASO f.R-3369, op.1, spr.629. 
1062 DASO f.R-6, op.6, spr.703, ark.6-7. 
1063 DASO f.R-6, op.6, spr.703, ark.6-7. 
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The Housing Question 

 Those new to the city whether for work or for study tended to face a similar dilemma and 

set of options around housing. In the ideal, of course, all students and workers in need (accepted 

and hired in accordance with plans that assumed a growing city) would be outfitted with housing. 

The reality, though, was that schools as well as factories fell far short in this regard. This was a 

factor not only in the major metropolises but minor cities like Sumy as well. Vocational-

Technical School #2 in Sumy, for example, only built a dormitory around 1969, and even by the 

1973-74 schoolyear about two fifths of its 735 total students were still not able to be 

accommodated in the extant dormitories.1064 Technical School #6 in Konotop, which admitted its 

first students in 1977 was able to accommodate only 210 of its 450 students even two years later, 

dealing with persistent plumbing issues in the interim.1065  

The demand for resources to construct dormitories led educational establishments to 

compete for funds from varying sources. The Executive Committee of the Novosibirsk Oblast 

Council, for example, bragged of having recently transferred a 515-person dormitory to the 

Novosibirsk Agricultural Institute paid for with its own funds, requesting that the Council of 

Ministers of the USSR direct its RSFSR subordinate to mete out money for the project-planning 

and construction of two more dorms for a collective 1030 spaces. The petitioners stressed that  

“Novosibirsk Agricultural Institute is the sole educational institution facilitating the preparation 

of qualified agronomists, zootechnicians, engineers, economists and accountants for 

Novosibirsk, Tomsk, and Kemerovo Oblasts.”1066 At the very highest level, authorities took the 

 
1064 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.150, ark.13. 
1065 DASO f.R-7644, op.1, spr.2, ark.10; spr.4, ark.23; “Derzhavnyi profesiino-tekhnichnyi navchalʹnyi 
zaklad ‘Konotopsʹke profesiino-tekhnichne uchylyshche” <http://nmcpto.sumy.ua/wp-
content/uploads/2014/02/...> 
1066 RGAĖ f.7486, op.1, d.9096, l.82. 
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depopulation of rural areas in the Western Siberian Economic region far more seriously than 

elsewhere, and so this plea was viable. Most educational institutions, though, could not offer as 

compelling a pitch, and their ability to remedy shortages in the accommodation of students was 

accordantly more limited.   

 While the precise share is difficult to establish, in Sumy Oblast a significant population 

of newcomers relied on private sector housing when the dormitory could not accommodate them, 

particularly in the 1960s. Private citizens, mostly pensioners, rented out rooms to students in 

what appears to have been a reasonably vibrant housing rental market. Tamara Ivanovna, who 

studied at a Putyvl vocational-technical college in the late-1960s, for example, lived with another 

student-renter in the apartment of an elderly couple for 9 rubles monthly.1067 Galina 

Konstantinovna who studied at the sugar-processing vocational-technical college in Sumy 

similarly paid 10 rubles out of her 30 ruble stipend in the mid-1960s to share an apartment with a 

co-tenant and landlady.1068 In her case at least, there was dormitory space available – in her 

recollection the dorms were crowded and girls were just less likely than boys to be comfortable 

in the arrangement, although she claimed that the girls in the dormitories had more fun. Galina 

Ivanovna, similarly, chose not to stay at the dormitory because she was sick of the dormitory 

atmosphere from her time at a boarding school.1069 

Authorities were obviously not unaware of this gray-market practice. A Lebedyn City 

Council deputy complained in 1963, for example, of a Comrade Druzhina, who, upon receiving 

an apartment “left her [elderly] mother in [their old] communal apartment, who rents [it] to 

 
1067 Tamara Ivanovna [b.1951]. 
1068 Galina Konstantinovna [b.1946]. 
1069 Galina Ivanovna [b.1955]. 
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students.”1070 It does not seem that measures were taken on the basis of this complaint, however, 

as Druzhina and her mother were missing from the corollary resolutions to the meeting. It may 

have been preferable that Druzhina should take her mother in so a family could settle in the 

latter’s apartment, but where were the students to go? In the absence of a satisfactory answer to 

this question, the status quo of apartment rentals continued not only for those who had their own 

small single-family dwellings [fligeli], a staple of cities in this region, but also those in what 

were single-family or communal apartments.  

Landlords were free to openly solicit renters by way of bulletin boards, word of mouth or 

even simply standing around outside educational establishments looking for renters. Anatolii 

Alekseevich described apartments passed down “generationally” (by cohort, that is) as new 

students found out about and in effect inherited the spots of those who graduated and found more 

regular housing elsewhere.1071 There were blunter means to the same end. Nataliia Alekseevna’s 

mother simply took her around the streets of Lebedyn asking passersby if they knew where they 

could find an apartment.1072 Indeed, parents could sometimes broker transactions as a sort of 

informal guarantor. Nikolai Alekseevich, thus, gave 3 rubles out of his stiped to his parents who 

then paid his landlord.1073 Those who worked at industrial concerns too frequently turned to the 

“private sector,” relying on the same means of word of mouth. Given the shortage of housing – 

in Lebedyn a few unlucky citizens were living in barns and in their workplaces – the quest for 

private arrangements was a topic of everyday conversation. Tamara Ivanovna, for example, saw 

an acquaintance on the bus who told her of an available apartment.1074  

 
1070 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.102, ark.75. 
1071 Anatolii Alekseevich [b.1962]. 
1072 Nataliia Alekseevna [b.1951]. 
1073 Nikolai Alekseevich [b.1949]. 
1074 Tamara Ivanovna [b.1951]. 
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Some migrants were lucky enough to have relatives, correspondingly unlucky enough, 

who could accommodate them. A1959 amendment to the Policy on Passports explicitly allowed 

children eighteen years or older to live with spouses, parents, and, most importantly, sisters and 

brothers even if the apartment was too small by hygienic norms to accommodate them.1075 These 

arrangements were as a rule particularly uncomfortable as young families were more cramped 

for space than pensioners. Svetlana Vladimironvna, for example, lived with a cousin for a few 

months, as she first came to the city to study at the cultural-enlightenment school 

[kulʹtprosvetuchilishche], and moved on as soon as she could as all found the arrangement 

greatly uncomfortable.1076 These arrangements were often transitional, both because of 

circumstances like cramped quarters as well as that newcomers were at the mercy of location. 

While Galina Konstantinovna eventually lucked out when her father obtained an apartment a 

block away from her vocational-technical college, Vasilii Ivanovich found himself mired on the 

outskirts of Sumy.1077  

Housing shortages were of course a recurrent problem in Soviet cities, and the 

Khrushchev-era solution of mass public housing that proceeded apace through the 1960s and 

1970s in Sumy Oblast birthed the practice of purchasing dwellings “subject to demolition [pod 

znos].” While certain planned neighborhoods of housing blocks (“mikroraiony”) were built in 

open space at the fringes of the city, building apartment buildings in the more central parts 

required the demolition of extant housing. Those whose houses were demolished would then be 

 
1075 GARF f.R-5446, op.1: Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR #1347 (12 Mar. 1959). 
Hygienic norms were ignored for all people for up to six weeks per Article III, point 22 of the 1953 
“Position on Passports [Polozhenie o pasportakh],” a Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR 
#2666-1124 [21 Oct. 1953] 
<http://www.consultant.ru/cons/cgi/online.cgi?req=doc&base=ESU&n=40944#06221929122216532> 
1076 Svetlana Vladimirovna [b.1967]. 
1077 Vasilii Ivanovich [b.1954]; Galina Konstantinovna [b.1946]. 
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entitled to an apartment in the newly constructed building.1078 Often enough, those whose houses 

were slated for demolition did not want to downgrade to an apartment; on the other hand, 

newcomers were in desperate need and would readily take one.1079 Thus, an arrangement would 

be made where relative newcomers (usually those who had lived in the city for some 

intermediary period of time) would purchase the dwelling in anticipation of its demolition and 

receive the subsequent right to an apartment in the newly constructed building. The sellers would 

then use their proceeds (perhaps adding some supplementary funds) to purchase a house further 

on the outskirts of the city. A number of my interviewees described these operations suggesting 

that they were among the most common ways to get a long-term foothold in the city once 

individuals were ready to stop renting in the private sector or ready to move out of factory 

dormitories, which were as a rule not intended for families.1080 Notably, circumstances in these 

cases dictated that individuals wishing for such a foothold needed to accept apartment living, 

thus integrating them into the basic building-block of Soviet urban life, which was of course also 

the case for those who received apartment from their places of employment after famously long 

waits.  

 

Passing the Initial Hurdles 

 In her study mentioned at the outset of this chapter, Zhanna Zaionchkovksaia finds – 

based on non-parallel data-sets ranging between 1956 and 1965 – something of a large range for 

the share of newcomers (from whatever source) who stayed in the city. Though larger cities 

retained newcomers considerably better, between about 35% and 70% of newcomers to a given 

 
1078 In practice this varied and could be replaced with compensation: DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.104, 
akr.183; f.R-7067, op.1, spr.20, ark.44. 
1079 Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1951]. 
1080 Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1951]; Vera Ivanovna [b.1950]; Valentina Grigorʹevna [b.1954]. 
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city left within three years, with about half of those leaving in the first year (18% to 35%).1081 

Another way of phrasing this, though, is that between (65% and 82%) stayed longer than one 

year, and this was in a region that was losing population overall. These numbers are of course a 

problematic reference – there is no break-out for those of rural origins specifically and 

Zaionchkovskaia’s methodology would not anyway have captured the robust undocumented 

migration that we see in Lebedyn and Sumy (though, as she noted, people of rural origin were 

likely to stay longer than those who had moved from another city). What we can conclude on the 

basis of the information presented here, though, is that the initial hurdles to living in the city 

were entirely conquerable with some luck and persistence. Whether in deciding where to study 

or work or in finding adequate living arrangements, would-be migrants relied on personal 

networks, increasingly augmented by state-supported advertising campaigns to hang their 

personal shingle on city life. 

 It should go without saying that just because there were regulations and institutions in 

place does not mean that each village person who moved to the city had a smooth transition and 

became a model of the Soviet modern, urban person. That said, the next chapters find the 

question of young village emigrants’ integration into the city to be a simpler matter than did 

Hoffman for Moscow of the 1930s. For his case study, he concluded that “Nowhere was the 

interaction between urban officials and former peasants more intense,” implying some kind of 

vigorous ferment or scrubbing.1082  By the 1960s and 1970s in small to mid-size cities like Sumy, 

this interaction was not as problematic on its own merits and frequently ignored by authorities. 

  

 
1081 Zaionchkovskaia, Novosëly v gorodakh, 70. 
1082 Hoffman, Peasant Metropolis, 11. [Emphasis mine.] 
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Chapter 5: Vocational Schools as a Site of Migrants’ Cultivation 

This chapter examines the experiences of predominantly rural-origin students studying in 

Sumy Oblast vocational schools, an important site in which many young village emigrants 

adjusted to (and were adjusted to) modern urban lifestyles. As discussed in prior chapters, the 

crop of newcomers from villages that came to mid-sized Soviet cities in the 1960s and 1970s was 

well more prepared both culturally and socially for this venture relative to prior generations, and 

the difficulty of the process of adjusting to the city once one had come could vary greatly based 

on individual context. It was far easier and less traumatic for a young person coming to school 

than, say, for a senior coming to live with his or her children in the waning days of his or her life.  

Rather than accounting for or even acknowledging the village roots of their students, 

those responsible for overseeing and administrating vocational education perceived the 

vocational-technical school [professional’no-tekhnichecskoe uchilishche / professiino tekhnichne 

uchylyshe] or technical college [tekhnikum] as a rather prosaic space of cultivation and 

surveillance rather than a mechanism for social rooting beyond the vocational training itself and 

subsequent routing “napravlenie” to a particular concern. The vision of tearing down “artificial 

walls between the school and the collective-forming life of the industrial proletariat [where] 

teenagers [would labor]… develop their sensibilities of ‘collectivism’ and also [grasp] the 

organizational logics of logics of relevant branches of knowledge and production” had existed 

from the earliest days of the Bolshevik project, though it receded in vocational education in the 

1930s despite the persistence of the sentiment that the collective should be a basic building block 

of Soviet life.1083 While the walls between the classroom and shop were resurrected, educators 

 
1083 Anna Krylova, “Imagining Socialism,” 323; Kharkhordin, The Collective and the Individual. 
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and cultivators struggled with varying levels of success to maintain oversight over far looser 

collectives that spanned the dormitory, classroom, city at large, and, more tenuously, into the 

rural areas of the Oblast. 

Just as school administrators themselves do not appear to have seen their cultivational 

efforts as targeted specifically at an incoming rural audience that needed to be acclimated to city 

life, there was also no such pressure from higher-placed organs. On one hand, these schools were 

clearly superior to simply moving rural migrants directly into industrial labor, particularly as 

compared with the Moscow factory collectives that David Hoffman cites as entrepots for rural 

newcomers in the pre-War period, which continued to function along traditional patterns of 

kinship and loyalty. On the other, failing to tailor cultivation specifically to newcomers to the 

city was a missed opportunity, and one that students seem to have filled in themselves in ways 

that were not always ideal for policymakers.1084 Organized enjoyment of city leisure under the 

auspices of formal clubs based around the school attracted only very limited participation. 

Meanwhile, even where dormitory facilities were available, students typically cleared out of 

these during the weekends, limiting the development of new social connections in the city all 

while continuing to serve as disciples of urban standards of living that eventually turned out to be 

unsustainable without continuing agricultural production. The connections that youth did make 

in the city were also not always positive as the city-native students who studied at these schools 

largely came from weaker schools and more difficult domestic settings.1085 Consequently, a 

subset of newcomers became pulled into crime and debauchery vexing administrators who were 

typically unable to expel them in accordance with established procedures. The vocational school 

 
1084 Hoffman, Peasant Metropolis. 
1085 Instructors at the Shostka Technical College complained not only that the entrance exams of students 
from Shostka were being graded by students’ own teachers but also that those sitting for them came from 
among the less capable: DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.70, ark.28-9. 
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was of course not the first site in the history of the USSR where a motley group of naïve 

innocents and a rougher element were thrown together with the expectation that they should all 

become forged into productive citizens, but the increased proximity of this effort to everyday 

city (and village) life mean that the state played a weaker role in shaping the forging.1086  

 

The Expansion of Vocational Schooling and Its Significance for Village Outmigrants 

While the persistence of the expansion of industry in the USSR after Stalin is well 

acknowledged, growing from roughly 28% to 37% of the overall economy between 1960 and 

1980 (largely at the expense of agriculture), the source of labor for this has not always been 

taken into account.1087 Organized school-based vocational training of mass-scale had been a 

mainstay of the Soviet project from at least the Great Break,1088 having greatly increased social 

mobility and helped reshape the Soviet elite.1089 That project, however, was targeted at moving 

workers into management ranks on the backs of basic engineering degrees, and its scale was on 

the order of hundreds of thousands of students nation-wide.1090 The changes for the Soviet 

 
1086 Steven Barnes, Death and Redemption: The Gulag and the Shaping of Soviet Society (Princeton, 
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2011); Wilson T. Bell, “Was the Gulag an Archipelago? De‐Convoyed 
Prisoners and Porous Borders in the Camps of Western Siberia,” Russian Review 72.1 (Jan. 2013), 116-
141; Julie Draskoczy, Belomor: Criminality and Creativity in Stalin’s Gulag (Brighton, Mass.: Academic 
Studies Press, 2014); Oleg Khlevniuk, “The Gulag and the Non-Gulag as one Interrelated Whole,” trans. 
Simon Belokowsky, Kritika: Explorations in Russian and Eurasian History 16:3 (2015), 479-98. 
1087 U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee. USSR: Measures of Economic Growth and Development, 
1950–80 (Washington, DC:  Government Printing Office, 1982), 55-64. 
1088 In much of the Ukrainian SSR (including territories not yet annexed to the USSR), the vocational 
training of early decades seems to have been focused largely on the development of agricultural know-
how: Olʹha Lavrut, “Osvitnii rivenʹ maibutnikh studentiv silsʹkohospodarsʹkykh vyshchykh navchalʹnykh 
zakladiv periodu 1920-kh rokiv,” Chornomorsʹkyi litopys 5 (2012), 165-8; Ivan Tsymbaliuk, 
“Propahuvannia profesiinoï osvity ta znanʹ hromadsʹkymy obʺiednanniamy zakhidnoï Volyni (1921-1939 
rr.),” Chornomorsʹkyi litopys 2 (2010), 148-53. Efforts focused on industry did also exist but were limited in 
their reach: Oleksandr Malyshev, “Rozvytok derzhavnoï-systemy profesiino-remisnychoï osvity USSR u 
period NEPu (1921-1928 rr.),” Istorychnyi arkhiv: Naukovi studiï 13 (2014), 63-9.  
1089 Fitzpatrick, “Stalin and the Making of a New Elite. See also Khrushchev’s memoirs, which portray 
Stalin and other Party leaders as school buddies of sorts. The process was noticed by Merle Fainsod, 
though Fitzpatrick’s reading was more elaborate: Fainsod, Smolensk under Soviet Rule, 452-4.  
1090 Fitzpatrick suggests that one hundred fifty thousand Party members were systematically enrolled in 
higher education in engineering and other technical subjects whereas the overall promotion of blue collar 
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proletariat as a whole were, at that stage, less significant even despite the expansion of “Schools 

of Factory-Plant Apprenticeship” [Shkoly fabrichno-zavodskogo uchenichestva: FZU].1091 As 

Hoffman shows, throughout the 1930s those new to the shop floor continued to be trained 

according to pre-Revolutionary patterns, including within formal apprenticeships and also 

informal ones within guilds organized based on native-place ties.1092 This put a considerable 

amount of control in the hands of more established city-dwellers over new arrivals as the latter 

relied on the former for knowledge about how to fulfil work requirements. This system was time-

tested and had its benefits, but it exposed a divergence between the interests of individual 

workers (or collectives of workers) and that of the working class (present and future) as a whole.  

One of the more transformative and impactful Khrushchev-era reforms, then, was the 

reorganization and expansion of the vocational-training infrastructure, which proceeded in 

tandem with the expansion of higher education. Figure 5.1 depicts the expansion of enrollment 

in higher education and vocational schooling, each roughly doubling over just a few years in the 

early 1960s. Dividing by the share of the young adult population in a given year indicates that 

designs were even more ambitious. (Figure 5.2)  

 
workers into the administrative ranks was 1.5 million (roughly half of whom were Party members), “Stalin 
and the Making of a New Elite,” 386-7. 
1091 On the ideological changes affecting the organization of these institutions, see: Krylova, “Imagining 
Socialism.” 
1092 There was also a more limited tradition of vocational training affixed to individual enterprises inherited 
from the Imperial period when they had been funded by enterprises themselves as well as organs of 
municipal administration. Those funded by zemstvos or organized at the behest of organs of provincial 
administration focused more on preparation for those engaged in the mechanization and 
professionalization of agricultural labor: Tetiana Chubina, Oksana Spirkina, and Serhii Korotiaev, “Istoriia 
stvorennia ta rozvytku navchalʹnykh zakladiv, iaki zaimalysia pidhotovkoiu inzhenerno-tekhnichnykh 
kadriv dlia silʹsʹkoho hospodarstva Cherkasʹkoï oblasti,” Ukraïnsʹkyi selianyn 20 (2018), 91-2; Hoffman, 
Peasant Metropolis; Iaroslav Nahrybelʹnyi, “Profesiina osvita v osvitnii systemi Rosiisʹkoï imperiï (XIX – 
pochatok XX st.),” Chornomorsʹkyi litopys 4 (2011), 165; Nahrybelʹnyi, “Rozvytok silʹsʹkohospodarsʹkoï 
osvity na Khersonshchyni druhii polovyni XIX – na pochatku XX st.,” Chornomorsʹkyi litopys 5 (2012), 
169-73; Iaroslav Tsetsyk, “Zaklady osvity u Volynsʹkii huberniï naprykintsi XIX – na pochatku XX st.,” 
Chornomorsʹkyi litopys 6 (2012), 169.  
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Figure 5.1: Enrollment in Higher Education, Specialized Secondary Education, 

 and Vocational-Technical Schools 1952-901093 

 

Figure 5.2: Enrollment in Higher Education, Specialized Secondary Education, and 

Vocational-Technical Schools as a Percentage of Those Aged 15-24, 1952-901094 

 
1093 Data is drawn from a detailed cull of the annual statistical handbooks issued by the Central Statistical 
Agency (see the Bibliography for more detail). In the case of inexplicable discrepancies, the more recent 
data on enrollment is used.   
1094 Data is drawn from a detailed cull of the annual statistical handbooks issued by the Central Statistical 
Agency as well as data on the population of people born in various years provided by the decennial 
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By 1967, nearly one out of five persons between the ages of 15 and 24 was at a given 

moment enrolled in a either “specialized secondary educational establishment [srednee 

spetsialʹnoe uchebnoe zavedenie]” or “vocational-technical school [profesionalʹno-

tekhnicheskikh uchilishche ili uchebnoe zavedenie],” a figure which contracted somewhat with 

the curtailing of evening classes and externship (zaochnoe) study before growing to one in five 

again by 1987. Growth was slower but steadier in the vocational-technical schools as opposed to 

technical colleges categorized within “specialized secondary education” (the latter mirroring 

trends in the more prestigious academically oriented higher education). Indeed, the vocational-

technical school network was expanded over the very years where the epicenter of village out-

migration moved through the Black Earth region. 

By virtue of the sheer magnitude in the expansion in vocational schooling, young rural 

newcomers were increasingly pulled into the city by way of it. In fact, as discussed a bit further 

on, an overwhelming share of the enrollees in the oblasts of the Black Earth region consisted 

specifically of rural youth. Thus, while the funneling of the agricultural labor force into industry 

had substantial precedent in earlier periods, it was now becoming more thoroughly mediated by 

formal institutions of education and enlightenment.  

This was not conceived as opposed to the interests of agriculture. Where officials and 

other observers complained about the lack of cadres in rural areas, in the Black Earth region as 

elsewhere they spoke of a lack of skilled personnel specifically. A 1965 report from the Tambov 

Oblast Komsomol, for example, dwelled on a significant shortage of adequately credentialed 

expert livestock handlers, styled “zoological technicians [zootekhniki],” as well as educated 

 
censuses (see the Bibliography for more detail). In the case of inexplicable discrepancies, the larger 
population figure is used as well the more recent data on enrollment.   
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people in management ranks in general.1095 Even when this was not the case, as in Rovenki 

District of Belgorod Oblast, where, in 1969, planning officials noted a 12% shortfall in all 

categories of agricultural laborers, it was hoped to fill these positions with graduates of 

vocational schooling.1096 

 
Figure 5.3: Estimated Graduation Rates for Higher Education  

and Specialized Secondary Education, 1957-901097 

 

As noted in the previous chapter, though, sending a student into vocational education, 

even to study the mechanization of agriculture, was far from a guarantee that they would return 

to the village to work in the field. Indeed, graduation rates from these institutions in the 1960s 

 
1095 RGASPI f.M-1, op.9, d.666, l.13. 
1096 GABO, f.R-278, op.2, d.60, l.2. They refer to Schools of Factory-Plant Studies [shkoly Fabrichno-
zavodskogo uchenichestva],” which had since been reorganized into Vocational-Technical Schools. 
1097 I arrive at estimated graduation rates by dividing the number of graduates in a given year in an 
establishment of higher education (VUZy) by the number of enrollees four years prior and dividing the 
number of graduates of establishments of specialized secondary education (tekhnikumy) by the number 
of enrollees three years prior, reflecting the typical terms of education, although details could and did vary 
(especially for men whose education was often interrupted by military service), confounding the data. 
Data is drawn from a detailed cull of the annual statistical handbooks issued by the Central Statistical 
Agency as well as data on the population of people born in various years provided by the decennial 
censuses. In the case of inexplicable discrepancies, the larger population figure is used as well the more 
recent data on enrollment.  
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were surprisingly low and, throughout all these decades, those graduating with a specialization in 

agriculture had a disproportionately lower level of graduation. (Figure 5.3) Many of those who 

did not finish melted away into the city just as many of those who did graduate with a credential 

in an agriculturally oriented profession (particularly the mechanization of agriculture). 

Functionally, then, vocational schooling was a channel refining village outmigration to be more 

useful rather than stemming it in any meaningful way.  

The dramatic changes in the scope of vocational schooling proceeded on the basis of a set 

of decrees made throughout the early-to-mid 1960s. At this stage, prior to the recognition of a 

crisis of depopulation, authorities were generally less concerned with vocational training within 

rural schools specifically, an attitude filtered down throughout the bureaucracy.1098 A sitting of 

the “Committee on the Matter of Aligning Education [obuchenie] in the Village School with 

Productive Labor” held by the Ministry of Education in 1961, for example, did not actually focus 

entirely on village schools.1099 Rather, committee members highlighted a frustrated response 

printed in Pravda to the slow execution of a May 1961 decree of the Council of Ministers “On 

the Improvement of Production-Oriented Education [proizvodstvennoe obuchenie] among 

Students of General Secondary Schools,” which likewise did not emphasize rural areas.1100  

In substance, these were emendations on the more major resolution from that March 

“Regarding the Affirmation [utverzhdeniie] of the Policy on Secondary Special Educational 

Institutions [of the] USSR,” which replaced the standing resolution on vocational education 

 
1098 One major exception is the inauguration of formal tractor-operating certificates given out in rural 
general secondary schools. 
1099 GARF f.10049, op.1, d.3039. 
1100 The former was ultimately revisited that October with a supplementary decree including more explicit 
measures like increasing wage rates for instructors and administrators in schools that sold some of their 
production: GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.708a: Council of Ministers of the USSR Decree #1087 [13 Oct. 1961]; 
GARF f.10049, op.1, d.3039, str.4. 
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dating from July of 1944 (when authorities may have been influenced by the need to rebuild the 

industrial workforce), which had originally standardized the system of vocational colleges 

[tekhnikumy] and vocational-technical schools [profesionalʹno-tekhnicheskie uchilisha] that had 

been inherited from earlier decades and regimes.1101 The dual-system was retained as was the 

ability to study part-time, at night, or by externship [zaochno]).1102  

Study in the secondary vocational-technical schools was open both to those who had 

completed full (10 grade) or partial (8 grade) general education, with the course of study ranging 

from 18 months to 3 years for the former and 3 to 5 years for the latter. Regular daytime study 

(that is, not night-time, part-time, or externship-based study) was reserved for those 30 and 

younger and norms were set to regulate stipends and existing dormitories. As mentioned above, 

the general structure and format of the schools continued to be amended and tweaked in ways 

minor (as the changes in May of 1961) and more significant. In late 1963, vocational education 

was further regularized by elimination of primary-through-secondary vocational-technical 

schools: Vocational-technical schools “with a 12-year course of study,” often aimed at children 

in some level of state care, were at that point ordered to spin off their first-through-eighth grades 

to general boarding schools [obshcheobrazovatelʹnye shkoly-internaty] and reorganize into either 

regular or village-oriented vocational-technical schools with a three-year course of study. 

 The nomenclature for the vocational-technical schools evolved over time in ways that are 

somewhat confusing. They were always divided into schools that aimed to train students for 

 
1101 GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.720: Council of Ministers of the USSR Decree #185 [1 Mar. 1961] (cancelling 
Council of Ministers of the USSR Decree #830 [6 Jul. 1944]). It was later replaced by an identically 
named decree #65 on 22 Jan. 1969. 
1102 External study (or, maybe, study by externship) [Zaochnoe obuchenie] was defined according to the 
law as a form of study “in which specialists are prepared by way of a combining of work at industrial 
concerns, organizations, and establishments with in-person instruction during lab-testing sessions and, 
per the desire of the student, during the periods between [these] sessions.” 
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skilled labor with agricultural machinery on one hand and industrial labor on the other. In the 

Ukrainian SSR, those in the former category were explicitly called “Village Vocational-

Technical Schools [Silsʹki Profesiino-Tekhnichni Uchylyshcha]” even though they were rarely 

located in villages; in the RSFSR they were called “Agricultural Vocational-Technical Schools 

[Selʹskokhoziaistvennye Profesionalʹno-Tekhnicheskie Uchilishcha]).” Those training individuals 

for industrial or various other kinds of labor were referred to as “City Professional-Technical 

Schools [Misʹki Profesiino-Tekhnichni Uchylyshcha],” targeting primarily those who had not 

finished a full, ten-grade secondary school. 

Further “Technical Schools [Tekhnichni Uchylyshcha]” targeted primarily those had 

completed ten grades and sought supplementary study in a vocational trade. (Interestingly 

women were significantly disproportionately more likely to be admitted according to this path). 

In practice, and very confusingly, the City Professional-Technical Schools and Technical 

Schools actually admitted both those who had and had not completed a full ten grades. For the 

first quarter of 1968, for example, roughly half of students admitted to Kharkiv Oblast City 

Professional-Technical Schools were actually studying “according to the Technical School 

program [po programme TU]” whereas roughly a third admitted to Technical Schools were 

studying “according to the City Technical-Vocational School Program.”1103 A nomenclature 

change at the end of the 1970s allowed both the Village Vocational-Technical Schools and City 

Vocational-Technical Schools to become “Secondary Vocational-Technical Schools [Seredni 

Profesiino Tekhnichni Uchylyshcha],” offering a ninth and tenth grade education alongside 

vocational study, which meant this new categorization shared an acronym, SPTU, with the 

former Village/Agricultural Vocational-Technical Schools. 

 
1103 DAKhO f.R-5667, op.4, spr.68, ark.9. 
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As noted above, enrollment figures and graduation figures did not correspond neatly, 

which is to say that there were a lot of drop-outs. A reforming resolution in 1964 observed that 

more than half of students in vocational schooling studied at night or by externship, but 

represented only about a third of graduates.1104 The Council of Ministers blamed the deferred 

graduations and unsuccessful cessation of studies common for this contingent on a deficit of 

qualified instructors and textbooks as well as more esoteric matters like a dearth of lectures 

delivered by television and radio. Notably, the administrations of vocational schools were also 

blamed for the “overloading of part-time students with productional and public service 

assignments [proizvodstvennye i obshchestvennye porucheniia],” which in other words meant not 

seeking to teach individuals but rather using them almost exclusively as laborers.1105 A number 

of measures were enacted to counter these deficits of the “educational-material base [uchebnaia 

materialʹnaia baza],” some concrete – for example requiring the Ministry of Printing to open 

textbook-bookstores in all major cities and allowing managers of industrial concerns to freely 

transfer infrastructure to affiliated schools (which were separate legal entities regardless of the 

affiliation) – some less so, including a general command that the Ministry of Education ensure 

all schools had adequate textbooks and materials for the incoming schoolyear.1106 Other 

prescriptions focused on increasing the quality of instructors, but also looked “toward the goal of 

improving the quality of the contingent of students [sostav studentov i uchashchikhsia],” 

specifically classes to prepare students for entrance exams.  

 
1104 GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.770: Council of Ministers of the USSR Decree #285 [9 Apr. 1964]. 
1105 GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.770: Council of Ministers of the USSR Decree #285 [9 Apr. 1964]. 
1106 GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.770: Council of Ministers of the USSR Decree #285 [9 Apr. 1964]. 
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Figure 5.4: Enrollment in Sumy Oblast Vocational-Technical Schools, 1960-781107 

 

One impetus for worries about unprepared students falling behind and dropping out was 

that some viewed these establishments as merely a pathway to achieving a regularized status in 

the city. This was the natural byproduct of an expansion of enrollment based largely on village 

youth. (Figure 5.4) In Sumy Oblast specifically, “Village Vocational-Technical Schools” 

(located almost exclusively in cities) pulled in only slightly more rural students in the mid-to-late 

1970s compared with the 1960s.1108 The City Vocational-Technical Schools of the Oblast, by 

contrast, saw a nearly three-fold increase in enrollment over the 1960s and 1970s, with the bulk 

of the increase occurring through the early-to-mid-1960s due to increasing enrollment of village-

origin youth, who at the turn of the 1970s comprised a crushingly high proportion of vocational 

school enrollees in Sumy Oblast. (The figure for Sumy Oblast seems to be on the higher end, but 

not by much: in 1968, for example, 85% of its industrially oriented City Technical-Vocational 

 
1107 Calculations based on DASO f.R-3369, op.1, spr.275; 323; 385; 440; 504; 629; 683; 763; 853. 
1108 There is what appears to be a momentary spike in enrollment around 1962, which coincided with a 
similarly sharp drop in enrollment by students from village schools at City Vocational-Technical Schools 
[PTU, later TU and GPTU]. The correspondence of a drop in village-secondary-school graduates in one 
place correlates with a spike in their enrollment in another place speaks in favor of the accuracy of the 
data, though an argument could be made this is an error. I did not have time to check whether there was 
an explanation for this. 
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Students were of village origin; in considerably more urbanized Kharkiv Oblast the figure was 

still 73%.)1109 Unsurprisingly, students enrolling at Village Vocational-Technical Schools were 

with rare exception graduates of village secondary schools. But the City Vocational-Technical 

Schools too were largely filled with the products of village secondary schools.  

My best estimate (being sure not to confuse precision for confidence or accuracy) is that 

between 1960 and 1980 Sumy Oblast Village Vocational-Technical Schools took in around 

70,000 students including 65,0000 (around 93%) from village-secondary-schools and Sumy 

Oblast City Vocational-Technical Schools took in around 95,000 students including 70,000 

(74%) from the village. 1110 Women were 3,000 (4%) of enrollees in Village Vocational-

Technical Schools and 32,500 (34%) in City Vocational-Technical Schools, with a peak of 41% 

in 1968 retreating back to the low 30s by the end of the 1970s.  

What is more, these schools were not especially selective. Village Vocational-Technical 

Schools consistently took more than 90% of applicants (usually closer to 100%) and City 

Vocational-Technical Schools moved from accepting around 80% of students in the 1960s to 

virtually all, like the Agricultural Vocational-Technical Schools, in the 1970s. The data, 

unfortunately, does not lend itself to establishing acceptance rates for rural and city youth. Given 

their weaker preparation, there is reason to suspect that more graduates of village secondary 

schools failed entrance requirements and thus were overrepresented among the comparative 

 
1109 DASO f.R-3369, op.1, spr.504; DAKhO f.R-5667, op.4, spr.68-9. The Kharkiv Oblast archive lacks the 
quality of data needed for a thorough longitudinal approach. Partial data, covering only around a quarter 
of the relevant population suggests that for 1972 and 1978, respectively, the figure was 72% and 61% 
(versus 80% and 66% for Sumy Oblast in those years, suggesting a shrinking gap): DASO f.R-3369, 
op.1, spr.629 & 853; DAKhO f.R-5667, op.4, spr.348 & 665. 
1110 The estimate is based on data for the following years: 1960, 1962, 1964, 1966, 1968, 1972, 1974, 
1976, and 1978 and estimates for the intervening years: DASO f.R-3369, op.1, spr.275; 323; 385; 440; 
504; 629; 683; 763; 853. 
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subset of rejected applicants. Then again, it was the weakest students from city schools who 

applied to these institutions. 

The data are, however, entirely sufficient to establish that females consistently 

represented a disproportionately large share of rejected students – as they were always a larger 

proportion of the applicant pool than the pool of admitted students. It is plausible that 

underqualified village women applied in desperation to leave (or, rather, that there were not 

enough spots for them in programs deemed appropriate to women). There is no basis to move 

beyond the conjectural, however. What is clear is the general picture: regardless of origin, if one 

could get the proper paperwork together they stood an overwhelming chance of gaining 

admission to a vocational school (and for graduates of village-secondary-schools, thereby the 

city). This was true especially by the 1970s when in some years more than 97% of applicants 

were admitted. Indeed, as noted in Chapter 1, it is very likely that in various oblasts including 

Sumy Oblast most of the migration of young people into the city was by way of vocational 

schooling. 

 

Vocational Schools as Waystations to City Life 

While the Soviet system of secondary and higher education was indeed more meritocratic 

than that of the capitalist countries, students were often enough still limited by their families’ 

means (or lack thereof). Vladimir Grigorʹevich, for example, born in 1950, graduated school with 

a gold medal (awarded to the best students) and was encouraged to apply to Moscow State 

University, but chose not to as he did not see himself as having the money to subsist in 

Moscow.1111 This was a legitimate fear. Elena Mikhailovna described how after being admitted 

 
1111 Vladimir Grigorʹevich [b.1950]. 
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to the Herzen Pedagogical Institute in Leningrad, she was denied a place in a dormitory, and 

could not accept her spot. She was able to stay in the city only by completely reorienting her 

studies, finishing instead a vocational-technical college for work as an electrician.1112 Elena came 

from an unusually well-connected family because of her father’s military and legal career, 

something of a best-case scenario for a girl born in the village, and even she was forced to study 

something for which she says she had an active disdain in order to stay in Leningrad. Suffice it to 

say, most village youth did not have these horizons.1113 

As discussed in the prior chapter, most educational institutions advertising in newspapers 

aimed at a rural population made a point of emphasizing their stipends or dormitories in what 

were otherwise rather short ads. Agricultural Vocational-Technical School #9 located in 

Belgorod Oblast’s Borisovka (a particularly highly populated tract-of-urban-type) laid bare the 

subtext, declaring that  “All accepted students are under the full care of the state [nakhodiatsia 

na polnom gosudarstvennom obespechenii].”1114 This may seem like a rather banal if unfairly 

reductive description of State Socialism, but to village youth who had grown up toiling on their 

family’s private plots or for petty cash in the kolkhoz this was something of an innovation. 

Room, board, and stipends were their ticket out of the village, and so these became some of the 

best leverage that the administrators could hope for in mediating the engagement of students new 

to the city in the habits, activities, and mindsets of the Soviet project.  

Just how far stipends went and the forms they came in could vary somewhat, especially 

prior to and during spate of lawmaking aiming to standardize the experience of vocational 

 
1112 Elena Mikhailovna [b.1937]. 
1113 Only 11% of students admitted to Moscow State University in the mid-1960s were of village origin: A. 
Emelʹianov, “Putʹ iz sela v VUZ,” Pravda (11 Nov. 1968), 3, cited by Vucinich, “The Peasants as a Social 
Class,” The Soviet Rural Community, ed. Millar, 313. 
1114 “Borisovskoe selʹskoe proftekhuchilishche #9…,” Znamia kommunizma (Rakitnoe, Rus.), 15 Jan. 
1972, 4. 
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education over the 1960s. The statutory stipend for an attendee of a vocational-technical school 

was nominally 30 rubles, and indeed this is a sum recalled by my interviewees, although there 

were supplementary funds for outstanding students (gold-medal-winners) and likewise for 

orphans, although not all my interviewees in this position benefited.1115 It was also possible in at 

least some cases to continue receiving the stipend by remaining in the dormitory of the 

educational establishment when classes were not in session.1116 The stipend funds were in theory 

supplementary to meals, and in fact some schools offered “compensation” to students living 

outside of the dorms who did not breakfast in school cafeterias or those who missed meals to 

help with the harvest, though in practice it appears that schools sometimes operated paid dining 

facilities.1117  

The soft leverage that these facilities offered to administrators was tacitly acknowledged 

in the comments of an official from the Sumy Oblast Directorate of Vocational-Technical 

Education sent in 1978 to help the administration of one recently opened Vocational-Technical 

School in Konotop: “We know, that you have no canteens [magaziny], assembly hall, or 

cafeteria. The purpose [of our inspection] was to see and suggest how [you] should work in your 

difficult conditions.”1118 His practical suggestions, though, were to give assignments for the 

week in advance and maintain student journals [dnevniki] and individual student plans. Perhaps 

more assiduous pedagogy could overcome the lack of a cafeteria. But to what end? A mechanism 

was implied here between the hand that fed and student success.  

 
1115 Liubovʹ Alekseevna [b.1965]; Valentina Nikolaevna [b.1954]; GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.758a: Council of 
Ministers of the USSR Resolution #113 [28 Jan. 1963] (which extended stipends received by those living 
at boarding schools to their subsequent schooling at vocational institutions of higher learning). 
1116 Liudmila Anatolʹevna [b.1965]. 
1117 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.150, ark.7; spr.192, ark.200. 
1118 DASO f.R-7644, op.2, spr.2, ark.27. 
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In a particularly extreme illustration, Mykola Artamanov, a resident of the village of Ivot 

as well as a student of the Chemical Technical College in Shostka, was prosecuted in 1962 for 

distributing anti-Soviet leaflets calling Khrushchev a “fat toad” after having been turned down in 

his request for supplementary funds to live on by his village council (and, implicitly, a 

satisfactory stipend by his technical college).1119 Schools did actually have funds set aside for 

students in dire circumstances, but these were generally small compared to students’ potential 

need, which could outstrip any statutorily guaranteed stipends. The technical college where 

Artamanov studied reported in a subsequent year to having given out 1080 rubles in 

supplementary financial aid [materialʹnaia pomoshchʹ] to students, which worked out to an 

average of about 50 kopeks per student. 1120 Coupled with the 30 square meters of supplementary 

housing that they reported having being able to scrounge up for students (which in turn fell short 

of the modest plan of 200m2), this testified to the limits schools encountered in meeting students’ 

needs and implied a correlated inability to inspire their loyalty and fealty to codes of acceptable 

behavior.1121  

Theoretically, discipline could be ensured using the stipend itself, but this proves to have 

been an unappealing option. For the 1960s, I was able to find a few cases where frustrated 

instructors spoke out at faculty meetings in the hope of withholding stipends from unruly 

students. V.P. Gubskii and A.A. Snezhko, instructors at Vocational-Technical School #2 in 

Sumy (aimed at construction trades) spoke at faculty meetings in 1963 and 1968, respectively, in 

favor of withholding stipends from those “incorrigible layabouts [rʹianye bezdelniki]” who fell 

behind in their studies.1122 At the Village Vocational-Technical School #1 in Hlukhiv, four 

 
1119 Inakodumstvo na Sumshchyni 1, eds. Artiukh, Ivanushchenko, and Sadivnychyi, 44. 
1120 DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.71, ark.30-35. 
1121 DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.71, ark.35. 
1122 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.72, ark.26; spr. 111, ark.15. 
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students in 1963 were indeed stripped of two months’ stipend for bad grades, and four more had 

one-month’s stipend withheld.1123 The trouble for instructors and administrators, though, was 

that the legal basis for this was unclear, and threats of withheld stipends appear to have tapered 

off at the turn of the 1970s even as student misbehavior did not. While the stick of expulsion 

remained, it was rarely wielded. For the most part, administrators sought to muster what carrots 

they could in encouraging students to hew to orderly Soviet modes of living. 

Just as a lack of amenities for meeting and dining was understood to be an obviously 

negative mark on school culture, the housing question likewise loomed large over 

administrators’ abilities to manage and influence student life, and was discussed openly. The 

director of Vocational-Technical School #2, N.D. Vitchenko spoke at a faculty meeting in 1963 

about the need for “instructors [mastery] to take more of an interest in students’ living conditions 

[byt] and to render aid in its improvement.”1124 Over the course of five years his thinking seems 

to have evolved a bit, developing into the pronouncement that, “Each instructor [master] and 

other workers [should] thoroughly understand the individual characteristics of students and more 

often visit the homes of parents and landlords.”1125 These comments arguably reflected an 

impulse toward the surveillance-oversight [nadzor] that permeated Soviet society and manifested 

itself in ways small and large.1126 The perhaps inadvertent presentation of the landlord as a 

parent-substitute here is particularly interesting in the way that it reflected a benign paternalism 

as a cultural value, one not alien for youth coming from the village, and one that conveniently 

complemented this school director’s suggestion that instructors ought be involved in students’ 

home lives regardless of their living situation. 

 
1123 DASO f.R-7670 [sic], op.1, spr.35, ark.13. 
1124 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.72, ark.6. 
1125 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.4.  
1126 Kharkhordin, The Collective and the Individual. 
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The Dormitory as a Place of Cultivation 

 The spate of nostalgia for the cultural mainstays of the Soviet period occasionally 

encountered in post-Soviet society has not left the dormitory untouched. An online magazine 

aimed at Russophone women has recently explained to its readers the significance of the 

dormitory in the life of young Soviet women:  

The vast majority of Soviet girls took their first plunge into adult life in 

dormitories. And this did not regard only students. Single [female] workers of 

many plants and factories often enough were assigned [poluchili order na] a place 

in the dormitories [at the same times as they received] their work booklet… The 

Soviet Union grew out of dormitories and barracks from the very start 

[iznachalʹno] … joint living was even considered romantic… Many provincial 

girls dreamed of leaving their small towns to some megalopolis or other, of 

getting out from under excessively strict parental coddling [opeka] [and] giving 

true independent life a shot. They made their way to the big city solely with the 

wealth of their accumulated knowledge and faith in their [lucky] star [s bagazhom 

znanii i veroi v svoiu zvezdu].1127  

This write-up, calculated to explain to baby-boomers’ children and grandchildren their elders’ 

lives and experiences, artfully and faithfully describes the way that many viewed their 

experience in the dormitory. This freedom, though, was relative, endogenous as it was to the 

ever-present Soviet cultivational project and its ideal of “forced communality and mutual 

control.”1128 This environment could not help but ground many rural students’ (and workers’) 

first steps into adulthood in the city.  

The state was mindful of and optimistic toward the school dormitory’s potential as a 

space of cultivation. In late 1966, the Council of Ministers of the USSR tasked the councils of 

ministers of the republics to take measures toward “improv[ing] the living conditions 

 
1127 Maks Usachëv, “Nazad v SSSR: sovetskie zhenshchiny v obshchezhitii,” Aprelʹ [http://april-
knows.ru/persona/nazad_v_sssr_sovetskie_zhenshchiny_v_obshchezhitii/] 
1128 Ewa Dabrowska and Margaret Litvin, “Soviet Dormitories as a Prism for Interpreting Cultural Ties 
Between the Soviet Union and the World: A Workshop Report.” TRAFO: Blog for Transregional Research 
(21 Feb. 2018): https://trafo.hypotheses.org/9093 
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[zhilishchno-bytovye usloviia] for those living in dormitories” including “strengthening 

cultivational work among youth residing in dormitories,” purging those who did not belong, and 

– in conjunction with Gosstroi, Gosplan, the Ministry of Finance, the All-Soviet Central Council 

of Trade Unions, and Komsomol – effecting the building and outfitting of “sizable [krupnye], 

more modern dormitories.”1129 In spring of 1967 the Council of Ministers of the RSFSR 

endorsed a “Model resolution on dormitories,” which applied to all classes of workers and 

students living in dormitories (who had to be single) and held, in the broadest, that “The 

dormitory should facilitate all necessary conditions for living, study, rest, and cultivational work 

among the residents” in accordance with “hygienic norms” upon the presentation of an 

assignment [order] that listed only their legal name and place of study (or work).1130 Those living 

in dormitories were subject to a litany of expectations both broad and abstract as well as oddly 

specific: to strictly follow the rules of [the dormitory’s] internal regime [vnutrennyi 

rasporiadok]; to [maintain] a careful attitude toward the preservation of the furnishings 

[oborudovanie i inventarʹ] of the dormitory; to use electricity, heating, gas, and water … 

sparingly; to check personal items not subject to daily use into the storage room [kamera 

khraneniia]; to deposit [vnositʹ] fees in established amounts in a timely fashion; to observe the 

rules of fire safety when using electric, gas, and other appliances [and] not to install without the 

permission of the administration of the dormitory ancillary electric-heating appliances”; and “to 

elect from among the individuals residing within each room a prefect [starshyi] to [facilitate] the 

observance within the room of the rules of the internal regime.”1131 As can be seen from the 

above list, the model dormitory was anticipated to offer what was considered a basic modern 

 
1129 GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.802: Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR #801 [3 Oct. 1966]. 
1130 RGAĖ f.7486, op.1, d.9035, l.29; 34-5. 
1131 RGAĖ f.7486, op.1, d.9035, l.30-5. 
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standard of living, comparatively high for those whose frame of reference was a village hut. In 

exchange, individuals were expected not only to live a lifestyle which made full but judicious use 

of the offered amenities but to more generally submit to the particular “regime” of the dormitory, 

which was in practice a multi-pronged catch-all that reflected the regulation of residents’ time, 

behavior, and bodies along lines seen as respectably Soviet.   

 These directives effectively filtered down through a number of means. On one hand, the 

oblast-level administration [upravlenie] of vocational education theoretically served a 

monitoring role. In practice, though, it appears that educational and productive institutions’ 

subordination to the various industrial and other ministries was just as important as evidenced by 

the liberal preservation of their circulars on the matter in the archival collections [fondy] of 

educational establishment files. The Ministry of Agriculture circulated the above decree among 

its subordinated educational establishments and, similarly, the Ministry of Machine-building of 

the USSR circulated a decree in September of 1968 on the topic of bettering work with students,  

noting dormitories lacking sufficient furniture, dishware, and cleaning supplies [khozıaistvennyi 

inventarʹ].1132 Interestingly, in the case of Sumy vocational institutions at least it was these 

industrial ministries’ circulars that seemed to announce more formal important decisions, and 

punctuated what was more prosaic correspondence with oblast administrators (note that the 

oblast inspectors from above largely excused themselves from the question of improving 

facilities – recognizing the problem, but seeing it as someone else’s to solve).  

Responding, thus, to calls from the industrial ministries to which their learning 

establishments were subordinated, the directors of educational establishments tended to devote 

some substantial attention to the question of dormitories in their reports, combining a use of 

 
1132 Decree [Prikaz] of the Ministry of Machine-building of the USSR # 153 [17 Sep. 1968]. 
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formulaic language, which they picked up from official documents. The director of Vocational-

Technical School #2 in Sumy, for example, wrote in his annual report for 1973 that “The 

dormitory satisfies all conditions, reflecting sanitary and hygienic needs.”1133 In practice, this 

meant: 

 There are bright, spacious bedrooms; common rooms are outfitted for students 

living in the dorms [along with] rooms to prepare for classes [and a] a library with 

a reading room; shower-rooms are available for the students, and likewise a room 

for the keeping of students’ belongings. This year we have obtained additional 

bedding with the norm of four sets [!] for every student living in the dorms or in a 

private apartment. [We had] prepared for the students 100 beds, 150 sleepers 

[baevye] and 100 woolen blankets, 430 terry-cloth sheets [makhrovye prostyni] 

and 2000 thermal towels [vafelʹnye polotentsa]. 320 benches [skameiki] have been 

prepared for the dormitory. All students are outfitted with toiletries.1134  

The report noted on the other hand that smaller goods were still missing including, specifically, 

curtains and jugs for water and glasses, radios, etc. There also was not always drinking water 

available and medical resources proved inadequate. Likewise, the cleaning days [sanitarnye dni] 

were conducted in a perfunctory way. In response, the nurse practitioner [felʹdsher], N.P. 

Senetskaia “declare[d] that students should develop hygienic habits so that the young generation 

[smena] of workers will be raised healthy and cultured.” A list of shortcomings followed by a 

few well-intentioned platitudes by those powerless to solve the underlying resource issue was a 

Soviet ritual that extended very clearly to the vocational school faculty meeting. 

The issue of material shortcomings was seen as tightly intertwined with the level of 

supervision as well as cultivational work. Just as the inability to provide a dormitory in the first 

place was to be addressed with instructors taking steps to check into the home lives of students, a 

lack of water-jugs and curtains was to be resolved with lectures about hygiene and more 

 
1133 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.150, ark.13-4. 
1134 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.150, ark.13-4. 
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thorough oversight from staff. At City Vocational-Technical School #28 in Kharkiv, the heating 

did not work effectively throughout the building, there was no laundry room, or room for “girls’ 

hygiene,” but, on the other hand, “[the] physical appearance [vneshnii vid] of students [was] 

satisfactory [udovletvoritelʹnyi],” a product, not doubt of the “daily screening [ėkran] of the 

sanitary state of rooms.”1135  This impulse toward oversight was not a product of the above 

model resolution, so much as it shared its roots in a common culture.1136 In 1963, the prior 

director of Vocational-Technical School #2, P.G. Lotsman, arrived at much the same conclusion, 

as had undoubtedly many others: “previously in the dorms things were not altogether so good, 

but having worked with students and staff we are doing a regular monitoring [uchët] of the 

rooms and now the results are good.”1137  

Because dormitories were a place not just for the storing of students but a space for their 

cultivation into Soviet citizens, active oversight was necessary. This role was played by 

individual instructors and specialized staff attached as “cultivators [vospitateli]” to individual 

dormitories who were expected to undertake cultivation according to “sweeping and substantive” 

plans, like those of instructor-cultivators Svetlana Zubova and Vera Chupakhina, lauded by an 

audit commission of Kharkiv’s City Professional-Technical School #28 (aimed at the 

construction trades, 80% of whose incoming students were from villages).1138 Administrators at 

Village Vocational-Technical School #1 in Hlukhiv, for example, recurrently concerned 

themselves with the personal hygiene of their students. It was suggested at a 1963 faculty 

meeting that one particular day be instituted for students to go visit the steam-bath [bania] and 

 
1135 DAKhO f.R-5667, op.4, spr.668, ark.6. The  
1136 The examples here are from the Ukrainian SSR and so were of course not party to the resolution of 
the Council of Ministers of the RSFSR. 
1137 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.72, ark.22. 
1138 DAKhO f.R-5667, op.4, spr.668, ark.4 & 19; spr.665.  
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exchange their whites/linens [belʹë].”1139 Fifteen years later, the school’s annual report spoke of 

weekly “checks [reidy]” to control for things like changing bedsheets, “personal washing 

[pomyvka v vanne],” and the acquiring of personal hygiene and toiletry items.1140 This was not 

quite the “frenetic policing of fingernails and bottoms” that Catriona Kelly has described of 

1920s preschools or the “disinfecting process” in which barrack-dwelling newcomers to the 

model city of Sztálinváros in Hungary were ritually hosed down with a cyanide solution to ward 

of venereal disease among other things, but it was more reminiscent than students might have 

liked and indicated a surprising level of active surveillance for a state where privacy was 

increasingly valued.1141 At the Shostka Chemical Technical College, an administrator argued that 

“teachers [should be] responsible for the order of their own [students’] rooms,” for which 

purpose it was necessary to be in the dorms more often (“students who work[ed] at the factory 

require[d] particular attention”).1142 Some instructors, apparently, followed through on this and 

were credited at a meeting in a subsequent year with “better [academic] results” specifically as a 

product of their having kept track of their students activities students outside of their 

classroom.1143   

The ability to effect supervision and instill control both inside and beyond the classroom 

so as to enforce discipline was regularly conflated with cultivation, though occasionally there 

were comments that discussed the deeper transformation of the student’s person. At Vocational-

Technical School #6 in Konotop, one instructor, Korkin argued at a 1979 faculty meeting that 

there was of late a “lack of control over students’ self-development [samopodgotovka]” and that 

 
1139 DASO f.R-7670, op.1, spr.35, ark.16. 
1140 DASO f.R-7670, op.1, spr.72, ark.8. 
1141 Horváth, Stalinism Reloaded, 93-4; Kelly, Children’s World, 398. 
1142 DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.51, ark.8. 
1143 DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.71, ark.30. 
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“Dorm overseers [dezhurnye] [needed to] to take their cultivating work more seriously.”1144 

Another instructor at the school had complained the previous year about the lack of a dedicated 

cultivator [vospitatelʹ] for the dormitory.1145 Paralleling these comments, my interviewees 

recalled being cultivated in the dormitories through the lens of being denied pastimes like 

drinking, smoking, and the company of the opposite sex, which Lynne Attwood argues retarded 

courting skills.1146 This extended to the freedom of movement. A 1970 faculty meeting at 

Vocational-Technical School #2 in Sumy took up the matter of keys to dormitory rooms having 

gotten into the hands of students allowing an unwanted degree of traffic.1147 Efforts to exert 

control outside of the dormitory thus also sometimes relied on the somewhat crude mechanism of 

lock and key.1148 

We can see the limits of intended cultivation in instances where incoming students 

rejected the insufficiently provisioned attempts at paternalism, the hand that fed (or tried to). 

Instead of visiting under-provisioned and unappealing school cafeterias to the satisfaction of 

administrators, for example, some students instead partook in communal cooking and feasting, 

particularly for evening-time meals.1149 Having returned to school dormitories from weekend 

trips to the village where they loaded up on staples including potatoes, vegetables, and meat, 

students engaged in varying rituals of cooking, taking turns preparing soups and other dishes, 

with food running out only toward the end of the week.1150As observed by anthropologists the 

 
1144 DASO f.R-7644, op.1, spr.2, ark.41. 
1145 DASO f.R-7644, op.1, spr.2, ark.32. 
1146 Grigorii [b.1952]; Lynne Attwood, Gender and Housing in Soviet Russia: Private Life in a Public 
Space (New York: Manchester University Press, 2010), 192. 
1147 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.123, ark.68. 
1148 Liubovʹ Alekseevna [b.1965].  
1149 DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.74, ark.13; f.R-7607, op.1, spr.150, ark.13. 
1150 Liubovʹ [b.1964]; Pavel Vasilʹevich [b.1962]; Stanislav [b.1945]; Timofei Timofeevich [b.1945]; Vladimir 
Pantaleimonovich [b.1952]. 
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spontaneity of the cooking process affords an opportunity of bonding by various means, and. 

though it is of course plausible and even likely that students bonded over broken ovens, 

shortages of pots and matches, and the like, even simply creating their own food along the lines 

of expertise learned from village childhoods brought them into conflict with the systematizing 

aims of the state (which assumed that they should eat at the dining room) allowing a mental 

space that was not controlled by the cultivating apparatus and the state.1151 

As mentioned elsewhere here, there is no evidence that the above-described measures 

along the continuum from oversight to cultivation were calculated at the highest levels to target 

those who had migrated from village specifically. A 1959 Resolution of the Council of Ministers 

of the USSR, which sought to force more ownership onto students in the maintenance of their 

schools was targeted very broadly and seems to have left something of a scar on the collective 

post-Soviet imagination.1152 As targeted at the general population it aimed to “facilitate the 

participation of students from the very youngest age according to the extent of their abilities in 

socially useful work [and] self-service both in school as well as in the family.”1153 According to a 

follow-up clarifying resolution this practically meant repair-work, service in various tasks like 

cafeteria attendants, keeping watch, and keeping the school grounds clean including janitorial 

 
1151 Owen Lynch points to the use of humor in helping form bonds around a collective cooking experience. 
The group around Michel de Certeau, by contrast, influenced by a Freudian-Lacanian line, naturally 
emphasize the phallic nature of many vegetables, devoting extensive attention to an argument about how 
social cohesion arises from joking around this circumstance: Lynch, “Cooking with Humor: In-Group 
Humor as Social Organization,” Humor 23.2 (2010), 127-59; de Certeau, Luce Giard, and Pierre Mayol, 
The Practice of Everyday Life 2: Living and Cooking [“New Revised and Augmented Edition”], ed. Luce 
Girard, trans. Timothy J. Tomasik (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1998). 
1152 Zhanna Zaionchkovskaia explains this as a response to a labor shortage stemming from the echoes 
of demographic losses during the Second World War: ); “Kak izuchali migratsiiu: Beseda s Zhannoi 
Antonovnoi Zaionchkovskoi,” Polit.ru (17 Feb. 2010): https://polit.ru/article/2010/02/17/migration/ 
; Evgenii Zhirnov, “Srednee i vysshee samoobsluzhivanie,” Kommersantʺ (27 Aug. 2007): 
https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/798328 
1153 GARF f.R-5446, op.1: Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR #603 [6 Feb. 1959]. 
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and laundry duties.1154 For village students in particular, pulling their weight was no novelty. 

They had in most cases grown up responsible for a significant share of work in the household 

and on the private plot. And yet, attempts to instill the ethos of this law faltered with students not 

in, say, maintenance work on the gymnasium, which did not present any issues, but rather in “not 

putting away dishes and holding their rooms in an unsanitary state,” as at the Village Vocational 

Technical-School in Hlukhiv.1155 The prescription for this once more was a “well-thought-out 

regime of control.”1156  

These young newcomers to the city were certainly not the first to experience the 

paternalistic living arrangements aimed at civilizing them for compatibility with modern society 

and good order. In his Peasant and Proletarian, Robert E. Johnson describes the “rules of 

internal order” that Moscow factories of the late 19th century were required to devise and 

enforce: “In the [workers’] barracks, drinking, loud talking, card playing, and singing might be 

prohibited, and workers were required to keep their beds clean and tidy. Attendance at church 

services was sometimes mandatory.”1157 Aside from the relatively puritanical ambitions of the 

state, there was again a parallel here in regard to disinterest over the precise origins of the 

population being cultivated or civilized. For the Tsarist state, ever baffled by dark masses of its 

peasantry, this is understandable. Late-Soviet authorities, by contrast, including those at the local 

level, apparently felt confident that the village had been mastered to a sufficient degree that 

young adults of village origin needed no special attention. In context, this is something of a 

 
1154 GARF f.R-5446, op.1: Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR #1132 [30 Jun. 1959]. At 
the Sumy State Cultural-Enlightenment Academy, which took about half its students from the village, this 
was manifested in rotating teams of three working from 18:00 to 23:00 cleaning the grounds including 
snow removal, tending to the gravesites of veterans, and keeping up nearby trees. 
1155 DASO f.R-7670, op.1, spr.35, ark.4; 16-7. 
1156 DASO f.R-7670, op.1, spr.35, ark.4; 16-7. 
1157 Robert E. Johnson, Peasant and Proletarian: The Working Class of Moscow in the Late Nineteenth 
Century (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1979), 85. 
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surprising development. Hoffman’s account of pre-War migration to Moscow, after all depicted 

begrudging attempts by low-level administrators to engage with uneducated rural people 

specifically, and one might reasonably read within this the development of a meaningful 

distinction between rural people and the urban underclass that Bradley had elided under the term 

“Muzhik.”1158 For the late Soviet state, the distinction – to the extent that it existed – collapsed 

once more as instructors sought to cultivate students with little attention to their origins.   

 

Cultivating Students through Leisure 

 Instructors and administrators saw their cultivational work as falling under the very broad 

umbrella of “political-cultural education.” A faculty committee taking up this task at the Hlukhiv 

Village Vocational-Technical School #1, for example, held meetings throughout the 1979-80 

school-year on such varied topics as “the state of mass-sporting work  and measures for its 

improvement” (agitating for a sporting stadium to be built), “the progress of the execution of the 

plan for military-patriotic and mass-defense study,” “the state of preventative work toward the 

avoidance of law-breaking and measures toward its improvement,” “the state of students’ living 

conditions,” and “the state of teachers of social discipline [obshchestvennaia distsiplina].”1159 

The process of political-cultural cultivation unified concepts of leisure, public order, personal 

wellbeing, and citizenship into one project. At least in the ways administrators spoke, these 

efforts virtually never explicitly targeted students in the context of their village roots, and though 

their backgrounds are nonetheless important context from a historical perspective, the near-total 

absence of overt consideration of students’ village roots arguably reflects either the perceived 

 
1158 Bradley, Muzhik and Muscovite; Hoffman, Peasant Metropolis. 
1159 DASO f.R-7670, op.1, spr.72, ark.3-4. 
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successes of the cultivational project in the village or, at the very least, the hesitation toward 

giving it credence as a matter of “political-cultural” correctness.  

Within the sites they maintained – chiefly instructional buildings and dormitories – 

administrators and instructors undertook significant efforts to shape students’ cultural space. 

Although there was always room for ad hoc efforts, the goal was clearly to create permanent 

institutions, infrastructural and procedural, but ones that were dynamic enough so as to be 

capable of being refreshed over time. P.G. Lotsman, a director-cum-instructor of Sumy 

Vocational-Technical School #2 commented at a 1968 faculty meeting that, “At the [school] 

Party committee and assemblies a whole series of events were planned, which the Communists 

generally carried out.” But their obligations were not fulfilled: “The reason for this is that we 

plan good events, but then forget them, not maintaining exhaustive oversight [ne kontroliruem 

ikh polnostʹiu].”1160 He repeated this same criticism at a meeting held two years later.1161 Political 

communion could exist in colloquy, but also in ambient space. Specially organized venues like 

rooms of “Workers’ and Warriors’ Glory” as well as the widespread “red corner” were supposed 

to be imbued with visual propaganda and technologies like record players and televisions.1162 A 

1968 resolution of the Machine-Building Ministry, for example, commanded officials at 

Ministry-subordinated educational institutions to improve the outfitting of red corners, which 

were reported as lacking radios and televisions as well as having insufficient quantities of board 

games, newspapers, and magazines.1163 Instructor N.S. Shepilʹ requested at a 1963 meeting that 

this visual propaganda be marked with a date of production as incentive to replace it regularly, 

 
1160 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.2. 
1161 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.123, ark.66. 
1162 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.150, ark.1; A number of interviewees mentioned the red corners; the lack of 
such a corner was described in a Hlukhiv Village Vocational-Technical School #1 annual report for the 
1979-80 school year as a major deficiency: DASO f.R-7670, op.1, spr.72, ark.5. 
1163 DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.74, ark.12. Ministry of Machine-Building of the USSR Resolution #153 [17 
Sept. 1968]. 
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reflecting a concern that the space would grow stale.1164 These initiatives were not necessarily 

received with the same gusto. The administration of Vocational-Technical School #6 in Konotop 

complained in 1979 that, “The library works in the evenings. There is chess and checkers, but the 

students don’t want to play…. There is a lack of cultured leisure [kulʹturnyi dosug] among the 

students. The Komsomol needs to work on cultured leisure.”1165 Nevertheless, the confidence 

placed in these cultivational spaces seems to have been fervent, or at least efforts (and reports of 

efforts) among faculty and administrators were calculated to imply such an earnest faith in their 

promise.  

Where consumption of general-audience media did not seem to do the trick, the 

production of locally produced media was encouraged. Were students struggling to keep up with 

classes? Publishing placard newspapers [stengazety] would surely improve timely progress 

[uspevaemostʹ] and discipline.1166 At Vocational-Technical School #6 in Sumy, instructor L.P. 

Klimenko complained at a 1978 faculty meeting that “[Our] Komsomol organization is not 

working at the necessary level. Last year there were frequent meetings of the committee, and 

violators were investigated, and the critical-satirical Prozhektor was published regularly, and 

there were many evenings held, but this year there is none of this,” which prompted an apology 

from the one present Komsomol member who noted that she was doing everything herself.1167 

Across town at Vocational-Technical School #2, complaints about the weak work of the 

Komsomol organization throughout the 1968-69 school-year were finally resolved to the 

satisfaction of the faculty once the Prozhektor began publishing again.1168 While indeed the 

 
1164 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.72, ark.20. 
1165 DASO f.R-7644, op.1, spr.2, ark.41.  
1166 DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.51, ark.8. 
1167 DASO f.R-7644, op.1, spr.2, ark.32-3. 
1168 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.2; 14; 28. 
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newspaper was calculated to inform and cultivate its readers, say by mocking a student who 

ended up in the drunk-tank, its production itself seems to have had an equally important 

cultivational role. 1169 At Vocational-Technical School #2 in Sumy, A.P. Abramov, assistant to 

the director of the school complained at a 1963 meeting about the irregularity of the 

newspaper.1170 At a subsequent meeting, instructor N.L. Timchenko inveighed that “the 

newspapers are poor because the editors do not know how to publish a newspaper” and 

suggested educating them in all the aspects of their job.1171 Several years later, it was suggested 

at a meeting that students ought to go back to their native villages and/or kolkhozes and help out 

with the newspaper and visual propaganda there.1172 This suggestion purported to turn students 

not only into cultivated readers, or cultivated cultivators of their readers, but also evangelists for 

cultivation in their native village. Fanciful as it may seem, the students of Hlukhiv Agricutlrual 

Vocational-Technical School #1 were credited in Red Beam, the newspaper of the Sumy Oblast 

Komsomol with operating winter-time agitational efforts to nearby villages on cross-country 

skis.1173 

 The treatment of the press among school administrators reflects well the impulse toward 

formal organization of even passive cultural activity so as to channel it and ensure it was 

genuinely cultivational. It was not merely sufficient that students go see a movie, for example, it 

was preferable to organize a “culture-jaunt [kulʹtpokhod]” conceived as a “cultural mass-popular 

event [kulʹturno-massovoe sobytie].”1174 The following excerpts from a December 1978 

 
1169 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.150, ark.25. 
1170 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.72, ark.7. 
1171 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.72, ark.20. 
1172 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.123, ark.68. 
1173 I. Sudachnov, “Ahitlyzhnia,” Chervonyi prominʹ (6 Jan. 1968).  
1174 DASO f.R-7670, op.1, spr.60, ark.7; f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.27. It was well and good for students 
to go bathe in the Psel river, but would not they rather enjoy nature in a resort setting, and so on: DASO 
f.R-6881, op.1, spr.71, ark.30-5. 
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discussion of the subject of political-cultural education at Vocational-Technical School #6 in 

Konotop among are revealing: “Events such as collective watching of films [and] participation in 

artistic craft are not held”; “There are people who do artistic craft as a group [kruzhkom], but the 

administrators [of these] do not work at the necessary level… We need to give more concerts, 

this will also help with career-advising [proforientatsiia]”; “We have to make a clean break 

[korenoi perelom] in our work. We have to busy our students with something: hold evenings of 

leisure, discussions, and such. This will impact career-advising.”1175 I present these comments as 

a group because they read as one complete thought: students need to be engaged; they ought to 

be engaged by other students who are themselves engaged in artistic craft; this will [by an 

unspecified mechanism] positively impact their career development. Despite the framing, this is 

most naturally read as engagement for its own sake. 

It so happens that my interviewees did not tend to recall participating in these sorts of 

organized activities when asked to reflect on their leisure activity. Even on paper, efforts to 

engage students in organized cultural activity seem to have been of modest reach. Hlukhiv 

Village Vocational-Technical School #2, for example, which claimed about 1000 students for the 

1979-80 schoolyear, had seven clubs [kruzhki] with between 20 and 30 students, and a boys’ and 

girls’ choir with 60 members each.1176 Even making the highly unrealistic assumptions that these 

numbers are not inflated and that no significant quantity of students was doubly engaged, this 

means that at most about a quarter of the student body was actively engaged in cultural activity.  

The cumulative record of events for the year was somewhat more impressive: 57 debates, 

33 thematic evenings, 7 catechism evenings [vechera voprosov i otvetov], 82 lectures, 45 

 
1175 DASO f.R-7644, op.1, spr.2, ark.32-3. 
1176 DASO f.R-7670, op.1, spr.72, ark.14-5. 
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concerts of artistic craft, 27 meetings with notable figures, 6 artistic-comedic troupe 

performances [Ogonʹki i KVN], 12 evenings of leisure, 18 film showings, and 40 museum 

trips.1177 Similarly, the Korocha District Komsomol Committee noted that the Sovkhoz 

Technical College Komsomol Committee 

“has begun to devote more attention to informing youth about the important 

political events in the world… [and it held] thematic evenings for the 100-year 

anniversary of the birth of A.M. Gorky, the 150-year anniversary of the great 

Russian writer Turgenev [and] an evening of the song of composer A.N 

Pakhmutova, meetings with [war] heroes and [veterans], leading-producers and 

veterans of labor, graduates of the vocational college, founding Komsomol 

members, and other meetings, debates, comedic troupes [KVN], collective 

watching of films with subsequent discussions, [and] readers’ conferences.”1178  

The diversity of these seems impressive enough, but given what we find above about the share of 

students that was actively engaged it is difficult, especially absent some kind of compelling 

evidence like sign-in sheets, to conclude that these reached throughout the student body and had 

a meaningful cultivational effect on but a share of the student population. Again, my 

interviewees do not generally bring up these sorts of functions. 

Sporting and fitness activity, on the other hand, both organized and more informal, seems 

to have been more compelling to a broader share of the student body. A 1960 report of the 

Voronezh Oblast chapter of Voluntary Sporting Organization “Harvest,” for example, declared 

that “A massive army of athletes [could] be found among the agriculturally-oriented technical 

colleges [selʹkhoztekhnikumy]. The presence of qualified specialists, gymnasia, and inventory 

allow[ing for] many types of sports to be cultivated.”1179 This is not language that I ever 

encountered in the same types of documents (or elsewhere) for participants in drama or literature 

clubs. At the above-mentioned Hlukhiv Village Vocational-Technical School #1, for example, 

 
1177 DASO f.R-7670, op.1, spr.72, ark.22. 
1178 GANIBO f.572, op.3, d.50, l.18-9. 
1179 GARF f.A555, op.1, d.365, l.20. 
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while sporting participation was low in the early 1960s, by the end of the 1970s it had achieved 

the desired “mass-popular character [massovostʹ].”1180 An estimated 560-600 students 

participated in sporting clubs [sportivnye kruzhki], which was more than half of the student body 

and two to three times the share that participated in other cultural-oriented clubs.1181 Crucially, 

this was calculated separately from the 390-400 students also participating in military-technical 

preparation, which would have included shooting sports.1182 Not all schools were able to achieve 

this success, and the sources indicate that this was a product primarily of the typical 

infrastructural limitations – the interest was there. At the newly founded, under-resourced 

Vocational-Technical School #6 in Sumy, for example, instructors complained at faculty 

meetings during the 1978-79 school-year that “we do not engage in sporting[-educational] work” 

and that there was “no fitness work [fizkulʹturnaia rabota].”1183 

The particulars of mass participation in sport are not altogether surprising. The most 

popular ones were those that did not require substantial equipment. This applies, for example, to 

students playing volleyball during their lunch hour at Vocational-Technical School #2 in Sumy, 

or those who played on one of the four courts at Hlukhiv Village Vocational-Technical School 

#1, which lacked a gymnasium.1184 Administrators at the latter complained that volleyball along 

with chess comprised a disproportionate share of activity, and, naturally, they demanded better 

work from the editors of the placard newspaper, Sport even as the lack of a gymnasium was 

surely a bigger obstacle than their laxity.1185  Aleksandr Vladimirovich, who studied at PTU #16 

 
1180 DASO f.R-7670, op.1, spr.35, ark.4; spr.72, ark.14. 
1181 DASO f.R-7670, op.1, spr.72, ark.14. 
1182 Ibid., Anatolii Alekseévich [b.1962] recalled being recruited into the latter by the local military 
committee [voenkomat]. 
1183 DASO f.R-7644, op.1, spr.2, ark.32; 41. 
1184 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.72, ark.9; f.R-7670, op.1, spr.72, ark.20.. 
1185 DASO f.R-7670, op.1, spr.35, ark.4. 
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in Sumy in the late 1970s specifically recalls using sport as a way to conquer feelings of 

loneliness and alienation upon coming to Sumy from Belgorod Oblast’s rural Krasnaya Yaruga 

District.1186 While they had a gymnasium, they lacked other equipment, and were forced to make 

their own ping-pong table. He took up fighting as well (describing sambo as an underground 

practice).1187 Sport was thus the sphere of cultural activity that could best claim to have reached 

mass-popularity in fulfilment of the cultivating aspirations of instructors and administrators of 

these vocational schools. Still, students seem to have been forced to take a meaningful role in 

facilitating their own sporting activity.  

 

Cultivating Students in the Classroom 

Irrespective of the particular institution to which a student was admitted, the primary 

means for his or her cultivation was, theoretically, classroom instruction in language, 

mathematics, and the natural sciences, as well as hands-on vocational training. At the height of 

the influx of village students into the vocational schools around 1970, when they represented 

around 95% of vocational-technical school students in Sumy Oblast, the instructors of these 

schools were most apt to complain about the poor academic preparation of students (as opposed 

to the more consistent behavioral complaints about small handfuls of particularly odious 

students). The list of subjects in which students were unprepared at Vocational-Technical School 

#2 in 1973 included “basically all subjects – math, physics, languages.”1188 At the Shostka 

Vocational-Technical College, this list of student weaknesses extended in 1969 to “technical 

 
1186 Aleksandr Vladimirovich [b.1959]. 
1187 Late-Soviet officialdom had a complex relationship with various disciplines of personal conditioning 
including weightlifting as discussed by Alexey Golubev, “Elemental Materialism,” 172-207. 
1188 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.150, ark.3. 
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drawing, capstone projects, reading blueprints [plany], and [employing] computational tools.”1189 

One frustrated instructor demanded to know why “such people who are completely incapable of 

counting are allowed to advance to the fifth year.”1190 If students came weakly prepared as 

freshmen, they remained underwhelming as upper-classmen. Drastic measures were suggested 

including discouraging the evening classes that were a traditional Soviet vehicle for social 

mobility and keeping students from the equally vaunted impromptu agricultural work.1191  

Fairly or not, administrators conflated poor academic preparation and misbehavior. The 

director of Vocational-Technical School #2, N.D. Vitchenko reported to a 1969 faculty meeting 

that the school had 

taken in many students with low grades this year and many difficult students 

[trudnovospitaemye], and for this reason every instructor [master] must find out 

everything about the students for [the purpose of] which he should make himself 

present at their home [and] find out with whom he spends time; if [financial] 

assistance is necessary, [it should be] meted, but if there are those in the group 

such that [he] cannot be fixed [perevospitan] … it is necessary to get rid of 

them.1192  

The last line was underlined, aspiringly, in the transcript. E.A. Verba, director of the Shostka 

Vocational-Technical College was still less sanguine at a 1967 meeting noting that the students 

taken in with an unselective process [bez konkursa] were weak: “I cannot raise anyone’s hopes 

for the future in any way. The picture will continue to be the same. So we have to ask ourselves, 

how will we work with them?”1193 

 
1189 Difficulty reading blueprints also garnered particular attention for upper-classmen at Vocational-
Technical School #2: DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.70, ark.24; R-7607, op.1, spr.72, ark.7. 
1190 DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.70, ark.28-9. 
1191 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.27; f.R-6881, op.1, spr.70, ark.44. Once a higher percentage of 
city students was admitted in the late 1970s assessments of academic preparation seemed to pick up: 
E.g., DASO f.R-7644, op.1, spr.2, ark.32. 
1192 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.29. 
1193 DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.70, ark.47. 
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While there is good reason to believe that students of rural origin were more likely to 

have a good work ethic in general, instructors at vocational schools in Sumy did not always have 

this assessment of their rural wave of the late 1960s and early 1970s, at least insofar as 

academics went. A.G. Berestovskii, an instructor at Vocational-Technical School #2 complained 

in 1968 that results have worsened because of “a bad cohort not habituated to study [ne priuchen 

uchitʹsia].”1194 This complaint was not entirely novel. A few years earlier another instructor, 

A.N. Pavlov, had complained that “this year our cohort [kontingent] is weak and difficult, and so 

it is very difficult for us to work this year, given that many pupils do not learn with [much] 

willingness [ne s zhelaniem uchatsia].”1195 These traits were understandable of those who may 

have viewed the vocational schools as foremost an exit ticket.  

Those students who did value education, though, recall things differently. Nataliia 

Mikhailovna, Nataliia Pavlovna, Galina Konstantinovna, and Anatolii Ivanovich who, 

respectively, attended a pedagogical institute, pedagogical institute, technical college of sugar 

processing (relatively prestigious), and machine-building technical college in Zhytomyr, each 

recall that the group of village students was more motivated than their city counterparts. While 

the latter were better prepared, the village students worked harder and overtook them.1196 Those 

better students who valued this education for its own sake (and did not see it merely as a stepping 

stone) also, unsurprisingly, craved recognition: Anatolii Ivanovich noted the “worldview 

[krugozor] and knowledge [znaniia]” were noticeably narrower and weaker for the village 

students, but “when [the city-born students] saw [that the village-born students] had overtaken 

 
1194 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.2. 
1195 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.72, ark.6. 
1196 Nataliia Mikhailovna [b.1960], Nataliia Pavlovna [b.1947], Galina Konstantinovna [b.1946], and 
Anatolii Ivanovich [b.1954]. 
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them, they finally respected [them] and there were no [more] insults or put-downs 

[unizheniia].”1197  

It is not necessarily surprising that one of the relatively few times that my interviewees 

were willing to admit to discomfort or discrimination was in the context of a story of triumph.1198 

It is also distinctly possible, though, that they as students of the more selective specialized 

secondary institutions (rather than vocational-technical schools) were the ones most prone to 

appreciate these markers of status. Anatolii Ivanovich was an exceptionally good student through 

his childhood; Galina Konstantinovna and Nataliia Pavlovna were the daughters of village 

intelligentsia. For most, these kinds of distinctions were secondary. In the less prestigious 

vocational-technical schools, then (nevermind the village vocational-technical schools 

specifically), they were surrounded by those like them rather than better-prepared city-dwellers.  

Student origins were brought to the forefront and differences were hardest to overlook in 

language classes, which demanded students speak in a particular standardized register, the 

feasibility of which was greatly shaped by and called focus to their village roots. As the vast 

majority of villages in Sumy Oblast were and remain Ukrainian-speaking, so were most village 

schools, and those coming to study in the city had to contend with a Russian-speaking classroom 

outside of just Russian-language classes.1199 Comprehension was generally not the issue – the 

Ukrainian spoken in Sumy Oblast villages was of the dialects most similar to Russian, falling in 

the heart of the Surzhyk language-continuum, and incoming students thus had a native register 

(whether of Ukrainian or something more idosyncatic) that we might call Russian-adjacent. 

Producing speech and writing in the correct register, though, was more difficult than simple 

 
1197 Anatolii Ivanovich [b.1954]. Natalʹia Mikhailovna [b.1960] also brought up the “kruhozìr.” 
1198 Halyna Bondar offers few similar examples: Bondar, Lʹviv.  
1199 Valentina Grigorʹevna [b.1954]. 
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comprehension. There is little mention of this topic in the records of vocational-technical 

schools, indicating that in this setting the approach to language was not particularly rigid. Pëtr 

Ilʹich recalled that instruction at Vocational-Technical School #4 had “its own dialect.”1200  

One exception is an instruction from a 1975 report by the director of Vocational-

Technical School #2 that “Instructors [were to] secure [dobitʹsia] a unitary orthographic regime 

[in written work]”1201 In this case as in others, though, students were coming in with weak grades 

in both Ukrainian and Russian.1202 In other words, it was those whose speech and writing defied 

standardization in general who ensured the viability of Surzhyk in the city. Anastasiia 

Mikhailovna supported Pëtr Ilʹich’s comment, noting that she graduated with students who still 

had difficulties speaking in the correct register at the end of their time in the vocational school 

and, in fact, decades later, still “jabber [balakaiut].”1203  

The relative silence of the archival sources on questions of diglossia and other aspects of 

the language issue can be interpreted, alternately, as the topic being taboo or genuinely seen as 

immaterial. On one hand, the ossified Soviet nationalities policy simply did not have a 

mechanism to classify (and by that virtue, as typical of Soviet social science, to discuss) the 

phenomenon. Significant linguistic work on Surzhyk appeared only in the 1990s, and it quickly 

became a politicized concept.1204 It is unclear though whether it was an equally fraught matter at 

the grassroots. There is some evidence that interest in Ukrainian outstripped the resources 

afforded to its study, especially in the post-Shelest years. Ukrainian-literature clubs tended to 

 
1200 Pëtr Ilʹich [b.1951]. 
1201 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.150, ark.47. 
1202 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.150, ark.47. 
1203 Anastasiia Mikhailovna [b.1948]. 
1204 E.g. “Tsarʹov khoche zrobyty ‘surzhyk’ druhoiu derzhavnoiu movoiu,” Ukraïnsʹka pravda (12 Jun. 
2013) <https://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2013/06/12/6992117/>  
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attract (at least according to official counts) just as many students as Russian-literature ones, for 

example, even as Ukrainian-language media were significantly underrepresented in educational 

tools like instructional film reels.1205 On the other hand, not a single one of my interviewees who 

attended a vocational-technical school brought up any sort of feelings of discrimination or 

having felt otherwise stifled on account of their native Ukrainian language or the Surzhyk that 

worked as a means of communication. 

For comparison, there were two categories of interviewees who were open about 

language being something of an issue. In the first instance it was school-age children who for 

whatever reason ended up transferring from a Ukrainian-primary to a Russian-primary school, 

typically as product of a move.1206 The second group for whom language became an issue in the 

classroom was comprised of those who left the village to attend somewhat more selective 

technical colleges, where their peer group was not so heavily dominated by village out-migrants. 

Anatolii Ivanovich, for example, who grew up in rural Zhytomyr Oblast and attended a 

vocational-technical college in the city itself recalled quite fondly a teacher who excoriated his 

class for making light fun of his Belarusian accent, a post-secondary example of the school-age 

teasing recalled by Galina Konstantinovna (who grew up originally in Western Ukraine and also 

had the added disadvantage of an unusual dialect).1207 For those attending more selective 

institutions oriented toward the study of various kinds of technology, language could be a barrier 

in both the natural sciences and humanities, and graduates tended to recall particular difficulty in 

relearning scientific and mathematic vocabulary in Russian.1208 Anatolii Alekseevich recalled 

having being asked to translate a geometry textbook from Ukrainian into Russian, supposedly for 

 
1205 DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.71, ark.29; f.R-7670, op.1, spr.72, ark.15; f.R-7607, op.1, spr.150, ark.84. 
1206 E.g. Ekaterina Timofeevna [b.1948], who lived with her aunt in Kharkiv for a year. 
1207 Anatolii Ivanovich [b.1954]; Galina Konstantinovna [b.1946]. 
1208 Vasilii Ivanovich [b.1954]; Liudmila Vasilʹevna [b.1949] 
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the benefit of others in his class, but perhaps also one way of overcoming this difficulty through 

practice.1209  

The prestige of Russian, meanwhile, was most noticeable in enlightenment-oriented 

educational establishments. Nataliia Pavlovna, for example, recalls entirely unsurprisingly that it 

was mainly city girls who went into the more selective and thus prestigious Russian-language 

and literature teaching department at the Sumy pedagogical institute.1210 Kateryna Maksymovna, 

who studied at the Institute of Culture in Kharkiv recalled having her grades docked for 

producing Ukrainianisms in class and being forced to redo assignments. While she adapted, a 

friend of hers did not and quit her course of study. 1211 

 

Cultivation through Labor 

The second-order (or lower) significance of language outside of settings oriented toward 

the pursuit of careers in fields falling under the umbrella of “enlightenment” stems from the fact 

that the expansion of the industrial base was persistently the underlying first order priority. We 

can see this as well in the significance of work itself as a cultivational tool, a key tenet with deep 

roots in Soviet social theory. While village youth were as a broad rule not unfamiliar with 

demanding work, they nonetheless needed to learn to labor in ordered and even cultivated ways. 

A senior instructor, A.I. Nazarenko, remarked at a 1968 meeting of the faculty of Vocational-

Technical School #2 in Sumy that “In the future, we need to observe a rare cleanliness in 

 
1209 Anatolii Alekseevich [b.1962]. 
1210 Nataliia Pavlovna [b.1947]. Writing about the same period, Borys Anonenko Davydovych complains in 
an autobiographical note that the dormitory roommates of his daughter studying at the Russian-language 
department of the Kyiv Pedagogical Institute asked her [presumably chidingly] if her father was a 
bourgeois nationalist when they heard him speaking Ukrainian with her: Ìnakodumstvo na Sumshchynì 
eds. Artiukh, Ivanushchenko, and Sadivnychyi, 137-8. 
1211 Kateryna Maksymovna [b.1958?] 
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workspaces and a good organization of the workspaces as we have Vietnamese nationals 

[studying with us] and we must show our shops to be cultured [kulʹturnye].”1212 In practice, 

culture meant order, and it was to be achieved as a reflex of vigilance: instructors were to “hold 

[students] under constant oversight [kontrolʹ], not to allow for students to be outside of [this] 

control, and to forestall any violations.”1213 In practice, of course, this oversight was difficult to 

maintain. One instructor at Vocational-Technical School #2 in Sumy disclaimed any 

responsibility for his students during lunchtime. Another suggested that corners were cut when 

production plans were too demanding while another still recognized that students were 

occasionally sent off to do ancillary work without supervision.1214 

While this attention to cultured work and strict oversight was an important consideration 

for school officials, administrators at the factories to which they were subordinated – and to 

which their students were sent off to work – were less enthused, suggesting something of a 

culture shock when students eventually entered the workplace. The director of one Konotop 

factory attended a faculty meeting of Vocational-Technical School #6 to argue that instructors 

were not giving students a realistic idea about working conditions: 

We are mutually connected. [As far as] physical conditions there are many 

shortcomings and [much] dirt. And it is necessary to tell the students about this ... 

We need many workers but we do not have housing [available] and we cannot 

retain [derzhatʹ] those who come [work at] the factory. For those students coming 

to work at the factory there needs to be drawn a [complete] picture of the good 

and the bad at the factory... If something is not working out with your instructors 

[mastera] then go to the Party committee [meetings]. We need to understand your 

needs and you ours. You [ought to] invite our best workers and let them tell you 

about our work and its difficulties.1215  

 
1212 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.1. 
1213 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.72, ark.13-4. 
1214 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.72, ark.9-14. 
1215 DASO f.R-7644, op.1, spr.2, ark.38. 
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This was in response to complaints by various instructors. V.I. Samokhvalov complained that 

students set to intern at the factory were instead sent to shovel snow. A.I. Bazhenko, for 

example, complained that, “At such treatment of students by the plant one’s mood is ruined. 

Having been at the piston plant, students become undisciplined… Other parent-concerns 

[bazovye predpriiatiia] help their schools, but the piston plant is in no hurry to help us.”1216 

 In the traditional Soviet fashion, work itself was the most legitimate means of cultivation. 

The more elaborate cultivational ideas frequently fell quickly by the wayside once students were 

put on the job whether in apprenticeships or less elaborate arrangements. Students of vocational-

technical schools and even colleges were particularly prone to simply being pulled directly into 

the low-skilled aspects of physical labor like demolition. Anatolii Semënovich, born in 1949, 

who was enrolled at City Vocational-Technical School #5 in Bilopillia noted that little studying 

was done, and listed a series of construction projects on which he worked.1217 This seems to have 

been par for the course. A 1971 report presented to the Lebedyn City Council noted that “Much 

for the city [has been] done by Village Vocational-Technical School #4: they laid a pipe, [built] 

housing – a 16-apartment building, laid highway [vylozhili shosse], etc.”1218 For the subsequent 

year, they were so far slated to lay 1900m of road (Zarudka st. and Serafimovicha st.), among 

whatever other projects might have befallen the roughly 500-person student body of this 

educational institution that was nominally geared toward training agricultural laborers.1219 

Students were understandably not necessarily thrilled with this arrangement (though some, I am 

sure, were perfectly happy to do it). Students from the Shostka Chemical Technical College, for 

example, marshalled to help build a chemical factory in Putyvl, were criticized for wandering the 

 
1216 DASO f.R-7644, op.1, spr.2, ark.37. 
1217 Anatolii Semënovich [b.1949]. 
1218 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.265, ark.229. 
1219 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.295, ark.15. 
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site instead of working.1220 Elsewhere I have recounted the story of a failed protest by Anastasiia 

Mikhailovna’s and her friend, who were expelled from the Construction-Trades Technical 

College [Stroitekhnikum] in Sumy after refusing to go to the worksite as a simple grunt laborer in 

the white dress-shoes she had bought to wear to class.1221  

Vocational schools were frequently founded in order to fulfill a demand for work in a 

certain industry, and it occurred that (a) that industry needed to be built up first and (b) the 

demand was strong enough that managers were unwilling or unable to wait for the full course of 

training. Nikolai Alekseevich who enrolled at a Vocational-Technical School in the early 1960s 

to study the “electrification of agriculture” was sent out with only rudimentary training to simply 

hang wire in the village during the electrification drive, thus studying or even just engaging in 

“electrification of agriculture” only in the most crude sense.1222 He explicitly denied that there 

were any clubs or activities at this school (though there may have been something on paper); his 

kruzhok and sporting activity were up a pole. His “educational” experience as a whole was an 

echo of the by-then-defunct Schools of Working Youth,1223 and obviously did little to prepare 

him for the city life he ultimately chose.1224  

 

Cultivating Morality 

 The language used in describing the various goals of this cultivation consisted of a 

variety of platitudes – most of which had roots in current social campaigns – that were ultimately 

 
1220 DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.70, ark.46. 
1221 Anastasiia Mikhailovna [b.1948]. 
1222 Nikolai Alekseevich [b.1949]. 
1223 These had been transitioned into a more prosaic system of night schools in 1958, which remained 
poorly outfitted: Oleh Kompaniienko, “Shliakhy vyrishennia problem materialʹnoho ustatkuvannia shkil dlia 
pratsiuiuchoï molodi (1958 - 1964 rr.),” Istorychnyi arkhiv: Naukovi studiï 13 (2014), 143-7. 
1224 Stanislav [b.1945]; DASO f.R-7670, op.1, spr.60, ark.7.. 
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concerned with remaking the soul of the student. According the deputy director of Vocational-

Technical School #2, speaking at a faculty meeting in 1973, cultivational efforts “represent[ed] a 

system of forming the moral attributes [oblik] of the young worker.”1225 In turn, the deputy 

director of Vocational-Technical School #6 mentioned a few years later in regards to “Those 

[troublemakers] such as Shpilʹkin [and] Sviridenko … [that] our goal is to make children better 

than they are.”1226 Instructors and administrators recurrently referenced the Moral Codex of the 

Builder of Communism introduced at the 22nd Party Congress in 1961, but always in a 

perfunctory way. While one instructor at Village Vocational-Technical School #1 in Hlukhiv 

inveighed at a meeting that “for all instructors [mastery] it is necessary to work through 

[prorabotatʹ] recommended literature on all points of the moral codex,” the particular points of it 

never actually figure in the records of discussions by Sumy Oblast vocational-technical school 

faculty.1227  

One instructor at Shostka Chemical-Technical College, speaking at a 1962 faculty 

meeting, cited the recent Pravda article “No Mercy for Hooligans,” [Nikakoi poshchady 

khuliganam] indicating that the tone set by the central authorities did penetrate to a degee.1228 

But it was no more than the tone – the emphasis was not on ideological detail, but rather on the 

idea that strictness was preferable to laxity (echoing the emphasis of surveillance above). At the 

close of the 1970s, an instructor at the Kontop Technical School #6 was still invoking the Moral 

Codex:  

The core of pedagogical demands is above all the Moral Codex of the Builder of 

Communism, which specifies those qualities, which it is necessary to cultivate in 

students…. The designation of the most central pedagogical demands is geared 

 
1225 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.150, ark.4. 
1226 DASO f.R-7644, op.1, spr.2, ark.32. 
1227 DASO f.R-7670, op.1, spr.35, ark.44. 
1228 DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.51, ark.5. 
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toward establishing a conscientious discipline that actively supports a 

development of students’ own self-discipline and necessary moral habits.1229  

Again, or, perhaps, still, there was no discussion among faculty of individual qualities or how 

they ought to be cultivated: it was, as usual, simply taken as a given that they summed to 

“conscientious discipline.”  

As can be seen from the Shostka Chemical-Technical College example, instructors and 

administrators were reliably susceptible to the signals of moral panic from above in framing their 

response to student misbehavior. In the early 1960s (but continuing through the decade) 

misbehaving students were understood as “hooligans,” a loosely constructed idea.1230 At the end 

of the 1970s, in turn, there were again signals from above that the kids were not alright, part of a 

renewed campaign against hooliganism and lawbreaking that dovetailed with an anti-alcohol 

campaign. In 1978, the Korocha District Party Committee observed that there were 62 teenagers 

under the supervision [na uchëte] of various organs for various reasons and that the situation was 

particularly difficult at the Sovkhoz Vocational-Technical College in Korocha and at the 

boarding school. In response to this, 61 lectures had been held on “legal topics” [pravovye temy]. 

One prosecutor had gone to an assembly of the Sovkhoz Technical College student body and 

talked about an unspecified crime committed by students Rybalko and Sorokoletov, who to the 

apparent chagrin of Party officials were not kicked out of the school’s Komsomol 

organization.1231  

This raises the matter of whether these students coming to study in the city were 

particularly culpable for any increase in crime, a question as important as it is difficult to answer. 

On paper at least, in official reports and in meeting minutes, officials either of the school or the 

 
1229 DASO f.R-7644, op.2, spr.2, ark.23. 
1230 See: LaPierre, Hooligans in Khrushchev’s Russia.  
1231 GANIBO f.572, op.11, d.5, l.116-7. 
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city did not refer to students of village background as being particularly prone to making trouble 

(in general or specifically because of their place of origin). The level of data necessary to 

ascertain whether they were is not available, at least for Sumy Oblast. We can show (and have 

shown) that an extremely high proportion of all vocational-technical school students were from 

the village (as were virtually all agriculture-oriented vocational-technical school students), but 

this does not necessarily mean that, in turn, it was that vast majority who were particularly prone 

to causing problems. On the contrary, city-born students who went into the comparatively less 

prestigious (as compared with universities and institutes) vocational-technical schools were less 

academically oriented (while it was the more academically oriented village students who 

enrolled in these schools rather than staying in the village). Were the city students the lead 

trouble makers, then? Did they corrupt the incoming villagers? 

Although students’ village (or city) origins are exceedingly rarely mentioned (or hinted 

at) we can identify anecdotes of both city and village students being a particular behavioral 

problem in oblique ways. Student P.I. Ermenko of the Shostka Chemical Technical College was 

censured by a 1967 faculty meeting for stealing from the workplace (and a lack of remorse about 

it).1232 We can speculate with some confidence that he is from a village family because his father, 

present at the meeting, asks for pity on account to the younger Ermenko’s being one of seven 

children, a marker of a rural family (the nature of his transgression and his attitude toward it also 

fits stereotype). The mother of student Baranovskii, of Vocational-Technical School #1 in 

Okhtyrka, on the other hand, similarly called in to account for her son’s misdeeds (boozing and 

womanizing) betrays that he is from the city, noting that he is on occasion gone from home for 

days at a time, unusual only if he lives close to school.1233 For most of the troublemakers 

 
1232 DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.70, ark.25. 
1233 DASO f.R-7651, op.1, spr.5, ark.16. 
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discussed by faculty meetings, though, there are no such references. Those from the city are not 

criticized for setting a bad example and those from the village are not chided for their uncultured 

ways, reflecting a clear taboo. Even instructors with village roots themselves did not feel at 

liberty to criticize students on the basis of what are functionally their social origins.1234 Or, if 

they did, these remarks did not make it into the minutes of meetings. In a rare exception, the 

director of Vocational-Technical School #2 in Sumy, Vitchenko, threatened the chronically tardy 

student Klimakov at a 1971 faculty meeting with having his portrait hung in his native village so 

that “everybody sees what kind [he is].”1235 It is unclear why this particular student (among 

many) aroused the kind of ire that broke this taboo; presumably the same threat could have been 

levied against many others. 

 It does not seem especially plausible that instructors and administrators at vocational 

schools simply did not consider whence their student body came. When instructor A.A. Snezko, 

for example, also of Vocational-Technical School #2, noted at a 1968 meeting that calling 

parents was not having an effect on student absence rates he must have considered the 

ineffectiveness of parental supervision over a teenager many kilometers away.1236 When A.V. 

Gadiatskii, a highly respected head of Village Vocational-Technical School #4 in Lebedyn, 

testified to the Lebedyn City Council in 1972, he gave some hint of the root of behavioral 

problems:  

Our school collective is conducting major cultivational work with pupils. 

However in the last two years there have been incidents of violations and crimes. / 

108 enrollees [slushateli] had unsatisfactory personal assessments 

[kharakteristiki]. Crimes are always committed by those new to the school [vnovʹ 

pribyvshie v uchilishche]. All crimes and violations are discussed at general 

 
1234 Somewhat unexpectedly, Halyna Bondar notes that one of her interviewees who came to Lviv in 1973 
recalls newcomer girls punished at school for cutting their braids in order to wear more fashionable 
haircuts: Lʹviv, 97.   
1235 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.123, ark.112. 
1236 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.15. 
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assemblies. Caricatures [satiry] are placed in windows [and] we call in parents for 

discussions. Not a single violation is left unaddressed. / In our school, good 

conditions [for] getting an education and [for] respite [otdykh] have been created, 

but [we] still get [eshchë popadaiut] such teenagers that commit crimes.1237  

If the problem students were the newest students, then we are also speaking of those newest to 

the city (particularly as this was a Village Vocational-Technical School we can assume that 

essentially all students were village natives).  

One could make a strained argument that the types of infractions committed by students 

made some sense if we assume village roots, but generally speaking the sources do not provide 

support for this idea without the benefit of tenuous extrapolation. There is no particular reason to 

believe that students of village origins would be particularly prone to careless treatment of school 

property, one common complaint.1238 One could, theoretically, read one instructor’s complaint 

that students are not “habituated to [priucheny k] the gentle treatment of furniture and other 

goods,” as a veiled (or even transparent) critique of uncultured newcomers unused to keeping 

stock in pristine shape, but the logic here would be circular.1239 The same can be said for 

absences, likewise a persistent concern.1240 I could find no instructors who explicitly connected 

students’ distance from their schools as a source of absence, although one noted that absences 

were most common after holidays.1241 In general, though, absence is treated as, foremost, a 

 
1237 Gadiatskii was named a Hero of Socialist Labor in 1978: “Geroi sotsialisticheskogo truda,” Lebedyn 
Press (28 Apr. 2013): http://www.lebedinpress.com.ua/2013-04-28-12-00-16/geroi-truda; DASO f.R-2461, 
op.3, spr.295, ark.77. 
1238 E.g. DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.72, ark.40; spr.111, ark.3; spr.123, ark.8.  
1239 DASO f.R-7644, op.1, spr.2, ark.10. 
1240 At Vocational-Technical School #2, unexcused absences during the 1969-70 academic year were 
responsible for 5,200 hours, excused absences 10,983 hours, and illness 32,546 hours. There was an 
average of 576 students for this period, meaning that students averaged about two unexcused absences 
during the year, an amount that did not quite fit with the level of alarm: DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.123, 
ark.14. On the other hand, the integrity of this record-keeping is questionable. One instructor at the 
school, for example, explained to the faculty meeting that he was able to achieve no unexcused absences 
at all because he always permitted students to leave when necessary:  DASO f.R-7607, op.1., spr.72, 
ark.5-7. The record reflects no negative commentary in response to this explanation. 
1241 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.72, ark.38. 
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discipline problem to be addressed in the classroom.1242 Particularly egregious cases would be 

hauled in front of faculty meetings or, in one case, the Lebedyn City Council, though it would 

generally take weeks of missed classes to attract this kind of attention.1243  

The chronically, incorrigibly, and inexplicably truant were seen as particularly vexing 

figures, a fact with which any instructor can sympathize. One instructor at Vocational-Technical 

School #2 in Sumy, N.L. Timchenko, complained at a 1968 meeting that “We know from 

experience that those who are absent [progulyvaiut] end up in the defendants’ chair.”1244 Student 

Maiak, for example, had been going AWOL and playing cards, as had student Pavlov. Regarding 

the latter, he added, “I don’t really believe student Pavlov that he will change [ispravitsia], he’s 

already gotten a taste for truancy [gulianie], but in our country we don’t have such people who 

are truant [kotorye guliaiut].”1245 This was a purely rhetorical avatar of the then-current effort to 

liquidate social parasitism; on the contrary, Maiak “gulial [lit. wandered]” therefore he was.  

The most common colloquial Russian (or Ukrainian, or Surzhyk) words for truancy 

translating directly to "wandering" and even, arguably, “going for a stroll,” raised the question of 

just where students went. Other accounts of the escapades of Pavlov and Maiak lead us to 

conclude that (because their parents lived in the city) they are likely city natives, but wandering 

in service of trouble-making knew no bounds between city and village. At a subsequent 1968 

meeting it emerged that Pavlov had stolen money from his aunt in order to purchase a bb-gun 

type shooting weapon from a factory worker. Having gotten mixed up with a student from 

Vocational-Technical School #6, he went with him to [his] village at his invitation and took the 

 
1242 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.72, ark.23; f.R-7670, op.1, spr.35, ark.34. Occasionally interventions with 
parents were suggested: DASO f.R-7644, op.1, spr.4., ark.19. 
1243 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.44; f.R-2461, op.3, spr.72?, ark.20. 
1244 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.22; 24. 
1245 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.22; 24. 
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gun to the village. “But now we can’t go there,” Pavlov testified, “as we were chased away from 

there, and [we] left the gun at aunt’s [house].”1246 Although Pavlov claimed that the unnamed 

other student had been the instigator, the meeting delved further into his extorting (according to 

him “borrowing”) money from those in younger grades in city schools. It would seem that this is 

at least one case of a city native expanding the troublemaking horizons of a newcomer from the 

village. Not the kind of leadership of urbanites over villagers that authorities had in mind. This 

could also work in reverse. In 1978, Sergei Kaiuk was expelled from Vocational-Technical 

School #2 for a disruption he caused with the annual requisitioning of students to help with the 

harvest. Kaiuk stood accused of interfering with beet-picking and getting drunk. It was probably 

not a coincidence that Kaiuk was from the same village to which the students were sent.1247 

 The vocational-technical schools were a particularly fertile ground for the forming of 

relationships among city and village miscreants (and indeed miscreants in general) because of 

the difficulties they faced in expelling students and the apparent reticence with which they 

ultimately did so. These schools served a societal function as the means by which some of the 

least elevated – in terms of education and social connections as well as the patterns of perception 

and behavior that coincided with those – were to be fashioned into socially useful citizens. This 

became a particularly important function as the role of unskilled labor in the Soviet economy 

decreased and the formal penal apparatus was scaled down. Whereas previously such 

problematic students might have been packed off to Siberia or the Schools of Working Youth, 

they were now channeled in part to the Vocational-Technical School, which became something 

of a magnet for delinquents. By the late 1970s, Vocational-Technical School #2, which by then 

was accepting a class made up of 1/3 urban students, was among two (along with #4 in Konotop) 

 
1246 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.23-5. 
1247 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.195, ark.180. 
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singled out for poor “mass-cultivational work,” likely a criticism stemming from difficulty 

controlling students.1248    

By statute, “in response to the violation of academic discipline and the rules of the 

internal order and socialist community [sotsialisticheskoie obshchezhitiie], students of the 

specialized secondary schools [could be] subject to the following penalties that constituted, in 

theory, an ordered path to expulsion: formal reproach [zamechaniie], a lowering of the score for 

behavior, formal rebuke [vygovor], [and, finally] expulsion.”1249 For many students this was a 

long road indeed. One good example is the response to the behavior of the student Ivanenko, 

discussed at a 1968 faculty meeting of Vocational-Technical School #2 in Sumy. Caught 

expropriating money from younger students and getting drunk at the football stadium, he had the 

previous year participated in the beating of an elderly person on the street. Given this track 

record, Ivanenko was met with the draconian punishment of … having his behavior grade 

lowered to a 3.1250 

The involvement of other authorities did not necessarily mean that the issues surrounding 

student behavior would be resolved. Student Vladimir Taran, of the same institution, whose 

chronic robbery and truancy was brought up at a 1970 faculty meeting, was already under the 

supervision of the police department’s minors’ office [detskaia komnata militsii] as well as the 

city police department [gorotdel militsii] as well as his apparently quite involved mother.1251 

Taran too lived to see another day at his school. Statutorily, expulsion was only to happen by 

decision of the director after discussion at a faculty meeting.1252 In practice, these discussions 

 
1248 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.150, ark.19-20. 
1249 GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.720: Council of Ministers of the USSR Resolution #185 [1 Mar. 1961]. 
1250 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.12. But next time, he was warned, his behavior would be reported 
to a Comrades’ Court. 
1251 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.123, ark.46. 
1252 GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.720: Council of Ministers of the USSR Resolution #185 [1 Mar. 1961]. 
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were plentiful and expulsions rare, reflecting considerations that fell beyond the most proximate 

violation of order as the formal sequence of consequences would hold it. Student Sorbat, for 

example, ended up in the drunk tank several times and was on that basis expelled from his 

dormitory, which was not a step on the officially promulgated ladder of consequences.1253 

On the contrary, expulsion was a carefully considered act that relied on considerations 

detached from the transgression itself. Anatolii Semënovich recalls befriending the son of the 

director of City Vocational-Technical School #5 in Bilopillia, geared toward the construction 

trades, and being encouraged to apply for training as a sanitation worker because his friend’s 

father planned to clean house of a handful of trouble-makers in a cluster-expulsion, thus opening 

up spots.1254 This kind of action was likely the product of at least some negotiation with city 

authorities. No one wanted responsibility for a hooligan (nor for several), and ducking this was 

thus a political action.1255 

In the space of this inability to act, particularly difficult students were targeted 

individually and as part of a group with lectures public and private with school administrators, 

agitators, and representatives of law enforcement on topics that ranged from their particular 

transgression to general topics like “questions of moral and gender cultivation [polovoe 

vospitanie], comradery [tovarishchestvo], friendship and love, conscientious and attentive 

treatment of girls and women as mothers [zhenshchiny-materi], [and] a girl’s pride and a boy’s 

 
1253 It was, for example, easier to just kick a student out of the dormitory rather than to expel them: DASO 
f.R-6881, op.1, spr.70, ark.30. 
1254 Anatolii Semënovich [b.1949]. 
1255 Cf. The moral panic over the return of Gulag prisoners. Over the five years 1971-6 the Stary Oskol 
Vocational-Technical School reported 24 expulsions, or about five a year, which is comparatively high. 
There was significantly more incentive to disperse non-native troublemakers back to their respective 
villages: Miriam Dobson, Khrushchev’s Cold Summer: Gulag Returnees, Crime, and the Fate of Reform 
after Stalin (New York: St. Martin’s, 2012); GABO f.R-1681, op.1, d.88, l.12. 
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honor.”1256 Edward Cohn argues that this prophylactic approach with marginal citizens was taken 

quite seriously by law enforcement (and the KGB in particular) as a means to avoid public 

disorder among those inclined toward troublemaking.1257 Indeed, for the ordinary student, they 

might well have curtailed transgressive behavior. The perception, at least, existed that, say, 

getting caught in a drunk tank was a path to automatic expulsion, even if the reality seems to 

have been quite different.1258 These lectures and other similar cultivational measures were of 

little use, though, against the most committed makers of trouble, who were notionally to be 

reformed by the vocational track, one of the more cherished premises of the Soviet project and 

one of the most difficult to let go. In October 1973, student Sergei Shumylo was expelled only 

after attacking instructor N.V. Goncharov in the dining hall of Vocational-Technical School #2 

because the latter would not allow him to cut the lunch line.1259  

 

Cultivating the Person and Cultivating Relationships 

The administrators of educational establishments regularly expressed worry about the 

limits of their control. As mentioned above, this was a point of particular concern when all or 

some students lived outside of a school-managed dormitory. As Instructor A.A. Zastavenko of 

Vocational-Technical School #2 in Sumy noted, “It is bad that we do not have a dormitory, as 

our oversight over students [kontrolʹ za uchashchimisia] is almost [entirely] lacking.”1260 A 

 
1256 DASO f.R-7511, op.1, spr.3, ark.7. DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.18; spr.150, ark.19. Their 
parents were also on occasion the subjects of such lectures: DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.150, ark.1. 
1257 Edward Cohn, “A Soviet Theory of Broken Windows: Prophylactic Policing and the KGB’s Struggle 
with Political Unrest in the Baltic Republics,” Kritika: Explorations in Russian and Eurasian History 19.4 
(Fall 2018), 769-92. 
1258 Anatolii Alekseevich [b.1962]; Anatolii Ivanovich [b.1954]; DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.70, ark.30. One 
interviewee mentioned a show-trial held at his school, which combined the punitive with the cultivational: 
Aleksandr Vladimirovich [b.1959]. 
1259 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.150, ark.5-6.  
1260 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.15. 
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dormitory was built two years later, though its mere existence also did not necessarily quell 

concerns altogether. On campus, administrators could take action against the “bad behavior of 

students and insufficient work of instructors during the breaks between classes; … abnormalities 

[nenormalʹnosti] in the receiving of food in the cafeteria and likewise during cleaning the 

dorms… and students [in the cafeteria] not putting their dishes away after themselves and [not 

having] assigned places to eat, [leading] to disorder.”1261 It was difficult to make sure everyone 

put their tray away when students were outside of school spaces, and this made administrators 

nervous. 

 Liubovʹ Aleksevna recalled a particularly zealous overseer at a Sumy Vocational-

Technical School, Anna Andreevna, who “held [her charges] by the throats” going so far as to 

ensure that students did not go off-campus without supervision.1262 Her vigilance was inspired by 

the same concerns as the discussion by the faculty of Konotop Technical School #6 of the article 

“Tragedy in Vyrivka,” chronicling a misfortune befalling students in a village in Konotop 

District. The conclusion of director I.G. Sevastʹianov was that “it [was] necessary to devote more 

attention to questions regarding cultivating students, to questions regarding what they are doing 

in their free time [zaniatnostʹ v svobodnoe vremia].”1263 The worry over students outside of the 

dormitory led instructors to attempt to police their socialization – if not necessarily 

prophylactically as in the attempt of Anna Andreevna, I.G. Sevastʹianov, or V.P. Mikhailenko, an 

instructor at Village Vocational-Technical School #1 in Hlukhiv who paid impromptu visits to 

student apartments in the mid-1970s, then in response to exhibited delinquency.1264 P.G. 

 
1261 DASO f.R-7670, op.1, spr.35, ark.16-7. These are complaints from a 1963 faculty meeting at Hlukhiv 
Village Vocational-Technical School #1. 
1262 Liubovʹ Alekseevna [b.1965]. 
1263 DASO f.R-7644, op.1, spr.2, ark.54. 
1264 DASO f.R-7670, op.1, spr.60, ark.7. 
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Lotsman, a former director of Vocational-Technical School #2 noted one student, Martynenko 

who had been particularly delinquent and concluded that it was necessary to establish where [and 

with whom] he had been spending his time.1265 These efforts could be surprisingly effective. One 

of my interviewees was astounded to have been called into the director’s office of the Cultural 

Enlightenment School [Kulʹtprosvetuchilishche] where he was studying on the heels of his 

participation in a village melee.1266 It ought to go without saying, though, that there were great 

limits to this oversight.  

While learning establishments devoted significant efforts to creating permanent and 

ephemeral spaces of cultivation, students also had significant opportunity to choose their own 

from among the offerings of the city.1267 In this way, newcomers to the city had a hand in 

shaping their own experience of Soviet urban modernity within the range of possibilities created 

by the state. When asking my interviewees what students did in their spare time during the week, 

many recalled parks and dances, both spaces requiring some dynamic physical participation, 

guided along well-worn Soviet paths but informed by their own habits and mentalities partially 

developed during their village childhoods. Film too was a significant source of entertainment. 

While movies were certainly available in the village, the regularity of access and the choices of 

titles were better in the city. The mushrooming of film (and broader) media choices was a marker 

of the 1960s and 1970s and the process occurred in warp speed for the village emigrant.1268 What 

is more, “going to watch the one movie in town with your workmates and discussing it 

afterwards with an agitator was not the same as arguing with your friend between the war drama 

 
1265 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.16. 
1266 Stanislav [b.1945]. 
1267 Cf. organized school trips to the theater and other “kulʹtpokhody” {DASO f.R-7670, op.1, spr.60, 
ark.7.} or the sending of small handfuls of students to sanatoria on the outskirts of the city and in the 
southern oblasts of the Republic:  DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.71, ark.30-5; f.R-7670, op.1, spr.72, ark.8. 
1268 Roth-Ey, 15. 
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and the Indian musical.”1269 (Village movies tended to be chosen by agitators, although they took 

into account villagers’ interests.) Aleksandr Vladimirovich, by contrast, described how emigrants 

from his native Serhiïvka gathered weekly at 6pm by a particular fountain; venturing over to the 

Friendship movie theater to see a movie of their own choosing.1270 He listed ruefully the five or 

six movie theaters that then-operated, comparing them with the present situation in the city.1271 

Access to the movies and theater was in at least one case jealously guarded as a prestige item for 

city-natives at the Sumy Pedagogical Institute, who attempted to deny those with village-roots 

the opportunity to go to the theater, until an administrator argued that they should actually have 

priority on tickets, so as to elevate their cultural level, which was acknowledged as weaker.1272  

City parks served a cultivational function that reflected leisure in a manicured nature. 

Taking small boats onto the Psël river for example was a popular pastime and city administrators 

organized “summer movie theaters,” 25-kopek film screenings in Sumy parks that somewhat 

recalled the open-air viewings one could on occasion see in the villages without adequate 

halls.1273 In his Peasant Metropolis, Hoffman describes villagers gathering in parks at dance-

grounds [tantsploshchadki] to dance in traditional ways to traditional music. These dance-

grounds became formalized and continued to flourish after the War (and continue in some places 

today). Increasingly, though – and it is difficult to be more precise than “increasingly” – the 

music played (and dances danced) at these dance-grounds shifted away from traditional village 

fare. By the Brezhnev Era especially the transition away from the live baian and toward recorded 

 
1269 Ibid., 22. 
1270 Aleksandr Vladimirovich [b.1959]. 
1271 As Kristin Roth-Ey points out, Soviet citizens were the most avid moviegoers in the world – Soviet 
cinema brought more movies to more people that might have been sustained by the free market: Moscow 
Prime Time, 2. 
1272 Nataliia Pavlovna [b.1947]. Cultural prestige was logically more in currency at the pedagogical 
institute than in the vocational-technical schools. 
1273 Nataliia Pavlovna [b.1947]; Aleksandr Vladimirovich [b.1959]; Anatolii Alekseévich [b.1962]. 
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chanson and ėstrada, the various vectors of Soviet popular music, was underway. These styles, 

in turn, had long lost their village roots and influences.1274 This music played at school and 

workplace dances, meanwhile, styled in the 1970s and 1980s as discos [diskoteki] tended to lack 

the ideological content that even wartime chanson had had.1275  

These were, foremost, social spaces and had increasingly less success indoctrinating 

power, which reflected broader trends that worried authorities.1276 A 1978 report by the head of 

the Upravlenie of the KGB of the USSR in Sumy Oblast noted a series of lectures on the 

“wrecking activity [podryvnaia deiatelʹnostʹ] and ideological centers of capitalist countries” held 

in response to increasing listening by youth to foreign radio programs.1277 The world was bigger, 

in short, than the dormitory cafeteria where administrators could affect minutiae like cafeteria 

tray placement, and administrators less skilled at holding their students by the throat could not 

hope for perfection in cultivation. 

As opposed to students living in private apartments, who were exposed to the social 

networks of relatives or (the assumedly more limited) social networks of their hosts, students 

living in dormitories forged their first new connections in the city with classmates, forming 

friendships largely with those who themselves were new city-dwellers. This did slowly expand 

their social networks, as it was not uncommon to have relations living in the city who were 

 
1274 Richard Stites argues that this is too sharp a binary, suggesting the roots of the ėstrada tradition lay in 
the performativity of narodnoe gulianie, the carnival of “rural and traditional outdoor shows:” Russian 
Popular Culture (Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 16-7 cited by David MacFayden, 
Red Stars: Personality and the Soviet Popular Song 1955–1991 (Ithaca, N.Y.: McGill-Queen’s University 
Press, 2001), 11-2. MacFayden also cites composer Valentin Kruchinin, responsible for a number of 
important contributions to the genre across many years, who describes hits of the 1930s as “accessible” 
in that they “hardly differed from the songs you’d hear in city outskirts,” 28.  
1275 Grigorii [b.1952]; Liudmila Anatolʹevna [b.1965]. In her case, these included boys from other countries 
studying at her technical college in Halych. MacFayden’s account {Red Stars} aims to show how the civic 
vector of Soviet popular music yielded (if incompletely) to the personal.   
1276 Out-of-town students at a sporting competition, for example assembled at the host-institution’s 
dormitory confident (mistakenly so) that there would be dances: DASO f.R-6881, op.1, spr.51, ark.2-3. 
1277 Inakodumstvo na Sumshchyni 1, eds. Artiukh, Ivanushchenko, and Sadivnychyi, 132-3. 
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useful for various things: an uncle who was director of an educational establishment, an aunt 

who worked at the pastry plant.1278 On the other hand, students did feel compelled to maintain 

ties with friends and relations from their native places, as the group of moviegoers demonstrates 

and the following chapter will discuss in more detail. 

Among the conclusions we can draw from faculty meeting minutes is that transgression 

among youth was a distinctly social affair. Simple mischief making included mere dorm pranks, 

which for whatever reason tended toward noise-making, disturbing the maximum amount of 

people possible.1279 But it went well further as well. Student Beliakov, a habitual drinker known 

to authorities, coerced another to purchase two bottles of wine.1280 These he apparently drank 

himself, but previously he had brought homebrew back to the dormitory. Even the homebrewing 

process could be social. Pavel Vasilʹevich, who described his study at Construction Vocational-

Technical School #1 (formerly Vocational-Technical School #7) as a time of great sociability, 

recalled how “maybe six people would get two bottles of wine and a loaf of bread; crush the 

bread in the bowl and pour wine over it.”1281 Clearly, it did not take six people to perform this 

act, and yet it was done socially. At Vocational-Technical School #6 in Konotop dormitory staff 

held their own drinking event in celebration of a colleague’s vacation at the dormitory itself, to 

stern rebuke from the administration.1282 

 
1278 Anatolii Semënovich [b.1949]; Pavel Vasilʹevich [b.1962]. Iván Szelényi argues that under Socialism 
(as under capitalism), middle-class districts (that is, those of established urbanites) boasted a population 
more skilled at bureaucratic negotiation and, therefore, were likely attract better resources. While this 
seems straightforward enough, it ought to be noted that, as discussed in Chapter 3, rural people in the 
USSR were increasingly required to gain facility in navigating the system, and this seems likely to have 
been particularly true of those who migrated to the city: Szelényi, Urban Inequalities, 105. 
1279 Stanislav [b.1945]. 
1280 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.150, ark.47. He was ultimately expelled. 
1281 Pavel Vasilʹevich [b.1962]. 
1282 DASO f.R-7644, op.1, spr.10, ark.41-2. 
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Students more committed to exploring delinquency beyond social drinking in the 

dormitory branched their social networks out into the city. The aforementioned student Ivanenko, 

for example, who extorted 20 kopeks from a younger student during the distribution of stipends, 

was eventually found drinking at the Avangard stadium, a popular hangout on the outskirts of 

town. His prior assault of an elderly citizen was committed in the company of a group of other 

boys of unclear origins.1283 In 1969, four students from Village Vocational-Technical School #4 

in Lebedyn “stole spirits, chocolate and a cigar from Store #1 of the City Cooperative Vending 

Agency [Gorkooptorg], and held a drinking session [ustroili pʹianku] in the middle of the night at 

the apartment of citizen Basanets.”1284 Of note here are that a proper drinking session cannot be 

held alone and also the unclear origins of the Basanets character. These shadowy outside figures 

appear quite often in discussions of wayward vocational-school students. Faculty at Vocational-

Technical School #2 in Sumy noted in 1963 that one student had begun hanging out with a group 

of “city boys” who caused him to turn his attention away from his studies and earn four 2’s.1285 

Ten years later, at the height of the village influx into the vocational schools, Sergei Bosenko 

was picked up in an intoxicated state on Karl Marx Prospect, and delivered to the drunk tank. 

Instructors noted that “He devotes much time (especially after class) to aimlessly wandering the 

city with suspicious individuals.”1286 In other cases, instructors described what was essentially 

gang-like behavior.1287 

It is a truly unfortunate limitation of the sources that our best record of newly forged 

friendships with city natives (or at least with those more established in the city) come from tales 

 
1283 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.8-12. 
1284 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.250, ark.87. 
1285 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.72, ark.37. 
1286 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.150, ark.25. 
1287 As in the case of the student Shteinikov who described being forced into violent acts at penalty of 
being beaten himself (a scenario that instructors seemed to accept): DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.72, 
ark.33-5.  
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of delinquent students. I did frequently pose the question of how new relationships were forged 

to my interviewees, but this was generally not a productive line of questioning, as for the short 

term most simply pointed back to their course-mates (or, less often, coworkers) whose company 

they enjoyed but with whom they did not necessarily develop or keep strong ties. Aleksandr 

Vladimirovich, mentioned in the above section on cultural cultivation, was a relative rarity in 

having mentioned joining sporting organizations out of a feeling of loneliness. In general, my 

interviewees were in the medium-term often satisfied with the relations they had had in the city 

from prior to their migration. As the next chapter will show, this was because the extended 

leisure time of many migrants was surprisingly heavily oriented toward the village, especially in 

the first years after emigration.  

 

Conclusion 

In his monograph on the Hungarian city of Sztálinváros, Horváth notes occasionally that 

the “Technikum” district was one of several perceived as “village-like,” serving to reify a 

conception of the urbanized against the backdrop of its population of relative newcomers who 

looked and behaved in ways stereotyped as rural (and were stigmatized for it). Horváth does not 

make explicit the connection between the young, as-yet-unskilled labor that apparently gave the 

district its name, and neither does he connect this milieu with his chapter on “hooliganism,” 

choosing instead to locate this within the jampec “teddy boy” subculture, which he parallels to 

Katherine Lebow’s Polish bikiniarze and could further be extended to Soviet stiliagi or Zhuk’s 

rock ‘n rollers (depending on their respective penchant for knife crime).1288 Horváth, though, 

 
1288 Horváth, Stalinism Reloaded, 217-30; Katherine Lebow, Unfinished Utopia; Zhuk, Rock and Roll. 
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begins this discussion with an effective and important quote from one such representative of the 

counter-culture:  

Despite our humble origins and the fact that we came from the working class, we 

did not like the paradise … We did not want to become party toads or cogs…so 

we had no future ahead of us. We were bored with the [propaganda] … [the 

workers competitions], and the whole of Hungarian life, it sucked.1289 

The actual preponderance of these countercultures as manifested in their full color and plumage 

as well as the most typical class origins of the more perfect specimens is a matter for a different 

study. Indeed, Juliane Fürst shows that in its relatively broad-based manifestations, youth were 

not typically reactionary, but instead more typically ambivalent.1290 They simply had limited use 

for the often abstruse particularities of propaganda and cultivational campaigns aimed at them 

and found their own channels of meaning, albeit in the context of a synthetic popular culture that 

included various combinations of official imprimatur, Western influence, and certain 

neotraditional elements.  

What is most important and well evidence here, though, is the failure of the state to 

reckon effectively with either ambivalence or disillusionment (and everything in between): its 

failure to provide satisfactory conduits or coopt extant ones for those who sought novelty as a 

value. There was little tenable plan for those who did not aspire in the main to function as 

“cogs,” and this was true entirely regardless of whether they then turned to foppish styles or 

petty debauchery. The failure to consider and consummate the broad range of needs of 

newcomers to the city traced throughout this chapter spoke to a much broader failure, in other 

words, to access compelling sources of elaborate meaning and identity, at best allowing ones to 

take hold that were far from ideal from the purposes of the state and responded more to broader 

 
1289 Horváth, Stalinism Reloaded, 217. 
1290 Juliane Fürst, Stalin’s Last Generation. 
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sociopolitical changes whose consequences were recurrently ill-explored. At the same time, 

whereas the various means of direct cultivation missed at least as often as they hit, the Soviet 

state did provide functional training to a variety of incoming youth who then made use of various 

forms of physical and cultural infrastructure if in their own ways and for their own purposes, 

augmenting to a degree the homogeneous elements of a universal Soviet experience ranging 

from the music played, the lectures avoided, the Russian language spoken (if haltingly). Thus, 

just as the Soviet project was increasingly concerned with cultivating complexity, authorities 

succeeded instead in giving rise to a somewhat homogenous if lightly textured ordinary. 
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Chapter 6: Acclimation to the City and Continuing Ties to the Village 

The previous chapters have developed a model of relatively orderly transition between 

the village and city of the late-Soviet Black Earth region facilitated by the development of a 

substantial and complex array of physical and human infrastructure at both origin and 

destination. As a product, young adults of village origin coming to study and work in the Soviet 

city of the 1960s and 1970s were generally more attuned to the values, habits, and technologies 

of modern Soviet life than their predecessors. In the Black Earth region specifically, this 

generation of newcomers to the city did not typically break their ties with the village and were 

capable of the increasingly limited cultural code-switching that moving back and forth from 

village to city entailed.  

While Sumy Oblast is a heartland of spoken Surzhyk, produced from an interaction of 

rural and urban speech, and we would thus expect to find some similar “blending” of behavior or 

mentality, rural and urban, the accounts of my interviewees in the city of Sumy emphasized brief 

and arguably superficial culture shock followed by rapid acclimation adequate enough to live 

unmolested by any problems associated with village roots. Their careers and milieus determining 

the extent to which acculturation was practically necessary, newcomers augmented themselves in 

varying degrees to new habits of behavior and affect as well as new ways of thinking about time 

and space. The great scale of physical intercourse and consequent social and economic exchange 

between village and city as well as the specific vectors of acclimation that coming to the city 

required are explored in detail in this chapter. 

A recurring problem with attempting to compare urban and city lifestyles (and trace their 

interaction), is that it requires us to essentialize both in ways that cannot reflect the diversity of 

underlying reality. For one thing, the experience and manifestation of urban modernity deviated 
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from the ideal presented by state-run informational organs, and citizens were forced to contend 

with the gulf between the cultured lifestyles advertised in state propaganda and the opportunities 

actually available in the context of material shortage. Much the same can be said about village 

lifestyles specifically, which were themselves in a state of flux, subject to developing 

socioeconomic changes brought about by the increasing monetization of the rural economy and 

growing parity in income between the sexes. I would argue that this scholarly dilemma is 

somewhat allayed, at least from the perspective of anachronism, by the fact that the abstractions 

through which we must, out of practicality, discuss village and city lifestyles derive from and 

map onto the stereotypes and lenses through which individuals themselves viewed the divide 

between village and city residents. Sheila Fitzpatrick has explained her evolving reading of the 

sociopolitical dynamics of the Stalin Era over several decades as the product of a recognition that 

“it was not actual social classes that were so important but rather the practices of class labeling 

(ascription) and class discrimination.”1291 Ascription of identity, more varied than simply along 

class lines (as between white collar workers, blue collar workers, and then kolkhozniks), and 

extending to such varied categories as “returnee,” “mother,” and “hooligan,” among others, 

continued to be an important aspect of Soviet socialization in subsequent years.  Indeed, I argue 

below that the characteristics projected onto villagers were also quite loaded conceptually and 

actually helped reify the gulf between the image of modern, urban behavior depicted in theory by 

the state and, alternately, held in practice by individuals. 

On the other hand, the categories favored and proffered by the state do not appear to have 

been entirely sufficient. Despite efforts to divide Soviet society up into a system of nesting 

 
1291 Sheila Fitzpatrick, “From the Editors: An Interview with Sheila Fitzpatrick,” Kritika: Exploration in 
Russian and Eurasian History (Summer 2007), 485-6; “Ascribing Class: The Construction of Social 
Identity in Soviet Russia,” The Journal of Modern History 65.4 (1993), 745-70. 
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“collectives” such that they might self-actualize through a praxis of life and work under the 

mutual surveillance of their peers,1292 a significant population of individuals – and youth in 

particular – were gradually alienated from these constructs. They fought their feelings of 

alienation, the Soviet iteration of the marginality and anomie commonly associated with 

modernity, by seeking other sources of identity and self-affirmation, both in creative activities 

and hobbyism, but also in place-based identity within networks around their streets and 

neighborhoods cemented with violence that was interpreted by witnesses as senseless, but fairly 

obviously fulfilled social needs.1293 This is a story true for post-Stalin urban youth in general, 

and for the most part the influence of village roots on this process appears to have been rather 

minimal. Instead, continued ties to the village obviated some (though not all) of this inner tumult 

and quest for meaningful socialization. As a consequence, those coming in from the village were 

foremost witnesses to these transformations in the social structure of the mid-sized Soviet city 

rather than a driving force. Their preparation for the officially proffered vision of Soviet 

modernity suited them well enough in the course of their transition to city life, but oftentimes 

they could not help but notice patterns of social interaction that differed from the ideal, one 

source of their limited and manageable culture shock.  

In the cities of the Black Earth region, which experienced the most dramatic rural influx 

over these decades, many of those with village roots continued, especially in the first years after 

 
1292 Oleg Kharkhordin argues provocatively that this totalitarian framework was briefly realized during the 
Khrushchev Era: Kharkhordin, The Collective and the Individual. 
1293 E.g. Michel de Certeau, who writes that “Marginality is today no longer limited to minority groups, but 
is rather massive and pervasive; this cultural activity of the non-producers of culture, an activity that is 
unsigned, unreadable, and unsymbolized, remains the only one possible for all those who nevertheless 
buy and pay for the showy products through which a productivist economy articulates itself.” Where Marx 
wrote of alienation from labor within his critique of capitalism, de Certeau, here, associates it with the 
“productivist economy” in general, which would seem to fit neatly a Soviet emphasis on “productivity 
[produktivnostʹ]” in all fields, and thus situates the social processes stemming from alienation and 
marginalization in the USSR within a universal modernity: de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, 
trans. Steven Rendall (Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press, 1984), xvii. 
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their coming to the city, to tie their social and economic lives to their network of relations in the 

village. Some decades ago, Barbara Alpern Engel described female economic migrants to late 

Imperial Moscow as living Between the Fields and the City, according to the title of her 

monograph, which provided a gendered complement to Joseph Bradley’s seminal Muzhik and 

Muscovite.1294 Both Engel and Bradley’s work suggested a marginal status borne of this 

liminality, depicting individuals stubbornly alienated from city society but for native-place 

ties,1295 stuffed vulnerable in tenement corners, far less “conscious” than much of the established 

urban proletariat. Hoffman, then, demonstrated that this picture was operative to a surprising 

extent well into the 1930s.1296 By the late-Soviet period, however, owing in large part to efforts 

aimed at the modernization of the village it was far more possible to maintain a consistent Soviet 

identity that spanned both psychologically and physically the boundary between village and city, 

even if this identity was increasingly outmoded by the standards of the more cosmopolitan larger 

metropolises whose denizens increasingly defined themselves with a greater eye toward 

individuality.1297 Newcomers to smaller and mid-sized cities tended to be more fulfilled by the 

basic institutions giving rise to something of a homogenous Soviet experience, though they often 

failed to establish in the city relationships as meaningful as those that they had found in the 

village. While Soviet scholars began to search for that “among modern social groups 

(communities [obshchnosti]) [that might] aspire, be it partially, to that role … that was in the past 

 
1294 Engel, Between the Fields and the City; Bradley, Muzhik and Muscovite. 
1295 Cf. the debate around this question among historians of the early modern Chinese city treated by 
Yamin Xu: “Urban Communities, State, Spatial Order, and Modernity: Studies of Imperial and Republican 
Beijing in Perspective,” China Review International 15.1 (2008), 2-4; 9-12. 
1296 Hoffman, Peasant Metropolis. 
1297 In smaller and mid-sized cities, and particularly among newcomers, this identity was less challenged 
by Western influences whose effect on more cosmopolitan youth in large cities is particularly well 
documented: Raleigh, Soviet Baby Boomers, 146-50; Zhuk, Rock and Roll; Yurchak, Everything Was 
Forever. 
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played by the commune of neighbors [sosedskaia obshchina],” village newcomers to cities 

preserved contact with their existing “commune of neighbors.”1298 

 

The Village Person, City Person, and Soviet Person, Inside and Out 

 As mentioned in Chapter 5, those of my interviewees who attended vocational-technical 

schools and colleges upon entry to the city (as opposed to more selective universities or 

institutes) tended to insist that they did not experience chauvinism or discrimination against 

newcomers of village origin. While pushing back on these assurances did yield some fruit (e.g., 

the use of “kolkhoz” or “village [derevnia]” as a slur), there is also good reason to think this 

phenomenon need not be reduced to my interviewees having been hesitant to share an unpleasant 

truth. Sumy grew largely at the expense of its surrounding village and it was commonplace to 

encounter (or be) a person new to the city in Sumy.1299 Also, unlike model planned settlements 

like Sztálinváros in Hungary or, especially, Nowa Huta in Poland, which was attached to 

Kraków in what the native residents of the latter perceived as a punishment, newcomers were not 

in regular contact with the most cosmopolitan milieus.1300 At the same time, my interviewees 

tended to agree very emphatically that one could easily identify a recently arrived villager, 

although obtaining a clearer explanation required focused effort. The basic superficial factors 

 
1298 Ėmilʹ Pain, “Sistema territorialʹnykh obshchnostei i eë rolʹ v formirovanii i vosproizvodstve 
ėtnokulʹturnykh traditsii v usloviiakh urbanizatsii,” Sovetskaia ėtnografiia 1987.1 (Jan.-Feb., 1987), 10. 
(Pain here is focused specifically on the role of the community in reproducing tradition, particularly 
uncodified norms, but the quest for a meaningful community of any sort is noteworthy.) 
1299 According to census data, between 1959 and 1979, the population of Sumy Oblast center grew from 
98 thousand to 228 thousand people as the Oblast’s village population fell from 1 million to 687 thousand. 
“Prilozhenie.” Demoskop Weekly: <http://www.demoscope.ru/weekly/ssp/ussr59_reg1.php > and 
<http://www.demoscope.ru/weekly/ssp/ussr79_reg1.php >.  It is difficult to establish the precise share of 
former villagers in the city population of the Oblast, as covered in the introduction, although the population 
of Sumy Oblast was not particularly mobile. A full 82% of Sumy Oblast residents were born in the Oblast 
in 1989, the first census year for which the data is available: 
<http://www.demoscope.ru/weekly/ssp/sng_pob_89.php?reg=109> cf. 69% for neighboring Kharkiv 
Oblast: < http://www.demoscope.ru/weekly/ssp/sng_pob_89.php?reg=111 > 
1300 Sándor Horváth, Stalinism Reloaded; Pozniak, Nowa Huta, 34-7. 
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like dress and language were obvious enough, but more complex attitudinal and behavioral 

characteristics too presented a divergence between village and city. Any effort to further 

assimilate into modern Soviet city life, conscious and not, required newcomers to engage these 

different vectors of their person, from the outside in. 

 One significant marker of rural origins, and the one to which my interviewees would 

immediately refer, was appearance.1301 To give one very basic example, the infamous rubber 

boots recalled so ruefully by those forced to wear them were a marker of physical toil and loaded 

with meaning about wearers’ lifestyle and cultured-ness; seen in the city on marketing visits they 

designated unmistakable outsiders. Horváth describes how boots worn by newcomer residents of 

Sztálinváros, living in newly constructed areas of the city associated with rural people, led to 

their harassment by authorities and regular urbanites alike when they attempted to access venues 

like bars and restaurants that were seen as serving a more urbane clientele.1302 Most Soviet cities 

were less economically stratified by the 1960s and newcomer migrants were unlikely to be seen 

in boots. It is worth recalling the stylish white shoes of Anastasiia Mikhailovna, which she 

purchased in anticipation of her move to Sumy, a symbol to her of having ‘made it’ in the city 

and then of shame when she was almost forced back to the village. Men sensed these distinctions 

as well. Ivan Ivanovich for example complained at length about the lack of adequate footwear in 

the village, particularly in terms of sizing.1303  

Many of the same observations extended to other clothing. While modern concepts of 

fashion broke through into the village psyche, selection was limited and the tolerance for 

 
1301 Halyna Bondar gives a relatively thorough account of the unfashionable appearance of newcomers 
within a broader discussion about the complicated procurement of clothes in the city: Lʹviv, 94-105, esp. 
94-8. 
1302 Horváth, Stalinism Reloaded, 89. 
1303 Ivan Ivanovich [b.1947]. 
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convenience was higher; it was more acceptable to wear the same dress for days on end and so 

forth.1304 Despite the introduction of fashion to the village, facility with personal accouterment 

lagged (if simply for lack of opportunity to practice) and could thus present a learning curve for 

new arrivals to the city. Elena Mikhailovna brought up by virtue of an analogy that it is easier to 

learn to dress in a more fashionable way today because of the widely available second-hand 

clothing, mostly shipped in from wealthier European countries (the most ubiquitous retailer of 

clothing in Sumy is the chain “Planeta sekond-khend [Second-Hand Planet]”). For those who 

needed it in the 1960s and 1970s, there was no organized sale of fashion “of the second 

freshness” to help newcomers catch up to their more fashionable counterparts, and only hand-

me-downs or private resales could fill this void (my interviewees did not mention any such 

transactions although it can be assumed that there was a space for these in the evolving system of 

reciprocal exchange or even through gray market cash transactions). Along with a better grasp on 

modern styles, village out-migrants could begin to internalize more deeply the shame of lacking 

adequate fashions. Galina Konstantinovna recalled with great pity a friend who refused to go to 

her technical college prom [vypusknoi vechir] because she could not obtain a suitable dress.1305 

Anastasiia Mikhailovna spoke of choosing perfume over food, a calculation that would have 

been very strange for the village.1306 

 
1304 Valentina Grigorʹevna [b.1954]; Zinaida Dmitrievna [b.1952]. By the 1960s and 1970s especially, 
media ensured that all those who cared to – villagers and city-dwellers alike – were able to know what 
fashions were expected of a modern Soviet woman. It serves to mention again that just about every 
single issue of Peasant [Woman] magazine for decades had a fashion spread (illustrated in color and 
then photographic) on the inside back cover, which beckoned them to fashion and wear clothing for 
modern lifestyles that remained out of place in the village. On the significance of changes in fashion 
under Khrushchev and Brezhnev: Larissa Zakharova, “Soviet Fashion in the 1950s–1960s: 
Regimentation, Western Influences, and Consumption Strategies,” The Thaw, eds. Kozlov and Gilburd, 
402-35. 
1305 Galina Konstantinovna [b.1946].  
1306 Anastasiia Mikhailovna [b.1948]. 
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In the respect that fashion also entailed manicuring the body, women had a particularly 

steep learning curve. City people were perceived as “more well-groomed [ukhozhenye]” and the 

adjustment to new standards in coming from the village to the city included things like having 

one’s hair cut by a specialist, something that Valentina Grigorʹevna presented as a sort of ritual 

she needed to get used to.1307 Make-up, which was typically done by the wearer and thus 

required acquired skill, could be a particular challenge. Kateryna Maksymivna, who had grown 

up in a particularly remote village, described with some horror her first attempt at putting on 

make-up for a date with her now-husband and Ekatetrina Timofeevna pointed to the manicured 

hands of city women as a status distinction.1308 Cosmetics in practice had their greatest 

transformative effect on the appearance and self-perception of typically young migrants. In 

contrast, there would have been comparatively little purpose in manicuring the dark and weather-

beaten (as opposed to just calloused) faces and hands that forever associated their bearers with 

village roots. 

 Language played something of a middle-ground in its malleability. As we saw in the 

previous chapter, for some even coming to the city in their late teens was not quite enough to 

bring them into line with the more prestigious registers of Russian spoken by more educated 

people in the city. It was my interviewees that came in earlier years (in the late 1960s) who 

spoke most of a more stark linguistic divide between village and city.1309 The only explicit 

criticism of impure dialects that I found in the local press was in article written by an annoyed 

pensioner in 1966, complaining about two drunk youngsters, unshaven with long bangs, tight 

pants, and jackets of “an unknown color” who aroused the “disgust” and “ruined the mood” of a 

 
1307 Valentina Grigorʹevna [b.1954]; Zinaida Dmitrievna [b.1952]. 
1308 Kateryna Maksymivna [b.1958?]; Ekaterina Timofeevna [b.1948]. 
1309 E.g. Vladimir Mikhailovich [b.1950]; Anatolii Ivanovich [b.1954]. 
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crowd of moviegoers, committing among their many others sins of style the faux-pas of mixing 

Ukrainian and Russian.1310  

In this earlier period there was less tolerance for unfamiliar dialects. Liudmila Vasilʹevna 

recalls having been “[looked at] as if she was from the moon” when her Western Ukrainian 

dialect, more influenced by Belarusian and Polish, was recognized as “somehow not right [kakoi-

to ne toi]” by a store clerk.1311 As Sumy rapidly cannibalized the surrounding rural population, 

though, making more robust the ties to the village, such snobbery eroded somewhat. Those who 

came to the city further along in the process of Sumy’s rapid expansion spoke of a more stable 

and accepted admixture. Svetlana Anatolʹevna, for example, who came to Sumy in the early 

1980s noted of the city as a whole that “our speech here is really something [sovsem takoi u nas 

govor].”1312 It was now less possible to speak unusually because so many spoke unusually as 

standard variants eroded in everyday use. Pure literary Russian and Ukrainian (very firmly in 

that order), of course, remained the most prestigious for the entire studied period, but they 

became less prominent on the streets.1313  

 As Laada Bilaniuk shows, the mixing of Russian and Ukrainian has a long provenance, 

present even in the work of literary greats during the process of standardization.1314 While the 

educated could make their language more or less pure when they so chose, the linguistic profile 

of ordinary people was and is ever more subject to the vicissitudes of external forces: 

The ‘natural, pure’ Ukrainian of [Kotliarevsky], maintained in Ukrainian villages, 

was disrupted by the end of the nineteenth century by the advent of modernity. 

The development of industries such as sugar refineries, the train system, and 

obligatory military service all greatly increased villagers’ contacts with Russian-

 
1310 M. Kliushnyn, “Chomu zipsuvavsia nastrii?” Budivnyk komunizmu (8 Jan. 1962), 4. 
1311 Liudmila Vasilʹevna [b.1949]. 
1312 Svetlana Anatolʹevna [b.1962].   
1313 Ivan Sergeevich [b.1939]; Aleksandr Vladimirovich [b.1959].  
1314 Bilaniuk, Contested Tongues, 106-15. 
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speaking administrators, industrialists, police, and army officers. Thus the relative 

linguistic purity of Ukrainian in most villages no longer existed by around 1900, 

since village life came into regular contact with the Russian-dominated state.1315 

Modernity of course kept marching, and Bilaniuk is thus referring to a process that continued 

throughout the Soviet period, creating what she labels “Urbanized-Peasant surzhyk[,] the 

archetypal surzhyk.”1316 She quotes a woman from Zaporizhzhia Oblast who came to the city in 

the 1960s or 1970s and (like many of my interviewees) delivered her comments in Surzhyk, “In 

the city, it was somehow awkward when one would hear Ukrainians back then. Yes, they tried 

[to speak Russian] there, yes. [Why did they try to speak Russian?] Well, it was obvious that the 

person was from the village [laughs].”1317 Blended language thus could reflect an 

unconsummated desire to further assimilate to more prestigious registers, an endeavor in which 

complete success was not particularly widespread among newcomers engaged in blue collar 

labor.  

 Even those individuals who were able to switch to a purer language in terms of 

vocabulary and grammar could face difficulties with intonation and diction.1318 It was one thing 

to cease using localisms unfamiliar to city people – say “patelnia” for “frying pan,” “lanta” for 

“bag” – or regionalisms like “lanka” for field.1319 Intonation, precise vowel and consonant 

values, and other markers of what is commonly referred to by the term “accent,” though, could 

prove downright indelible, especially in the short term. Vasilii Ivanovich, for example, recalled a 

“Vanya [Johnny]” from his machine-building vocational-technical college days who spoke in a 

 
1315 Bilaniuk, Contested Tongues, 108. In support of the middle of this passage, she cites the work of 
Maksym Strikha: “Surzhyk,” Berezilʹ 3-4 (1997), 135-142. 
1316 Bilaniuk, Contested Tongues, 125. 
1317 Bilaniuk, Contested Tongues, 127-9. 
1318 See: Bilaniuk, Contested Tongues. On similar factors in urbanizing Brazil see: Bortoni-Ricardo, The 
Urbanization of Rural Dialect Speakers. 
1319 Liudmila Vasilʹevna [b.1949]; Stanislav [b.1945]. There was less incentive to remove basic cognate 
phrases or particles that were easily understood even by those without region-specific experience or 
minor grammatical nuances like the Ukrainian declension of the accusative. 
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slow, sing-song-y fashion that we might call “folksy” and thus gave away his roots every time he 

opened his mouth despite that the content of his speech (in terms of grammar and vocabulary) 

was not itself too raw.1320 In fact, these characteristics could even be passed down to children. 

Szelényi notes a study by Pap and Pléh finding that Hungarian pre-school aged children who 

lived in primarily working-class districts (where roughly 75% of newcomers from the village 

lived) spoke in non-standard registers whereas those who lived in districts with a more mixed 

population spoke standard Hungarian regardless of their origin.1321 This example allows us to 

draw a direct line between the rapidity of the development of Sumy (and cities like it) along the 

model of planned housing districts largely occupied by newcomers and the cohering of 

Bilaniuk’s “archetypal Surzhyk.” 

 We can analogize somewhat from language to behavior where discrete units of 

knowledge were easier to internalize and employ than more ineffable aspects of behavior 

commonly constructed in English as “demeanor” or “personality.”1322 Learning that one could 

not dispose of sanitary napkins in the toilet, for example, was an event with literal (and 

unpleasant) feedback; taking on urban affective styles, by contrast, required self-perception, skill 

in reading cues, and incentives to change that for many simply did not exist. Indicating the 

significance of these more subtle factors, my interviewees recurrently and just about universally 

observed as a meaningful marker in the village-to-city transition a given individual’s 

 
1320 Vasilii Ivanovich [b.1954]. 
1321 Szelényi, Urban Inequalities, 127 & 105, citing Mária Pap and Csaba Pléh, “Altalános iskolás 
gyermekek nyelvhasználata Budapesten,” Szociológia 1972.2. 
1322 This is by no means a novel metaphor. The analogy is taken to greater lengths by anthropologically 
oriented philosophers including Christina Bicchieri and Michel de Certeau who describe practice as 
discourse. There is also a vein of thought examining discourse as practice, explored by many famous 
scholars including J.L. Austin, Pierre Bourdieu, and others: Bicchieri, The Grammar of Society: The 
nature and dynamics of social norms (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006); de Certeau, The 
Practice of Everyday Life; John B. Thompson, “Editor’s Introduction,” Bourdieu, Language and Symbolic 
Power, ed. Thompson, trans. Gino Raymond and Matthew Adamson (Cambridge, U.K.: Polity Press, 
1991), 8-10. 
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“obrashchenie,” a rather difficult to translate concept closest perhaps to “manner” that combines 

demeanor, affect, mannerisms, as well as the literal aspect of communication, perhaps a “deeply 

ingrained, overlearned habit” or cluster of them.1323  

In their “obrashchenie” specifically (but also in general) those of village origin were 

considered to be “simple [prostye],” “simple-souled [prostodushnye],” “kind [lit. soul-ly: 

dushevnye],” and “calm [spokoinye].” In practice these characterizations meant an attitude of 

naïve kindness and lack of cynical motives that my interviewees saw as out of place in the city. 

Oleg Kharkhordin describes “dissimulation” of the inner-self (within one’s public persona) as a 

concept that was granted official legitimacy in the Khrushchev Era, taking deep root in the public 

imagination.1324 To the extent this can be taken as a manifestation of modern behavior in the late-

Soviet period more generally, my interviewees described it as an aspect that presented a 

challenge for villager newcomers to the city. This divide was not, in itself, a purely Soviet 

phenomenon. Bradley quotes from a “writer of sketches of Moscow life” who described in 1860 

– on the cusp of the golden age of taxonomy – the “muzhichek who has just arrived in Moscow 

for the first time, especially from some distant steppe province, [who stands out] because of his 

busy, nervous, and even frightened appearance, and particularly because of his incredible 

naïveté.”1325 Whereas under Stalin naïveté had been appropriated by the state itself into the 

 
1323 Alice M. Isen and Gregory Andrade Diamond, “Affect and Automaticity,” Unintended Thought: Limits 
of Awareness, Intention and Control, eds. J.s. uleman and John A. Bargh (New York: Guilford Press, 
1989), 144, cited by William Reddy, The Navigation of Feeling: A Framework for the History of Emotions 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 16. 
1324 As opposed to the Stalin-era conception of the unity between deed and personal essence: 
Kharkhordin, The Collective and the Individual and “Reveal and Dissimulate,” Public and Private, eds. 
Weintraub and Kumar. Katerina Clark approaches a similar question through the lens of poetry: “‘Wait for 
Me and I Shall Return’: The Early Thaw as a Reprise of Late Thirties Culture?” The Thaw, eds. Kozlov 
and Gilburd, 85-108. 
1325 Bradley, Muzhik and Muscovite, 117, quoting Aleksandr Golitsynskii, Ulichnye tipy (Moscow: 1860). 
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prescribed attitude toward society’s progress, under Khrushchev and especially Brezhnev it 

began once more to take on the role of a pejorative marker. 

Though it was most marked in terms of somewhat less tangible aspects of behavior, the 

affective-behavioral divide between city-natives and recent newcomers did have some external 

manifestations, somewhere between perception and reality. One interviewee, for example, 

described semi-figuratively how those from the city (especially major cities) would walk with 

their chest puffed out and seemed larger in general.1326 (They were helped in this perception by 

that villagers, especially in earlier decades were often physically smaller due to nutritional 

differences.) The chest-puffing was of course a physical manifestation of a brash attitude that 

defined my interviewees’ conception of the city native and separated him from the humbler, less 

self-sure village migrant.  

It did not necessarily take long to achieve the desired brashness. Per one interviewee, “a 

village person who [had already spent] two years in the city [felt] himself like a king,” putting on 

modern clothes and the like.1327 Another seconded this, noting that with respect to those who had 

just come from the village after eight grades (or later, ostensibly), it was possible to identify their 

origins rather easily, but once one had “rubbed himself against the city [obtërsia v gorode]” this 

became more difficult. To make his case somewhat more tangible, Anatolii Ivanovich provided 

the specific example of having been afraid, just after his arrival from the village, to ask dining 

hall workers for better cutlets. In time, however, not only was he demanding the best cutlet for 

himself but also arguing with his instructors about his exam grades.1328  

 
1326 Stanislav [b.1945]. 
1327 Vladimir [b.1952]. 
1328 Anatolii Ivanovich [b.1954]. 
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Women, whose behavior was expected to be somewhat more circumscribed (if not to the 

extent true in the more conservative village) resorted to other outlets to demonstrate their 

brashness, for example the use of more provocative dress and cosmetics.1329 Anastasiia 

Mikhailovna described how with time in the city she learned to no longer dress and put on 

makeup like a “fearful one [ne kak boiashka].”1330 Bondar similarly describes her interviewees as 

mentioning they learned to dress “more bravely [smilyvishche]” within a list of adjectives that 

they used to describe their change in habits, but does not specify that this referred particularly to 

women.1331 

The particularities and progression of this attitude change was of course dependent on the 

person, much like the intonation of speech; one could rid themselves of an approach perceived as 

kind or open from youth in just a few months or fail to do so after many years. Newcomers’ 

discomfort, in the very short term especially, was rooted in that they lacked both the knowledge 

and skills associated with city life (practical, linguistic, social) and, frequently, found it difficult 

to mask or disguise that lack of knowledge. What Anatolii Ivanovich’s cutlet example tells us is 

that one strategy to conquer this learning curve, filled with unknown unknowns, was by way of 

performative displays of confidence. 

For those older or for whatever reason less inclined toward change and assimilation, both 

the discomfort of the newcomer and ingrained characteristics of village “obrashchenie” 

presented more of a challenge. I am in reminded in particular of one man I interviewed, Ivan 

Andreevich who was born in 1954 in Iastrubyne, a village about 20km north of Sumy, who made 

 
1329 Horváth, Stalinism Reloaded, 88. 
1330 Anastasiia Mikhailovna [b.1948].  

1331 Bondar, Lʹviv, 96. 
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a point of retiring to the village. While he claimed that there was nothing in particular that he 

needed to get used to in the city, he also was unequivocal that “[people in the village] were 

better, 100%,” recalling how in his youth people in the village did not have televisions and 

would gather together for entertainment. By contrast, in the city one would needed to have made 

friends in childhood, so while he did have some friends in the city from the army and from his 

technical college days, this was not enough to make him see the city as his home.1332  

A man of consummate politeness and few words, he had trouble articulating the reasons 

behind this paradoxical social claustrophobia reducing it to the feeling that “The village is the 

village; the village is freedom; but the city is another story entirely [sovsem ne to].”1333 Ivan 

Andreevich’s humble, meticulously kept house where I interviewed him in 2017 was a time-

capsule decorated with paraphernalia of times past: A Soviet-era television (that now had a place 

in the village); Soviet-era greeting cards as wall-hangings. This was a man for whom the larger 

Soviet project was taken to heart, and one who worked his whole life in the city, but who never 

settled himself to the rhythm of urban life and returned to the village as soon as he could. Ivan 

Andreevich spoke with directness and earnestness. No question went unanswered, though each 

was answered tersely, with neither pride nor hesitation. Ivan Andreevich betrayed nothing but 

the most welcoming posture and betrayed none of the bitterness or cynicism that characterized 

some of my more chatty (and interesting) interlocutors. His was, I suppose, the simplicity of 

which my interviewees spoke, truly humbling in person. It was a stark contrast with, for 

example, the trenchant demeanor of Anastasiia Mikhailovna whose determined campaign to 

establish herself in the city is covered in Chapter 4 and whose insights and experiences 

regularly color the pages of this work. 

 
1332 Cf. Antonina Nikolaevna [b.1958], above. 
1333 Ivan Andreevich [b.1954]. 
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Simple in the City 

Village “simplicity” as my interviewees constructed it assumed a benevolence that could 

also be described as kindness to those in one’s immediate midst, a sort of perpetual and 

universalized neighborliness.1334 By contrast, as one interviewee, put it, city-dwellers were “self-

contained… [and] walled off [obosoblennye, zamknutye],” an attitude that eventually permeated 

the village more significantly, but the epicenter of which was the city.1335 Kindness rooted in 

interdependence had less of a place in the city for a variety of reasons, including the cloistering 

of nuclear families in individual apartments that had driven in spirit the Khrushchev-era housing 

public housing campaign.1336 For all the shortcomings of the distribution network and public 

services, Soviet planners did devote attention to ensuring the interspersion of services and 

amenities like stores and childcare facilities, but these only reinforced independence of one’s 

immediate neighbors. Indeed, there is good reason to believe that the rapid construction of Soviet 

public architecture correlated with and contributed to much of the same social dysfunction that 

arose in the Western world.1337 

Kimberly Elman Zarecor writes with respect to the emphasis on mass-housing in Eastern 

and Central European urban planning that “it was more than just the formal expression and urban 

 
1334 This was in distinct opposition to the “regular [prostoi] Soviet person” who Yuri Levada described as 
rather cynical. Gulnaz Sharafutdinova criticizes Levada’s analysis as reductionist and reflecting normative 
biases, but her gloss of Natalʹia Kozlova’s work, which she suggests is preferable, seems also to indicate 
a kind of nihilism, at least in relation to those who are outside of the family: Levada, Sovetskii prostoi 
chelovek; Sharafutdinova,“Was There a ‘Simple Soviet’ Person?,” 186. 
1335 Stanislav [b.1945]. 
1336 Harris, Communism on Tomorrow Street.  
1337 The anomie that arose from the institution of large-scale public housing projects for the social fabric of 
their residents was by no means unique to the USSR or even the Second World. There are notable 
examples in Brazil, South Africa, and the United States among other places. Christopher Klemek traces 
the disenchantment with such strategies of urban renewal as a transnational process in the non-Socialist 
global North. In the USSR, by contrast, there was no significant venue for the public reconsidering of this 
process and it naturally went well further, for better and worse: Klemek, The Transatlantic Collapse of 
Urban Renewal: Postwar Urbanism from New York to Berlin (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2011).   
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design of the cities that made them socialist but also the social relations and sense of community 

that they consciously produced.”1338 I would argue that the extent and significance of the 

community that followed from the construction of mass public-housing in Socialist societies is 

unclear.1339 Many, even most, of the authors of the recent spate of monographs on the 

modernizing utopian overtones of urban planning in the various COMECON members rely on a 

source-base that privileges the vision and machinations of architects and planning agencies.1340 

Naturally, this has had the effect of discouraging examination of the intersection between 

intention and reality.1341  

 
1338 Kimberly Elman Zarecor, “What Was So Socialist about the Socialist City? Second World Urbanity in 
Europe,”  
Journal of Urban History 44.1 (2018), 109. 
1339 Eli Rubin makes the strongest argument for it, on the basis of newly constructed districts of housing-
blocks on the peripheries of major East German cities populated largely by city-dwellers relocated from 
“working-class slums.” Here, Rubin finds, the Hausgemeinschaft (or Hausgemeinschaftsleitung), a more 
susbtantial parallel of Soviet housing committees: Rubin, Amnesiopolis: Modernity, Space, and Memory 
in East Germany (New York: Oxford University Press, 2016), 106-14. 
1340 This is also true for the volume of essays edited David Crowley and Susan E. Reid excepting the 
chapter authored by Astrid Ihle on two voyeur-flâneur photographers in 1950s-1960s GDR. There are 
also other exceptions, among them the respective monographs by anthropologist Krisztina Féherváry and 
historians Sándor Horváth and Eli Rubin.The former two draw a connection between space and culture 
(and by extension social behavior) in Hungary under (and before) Kádár; the last presents newly planned 
housing blocks as presenting a mental break for already-urbanized Berliners previously living in slums. 
Interestingly, Zarecor herself notes the importance of attention to “actually existing socialism,” yet her 
discussion leaves noticeably ambiguous the matter of how this reality ought to be accessed: Alekseyeva, 
Everyday Soviet Utopias; Heather DeHaan, Stalinist City Planning: Professionals, Performance, and 
Power (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2013); Féherváry, Politics in Color and Concrete; Harris, 
Communism on Tomorrow Street; Horváth, Stalinism Reloaded; Ihle, “Wandering the Streets of 
Socialism,” Socialist Spaces, eds. Crowley and Reid, 85-104; Vladimir Kulić, Maroje Mrduljaƨ, and 
Wolfgang Thaler, Modernism In-Between: The Mediatory Architectures of Socialist Yugoslavia (Berlin: 
Jovis, 2012); Brigitte Le Normand, Designing Tito’s Capital: Urban Planning, Modernism, and Socialism 
(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2014); Virág Molnár, Building the State: Architecture, Politics, 
and State Formation in Postwar Central Europe (London: Routledge, 2013); Rubin, Amnesiopolis; Mark 
B. Smith, Property of Communists: The Urban Housing Program from Stalin to Khrushchev (DeKalb, Ill.: 
Northern Illinois University Press, 2010); Paul Stronski, Tashkent: Forging a Soviet City, 1930–1966 
(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2010); Zarecor, Manufacturing a Socialist Modernity: Housing 
in Czechoslovakia, 1945-1960 (Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh University Press, 2011). 
1341 This is no trivial question. Even the architects of the notoriously ill-fated Pruitt-Igoe apartment block in 
St. Louis “devoted a great deal of attention to improving livability [including the use of] popular new design 
features: skip-stop elevators and glazed internal galleries… intended to create ‘individual neighborhoods’ 
within each building.” Clearly these efforts did not yield the desired result, overwhelmed by other social 
factors.: Katherine G. Bristol, “The Pruitt-Igoe Myth,” Journal of Architectural Education 44.3 (May 1991), 
164-5; N.J. Habraken, Supports: An Alternative to Mass Housing, trans. B. Valkenburg (New York: 
Praeger, 1972). 
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For the Soviet case specifically, Steve Harris devotes surprisingly little attention to 

anthropological or sociological questions of community around the Khrushchev Era flats in his 

Communism on Tomorrow Street, though in a more recent piece, he cites the records of three 

housing committees in Leningrad from 1957 to indicate that the residents of a building could 

come together to organize social activities for children and make platitudes about public order in 

the context of the campaign for citizens’ patrols.1342 Given this limited source base, Harris wisely 

avoids overt claims about the generalizability of these cases, and Deborah Field suggests that it 

an entirely open question whether these housing committees were typically robust, or on what 

basis their efficacy varied.1343 In general, my interviewees did not describe any vibrancy of social 

life among adults within the shared vestibule.1344 Rather, the physical compartmentalization of 

people in conjunction with the gradual weakening of their dependence on those in their 

immediate midst consolidated physical barriers into psychological ones.1345 Although this was a 

general Soviet phenomenon that could be observed in Moscow or anywhere else, this process 

was surely not helped at all by the fact that so many descended upon the villages during 

weekends. 

 
1342 Harris, “Soviet Mass Housing and the Communist Way of Life,” Everyday Life in Russia, eds. 
Chatterjee et al., 190-5.  
1343 Deborah Field. “Everyday Life and the Problem of Conceptualizing Public and Private during the 
Khrushchev Era,” Everyday Life in Russia, eds. Chatterjee et al.), 172. 
1344 Even in communal apartments relationships were widely acknowledged to be fraught. A 1986 sketch 
in Krokodil asserted in passing that “law of the communal apartment [komunlaka]” was “to muck it up for 
one’s neighbor [zasolitʹ sosedu]” :  V. Vitalʹev, “Otchevo plachut steny,” Krokodil 1986.32 (Nov. 1986), 12. 
As we might expect, reality was likely a bit more mixed: “The neighbors, of course, lived merrily and also 
sometimes argued a lot, to the maximum [zhilii i druzhno, i ochenʹ rugalisʹ inogda, vplotʹ tam] … ; mom 
even had breakdowns [nervnye sryvy] over it, but when it was holiday time, it was so considered proper 
[bylo zavedeno] everyone baked pies. They baked pies, baked some sort of cakes [torty] … and everyone 
treated each other.”: Lena, “Skolʹko zhilo narodu?” Kommunalʹnaia kvartira: Virtualʹnyi muzei sovetskogo 
byta, ed. Ilʹia Utekhin et al:  http://kommunalka.colgate.edu/cfm/v_tours.cfm?ClipID=527&TourID=30 
1345 Sociologist Olga Shevchenko makes a very similar point about the division of public space in the 
post-Soviet period: “Resisting Resistance: Everyday Life, Practical Competence, and Neoliberal Rhetoric 
in Postsocialist Russia,” Everyday Life in Russia, eds. Chatterjee et al., 64. 
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Zinaida Dmitrievna, who like others connected village kindness specifically with 

helpfulness, noted that within the apartments of the shared vestibule residents often did not know 

whether others had problems so as to offer help.1346 Mariia Korzhik, who came to Minsk to work 

as a janitor and was interviewed by Svetlana Alexievich at the age of 21, echoed this sentiment:  

“Our village was at one point large, that was right after the War [sic], but now 

there are fifty households left…. Our people are so kind [khoroshie], ready to 

come and help one another at any minute, seemingly one family. Everyone knows 

you, your parents. But in the city as I walk along [idu], no one pays me any mind, 

no one sees that I am upset, that I am having a rough time….”1347 

Physically traversing her city universe, Korzhik felt intimately the sting of anonymity. Fitting 

within the frame of what architectural theorist Viacheslav Glazychev pejoratively labeled the 

rhetoric of the “malevolent city [zloi gorod],” the following letter from a Moscow resident was 

published Krokodil in 1980: 

A man unfamiliar to me approached me in the street and offered to carry my bag 

of groceries upstairs, and when I refused, he said, ‘Don’t be shy, I’m your 

neighbor after all!’ The funny thing is it turned out that he really was my 

neighbor: ten years he’s lived a floor above me, but I never saw him. Doesn’t it 

seem you that the neighbor, as such, is dying out?1348 

Noticeable here was not only the fact that the letter-writer, a Iu. Fochenko, did not know her 

neighbor, but also that she presented it as entirely natural that she refused an offer of help from a 

stranger who she felt it reasonable to assume was lying to her. It is possible her fears were not 

unfounded. Tamara Ivanovna recalled being tailed at night by strange men in Sumy in the 1980s, 

forcing her veer off her path and enter unfamiliar buildings in order to throw them off.1349 

 
1346 Zinaida Dmitrievna [b.1952]. 
1347 Aleksievich, “Na pereputʹe,” 93. 
1348 Aleksei Khodanov, “Au, sosedi!” Krokodil 1980.4 (1980), 2; Viacheslav [V.L.] Glazychev, “Skazaniia o 
‘zlom’ gorode,” Literaturnoe obozrenie 1985.5 (1985). 
1349 Tamara Ivanovna [b.1951]. 
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The space in which one was “recognized,” it seems, had narrowed quite greatly in the 

context of mass public housing, which could not but have an effect on the communality to which 

many, especially newcomers from the village, would have been accustomed. Given the 

continued salience of blat networks, reciprocity clearly continued to be an important part of 

everyday Soviet life, and neighbors could of course be a basis for such connections, but they had 

to compete for usefulness in this respect with coworkers, old schoolmates and other 

acquaintances, as well as the village relations who helped so many gain a foothold in the city. 

What is more, these connections became less affectively loaded and more openly pragmatic, 

which had a part in obviating the rituals of nicety (e.g. greeting people from dawn to dusk) that 

my interviewees associated with the village.1350 Being pleasant to those in one’s immediate 

physical midst simply did not have the imperative in the city that it did in the village, and this 

created a culture shock.  

My interviewees commonly drew a binary between the benevolent affect of village 

interaction and the boldness and brazenness of city life in relatively impersonalized situations in 

particular. According to one interviewee, the counterpart to village “simplicity [prostodushie]” 

was city “brazenness [derzostʹ]” and “malice [ekhidnostʹ]”; according to another, village 

“polite[ness] [vezhlivostʹ]” was contrasted with city “impudence [naglostʹ].”1351 This impudence 

and brazenness were not generally manifested in open rudeness to one’s immediate neighbors (as 

in the shared vestibule). It was, on the contrary, a marker of behavior toward the stranger amid 

the many small, anonymous interactions of the day. Aleksandra Sergeevna, for example, recalled 

an incident of such prosaic rudeness that so shocked her as to be recalled years later: Taking the 

 
1350 Cf. Love in Africa, eds. Cole and Thomas; Rehbun, The Heart is Unknown Country. 
1351 Liudmila Anatolʹevna [b.1965] and Ivan Sergeevich [b.1939?]. 
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bus home, she yielded her seat to a woman who had with her a basket. The woman took the seat 

and then refused to keep in her lap some eggs that Aleksandra Sergveevna had been carrying. 

Aleksandra Sergeevna labeled this an indicator of the “feeble culture [khromaia kulʹtura]” of the 

city, which completely inverted the ideal of the city as a place of ideal cultured-ness.1352  

 

Figure 6.1: “Granny, Don’t Be Standing There”1353 

 
1352 Aleksandra Sergeevna [b.1942]. 
1353 V. Kanevskii, “Babusia, ty zdesʹ ne stoi,” Krokodil 1967.25 (Sep. 1967), 7. Note that the elderly 
woman has a milk pail and traditional boots, indicating she is a villager, as does the address as “babusia,” 
which is Ukrainian and used in southern dialects of Russian as a diminutive. The briefcase and footwear 
of the seated woman suggests she is a city-dweller. 
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This kind of bus-bound rudeness was apparently something of a phenomenon, showcased 

in Krokodil. (Figure 6.1) Similarly, a humorous sketch in Sumy Oblasts’s Red Beam described a 

young person managing with the dense crowd of the trolleybus by developing an exercise routine 

with “various elements of sambo fighting, judo, gymnastics, track and field [lehka atletyka], and 

schools of yoga,” adding that “it does not hurt to develop some boxing techniques – at the very 

least for self-defense because you will receive so many blows trying to get out you won’t be able 

to count them.”1354 This was a similar inversion of the cultured-ness paradigm. Being a person 

well versed in several schools of fighting was posited here as a means by which to contend with 

the daily assault of interaction with one’s fellow citizens. This was a satire of course, but it 

responded to what was an apparently widely appreciated concern. Moreover, the lack of 

consideration and latent aggression seems to have been acutely felt when it came to 

consumption. This was true with respect to Ivan Andreevich’s identification of ordering food at 

the dining hall as a venue calling for the display of confidence. Nikolai Alekseevich, who also 

made the “politeness” and “brashness” parallel, pointed somewhat similarly to failing to respect 

lines (for goods and services) as the impolite, brash behavior of city-dwellers.1355 

The stereotypical newcomer to the city that my interviewees described did not differ 

substantially from the caricatures of rural people that could be found in satirical magazines or 

joking stories of the period: unfashionably dressed, “jabbering,” naïve, and earnest. This set of 

attributes, packaged as “simplicity” was, in turn, opposed to Soviet modernity both in exalted 

theory and more grim practice. While certain attributes of villagers like putative ignorance of 

 
1354 O. Hordus, “Iak sisty v troleibus,” Chervonyi prominʹ (28 Jan. 1978). 
1355 Nikolai Alekseevich [b.1949]. Pierre Mayol speaks of “the silently aggressive vigor with which one 
holds one’s place in line” as a “sign of propriety” within the culture of everyday life, a sign to which 
newcomers needed to acclimate: Michel de Certeau, Luce Giard, and Pierre Mayol, The Practice of 
Everyday Life 2, 21. 
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cultured habits ranging from the use of standard diction to proper hygiene product disposal were 

foils for mannered behavior and embrace of modern, urban modes of living as imagined by the 

state, others, like “openness” and “kindness,” were in fact foils for what newcomers themselves 

saw as the hallmarks of actually existing everyday life in the modern Soviet city. Kharkhordin, in 

his study of the persistence of individuality as a value in Russian culture, endorses the “split, 

registered by students of Soviet society [wherein] in public one is overtly collectivist, but in the 

security of private life, where the public fails to interfere, one may become an unconstrained 

egoist.”1356 Quite on the contrary, at least some newcomers to the city found their collectivist 

tendencies to be in stark contrast with the egoism that navigating public spaces and interactions 

seemed, increasingly, to call for.1357 While historians have developed a nuanced picture of the 

late-Soviet “private” sphere, examining its demarcation from the public as well as its own 

internal boundaries,1358 this most likely reflects that the “public” sphere was itself bifurcated,1359 

 
1356 Kharkhordin, The Collective and the Individual, 204. 
1357 If no one feeling or affect could define the Thaw, as Anatoly Pinsky argues on the basis of a review of 
recent work on the Khrushchev period, a growing agitation in the course of everyday living is more 
definitive of the Brezhnev Era. For her part, Olga Shevchenko describes being shocked at the extent to 
which her post-Soviet interviewees in the 2000s privileged aggressiveness as a desirable trait and argues 
that this can be “trace[d] … to the Soviet-era political imagination” aside from the “more recent social and 
cultural dislocations:” Her explanation of this rooting is a bit unclear, but she seems to indicate that it is a 
product of a dialectic between Soviet Era embourgeoisement (traced by Dunham, Hoffman, et al.) and the 
development of the grey market (traced by Grossman, Millar, Treml, et al.) that turned consumption into a 
socially legitimated hunt for spoils and privilege among the striving.: Pinsky, “Soviet Modernity Post-
Stalin,” 411; Shevchenko, “Resisting Resistance,” Everyday Life in Russia, eds. Chatterjee et al., 58-61. 
1358 Deborah Field, for example, challenges Marc Garcelon’s category of “domesticity” to make a 
distinction between “official and unofficial social worlds” and Lynne Attwood undertakes a similar effort. 
Brian LaPierre demonstrates that the crime of “hooliganism,” explicitly defined as a public act, could 
subsume instances of domestic violence. Liubovʹ Denisova’s extensive and passionate discussion of 
neonatal policy implicitly posits the womb itself as a public space, a point made explicitly by Yuk-Lin 
Renita Wong for the PRC: Attwood, Gender and Housing in Soviet Russia; Denisova, Sudʹba russkoi 
krestʹianki; Field, “Everyday Life,” Everyday Life in Russia, eds. Chatterjee et al., 171-6; Garcelon, “The 
Shadow of the Leviathan”; LaPierre, Hooligans in Khrushchev’s Russia, 73-92; Wong, “Dispersing the 
‘Public’ and the ‘Private’: Gender and the state in the birth planning policy of China,” Gender and Society 
11.4 (Aug. 1997), 509-25. 
1359 Essays in an edited volume by Gabor T. Rittersporn, Malte Rolf, and Jan C. Behrends are concerned 
more with attempting to identify elements of a public sphere in the classic sense: Sphären von 
Öffentlichkeit in Gesellschaften sowjetischen Typs: Zwischen partei-staatlicher Selbstinszenierung und 
kirchlichen Gegenwelten, eds. Rittersporn, Rolf, and Behrends (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang Verlag, 
2003.  
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namely into places where an individual was recognized and accountable – like in meetings 

formal and informal within one’s immediate workplace and the sociopolitical rituals of the 

formal kollektiv [collective] (e.g., Komsomol-sponsored gatherings) – and, on the other hand, 

places like the crowded bus or city sidewalk, or the empty stairwell or basement, where one 

could act with more impunity. As the city grew, the salience of the latter within everyday life 

increased, a pattern observed throughout the modernizing world.1360 

 

Traversing Space, Forming Identity, and Making Sense from Seeming Disorder 

Even in a small city like Lebedyn, authorities increasingly observed and condemned the 

consequences of the anomie that they saw as problematic, which formed a surprisingly 

significant part of their general concern with disorder in their city. Lebedyn, a small, sleepy city 

in southern Sumy Oblast that had seen its most momentous days during the Mazepist sideshow 

of the Great Northern War (1700-21), was especially problematic for its deep-seated and almost 

essential provinciality. Where one deputy of its City Council opined in 1961 that “Our city is 

alright, if a backwater [Nash gorod ne plokhoi, khotʹ i glubinnyi],” its challenges could be clearly 

seen in the recurrent concern over everything from relentless wild grasses and basic sanitary 

infrastructure in its outskirts to tension with a local settlement of Roma people over the 

procurement of building materials (they took poorly to the new permitting process).1361  In these 

 
1360 Obviously, there are extreme cases like Albania, North Korea or, for that matter, Saudi Arabia where 
states leverage public pressure to maintain surveillance even in cities along a model Kharkhordin 
suggested for the Khrushchev Era. In the twenty-first century, the government of the People’s Republic of 
China is making forays toward more fully obviating unaccountability among its citizens with new 
technologies: Kharkhordin, The Collective and the Individual, “Kontslagerʹ na 10 millionov uigurov: Kitai 
postroil v provintsii Sinʹtszian politseiskoe gosudarstvo budushchego. My tam pobyvali,” Meduza (18 Sep. 
2018): https://meduza.io/feature/2018/09/18/kontslager-na-10-millionov-chelovek 
1361 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.65; ark. 24; spr.71, ark.22; spr.72, ark.115; spr.104, ark. 81-2; spr. 265, 
ark.71-2; Horváth, Stalinism Reloaded. 
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ways, Lebedyn appears to have been well more reminiscent of the much larger Sztálinváros as 

described by Horváth than Sumy, the Oblast center.1362 

The uphill struggle against disorder in Lebedyn was noticeably a struggle against certain 

manifestations of rural tradition, although authorities were careful not to frame it in this way. 

One clear example of this was their continuing attempts to tame and sanitize the city market, a 

space of fraught interaction between the rural traditional and urban modern that has provided 

consternation for urban administrators in many other contexts.1363 But in this small backwater, 

administrators’ attention also extended to other manifestations of entropy that had deeper roots 

and to which rural people, arguably, did not directly contribute. 

The Lebedyn City Council declared in a resolution accepted at one 1970 meeting – well 

before the peak of the panic around crime in the late 1970s – that “In our city, many [people] 

disregard transgressors [prokhodiat mimo narushitelei]. An example: people are walking and 

they see that some person is trying to sneak into a store, so not only will they not detain [them], 

but they will not report it.”1364 Two years later, the Chair of the Lebedyn City Council tied this 

explicitly to the youth:  

Teenagers bear worry upon us [prichiniaiut bespokoistvo]. Every year they break 

trees, tear and trample flowers, break fences, urns, etc. Many see this and instead 

of preventing it defend them, or simply do not pay mind to [the] hooliganism or 

 
1362 An exception was struggles around potable water on Sumy’s outskirts: DASO f.R-6, op.6, spr.342; 
Vasilii Ivanovich [b.1954]. 
1363 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.65, ark.2; spr.71, ark.4; 66. Several essays in a recent volume on 
questions of food and migration between the city and rural areas in the developing world identify this 
phenomenon. Conversely, in the new Hungarian model-city of Sztálinváros, authorities sought animatedly 
to corral haphazard street vendors into one market space where their backwardness would be less of a 
public blight: Horváth, Stalinism Reloaded, 92; Emma-Jayne Abbots, “Embodying Country-City Relations: 
The Chola Cuencana in Highland Ecuador” and Johan Potter, “Urban Hunger and the Home Village: How 
Lilongwe’s Migrant Poor Stay Food Secure,” Food Between the Country and the City: Ethnographies of a 
Changing Global Foodscape, eds. Nuno Domingos, José Manuel Sobral, and Harry G. West (New York: 
Bloomsbury, 2014), 49-53 & 113; Linda J. Seligmann, “The Cholas as Market Women,” Comparative 
Studies in Society and History 31.4 (Oct. 1989), 695. 
1364 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.250, ark.65. 
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vulgarity [skvernoslovie]. And then after some time they complain: there is 

hooliganism in the city, what is the city council doing?1365 

According to Alexey Golubev who, through a materialist lens, has given one of the more 

compelling examinations of public disorder in the late-Soviet period, “Russian archives store a 

literally innumerable number of residents’ complaints [linking] disorderly urban space and 

juvenile delinquency.”1366 If individual collectives really did nest into an omnipotent “hyper-

collective” like Kharkhordin suggests for the Khrushchev years, there was a recession in this 

phenomenon under Brezhnev, and its power over a strata of youth was especially weak. 

Newcomers to the city were mostly not a proximate cause of this phenomenon, but were 

witnesses, startled if-briefly by the realities of late Soviet society, where the state’s reins on 

effectuating its vision of modernity (to which they had been somewhat accultured in the village) 

weakened. 

Unsurprisingly, my interviewees noticed and recall the rise of crime over the course of 

the late-Soviet decades. Whereas in 1960s’ Sumy one could leave a bicycle without a lock out on 

the street and not have it stolen, by the late 1980s stores required citizens to leave their bags at 

the door to prevent shoplifting, and the resultant piles of bags themselves became targets for 

theft.1367 The waxing and waning panics around the rise of crime in the late Soviet period is well 

established, and related processes have received attention by both criminologists and historians, 

particularly for the Khrushchev Period.1368 In particular, historians have described the way in 

 
1365 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.295, ark.79. Tree-breaking seems to have been something of an epidemic 
in the city, akin to window-breaking in the village: DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.97, ark.8; spr.265, l.5 & l.157.  
1366 Golubev, “Elemental Materialism,” 156. 
1367 Lidiia Ivanovna [b.1951]. 
1368 Dobson, Khrushchev’s Cold Summer; Rhiannon Lee Dowling, “Brezhnev's War on Crime: The 
Criminal in Soviet Society, 1963-1984,” doctoral diss., University of California at Berkeley, 2017; D.V. 
Gromov, ed., Molodëzhnye ulichnye gruppirovki: vvedenie v problematiku, (Moscow: IĖA RAN, 2009); 
LaPierre, Hooligans in Khrushchev’s Russia; Louise Shelley, “Crime and Delinquency in the Soviet 
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which policing of public order sought to cultivate norms of behavior and suggest utilizing a 

“more inclusive definition of deviance” into which individuals “unwittingly stumbled,” their 

habits and behaviors leading to their labeling as criminals.1369 While the state used individuals’ 

transgression to ascribe identity onto “hooligans” and “parasites,” individuals themselves also 

used violence to develop relationships and identity.1370  

In one of the main thrusts of his The Practice of Everyday Life, Michel de Certeau 

stresses that space, community, and identity in the city are inextricably linked. Boundaries in a 

city are somewhat fluid as neighborhoods, the product of some combination of planners’ 

intention and the weight of accumulated local knowledge, provide a rough guide for the domains 

that individuals imagine and shape for themselves. The precise boundaries, by contrast, are 

individualized, reflect the weight of personal experiences, and thus produce “narrations 

concerning the home.”1371 This “narration” of one’s space can arguably be said to fit within the 

semantic map of the word “identity.”1372 The previous chapter explored how certain newcomers 

enrolled in vocational-technical schools rejected formulaic cultivation into industrial laborers and 

Soviet citizens, choosing instead truancy (lit. “wandering”). As predicted by de Certeau’s 

analysis, many of my interviewees described their domains within the city (and their conception 

 
Union,” Contemporary Soviet Society: Sociological Perspectives, eds. Jerry G. Pankhurst and Michael 
Paul Sacks (New York: Praeger, 1980), 208-26. 
1369 LaPierre, Hooligans in Khrushchev’s Russia, 10. Similarly, Kharkhordin notes the broad  “scope of … 
behavior [censured]” by the people’s patrols [narodnye druzhini], inaugurated in 1959 and strongest under 
Khrushchev although they continued beyond his tenure: The Collective and Individual, 287.    
1370 LaPierre, Hooligans in Khrushchev’s Russia, 10-11. Cf. G.V. Tsipurskii, “‘Obshchestva’, ‘shtaby’, 
‘kluby’: molodëzhnoe gorodskoe khuliganstvo v Sovetskom Soiuze ‘ottepelʹnykh’ let,” Molodëzhnye 
ulichnye gruppirovki, ed. D.V. Gromov, a work that takes the hooligan label essentially for granted.  
1371 de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, 115-23. Pierre Mayol similarly writes that “The 
neighborhood… is the result of a walk” [emphasis in the original]: de Certau, Giard, and Mayol, The 
Practice of Everyday Life 2, 10-1. 
1372 For a consideration of “urban violence… as [a] particular ritual of power … in the context of street 
politics” in the context of developing national identities (and to a lesser degree class and gender 
identities) see: Ulrike Freitag et al., eds., Urban Violence in the Middle East: Changing Cityscapes in the 
Transition from Empire to Nation State (New York: Berghahn, 2015) [cited at 2]. 
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of it) as limited to the areas around their place of study and work. By contrast, the 

aforementioned newcomers who engaged in crime (and the city-natives with whom they were in 

cahoots) tended to transgress these narrow boundaries as they transgressed other norms of 

behavior.  

The link between space, identity, and crime seems to have become increasingly important 

as the largest cities of Sumy Oblast grew through the 1960s, 1970s, and the 1980s. A connection 

between new housing construction and the rise of hooliganism in the USSR was proposed as 

early as 1958 by New York Times reporter Harrison Salisbury who wrote of “Soviet 

youngsters … uprooted and sent footloose into a new and shifting environment just as were their 

American cousins [around the slum clearance buildings in Brooklyn and Lower Manhattan].”1373 

And, indeed, the most visible petty crime in my interviewees described was turf wars between 

neighborhood gangs, an all-Soviet phenomenon suggesting that its roots lay in the social changes 

around the rapid building of public housing.1374 These conflicts took differing forms. 

Occasionally, these were simply haphazard fights between small pockets of boys from different 

 
1373 Harrison Salisbury, To Moscow and Beyond: A Reporter’s Narrative (New York: Harpers Brothers 
Publishers, 1959), 84-5, cited by LaPierre, Hooligans in Khrushchev’s Russia, 23. 
1374 It is also a reasonably well-known phenomenon, though arguably an understudied one as the focus of 
investigation on youth non-conformism has been on “subcultures” (with much more minor influence of 
alternative models), as argued by Tsipurskii. The case-studies within the recent edited volume 
Molodëzhnye ulichnye gruppirovki unfortunately jump straight from the Thaw to the 1980s, but the more 
general sections make clear that the phenomenon is significant under Brezhnev as well. Others, by 
contrast have focused more on the imagination of crime by state and society, which leads to some 
differences in descriptions of the phenomenon. For example, the stereotypical image of the hooligan that 
LaPierre sees as “remarkably stable” across decades (cap, bangs [chëlka], and puffed shirt) differs from 
Gromov’s finding that street toughs showed a preference for attire that would depict them to be a “real 
man [nastoiashchii muzhik],” which in the late-Soviet period was heavily colored by attire associated with 
the military (and in the post-Soviet period morphed quickly into the iconic Western athletic-wear popular 
among thuggish milieus across the world). Note also the work of Louise Shelley, who oddly suggests 
gang crime is not too significant phenomenon even as she cites evidence that a quarter of crimes and a 
third of rapes were committed by multiple assailants: Gromov, “Podrostkovo—molodëzhnye ulichnye 
gruppirovki kak obʺekt ėtnograficheskogo issledovaniia” and Tsipurskii, “‘Obshchestva’, ‘shtaby’, ‘kluby,’,” 
Molodëzhnye ulichnye gruppirovki, ed. D.V. Gromov, 37; 74-6; LaPierre, Hooligans in Khrushchev’s 
Russia, 35-41; Shelley, “Crime and Delinquency,” 221, citing N.S. Leikina, Lichnostʹ prestupnika i 
ugolovnaia otvetsvennostʹ (Leningrad: Izdatelʹstvo Leningradskogo universiteta, 1968). 
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neighborhoods. One verdict appealed to the Sumy Oblast Court described the motivations behind 

a 1974 incident in which one young man was killed as follows:  

On September 29th, 1974 at around 3:30 in the afternoon on the sidewalk [near 

Building 2 on] Lenin Prospect in the city of Konotop, friends S.N. Dedik, A.V. 

Kashuk, V.V. Golʹchenko, A.B. Sherbina, [and] M.I. Sur gathered. Conversation 

among them turned to the treacherous relations [vrazhdebnye otnosheniia] 

between the guys [rebiata] from the railway-station area [raion] and [those from] 

the city, [and] about the fights that had been occurring between them, during 

which Dedik and Kashuk were supposedly once beaten up. / Having then seen … 

Nikolai Petrovich Tkachenko [and] Nikolai Ilʹich Loboda, and assuming that 

[they] were from the railway-station area Sur suggested to his friends [that they 

should] beat up these citizens.1375  

As described by authorities, this incident was a manifestation of a split of neighborhood identity 

among the city’s young males into two groupings – those in the area of the newer railway station 

(rebuilt in 1953) versus those around the older city-center. Apparently a division into two clans is 

what a city of around 75,000 could support.1376  

In the larger city of Sumy, where the population grew to around 230,000 by 1979, young 

people divided themselves among at least five groups organized mostly around the carefully 

planned “micro-districts [mikro-raiony],” consisting of blocks of public housing. Unlike the 

historical center of Sumy, where much single- and double-story construction has been preserved 

to this day, these micro-districts were largely built from scratch on what had theretofore been the 

outskirts of the city. These included the Romny Micro-District hugged by the curving Romny 

Street in the northwest of the city, the Bauman Micro-District formed by the curving Bauman 

Street (today Bandera Street, actually just a continuation of Romny Street) in the west of the city, 

the neighborhood around Volunteer Street in the north north-west of the city, the area built up 

 
1375 DASO f.R-4117, op.4, spr.441, ark.129. 
1376 The 1970 and 1979 censuses found the population of Konotop to be 68,400 and 82,278, respectively. 
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around the chemical plant known as “Chemical Town” in the southeast of the city, and the 

somewhat more diffuse neighborhoods around winding Baranovsky Street in the northeast of the 

city.1377 In terms of population, these sectors included, very roughly, around 35,000 residents 

each and might draw upon one or two thousands boys and young men of warring age (though of 

course not all were pulled into this territorial violence).1378 Even though the groupings took the 

names of the micro-districts, a number of my interviewees consequently described this fighting 

as “street versus street,” rather than “micro-district against micro-district” which reflects a linear 

approach to space-derived identity.1379 

Confrontations among group members could take the form of chance meetings, as in the 

Konotop case above, but at the height of the troubles they seem to have commonly involved 

relatively organized melees. Groups of boys and young men from rival neighborhoods would 

attack each other Braveheart-style, “wall against wall [stenami na stenu],” which logically 

required at least some pre-planning.1380 Further reinforcing the ritual aspects of this violence, the 

beginning of a brawl was often intentional provocation of trespassing on other’s territory. In this 

respect, there is a clear parallel to the “tradition of the village brawl” as “one of the principal 

forms of amusement and diversion for young men in the village,” which Tracy McDonald traces 

nicely for the countryside around Ryazan in the 1920s.1381 McDonald, quite aptly, utilizes the 

 
1377 [Romenskaia ulitsa; Baumanskaia ulitsa, Dobrovolʹnaia ulitsa, Khimgorodok, Baranovskaia ulitsa] The 
area around Volunteer Street is perceived as a Micro-District although I am not sure that it was originally 
planned as one: Liza Pavlova, “Kak otdalënnyi mikroraion Sum iz depressivnogo prevrashchaetsia v 
tsvetushchii,” Vash shans (16 Nov. 2018): http://www.shans.com.ua/?m=inews&nid=32866. The area 
around Baranovskaia Street is referred to as the “Baranovka.” 
1378 Cf. Robert Dunbar, who has famously argued that clan groupings naturally support group sizes of 
around 150: “Neocortex size as a constraint on group size in primates,” Journal of Human Evolution 22.6 
(Jun. 1992), 469-93.  
1379 This too is foreseen by de Certeau: The Practice of Everyday Life, 118-22. 
1380 Ekaterina Timofeevna [b.1948]. 
1381 Tracy McDonald, Face to the Village: The Riazan Countryside under Soviet Rule, 1921–1930 
(Buffalo, N.Y.: University of Toronto Press, 2011), 216-23. 
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frameworks of a number of anthropologists and sociologists, most pithily Erving Goffman, who 

sees within seemingly destructive and senseless violence, a “world-building activity” or “engine 

of meaning,” bringing order by, effectively, mediating status. 1382 I would add that this helped 

sharpen group identities around space whereas such distinctions were clearer between villages 

(and then became a source of violence when boundaries were transgressed).1383 

In the trespass, one indicated a preference not to fight at home but instead a neighborhood 

over or on some liminal or neutral ground – for example the hospital area for meetings between 

the Romny and Volunteer Street groupings.1384 Thus, one was most prone to transgress in the 

relative anonymity of a public space where one was not recognized (except for being unfamiliar 

and thus an outsider) except by one’s comrades in fisticuffs. The identity-building to which this 

inter-neighborhood warfare contributed was not entirely voluntary, but rather enforced by the 

collective.1385 One of the main ways these institutions functioned was by forcible recruitment and 

the requiring of ransoms to release individuals from participation.1386 Aleksei Andreevich for 

example spoke of attempts to impress his sons into the fighting in the 1980s, which he said his 

sons were able to escape because they were relatively strong and able to fight off their 

“recruiters.”1387  

 
1382 McDonald, Face to the Village, 222, citing Erving Goffman, Encounters (London: Lane, 1972), 26, 27, 
34. As phrased by Howard Zehr, “the assumption that urban areas or at least lower-class urban areas… 
lack social organisation and established value systems has been shown to be naïve,” Zehr, Crime and 
the Development of Modern Society, 21.  
1383 Ivan [b.1942]; Stanislav [b.1945]; Anna Grigorʹevna [b.1948]; Vasilii Ivanovich [b.1954]. Cf. Denisova, 
who describes these fights as a senseless outcropping of celebrations that tended toward decreasing 
after the 1960s: Sudʹba russkoi krestʹianki (Moscow: ROSSPĖN, 2007), 338. 
1384 Ivan Pavlovich [b.1955]; Ivan Andreevich [b.1954]. 
1385 Perhaps this can be accepted as an unusual iteration of Kharkhordin’s “informal collectives,” which 
Kharkhordin finds in sociological structures where violence was prominent (e.g., inmate culture and 
military hazing): The Collective and the Individual, 303-13. The title of G.V. Tsipurskii’s “‘Obshchestva’, 
‘shtaby’, ‘kluby’” is taken from the names these groups gave themselves: Tsipurskii’s “‘Obshchestva’, 
‘shtaby’, ‘kluby’,” Molodëzhnye ulichnye gruppirovki, ed. Gromov. 
1386 Nataliia Pavlovna [b.1947]. 
1387 Aleksei Andreevich [b.1957]. 
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Interestingly, some interviewees recall these frictions as having started in the 1980s or 

even as late as the 1990s,1388 while others were adamant that the phenomenon existed in the 

1970s or even as early as the mid-1960s.1389 While Rhiannon Lee Dowling has established the 

increasingly open discussion of crime and criminological considerations in Brezhnev-era media 

and Miriam Dobson has noted the role of rumor in the panic around Gulag returnees, it is 

possible that some share of individuals could estrange themselves from the phenomenon.1390 

Most, though, especially among the less educated newcomers from the village who filled out 

public housing, had some understanding of this place-based crime among youth.  

Some neighborhoods were understood to be more dangerous in and of themselves – as 

around Baranovsky Street and Chemical Town beginning in the 1970s and the area around Kursk 

Prospect (overlapping territorially, and perhaps linked to the later rise of crime around Volunteer 

Street) in the 1960s, where freed and paroled criminals were held to have lived.1391 Especially to 

the extent that gang warfare spilled into and fed other crime, citizens do recall being informed 

about this by organs of state media as well. As Aleksandr Efimovich mentioned, these 

confrontations would be written about in the oblast paper of record, Leninite Truth [Leninskaia 

Pravda] along with a discussion of how they were addressed by the First Secretary of the City 

Party Committee, M.A. Lushpa.1392 Where media organs were less careful, the publicization of 

criminal activity could lose its cultivational content entirely. The Secretariat of the Komsomol 

criticized the newspaper targeting Ryazan Oblast youth for publishing a sort of police blotter, 

 
1388 Tamara Ivanovna [b.1951]; Aleksei Andreevich [b.1957]. 
1389 Aleksandr Efimovich [b.1947]; Ekaterina Timofeevna [b.1948]; Nataliia Pavlovna [b.1947]; Vasilii 
Ivanovich [b.1954]; Antonina Nikolaevna [b.1958]; Anatolii Alekseevich [b.1962]. 
1390 Rhiannon Lee Dowling, “Brezhnev's War on Crime,” 82-117; Dobson, Khrushchev’s Cold Summer. 
1391 Valerii Nikolaevich [b.1961]; Galina Konstantinovna [b.1946] (actually the comment was by her sister, 
who was in the room during the interview); Ivan [b.1942]. 
1392 Aleksandr Efimovich [b.1947]. 
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“about murders, armed robberies, rapes, and other crimes … allegedly blossoming in the cities 

and villages of the oblast.”1393  

While a relatively small minority of my interviewees recalled the years during which they 

had first come to live in Sumy in terms of a blissful ignorance where they could tune out any 

nefarious happenings, for the most part as the 1970s progressed there was a renewed panic 

around public crime, and this was no longer as tenable. According to the summary statistics for 

all oblasts of the RSFSR maintained by the Ministry of Justice, criminal convictions did indeed 

rise, although the magnitude was not as pronounced as we might expect. The first year for which 

I have elaborate summary data by subdivision is unfortunately only 1972, but this gives us an 

ability to trace the rise in crime of the mid-1970s.1394 Between 1972 and 1982 in the median 

subdivision of the RSFSR, convictions for crimes committed in the city per city-dweller rose 

about 13%, while convictions for crimes perpetrated in the village per village-dweller increased 

by a more substantial 35%.1395 Although conviction rates and crime rates do not map perfectly 

onto each other we can see that it was the village rather than the city where increases in crime 

best fit the growing panic over crime in the 1970s.1396 

 
1393 RGASPI f.M-75, op.1, d.24, l.6.a 
1394 Less detailed data appears to be available for 1961 and 1962: GARF f.A-353, op.15, d.56-7; 64-5. 
1395 GARF f.A-353, op.21, d.3; 52; 103; 154. I calculate city crimes per city-dweller and village crimes per 
village-dweller using estimates of the city and rural population of a given oblast in a given year derived on 
the basis of the [roughly] decennial censuses (using a very basic arithmetic that crudely assumes linear 
growth). 
1396 This included both violent crime as well as property crime and appears to be a reversal of a century-
old process, perhaps a reflection of the influence of modern modes of living and production within the 
countryside. Louise Shelley, citing Tobias and Zehr, observes that “Violent crime in Russia in the 19th 
century was disproportionately a rural phenomenon, a pattern of criminal behavior common to almost all 
pre-industrialized societies. With the advent of industrialization and urbanization at the turn of the 20th 
century, the location of violent crime shifted in Russia, following the crime patterns observed earlier in 
England, France, and Germany during their industrialization”: Shelley, “Crime and Delinquency,” 216; J.J. 
Tobias, Crime and Industrial Society in the 19th Century (New York: Schocken Books, 1967); Zehr, Crime 
and the Development of Modern Society. 
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What was the role of incoming rural people, then, in the rise of city crime? A connection 

has been recurrently proposed both in the general terms of the influence of culture and the 

narrow sense of perpetration. With respect to more nebulous cultural influence, some post-Soviet 

cultural critics both with and without transparent political agendas have blamed the insidiousness 

of rural roots for creating a persistent underclass prone to crime and, more specifically, compared 

inter-village melees with those among city teenagers, arguing in general for a continuity of 

culture between village and city and a sort of failure to consummate the telos of Elias’s civilizing 

process.1397 Western scholars have also intimated that young villagers coming to the city 

contributed to a rise in crime.1398 Brian LaPierre, for example, writes (much as I do immediately 

above) that “Cities grew swiftly as a mass in-migration expanded their populations and brought 

new urbanites out of the regulated, face-to-face world of the village and into the anonymous and 

destabilizing setting of the modernizing industrial metropolis.”1399 In a work on city crime, it is 

unlikely that this is an inexplicable aside; LaPierre is floating here the idea that the shift of 

individuals from the regulating society of the village to the more anonymous city helped produce 

the behaviors that were labeled as hooliganism. 

It is notable that scholars have been pushed to generalities regarding the putative 

influence of the in-migration of villagers on urban crime, and, if we are to believe internal 

 
1397 Andrei Arkhangelʹskii, “Maining konflikta i katastrofy. Chem putinskii chelovek otlichaetsia ot 
sovetskogo,” Moskovskii tsentr Karnegi (2 Feb. 2018): https://carnegie.ru/commentary/75408; Gaidar, 
Collapse of an Empire, 77; G.M. Lappo, “Rossiiskii gorod - simbioz gorodskogo i selʹskogo,” DEMOSKOP 
Weekly 221-2 (7 Nov. 2005): http://demoscope.ru/weekly/2005/0221/analit06.php ary/75408; 
Zhlobolohiia, ed. Antin Mukharsʹkyi (Kyiv: Nash format, 2015). 
1398 E.g., Shelley, “Crime and Delinquency,” 215; 217. 
1399 LaPierre, Hooligans in Khrushchev’s Russia, 22. LaPierre rests this allusion to on Moshe Lewin’s 
(important) privileging of urbanization as a process central to the social history of the Soviet Union even 
after Stalin: The Gorbachev Phenomenon, 30-42. 
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criminological statistics, this is because there may well not have been a strong relationship 

between the two processes.  

Table 6.1: Correlations Between Outmigration and Change from 1972 to 1987 in Per 

Capita Convictions for Selected Crimes Overall (Per Capita), in the City (Per City-

Dweller), and in the Village (Per Village-Dweller) in the Subdivisions of the RSFSR [n = 71] 

(and, in Parentheses, European RSFSR Excluding the North Caucasus Economic Region [n 

= 40])1400 

Crime (Specific Statutes of 

RSFSR Criminal Codex) 

Correlation of 

outmigration with 

change in 

convictions for 

crimes per capita  

Correlation of 

outmigration with 

change in 

convictions for 

crimes taking place 

in city (per city-

dweller) 

Correlation of  

outmigration with 

change in 

convictions for 

crimes taking place 

in village (per 

village-dweller) 

Embezzlement of State 

Property (89 to 93) 
+.39 (+.37) +.04 (-.10) +.47 (+.45) 

Murder (102 to 104) +.23 (-.03) -.04 (-.35) +.44 (+.31) 

“Grave” Bodily Injury (108) +.20 (+.10) +.12 (+.05) +.07 (-.07) 

“Less Grave” Bodily Injury 

(109 and 110; 113) 
+.08 (-.13) +.12 (-.08) +.01 (-.08) 

Rape (117) +.54 (+.61) +.42 (+.39) +.40 (+.43) 

Theft (144) +.47 (+.47) -.07 (-.25) +.56 (+.61) 

Robbery (145) +.20 (+.31) -.09 (+.01) N/A1401 (+.27) 

Armed Robbery (146) +.07 (-.06) -.07 (-.28) N/A (N/A) 1402 

“Hooliganism” (206.1) +.36 (+.33) +.20 (+.07) +.31 (+.44) 

“Aggravated Hooliganism” 

(206.2) 
+.46 (+.46) +.23 (+.21) +.33 (+.25) 

All Crimes +.46 (+.50) +.07 (-.01) +.49 (+.50) 

 

 
1400 “Outmigration” is approximated by change in ratio of urban population to rural population according to 
census figures (estimates of rural population made for 1972 and 1987 based on the censuses of 1970, 
1979, and 1989). Calculations based on annual summary statistics of the Ministry of Justice of the USSR: 
GARF f.A-353, op.21, d.3; 52; 103; 154. 
1401 All 38 robbery convictions in the Kabardino-Balkar ASSR in 1972 were for crimes committed in the 
city, creating an error for the 87/72 ratio and making a correlation of all RSFSR subdivisions impossible. 
1402 All 7, 15, and 20 armed robbery convictions in the Kalmyk ASSR, Magadan Oblast, and Mari ASSR, 
respectively, were for crimes committed in the city, creating an error for the 87/72 ratio and making a 
correlation of all RSFSR subdivisions as well as European RSFSR subdivisions exclusive of the 
Caucasian Economic Region impossible. 
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While I was not able to find similar figures for the period LaPierre examines, an analysis 

of conviction rates in subdivisions of the RSFSR (oblasts, ASSR’s, and the like) from 1972 to 

1987 across a variety of crimes indeed shows a significant relationship between overall levels of 

crime and village out-migration, but – with the singular exception of rape – the entirety of the 

relationship can be traced specifically to crime in the village. The more the share of the rural 

population relative to the urban share of the population fell in a given subdivision, the more 

crime rose in that subdivision’s village specifically (in general there was no such phenomenon 

for the city).1403 (Table 6.1)  

Whereas a subdivision’s cities growing at the expense of its villages does not seem to 

have been a disproportionate predictor of overall crime in the cities of the 1970s (at least in the 

RSFSR), that does not mean that migrants were altogether removed from the roles of perpetrator 

and victim. It was mentioned in Chapter 5 that some delinquent students at vocational-technical 

schools became acquainted with city-native troublemakers, thus forming a transgressive counter-

identity to the exasperation of the faculty and administrators, the first-line cultivators at their 

schools. Incoming rural youth could also make convenient targets for crime. Vladimir 

Mikhailovich, who came to Sumy in the late 1960s, described being surprised by how 

commonplace violence was, and his account depicted the role of villagers and other newcomers 

as outsiders who might attract unwanted attention and then become targets.1404 He brought up 

specifically the central market where those from the village would come to sell produce (their 

 
1403 We cannot necessarily assume causality in either direction, especially when a good argument can be 
made for a mutual causality. The more ambitious and talented left because the village was becoming 
more violent and insecure and the village became more violent and insecure as the more promising 
percentiles of the youngest generation left. One could make an argument that we would expect crime to 
have fallen in the city if it was the village’s most promising youth who left, and that this was then 
neutralized by their becoming as crime prone as the average city-dweller. 
1404 Vladimir Mikhailovich [b.1950]. 
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kolkhoz or sovkhoz’s, or their own). Those not skilled enough to operate tractors were well 

represented in this marketing and these new faces sometimes became a target for those city-

dwellers who were looking for trouble and were apparently unsatisfied with the opportunities for 

violence that inter-neighborhood fighting afforded. These fights with village outsiders were a 

source of personal fulfillment more so than necessarily a quest for the theft of goods – the goal 

was to prove one’s strength to oneself or one’s peers or even simply feel a thrill rather than to 

score a head of cabbage.  

By contrast, where the motive was more prosaic and pecuniary the targets were selected 

for their weakness. Faculty-meeting records discussing a student at Vocational-Technical School 

#2 in Sumy stealing stipend-money from his peers were also mentioned in Chapter 5.1405 

Vladimir Mikhailovich, who attended this school, brought up the exact same scenario, and in his 

description it was not older students at the institution but rather “city-dwellers [gorodskie]” in 

general who would catch wind of when and where stipends were being distributed and then 

simply wait around the corner in groups of five to ten for easy prey. 

 The one crime where it appears that village-origin newcomers to the city did have a 

significant, disproportionate influence is rape. The correlations between the increase of a given 

RSFSR subdivision’s urban population relative to its rural population and per capita rape 

convictions overall, within solely the village (per village-dweller), and solely the city (per city-

dweller) between 1972 and 1987 were +.54, +.42, and +.40, respectively (for the European 

RSFSR excluding the North Caucasian Economic Region these numbers were +.61, +.39, and 

+.43, respectively). This was the only type of crime I tracked where there was a noticeable 

 
1405 DASO f.R-7607, op.1, spr.111, ark.8-12. 
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relationship between in-migration (as estimated by change in urban population share) and then 

crime in the city. Once more, correlation does not on its own dictate a conclusion regarding the 

direction of causality (or, for that matter, causality at all). Perhaps in subdivisions where sexual 

violence was on the rise in general (for whatever exogenous reasons), young village women were 

more likely to flee the village, hoping to avoid it, only to find that it was on the rise in the city 

too. Should that have been the case we would expect the relative increase of rape convictions in 

the city (per city-dweller) and village (per village-dweller) in a given subdivision to have been 

highly correlated, but this was not the case (r = +.26, actually the lowest such correlation of all 

the crimes I tracked, but about the same as for theft).1406 Thus, the rise in rape in both the village 

and city seems more likely to be associated with movement from village to city (or an unknown 

variable related with that process) rather than some other general factor that might have affected 

both village and city of a given subdivision. 

 In seeking to explain why a city population growing at the expense of a village 

population was particularly likely to spawn an increase in the incidence of rape, we can consider 

simpler and more elaborate frameworks. In the most general, there is the explanation that village 

men simply had more propensity to be sexually aggressive toward women for cultural reasons, 

which, when brought to the city, turned into more overt violence.1407 Valentina Nikolaevna 

 
1406 In general, there was a significant positive correlation between the rise of crime in the villages of 
given subdivisions and the rise of crime in their cities, but for some crimes like theft and rape the 
correlation was relatively low. 
1407 This explanation is commonly proffered to explain incidents of rape among migrants to Europe from 
Muslim-majority countries over the course of the 2010s. Swedish authorities have preferred to cast the 
roots of this violence in socioeconomic terms: “Sweden rape: Most convicted attackers foreign-born, says 
TV,” BBC News (22 Aug. 2018): https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-45269764; “Facts about 
migration, integration and crime in Sweden,” Government Offices of Sweden (23 Feb. 2017): 
https://www.government.se/articles/2017/02/facts-about-migration-and-crime-in-sweden/}, citing, for 
example, an article by criminologists Martin Hällsten, Ryszard Szulkin, and Jerzy Sarnecki: “Crime as a 
Price of Inequality?: The Gap in Registered Crime between Childhood Immigrants, Children of Immigrants 
and Children of Native Swedes,” The British Journal of Criminology 53.3 (May 2013), 456-81.  
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described in what quickly became a tearful interview the life in the city she shared with her 

husband from the neighboring village, after a marriage that had been essentially arranged by his 

parents (a rarity by the 1970s).1408 Within the walls of their apartment, he was extremely abusive, 

eventually leaving her with staples in her head after one violent bout.1409 The police became 

interested only at this point, and, likewise, it was only after things had escalated that she sought 

divorce.1410 Until then she had accepted the explanations of her village mother-in-law to the 

effect that it was the place of the woman to tolerate her husband’s violence. Of course, a culture 

that saw women in terms of property to be disposed with at the whim of the male was entrenched 

among a share of city youth as well.1411 Fights over girls were common, and, as Vladimir 

Grigorʹevich pointed out, it played a part in the above-mentioned inter-neighborhood youth 

violence, with no one stopping to ask the girls themselves what they wanted.1412 There were 

indeed parallels to this in village melees, which too were frequently fought over girls,1413 with 

some interviewees mentioning the seeking of girls from neighboring villages as partners being a 

cause for fights.1414 The young men’s world of the Soviet village and growing city thus both 

 
1408 Valentina Nikolaevna [b.1954]. 
1409 Liubov Denisova suggests, by way of contrast, that neighbors in the village could have a tempering 
effect on domestic violence because of the comparative lack of privacy. This process (to whatever extent 
it was of actual significance) would have been less viable in the privacy of the apartment: Denisova, Rural 
Women, 131 
1410 This fits with the pattern LaPierre finds for domestic violence that was sometimes constructed as 
“hooliganism” within the home and found weak enforcement at least in part because the boundary of 
public and private was unclear in both tradition and official ideology: Hooligans in Khrushchev’s Russia, 
85-9. 
1411 Liubovʹ Denisova notes that murders committed on the basis of jealousy peaked as a share of all 
crimes in the 1970s and early 1980s: Denisova, Sudʹba russkoi krestʹianki, 158-64, citing statistics 
presented by: V.V. Luneev, Prestupnostʹ XX veka: Mirovye, regionalʹnye i rossiiskie tendentsii (Moscow: 
Volters Kluver, 1997), 206. 
1412 Vladimir Grigorʹevich [b.1950]. Others also mentioned the role of women as objects of this sort of 
competitive violence: Anatolii Alekseevich [b.1962]; Pavel Vasilʹevich [b.1962]. 
1413 Stanislav [b.1945]; Ekaterina Timofeevna [b.1948]; Nataliia Alekseevna [b.1951]; Liubovʹ Alekseevna 
[b.1965]. 
1414 Vladimir [b.1952]; Zinaida Dmitrievna [b.1952]; Anatolii Alekseevich [b.1962]. 
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reflected what Luce Irigaray described as a “hommo-sexual” society organized around status-

driven male relationships mediated by women as currency.1415 

Another explanation for the potential disproportionate propensity of village newcomer 

males to have raped hinges on the well-established practical vulnerability and symbolic 

significance of women in settings where migration is prominent. There is a rich literature on the 

vulnerability of migrant women to sexual violence both within and outside the context of 

prostitution,1416 to which the vulnerability of passport-less status in the Soviet city could 

sometimes bring a woman.1417 More elaborately, anthropologists call on us to take notice of the 

“‘poetics’ of violent practice” by “map[ping] how cultural conceptions of violence are used 

discursively to amplify and extend the cultural force of violent acts.”1418 In Chapter 2 the 

drunken violence and vandalism of male village dwellers was presented as a partially-

performative response to a changing socioeconomic structure, one that took on certain 

characteristics of a ritual plunge into the abyss. The violence of young urban men raised in newly 

constructed neighborhoods of public housing was described above as helping shape identity both 

in terms of place ties and masculinity. Anthropologists have extended the same sort of logic to 

sexual violence. Veena Das, in her study of sexual violence amid post-colonial warfare in India 

 
1415 Luce Irigaray, This Sex Which Is Not One, trans. Catherine Porter with Carolyn Burke (Ithaca, N.Y.: 
Cornell University Press, 1985), 170-91, quoted by Katharina von Ankum, “Gendered Urban Spaces in 
Irmgard Keun’s Das kunsteidene Mädchen,” trans. Jamie Owen Daniel, Women in the Metropolis 
(Berkeley, Calif: University of California Press, 1996), 162. 
1416 This literature seems particularly developed around migration in the developing world amid 
socioeconomic distortions introduced by a creeping global modernity: Mariama Awumbila and Elizabeth 
Ardayfio-Schandorf, “Gendered poverty, migration and livelihood strategies of female porters in Accra, 
Ghana,” Norsk Geografisk Tidsskrift 62 (2008): 171-9; Love in Africa, eds. Cole and Thomas; Sun Narin, 
“Girls’ Deaths Alert Cambodia to Human Cost of Economic Migration,” Voice of America News (9 Dec. 
2018): https://www.voanews.com/a/girls-deaths-alert-cambodia-to-human-cost-of-economic-
migration/4692843.html ; Rehbun, The Heart is Unknown Country. 
1417 This calls to mind the boast of Anastasiia Mikhailovna [b.1948] mentioned in the “Workpapers” section 
of the previous chapter that she and her undocumented friend were not reduced to prostitution. 
1418 Neil L. Whitehead, “Introduction: Cultures, Conflicts, and the Poetics of Violent Practice,” Violence, 
Ed. Neil L. Whitehead (Santa Fe, N.M.: School of American Research Press, 2004), 6. 
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argues that the bodies of victims were a space for fundamentally discursive contestation 

(including the literal carving of epithets into victims’ bodies).1419 Indeed, rape of in-group 

women by outsiders is a recurrent cultural touchstone precipitating counter-violence and protest, 

clearly seen as an affront against the identity of the group.1420 If the in-group commonly holds 

the rape of its members to be a symbolic act and, as Das argues, perpetrators amid warfare do as 

well, one could hypothesize that this affected to an extent the mindset of a small share of villager 

migrants to the city. Their sexual crimes would, according to this framework, be influenced by 

an effort to violently “inscribe” themselves onto the city by objectifying women as avatars of 

their new unfamiliar midst.1421 

In the phenomena of street gangs developing around rapidly-expanded public housing or 

the linkages between rape and migration, we see hints that the course of Soviet urbanization and 

modernization was marked by processes that stemmed at least in part from an organic interaction 

of the worst of human nature with the concentration of people and technologies associated with 

the spread of a modernity common to many societies across the world.1422 For many newcomers 

 
1419 Veena Das, “Sexual violence, discursive formations, and the state,” States of Violence, eds. 
Fernando Coronil and Julie Skurski (Ann Arbor, Mich.: University of Michigan Press, 2006). 
1420 E.g. Amy Shearn, “Harper Lee and #BlackLivesMatter,” JSTOR Daily (25 Feb. 2016): 
https://daily.jstor.org/harper-lee-and-black-lives-matter/ ;  Jason Horowitz, “Salvini Seizes on 2nd Italian 
Teenager’s Death to Push Immigration Issue,” The New York Times (27 Oct. 2018): 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/27/world/europe/italy-salvini-immigration.html ; “Siberian City Holds 
Unauthorized Protest After Rape Blamed on Migrants,” The Moscow Times (18 Mar. 2019): 
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2019/03/18/siberian-city-holds-unauthorized-protest-after-rape-blamed-
on-migrants-a64841;                             
1421Das uses this word for both rape in general and also the etching of political slogans into women in the 
context of sexual violence: “Sexual Violence, Discursive Formations and the State,” Economic and 
Political Weekly 31.35-7 (Sep. 1996) 2411 & 2413. Mayol uses it as well {de Certau, Giard, and Mayol, 
The Practice of Everyday Life 2, 28} in treating sexual innuendo within the neighborhood as a tactic males 
employ to consolidate and project [“inscribe”] their maturity upon their community: 32-3. See also: Chris 
Ballard, “The Signature of Terror: Violence, Memory and Landscape at Freeport,” Inscribed Landscapes: 
Marking and Making Place, eds. Bruno David and Meredith Wilson (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 
2002), 13-26 as well as J. Edward Mallot, “Body Politics and the Body Politic: Memory as Human 
Inscription in What the Body Remembers,” International Journal of Postcolonial Studies 8.2. (2006), 165-
77. 
1422 The connection between urbanization (and/or industrialization) and delinquency has been made for 
many contexts: Shūichi Katō, “Japanese Writers and Modernization,” Changing Japanese Attitudes 
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to the city in the Soviet Union, though, unlike the case in many other rapidly urbanizing 

societies, rising violent crime was more typically a reality of which they were increasingly aware 

rather than one they were forced to substantively navigate.1423 On the other hand, for its victims 

and perpetrators (not always mutually exclusive), this crime represented pain and hardship and 

also an opportunity to develop (or interact with, or be aware of) place-based identities that 

differed from those within the rigid panoply offered by state media and other cultural organs, 

which paid little attention to the divide between city and village in terms of crime. 

 

Adjusting to Modern, Urban Ideas of Space and Time 

A limitation of memory is that it seems biased toward extremes at the expense of the 

ordinary but, paradoxically, tends to blunt them. This is important for the given case because my 

interviewees mostly interpreted the differences between village and city in terms of the narrative 

of their own lives, where going to a vocational school or college and, subsequently, to work was 

the major change, from which the matter of coming to live primarily in the city was inseparable. 

Consequently, although my interviewees were able to identify some jolts and way-markers in 

their acclimation in the city, they did not naturally discuss adjustment to a city lifestyle in terms 

of a prolonged struggle with them – having become comfortably situated in their new 

environment was something noticed in retrospect when queried years later by an interviewer. In 

viewing the story of their lives as a binary between youth and adulthood, my interviewees 

presented a significant gulf between village and city in space and time. Fittingly, there were 

 
toward Modernization, ed. Marius B. Jansen (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1965), 443; 
Salisbury, To Moscow and Beyond, 84-5, cited by LaPierre, Hooligans in Khrushchev’s Russia, 23; Zehr, 
Crime and the Development of Modern Society. 
1423 There were exceptions to this generalization, Aleksandr Vladimirovich [b.1959] recalled having been 
stabbed in 1978 in the course of stopping a rape attempt.  
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some differences between village and city in the perception and treatment of time and space, 

with which authorities were forced to interact, mitigating by intent or accident some of the 

frictions that could arise. 

Of obvious significance was the firmer division of space within the private apartment of 

the Khrushchev and Brezhnev Era housing block commonly noted by historians.1424 In practice, 

though, in smaller cities one typically lived in a dormitory before starting a family, which kept 

newcomers in a situation of collective living that increased the potency of organized cultivational 

activity and maintained the influence and salience of the collective. The comparative lack of 

community found in the city that my interviewees recurrently mentioned was a product not just 

of the division of physical space, but also of a more elaborate organization of time. Those living 

in city buildings were not likely to dwell in stairwells (outside a growing class of marginalized 

youth) in part because the stairwells were designed to be spartan, but also because the work and 

leisure of their associated adult residents were more precisely and narrowly regimented.1425 

The putative dichotomy between work and leisure had a very complicated relationship 

within Soviet sociopolitical theory. Work under Socialism was held not to be slavery as under 

capitalism, but rather the pinnacle of self-actualization, and, thus, leisure and rest could not be 

construed negatively as freedom from work per se (as one could not need freedom from it). This 

problem was solved by recasting leisure as productive (which then required its meticulous 

regimentation).1426 One set of sociological theorists who held that “Free time [svobodnoe 

vremia]” was actually a form of productive activity argued that  

 
1424 Harris, Communism on Tomorrow Street, et al. 
1425 Golubev, “Elemental Materialism,” 142-58. 
1426 Malte Rolf finds that ideologists had collapsed the opposition between  “festivity” and work by the late 
1940s in the context of mass political celebrations: Rolf, Soviet Mass Festivals, 7. I am unsure when 
precisely this rhetorical sleight occurred in general. 
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[its] significance and value … [was] determined by its socio-economic content 

[sotsialʹno-ėkonomicheskoe soderzhanie]. In the context of social progress, 

personhood [lichnostʹ] [took] on increasing value, and, consequently, creative 

activity [deiatelʹnostʹ], within which personhood [was] formed, developed, and 

expressed, [took on] a more significant meaning… true above all for a Socialist 

society.1427 

Leisure time was to be “genuine-edifying [podlinno-nauchnoe]” as opposed to “illusory-shallow 

[illiuzorno-obyvatelʹskoe].”  

It was particularly in the village where the latter inadequate use of free time was 

perceived to reign.1428 The cited scholars lamented specifically that hours outside of the formal 

kolkhoz workday in the village were spent not for the “development of rest and entertainments 

[razvitie otdykha, razvlechenii] … but for work in the household and [private plot].”1429 The 

banal work that would keep villagers in their homes, yards, and plots was thus an outdated 

distraction from cultivation of “personhood [lichnostʹ]” more compatible with “social 

progress.”1430 In the ideal, modern Soviet people were to take this time and use it to cultivate, 

refine, and produce the self, and for villagers the private plot was a distraction from this 

endeavor (it was left unaddressed whether the growing ranks of urban gardening enthusiasts 

were cultivating themselves in addition to their vegetables). 

A number of interviewees did bring up the various opportunities for self-realization in the 

city as one of its obvious and attractive benefits relative to the village. Some, like, sporting were 

more social. Others could comprise more passive entertainment like more regular and choice-

 
1427 V.A. Artëmov, B.P. Kutyrëv, and V.D. Patrushev, “Svobodnoe vremia: problemy i perspektivy: Doklad 
na VII Mezhdunarodnyi sotsîologicheskii kongress, Varna, sentiabrʹ, 1970” (Novosibirsk, USSR: 
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, 1970), 3. 
1428 Artëmov, Kutyrëv, and Patrushev, “Svodobdone vremia,” 3.  
1429 Artëmov, Kutyrëv, and Patrushev, “Svodobdone vremia,” 6. 
1430 Anatolii Bondarenko similarly focuses on the development of what he calls “harmoniously developed 
individuality [garmonichno razvitaia lichnostʹ]” as the object of his argument that “Cultivational work [in the 
village] is necessary for the preparation of people for the reception and use of culture [k vospriiatiiu i 
ispolʹzovaniiu kulʹtury]:” Bondarenko, Likvidatsiia sushchestvennykh razlichii, 37-8. 
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driven film-watching, theater-going, strolling through a manicured park, or various forms of 

hobbyism like photography, which could be done with others or alone. These activities 

combined, on the other hand, with the rise of the private apartment as a space for the 

perpetuation of Soviet consumer culture that encouraged individuals to fetishize objects and self-

actualize (some argue “self-surveil”) through their provision, use, and augmentation.1431 City-

dwellers’ being pulled out of communal spaces like the stairwell or courtyard into the more 

anonymous spaces of the city, into their apartment,1432 and into themselves gave rise to the 

perception that they were more “busy [zaniaty]” than villagers even as this is difficult to square 

with the hours villagers put in in at both the kolkhoz and private plot.1433  

The notion of proper Socialist “business” further relied on precise ideas around clock 

time that were less salient in the village and proved to be one of the points requiring the most 

adjustment from newcomers who had grown up with a less regimented sense of time, drawing 

from a culture where work and the exigencies of domestic life were more fluidly intertwined.1434 

With the exception of milkmaids in particular, who milked at regular increments around the 

clock, agricultural workers would gather and work according to seasonal patterns. Especially 

outside of the most strenuous harvest weeks, the walk to the worksite or, later, waiting about to 

catch a lift on a truck was typically an unhurried ritual replete with cycles of greetings and small-

talk, unmolested by factory whistles or even necessarily firm timekeeping by brigade leaders 

 
1431 Golubev and Smolyak, “Making Selves through Making Things.” 
1432 On the private apartment as a space of privacy and individuation within the broader late-Soviet 
context see: Golubed and Smolyak, “Making Selves”; Susan E. Reid, "The Meaning of Home: 'The Only 
Bit of the World You Can Have to Yourself'," Borders of Socialism, ed. Siegelbaum. 
1433 Lidiia Ivanovna [b.1951]; Roza Badertinovna. There is some parallel in the alarm over over-
scheduled, activity-laden, and burnt out urban and children of the urban and suburban upper middle class 
in the contemporary West as compared with their rural counterparts who perform farm-work with 
apparently less trauma. 
1434 Cf. Weismantel, “Time, Work-Discipline, and Beans,” Women and Economic Change, eds. Miles 
Buechler. 
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(whose leverage had weakened with the receding of the arbitrary and kolkhoz-managed “labor-

days” point system in favor of set paychecks guaranteed by the state). Particularly during the 

busiest months, the workday’s end was rather hazily delimited by a loss of productivity, 

momentum, and, later in the year, light. 

This attitude around time and work presented a culture-shock for city-dwelling agents of 

the state who interacted with villagers. Investigations of crimes in rural locales of Sumy Oblast, 

for example, were sometimes frustrated in establishing the timing of crimes because their 

witnesses did not keep careful track of time. This was particularly true in leisure hours, but also 

when it came to showing up for work, as in the case of a watchman who could not indicate when 

exactly he came to guard the kolkhoz administrative building because he just generally aimed for 

the early dawn.1435 In another instance, engineer A.I. Koverzhina complained to the 

administrators of the Stary Oskol District Inter-Kolkhoz Construction Agency 

[Mezhkolkhozstroi] about workers’ indifference to set start times and willingness to wait around 

for materials to arrive; her concerns were later echoed by the head of the District Audit 

Commission [kontrolʹnaia komissiia].1436 

 In response to similar considerations, authorities increasingly emphasized the timeliness 

of harvesting and other agricultural work as a matter of “cultured” work. Leonid Brezhnev 

himself underscored this idea in a publicized talk with mechanic-operators [mekhanizatory] that 

took place in 1976, declaring that, 

In agriculture the main prerequisite for taking in a good harvest and its successful 

collection is the ability to value working time. To fulfill all tasks in the timespans 

of the utmost agricultural appropriateness [v luchshie agrotekhnicheskie sroki] 

 
1435 DASO f.R-4117, op.4, spr.438, ark.30. The investigators in that case were further stymied by the 
mother of one suspect who did not have a clock and could not provide any insight into the timing of her 
daughter’s movements: 50. 
1436 GABO f.R-1682, op.1, d.63, l.2;10. 
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and with high quality – these are the main demands of a high culture of land-

tending [vysokaia kulʹtura zemledeliia].1437  

Culture in work, thus, relied on careful rationing of time, and, as above, this need extended to 

leisure as a productive activity as well. An article credited to Belgorod Oblast kolkhoznik V. 

Bantiukov titled “Time is Thus Lost [Tak teriaetsia vremia]” echoed the above criticism that too 

much time in the kolkhoz was spent idly, as waiting passively for a tractor to move hay. 

Bantiukov segued then into a complaint into that “Time is used in an uncultured way 

[nekulʹturno]. Construction[-work]ers play cards [rezhutsia v ‘duraka’] and others ‘suffer’ 

[‘boleiut‘]. And [this] amid screaming, noise, profanity. But, note, it would be possible to replace 

this all with the magazine, the newspaper, and heartful conversation [dushevnaia beseda].”1438 

Bantiukov was frustrated by the fact that entire workdays were lost to poor planning and a lack 

of initiative, though apparently it seems he would have been equally satisfied if the days were at 

least spent consuming appropriate media in a cultured way, echoing the attitude of the 

sociological theorists cited above that leisure was also legitimate work.1439 For the time being, 

the workers at Bantiukov’s Lenin’s Path Kolkhoz were not adequately engaged in work under 

any definition, reflecting the informal way in which time and scheduling were approached, an 

obstacle to the professionalization of the village suggested by Brezhnev’s comments a decade 

later. 

 Introducing industry and its habits to the village in the form of small plants or factories (a 

practice that of course predated Soviet power altogether), could present something of a culture 

 
1437 L.I. Brezhnev, “Mekhanizatoram selʹskogo khoziaistva tovarishcham Gitalovu A.V., Klepikovu M.I., 
Akhunovoi T., Bochkarëvu, N.V., Voroninu V.M., Pereverzevoi N.V., Ponomarenko B.A., Donenbaevoi 
K.B., Proniushkinu N.B., Ivantsu A.I., Savinovu V.D., Vanʹkovichu R.L.,” Leninskim kursom: Rechi i statʹi 6 
(Moscow: Izdatelʹstvo politicheskoi literatury, 1978), 42. 
1438 V. Bantiukov, “Tak teriaetsia vremia,” Maiak (Stary Oskol, Rus.), 15 Jan. 1965, 3.  
1439 It is difficult to imagine such a take for Soviet industrial labor. 
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shock and unwelcome stressor. Local historian Anatolii Teslo describing the liquor plant in 

Ivashky in Kharkiv Oblasts’s Zolochiv District points out the plant’s steam-whistle [hudok], 

“remembered by pensioners with trembling voices… which daily, before even sunrise would call 

them to the gates of the plant …  at once signifying punishing labor and miserly wages but also 

youth of spirit and hopes for better, which sometimes came to pass and sometimes fell to 

pieces.”1440 One imagines the cock’s crow was not similarly recalled with “trembling voices,” 

perhaps because it was less associated with the unyielding industrial mindset around labor 

described by Teslo. Similarly, sovkhozes tended to impart to a stronger extent what might be 

termed “factory-like work discipline and … employee mentality,” although the extent to which 

this was true certainly varied.1441 

When individuals came to the city, they brought their habits around punctuality (or its 

absence) with them, forcing workplaces to take measures alternately punitive and 

accommodationist. Efforts by the administration of the Lebedyn Piston-Ring Factory, for 

example, which was in the process of shifting to a less itinerant workforce, included docking 

employees’ bonuses for tardiness and absenteeism, which comprised one of the two major 

categories of violations, and the only category in which female workers (who by then 

represented about 44% of the concern’s workforce) were represented. (Table 6.2). Even in these 

cases, though, tardiness only called for a small docking of the bonus, unlike outright absenteeism 

or cases of drunkenness.  

 

 
1440 Anatolii Teslo, Krai nash Zolochivsʹkyi: Kraieznavchyi narys (Kharkiv: Zoloti sotrinky, 2000), 59. 
1441 Patty A. Gray, “Volga Farmers and Arctic Herders: Common (Post)Socialist Experiences in Rural 
Russia,” The Postsocialist Agrarian Question: Property Relations and the Rural Condition, eds. Hann et 
al., 301. 
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Table 6.2: Violations of Discipline by Lebedyn Piston-Ring Factory Workers (1977)1442 

Violation (% of bonus forfeited) Men Women Total 

Drinking (100%) 32  0 32 

          Ended up in a drunk tank (100%)        20         -       20 

          Showed up to work drunk (100%)        12         -       12 

Absenteeism (5 - 100%) 25  5 30 

          Tardiness (5 - 15%)         14         2       16 

          Unauthorized absence (50 - 100%)         11         3       15 

Other 15  1 16 

Total 72  6 78 

 

Where industrial concerns were most dependent on the labor of village newcomers, the 

ability to force strict timing onto them was less effective still, requiring compromise. 

Administrators of the Sumy Oblast Village Construction Trust complained during a 1967 

meeting with the trade union representing its employees about workers’ tardiness and 

“systematic side-conversations.”1443 The response of the trade union was that managers needed 

to tie the completion of certain tasks to individual workers, which reflected the belief that work 

could (and should) get done at its own pace without strict reference to schedules. At the Central 

Casting Plant [Tsentrolit] in Sumy, which relied disproportionately on village migrants, at least 

some managers allowed workers to work on this task-basis.1444  

Timetables in the context of transportation brought together the need to manage time and 

space in the scope of literally navigating everyday life. Out of all the new realities and 

experiences of the city, my interviewees tended to volunteer dealing with this transportation to 

be most significant hurdle to adjustment to the city. Earlier years’ limited routes obviated some 

of this frustration.1445 As city infrastructure evolved, though, later newcomers began to find 

 
1442 DASO f.R-2467, op.2, spr.307, ark.46-7 . 
1443 DASO f.R-3787, op.2, spr.9, ark.15 
1444 Aleksei Andreevich [b.1957]. 
1445 Ekaterina Timofeevna [b.1948]. 
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vexing the trolleybus routes and proliferating network of route-buses [marshrutki].1446 Reflecting 

the confusion arising from this rapidly expanded bus network, a 1984 cartoon-sketch in the 

Sumy Oblast Komsomol newspaper Red Beam depicted a bus bound for “somewhere I don’t 

know where [tudy ne znaiu kudy].”1447 (Figure 6.2) For Svetlana Vladimirovna who came to 

Sumy roughly in this period, the face of the city and wealth of transportation infrastructure was 

altogether overwhelming. 1448 She recalled how, since she was used to traversing the village on 

foot,  she found it less stressful to walk her son several kilometers to school rather than taking 

the bus. In her estimation it took her about a year and a half to get over these frustrations. 

 

Figure 6.2: “Somewhere, I Don’t Know Where” 

The struggles with the Sumy transportation network were rooted in part in newcomers’ 

own need to adapt to the transportation network, but operators and administrators of public 

transportation struggled with these as well. One woman living in Lebedyn wrote to her district 

newspaper, taking offense at the inadequacy of bus service: 

 
1446 Anatolii Ivanovich [b.1954]; Valentina Grigorʹevna [b.1954]. 
1447 B. Pylypenka, “Tudy ne znaiu kudy,” Chervonyi prominʹ (27 Dec. 1984), 4. 
1448 Svetlana Vladimirovna [b.1967]. 
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In the morning, as nearby the [bus] stops on the roadside there gather numerous 

people; we watch with bitterness as there arrives a small bus which could not 

anyhow accommodate all the passengers. / Most unfortunately, there occur also 

[such instances] when there is no bus at all at the appointed time. And then all the 

passengers, having expended time in vain, hurry off (and some among them with 

children) on foot to work. / And time is wasted and [one’s] mood is ruined.1449 

Such laments in district newspapers and other venues are a dime-a-dozen, but Sumy Oblast 

found itself consistently at the receiving end of criticism from the Ministry of Transportation of 

the Ukrainian SSR. A 1968 three-month all-Republic audit [ohliad], for example found that 

busses in six oblasts, including Sumy, had “disruptions” for between 10% and 21% of routes.1450 

The prior year Sumy had been one of five Oblasts criticized in more general terms.1451 A 1969 

audit found particularly frequent disruptions of taxi rides in Sumy Oblast, affecting 28% of trips; 

auditors noted that, in Sumy, “Very often there [were] allowed [to be hired as taxi-drivers those] 

who do not have adequate preparation for servicing passengers, [those who] [did not] know 

[well] the layout of streets, the hours of operation of service establishments [kulʹturno-pobutovye 

zaklady], [nor] train and airplane timetables.”1452 This criticism was underlined in red pencil by 

staff in Sumy, likely reflecting agreement and perhaps even frustration with the available pool of 

talent, which frequently relied on former delivery drivers who were used to servicing rural areas 

in the Oblast. Troubles continued in the subsequent years. Per the 1970 audit, over 16% of all 

bus routes were “not completed” in Sumy and two other Oblasts, a situation that the Executive 

Committee of the Oblast Council blamed on mechanical difficulties, but also sanitary issues as 

riders abused public space in various ways.1453 In 1971, the same complaint about difficulties 

 
1449 I. Stadnichenko, “Koly psuietʹsia nastrii,” Sotsialistychne zhyttia (4 Jan. 1966), 4. 
1450 DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.424, ark.39. The others were Vinnitsya, Dnipropetrovsk, Mykolayiv, 
Poltava, and Kharkiv Oblasts, along with the Crimean ASSR. 
1451 DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.392, ark.6. The others were Zaporizhzhia, Mykolyaiv, Kirovhrad, and 
Poltava Oblasts. 
1452 DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.464, ark.11. 
1453 DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.14 (along with Poltava and Kherson Oblasts); spr.507, ark.18-9. 
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heeding schedules was repeated.1454 By 1974, the issue was still in play, with roughly 15% of 

city buses late even according to official data.1455 The 1975 audit, by contrast, followed a 

changed schematic for conducting the audit (promulgated from Kyiv) which focused not on 

timeliness but on technological developments like the number of buses outfitted with technology 

like inductive coupling and the number of radios in the inventory of dispatchers.1456 The audit 

did note that timetables were hung at 100% of city and surrounding village stops [prigorodnye 

ostanovki], although this fell short of the assertion that they were heeded.1457  Given the (almost 

certainly underreported) issues with timeliness these could be read at several levels, 

communicating, aside from the straightforward information, a values-system around time, and, 

more insidiously, the unreliability of this schematic.1458  

As the face of Sumy changed, from a one stoplight city in the mid-1960s to a bustling 

mid-sized city in the 1970s, transportation began to be associated not just with the regimenting of 

time and traversal of space but also with the more ambient factors of noise and immensity in 

general, which then together began to present newcomers with a more holistic culture shock. 

Vladimir Vasilʹevich, for example, recalled his grandmother’s awe at seeing a trolleybus during a 

visit to the city in his youth; his grandfather reassuring her not to worry as it was “tied down.”1459 

This anecdote of a villager startled by a trolleybus recalls the many similar anecdotes of villagers 

startled by trains around the village and situates the shock of the immensity that accompanied 

 
1454 DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.564, ark.22. Also in 1971, Sumy and Khmelnitsi Oblasts were singled out 
for delivering students to schools as early as five o’clock in the morning, a symbol of poor planning but 
also of a lack of stock: DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.563, ark.28. 
1455 DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.713, ark.6-8; spr.714, ark.47. (Along with 15% of buses to peri-urban 
villages and 5% of inter-city buses.) 
1456 DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.754, ark.135-40. 
1457 DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.754, ark.102. 
1458 de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, xxi; de Certau, Giard, and Mayol, The Practice of 
Everyday Life 2, 10-1 
1459 Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1954]. 
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modern modes of transportation within the city itself. In 1961, busses in the city of Sumy had 

operated across 10 routes that collectively traversed 54 kilometers; by 1976 this had expanded to 

22 routes traversing 167 kilometers.1460 Individuals did not, generally, master the layout in an 

abstract sense; moving through space was goal-oriented and the travails of navigating the 

transportation network were linked to the formation of one’s personal everyday, a narrative of 

one’s life and basis for identity – the routes taken to work, to spaces of consumption, to collect 

one’s children.  

As argued above, some newcomers sought to conquer space in various ways in part to 

establish identity at the neighborhood level. It could also help consolidate identity as a city-

dweller. Vladimir Vasilʹevich himself recalled an incident during the mid-1970s when an older 

man who came across his group of friends in the park asked how to find Shevchenko Street, one 

of the main thoroughfares of the city. Neither he nor his friends could give the man directions 

and this aroused shame. Later seeing a public information campaign with the title “know and 

love your city,” he resolved to make an effort in this respect and ultimately did learn the layout 

of the city better (though he said it took about three years for him to get comfortable). This 

represented significant personal growth for him: at a different point in our conversation he had 

mentioned hesitating to explore the much smaller city of Bilopillia where he had previously been 

enrolled at Vocational-Technical School #5. The magnitude of the city (as compared with the 

village) seems to have been still more impactful when taken in from above. A number of my 

female interviewees mentioned walking out onto a balcony early on in their tenure in cities both 

 
1460 DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.199; spr.812. 
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small and large and being struck by the scope of the city, startled out of the prism of seeing the 

city as through the “tour” of their daily activities.1461 

While size could be tackled and mastered, noise could only be tuned out. Public 

campaigns against city noise as a hygienic consideration became increasingly widespread in the 

1970s in metropolises, but also in general. A frustrated representative of the Ukrainian Institute 

of Public Hygiene [kommunalʹnoi gigieny], for example, complained to a meeting on greenery in 

Ukrainian cities that loudspeakers ought to be banned from parks and even insisted on the need 

to “borrow from the experience of capitalist countries,” which allegedly meant banning transistor 

radios from parks as well.1462 Noise even fell under the scrutiny of officials in the small city of 

Lebedyn, who objected particularly to the noise emanating from construction sites.1463  

The various sources of city noise, which became a part of what Gabby Cornish presents 

as the “sound” of late-Soviet Socialist modernity, was a point of culture shock particularly for 

those who came in later years (or to larger cities, like Kharkiv).1464 Svetlana Vladimirovna, who 

came to Sumy in the early 1980s from a relatively small village, mentioned that she found the 

noise daunting.1465 Aleskandr Vladimirovich who came in the very late 1970s, by contrast, said 

that this did not present a difficulty.1466 He noted, though, that it has become difficult for him to 

go back to the village where he is now distracted by the silence. His is an apt example. For many 

of my interviewees, the distinctions that they remember to have breezed through blithely or 

 
1461 Anastasiia Mikhailovna [b.1948] in Putvyl; Liubovʹ [b.1964] in Kyiv; Svetlana Vladimirovna [b.1967] in 
Sumy. Cf. Charlotte Linde and William Labov, “Spatial networks as a Site for the Study of Language and 
Thought, Language 51 (1975), 924-39, cited by de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, 118-9. 
1462 TsDAVO f.4906, op.4, spr.2615, ark.48. 
1463 DASO f.R-7002, op.1, spr.98, ark.2 
1464 Gabrielle Cornish, “Sounding Socialist, Sounding Modern: Music, Technology, and Everyday Life in 
the Soviet Union, 1956-1975,” Ph.D. dissertation, Rochester, N.Y: Eastman School of Music, 2020. 
1465 It is not atypical for villagers to refer to noise as a reason toa void the city: Svetlana Vladimirovna 
[b.1967]; Usna istoriia Stepovoï Ukraïny 6, 270. 
1466 Aleksandr Vladimirovich [b.1959]. 
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found unproblematic given the crutches of school and workplace cultivation, dormitory 

surveillance, and communal living prior to receipt of a family apartment became stark and 

recognizable only many years onward. As discussed above, this was particularly true with 

respect to the expectations around interpersonal interaction and standards for neighborliness. 

New concepts and venues of time and space, by contrast, presented more immediate logistical 

challenges for those engaged in industrial work and otherwise needing to be mobile around the 

city. Overcoming these formed the basis of integration into the space and pace of the city.  

 

Village Roots and Modern Soviet Celebration 

Though cultural policymakers increasingly recognized the value of a developed 

“personhood [lichnostʹ],” there is little indication that they were able to cater to it in a way 

specifically meaningful for newcomers. As explored in Chapter 5, this was true in the 

vocational-technical schools, which became some of the most significant sites of integration into 

the city, but it was also true in general. One minor effort at exploiting a syncretism between the 

traditional culture of the village and the trappings of urban modernity was a movement toward 

organizing celebrations built on folk or peasant celebratory customs within not only the village 

but also the city.  

Malte Rolf, writing about the “staging” of Soviet authority finds “as [far as] political 

celebration” that as early as the 1930s, “the pressure of Soviet standardization was strong enough 

to put an end to all regional uniqueness and generate almost entirely interchangeable forms of 

celebrating for places as different as Siberia and the Black Earth region.”1467 He subsequently 

describes the fruits of this standardization process as helping facilitate urbanization:  

 
1467 Rolf, Soviet Mass Festivals, 152.  
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In the 1930s, in the limited urban space that was available, patterns of 

communication were devised and tactics for adapting official prescriptions for 

behavior were tested that were to become relevant for people who, in the course 

of the postwar urbanization process, would for the most part become new 

urbanites. The course that inner-Sovietization took during the 1930s created the 

cultural framework for the subsequent urbanization of the Soviet Union.1468  

That the city was the most relevant place of Bolshevik festivity as a projection of power in the 

early months, years, and decades of the their project is a point of consensus.1469 That said, Rolf 

goes farther here and implies that new forms of celebration were particularly useful in 

integrating, “Sovietiz[ing]” those who were theretofore villagers. As discussed in more detail 

below, it turns out that the officially promulgated styles of mass-festivity in the 1960s and 1970s 

– especially as they were carried out in practice – had a substantially different vision of what 

“inner-Sovietization” should mean as compared with the decades Rolf studies. These 

celebrations were not recognizably “Soviet” in content and, often enough, not even in form.  

Just what did Soviet city-dwellers of non-city origins make of “new Soviet ritual [novaia 

sovetskaia obriadnostʹ],” composed of new festivities including the reintroduction of secularized 

versions of religious holidays as well as the re-scripting of life milestones like weddings and 

baptisms? It seems that incoming young rural people, who were, by these decades, increasingly 

Sovietized within the village itself were nonetheless ambivalent to these new efforts. Whereas 

 
1468 Rolf, Soviet Mass Festivals, 153. 
1469 Rolf presents the decisive period between the February and October Revolutions as well as the 
succeeding months in terms of a “street politics” in Petrograd: 27-9, which fits well with Alexander 
Rabinowitch’s explanation of the successful consolidation of Bolshevik power as a product in part of their 
ability to mobilize workers (and sailors) in displays of power where others factions failed. For the 1920s, 
the semiotics-influenced analysis of Orlando Figes and Boris Kolonitskii shares much with Rolf’s account 
in terms of its focus on the invention of symbology and, in particular, the evolving influence of 
commemorative celebrations. On the failure of creating a truly penetrative culture of celebration within the 
village in particular, Rolf’s analysis is complemented by that of Anna Sokolova: Figes and Kolonitskii, 
Interpreting the Russian Revolution: The Language and Symbols of 1917 (New Haven, CT: Yale 
University Press, 1999); Alexander Rabinowitch, The Bolsheviks in Power: The First Year of Soviet Rule 
in Petrograd (Bloomington, Ind: Indiana University Press, 2007); Sokolova, “Pokhorony bez pokoinika,” 
190. 
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scripted Sovietized wedding celebrations seem to have been adopted more readily (though not 

universally), the reintroduction of “seasonal holidays,” traditional religious holidays stripped 

down to their pagan roots, fell mostly flat in its earliest iterations, as ethnographic literature on 

the phenomenon conceded.1470 Newcomers from the village might have gawked at the spectacle 

of a seasonal holiday production or participated in the new wedding ritual in the village club, but 

for the most part they saw celebratory occasions in terms of the opportunity to gather with 

relations in the village according to the straightforward feasting and merrymaking [gulianie] that 

was not ideologically loaded.  

Writing at the close of the 1970s, two decades into the project to develop and diffuse new 

Soviet rituals, ethnographers Oksana Budina and Margarita Shmelëva wrote that: 

At the present time it [was] still difficult to say whether the domestic part of the 

celebratory complex [prazdnichnyi kompleks] of modern seasonal holidays 

[would] develop along the state’s model or whether they [would] remain within 

the domain of primarily public life [obshchestvennyi byt]... For the time being it 

[was] possible to say that seasonal holidays respond[ed], above all, to the need for 

rest [potrebnostʹ v otdykhe].1471 

Simple rest as opposed to self-actualizing leisure was, as mentioned above, an 

ideologically dubious endeavor, and it thus should have been rather unwelcome that, “in contrast 

with civil [holidays], [new seasonal holidays did] not have a developed ceremonial part [and 

were instead]… manifested in the process of deploying measures of mass-entertainment 

[massovo-razvlekatelʹnye deistviia].”1472 Devoid of the political content that engaged 

 
1470 Saburova, “Literatura o novykh obriadakh,” 179. In staging traditionally-themed celebrations in the 
city, there is a parallel to the sponsoring of artistic handicrafts fairs and a tourism industry around them by 
Lukoil in the Perm Region, which aimed to use these to quell dissatisfaction with various practices and 
thus soften the blow of creeping modernity: Douglas Rogers, “The Oil Company and the Crafts Fair: From 
Povsednevnostʹ to Byt in Postsocialist Russia,” Everyday Life in Russia, eds. Chatterjee et al. 
1471 Budina and Shmelëva, “Obshchestvennye prazdniki,” 13. 
1472 “Celebratory measures [Prazdnichnye meropriiatiia] include[d] [the] ceremonial opening of the 
holiday, concerts, staged performances, ‘entertaining montages [poteshnye poezda],’ costumed 
processions, [and] sporting competitions. Among the mass entertainments there [were] also traditional 
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participation in Soviet celebration had traditionally entailed (e.g. making placards, scripted 

hurrahs, etc.), these official efforts retreated to voyeuristic aspects of Soviet political 

celebration.1473 

 

Figure 6.3: Poster Advertising “Sumy Masliana”1474 

 
Maslenitsa sledding and even horseback riding, masquerading [riazhenie], youth Pentecost merrymaking 
[troitskie gulianiia molodëzhi] with the weaving of wreaths, the decoration of the places of merrymaking 
with branches of greenery and flowers, and caroling [vozhdenie khorovodov]. Additionally a notable role 
in festive play [prazdnichnaia igra] [was] taken by symbolic popular-national [obobshchënnye-
natsionalʹnye] characters commonly appropriated from folk tales or national tradition [otechestvennaia 
istoriia] (Father Frost, Snowflake, Rosy-Spring [Vesna-Krasna], Snowman, Birch-Lass [Devitsa-Berëzka], 
various criers and heralds, etc.). Tightly intertwined with them there [were] modern personifications 
[personofitsirovannye obrazy]: Harvest, Grain Stalk, Corn, Cosmos, etc.”: Budina and Shmelëva, 
“Obshchestvennye prazdniki,” 12-3.  
1473 Budina and Shmelëva noted a difference in the way in which these holidays were celebrated in 
different regions. In Kaluga Oblast, the spring holidays were met primarily with “staged events [deistviia 
zrelishchnogo tipa],” whereas in Lipetsk and Tula Oblasts there was an emphasis on “play … or 
competition”: “Obshchestvennye prazdniki,” 13. It was the less successful iterations that moved the 
celebration away from the traditional patterns described by anthropologist Andrei Tutorskii, which 
emphasized participation: “Pozdnesovetskii prazdnik ‘Russkaia zima’.” 
1474 DASO f.R-6, op.6, spr.718, ark.19. This poster measures around 2ft. x 3ft. It reads, “27 February, 
1972 / Sumy Maslenitsa / Dear Friends! We invite you, the glorious laborers of the city, to the festival of 
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Interestingly, not only did these scholars, their viewpoints clearly reflected in the thinking 

and efforts of cultural cadres across the USSR, attempt to denude these holidays of any 

association with Christianity, they also sought to reclaim them from the village and instead 

situate them within “urbanized culture.”1475 On February 27, 1972, in the Park of Culture and 

Rest in Sumy, there was celebrated what was officially called, in Russian, in planning documents 

“[the] staged festival, ‘Sumy Maslenitsa’ (Seeing out the Spring)”1476 (Figure 6.3) Alternately 

advertised as “Masliannitsa,” “Masliana,” and “Maslenitsa,” the ambivalence over the spelling of 

the holiday’s name reflects some discomfort with how much it ought to properly be antiquated 

and estranged from modern Soviet life.1477 

According to the script prepared by the artistic director of the event, “mass merrymaking 

[massovoe gulianie]” was to commence at 11:00 in the park, decorated by the efforts of various 

concerns and agencies. At noon exactly an orchestra was to strike up before the ceremonial 

entrance of the characters Father Frost and Snowflake as well as personifications of Winter and 

Spring who would all sing lyrics venerating the seasons and their transition. At 13:00, Father 

Frost was to perform calisthenics with the “polar bears [morzhi lit. walruses]” (that is, 

recreational winter swimmers) before sanctioning their swim. By this point there were to have 

 
frost, sun, seeing out the winter, and greeting the spring. / The ceremonial opening of the holiday [is] at 
12 o’clock in the city park of culture and rest. / You will be met [by] songs, japes, laughter, liveliness, 
exciting games, sporting competitions, and [other] contests. / Prizes await the winners. / Out in the fresh 
air: hot crepes, pierogis [varenyky], dumplings [halushky], kebabs, soldiers’ porridge, Ukrainian borscht, 
and Siberian dumplings [pelʹmeni]. / Everyone to the festival!” 
1475 “All these holidays, [being] brightly colored by national tradition, are not, however, simply direct 
continuations… of earlier calendar holidays … It is doubtful possible to simply call them ‘traditional 
popular [traditsionnye narodnye]’ holidays or ‘peasant’ ones as we frequently encounter in the literature. 
Most likely, they belong within the great diversity of so-called secondary forms of popular culture, the 
growing place of which is a seemingly unavoidable result of the diffusion of urbanized culture 
[urbanizirovannaia kulʹtura]. They came about as a result of the organic [stikhiinyi] impulse of the people 
to preserve in new conditions the primacy of tradition and accumulated experience within the efforts of the 
social vanguard [peredovye sily obshchestva]”: Budina and Shmelëva, “Obshchestvennye prazdniki,” 11. 
1476 DASO f.R-6, op.6, spr.718, ark.8.  
1477 DASO f.R-6, op.6, spr.718, ark.2 zv., 4, 19. 
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been conducted demonstrations of horse-handling and -racing, a contest of fishermen, and a 

football match on the snow.”  Merriment was to continue for an unspecified amount of time into 

the evening where a fireworks display would mark the close of the event, “people dispers[ing], 

carry[ing] away in their souls the warmth of this wondrous folk holiday.”1478  

Local cultural administrators echoed central ideologists in explaining their staging of a 

celebration that they as well as anyone knew had at least some of its provenance in Orthodoxy: 

Celebrations [prazdniki], rituals [obychai], and traditions [traditsii] inherent to the 

life of people, these [together] are a manifestation and expression of popular 

creativity [voploshchenie i proiavlenie narodnogo tvorchestva], which already in 

very ancient times was appropriated and exploited by the Church. The important 

thing now is to free these traditions and rites [traditsii, obriady] from their 

religious trappings and, having packed them with Communist content, return them 

to the people. / From ancient times our people has dreamt of a happy dole. These 

dreams were manifested [voploshchalisʹ] in popular creativity … especially in 

games and festivities [igry i prazdniki].1479  

While the planners here only indirectly invoke pagan roots, they similarly stressed central 

experts’ idea that Orthodoxy was simply a sort of parasite on popular tradition, and that in 

having Father Frost do calisthenics with the polar bear club they were “free[ing] these traditions 

and rituals …pack[ing] them with Communist content [and] return[ing] them to the people.” This 

celebration, organized as Sumy’s entry in the “all-Soviet revue of parks of culture [smotr parkov 

kulʹtury]” in honor of the 50th anniversary of the formal declaration of the USSR, appears to have 

become a regular event.1480 While the committee overseeing it, which apparently was formed in 

1972, disappears from the archival record thereafter, the holiday was celebrated in subsequent 

years (Figure 6.4) and its celebration continues today according to a similar template.1481  

 
1478 DASO f.R-6, op.6, spr.718, ark.10-8. 
1479 DASO f.R-6, op.6, spr.718, ark.9. 
1480 DASO f.R-6, op.6, spr.718, ark.9. 
1481 “Sumsʹka Masliana,” Chervonyi prominʹ (8 Mar. 1978); Evgenii Kudlai, “Kak v Sumakh budut 
prazdnovatʹ Maslenitsu,” Dancor onlain (20 Feb. 2019)http://www.dancor.sumy.ua/news/newsline/266075 
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Figure 6.4: Scenes from a 1978 Celebration of “Sumy Masliana” 

Aside from the above-mentioned celebration of Maslenitsa the Sumy City Council’s 

Committee on New Soviet Rituals organized a “lifestyle day [denʹ byta]” for that August, which 

was intended to “[showcase] the various products of concerns … [and] the prospects for their 

development during the Ninth Five Year Plan” as well as to facilitate the ordering of their 

services.1482 It is reasonable to ask what a product fair such as this had to do with the inculcation 

of “new Soviet rituals,” and, in fact the rituals here turn out to have been very prosaic rituals of 

consumption. Artistic director M. Sovatkina imagined in her script for the festivities to have 

proceeded as follows: 

[After entering,] the visitors [will find] themselves in the amazing world of our 

lifestyle services [udivitelʹnyi mir naš󠄭ei sluzby byta]. Here there [will be] taken 

orders for the sewing of dresses and suits, the making of shoes, and engraving. 

There [will operate] the [film] screening-station [punkt prokata], photo studio, 

 
1482 DASO f.R-6, op.6, spr.718, ark.26. 
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hair salon, and other sites [obʺekty]… The festival [prazdnik] [will continue] on 

the stage of the green theater, the stage [being] festively outfitted – with a big 

banner reading, ‘Lifestyle Service [Sluzhba byta],” a coffee table with carnations, 

[and a] platform for the presentation of models… [where there will take place] a 

fashion show, a hairdo contest, and the conducting of a merry lottery of souvenirs 

of the festival [pamiatnye suveniry prazdnika]. At this same place there [will be] 

presented the results of the festival and lifestyle services [itogi prazdnika i sluzhb 

byta]. First place [will be] taken [by the] services conglomerate [kombinat 

bytovogo obsluzhivaniia], second place [by the] shoe factory, and third place [will 

be] shared by the photo studio and clothes-making and -repair factory.1483 

Aside from the rigged contest, a healthy if perhaps unneeded reminder of the rigid didactic aims 

behind this event, it is worth noting that the initial ideas for the inculcation of new rites that the 

committee floated in its first meeting in January included things like the ceremonial awarding of 

passports to those reaching the age of majority and putting on the holiday “Sickle and 

Hammer.”1484 What they came up with in practice, possibly the extent of their work, was the 

celebration of a religiously denuded Carnival in February and a trade show in August, events 

that could only be described as attempts at “inner-Sovietization” if the meaning of the term is 

acknowledged to have drifted quite a bit from what was envisioned by Rolf.  

 Thus, as the state sought in various ways to cultivate Soviet city-dwellers’ identity, 

cultural planners’ choices included not only a somewhat predictable fête-ing of consumption, but 

also a rather odd invocation of a sterilized Russian or pan-East Slavic nationalism, although it 

was at this point still only in the early throes of a struggle for relevance.1485 This event does not 

seem to have resounded with recent in-migrants in particular at least in part because second-tier 

vaguely religious festivals of yore were forgotten and no longer a significant cultural touchstone 

 
1483 DASO f.R-6, op.6, spr.718, ark.29-30. “Punkt prokata” could also refer to a place for rides or test-
drives, but that would seem to make less sense in context. 
1484 DASO f.R-6, op.6, spr.718, ark.24-5. 
1485 Brudny, Reinventing Russia. 
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– it was generally Easter and Christmas that were still celebrated (if guardedly and with some 

erosion of even their own religious component).1486  

Additionally, while theorists have traditionally described the social purpose of carnival as 

the inversion or muddying of signs and symbols, whether for the purpose of their reification or 

erosion; the attempt at carnival undertaken here did and could not approach important symbols of 

Soviet ideology (which, it has been argued, were eroding on their own).1487 Finally, the staging 

of these kinds of celebrations in the city, which out of logistical concerns emphasized voyeuristic 

elements seems also to have been a break with more organic tradition.1488 By contrast with the 

above, there is some indication more success was found by local celebrations, of districts and 

streets (analogous to block parties), despite that authorities did not devote much attention to 

them.1489 These have parallels in other urbanizing settings and may have been a manifestation of 

place-based identity (discussed in much more detail above) more salient than resurrected 

holidays more pagan than Soviet. 

 
1486 Cf. the late 19th century where at least some persons on the fringes of Moscow were still celebrating 
the pagan feast of Semik: Bradley, Muzhik and Muscovite, 67. 
1487 Smekh v drevnei rusi, eds. Likhachёv, Panchenko, and Ponyrko; de Certau, Giard, and Mayol, The 
Practice of Everyday Life 2, 33; Yurchak, Everything Was Forever. 
1488 Interestingly, ethnographers themselves explained this as a product of their focus on “[staged] visual 
elements [zrelishchnye elementy],” a well-tested basis of political festivity as emphasized by Rolf but one 
that apparently failed when it came to creating culture in the late-Soviet period: Saburova, “Literatura o 
novykh obriadakh,”179, citing and endorsing M.N. Melʹnikov, “K voprosu o sovremennykh prazdnichnykh i 
svadebnykh obriadakh (po materialama Novosibirskoi oblasti),” Sibirskii folʹklor 1 (Novosibirsk, USSR: 
1965), 130. Tutorskii makes the same point: “Pozdnesovetskii prazdnik ‘Russkaia zima’.” 
1489 Budina and Shmelëva, “Obshchestvennye prazdniki,” 14-5. These too have continued into the post-
Soviet period: E.g.: “V Sumakh Romenskii mikroraion otmetit svoi prazdnik,” 0542ua: 
https://www.0542.ua/news/1787379/v-sumah-romenskij-mikrorajon-otmetit-svoj-prazdnik ; Liza Pavlova, 
“‘Denʹ mikroraiona’ v Sumakh,” Vash shans (12 Sep. 2012): 
http://www.shans.com.ua/?m=nr&id=43319&in=392 ;  Evgenii Kudlai, “Sumchan priglashaiut na Denʹ 
Romenskogo mikroraiona,” Dankor onlain (7 Sep. 2018): 
http://www.dancor.sumy.ua/news/newsline/248279 They were also observed in the village: Khymenko 
and Kovalenko, Sokoliv i sokoliany, 117.  
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 Village newcomers, who might have served as the bridge between new forms and 

tradition, do not appear to have taken this role, and seem instead to have lived in unengaged 

parallel to their parallelism. Even as far as the celebration of the wedding in the palace of culture 

(or club in the village), the most quickly and widely adopted “new Soviet ritual,” newcomers 

seem to have displayed some ambivalence. In 1972, the Lebedyn City Council complained about 

the lack of culture at the bread factory (where many low-skilled newcomers to the city worked), 

noting that even in spite of lectures important personal milestones like weddings were not being 

celebrated [according to new formulas].1490 Vladimir Mikhailovich noted that many workers at 

the Central Casting Plant in Sumy, where newcomers to the city were likewise relatively 

prevalent due to the grueling conditions of labor, often eloped to the village to marry “in 

secret.”1491  

Authorities estimated that a third of official marriage ceremonies in the Ukrainian SSR at 

the end of the 1970s were followed by a traditional religious ritual, which implied a majority of 

those performed in the village.1492 Unsurprisingly, the preference for actual baptisms in the 

village church over the officially proffered “ceremonious registration of newborns 

[torzhestvennaia registratsiia novorozhdënnykh]” was likewise stronger than was preferred.1493 

Amid the state’s attempt to estrange traditional celebrations of personal milestones, for example, 

with a “staged presentation [of] a ‘Peasant Wedding’ [teatralizovannoe predstavlenie 

‘Krestʹianskaia svadʹba’] in the city center” in Suzdal in the 1970s, it seems that a significant 

 
1490 DASO f.R-2461, op.3, spr.297, ark.196-7. 
1491 Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1954]. 
1492 Nadiia Kindrachuk, “Relihiini peresliduvannia ukraïntsiv uprodovzh 60–70-kh rr.,” Naukovi zapysky 
Ternopilʹskoho natsionalʹnoho pedahohichnoho universytetu imeni Volodymyra Hnatiuka 2.2 (2015), 54, 
citing: TsDAVO f.2, op.14, spr.2649, ark.78. 
1493 Kindrachuk. “Relihiini peresliduvannia ukraïntsiv,” 54; Svetlana Anatolʹevna [b.1962]; DASO f.R-6, 
op.6, spr.821, ark.114. 
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share of migrants carried on with officially outmoded celebration even if they succumbed to 

pressure to also go through formal rites in the city palace of culture or village club.1494 Certain 

traditional airs of these traditional celebrations, both figurative and literal and including the 

participation of folk choirs, did come to be seen as something of a superfluous feature, but other 

traditional elements like the symbolic use of bread and salt or drinking from a chalice were more 

likely retained.1495 While scholar of culture Olena Braichenko, aiming to demonstrate the 

significance of new Soviet ritual in establishing control over citizens’ spiritual lives argues that 

the forms were rigid because of official strictures, it seems that there were elements of organic 

syncretism in their village (rather than city) interpretations that operated in the very same 

parasitic fashion experts had posited for Orthodoxy.1496 

For individuals themselves, the siting of the marriage among relations in the village was 

paramount. A briefly increasing tendency to marry (technically to “register” a marriage) in the 

village rather than the city is depicted in Figure 6.5. In Sumy Oblasts’s Trostianets District, 

individuals seem to have increasingly returned to the village – whether from the small city of 

Trostianets (pop. 20,000) or from Sumy – to perform and register their nuptials, causing the 

 
1494 Budina and Shmelëva, “Obshchestvennye prazdniki,” 14. Note the turning of peasant styling into 
kitsch discussed by Chernyshova: Soviet Consumer Culture, 181 cf. Madeleine Yue Dong, Everyday 
Modernity in China (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2006). 
1495 Lidiia Horpynchenko (b.1955), who worked in the administration the village council in her native 
Sursʹko-Mykhailivka village in Zaporizhzhia Oblast and was at some point in the 1980s appointed as the 
“rights elder [obriadna starosta]” describes a typical ceremony that brimmed with traditional elements, 
which stood out in the face of the very generic “recommended” scripting for the wedding ritual. With a 
combination of pride an annoyance she refers to the traditional Ukrainian-style wedding that she 
organized for the wedding of a veteran of the Afghan War (and long-term prisoner of war) at the 
insistence of his mother. Cf. Alexander Vucinich’s reading of late-Soviet rural religious practice which 
suggested that ritual was privileged over doctrine: Alexander: DASO f.R-6, op.6, spr.718, ark.81-9; Lidiia 
Vasylivna Horpychenko (b.1955, Sursʹko-Mykhailivka, Solone District, Dnipro Oblast [current pop.: 
2,552]), Usna istoriia Stepovoï Ukraïny 8, 297-9; Vucinich, “The Peasants as a Social Class,” The Soviet 
Rural Community, ed. Millar, 322-3. 
1496 Braichenko does note that these works were criticized in ethnographic texts and eventually urges 
caution regarding the question of popular participation: Braichenko, “Kulʹtura ukraïnsʹkoho radiansʹkoho 
sela,” Ukraïnsʹka kulʹtura XX-XXI st, ed. Hrymych, 88; 98; 102; 106-7. 
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proportion of marriages registered in the village to remain steady and even briefly increase in the 

late-1960s, despite that the rural population of the District was rapidly decreasing (both as a 

share of the overall population and in absolute terms) on account of rapidly departing youth (who 

were of course most likely to marry).1497 Rather than villagers seeking to register in the city to 

add an air of ceremoniousness, those among the growing number of recent departures from the 

village were apparently apt to return, satisfied by the village’s marriage infrastructure such as it 

was. 

 
Figure 6.5: Ratio of Marriages Registered in Village to  

Marriages Registered in City in Trostianets District1498 

 

In sum, there are many indications that the personal celebrations of newcomers to the city 

continued to revolve around the village. This is intuitive for major life milestones, as 

newcomers’ social networks’ village roots remained significant, and it was also true for the 

major traditional holidays as recent migrants to the city and even established city-dwellers would 

 
1497 The rural share of the population of Trostianets District decreased from 89% to 65% (!) between the 
1959 and 1970 censuses: <http://www.demoscope.ru/weekly/ssp/ussr59_reg1.php> ; 
<http://www.demoscope.ru/weekly/ssp/ussr70_reg1.php>  
1498 DASO f.R-3702. Data from Belgorod Oblast suggests (perhaps somewhat surprisingly) that this is not 
a product of a significant deviation between marriage rates (or ages) in city and village:  
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go on these occasions to visit relatives in the village.1499 This was the case for more recently 

inaugurated holidays, both mass-political and more inventive. Vladimir Vasilʹevich, for example, 

mentioned that he would return to the village to celebrate Victory Day, particularly as his father 

was a veteran and had been wounded in war.1500 More curiously, Nina Ivanovna recalled that in 

the 1970s she returned one week to visit her home village with her daughter, to find a new 

celebration of the summer-solstice feast of Ivan Kupala, which had pagan roots but took its name 

from its association with St. John.1501 To the extent my interviewees recalled these reclaimed and 

reinvented rituals, it was in their village iterations. 

 As viewed through the lens of “new Soviet ritual” – a hodgepodge of neo-traditional 

festivity, commemorations of important dates on the Soviet political calendar, and glorified 

consumption – the “inner-Sovietization” (as Rolf called it) of those relatively new to the city 

who maintained ties to the village, seems to have been minimally successful. The clumsy attempt 

at creating a syncretism between peasant tradition and Soviet cultured-ness was met with 

ambivalence by the very people who should have theoretically been most receptive to it, and 

recent migrants from the village were not pulled to city-based celebrations of the sanitized 

religious holidays, but, instead, preferred to celebrate with their families back in the village 

according to traditional patterns of feasting and merrymaking as opposed to stage spectacles. 

Robert E. Johnson wrote of 19th century migration to Moscow that “networks [of] zemliaki 

[fellow-villagers] … helped maintain village traditions and folkways in the new setting,” a 

phenomenon that David Hoffman broadly confirmed for the 1930s.1502 Our evidence, by 

 
1499 Svetlana Anatolʹevna [b.1962]; Igorʹ Ivanovich [b.1965]. 
1500 Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1954] 
1501 Nina Ivanovna [b.1951]. This also seems to have taken root, as, for example in the city of Zolochiv: 
Teslo, Krai nash Zolochivsʹkyi, unpaginated photographic inset. 
1502 Johnson, “Peasant and Proletariat,” The World of the Russian Peasant, eds. Eklof and Frank, 96. 
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contrast, shows that migrants from the village did not see the city as a place for their own 

traditions (much less those invented for them) and kept their social lives in the village. 

 

Between the City and the Village 

 While Siegelbaum and Moch opt for the song “Broad is My Native Land [Shiroka strana 

moia rodnaia]” from the legendary Aleksandrov musical Circus [Tsirk] (1936) as the title for 

their overview of the various migration “repertoires” seen over the course of the Soviet period, 

the song “Letter to Mother [Pisʹmo materi],” which became popular around the same time, 

similarly speaks well to the experience of migration in the early Soviet period.1503 Adapted from 

a poem penned by a persecuted Sergei Yesenin, the morose opening line “Are you still alive my 

old lady?” sets the tone for the homesick lament of a weary migrant permanently detached from 

his home, begging his mother to cease wandering out into the street in her “frumpy smock” 

hoping for news about her distant son.1504 For the early decades of the Soviet period, the 

“repertoire” of migration whereby individuals were flung across a “broad land” by deportations 

and semi-voluntary recruitment into large-scale industrial projects was so endemic that it has 

prompted one prominent historian to suggest that the infamous Gulag labor-camp apparatus 

differed only in degree from the broader policy ecosystem of the period.1505 In the recent history 

of the East Slavic and, particularly, Russian peasantry, though, this was an aberration.  

 Although runaway serfs under the Romanovs had typically fled across shockingly vast 

distances to escape their flummoxed masters, the picture changed dramatically with nascent 

 
1503 Rimgaila Salys treats the reluctance of producers to accept what would ultimately be a well-received 
soundtrack: Salys, The Musical Comedy Films of Grigorii Aleksandrov (Chicago: Intellect, 2009), 123-55; 
Siegelbaum and Moch, Broad Is My Native Land. 
1504 Sergei Esenin, “Pisʹmo materi (‘Ty zhiva eshchë, moia starushka?..’),” [1924], Polnoe sobranie 
sochinenii: V 7 t. 1 [Stikhotvoreniia] (Moscow: Nauka, 1995), 179-80. 
1505 Khlevniuk, “The Gulag and the Non-Gulag.” 
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industrialization and the abolition of serfdom. The so-called “departers [otkhodniki],” seasonal-

laborers in late-nineteenth-century Moscow, for example, would venture home three to five times 

a year.1506 Similarly, Theodore Friedgut prefaced the second volume of his work on the Donbas 

settlement of Iuzovka with the observation that migrant laborer peasants’ “persistent links with 

home, created a network of social communication that breached the insularity of the village.”1507 

In the years after Stalin, the pattern of local migration, this time operating with similar vigor for 

the now-industrialized small and mid-sized cities of the USSR, brought those who had migrated 

to the city back to their home villages on a far more regular basis. 

 The monthly or even weekly return of migrants to their home villages, particularly in the 

years immediately following their migration, was made feasible by the improved transportation 

infrastructure (see Chapter 3) including an expansion of the road network and vehicle stock that 

seems to have operated very significantly in the Black Earth region. By 1995, Belgorod Oblast 

so happened to have one of the five highest densities of paved roads among the subdivisions of 

the RSFSR (although it was only two thirds of the Moscow region) and the other oblasts of the 

Central Black Earth Economic Region were likewise better-paved than average, even among the 

subdivisions of just the European part of the RSFSR.1508 Just as Halyna Bondar found with 

respect to her interviewees, most of the onetime migrants I spoke with described having returned 

to the village on a regular basis, weekly or biweekly, once they had matriculated to study or gone 

to work in the city.1509 For many, this was a product of the closeness of the family, and most 

would initially broach the subject by bringing up going “home [domoi]” or to parents, but the 

 
1506 Bradley, Muzhik and Muscovite, 113. 
1507 Theodore H. Friedgut, Iuzovka and Revolution: Politics and Revolution in Russia’s Donbass, 1869–
1924 2 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1994), xvi. 
1508 Ioffe and Nefedova, Continuity and Change, 133-4. 
1509 Bondar, Lʹviv, 255-60. 
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circumstances indicate that there could be other motivating concerns, including the nourishment 

of food and romantic love. 

 Young migrants would often return for the weekend to help their parents work the family 

plot and, on Sunday evenings would load up with an impressive array of home-grown products 

for their trip back to the city, not to sell but to consume: meat, salo, and vegetables, particularly 

potatoes.1510 Ekaterina Timofeevna, for example, recalled carrying bags so heavy she could not 

hoist them on board a train by herself.1511 This food would then be shared throughout the week in 

workers’ and students’ dorms where most occupants were of rural origin. A proportion of 

students’ stipends (and workers’ salaries) went to goods like sausage, fish, and butter, which 

were then taken back to the village, their places in bags and satchels taken, on the return trip, by 

meat products and vegetables. The family, thus continued to act to an extent as one economic 

unit even when the young generation had migrated to the city.1512 Anthropologist Natalʹia 

Kozlova, writing of the Brezhnev era in general, stresses that  

all that circulated within the economy of the household was predicated not on 

equal exchange but on a moral economy of selfless giving and obligation, of 

heartfelt responsibility on [the] basis [of] ethical [principle]. Every member of the 

family was a part of the whole, but the older generations mostly gave and the 

younger [ones] received.1513 

 
1510 In a reference handbook and meditation on methodology and the history of the field published in 
1989, V.I. Perevedentsev alludes to this phenomenon, noting that it had been ignored in scholarly work 
(as it was subsequently): Kakie my? Skolʹko nas? 
1511 Ekaterina Timofeevna [b.1948]. 
1512 This was observed in passing by Denisova in two of her works, writing in the Russian edition that “to a 
measure well-known, [the personal plot] satisfies the food needs of those family members who live in the 
city as well,” the comment about it being “well-known” removed in the heavily edited and abridged 
English-language version. This was a nuclear-family version of what had existed for the larger joint 
families of the 19th century, where most migrants were married and part of a complex household: 
Denisova, Rural Women, 146; Denisova,.Sudʹba russkoi krestʹianki, 395; Engel, “The Woman’s Side,” 
The World of the Russian Peasant, eds. Eklof and Frank, 66-7. 
1513 Natalʹia Kozlova, “Stseny iz chastnoi zhizni perioda ‘zastoia’: semeinaia perepiska,” The Journal of 
Sociology and Social Anthropology 2.3 (1999), 126. This passage is cited by Gulnaz Shafratudinova, 
“Was There a ‘Simple Soviet’ Person? Debating the Politics and Sociology of ‘Homo Sovieticus,’” Slavic 
Review 78.1 (Spring 2019), 186. 
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It appears that this arrangement functioned to a degree across the village boundary of the late-

Soviet Black Earth region with a surprising frequency.1514 In extreme cases, these relationships 

could become reduced to the naked transactional. As one man put it, “of course [I brought food 

back and forth when I returned to the village], what else would have been the point?”1515 

 Food and family were not the only motivating factor for young migrants to return 

regularly to the village. A significant number of my interviewees maintained romantic ties across 

the urban-rural boundary as they were establishing themselves in the city.1516 Roza Badertinovna 

mentioned that she would regularly go the 40km to see her grandmother, but also a suitor.1517 

Pëtr Ilʹich went back weekly to help his mother maintain the family household, and just so 

happened to end up marrying a girl from the same street in his native Artemo-Rastivka 

village.1518 These kinds of accounts were not uncommon among my interviewees, and 

boyfriends, girlfriends, fiancés, and fiancées back in the village typically made their own way to 

the city over the course of these relationships, whether with the help of their love interests,1519 or 

without.1520  

 
1514 Natalʹia Aralovets, in a work focused on the lives of Soviet urban families, notes data from the 1959, 
1970, and 1979 censuses to the effect that 75, 55, and 66 of every 1000 city residents lived apart from 
their families but functioned as one economic unit with them. It would take further investigation to 
establish whether more precise information could be gleaned from this data: Aralovets, Gorodskaia 
semʹia v Rossii vo vtoroi polovine XX v. (Moscow: Institut rossiiskoi istorii Rossiiskoi akademii nauk, 
2015), 45. 
1515 Grigorii [b.1952].  
1516 Robert E. Johnson noted the tendency to marry fellow villagers within the context of late 19th century 
migration to Moscow in those instances where migrants were not already married. This was a product of 
village society’s view that having lived in the city defiled a girl’s purity. Margaret Paxson discuses the 
practice of village “exogamy,” marrying those from distant villages, less relevant in the Black Earth region 
given its much larger settlements: Engel, “The Woman’s Side,” The World of the Russian Peasant, eds. 
Eklof and Frank, 69; Johnson, “Peasant and Proletariat,” The World of the Russian Peasant, eds. Eklof 
and Frank, 96; Paxson, Solovyovo, 54. 
1517 Roza Badertinovna. 
1518 Pëtr Ilʹich [b.1951]. 
1519 E.g. Anatolii Danilovich [Lomonosov] (b.1939, Ivanivka, Kursk Oblast, USSR), interviewed by P.S. 
Alʹboshchii, Belgorod, Rus., 9 May 2018, personal archive of P.S. Alʹboshchii. 
1520 E.g. Ivan Pavlovich [b.1955]. Somewhat conversely, Aleksandr Khomra found a very large correlation 
between divorce and formally classified “pendulum migration” in Poltava Oblast whereas there was none 
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 The village remained a locus of social life for many even after they had begun to study or 

found permanent work in the city and lived there during the week. Antonina Nikolaevna noted 

that virtually all of her friends were in the village, where she ultimately found her husband, who 

lived in the neighboring village and whom she got to know tending to cows grazing in shared 

pasture-fields (rather than meeting at the club as was a common, she recalled that the boys would 

bring tape-decks out into the fields, where, unlike the club, they could pick their own music and 

standards of decency).1521 While we noted above that traveling for family and food were rather 

inseparable, the movement of food across the rural-urban boundary could also be confounded 

with love in a way that some anthropologists have tied to the commodification of affect within 

global modernity, albeit, in this case, with a reversed directionality.1522 Specifically, Vladimir 

Vasilʹevich recalled an instance of a coworker getting dumped in his factory cafeteria because a 

rival paramour had brought his love interest fresh sour cream from the village.1523 The path to 

this woman’s heart was apparently through her stomach, and that path led also through the 

village. 

Iurii Hrebinnyk, a native of Parkhomivka [alt. Parkhomivtsi] in the Krasnokutsʹk District 

of Kharkiv Oblast, who later moved to the city, includes in a work about his native village a 

cycle of poetry he wrote in the early 1980s.1524 One poem stands out in particular in its treatment 

 
in the USSR at large. The general significance of this finding and its applicability to this migratory process 
are unclear: Khomra, “Nekotorye metodicheskie aspekty izucheniia maiatnikovoi migratsii naseleniia,” 
Maiatnikovaia migratsiia selʹskogo naseleniia, ed. Valentei, 82-3. 
1521 Antonina Nikolaevna [b.1958]. 
1522 Love in Africa, eds. Cole and Thomas; Rehbun, The Heart is Unknown Country. 
1523 Vladimir Vasilʹevch [b.1954]. Cf. the final vignette in the Romanian film Amintri din epoca de aur, 
where the protagonist attempts to buy a hostess’s love with eggs: Christian Mungiu and Oleg Mutu, Tales 
from the Golden Age, DVD, dir. Hanno Höfer et al. (Brooklyn, N.Y.: Kimstim, 2012). 
1524 For the record, Parkhomivka is in some ways an unusual village. The adolescent home of suprematist 
Kazimir Malevich it maintains an affiliate of the Kharkiv Museum of Art with some notable holdings 
(Aivazovsky, Malevich, Picasso, Repin, Shishkin, etc.) housed in an early nineteenth century building at 
one point owned by the Kharitonenko family (at whose sugar-processing plant Malevich’s father worked): 
Dmytro Kuzubov, “Pikasso i Malevych u Parkhomivtsi. Iak ukraïnsʹke selo stalo tsentrom svitoho 
mystetsva,” Ukraïnsʹka Pravda (30 Apr. 2019): www.pravda.com.ua/articles/2019/04/30/7213253/ 
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of longing for the village and the memories recalled on the route home once he no longer visited 

with the same frequency:1525 

Avtobus letiv, nache pisnia, 

Shche radistʹ liudyni vselia. 

Hodyna bula shche ne piznia 

Koly usmikhnulysʹ zdalia 

Kolhospu ‘Zoria komunizmu’ 

Z dytynstva znaiomi polia – 

Moia nairidnisha zemlia. 

 

Vklonylosia zakhodu sontse, 

A ia vse dyvliusʹ uvikno. 

I osʹ Derkeshivky okolytsia 

I radistʹ shuhaie, mov horlytsia 

Do sertsia, mov iunka, pryhornetʹsia 

Aiakzhe! Ia znov u Parkhomivtsi, 

Iakoï ne bachyv davno. 

 

Zupynochka omriiana, 

Novykh parkaniv riad… 

Vulytsia Kalinyna, 

Nomer pʺiadesiat. 

Otse zh vona ta khata, 

De shkoliarem ia ris… 

Spishytʹ nazustrich maty, 

Blyshchatʹ rosynky sliz. 

 

A poruch za kontoroiu, 

Melodiï zvuchatʹ: 

To khloptsi radioloiu 

Sklykaiutʹ v klub divchat. 

I znov rukostyskannia: 

‘Davno ne buv, davno’ 

Hrytsʹko – kinomekhanik 

Zaproshuie v kino….” 

A melody, the bus was soaring, 

The people’s happiness ran wild 

The witching hour not yet drawing 

As out from the distance smiled 

The kolkhoz, “Communism’s Dawning,” 

The fields that I knew as a child, 

This soil, my native domicile. 

 

The sun became inclined to setting 

But I gaze still out the windòw 

And, look, Derkeshivka’s starts, 

Joy, as a turtledove darts, 

Nuzzling this “youngster’s” heart; 

I’m back in Parkhomivka’s parts 

That I last saw but long ago. 

 

The stop’s waited for me 

New fences replete 

Household number fifty 

On Kalinin Street 

And here it is the hut where 

A schoolboy I grew 

Mother runs to meet me, 

Tears glistening like dew. 

 

Nearby past the bureau, 

Melodies redound 

With a tape-deck radio 

Boys call girls around 

And once more a handshake: 

‘You last came long ago’ 

Hrytsʹko the film screener 

Invites me to a show… 

 
1525 Iurii Hrebinnyk, “Zoria komunizmu,” Parkhomivka: Istoriia ta osobystosti: Istoryko-kraieznavchyi narys 
(Kyiv: Osnova, 2008), 113-5. 
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The village for Hrebinnyk was associated with memories of not only his very childhood, but also 

with the courting rituals of young adulthood, evoked on the emotionally loaded bus-ride home. 

For the majority of youth who attended educational establishments and found work 

within their native oblast, having home close at hand, literally and mentally, also undoubtedly 

helped ease feelings of isolation. Nataliia Alekseevna, born and raised in Pidstavky in Lebedyn 

District of Sumy Oblast, went off to study at the pedagogical school [peduchilishche] in Lebedyn 

upon finishing her secondary schooling. In the evenings, she and three friends would go to the 

city’s bus terminal in case they might see someone from their respective native villages, looking 

for any glimpse of a “familiar person [rodnoi chelovek],” one of their own.1526 Anatolii 

Alekseevich, also born in Lebedyn District, matriculated at the Shebekino Auto-Transport 

Technical College of Belgorod Oblast and by that virtue was many kilometers and three legs 

away from home. He went home rarely and noted his boredom and loneliness when all his 

friends would leave for the weekends, dispersing among their native villages.1527 He ultimately 

found some distant relatives who lived closer and would visit them instead.  

 The 34.5 million round-trips annually on the “peri-urban” bus lines in Sumy Oblast, most 

of them carrying food according to my interviewees, took significant pressure off of the 

distribution networks of mid-sized cities like Sumy.1528 As Galina Ivanovna observed, “the 

private plot fed [me in the] the city,” and it appears to have at least helped in feeding much of the 

newcomer subset of the city population (along with providing processed foods and fish to the 

village).1529 In this context we can look at Khrushchev-era legislation targeted at improving 

 
1526 Nataliia Alekseevna [b.1951]. 
1527 Anatolii Alekseevich [b.1962]. 
1528 DASO f.R-3483, op.1, spr.199; 366; 590; 812. 
1529 Galina Ivanovna [b.1955]. 
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distribution specifically in major cities less as a mark of privilege and, instead, a reflection of 

their need.1530 Similarly, the Brezhnev Era concerns about meat-production were not targeted at 

this particular strata, members of which were able to venture to the village on a regular basis. 

Finally, when distribution networks began to deteriorate in the 1980s, it was taken as a sign of 

failure that hungry city folk were reverting to garden plot agriculture and turning the dacha into 

an “ersatz homestead for under-provisioned urbanites” safeguarding their food supply, but for 

my interviewees this was entirely a point of continuity.1531 

 As the years drew on and as their own children aged and had less need for care from their 

grandparents back in the village, migrants’ visits “home” did often become less frequent. This 

was true, for example, for Iurii Hrebinnyk, whose poem is excerpted above. Ties with the village 

did not always taper off in a consistent, gradual pattern, and, rather, there was ample room for 

contingency. When Elena Vladimirovna went to study in Kharkiv, many kilometers from her 

native Polianoe, she was only able to return home for major school breaks and vacations.1532 

When she ultimately found work in Shostka and then Sumy, however, both closer to Polianoe, 

she began the weekly trips to her parents’ back in the village of which my other interviewees 

spoke, which continued for decades until their health began to fail and she and her brother 

brought them to the city. This moment tended to provide more of a final break with the village. 

 

 

 

 
1530 GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.758a: Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR #30. 
1531 Denisova is not entirely clear on whether food concerns were a significant influence in the trend of 
urban-dwellers purchasing village houses as dachas in Central Russia in the late 1970s and early 1980s: 
Denisova, “Derevnia rossiiskogo Nechernozemʹia,” 445; Lovell, Summerfolk, 163; Mitchneck and Plane, 
“Migration Patterns,” 21. 
1532 Elena Vladimirovna [b.1952]. 
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Coming to the City in Old Age 

Pëtr Umreiko, a 30-year-old construction worker in Minsk interviewed by Svetlana 

Aleksievich in the late 1970s described the novelty of late-Soviet village outmigration against 

the context of previous generations, drawing a contrast with the experience of his elderly father: 

Previously, to leave the village one needed means, it was a whole to-do, so many problems. Now 

it is easy to leave, [there are] no problems whatsoever…before children depended on their parents 

– whether father [batʹka] will give an inheritance or not give an inheritance, whether he will leave 

his hut [khata] or not leave it, how much he will slice off his allotment. But now there is none of 

this. What am I, for example, to do with my father’s house? I will not [be able] to move it to the 

city; when the time comes I will sell it, if there is anything left of it there. We have a tall, mighty 

house, father built it according to his own plans. He said that he would leave it to his oldest son, 

me that is. I left [the village], [then] he said I will leave it to the middle son. He left, [then] he 

figured [he would leave it to] the youngest. Then the last one left [and] the old man became lost 

[rasterialsia]…He drank a bit and started crying, he is easily moved to tears, ‘I was offended at 

my own father that he left me little wealth [dobra]. Well, my own sons, I thought, I won’t offend 

them, I tried hard my whole life, and they do not need anything of mine…. What a time, huh? 

Father is no use to his son, but the son to the father [instead].’1533 

Not only had the experience of outmigration changed, it had clear consequences for the elderly 

villagers who had remained their children’s anchors in the village but found themselves 

increasingly purposeless, their traditional sources of wealth growingly irrelevant especially once 

they could not farm their personal plot. As one can read into the pained comments of the elder 

Umreiko, this was a version of an existential dilemma that greets many in old age in varying 

societies, but in this particular context the village “became lost” along with its denizens. 

For those approaching middle age, the incidence of migration flattened out rapidly; 

according to official statistics, those in their fifites, for example, were as likely to move as those 

in their eighties. (Figure 6.6) While the directionality of this migration (between village and 

city) is entirely unclear for those just past middle age, those in their much later years were 

probably more likely to move out of the village than in, typically taken in by their city-dwelling 

children once they could no longer maintain their household.  In contrast to the migration of 

 
1533 Aleksievich, “Na pereputʹe,” 92. 
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young workers and students, which entailed the quest for opportunity and semi-regular 

movement between village and city, the migration of the elderly to the city typically took on a 

poignant finality.1534 

 
Figure 6.6: Percentage of Sumy Oblast Residents Relocating in 1979, by Age1535 

 

Much of the migration discussed in these chapters exists at some place on the continuum 

from a product of the direct motivations and intentions of the state on one hand to, on the other, 

motivation by its failures (as when it provided inadequate service infrastructure or leisure 

opportunities). The movement of the elderly to the city to join their children is more difficult to 

interpret using this framework. As in other cultures, concern for the elderly was historically 

subsumed within traditional patriarchy, and in Russia it was not unusual for the elderly to live 

 
1534 This was a great break with earlier traditions of migration in Russia where peasants who had worked 
in the city, even in skilled work like printing, were highly prone to retire to the village: Johnson, Peasant 
and Proletarian: 48-9.  
1535 The second graph merely isolates the right-most part of the first: DASO f.R-3155, op.7a, spr.443, 
ark.6 in conjunction with “Vsesoiuznaia perepisʹ naseleniia 1979 goda”: 
<http://www.demoscope.ru/weekly/ssp/census.php?cy=5>. The data for those older than 60 is organized 
in five-year cohorts. “Percentage Relocating” here refers to an average of all those who (a) moved out of 
a residence within Sumy Oblast and (b) moved into a residence within Sumy Oblast (with a significant 
though unfortunately unspecified overlap between these two categories) over the year, which happens to 
be concurrent with the all-Soviet census. 
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out their days with their children even once division of the patriarchal household lands became 

more typical. The level of care shown the old by the young was a norm policed by the collective, 

and it had lingering cultural influence even as this collective was eroded. The persistence of 

traditional attitudes in this respect continued to operate within a legal and ideological vacuum. 

While the Soviet state significantly expanded the infrastructure for infant and child care along 

with healthcare, its efforts in the realm of geriatric care were comparatively less robust, largely 

limited to the inauguration of what were often inadequate pensions.1536 

In the context of shortage, both for housing as well as other resources, state organs 

expressed ambivalence regarding the social position of the elderly in general and the legitimacy 

of their claim to autonomous living in the city on equal terms with productive citizens. The case, 

previously mentioned in Chapter 4, where the Lebedyn City Council criticized a woman who 

left an apartment at her elderly mother’s disposal after moving is instructive. In that instance, the 

elderly woman was seen by association with her still-productive child rather than as an 

individual who merited independent housing. While there were at one point officially 

promulgated hygienic norms for square-footage, which sought to discourage the cramping of too 

many people in an apartment, these norms were effectively cancelled with respect to parents (and 

other immediate relatives) in the 1953 passport and domicile registration (reaffirmed in 

 
1536 An expansion of homes for the elderly foreseen by the Council of Ministers of the USSR in 1967 
legislation, for example, aimed to bring the number of places to a paltry 73,200 for the USSR as a whole, 
with 49,000 in the RSFSR and only 6,000 in the Ukrainian SSR: GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.814: Resolution 
of the Council of Ministers of the USSR #1031 [13 Nov. 1967]. Lynne Attwood, thus, probably overstates 
the relevance of this phenomenon: Gender and Housing in Soviet Russia, 188. On the shortcomings of 
post-Stalin policy in terms of pension and other welfare reform for the elderly specifically, see: Lukas 
Mücke, Die allgemeine Altersrentenversorgung in der UdSSR, 1956-1972 (Stuttgart, Ger.: Franz Steiner 
Verlag, 2014). On the more general context of post-Stalin welfare reforms see: Galina Ivanova, Na 
poroge “gosudarstva vseobshchego blagosostoianiia”: sotsialʹnaia politika v SSSR, seredina 1950-kh – 
nachalo 1970-kh godov (Moscow: IRI RAN, 2011).  
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1959).1537 Meanwhile, the 1964 legislation around pensions, which had recently been 

inaugurated for kolkhozniks, specified that the lower pensions for villagers would not be 

recalculated should they move to the city.1538 Thus, while the state created a legal avenue for 

city-dwellers to bring their elderly parents in to live with them, it did not create any particular 

incentives to do so. 

Given its apparent prevalence, this process was allowed some space in popular media. 

The all-Soviet humor magazine-insert, Crocodile, for example, occasionally lightly mocked the 

situation of city women importing their mothers or mothers-in-law from the village, as if to chide 

them for being lazy with respect to domestic chores.1539 It is likely that Crocodile cartoonists 

turned occasionally to the trope of older village-origin people in the city despite that the Party 

had no coherent policy on the matter (and thus no line to propagandize) simply because the 

juxtaposition of the older, rural person with the modern city environment was an easy joke.1540 

One 1974 cartoon, for example, captioned “Granny was barely talked into moving [Ele ulomali 

babku pereekhatʹ]!” depicted a wooden village hut being lowered like a Tetris “tetromino” to 

make part of a building being constructed out of prefabricated sections. A terrified older woman 

sits in the hut while her goat looks on inquiringly from below, joined by smirking construction 

workers. (Figure 6.7) Aside from the standard comedic device to the effect that village and city 

were different, this caricature drew attention specifically to the difference in lifestyles and living 

 
1537 GARF f.R-5446, op.1: Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR #1347 [12 Mar. 1959]. I was 
not able to find the text of the 1953 legislation except in an unofficial copy floating around online: it is the 
“Position on Passports [Polozhenie o pasportakh],” a Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR 
#2666-1124 [21 Oct. 1953] 
<http://www.consultant.ru/cons/cgi/online.cgi?req=doc&base=ESU&n=40944#06221929122216532> 
1538 GARF f.R-5446, op.1, d.771: Resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR #437 [14 May 1964]. 
1539 I. Sychev, “Priiatnoe s poleznym,” Krokodil 1959.14 (1959): 15; N. Brezhnev. “Mashenka, ne meshai 
babushke,” Krokodil 1959.16 (1959): 16; E. Shukaev, “U menia, Olechka posle ėtikh magazinov ruki 
otnimaiutsia,” Krokodil #17 (Jun. 1985), 1;  
1540 E.g. E. Vedernikov, “Proekt novogo sadovogo kolʹtsa,” Krokodil 1 (Jan. 1964), 7. 
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arrangements, as well as the difficulty of the transition. Like many Soviet city-dwellers, a 

number of my interviewees eventually brought their parents or grandparents to the city, and they 

tended to describe moving to the city as traumatic for these elders primarily because of the 

general sense of loss – of property and independence – though some did point to quirks of habit 

like a lingering preference for wood heat.1541 

 

Figure 6.7: “Granny Was Barely Talked into Moving”1542 

 
1541 Ekaterina Timofeevna [b.1948]. 
1542 I. Sychev, “Ele ulumali babku pereekhatʹ!” Krokodil (Jan. 1974), 6. 
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While policymakers were relatively ambivalent around the bringing of the elderly to the 

city, the elderly themselves were typically firmly apprehensive. Prospects for acclimation were 

best for those who were able to bring or facilitate the relocation of parents while they were still 

of working age. Vladimir Vasilʹevich, born and raised in the village of Bezdryk, located only 

12km from Sumy, was able to bring his parents to the city while the latter were in their 40s, by 

way of an operation in which he arranged for them to purchase a house that was about to be torn 

down to make space for public housing (and entitled the displaced residents to an apartment in 

the newly built structure). As his father already worked in the city, they were entitled to domicile 

registration, and their transition was relatively straightforward although they did regret to give up 

their livestock, garden, and plot.1543 The transition was a bit more complicated for the father-in-

law of Anatolii Lomonosov, the elder a habitual drunkard prone to violence who still lived in his 

native village in Belgorod Oblast. Out of a sense of responsibility, his city-dwelling children 

took him in and, in Anatolii Daniilovich’s account, “retrained him [perevospitali ego].”1544 

Rather than doing freelance construction work in the village and taking payment in alcohol as he 

had done previously he instead went to work at the poultry factory with his son in law and, 

purportedly, gave up his debauching ways.  

These were relative exceptions, however. In most cases, the move to the city for an older 

person was a decision made by the circumstance of failing health and meant in practice giving up 

a lifelong lifestyle and one’s connection with the village at several levels. Elena Mikhailovna 

was born in Valiïvka in Sumy Oblast, moving in her early adolescence to Buryn, a small district-

center city in connection with her father’s military career. When her grandparents reached their 

 
1543 Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1951]. 
1544 Anatolii Danilovich [Lomonosov] (b.1939, Ivanivka, Kursk Oblast, USSR), interviewed by P.S. 
Alʹboshchii, Belgorod, Rus., 9 May 2018, personal archive of P.S. Alʹboshchii. 
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80s, her father decided to bring them to the city. Elena Mikhailovna recalled her their great 

reticence at moving, especially that of her grandfather who “held onto the gate with his fists 

[shouting] ‘where are you taking me!?’”1545 She recalls her grandfather as having a particular 

love of nature, animals, and flowers, which he planted around his village home. Despite that his 

living conditions in Buryn were from many perspectives better, he remained homesick for the 

duration of his rapidly waning days. This was an extreme manifestation (perhaps exaggerated for 

color) of what appear to have been quite typical feelings as leaving one’s household in the 

village meant the loss of property and independence.  

 From the unpublished memoir and notes of Vladimir Cherepov, shared with me by his 

granddaughter and son, we have a somewhat uncommon insight into the process of moving to 

the city in old age through the eyes of an elderly person himself.1546 In 1986, Cherepov, a retired 

teacher and librarian who worked in the village of Polianoe (and was born nearby), came to the 

realization with his wife, also a teacher, that they could no longer manage their household: 

When we were full of strength and health we maintained a small proprietorship 

[khoziaistvo] – a nook [ugolok] to which we joyfully welcomed [people] from 

everywhere. From Verkhopozhnia [village], from Kirikovka [village], from 

Kharkov, from Sumy. And your children, our granddaughters, we raised in 

Polianoe at our place [u nas]. We took joy in all this and shared everything. 

Everything in which we were wealthy, that which we had, we did not spare 

anything [nichego ne zhaleli] 

But old age, weakness, and sickness came. There came to be insufficient strength 

to do chores [ne stalo sil rabotatʹ po khoziaistvu] or even to take care of 

ourselves: to carry water, prepare heating material [zagotavlivatʹ toplivo], to heat 

the stove, to maintain the house, yard [dvor], and garden. We became overcome 

by thoughts: how to live further in Polianoe village? The children cannot come 

often enough from Sumy [deti iz Sum ne naezdiatsia]. We have no relations 

 
1545 Elena Mikhailovna [b.1937].  
1546 Cherepov. “Detiam svoim i vnuchkam,” [Feb. 1987] 
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[blizkie liudi] in Polianoe. To go to Sumy we figured there was nowhere… But 

our son, Leo [Lënia], though of us.1547 

Cherepov depicts here the value in his household as rooted particularly in its ability to offer help 

to relations, which extended to acting as a sort of locus for visitors from other villages as well as 

the city. Losing this function, then, meant the final transition to the status of a burden, which was 

especially painful. As Cherepov’s children already visited him with frequency, almost weekly in 

his daughter’s account, these visits had apparently taken on an increasingly less reciprocal role 

and became ultimately insufficient for maintaining their lifestyle.1548  

In Cherepov’s account, the final impetus for the move was the news that his son had 

qualified for a larger apartment with permission to transfer his present apartment to his parents, 

one that would only be ready in a year. In the meantime, he and his wife would stay with his son 

and daughter who lived in the same Sumy neighborhood: 

For this reason we so hesitantly withdrew our domicile registration [vypisyvalisʹ] 

and sold off our possessions. 

For ten years [after the War] we trudged [mytarstvovali] between apartments. 

Finally in 1955 we bought a hut, an old one, fixed it up over [about] five years 

and built a little barn, cellar, and gardenplot [obgorodka]. In 1960 we rebuilt it 

altogether. And we lived in this hut for 31 years. Everyone improved his corner of 

the world [uluchshali svoi ugolok]. To leave one’s corner [ugolok] owing to age, 

where so much work has been put in, is not easy. To leave almost everything 

[behind] and go to nowhere and live nowhere [ekhatʹ vnikuda i zhitʹ vnigde] was 

frightening. And in point of fact for more than a year we lived ‘nowhere’ and ‘no-

way’ [‘vnigde’ i ‘vnikak’]. We would spend the night at Leo’s and eat at Lena’s, 

like magpies on a branch. We sold [our] grain, furniture, heating [toplivo], and 

other things, transferred good chickens, which bore good eggs for a whole year… 

Finally on December 28th, 1986 we left our little house [domik], our entire 

proprietorship [khoziaistvo] and came to Sumy, where not everyone met us with 

joy. That was a difficult…  unhappy [nevesëloe] time when we lived ‘nowhere’ 

 
1547 Cherepov, “Detiam svoim i vnuchkam.” 
1548 Elena Vladimirovna [b.1952]. 
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and ‘no-way’ without our own corner … In order to not overstay any particular 

welcome [pomenʹshe komu nadoedatʹ] we went more often to stores, stood in 

lines for butter, sugar, and other products for… our children. In the spring and 

summer we went to the market [and] sat in parks [skvery] … In April of 1987 the 

Sumy City Council freed Leo’s apartment for us.1549 

Cherepov invokes the loss of identity that stems from the loss of his homestead and, 

interestingly, invokes a vocabulary of anonymity and non-existence commonly seen in the 

marginality ascribed to denizens of modern cities. He describes these feelings of loss as “holy 

feelings [sviatye chuvstva]“ drawn out elsewhere in his effects in a requiem that evokes quite 

clearly Sergei Yesenin’s poems elegizing a bygone Russia (written in his own waning days):1550 

Goodbye, goodbye, our dear, native corner of the world [dorogoi rodnoi ugolok]! 

Goodbye forever! 

Forgive us our dear, native corner for that we are leaving you forever! Leaving 

you to others [drugim liudiam]! Don’t despair [Ne unyvai]! Other people, who 

will come to replace us [pridut na smenu nam] will revitalize you, will maybe 

take you to greater heights [obnoviat tebia, vzleleiut mozhet luchshe nas]. They 

will clear the dead trees [usokhshie derevʹia] [and] plant a fresh garden [molodoi 

sad] and it will flower to everyone’s joy. And we who all our lives tended to you, 

improved you, with great sadness and sorrow [pechalʹ i toska], our native corner, 

bid us farewell. We are parting with you forever!1551  

Here, Cherepov focuses less on the loss of material things as much as of a connection with his 

environs and the lifestyle they offer, taking solace in that they will go on without him with a 

chance for rebirth. Similar sentiments appear to have elicited an empathetic reply from a friend 

from a neighboring village who occasionally visited his own son in Kyiv: 

Don’t worry, Volodia, don’t let your spirits fall. Of course I understand that to 

suddenly end up in a different situation – it is very difficult to get used to it. Me 

personally, I spend three days in Kiev I’m already homesick [uzhe tianet domoi]. 

Truly. To live your entire life and suddenly everything is new and unusual…1552  

 
1549 Cherepov, “Detiam svoim i vnuchkam.” 
1550 Esenin, “Ia pokinul rodimyi dom…” [1918], “Ia poslednii poėt derevni…” [1920], and “Da! Teperʹ - 
resheno. Bez vozvrata…” [1922], Polnoe sobranie sochinenii 1, 136-7; 143; 167-8. 
1551 Cherepov, “Detiam svoim i vnuchkam.” 
1552 Cherepov, “Detiam svoim i vnuchkam.” 
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One point of solace for Cherepov, which “[put his] soul at ease” was that he and his wife, in 

taking over their son’s old apartment, would have their own place, whereas living between their 

children’s small apartments with their families was burdensome for everyone. 

Most elderly people who came to the city to live out their days in the care of their 

children did not have this opportunity for their own apartment. For them, then, the feeling of 

“homelessness” Cherepov describes was ostensibly stronger and more permanent, and unlike the 

teacher and librarian they may not have been able to articulate it so compellingly or perhaps at 

all. It is also possible, on the other hand, that the sense of violated privacy and “space” in various 

senses that Cherepov describes, one that drove him and his wife out of the apartment, affected an 

educated person (and, indeed, educator) like Cherepov more than the average person of village 

origins. This new sense of “self-contained independence [obosoblennostʹ]” described in Chapter 

3 as a trapping of the modern attitudes and habits that increasingly permeated the village under 

Brezhnev was internalized to differing degrees. It is worth noting also that with the disappearing 

node of the elder generation in the village, so too did a certain complex form of kinship fall into 

obsolescence, especially in conjunction with the shrinking Soviet family. 1553 In the village, 

relations blurred the line between family and neighbors. In the city, former rural dwellers found 

themselves to be little connected to their neighbors, with extended family networks also receding 

in significance. 

 

 
1553 Susanne Brandtstädter notes the widespread tendency among anthropologists and sociologists to 
view modern property practices as killers of kinship structures and points out that traditional kinship ties 
reemerged in her studied coastal Chinese villages after Mao, suggesting that a highly paternalistic state 
abets modernity in their obviation. We can also look to the essays collected by Cole and Thomas and the 
work of Rehbun to suggest that market economies warp rather than obviate kinship ties: Brandtstädter, 
“The Moral Economy of Kinship and Property in Southern China,” The Postsocialist Agrarian Question, 
eds. Hann et al., 421; Love in Africa, eds. Cole and Thomas; Rehbun, The Heart Is Unknown Country. 
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Conclusion 

 Dramatic, heartfelt lament for the lost village was not by any stretch the sole domain of 

the elderly. In fact, under Brezhnev, it was one of two venue-dependent politically correct tones 

in which to discuss the village (the other, paradoxically enough, being the lauding of its looming 

obviation through technological progress).1554 The writers belonging to the popularly supported 

village prose movement,1555 few of whom, interestingly, had actually lived in the village as 

adults,1556 recurrently presented youth as betraying their roots for the city. Although the village 

of the Black Earth did shrink in due course with the departure of youth, the model presented in 

the village prose of the period proves to have been a rather poor fit for this region in particular.  

Youth in the Black Earth region of the Khrushchev and Brezhnev eras did not 

thoughtlessly abandon the village without looking back, though they certainly did leave it in 

droves. Rather, most of the youth who left the village in these years did not venture very far and 

continued to maintain important connections economic and social with the village, particularly in 

the first years after their settlement in the city, returning constantly and consistently to the village 

to visit, make merry, love, or even just eat. Before their departures, members of this generation 

of village youth typically had been inculcated into the habits, values, and desires of modern 

Soviet life by the state itself, which they then sought out and were able to fulfill much more 

 
1554 Brudny explains this paradox by asserting that “Brezhnev well understood that the village prose 
representation of the Russian peasantry… combined with graphic descriptions of rural poverty … could 
be used to manipulate public opinion in favor of supporting heavy investments in agriculture,” a core part 
of his reform program. While we certainly cannot hold Brezhnev Era ideologists as somehow incapable of 
rhetorical non-sequiturs, the contradiction here seems to be difficult to square and this theory needs 
stronger support: Brudny, Reinventing Russia, 32. 
1555 Some of the best readings of the movement look at it as a commentary on the Soviet project more so 
than necessarily the village: Kovtun, “Derevenskaia proza" v zerkale utopii; Zhekulin, ”The Contemporary 
Countryside,” The Soviet Rural Community, ed. Millar, 376-404. 
1556 Brudny, Reinventing Russia. 
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readily in the city. This eased their transitions significantly, and the material and social 

connections they maintained with the village also helped ease any difficulties in acclimation.  

Alexei Yurchak has famously explained the Soviet Union going out with a whimper by 

arguing that Soviet ideology became hollowed-out in the last decades of the Soviet period, 

devolving into empty rhetoric and ritual.1557 Indeed, if we look at the quixotic efforts to resurrect 

pagan-cum-Orthodox seasonal holidays as “Soviet rituals,” we might see evidence for the 

conclusion that the “inner-Sovietization” treated by Kharkhordin, Rolf, and others, explicitly and 

implicitly, was increasingly a non-sequitur, returning a null-value whose void was filled for 

milieus of varying sophistication with Western aesthetics in fashion and music, hooliganism, and 

simply posturing over cutlets.1558  

And yet, for a segment of the population, there was a highly personalized attachment to a 

Soviet power whose meaning was quite tangible, manifested in the provision of material promise 

and social mobility. Belgorod-based Communist historian and writer Aleksandr Molchanov, born 

in the village of Maksimovka in Shebekino District, quotes opera singer turned politician Dmytro 

Hnatiuk as asking:  

Would anyone [else] have taken me, a village kid from the boonies [selʹskii 

khlopets iz glukhomani] and let him out into society? Given [me] education, let 

me into the theater, bestowed on me government awards and titles? The lines of 

the song ‘Broad is My Native Land’ we sang like a prayer.1559  

 
1557 Alexei Yurchak, Everything Was Forever.  
1558 Olena Braichenko draws the precise opposite conclusion, finding that the fourth stage of Soviet 
influence, from the beginning of the 1970s to 1985, was the “period of total control [totalʹnyi kontrol] of the 
state over spiritual life, the institution of new Soviet ritual, the melding of nations, robust propaganda.” 
Unsurprisingly, one’s vantage point, political (the traditional view), anthropological-sociological 
(Kharkhordin’s, perhaps Yurchak’s), or anthropological-ethnographic (Braichenko’s) is of particular 
significance in establishing when the Soviet state reached the peak of its power over the worldview of its 
citizens: Braichenko, “Kulʹtura ukraïnsʹkoho radiansʹkoho sela,” 88. 
1559 Aleksandr Molchanov,“Komsomol – ėto nasha liubovʹ!” Slovo kommunista 44 (2008):  
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Timofei Bezborodykh, a former rector [rektor] of the Institute of Marxism-Leninism of the 

Belgorod Oblast Council of Laborers’ Deputies in a brief polemic titled “The Tainting [of the 

Memory] of Soviet Society is Engaged in by Unscrupulous and Shameless People,” makes sure 

to note his roots in a village “small [nebolʹshoe], but [with] a railway station… which was and 

remains a gate into civilized life [v tsivilizovannuiu zhiznʹ].”1560 Naturally these are the opinions 

of particularly invested stakeholders in the bygone Soviet project, but their patterns of thinking 

are not altogether unusual.  

In the same way that for more cosmopolitan strata Soviet power increasingly meant the 

absence of things, material and abstract-psychological, for the millions who came to the city in 

the 1960s and 1970s modern Soviet society and the city were entwined with their experience of 

the life and lifestyle that they were promised as children and teenagers in the village. 

Appropriately, urbanization over recent decades was an especially strong predictor of lingering 

support for the Communist Party in the Russian Federation after the collapse of the Soviet 

Union.1561 

 
<http://www.belkprf.ru/wiewnews.php?id_product=995&id_parent=131> Reflecting the different axis 
around which Ukrainian politics turns, Hnatiuk himself served in the Ukrainian parliament as a member of 
Yulia Tymoshenko’s nationalist Batkivshchyna Party (albeit before defecting to a small leftist party).  
1560 Timofei Bezborodykh, “Okhaivaniem Sovetskogo obshchestva zanimaiutsia nevezhestvennye i 
bessovestnye liudi,” Sovetskoe Solntse: Iz bogatogo slovaria obraznoi traktovki V.V. Maiakovskim Strany 
Sovetov vybiraem imenno ėtu; Belgorodchina v dokumentakh  i vospominaniiakh tvortsov, sozidatelei, 
sovremennikov, ochevidtsev; V trëkh tomakh 1, eds. Molchanov et al. (Belgorod, Rus.: Kurskaia 
gorodskaia tipografiia, 2017), 335. 
1561 Stronger even than rurality by itself, particularly if excluding the Caucasus where politics were 
significantly complicated by other factors. For all subdivisions of the RSFSR [n=71], the growth of the 
urban share of a given subdivision’s population between the 1959 and 1989 censuses accounted for 24% 
[r = .49] of the variation in Gennady Zyuganov’s first-round vote in the 1996 election whereas rurality only 
accounted for 18% [r = .43]. For the European RSFSR (excluding the Caucasus) [n=40], the 
corresponding figures are 38% [r = .61] and 23% [r = .48]. (Taking all subdivisions and excluding the 
Caucusus [n=66], the figures are 32% [r = .57] and 21% [r = .45] ) Calculations based on: the censuses of 
1959 and 1989 and: “Russia Presidential Election Observation Report,” International Republican Institute 
[20 Nov. 1996], Appendix II. Journalists at the time found the phenomenon difficult to support based on 
other factors like economic development vis-à-vis other regions: Valentina Ostroushko, “’Krasnyi poias 
stremitsia statʹ trëkhtsvetnym’,” Kommersantʺ (6 Apr. 1996):https://www.kommersant.ru/doc/130438 Note 
also Alexander Lukashenka’s course correction back toward Communist branding in Belarus in the early-
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Chapter 7: Village Out-Migration and the Ambitious State, a Chinese Perspective 

 

 “He who leaves the village today will be difficult to return later. Let us accept for the sake of argument 

that we will be able to do that in ten, fifteen years, when we build in rural areas apartments no worse and 

even better than in the city, when agricultural labor truly becomes a variety of industrial labor…” – 

Svetlana Alexievich (1985)1562 

“In three years, I can assure you 80 percent of those who have gone out will come back.” – Chen 

Deyuan, Chief of Gongxiang village in Hunan Province’s Shuangfeng County (2018)1563 

 

Among the various formal “suggestions” regarding the Eleventh Five-Year Guidelines 

adopted at the Fifth Plenary Session of the Sixteenth Central Committee of the Communist Party, 

it was decided to “Build a New Socialist Countryside.”1564 Acknowledging openly that the 

village had been exploited for the sake of rapid industrialization, a high-ranking official averred 

that this strategy had run its course, threatening now to negatively influence further development: 

[It] was necessary to accumulate funds for [the country’s] development from 

agriculture and the rural areas in the early days of industrialization and 

urbanization. As a result, the gap between urban and rural areas is gradually 

widening. At a certain stage of industrialization and urbanization, if the 

development strategies are not fine-tuned in a timely fashion with a view to 

accelerating the development of agriculture and rural areas and increasing 

farmers’ income, the overall economic and social development will be affected, 

and so will … the modernization drive.1565 

The “modernization drive” spoken of here is that of the government of the People’s Republic of 

China; the year of this pronouncement was 2006, delivered by the deputy chair of the premier 

 
mid 1990s. Urbanization from the 1960s onward was slightly more rapid in the Belarusian SSR than even 
in the Ukrainian SSR or Central-Black Earth Economic Region of the RSFSR. 
1562 Aleksievich, “Na pereputʹe,” 95. 
1563 Yawen Chen and Ryan Woo, “Xi's campaign to draw people back to graying rural China faces uphill 
battle,” Reuters (18 Jul. 2018): https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-economy-rural-rejuvenation/xis-
campaign-to-draw-people-back-to-graying-rural-china-faces-uphill-battle-idUSKBN1K906H 
1564 The announcement was made in February of 2006 and delivered by Xiwen Chen, the Deputy Director 
of the CPC’s premier steering committee on economic policy, formally chaired by Secretary General of 
the CPC, Jintao Hu. Xiwen Chen, “Speech by Chen Xiwen, Deputy Director of the Office of Central 
Financial Work Leading Group,” The State Council of the People’s Republic of China (22 Feb. 2006): 
http://www.china.org.cn/e-news/news060222.htm [Official English-language translation] 
1565 Xiwen Chen, “Speech by Chen Xiwen….” 
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economic steering committee of the Chinese Communist Party. Xiwen Chen spoke primarily 

about economic considerations with occasional references to “shaping a harmonious socialist 

society,” a goal to be achieved in part by alleviating the widening economic inequality between 

village and city.1566 As if to quell doubt about the significance of this project, the Chinese state 

canceled the central tax on agriculture, which scholars interpreted as a symbolic relief of a 

burden “the Chinese peasantry … had shouldered for more than 2,500 years.”1567 

To the extent that they took note at all, most Western observers initially interpreted this 

project in strictly economic terms.1568 Fairly quickly, however, this posture was reassessed as it 

became clear that the new initiative aimed well beyond simply freezing the rising Gini 

coefficient, a conventional measure of inequality.1569 Rather, “Building a New Socialist 

Countryside [建设社会主义新农村: jiànshè shèhuìzhǔyì xīn nóngcūn],” came to be understood 

as a substantive undertaking across many policy vectors that sought to remake rural life and 

society into a more attractive alternative to life in one of China’s many growing megalopolises 

 
1566 This was something of a change from recent years’ focus on the inequality between the inland 
provinces and the coast in general. Chen, “Speech by Chen Xiwen.” 
1567 As Yang and Shen discuss, there is strong evidence that the practical significance of this step was far 
less significant, and this in fact extends to other financial aspects of the new program, reflected in the 
difficulty that Anna Ahlers found in establishing its overall costs. Explaining that measures were planned 
to cost RMB180 trillion ($26 trillion) by 2020, she was only able to account for just north of RMB1 trillion in 
actual spending over the course of the 11th Five Year Plan (2006-2010) even as expenditures on the 
ground in her four case-study counties increased between a factor of four and ten and farmers’ per capita 
income increased by a factor of two to seven. As Ahlers noted, there was and is an underlying conceptual 
issue in establishing what precisely fell under the banner of “Building a New Socialist Countryside”: Anna 
L. Ahlers, Rural Policy Implementation in Contemporary China: New Socialist Countryside (New York: 
Routledge, 2014), 30-5; 218-21; Xiaxin Wang and Yan Shen, “The Effect of China’s Agricultural Tax 
Abolition on Rural Families’ Incomes and Production,” China Economic Review 29 (2014), 185-99. 
1568 Kristin E. Looney, “China’s Campaign to Build a New Socialist Countryside: Village Modernization, 
Peasant Councils, and the Ganzhou Model of Rural Development,” The China Quarterly 224 (Dec. 2015), 
909-10. Looney provides only two examples, but on further review they are representative. 
1569 Looney, “China’s Campaign….”; Elizabeth J. Perry, “From Mass Campaigns to Managed Campaigns: 
‘Constructing a New Socialist Countryside’,” Mao’s Invisible Hand, eds. Elizabeth J. Perry and Sebastian 
Heilmann (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2011), 30-61. Anna L. Ahlers and Gunter 
Schubert, “‘Building a New Socialist Countryside’ – Only a Political Slogan?” Journal of Current Chinese 
Affairs 38.4 (2009), 35-62 
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and even as a “campaign [运动: yùndòng]” in the tradition of earlier and far more traumatic 

upheavals (though the word itself has become somewhat taboo in Chinese politics).1570 One 

particularly sanguine scholar, Anna Ahlers, concluded in a 2014 monograph (based on field 

research conducted between 2008 and 2011) that the project to Build a New Socialist 

Countryside had produced “meaningful results.”1571 Fifteen years since the launch of this effort, 

however, the degree to which a “new Socialist village” has been built in China remains in 

question, and, even to the extent that it has, it has failed to retain youth just as the old Socialist 

countryside had.1572 In fact, in the decade spanned by the 11th and 12th Five Year Plans, 

urbanization in China has continued unabated, and the urban share of the population has 

increased steadily at the expense of the rural, moving at a “breakneck pace” and leading 

authorities to set targets for further urbanization.1573 

Has the Chinese campaign machinery truly become decrepit or was it merely trained on 

an intractable problem?1574 Can we easily answer that question for Brezhnev’s Soviet Union? In 

both cases, a state that had cut its teeth on an intensive centralized industrialization drive turned 

 
1570 Perry’s account was “optimistic” in the sense that she took the project seriously, noting the ready 
recycling of dynamic terminology other than the term “campaign” itself. It is worth mentioning that the 
official English-language translation of Xiwen Chen’s above-quoted comments does use the word 
“campaign” once. Alexander F. Day seems to imply that the terms is more commonly used than Perry 
allows: Chen, “Speech by Chen Xiwen....”; Day, The Peasant in Postsocialist China, 154; Perry, “From 
Mass Campaigns….” 
1571 She noted portentously that documents germane to the 12th Five-Year Plan (2011-2015) began to 

use different phraseology, “urban-rural integration [城乡一体化:  chéng-xiāng yītǐhuà]” and “urban-rural 

coordinated development [城乡统筹发展: chéng-xiāng tǒngchóu fāzhǎn],” addressing implicitly the 

“opposition between village and city.” In her depiction, “Building a New Socialist Countryside” was itself a 
neologism that responded to and developed from prior concerns with “the three rural problems (sannong 
wenti): …agriculture (nongye), villages (nongcun), and farmers (nongmin).” Ahlers, Rural Policy 
Implementation in Contemporary China: New Socialist Countryside (New York: Routledge, 2014), 3. 
1572 Chen and Woo, “Xi’s campaign….” Even the optimistic Ahlers noted that there were limitations, 
observing that “While basic infrastructural facilities (such as electricity and water supplies) were now 
almost universal, adequate medical care and schooling, paved roads, etc. were still lacking in a large 
number of rural locations”: Ahlers, Rural Policy Implementation, 30. 
1573 Ben Hillman and Jonathan Unger, “Editorial,” China Perspectives 3.95 (2013), 3. 
1574 Recent successes in the totalitarian triathlon of public surveillance, morality policing, and ethnic 
cleansing suggest the latter.   
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its focus toward an externality, the decline of the village, that resulted from the very central aim 

of industrialization.1575 And, in both cases, the results failed to measure up to ambitions. 

This is, of course, a dissertation about rapid village outmigration and its inextricably 

linked village decline in the last decades of the Soviet Union rather than contemporary China. I 

start with the Chinese case because the current PRC effort, in terms of its broad ambitions, 

substantial interventions, and apparent failure to stem the decline of the village is eerily 

reminiscent of Soviet policy and experience during the decades after Stalin’s death. In fact, of 

the 22 discrete policy vectors that Tony Saich, Anna Ahlers, and Gunter Schubert have 

collectively associated with the Chinese effort to “Build a New Socialist Countryside,” a full 20 

of them – ranging from the upgrading of agricultural machinery to the expansion of rural 

boarding schools – were observed (to varying degrees) in the USSR during the tenures of Nikita 

Khrushchev and Leonid Brezhnev.1576 (See Appendix D) Despite these striking similarities, 

however, there is good reason to believe that the mere fact of having tried and failed to curtail 

rural depopulation is not dispositive of a regime’s robustness. Instead, we can see the specter of 

the collapse of the Soviet project not in the fact that it failed to forestall outmigration, but rather 

in exploring how and why.  

Here, the comparison with China is particularly useful. On one hand, the efforts and 

results of the project to stem the depopulation of the village were largely the same, as was the 

Party’s monopoly on power and Socialist branding. On the other, as Yurchak has noted for the 

 
1575 Kam Wing Chan discusses the extractive approach to the village under Mao in terms of conscious 
appropriation of the Soviet model: Cities with Invisible Walls: Reinterpreting Urbanization in Post-1949 
China (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), 52-9; 142. 
1576 Ahlers and Schubert, “Building a New Socialist Countryside,” 40; Tony Saich, “China in 2006: Focus 
on Social Development,” Asian Survey 47.1 (Jan.-Feb. 2007), 41. One key difference is the presence in 
China of grassroots movements that exist in a complex symbiosis with local authorities animating what 
was called “kolkhoz -democracy”: Day, The Peasant in Postsocialist China, 155-71. 
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USSR and as is widely acknowledged for the post-Deng PRC, the branding  distorts more than it 

informs.1577 The capacity of the Soviet State to deliver material goods and intangible meaning to 

individuals – including migrants it plucked out of a more organically communitarian culture – 

was visibly outstripped by its ability to deliver the message that they were to be consumers with 

legitimate individual needs. The Chinese state does not necessarily face this difficulty to the 

same degree because of its more pragmatic approach to the market and local politics. In China, 

the development of a similar series of events occurred in a context sufficiently different that the 

unideal outcome of its village reform agenda does not necessarily carry the same ominous 

overtones with respect to the viability of the larger project. 

The projects to swiftly integrate long-neglected villages (and their residents) within the 

“modernization drive” and the subsequent failure to effectively do so in a way sufficient to alter 

migration from village to city call to mind James Scott’s various invocations of “high 

modernism” run amok, especially Tanzanian leaders’ efforts to turn city-dwellers into villagers 

by fiat.1578 On the other hand, Soviet leaders after Stalin and Chinese authorities after Mao did 

not pursue the destructive folly of forcibly resettling villages with urbanites, hoping instead to 

entice rural people to remain and prosper, reflecting a leadership increasingly disenamored with 

the dislocating effects of “campaigns,” “movements,” and “schemes.” When Leonid Brezhnev 

pronounced a new trajectory for agricultural development near the outset of his tenure (at the 

 
1577 Yurchak, Everything Was Forever. 
1578 The government of the PRC had infamously sought to do a version of the same, sending city-dwellers 
by the millions into rural areas during the Cultural Revolution in those very years where it was 
hypothetically “accumulat[ing] funds for development from agriculture.” Note also the Marxist-Leninist 
regime in Mozambique, where “president [Samora Machel] proclaimed that “communal villages” would 
become “cities in the countryside”: Priya Lal, African Socialism in Postcolonial Tanzania: Between the 
Village and the World (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2015); Johan Pottier, “Urban Hunger and 
the Home Village: How Lilongwe’s Migrant Poor Stay Food Secure,” Food Between the Country and the 
City, eds. Domingos, Sobral, and West, 109, citing Anne Pitcher, Transforming Mozambique: The Politics 
of Privatization, 1975–2000 (Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 54 & 91; Scott, Seeing 
Like a State. 
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March 1965 Plenum of the CPSU), he stressed that the USSR ought to reject reform “by 

campaign [kampaneiski].”1579 Chinese officials after Mao have famously chosen to embrace 

market forces, including with respect to the labor market, lessening the significance of the 

workplace collective [单位; dānwèi] and domicile registration [户籍/户口: hùjí / hùkǒu] as 

obstacles to movement.1580 For the USSR, the picture was more complicated. The state clearly 

tolerated a gray market and “material incentive” in remuneration and generally acquiesced to the 

principles of spontaneous human motivation in career orientation but did not allow “private” 

commerce beyond petty trading and service provision by individuals. 

Much as in the Chinese case, Soviet efforts toward the improvement of village life were 

reflexively interpreted by outsiders through the prism of economic output, though the ambitions 

among policymakers and ideologists were much greater, seeking, yes, to rapidly reverse the 

fundamental philosophy underlying the economic development of their countryside, but also 

aiming to develop societal “harmony” through human development.1581 Thus, these 

reorientations were premised on a reimagining of the state’s aims, and I would argue that their 

success (or lack thereof) likewise hinged on a reimagining of the state’s relationship with 

citizens’ initiative. Indeed, each of the two policy vectors observed in the PRC but not the USSR 

– the encouragement of limited popular engagement in local decision-making by grassroots 

interest groups and provision of micro-credit finance schemes – reflect a pragmatism that the 

Soviet state could not muster.  

 
1579 (Not kompaneiski, by clique.) Leonid Brezhnev, O neotlozhnykh merakh po dalʹneishemu razvitiiu 
selʹskogo khoziaistva SSSR: Doklad na Plenume TsK KPSS, 24 marta 1965 goda. Postanovlenie 
Plenuma TsK KPSS, priniatoe 26 marta 1965 goda (Moscow: Politizdat, 1965), 30. 
1580 There is an extensive literature on this process. See, inter alia: Chan, “Five Decades,” Handbook of 
Chinese Migration, eds. Iredale and Guo.  
1581 Johnson and Brooks, Prospects for Soviet Agriculture; Anatolii Shatokhin, “Obzor sotsiologicheskoi 
literatury po problemam agrarnogo reformirovaniia i sotsialʹnogo razvitiia derevni,” Sotsiologiia: teoriia, 
metody, marketing 3 (2000), 145. 
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Although iterations of this like “kolkhoz democracy” were paid lip service (as in the 

theatrics around the adoption of the revised Model Charter of the Kolkhoz in 1969) and leaders 

followed in a long tradition of castigating an officious bureaucracy for suppressing local 

initiative and taking orders too literally, actual democracy, autonomy, and local initiative seldom 

followed in practice.1582 There appears to have been nothing in rural areas resembling the 

recent1583 Chinese experience where grassroots reformism and a degree of petty peasant people 

power has – even in the context of the illiberal Party-state – given observers of various 

methodological orientations hope that the state will be able to respond to social challenges in 

general, even if it will not necessarily turn the clock back on rural out-migration as a whole.1584 

Indeed, O’Brien and Lee argue that rural people themselves developed something of a nostalgia 

for campaigns purely as a vehicle allowing for retribution against corrupt local cadres, a mindset 

to which the leadership in Beijing has given tacit credence.1585 Some forward-thinking Soviet 

voices too happened upon the potential of “personal initiative, of a ‘human factor’, as the 

solution to the estrangement … from socialist values,” but history demonstrated quite 

momentously that flexibility was introduced into the Soviet system too haphazardly and too late 

to make a significant difference to the final outcome of the project.1586 Even Mikhail Gorbachev 

 
1582 Joint Resolution of the Central Committee of the CPSU and Council of Ministers of the USSR #910 
[1969.11.28]: “On the Model Charter of the Kolkhoz [O primernom ustave kolkhoza].” D. Gale Johnson, at 
the end of a long and esteemed career reached the conclusion that this was the central problem with 
Soviet agriculture rather than its socialized nature. Like Maia Pankratova before him, he was also deeply 
offended by the road network.: Johnson and Brooks, Prospects for Soviet Agriculture, 9. 
1583 Kate Xiao Zhou argues that the roots of it can be found in grassroots contributions to de-
collectivization (but cf. a recent heterodox treatment by Zhun Xu, which seeks to salvage the role of the 
state): Zhou, How the Farmers Changed China; Xu, From Commune to Capitalism: How China’s 
Peasants Lost Collective Farming and Gained Urban Poverty (New York: Monthly Review Press, 2018).  
1584 Ahlers, Rural Policy Implementation; Day, The Peasant in Postsocialist China; Kevin O’Brien and 
Lianjing Li, Rightful Resistance in Rural China (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006). 
1585 O’Brien and Lee, “Campaign Nostalgia in the Chinese Countryside,” Asian Survey 39.3 (May-Jun. 
1999), 377. 
1586 Guillaume Sauvé, “The Apogee of Soviet Political Romanticism: Projects for Moral Renewal in Early 
Perestroika (1985-1989),” Europe-Asia Studies 70.9 (Nov. 2018), 1418. 
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who looked to the Chinese de-collectivization of agriculture as a model was stymied in 

introducing a private leasing system by deeply entrenched and effective bureaucratic inertia in 

the agricultural sector, one of the most effective instances of resistance to his reforms.1587 

Additionally, where the work of Soviet cultivators became increasingly detached from 

matters of popular concern (as explored in Chapter 5), Chinese authorities have been more deft 

in coopting and deflating discontent. When, in 2004, the wife of a well-connected property 

developer in Harbin received only a suspended sentence after driving her luxury sedan into Liu 

Zhongxia, the wife of a farmer who had scratched her car with his truck carrying onions, 

authorities successfully minimized the outflowing of public scorn around inequality in what 

became known as the “BMW incident,” using a vast network of censors to limit discussion of the 

topic.1588 In more recent years, the Chinese state has succeeded in pushing the burden of 

discerning censorship onto the private sector itself and used its media products to appropriate 

popular trends, neutralizing political content perceived as threatening while still maintaining 

popular acclaim.1589 These efforts greatly outstripped efforts by the late-Soviet state to coopt 

Western cultural influence in a way that was as broadly appealing (though efforts were made) or 

to respond to sources of popular discontent like rising ethnic tensions, even beyond the obvious 

material ones that had precipitated riots under Khrushchev.1590 

 
1587 Aaron Hale-Dorrell argues similarly that the lower bureaucracy was in large measure at fault for the 
failure of the Corn Campaign: Hale-Dorrell, “Khrushchev’s Corn Crusade: The Industrial Ideal and 
Agricultural Practice in the Era of Post-Stalin Reform, 1953–1964”; Miller, “Gorbachev’s Agriculture 
Agenda: Decollectivization and the Politics of Perestroika.” 
1588 Jonathan Watts, “Killing for Scratch on BMW Reveals China’s Wealth Gap,” The Guardian (7 Apr. 
2004): https://www.theguardian.com/world/2004/apr/08/china.jonathanwatts 
1589 Kecheng Fang, "Turning a Communist Party Leader into an Internet Meme: The Political and 
Apolitical Aspects of China’s Toad Worship Culture," Information, Communication & Society 23.1 (2020), 
38-58; Haiqing Yu, "After the 'Steamed Bun': E'gao and Its Postsocialist Politics," Chinese Literature 
Today 5.1 (2015), 55-64. 
1590 MacFayden, Red Stars; Yurchak, Everything Was Forever; Zhuk, Rock and Roll. 
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On this note, the other key difference with the Chinese case was material. Maurice 

Glasman paraphrases Karl Polanyi’s articulation of the friction noted in Chapter 1 between 

modern advancement and atomization in terms of its relationship with the market: 

as it develops in size, technological power and complexity, society tends to self-

liquidate as the centralized state grows on one side and the decentralized economy 

on the other. Amorphously squeezed between the collective aggregator and the 

individual maximizer, society as a functional moral entity disappears.1591  

Whereas this controversial reading could be applied to contemporary China as plausibly as many 

other places, the situation in the USSR was different. The Soviet Union did have both a 

centralized economy as well as a notorious shadow economy, albeit one constrained and limited 

in complexity.1592 As discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 6, aside from marketing the produce 

of their plots, villagers, particularly in the Black Earth region, were continuing to rely on their 

families’ own production for a significant share of their calories, a practice that continued after 

their migration to the city. Unlike the case with contemporary China, though, because this 

economy was not regularized, it could not branch out into more complex goods beyond basic 

service arrangements and redistribution.1593 Whereas in the contemporary PRC new arrivals in 

cities can go into private industry performing the most menial tasks in the software industry 

(earning them the double entendre “code farmers”), thus allowing the private sector to meet their 

needs, there was no direct parallel in the Soviet Union.1594 Citizens could buy and sell some 

products of individual production (like private plot produce), but even the rituals around 

 
1591 Maurice Glasman, “The Great Deformation: Polanyi, Poland, and the Terrors of Planned 
Spontaneity,” The New Great Transformation?: Change and Continuity in East-Central Europe, eds. 
Christopher G.A. Bryant and Edmund Mokrzycki (New York: Routledge, 1994), 194. 
1592 Gregory Grossman, "The Second Economy in the USSR and Eastern Europe: A Bibliography (with a 
Bibliography of Recent Polish-Language Works on the Second Economy of Poland, by Bohdan 
Wyznikiewicz)," Berkeley-Duke Occasional Papers on the Second Economy in the USSR 21 (Durham, 
N.C.: Duke University, 1990). 
1593 Millar, “The Little Deal.” 
1594 Ping Sun, “Programming Practices of Chinese Code Farmers: Articulations, Technology, and 
Alternatives,” China Perspectives 2017.4 (2017), 19-27. 
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“obtaining” things outside of official rationing processes relied to a significant degree on access 

to state procurement networks (as noted in Chapter 3). Thus, the citizens of a larger Soviet 

society, particularly those who lived in or spent considerable time in the village, found 

themselves in a somewhat resilient rut between “collective aggregation” and “individual 

maximization” that did not dissolve society and indeed helped provide a scaffold for the 

transition to capitalism in agriculture (and in general).1595 

Just as the Soviet state was simply not able to altogether obviate the need for markets in 

satisfying individual interests, it also failed to adequately incentivize remaining to work and live 

in rural areas despite the significant sums spent on both agricultural equipment and social 

amenities. In hindsight, it certainly appears that the project to keep youth in the village purely 

through improvement to village infrastructure was doomed by the vastness, conceptual and 

logistic, of the project to make the village some analogue of the city. In the USSR as in China, 

infrastructure clearly did improve to a degree, and the gap with the city closed at least somewhat, 

but, in the Soviet case, this phenomenon did not translate to a retention of youth such that the 

deteriorating demographic situation could be meaningfully alleviated (it remains to be seen what 

will happen in China, though early returns are not promising).  

There were improvements, certainly, but they were just not enough. If we take, for 

example, a very basic heuristic for village development – spending on a variety of services 

ranging from dry cleaning to shoe repair, which were almost all premised on the possession of 

consumer goods – we see that the Soviet state appears, according to its published records, to 

have succeeded to a degree in narrowing the gap. Between 1965 and 1980, the rural population 

 
1595 Ioffe, Nefedova, and Zaslavsky, The End of Peasantry?; Alena Ledeneva, How Russia Really Works: 
The Informal Practices that Shaped Post-Soviet Politics and Business (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University 
Press, 2006). 
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declined from about 48% to 38% of the total Soviet population, but the share of cumulative 

spending on services in rural areas rose from about 22.7% to about 25.5%.1596 (Figure 7.1) Only 

after 1980, on the precipice of the 1982 Foodstuffs Program, did the gap cease to close.  

 

Figure 7.1: Rural Share of Population and Services Spending, 1965-19851597 

How are we to interpret these figures? Assuming they bear some relationship with reality, 

which the modest magnitude of the revision in the data suggests they do, we have a diagram here 

depicting, at least in terms of directionality, one facet of the “convergence” of village and city 

 
1596 Narodnoe khoziaistvo SSSR 1922 1982: iubileinyi statisticheskii ezhegodnik (Moscow: Finansy i 
statistika, 1982), 493-5. The population figures are estimates based on the censuses of 1959, 1970 and 
1979.  
1597 As can be seen, the officially recorded discrepancy in spending does decrease somewhat through the 
1970s, although the published figures vary. It is notable that the 1975 figures appear to be over-optimistic, 
belatedly revised downward, although even holding the rural share of services spending at rough parity – 
as it appears actually occurred between 1970 and 1975 – implies a substantive increase in per capita 
spending given that the rural share of the population continued to plummet: Narodnoe khoziaistvo SSSR 
za 60 let: iubileinyi statisticheskii ezhegodnik (Moscow: Statistika, 1977), 567-70; Narodnoe khoziaistvo 
SSSR 1922 1982: iubileinyi statisticheskii ezhegodnik (Moscow: Finansy i statistika, 1982), 493-5; 
“Obespechenie naseleniia tovarami i uslugami,” Narodnoe khoziaistvo SSSR za 70 let: iubileinyi 
statisticheskii ezhegodnik (Moscow: Finansy i statistika, 1987). The population figures are estimates 
based on the censuses of 1959, 1970 and 1979 assuming linear depopulation for the sake of simplicity. 
Note that data is available only for the five-year increments; the lines are thus for the purposes of 
illustration. 
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living standards, the crux of the Brezhnevite attempt at reform. Though there are, of course, 

outstanding questions,1598 we can clearly see that lifestyles in the village never quite approached 

those of the city in outfitting, even according to official data, although there was briefly an 

encouraging trajectory that might have offered a modicum of confidence that Communism was 

in the offing.  

Counterfactuals are best approached with much care, and we cannot say with confidence 

what might have been seen had the gap continued to close. We can, though, reduce the problem 

ad absurdum by looking to a case included by Alexey Golubev in his dissertation chapter on 

heritage architecture in Karelia, regarding the attempt to preserve a traditional Karelian village, 

Panozero, over recent decades using some combination of subsidies and optimistic 

pronouncements. As Golubev notes after introducing this elaborate project, “these measures 

could not stop out-migration from the village,” which shrank to 52 people by 2013.1599 Even the 

best efforts of a holistic program of cultural funding aimed at one small locale failed to give 

young villagers a good reason to remain.1600 What hope did the Soviet state have? 

If we look at the factors explored in Chapters 2 and 3 that seem to have contributed to 

the departure of youth – a lack of palatable and diverse options for their future, a quest for 

dignity and identity as men and women along models connected with urban lifestyles, the lack of 

accouterments in congruity with promises made – their effective resolution would have meant 

 
1598 1980 seems to represent peak village spending, but per capita spending for the city remained 1.6 
times as high. Is it fair to assume that a ruble went as far in the village as in the city? Presumably the 
economies of scale in a dense urban area would have meant that more services could be delivered to 
more people for the same outlay. Meanwhile, the marginal utility of equal spending (accounting for 
efficiencies) would have likely been higher in the poorer village (assuming, also perhaps problematically, 
that villagers really needed and wanted dry cleaning to the same degree). 
1599 Golubev, “Elemental Materialism,” 133.  
1600 Iurii Chernichenko, the host of the “Village Hour [Selʹskii chas]” television program described in a 
1968 essay on the decline of rye production a village where living conditions had been improved leading 
more youth to leave. Such a take was a rarity at the time: Chernichenko, “Rzhanoi khleb,” Novyi mir 
1968.11 (Nov. 1968), cited by Perevedentsev, Kakie my? Skolʹko nas?, 76-7.   
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fundamentally recalibrating the values system of a “productivist” society, what C. Cindy Fan 

called the “developmentalist” state in the Chinese scenario.1601 Echoing and elaborating this line 

of thinking, Russell Harwood, in his study of rural development in one of the more remote 

regions of China, further emphasizes that  

while many aspects of the [Chinese] economic development agenda… reflect a 

neoliberal rather than a Marxist ideology, other aspects of this agenda are 

decidedly nonliberal… with the Party continuing to represent itself as the only 

agent… that will enable the Chinese population to improve themselves and 

achieve higher levels of material and spiritual development.1602  

It appears that the particular blend between Marxism and “neoliberalism” in policy is something 

of a red herring from the perspective of urban-rural migration in the sense that both authoritarian 

inclinations and even ideologically-rooted imaginings of needing to “affix [zakrepitʹ]” people for 

the sake of rational economic planning can coexist with movement from village to city, assuming 

an underlying logic of industrially-driven economic development.1603 Harwood situates 

prominently his observation that a new road built in this remote area of China, for all its short-

term blessings, is a harbinger of the decline of the traditional way of life of its communities.1604 

The road to urbanization is paved with good intentions for rural development, and it seems to 

matter little in practice through which philosophical framework those intentions are developed 

and articulated. 

The well-entrenched Soviet state, with its vast bureaucracy and command economy was 

clearly better suited than more nascent or less ambitious regimes toward dealing with certain 

 
1601 Fan’s discussion makes clear that progress is seen as occurring primarily through industrial output. 
Mindi Schneider calls this an “industrial fixation,” which she ties to the “very meaning of modernization” in 
agriculture specifically: Fan, China on the Move; Schneider, “What, Then, Is a Chinese Peasant?,” 332. 
1602 Russell Harwood, China’s New Socialist Countryside: Modernity Arrives in the Nu River Valley 
(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2013), 21. 
1603 Compare the industrially focused Great Leap Forward when the urban population rose with the 
Cultural Revolution, which privileged agriculture ideologically and economically. 
1604 Harwood, China’s New Socialist Countryside. 
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externalities of development, especially from an infrastructural perspective including policing 

norms around housing. Where Sándor Horváth has illustrated the sharp divisions between the 

urban core and rural periphery of the model city of Sztálinváros, owing apparently to the failures 

of the Hungarian state to keep up with its in-migrants, my interviews (and those of Halyna 

Bondar) appear to suggest that this was a less significant phenomenon in midsized Soviet cities, 

although it was almost certainly most salient in major metropolises.1605 The Soviet case also saw 

growing pains comparable to the rare non-Socialist state in the developing world that managed 

urbanization in an orderly fashion largely free of lingering distortions. In growing Osaka, for 

example, where “population [poured] in” during the post-War years “and farmland [was] 

transformed into housing sites to accommodate the new arrivals,” overstressed sewer systems 

spit out rusty water and apartment-dwellers were in the worst instances reduced to carrying 

around umbrellas indoors, in fear of leaky toilets above.1606 While through the prism of the 

Soviet case we may be inclined to see contradictions and tensions as failures of state policy, the 

issue clearly lies instead in the inability to effectively resolve multifarious consequences of a 

process common to different kinds of societies, most of which suffered from differing variations 

of the same symptoms. 

Vitally, though, the frictions of migration from village to city were not all to be 

comprehended and resolved in material terms. In contrast with the prevailing assumptions of the 

state, improved conditions are and were not necessarily adequate to make individuals happier. 

Another object lesson from contemporary China is worth our attention: economists John Knight 

and Ramani Gunatilaka have found, on the basis of data gathered by Chinese academics, that the 

 
1605 Sándor Horváth, Stalinism Reloaded, 82-7. 
1606 Ann Waswo, Housing in Postwar Japan: A Social History (New York: Routledge, 2002), 14. 
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happiness of village-to-city migrants in China ranks below both those born and remaining 

resident in cities and those born and remaining resident in villages alike, the latter reporting that 

they are happiest of all.1607 As they point out, this is somewhat counterintuitive given that 

migrants earn more (even accounting for their larger families) and express no desire to return to 

the village. While the context for this is strictures on social benefits for a merely “de facto urban 

population” of up to a quarter-billion people lacking official city registration, a similar 

phenomenon has been observed in other contexts.1608 In the Soviet case (as in others), some 

number of those who came to the city did not end up staying, either because they could not find 

work or because they did not enjoy the lifestyle. Zhanna Zaionchkovskaia referred very 

obliquely to this population in her study of migrants’ “acclimation” based on data gathered in the 

late 1960s and Svetlana Alexievich apparently sought to draw attention to this phenomenon in a 

minor way in her partially suppressed work. It was also floated elsewhere in the post-1980 

literature.1609  

This phenomenon raises a central problem with urbanization – that is, irrespective of 

whether it is categorized as the product of “push” or “pull,” there exists an underlying 

assumption that life in the city will be drastically better and yet this is met with disappointment 

even where material conditions do improve substantially, either because the improvement is 

unsatisfactory or because it comes with unanticipated tradeoffs. Arguably, this is merely a 

 
1607 John Knight and Ramani Gunatilaka, “Great Expectations? The Subjective Well-being of Rural-Urban 
Migrants in China,” World Development 38.1 (2010), 113-24. Cf. the discussion of rural women’s 
happiness in Chapter 2. 
1608 Fei Guo and Robyn R. Iredale, “Migration, Identity and Wellbeing in China: Recent Developments and 
New Research,” Handbook of Chinese Migration: Identity and Wellbeing, eds. Iredale and Guo 
(Northampton, Mass.: Edward Elgar, 2015), 2, utilizing an estimate from the World Bank: “Urban China: 
Toward efficient, inclusive, and sustainable urbanization” (2014): http://hdl.handle.net/10986/18865. See 
Guo and Iredale’s notes for an array of other examples throughout the developing world.  
1609 Ivan Vasilʹev who writes in a somewhat similar style of literary journalism as Alexievich did as a 
correspondent, presents this as a key opportunity for village settlement: Vasilʹev, V kraiu istokov. 
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reflection of one of the broad and inherent problems of modernization.1610 Individuals judge their 

success purely according to its idealized promise which cannot necessarily be fulfilled even 

given an extremely powerful and invested state. Where improvements stall out or reverse, the 

social impact can be destabilizing far beyond the immediate economic aspects.1611 (To this end, 

the leaders of the Chinese state have engaged in successive rounds of expectations-

management.)1612 As shown crucially in Chapter 3, though, this process operated in the village 

too. While older people complained about practical things like washing machines and 

motorcycle parts, younger people complained about lacking venues for socialization, and both 

interpreted their lot against standards of modern urban life due to them as Soviet citizens. 

Both of these complaints reflected the fatal inability of the Soviet state to merge 

Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft in its modernizing quest.1613 Functionally, this effort relied on a 

twofold operation, (i) the substitution of traditional, socially mediated venues for personal 

fulfillment according to a mass culture and (ii) material improvement in living standards and 

infrastructure to make this transition palatable.1614 As discussed above, the latter was a 

disappointment, whatever advantages in planning the Soviet state could boast. And, even for 

those for whom it was more effective, the former was a bust too. The Soviet state was not 

 
1610 Anthony Giddens makes such an argument: The Consequences of Modernity, 10. 
1611 James Ferguson, Expectations of Modernity: Myths and Meanings of Urban Life on the Zambian 
Copperbelt (Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press, 1999). 
1612 Jiang Zemin declared in 2002 “that farmers would belong to the ‘moderately well off society’ [xiaokang 
shehui]” to be built by 2020 (modified by Hu Jintao three years later to be a “Socialist Harmonious Society 
[shehuizhuyi hexie shehui]”: Ahlers, Rural Policy Implementation, 31-2. 
1613 A consensus seems to have emerged around the turn of the millennium that this was the central 
death-knell of the Soviet project. Andrew Merrifield suggests this to be key to Marx’s vision of urban-rural 
relations where the village represented a “gemeinschaft culture” that needed to be integrated into a less 
“stable” “gesselschaft” arrangement: Brudny, Reinventing Russia; Kharkhordin, The Collective and the 
Individual; Merrifield, Metromarxism, 23; Gábor T. Rittersporn, Malte Rolf, and Jan C. Behrends, “Open 
Spaces and the Public Realm: Thoughts on the Public Sphere in Soviet-Type Systems,” Sphären von 
Öffentlichkeit, eds. Rittersporn, Rolf, and Behrends, 430-1 & 443-5; Yurchak, Everything Was Forever. 
1614 This is a bit more involved than Millar’s “little deal”: Millar, “The Little Deal.” 
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sufficiently adept at providing solutions to the less-obvious human needs in comparison with 

other societies in a state of transition, either in the village or the city. In this respect we might 

also compare the Soviet case to the Japanese, where a conservative society, itself caught up in a 

modernization paradigm, has maintained an unforgiving culture of work and the associated bleak 

prospects for interpersonal relationships with market-sustained novelties like specialized venues 

for group debauchery and ritualized non-sexual interaction between genders. 

Soviet ideologists did recognize that they had metaphysical obligations to fulfill, what 

they labeled “spiritual needs [dukhovnye potrebnosti],” but, as Chapters 5 and 6 show, the state 

failed to make adequate meaning for newcomers who chose alongside native urbanites to make 

their own sense of their physical and social space in the city, unmoored by officials’ efforts at 

cultivation except for a scaffold of familiar institutions and cultural objects. For the depopulating 

village, meanwhile, the erosion of traditional social structures including through their direct and 

indirect disruption through state policy (Chapter 2) contributed to rising crime, alcoholism, and 

malaise broadly rendered. Part of this stemmed from the failure to provide the standard of living 

promised, and in the village as in the city there was also a correlated atomization and weakening 

of community stemming from processes seen elsewhere in the modernizing world and only 

reinforced by the Soviet state’s mission to deliver this (practically destabilizing) modernity to 

every last citizen. Unable to develop connections between individuals as strong and meaningful 

as those earlier found in rural communities, the state failed to do more than augment and, often, 

disfigure them. 

Instead, as leaders sought openly to “improve the human condition,” in Scott’s phrasing, 

or to improve the “make-up [sostav]”  or “quality [素质: sùzhì]” of the population in the more 
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utilitarian Soviet and contemporary Chinese parlance,1615 they occasionally reverted to 

neotraditional frames. We can see this by putting in parallel a song promulgated by local 

propagandists in a contemporary Chinese village and a collection of proverbs in the newspaper 

of a predominantly rural district in 1960s Soviet Ukraine, both of which sought to highlight 

virtues of humble labor compatible with Communist morality through the prism of received 

ancient wisdom, privileging “especially the perspectives of the elderly.”1616 

“People-Admonishing Song”1617 

 

The loving kindness of parents 

Is as deep as the ocean,  

Show deference to the elderly,  

Boundless love to the young;  

Industriousness can make one rich,  

Gluttony and laziness lead to a lifetime 

of poverty... 

“Popular Commandments”1618 

 

The summer provides, and the winter deprives, 

A good master won’t let even a blade of straw lie. 

Grow up tall, be happy.  

Don’t brag or be yappy. 

Be robust as a fish, flush as blush,  

Merry as spring, busy as a bee, abundant as earth. 

Respect elders – as a youth respects you. 

Knowledge leads you from the woods, not into them. 

Silent stay,  

When you’ve nothing to say. 

A braggart’s tongue runs, but his hands cannot, 

One’s done his deed, the other’s frogs caught. 

Strikingly, in the course of “Building a New Socialist Village” (or “[liquidating] the 

socioeconomic and lifestyle-cultural [kulʹturno-bytovye] differences between the city and 

village”) authorities found value in preaching the wisdom of elders to villagers themselves.1619 

 
1615 The use of similar phrasing was largely limited to academic work in the Soviet case, whereas in the 
PRC it explicitly informs administrative rhetoric: Zaslavskaia, Kompleksnaia programa issledovaniia, 2-3; 
Rachel Murphy, “Turning Peasants Into Modern Chinese Citizens: ‘Population Qu(((99ality’ Discourse, 
Demographic Transition, and Primary Education,” The China Quarterly 177 (Mar. 2004), 1-20. 
1616 “cūnlǐde wénhuàshì – jièlóngcūn quànmíngē hé jiāxùncíde gùshì  [村里的文化事 – 界龙村劝民歌和家

训词的故事],” zhōngguó wénmíng wǎng [中国文明网]: http://www.wmsh.gov.cn/zhuanti/20141120jlc/ 
1617 Perry, “From Mass Campaigns…,”45, quoting Yanjing Shao [邵燕敬], “Jièlóngcūn: wénmíng 

xiàngfēng pūmiànlái [界龙村: 文明乡风扑面来],” pūdōng fāzhàn [浦东 发展] 4 (2006), 39-40. 
1618 O. Bilyk, “Narodni prykazy,” Budivnyk komunizmu (4 Jan. 1966), 4: These lines were formatted in a 

single block and for the most part can be read as one whole. 
1619 “Programma Kommunisticheskoi partii Sovetskogo Soiuza,” KPSS v rezoliutsiiakh i resheniiakh 
sʺezdov, konferentsii I plenumov TsK, 8th ed. 8 (Moscow: Izdatelʹstvo politicheskoi literatury, 1972), 261. 
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Naturally, these prosaic paeans to humility departed from the emphasis on accumulation of 

goods and the development of a more complex person that the state was simultaneously 

introducing to the village under the guise of modernization modeled after urban areas.1620  

It serves to comment here on the received wisdom that the post-Soviet urban population 

(particularly outside of metropolises) is stuck in a state of semi-peasantry, an opinion one can 

find expressed and endorsed in the work of highly respected demographers alongside journalists 

writing for a popular audience. As noted briefly in Chapter 6, this view has been utilized to 

explain everything from patterns of crime to political developments, and it is rarely intended in 

the vein of a complement. In its traditional articulation, this rural mindset is read as follows: 

a cult of patience; a proclivity to tolerate inherited inequality, rather than 

inequality resulting from individual differences in ingenuity, talent, and work 

ethic; a cult of leadership in which a strong individual would make a decision for 

the rank-and-file and thus relieve them from the burden of making personal 

choices; a Manichean world view [sic], whereby the utmost evil wages the 

perennial tug of war with the utmost virtue without a sense of anything 

whatsoever between those extremes; and a belief in abiding by moral reasoning 

rather than legal norms.1621 

Ioffe, Nefedova, and Zaslavsky lean here on the musings of fellow demographer Anatolii 

Vishnevskii who noted that at the close of the Soviet period only about 40% of those in their 

forties living in a city had been born in one as the basis for his conclusion that “Russia, in fact, 

continues to be an exceedingly rural country… primarily rural in terms of mentality.”1622  

 
1620 Alexander Day, an especially keen observer of the rhetorics of transformation concerning rural China 
takes seriously the efforts of the cultural brigades who might spread such poetry: Chernyshova, Soviet 
Consumer Culture; Day, The Postsocialist Peasant in China, 170 & 177; Dunham, In Stalin’s Time; 
Golubev, “Elemental Materialism”; Hoffman, Stalinist Values; Kelly and Volkov, “Directed Desires.” 
1621 Ioffe, Nefedova, and Zaslavsky, The End of Peasantry?, 17. 
1622 Vishnevskii further notes that as Soviet urbanization proceeded the share of rural-born persons 
among the highest echelons of the Party actually increased until the ascent of Mikhail Gorbachev. Anatolii 
[A.G.] Vishnevskii, Serp i rublʹ (Moscow: OGI, 2001), 94-9 cited by Ioffe, Nefedova, and Zaslavsky, The 
End of Peasantry?, 8 & 16.  
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The idea that there should be cultural continuity between village and city society given 

the significant human movement between them is not radical, although it differs strongly with 

the unidirectional “leadership” model endorsed by the Party and once accepted by Soviet-era 

sociologists like Zaslavskaia (see Chapter 3).1623 On the other hand, these readings accept as 

given a rather unidimensional and somewhat anachronistic vision of the village, and we do not 

have to accept the triumphalism of Perevedentsev – who wrote in a 1975 monograph that “at 

present there is almost no village way of life characteristic for bygone years still left in our 

country” – to say so.1624 As traced in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, village youth after Stalin were 

not content to sit in “patience” and acceptance of their lot, and, as we see in Chapters 4, 5, and 

6, they were able to make many of their own choices, though their thought process might not 

have always been as elaborate and involved as the paradigms of “culturedness” or the 

“developed person” might have envisioned. Similarly, the pragmatic “moral reasoning” they 

allegedly practiced would have been at odds with a putatively Manichean worldview, and its 

underlying logics and course were significantly influenced by habits that evolved in conjunction 

with the procurement rituals1625 and consumerism1626 encouraged by the state. 

 
1623 These scholars did occasionally make asides to the opposite effect, e.g.: “The penetration of village 
system of norm values into the city occurs almost exclusively as a result of the migration of village 
residents to cities” and “Not only does the village become elevated in the sense of culture and lifestyle to 
the level of the city, but the city also soaks in the best of the village.” Explorations of what this meant in 
any practical sense were lacking: Zaslvaksaia, Kompleksnaia programma, 62; Bondarenko, Likvidatsiia 
sushchestvennykh razlichii, 63. 
1624 (He excepted parts of Central Asia): Perevedentsev, Goroda i vremia (Moscow: Statistika, 1975), 45. 
1625 Alena Ledeneva, a leading expert on the intersection of economy and political culture in Russia offers 
a vastly more elaborate model for everyday economic behavior than simply peasant roots: Ledeneva, 
“The Geneaology of Krugovaya Poruka: Forced Trust as a Feature of Russian Political Culture,” Trust and 
Democratic Transition in Post-Communist Europe, ed. Ivana Markova (Oxford, U.K.: Oxford University 
Press, 2004); Ledeneva, How Russia Really Works; Ledeneva, Russia’s Economy of Favours: Blat, 
Networking, and Informal Exchange (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1999). 
1626 The Soviet case did not produce anything resembling the “traditional … minimalism” of Japanese life 
(which of course coexisted with technological developments), and where the Japanese middle classes 
took charge through “I-arrange-it-my-way” domesticity, Soviet citizens filled in the gaps with what we 
would now call “do-it-yourself” activity according to prescribed scripts: Michitarō Tada, “The Glory and 
Misery of ‘My Home’,” trans. Robert Wargo, Authority and the Individual in Japan: Citizen Protest in 
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Thus, while there are certainly continuities between village and city culture, the Soviet 

state succeed in transforming its rural population to a degree that, by the late-Soviet period, 

newcomers to the city could no longer be reduced to simple vessels for traditional mores, even if 

they carried more of a communitarian spirit than the average city-dweller. As Chapter 6 shows, 

they were not frozen in a state of utter naïveté and docility like the caricature might suggest, at 

least not for long, and instead had serious expectations and the means to navigate their 

fulfilment; their particular loyalty to the Soviet project then was premised largely on the rather 

significant transformation of living standards that many did ultimately experience in the medium 

term.  

Villagers did generally want the types of goods, infrastructure, and experiences on offer, 

though the state could not hope to deliver these in the village to the same quality as in the city, 

and, once much of the population was in cities, the state could no longer rely on the crutch of 

extant village communities to maintain social cohesion feeding a search for meaning and identity 

among city-dwellers that manifested in inter-ethnic tensions, a cargo cult of Western culture, 

and, among newcomers to the city, an attempt to maintain their village social networks. It has 

been observed by other scholars who have grappled with rural-urban interaction that social 

networks are a particularly significant factor in reducing the frictions of the migration process – 

even where subjects themselves see integration as a matter of culture and behavior foremost.1627 

In complement to economic considerations, this is why late-Soviet migrants from village to city, 

as those in contemporary China (where the social net is weaker), tended to see themselves as part 

of a “single household that span[ned] village and city” rather than individual atoms of some 

 
Historical Perspective, ed. J. Victor Koschmann (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 1978), 216; Waswo, 
Housing in Postwar Japan, 62. 
1627 Ferguson, Expectations of Modernity, 83; Horváth, Stalinism Reloaded, 98-103. 
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larger family.1628 Aaron Hale-Dorrell has recently sought to rehabilitate at least the vision behind 

the Corn Campaign (if not its execution), and the effort to modernize the Soviet village was 

similarly no hare-brained scheme. Authorities pursued many of the same commonsense policies 

as their latter-day Chinese counterparts and, if belatedly, developed a conception of villagers’ 

material and “spiritual [dukhovnye]” needs, which hit some correct notes though they tended to 

draw too heavily on working collectively for the glory of the country.1629  

Once more, the Soviet experience in failing to forestall or adequately manage rural-urban 

migration was not a unique one. As the Chinese case shows in particular, even given a Party-

state with a significant role in the economy, the failure to forestall urbanization does not seem to 

necessarily relegate a system to the dustbin of history. Nor, conversely, were the Socialist states 

including the USSR the only place in the developing world where faith in “ever-greater 

urbanization, modernity, and prosperity” yielded to a “hard-to-swallow malaise” in the 1980s. 

The same occurred throughout sub-Saharan Africa, for example, including the well-studied 

Zambian case, despite far more interventionist measures.1630 As distribution networks for 

foodstuffs began to become overstressed in the cities, the United Nations decided much like the 

Soviet Government that the solution lay in peri-urban and urban food production.1631 As the 

Soviet the Foodstuffs Program showed, the logical responses were often the same, though they 

 
1628 Unlike the Soviet case with the exception of pre- and post-Revolutionary decades, the typically 
migrant husbands see their village wives and families only rarely, and as Fan notes, inter-provincial 
migrants became far, far less skewed by gender between 1990 and 2000, with a particular decline in the 
share of women who migrate for the purposes of marriage and a complementary steep rise in the share 
of women who migrate for work: Fan, China on the Move, 7-13; 77; 82-3. 
1629 Natalʹia Galimova, “Formirovanie dukhovnykh potrebnostei selʹskoi molodëzhi v usloviiakh razvitogo 
sotsializma (na materiale Belorusskoi SSR),” candidate’s diss., Belarusian State V.I. Lenin University of 
the Order of the Red Banner, Minsk (1984).  
1630 Pottier, “Urban Hunger,” 109, citing Ferguson, Expectations of Modernity, 14. See also: Yuri Slezkine, 
Arctic Mirrors: Russia and the Small Peoples of the North (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1994). 
1631 Pottier, “Urban Hunger,” 107. 
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were arguably more destabilizing for a state whose leadership found it increasingly untenable to 

conflate destination with striving once shelves emptied.1632  

The provisioning crisis of the 1980s was fittingly the first significant hiccup for a process 

of urbanization that had continued for half a century. As had been the case during the very early 

forging of the Soviet Union, albeit to a far lesser degree, some hungry city-dwellers returned to 

their native villages (or adopted ones) and rural-dwellers came to look at city joblessness as an 

unwelcome prospect. In the intervening years, and in the Black Earth region particularly, the 

rural population has remained far steadier. (Table 7.1) As Ioffe, Nefedeova, and Zaslavsky argue 

at length and entirely persuasively, this is because these regions are naturally more climactically 

suited toward agriculture.1633 The market, thus, has slowed down urbanization where the Soviet 

state could not. It is of course rather clear for the reasons argued herein that, all things 

considered, the state was not acting as a brake at all, but the opposite. 

Table 7.1: Rural Share of Population in  

Belgorod and Sumy Oblasts, 1959, 1989, and 2019 

 Rural Share of Population 

 1959 1989 20191634 

Belgorod Oblast 80.4% 36.9% 32.5% 

Sumy Oblast 66.5% 38.2% 30.8% 

 

Noticeably, even though the quality of mechanical equipment and access to capital 

markets has improved dramatically in the thirty years following the collapse of the USSR 

(particularly on the Russian side of the border) to the extent that this region is once more a 

 
1632 This is the critique of Stephen Hanson: Time and Revolution: Marxism and the Design of Soviet 
Institutions (Chapel Hill, N.C.: University of North Carolina Press, 1997). 
1633 Ioffe, Nefedova, and Zaslavsky, The End of Peasantry?  
1634“Demohrafichnyi pasport – Sumsʹka oblastʹ,’ Vseukraïnsʹkyi perepys naselennia:  
http://database.ukrcensus.gov.ua/Mult/Dialog/statfile1_c_files/pasport.files/pasport/59_uk.htm#0101; 
“Dolia gorodskogo naseleniia v obshchei chslennosti naseleniia na 1 ianvaria,” Federalʹnaia sluzhba 
gosudarstevnnoi statistiki: https://showdata.gks.ru/report/278932/ 
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globally significant exporter of grain, the mass of out-migration occurred in the 30 years before 

the Soviet collapse and the balance between urban and rural populations has been much steadier 

since. This suggests that the Soviet state drastically over-encouraged (pushed, pulled, etc.) rural 

outmigration far beyond what was economically efficient (or, given the ill-fated turn to the 

import of grain) sustainable at the time given that the Black Earth region has a comparative 

advantage in agriculture relative not only to other regions of the post-Soviet space but globally as 

well. 

In 1954, Saint Lucian-British economist W. Arthur Lewis introduced what has become 

known as the “Lewis Turning Point,” a concept in development economics which refers to the 

point at which a growing economy can no longer utilize cheap unskilled rural labor for its 

development.1635 Aside from other economic headwinds, it is clear that Soviet authorities 

increasingly ran aground upon a Lewis Turning Point of their own hastening. Cannibalizing rural 

labor faster than technological progress under market conditions would suggest optimal – a far 

more different form of exploiting rural labor for industrial growth than in earlier decades – 

proved unsustainable. Just as Lewis’s model held, authorities were forced to rapidly raise rural 

wages such that there remained only a 20% gap by the close of the 1980s (whereas the 

discrepancy had been 65% in 1960 and approached an order of magnitude before).1636 A sign 

perhaps of its timeliness, the debate regarding whether China has reached this point was 

broached just before its galloping economic growth began to flag recently, and for the USSR too 

it coincided with the stagnation of the economy as a whole.1637 What is more, the Soviet Union 

 
1635 Arthur Lewis, “Economic Development with Unlimited Supplies of Labor,” Manchester School of 
Economic and Social Studies 22 (1954), 139-91; Gustav Rani, “Arthur Lewis’ Contribution to 
Development Thinking and Policy,” Yale Economic Growth Center Discussion Papers 891 (Aug. 2004): 
http://www.econ.yale.edu/growth_pdf/cdp891.pdf 
1636 Trud v SSSR: statisticheskii sbornik (Moscow: Finansy i statistika, 1988), 143. 
1637 Debating the Lewis Turning Point in China, eds. Yiping Huang and Cai Fang (New York: Routledge, 
2014). 
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reached this point at a highly delicate moment in terms of its balance of accounts and reserves of 

hard currency. Among the most significant middle-term beneficiaries of this long-term disaster 

for the Soviet state were the most recent newcomers to cities who experienced what were for the 

time being significant improvements in living standards. 

Writing in Literaturnoe obozrenie in 1985 as a moderating voice of official imprimatur in 

a “round table” discussion of the Soviet city, architectural theorist Viacheslav Glazychev quoted 

from The Master and Margarita: “Before us stands [the] titanic battle of order and spontaneity 

[poriadok i stikhiia]: the new order of the cohering world [sozidaemyi mir] and the old 

spontaneities of NEP-era life, and the city [is] the stage for this battle.”1638 Oddly pitching 

Bulgakov’s carnival of totalitarian absurdity as a progressive satire on the old order, Glazychev 

added the comment that “This is all about the city of ‘the past.” Instead, he framed the problem 

of “order and spontaneity” within the problematic “whirl of endless, all-encompassing 

construction,” one building site exchanging dust with another “changing neither its color nor 

consistency.” The problems of course ran much deeper, and the battle between order and entropy 

was in many ways the central problem of the late-Soviet city and society trapped between the 

rational progress and atomization of modernity, a fog much more perilous than some dust from a 

construction site. 

 Amid the whirl of contradictions and tensions that defined late-Soviet urban modernity 

tens of millions of primarily young rural people moved to cities in the years after Stalin. Each 

had his or her own blend of motivations and concerns united by a shared ecosystem of state 

policy. The particulars of this process – including facets like the growing predominance of 

women into the 1970s, the continuing tendency to act as one economic unit with family, and the 

 
1638 Viacheslav Glazychëv, “Lad slova i kamnia,” Literaturnoe obozrenie 1985.2, 91. 
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rise of antisocial behavior in the village and city alike – rarely resulted directly from the 

intentions of state policy; indeed, they often ran counter to them. Given a sense of what a 

modern, respectable life meant, which they correctly ascertained to be based on state-privileged 

models as city existence, and, increasingly, given the opportunity to leave, many did. The 

pictures of smiling milkmaids one can see depicted in media aimed at rural-dwellers were 

entirely insufficient in the face of the broader material and sociocultural realities of late Soviet 

life.  

Village youth were not oblivious to these contradictions, although they certainly 

processed them at varying levels of their consciousness. In a brief, lyrical memoir treating his 

Kursk Oblast childhood, Denis Dubeev dwells heavily on their role in shaping the formation of 

his sense of self [“lichnostʹ”] in a way ideologists would have not found ideal: 

It is difficult to … to describe the feeling at seeing even rows of rusted-out, ruined 

agricultural equipment, easily visible from the school window…. 

The urge to finish school [uchitʹsa v starshikh klassakh] among young villagers 

[derevenskie rebiata] [was] simple – kolkhozniks [did] not have passports or 

received them with great difficulty [s ogromnym organizatsionnym 

trudom] ….Finishing ten grades, [though,] passports were given out as a matter of 

course [kak by sam soboi], and only then did they become citizens with full rights 

of a country where there famously reigned an ‘alliance of workers and peasants.’ 

Thus all the other boys and girls did daily come from villages seven kilometers 

away along the spring [and] fall Black earth dirt [chernozëmnaia osenne-

vesenneia griazʹ], in which the wheels of autos and carts would sink down to their 

axles, [and] through the winter squalls of snow. On the account of all this and 

much else, upperclassmen sometimes asked their teachers bitter questions. The 

teaches answered that you all see everything of yourselves, but you are already 

young adults [vzroslye rebiata] after all and you understand after all that on your 

exams you need to answer not how you see our life [obśaia zhiznʹ], but how you 

are supposed to see it [kak polozheno videtʹ], how we teach you…  

And how [else], in those years, could the beloved teachers of the upper-classmen 

answer?...  

Gradually the feeling grew that ‘adults,’ all so wonderful [milye] individually, as a 

whole, as a system, were doing something somehow wrong and doing it very 
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poorly… this troubled feeling led to that I, in the middle of sixth grade, somehow 

abruptly and all at once lost interest in official public activity [ofitsialʹnaia 

obshchestvennaia deiatelʹnostʹ] at school; and membership in the ‘council of the 

pioneer crew [sovet pionerskoi druzhiy],’ of which I was at one time naively 

proud, seemed to me dull, useless, foreign. At that point I felt myself [in my 

element] like a fish in water in all kinds of social affairs [tusovochnye dela], all 

kinds of dram-, phil-, phys- clubs and so on, the publication of placard 

newspapers together with [their] laughter, toil [voznia], and debate – but from 

then on and for the rest of my life I could not be dragged to official ‘meetings,’ 

‘presidia,’ and ‘councils.’1639 

I will close with Dubeev’s words rather than my interviewees’ because despite the impression 

given by certain auteurs, ordinary people do not speak in refined prose or even, typically, in 

elaborate fleshed out analytical and reflective paragraphs. They speak in anecdotes sewn together 

by animated turns of phrase, conveying and even performing experiences that had significance to 

them and from which we can work backwards to deduce what was most important in their lives. 

 One thing my interviewees remembered very well was how they ate: how they collected 

duck eggs in their hats on the way to school, how much they paid for sausage in 1973 – down to 

the kopek, what foodstuffs weighed down the bags they dragged through the springtime mud 

when they emerged from the crowded route-bus on Friday evenings, the lemonade and ice cream 

their parents bought them on trips to the city, how “coming from the village everything was a 

delicacy.”1640 Most Russian-speakers know well the phrase that “fish search for the depths, and 

men for the best [ryba ishchet gde glubzhe, a chelovek gde luchshe],” and it is certainly true that 

it was best where there was ice cream. The statistical investigation in Chapter 2 as well as 

previous efforts all suggest matters of labor and remuneration as being the most easily observed 

factors mediating movement out of the village. 

 
1639 Dubeev, Memuary barʹerista, Ch.6. 
1640 Ekaterina Timofeevna [b.1942]; Galina Konstantinovna [b.1946]; Nikolai Alekseevich [b.1949], 
Vladimir Grigorʹevich [b.1950]; Vladimir Vasilʹevich [b.1950]; Anastasiia Mikhailovna [b.1954]; Anatolii 
Alekseevich [b.1962]. 
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 We need to explain somehow, though, the other details that are remembered: The camera 

purchased with money bought working in the kolkhoz; the new watch the school director felt to 

be unseemly; the tape deck carried out into the fields for impromptu dances; the fashionable new 

dress dismissed by a “suppressed [podavlennaia]” grandmother who thought the money would 

have been better spent on food.1641 Notable too are the voluminous complaints in the archival 

record about unsatisfactory cultural programing in village clubs, which were, it is worth 

mentioning, submitted by the types of individuals who were most prone to write into a 

newspaper.1642 What this testifies to is that not only did these “fish” search for where it was 

“best,” they, like Dubeev, also wanted to feel like a “fish in water.” For some (relatively few 

according to Chapter 5), like the creative Dubeev this meant participation in structured social 

activities. For others, like many of those writing to the press, this meant the desire for more 

interesting cultural fare and dances at the club. For others still it was hobbies, clothes, 

motorcycles, and cosmetics. For nearly everyone it was also food and a sense of basic personal 

prestige that required an increasingly complex combination of the above. In the midst of the 

pursuit of these things, individuals took the goods and opportunities afforded to them, but so 

often they did not do so within the framework of high ideology or even to the general advantage 

of the priorities of the state.  

In a somewhat personal article tracing the evolution of her thought on the problems 

around the liberation of Chinese women, historian Gail Hershatter compares Ghanaian villagers’ 

refashioning of lightbulbs into kerosene lamps when their village was not electrified on schedule 

with the ultimately successful efforts of an abused rural woman named Chaofeng to gain a 

 
1641 Anatolii Semënovich [b.1949]; Antonina Nikolaevna [b.1958]; Aleksandr Ivanovich [b.1965]. 
1642 E.g. RGASPI f.M-1, op.9, d.661, l.61-101; op.36, d.266, l.109;.f.591, op.1, d.61, l.12; d.91, l.4, d.205, 
l.85. Note also a significant part of discussion among authorities at the conferences of village youth 
retention mentioned elsewhere. 
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divorce in light of the liberal and revolutionary 1950 Marriage Law despite the resistance of 

local cadres and her extended family: 

A state initiative—an electrification plan complete with lightbulbs, or a Marriage 

Law—arrives on the landscape. The household’s inhabitants may look at it with 

puzzlement, or not look at it at all, but it becomes an increasingly familiar part of 

their environment. Then one day they see a use for it, pick it up, and refashion it. 

The original cannot always be deployed as intended … people exercise a certain 

agency, piecing together whatever is available, in the name of a local or even an 

individual agenda, without necessarily seeing or being concerned about the 

whole.1643 

Hershatter’s novel comparison helps us move past the binary sketched above – light and love fall 

at vastly different places on the continuum between material and social and yet there is a 

commonality in the way that the state influences activity, even in ways distorted by its 

limitations, while individuals are ultimately driven by their own needs.1644 One of the easiest and 

most efficient ways that the Soviet state could meaningfully attempt to satisfy the varied 

aspirations of its rural population was by facilitating their passage to the city, though individuals 

themselves shaped the process to a significant degree. Indeed, as the route to the city became 

exhausted as a vehicle for social mobility, it became clear just how limited the state’s capabilities 

were. 

 

  

 
1643 Hershatter, “Disquiet in the House,” 882-3. 
1644 Priya Lal even extends this argument to residents of one of the most iconic efforts at wholescale 
village reform, the Tanzanian ujamaa project: Lal, African Socialism in Postcolonial Tanzania. 
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Appendix A: Enlarged Maps 

 

Figure A.1: The Change in the Number of Village Men (Born 1944)  

from the 1959 Census to the 1970 Census 
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Figure A.2: The Change in the Number of Village Women (Born 1944) 

from the 1959 Census to the 1970 Census 
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Figure A.3: The Change in the Number of Village Men (Born 1955) 

from the 1970 Census to the 1979 Census 
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Figure A.4: The Change in the Number of Village Women (Born 1955) 

from the 1970 Census to the 1979 Census 
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Figure A.5: The Change in the Number of Village Men (Born 1964) 

from the 1979 Census to the 1989 Census 
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Figure A.6: The Change in the Number of Village Women (Born 1964) 

from the 1979 Census to the 1989 Census   
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Appendix B: Approximating the Share of “Missing” Rural Youth That Went to the City 

 

It is difficult to establish just what proportion of those recorded as leaving a village ended 

up in a city (or conversely what share of city in-migrants came from a village), and while figures 

germane to this matter are occasionally cited by sociologists and demographers in the period 

literature they vary. Iaroslav Hyrych, points out that for the Ukrainian SSR specifically, the 

published results of the 1970 census indicate that 22% of village population loss over the 

preceding decade was due to administrative recategorization of large villages as “tracts of urban 

type” and 78% due to mechanical movement.1645 Meanwhile, other historians that have 

approached these processes have simply disclaimed the matter of precision.1646 I tend to agree 

that the exact figure is of secondary importance, but this bedeviling question deserves some 

attention if only to illustrate the extent to which authorities themselves were flying blind. 

 Meticulous population movement data kept by the oblast units of the Central Statistical 

Agency tracked (a) how many persons of each birth-year moved to and from cities and rural 

areas and (b) how many persons in total moved to and from the cities and rural areas of each 

oblast. For reasons that can only be said to reflect the ambivalence of authorities toward 

urbanization, the proportion of those who left the village for the city, specifically, or, conversely, 

came to the city from a village was not tracked at the ground level.  

 

 

 

 
1645 Itogi Vsesoiuznoi perepisi naseleniia 1970 g. 1 (Moscow: Statistika, 1972), 79 & 83, cited by Iaroslav 
Hyrych, “Osoblyvosti mihratsiinoï polityky v URSR uprodovzh 1960-kh rokiv,” Putyvlʹskyi kraieznavchyi 
zbirnyk 8 (Sumy, Ukr.: Universytetsʹka knyha, 2015), 254. 
1646 E.g. Lewis Siegelbaum, “The Rural Exodus,” Reconsidering Stagnation, eds. Fainberg and 
Kalinovsky. 
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B.1: Share of Belgorod Oblast Teenagers who Relocated during 1970 and 1975 

 who Moved to a City 

 19701647 19751648 

Within 

Oblast 

Males aged ≈17 251/415 (60%) 259/356 (73%) 

Females aged ≈17 393/588 (67%) 354/471 (75%) 

Females aged ≈18 543/1027 (53%) 653/1063 (61%) 

Females aged ≈19 433/1000 (43%) 562/1057 (53%) 

Females aged 15-24 2335/4744 (49%) 2889/5156 (56%) 

Outside 

Oblast 

Males aged ≈17 304/319  (95%) 480/505 (95%) 

Females aged ≈17 566/572 (99%) 613/651 (94%) 

Females aged ≈18 942/1079 (87%) 756/853 (89%) 

Females aged ≈19 810/903 (90%) 758/936 (81%) 

Females aged 15-24 4688/5383 (87%) 4633/5462 (85%) 

Overall 

Males aged ≈17 555/734 (76%) 739/861 (86%) 

Females aged ≈17 959/1215 (79%) 967/1122 (86%) 

Females aged ≈18 1485/2106 (71%) 1409/1916 (74%) 

Females aged ≈19 1243/1903 (65%) 1320/1993 (66%) 

Females aged 15-24 7023/10127 (69%) 7522/10618 (71%) 

 

As an example, it is possible to take demographic data collected by the Central Statistical 

Agency affiliate in Belgorod Oblast. Given the underlying problems, this data too needs to be 

approached with the utmost humility. One significant issue is that this sort of data underreported 

migration, and it was precisely migration not directly planned by authorities that was most likely 

to be under-counted. The resettlement of rural people to Central Asia or the Far East, which 

continued sporadically even though the mass resettlement campaigns of yore had petered out, 

would be the sort of process most likely to be picked up by official data. And yet, officially, in 

1970 and 1975, 98% and 95%, respectively of the 17-year-olds who left the Oblast were 

relocating to a city (this is a combined figure for both those leaving the villages and the cities of 

the Oblast).  

We do not know the exact share who were urban versus rural in origin (the split of 17-

year-olds in the general population was about even), but it is telling that there were officially 

only 21 (in 1970) and 63 (in 1975) of them who left the Oblast for the village of another 

 
1647 GABO f.R-106, op.9, spr.524, l.1; 4; 6. 
1648 GABO f.R-106, op.9, spr.740, l.26-7; 30. 
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subdivision of the USSR. For those slightly older the figure changes, though it tends to hover 

around the mid-80% mark for women. For men older than 17 and younger than their mid-20s the 

number becomes meaningless because of the very high proportion, upwards of 60% in cases, 

whose destination is unknown, signifying, primarily, military service. What we can gather from 

the more useful female figure though is that, the dramatic drop in the population of rural youth 

was not due to resettlement in the villages of other parts of the USSR.  

To be still more sure of this we can compare this data (in all its glorious imperfection) 

with that of the censuses, making the assumption once again that trans-Oblast village-to-village 

resettlement was likely to be tracked somewhat accurately. All in all, in 1970 and 1975, 

respectively, the total number of females between ages 15 and 24 who left Belgorod Oblast for 

the village of another subdivision of the USSR was 695 and 829. A slightly smaller estimate for 

men (whose village population declined less) of 626 and 746 give an estimated totals of about 

1321 and 1575 departures for those ages 15-24 to village locales outside Belgorod Oblast. Given 

that these figures are not far apart, we can make the rough assumption that the total number of 

15-24-year-olds who left for non-Belgorod Oblast villages in one year was roughly comparable 

to the total sum of those of each individual birth-year cohort leaving over the course of a decade 

(when they are 15 in 1970, 16 in 1971, … and 24 in 1979). We would then add 578 to the totals 

to account for Veydelevka, Ivnya, Biryuch, Rakitnoe, and Rovenki, each of which was converted 

from a village to a tract of urban type during the decade.1649  

Thus, out of the roughly 9,000 missing rural Belgorod Oblast youth who are 15 in 1970 

and 24 in 1979 (see Preface), we can explain only just about 2,000, a fifth, as leaving for rural 

 
1649 Their combined population was 31,162 in 1970, and we multiply that by the average 1.85% of the 
oblast’s village population that was 15 years old in 1970. 
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areas of other Oblasts or living in a village converted to a tract of urban type. In other words, 

through the readily admitted haziness of all the assumptions we have made, this is evidence that 

only a small share of the drastic drop in rural population of youth (defined here as aged 15-24) in 

the Oblasts of the Black Earth region was a product of administrative reclassification or 

resettlement to the villages of other regions including Western Siberia where authorities had hit 

the panic button over rural depopulation, the Far East where the rural population increased, and 

Central Asia. No, the vast majority of this youth – perhaps four fifths in this case – came to the 

city. 
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Appendix C: The Failure of Kolkhoz Membership Change Analysis at the District Level 

 

Table C.1: A Misleading Attempt to Explain Change in 

 Belgorod Oblast District Kolkhoz Family Populations 1650 

 

Variable 

Correlation between variable and a 

given district’s kolkhoznik population 

retention 1972-821651 

Mature cattle per kolkhoznik .80 

Cows per kolkhoznik .63 

Pigs per kolkhoznik .66 

Sheep and goats per kolkhoznik .83 

Tractors per kolkhoznik .80 

Motive power per kolkhoznik .81 

Share of milking that is mechanized .76 

For the fourteen districts of Belgorod Oblast for which data is available for both 1972 and 

1982, the correlations for variables reflecting mechanization and the retention of the kolkhoz 

population are all extremely high, the opposite of the finding at the individual kolkhoz level. 

(Figure 2.5) On one hand, the correlation for variables reflecting mechanization seems intuitive. 

The more tractors, motive power, and mechanized milking there was per kolkhoz person in a 

district, the more possible workers might be inclined to stay. On the other hand, the figures for 

livestock are less intuitive: the more cows, pigs, and large horned livestock per person (the more 

livestock tending, in other words), the more individuals remained.  

It turns out, though, that these results are an artificial byproduct of the weakest kolkhozes 

(typically the ones with the least motive power) being turned into sovkhozes (and their members 

 
1650 Calculations based on district-level summary annual kolkhoz reports for 1972 and 1982: GABO, f.R-
17, op.5, d.1274-5. 
1651 More specifically, correlation between variable and a given district’s 1982 kolkhozniks family 
population as a proportion of 1972 kolkhoznik family population. (Kolkhoznik family population is officially 
worded “kolkhoz members and their children,” which theoretically excludes non-kolkhoz-member 
spouses).  
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being turned from kolkhozniks to “sovkhoz workers”): There is basically no correlation (r = .11) 

between a change in a district’s overall village population over the 1970s and its kolkhozes’ 

motive power in 1972,1652 however there is a substantial correlation (r = .89) between the change 

in the proportion of village population in a given district that is made up of kolkhoznik family 

members over the 1970s and motive power in 1972.1653 In other words, over the 1970s those 

districts whose kolkhozes’ motive power (on a per kolkhoznik basis) was weakest in 1972 [very] 

consistently saw the largest drop in the share of their village population that was made up of 

kolhoznik family members. These steep drops (say from 75% to 58% in Valuyki District) could 

more readily be explained by conversion of kolkhozes to sovkhozes (and their laborers and their 

families from kolkhozniks to sovkhoz workers). As the share of land under cultivation by 

kolkhozes in this region did not change significantly, these were primarily livestock-focused.  

 

  

 
1652 More accurately this is a correlation between motive power in a given district’s kolkhozes and the 
given district’s 1979 village population as a proportion of the 1970 village population. The calculation 
accounts for the upgrading of several district centers from villages to “locales of urban type” over the 
course of the decade by removing their 1970 population from the 1970 village population total (as their 
residents are counted as villagers for purposes of the 1970 census but not for the 1979 census). 
Calculations based on the 1970 and 1979 census figures for each district as well as 1972 and 1982 
district-level summary annual kolkhoz reports {GABO, f.R-17, op.5, d.1274-5}. 
1653 Calculations based on the census figures for village population in 1970 and 1979 and 1972 and 1982 
district-level summary annual kolkhoz reports {GABO, f.R-17, op.5, d.1274-5}. Note that in order to arrive 
at beginning-of-1970s and end-of-1970s kolkhoznik family member proportions of village population for 
each district I, respectively, divided the 1972 kolkhoznik family member population in a given district by its 
1970 census village population and its 1982 kolkhoznik family member population in a given district by its 
1979 census village population. It would have been more ideal to rely on the district-level summary 
annual kolkhoz reports from 1970 and 1979, but the distortion (a slight understatement the kolkhoznik 
family member share of total rural population) is consistent across all districts and is exceedingly unlikely 
to distort the underlying conclusion.  
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Appendix D: Parallels Between the Chinese and Soviet Village Reform Programs 

 

Table D.1: The Five Original Policy Vectors of “Building a New Socialist Countryside” 

as Articulated by Tony Saich: 1654 

PRC (2006-present) USSR (1956-90) 

“The elimination of restrictions on labor 

migration” 

The lackadaisical enforcement of the passport regime 

outside of the major metropolises and resort zones 

(see Chapter 5) 

“Better protection of agricultural land rights” The gradual surrender to the personal ancillary plot 

as a mainstay of Soviet agriculture (see Chapter 2) 

“Grain and livestock subsidies and price 

supports as part of a commitment to supporting 

rural incomes” 

Increase in prices for delivered agricultural products, 

especially meat, and the inauguration of salaries 

guaranteed by the state 

“Abolition of the agricultural tax to help 

relieve the burden on farmers” 

Abolition of draconian Stalin-era taxes 

“Increased central government spending on 

health, education, and rural infrastructure” 

Expansion of the physical and human infrastructure 

of the village (see Chapter 3) 

 

Table D.2: The Seventeen Policy Vectors of “Building a New Socialist Countryside” 

Isolated by Anna Ahlers and Gunter Schubert:1655 

PRC (2006-present) USSR (1956-90) 

“Agricultural specialization, intensification and 

technological modernization” 

Movement to expand the vehicle stock, “electrify” 

agricultural production including livestock tending, 

and specialize kolkhozes and sovkhozes around a 

narrower band of crops (especially “technical”) or, 

alternately, poultry or livestock production  

“Reallocation and consolidation of agricultural 

land holdings” 

Twin campaigns to conquer “Virgin Lands,” 

primarily of Central Asia and the Crimea and 

“enlarge [ukrupnitʹ]” kolkhozes and sovkhozes. 

“Resettlement of peasants to new apartment 

blocks in nearby towns,” described elsewhere 

as “‘urbanization’ and/or ‘township-

ization’”1656 

Significant efforts to develop the central farmsteads 

of now-enlarged kolkhozes and sovkhozes into 

“tracts of urban type” replete with multi-story 

apartment buildings 

“Reforestation” Not as prominent as other efforts but a consideration 

of officials at various levels both for the sake of 

increasing production of materials and defense 

against various undesirable effects of weather and 

climate including the dust-storms that had helped 

doom the Virgin Lands campaign.1657 

 
1654 Tony Saich, “China in 2006: Focus on Social Development,” Asian Survey 47.1 (Jan.-Feb. 2007), 41. 
1655 Ahlers and Schubert, “‘Building a New Socialist Countryside’,” 40; Ahlers, Rural Policy Implementation 
in Contemporary China: New Socialist Countryside (New York: Routledge, 2014), 35. 
1656 Ahlers, Rural Policy Implementation, 35. 
1657 E.g. Aleksandr Lukʹianov, Moia malaia rodina (Belgorod, Rus.: Vezelitsa, 2010), 73; Joint Resolution 
of the Central Committee of the CPSU and Council of Ministers of the USSR #236 (20 Mar. 1967): “On 
[the] Pressing Measures Regarding [the] Defense of Soils Against Wind and Water Erosion.” 
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Table D.2 (continued) 

PRC (2006-present) USSR (1956-90) 

“Water reservoirs and irrigation” Also less prominent, though measures included some 

audacious projects to create and reroute major bodies 

of water as well as, conversely, the draining of 

swamps and bogs. 

“Enhancement of quality of potable water” New infrastructure for the largest villages including 

sewer systems and running water, though wells 

remained standard 

“Improved energy efficiency, for example, 

through the building of small biogas plants” 

Building of smaller power substations around 

villages  

“Road construction and maintenance” Significant expansion of road network 

“Improved sanitation” Increased predominance of running water along with 

rhetorics of hygiene (see Chapter 3) 

“Expanded social welfare services, most 

importantly comprehensive medical insurance 

and minimum allowances for jobless villagers” 

Expansion of nurse practitioners’ stations in villages 

along with permission to seek treatment in district 

centers 

“Provision of micro-credit schemes” None as such, but some lending to villagers for 

housing construction 

“Vocational training for peasants and migrant 

laborers” 

Expansion of Vocational-Technical training 

including so-called “Village Vocational-Technical 

Schools,” many of whose graduates took their skills 

to city industry 

“‘Digitization’ of villages and the provision of 

comprehensive cable television and Internet 

access to all rural areas” 

Introduction of television to the village throughout 

the 1960s and 1970s (See Chapter 3) 

“Construction of schools with on-site 

dormitories” 

Significant expansion of boarding schools.1658 

“Strengthening of accounting transparency and 

democratic decision-making in the villages” 

None, converse in fact. As kolkhozes became 

enlarged their leaders were increasingly drawn from 

those without local roots and on the basis of their 

willingness to put reforms into effect without 

consideration for local experience or opinion. 

“Advocacy schemes to support model villages 

as local development leaders” 

Use and advertisement of model villages especially 

for architecture and cultural efforts (as opposed to 

model collective farms for farming) 

“Renovation of village houses”1659 Loans to villagers for construction as well as 

development of project-plans for single-family 

dwellings 

 

  

 
1658 Joint Resolution of the Central Committee of the CPSU and Council of Ministers of the USSR #471 [2 
Jul. 1973]: “O merakh po dalʹneishemu uluchsheniiu uslovii raboty selʹskoi obshcheobrazovatelʹnoi 
shkoly.” 
1659 Only in Ahlers’s monograph: Rural Policy Implementation, 35. 
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Interviews 

 

Table Bibliography.1: Interviews 

 

Date Name Born 

Origin and Location (Current Borders) 

Village1660 District Oblast 

Residents1661 

1970 2018 
17.04.12 Aleksandara Sergeevna 1942 Pekari* Konotop Sumy 1,001 611 

17.04.20 Aleksandr Efimovich 1947 Hlynsʹk†* Romny Sumy 2,229 1,654 

18.06.18 Aleksandr Ivanovich 1965 r.: Syniak Billopillia Sumy 145 53 

17.04.03 Aleksandr Vladimirovich 1959  Krasnaya Yaruga Belgorod   

18.06.25 Aleksandra Maksimovna 1941 Velyka Rybytsia Krasnopillia Sumy 1,528 690 

17.04.13 Alekseii Andreevich 1957 Pysarivka Sumy Sumy 1,137 831 

17.04.04 Anastasiia Mikhailovna 1948  Buryn Sumy   

17.04.11 Anatolii Alekseevich 1962 Hryntseve†* Lebedyn Sumy 600 470 

17.04.14 Anatolii Ivanovich 1954 Khochyne Olevsk Zhytomyr  594 

17.03.29 Anatolii Semënovich 1949 Velykyi Bobryk†* Krasnopillia Sumy 2,200 1,516 

17.03.15 Anna Grigorʹevna 1948 Vasylivka†* Lebedyn Sumy 2,108 1,550 

18.06.13 Antonina Nikolaevna 1958 Velykyi Bobryk†* Krasnopillia Sumy 2,200 1,516 

17.03.23 Ekaterina 1952 Hrebenykivka†* Trostianets Sumy 981 850 

17.04.19 Ekaterina Timofeevna 1948 Viazovoe* Shchigry Kursk  143 

17.03.08 Elena Mikhailovna 1937 Valiïvka Billopillia Sumy 221 110 

17.04.11 Elena Nikolaevna 1945 Sukhoverkhivka† Buryn Sumy 636 379 

19.05.02 Elena Vladimirovna 1952 Poliane Trostianets Sumy  599 

17.04.14 Galina Ivanovna 1955 Zvannoe Glushkovo Kursk  1,6991662 

17.02.20 Galina Konstantinovna 1946 Kapustiany* Trostianets [sic] Vinnytsia  2,061 

17.03.31 Grigorii 1952 Pechyshche Sumy Sumy 787 350 

18.06.20 Igorʹ Ivanovich 1965 Pishchane Sumy Sumy 1,284 1,734 

17.04.08 Ivan 1942 Pidlisnivka†* Sumy Sumy 594 606 

17.03.17 Ivan Andreevich 1954 Iastrubyne†* Sumy Sumy 2,544 1,165 

17.03.17 Ivan Ivanovich 1941 Vakalivshchyna Sumy Sumy 220 71 

17.04.07 Ivan Pavlovich 1955 Verkhnia Samara* Blyzniuky Kharkiv  680 

17.03.17 Ivan Sergeevich 1939? Baranivka Pokrovsk Donetsk  58 

17.02.09 Kateryna Maksymivna 1958? Velyka Rybytsia Krasnopillia Sumy 1,528 690 

17.03.20 Lidiia Ivanovna 1951 Iashchenkiv? Varva Chernihiv  249 

18.05.16 Lidiia Stepanovna 1940   Kursk   

17.04.20 Liubovʹ 1964 Zhovtneve1663 Lebedyn Sumy 300 120 

17.03.21 Liubovʹ Alekseevna 1965 Tarasivka†* Velyka Pysarivka Sumy 1,680 909 

17.03.14 Liudmila Anatolʹevna 1965 r.: Sudislavl1664 Sudislavl Kostroma  4,790 

17.03.30 Liudmila Vasilʹevna 1949 Tulchyn  (city) Tulchyn Vinnytsia  15,847 

18.06.25 Nadezhda Maksimovna 1944 Velyka Rybytsia Krasnopillia Sumy 1,528 690 

17.02.12 Nataliia Mikhailovna 1960 Myropillia†* Krasnopillia Sumy 5,696 2,873 

17.04.18 Nataliia Pavlovna 1947 Lebedyn (city) Lebedyn Sumy  28,814 

18.06.23 Natlaiia Alekseevna 1951 Pidstavky†* Lypova Dolyna Sumy 1,089 556 

17.04.01 Nikolai Alekseevich 1949 Sigor Gordeyevsky Briansk  01665 

18.06.05 Nikolai Ilʹich 1957 Dobriansʹke?†* Velyka Pysarivka Sumy 1,801 1,039 

18.06.16 Nina Ivanovna 1951 r.: Pidstavky†* Lypova Dolyna Sumy 1,089 556 

 
1660 Dagger denotes village council seat in 1990. Single asterisk denotes present village council seat. “r.” 
denotes an individual was raised rather than born in the given village. 
1661 DASO R-3155, op.10, spr.262. 
1662 Estimate for 2018 based on population change within the overall “village settlement” between 2010 
and 2018. 
1663 [alt. Stepove] 
1664 Tract of urban type as of 1963. 
1665 As of 1986: Administrativno-territorialʹnoe delenie Brianskogo kraia za 1916-2006 gody: Spravochnik 
1, 3rd Ed. (Briansk: Upravlenie po delam arkhivov Brianskoi oblasti, 2011), 217.  
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Table Bibliography.1 (continued) 

 

   

Origin and Location (Current Borders) 

   Residents1666 

Date Name Born Village1667 District Oblast 1970 2018 
17.03.11 Pavel Ivanovich 1951 Vakalivshchyna Sumy Sumy 220 71 

18.06.28 Pavel Vasilʹevich 1962 Solidarne Sumy Sumy 183 240 

17.04.08 Pavlo Petrovych 1948 Stepanivka*1668 Sumy Sumy  5,150 

17.04.05 Pëtr Ilʹich 1951 Artemo-Rastivka Trostianets Sumy 405 216 

17.02.22 Roza Badertinova  Taimanova Shaıan Túrkistan  1,2331669 

17.03.28 Stanislav 1945 Mykolaïvka1670 Bilopillia Sumy  4,272 

18.06.10 Svetlana Anatolʹevna 1962 r.: Korosten (city) Korosten Zhytomyr  66,850 

17.02.14 Svetlana Vladimirovna 1967 Pavlenkove* Lebedyn Sumy 479 362 

17.04.06 Tamara Ivanovna 1951 Shalyhyne1671 Hlukhiv Sumy  3,203 

17.04.15 Timofei Timofeevich 1945 Kolomytsivka Hlobyne Poltava  116 

17.02.21 Valentina Grigorʹevna 1954 Bilany Bilopillia Sumy 1,290 864 

17.03.13 Valentina Nikolaevna 1954 
Verkhnia 
Syrovatka†* 

Sumy Sumy 4,511 3,814 

17.04.02 Valerii Nikolaevich 1961 Zholobok Bilopillia Sumy 235 143 

17.04.18 Vasilii Ivanovich 1954 Velyki Vilʹmy†* Sumy Sumy 693 591 

17.02.21 Vera Ivanovna 1950 Boromlia†* Trostianets Sumy 5,367 4,251 

18.06.27 Viktor 1961 r.: Sloboda†* Buryn Sumy 6,115 3,056 

17.04.15 Viktor Ivanovich 1950 Pidstavky†* Lypova Dolyna Sumy 1,089 556 

17.03.10 Vladimir 1952 Vakalivshchyna Sumy Sumy 220 71 

17.04.12 Vladimir Grigorʹevich 1950 Mutyn†* Krolevets Sumy 2,779 1,431 

17.04.19 Vladimir Mikhailovich 1950 Chervone†1672 Sumy Sumy 1,859 2,079 

17.02.16 Vladimir Pantaleimonovich 1952 Shevchenkove†* Konotop Sumy 1,445 650 

18.06.28 Vladimir Vasilʹevich 1950 r.: Sinne†* Krasnopillia Sumy 819 468 

17.04.03 Vladimir Vasilʹevich 1954 Vesela Dolyna Lypova Dolyna Sumy 269 25 

17.02.13 Vladimir Vasilʹevich 1951 Bezdryk†* Sumy Sumy 1,658 1,701 

17.03.16 Zinaida Dmitrievna 1952 Oleksyne Trostianets Sumy 708 418 

 

 

 

Other Primary Sources 

 

Akhmatova, Anna. Sochineniia 1. Munich: Mezhdunarodnoe literaturnoe sodruzhestvo, 1968. 

 

Artiukh, Vʺiacheslav [V.O.], Hennadii [H.M.] Ivanushchenko, and Volodymyr [V.O.]  

Sadivnychyi, Eds. Inakodumstvo na Sumshchyni: Zbirnyk dokumentiv ta materialiv 
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Bardin, Kirill [K.V.]. Azbuka turizma (O tekhnike peshekhodnykh puteshestvii) Posobie dlia  

 
1666 DASO R-3155, op.10, spr.262. 
1667 Dagger denotes village council seat in 1990. Single asterisk denotes present village council seat. “r.” 
denotes an individual was raised rather than born in the given village. 
1668 Tract of urban type as of 1968. 
1669 Itogi Natsionalʹnoi perepisi Respubliki Kazakhstan 2009 goda 1 [Naselenie Respubliki Kazakhstan] 
(Astana: Agenstvo Respubliki Kazakhstan po Statistike, 2011), 180.  
1670 Tract of urban type as of 1957. 
1671 Tract of urban type as of 1956. 
1672 [alt. Stare Selo]. 
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and digitally for subsequent Censuses:  
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